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1. The readers' editor on... the Guardian's coverage of Israel/Palestine issues; The use and awareness of language
the Guardian deploys when reporting on the Israel/Palestine conflict attracts regular criticism The Guardian, Oc-
tober 28, 2014 Tuesday 8:09 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1077 words, Chris Elliott

2. 'Feminism lite' is letting down the women who need it the most; I've hesitated to write about gender, worried that
I'll be slammed for daring to speak out. But we all benefit from gender equality, and therefore must give feminism
some tough love The Guardian, October 28, 2014 Tuesday 2:54 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 997 words,
Antony Loewenstein

3. Israeli policy on Iran is the biggest threat to its 'special relationship' with America; 'The crisis in US-Israel rela-
tions' isn't that someone called Netanyahu 'chickenshit'. It's the growing distance over policy on Iran The Guardi-
an, October 31, 2014 Friday 12:12 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 948 words, Ali Gharib

4. From Michael Brown to Assata Shakur, the racist state of America persists; Those who resist are treated like ter-
rorists - as in Ferguson this year, and as I and other black activists were in the 60s and 70s The Guardian,
November 1, 2014 Saturday 10:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 865 words, Angela Davis

5. We CAN all get along - and for less than the cost of a Taylor Swift album!; Israel v Palestine. Republican v
Democrat. Even pro-choice v pro-life. The key to keeping your enemies close, a new study says, is to feel the
love. (Hint: money helps) The Guardian, November 4, 2014 Tuesday 8:07 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 821
words, Oliver Burkeman

6. God save us from the philosemitism ofBurchill, Amis and Mensch; Being the object of adoration and envy is yet
another burden we Jews have to bear The Guardian, November 7, 2014 Friday 5:01 PM GMT, COMMENT IS
FREE, 1023 words, Hadley Freeman

7. Germany must talk straight with Israel; Germany's history makes it reluctant to put pressure on Israel. But if it
has the country's best interests at heart, it should exert its influence to bring about peace The Guardian, Novem-
ber 10, 2014 Monday 3:58 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 992 words, Daniel Barenboim

8. The Guardian view on the Jerusalem killings: this must not become a holy war; The murders in a synagogue
were a truly appalling act of violence. Now Israeli and Palestinian leaders must act to prevent their conflict be-
coming a battle of Muslim against Jew - because religious conflicts can never be solved The Guardian, Novem-
ber 18, 2014 Tuesday 7:25 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 727 words, Editorial

9. Guardian and Observer style guide: S; 'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom Stop-
pard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle The Guardian, November 21, 2014 Friday 6:14 PM
GMT, INFO, 10178 words, Last updated:

10. The Guardian view on a deal with Iran: a chance to make history; Iran's leadership should grasp this once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity The Guardian, November 21, 2014 Friday 8:06 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 729
words, Editorial
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11. Arms dealers are setting up shop in Australia. There's still time to reject these merchants of death; Northrop
Grumman, a leading US defence contracting firm, will launch a major Australian expansion next month. We're a
bigger market for arms than you might think The Guardian, November 21, 2014 Friday 4:21 AM GMT, COM-
MENT IS FREE, 802 words, Antony Loewenstein

12. The Guardian view on Israel: the narrowing of a nation; With a bill to define the country as the nation-state of the
Jewish people, a democracy stands on the brink of downgrading itself The Guardian, November 28, 2014 Friday
7:10 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 529 words, Editorial

13. Binyamin Netanyahu's nationality bill is at odds with the Hebrew Bible; The scriptures insist that Jews and non-
Jews are to be subject to the same laws. We need to heed this message The Guardian, November 28, 2014 Fri-
day 4:20 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 662 words, Giles Fraser

14. A modest proposal: Qatar could win by letting Gaza host the World Cup; Handing over the tournament voluntar-
ily would allow the emirate to save face and play a lead role in bringing the Middle East together The Guardian,
November 30, 2014 Sunday 9:21 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 626 words, Tom Gross

15. Antisemitism is racism. We need to acknowledge that; Malky Mackay, Dave Whelan and Mario Balotelli are all
culpable - but so are apologists on the left The Guardian, December 2, 2014 Tuesday 7:25 PM GMT, COM-
MENT IS FREE, 1074 words, David Baddiel

16. Cuba's extraordinary global medical record shames the US blockade; From Ebola to earthquakes, Havana's
doctors have saved millions. Obama must lift this embargo The Guardian, December 3, 2014 Wednesday 8:08
PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1078 words, Seumas Milne

17. 2014 was a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad year. You probably don't even remember why; Did we ever
#bringbackourgirls? Was Ebola really a bigger threat than polio? Why was Wolf Blitzer in a tunnel? Cable news
doesn't exist to give you answers The Guardian, December 17, 2014 Wednesday 2:02 PM GMT, COMMENT IS
FREE, 1688 words, Jeb Lund

18. The Guardian view on the US-Cuba breakthrough: more US diplomatic creativity is needed elsewhere; Obama is
making the most of his last two years in power The Guardian, December 18, 2014 Thursday 8:02 PM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 728 words, Editorial

19. It's not Cuba that has just decided to rejoin the modern word - it's the US; Is this the beginning of the end of the
road for the sometimes semi-official US belief that Cuba is really Washington's? The Guardian, December 18,
2014 Thursday 7:03 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1091 words, Martin Kettle

20. Mandy Rice-Davies called the Profumo affair 'a pimple'. Now that's resilience; We could learn from a woman who
nearly brought down a government yet got on with life rather than milked her fame The Guardian, December 22,
2014 Monday 6:38 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 644 words, Christina Patterson
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21. The Guardian view on religious intolerance: the burden of the cross; In much of the world, and many Islamic so-
cieties especially, Christians are oppressed. The rights of humans should always come before the proclaimed
rights of God The Guardian, December 25, 2014 Thursday 7:05 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 718 words, Ed-
itorial

22. The Guardian view on 2015: there are many global uncertainties, but the crises will be interconnected; From
Libya's chaos to Russia's geopolitical ambitions, the new year will be full of problems that are difficult to disen-
tangle The Guardian, December 30, 2014 Tuesday 6:51 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 703 words, Editorial

23. Guardian Weekly Letters, 2 January 2015; The use of torture; Putin and the west; speaking out on terrorism The
Guardian, December 30, 2014 Tuesday 2:00 PM GMT, GLOBAL, 1417 words

24. Heroes of 2014: Reuven 'Ruvi' Rivlin, president of Israel; This rightwing member of Likud has become Israel's
conscience, challenging racism and standing up for Palestinian rights The Guardian, December 31, 2014 Wed-
nesday 2:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 211 words, Jonathan Freedland

25. A nuclear deal with Iran would mean a less volatile world; Never mind Cuba, this is the big one for the west. Fail-
ure to reach an agreement could trigger a wave of nuclear proliferation The Guardian, December 31, 2014 Wed-
nesday 1:15 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 595 words, Julian Borger

26. An alternative view of 2014 - the year in GuardianWitness; Using GuardianWitness, readers have shared experi-
ences, photos and videos in response to some of the biggest news of the year and helped us cover hidden stor-
ies from around the world The Guardian, December 31, 2014 Wednesday 12:37 PM GMT, WORLD NEWS,
2171 words, Guardian readers

27. Palestinian Christians find no cry for freedom in the Exodus story; How can a Palestinian Christian admire libera-
tion theology in a world of Guns 'n' Moses T-shirts? The Guardian, January 2, 2015 Friday 3:46 PM GMT, COM-
MENT IS FREE, 687 words, Giles Fraser

28. Charlie Hebdo's spirit will endure, despite this atrocity; France has lost some of its most courageous satirical
journalists, but it is not about to lose a magazine that has targeted the powerful like no other The Guardian,
January 7, 2015 Wednesday 5:47 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 630 words, Jessica Reed

29. Well done, humans. We've killed Melbourne's Separation Tree; Today's Botanical Gardens were once a swamp,
where animals and birdlife proliferated. Now another relic of that time has been destroyed. But who cares? The
Guardian, January 7, 2015 Wednesday 3:44 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 646 words, Jeff Sparrow

30. Paris unity rally: France on the march for fraternity and for freedom; Demonstration was about restating what is
best in Europe, as well as overcoming barbarism and xenophobia The Guardian, January 11, 2015 Sunday 8:40
PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 910 words, Natalie Nougayrède in Paris
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31. WikiLeaks: not perfect, but more important than ever for free speech; Just before Christmas, WikiLeaks released
its latest round of explosive leaks. The organisation may not be perfect, but it's more important than ever The
Guardian, January 12, 2015 Monday 11:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 892 words, Antony Loewenstein

32. Tony Blair questioned by MPs about IRA fugitives ('on the runs') - as it happened; Rolling coverage of all the
day's political developments as they happen, including Tony Blair giving evidence to MPs about IRA fugitives ("on
the runs"), and George Osborne and Ed Balls opening the debate on the charter for budget responsibility The
Guardian, January 13, 2015 Tuesday 6:36 PM GMT, POLITICS, 10204 words, Andrew Sparrow

33. This UK antisemitism survey would have shocked my great uncle Alex; He survived the Holocaust and never
trusted France - but he always thought Jewish people could feel at home in Britain The Guardian, January 14,
2015 Wednesday 4:48 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1000 words, Hadley Freeman

34. Australia's UN vote on Palestine does a disservice to all sides, including Israelis; Australia's voting record at the
UN on Israeli-Palestinian issues has changed under the Abbott government. A true friend of Israel should be able
to send a message about what Australians think The Guardian, January 14, 2015 Wednesday 12:34 AM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 1941 words, Bob Carr

35. Paris attacks: in this debate fear is the factor that dare not speak its name; Whether it's blaming foreign policy,
the cartoonists or invoking free speech, we're all searching for ways to cope with our terror The Guardian, Janu-
ary 16, 2015 Friday 7:46 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1085 words, Jonathan Freedland

36. On Charlie Hebdo Pope Francis is using the wife-beater's defence; Yes, free speech has always had its limits -
but verbal provocation is never an excuse for violence The Guardian, January 16, 2015 Friday 11:47 AM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 668 words, Polly Toynbee

37. Just how antisemitic is Britain?; Alarmist suggestions that Jewish experience in Britain today echoes the 1930s
seem unreal The Guardian, January 19, 2015 Monday 7:48 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 794 words, David
Conn

38. Dear Eric Pickles - why single out Islam for this patronising treatment?; You question our loyalty for no reason
other than our spiritual beliefs. Will you ever sit down with the diverse peoples who make up Britain and really
listen to us? · Cameron backs Pickles' letter to Muslim leaders The Guardian, January 20, 2015 Tuesday 11:59
AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 543 words, Areeb Ullah

39. We are failing the children of Syria and Lebanon. This tragedy is avoidable; It is shameful that a plan to secure
educational facilities for refugee and poor children is threatened because of a shortfall of funds The Guardian,
January 20, 2015 Tuesday 9:08 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1028 words, Gordon Brown

40. State of the Union: Republicans say Obama on false path after election loss - as it happened; Jeb Bush calls tax
reform plan divisive 'America is adrift,' Paul says'A campaign speech,' Christie saysNetanyahu invited to address
Congress on Iran Read a summary of this blog The Guardian, January 21, 2015 Wednesday 7:50 PM GMT, US
NEWS, 4240 words, Tom McCarthy in New York
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41. The Guardian view on the 70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz; The Holocaust was the defining event
of 20th-century history, informing almost everything we do and think The Guardian, January 26, 2015 Monday
8:14 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 713 words, Editorial

42. Children are naive to the power of corporations - how about a lesson in 'profitics'?; Apple earns as much as
Hong Kong. IBM and McDonald's are insinuating themselves into curriculums. Schools must get wise The
Guardian, January 29, 2015 Thursday 12:01 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 702 words, Arwa Mahdawi

43. Republicans need to learn that Muslim and American are not mutually exclusive; Texas legislator Molly White
joined some more famous conservatives in the 'Super Bowl of Bigotry' this week, vying for the title of Biggest Is-
lamophobe The Guardian, January 30, 2015 Friday 3:10 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 797 words, Linda Sar-
sour

44. Kobani's destruction is an opportunity for rebuilding hope; Little is left after the people of Kobani fought off Isis.
But given a chance, people become highly creative after such devastation The Guardian, February 3, 2015
Tuesday 11:58 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 624 words, Diana Darke

45. The Guardian view on Islamic State's attempt to disrupt the links between the monarchy and Jordan's tribes; The
cruel games over the fate of the captured pilot may well backfire on the jihadi group The Guardian, February 4,
2015 Wednesday 7:57 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 518 words, Editorial

46. Israelis have a chance to dump Netanyahu. I fear they won't seize it; Bibi has lost allies abroad and alienated the
electorate at home. But unless his opponents raise their game, he's likely to win the election next month The
Guardian, February 6, 2015 Friday 8:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1116 words, Jonathan Freedland

47. Eurovision 2015: Turkey has whirling dervishes. Spain has flamenco. Australia has bogans; Will it be Mark
'Jacko' Jackson ? Will it be Lorde? John Farnham's final comeback? Whoever represents Australia at Eurovision
better order a shipment of thick skin The Guardian, February 11, 2015 Wednesday 2:50 AM GMT, COMMENT
IS FREE, 543 words, Mark Humphries

48. If British Jews are attacked, respect our dignity - and keep your agendas to yourself; I dread the cacophony from
right and left on how we should react to antisemitism. What's important is supporting our survival as a community
in the UK The Guardian, February 16, 2015 Monday 3:40 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 803 words, Keith
Kahn-Harris

49. The Guardian view on whistleblowers: heroes working in the public interest; As long as they're working for us all,
they deserve the protection of the law The Guardian, February 16, 2015 Monday 12:32 PM GMT Correction Ap-
pended, COMMENT IS FREE, 753 words, Editorial

50. The Guardian view on a week of terror: from North Carolina to Copenhagen, the threat to freedom is the same;
Freedom of speech and freedom of worship are both fundamental rights The Guardian, February 18, 2015 Wed-
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nesday 7:19 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 731 words, Editorial

51. Jeb Bush isn't George W. He just thinks the same and hires the same people; George W Bush was a different
president at a different time. It's just a time the Republican party wants to go back to The Guardian, February 19,
2015 Thursday 3:09 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1568 words, Jeb Lund

52. Islamism has many faces. We must learn to read them all; If we are to understand the role Islamists play around
the world we need to move beyond generalisation The Guardian, February 20, 2015 Friday 7:37 PM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 927 words, HA Hellyer

53. Reporters hold their nose about advertising in newspapers. But history shows the risk that purists take; Journal-
ists seem to be curious about everything in the world around us - apart from the people on the floor below who
bring in the money The Guardian, February 20, 2015 Friday 6:47 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1185 words,
Ian Jack

54. In praise of ... Peter Oborne; A courageous troublemaker and magnificent polemicist, Oborne is not always right.
But he couldn't stay quiet about the Telegraph's coverage of the HSBC story The Guardian, February 20, 2015
Friday 4:24 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 213 words, Michael White

55. The relocation of Suleyman Shah: the way forward in the Middle East?; By moving the tomb of Suleyman Shah
out of the war zone in Syria, Turkey may have found an elegant solution for the trouble caused from Jerusalem to
Crimea The Guardian, February 22, 2015 Sunday 7:25 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 947 words, Andrew
Brown

56. Netanyahu must realise bombing and permanent sanctions won't work on Iran; For years the Israeli leader has
cried wolf about Iran's nuclear intentions, but we now have clear signs that negotiations are starting to bear fruit
The Guardian, February 24, 2015 Tuesday 7:38 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 768 words, Richard Dalton

57. Binyamin Netanyahu and the speech that bombed; It isn't just leaked cables that have undermined the Israeli
PM's speech to world leaders. According to his predictions, we should all be dead by now The Guardian, Febru-
ary 25, 2015 Wednesday 8:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 624 words, Tim Dowling

58. The dangerous folly of trying to divide France's Jews and Muslims; The French Jewish leader Roger Cukierman
is playing with fire in allying himself with Marine Le Pen's National Front The Guardian, February 27, 2015 Friday
5:31 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 735 words, Nabila Ramdani

59. Could Australia ever strike the 'proper balance' between security and liberty?; The metaphor of the scales is al-
most irresistible, but when we talk about national security do we even agree on what priorities we should weigh?
The Guardian, February 28, 2015 Saturday 4:19 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1303 words, Raimond Gaita

60. The Guardian view on Netanyahu in Washington: collusion or collision?; Israel's prime minister is snubbing the
White House in the search for election votes back home. It is a big gamble The Guardian, March 2, 2015
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Monday 7:24 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 741 words, Editorial

61. Netanyahu will not be judged kindly for thwarting a nuclear deal with Iran; It seems remarkable that the Israeli
prime minister wants to torpedo diplomatic efforts that could heal Tehran's relations with the west and his own
country The Guardian, March 2, 2015 Monday 6:54 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 791 words, Christopher
de Bellaigue

62. Let's be honest. We ignore Congo's atrocities because it's in Africa; For more than 100 years DRC has endured
horror upon horror with barely any outcry. It wouldn't be allowed to continue elsewhere The Guardian, March 6,
2015 Friday 11:23 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 562 words, Owen Jones

63. Why the revolutionary Kurdish fight against Isis deserves our support; That radical feminists such as Ivana Hoff-
man are helping to drive back Isis in Syria should be a source of immense pride for the international left The
Guardian, March 10, 2015 Tuesday 8:51 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 930 words, Owen Jones

64. Finchley: few seats can boast such stark differences in wealth; In the second of our pre-election series, Rafael
Behr returns to the area where he grew up, and finds it hard to imagine it as the Tory bastion it was in the 1980s
The Guardian, March 11, 2015 Wednesday 4:42 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1080 words, Rafael Behr

65. The Guardian view on the Israeli election: at last an opportunity for change; Binyamin Netanyahu is facing a seri-
ous challenge. There is a chance of a government ready to negotiate The Guardian, March 12, 2015 Thursday
12:06 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 722 words, Editorial

66. Binyamin Netanyahu has failed. There's a better way to achieve security for Israel; Voters now have the chance
to turn their backs on policies that have made Israel an international pariah and to reopen the path to a two-state
solution The Guardian, March 13, 2015 Friday 9:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1185 words, Avi Shlaim

67. The Guardian view on Sweden's foreign policy: admirable, but maybe not entirely high-minded; Swedish foreign
minister Margot Wallström has spoken bluntly to Russia, Saudi Arabia and Israel. But the diplomatic environment
is changing The Guardian, March 15, 2015 Sunday 8:04 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 525 words, Editorial

68. The Guardian view on Netanyahu's victory: a risky path for Israel; The Israeli prime minister has secured a fourth
term but his tactics have damaged the country's standing The Guardian, March 18, 2015 Wednesday 7:24 PM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 527 words, Editorial

69. Netanyahu deployed the politics of fear. It worked like magic; Israel's ultimate comeback kid won by using racist
invective against the country's Arab citizens and portraying his opponents as traitors The Guardian, March 18,
2015 Wednesday 1:16 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1005 words, Aluf Benn

70. The jockeying for position over leaders' debates makes losers of us all; Cameron's TV deal is a poor solution,
and the whole charade has been a cruel parody of the deadly serious arguments the participants should be hav-
ing The Guardian, March 18, 2015 Wednesday 11:14 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 649 words, Anne Perkins
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71. Dear Mr Netanyahu: Sorry we dared to dream. Yours, Israel's Arab population; Palestinian citizens of Israel once
had hope that one day, as citizens, we would be partners, able to live where we want and access resources. No
longer The Guardian, March 19, 2015 Thursday 5:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1448 words, Sayed
Kashua

72. The name's Bond, José Bond; From Spectre's Mexican Bond girl to Idris Elba's Thor, the film world really gets
wound up by race issues in fictional characters (unless it's black roles re-imagined as white) The Guardian,
March 20, 2015 Friday 3:04 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 720 words, Arwa Mahdawi

73. Netanyahu sank into the moral gutter - and there will be consequences; Israel's prime minister won re-election
with a combination of belligerence and bigotry. His opposition to a Palestinian state is a stance the world should
not accept The Guardian, March 21, 2015 Saturday 1:03 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1119 words, Jonathan
Freedland

74. Imagine if Ted Cruz used his Ivy League education to write one new speech; The Texas senator has no new
ideas, but he does now have one of the earliest campaigns for the Republican nomination in 2016. That counts,
right? The Guardian, March 24, 2015 Tuesday 2:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1231 words, Jeb Lund

75. As migrants we leave home in search of afuture, but we lose the past; Immigration is never an easy option: leav-
ing people and places behind always comes at a painful price The Guardian, March 24, 2015 Tuesday 9:50 AM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1022 words, Gary Younge

76. It's OK to leak government secrets - as long as it benefits politicians; It is hypocritical that some leaks will land
you in jail, while others just lead to a slap on the wrist The Guardian, March 25, 2015 Wednesday 3:40 PM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 724 words, Trevor Timm

77. The Guardian view on the Iran nuclear talks: a matter of global security; Those in the US and Israel treating the
negotiations as a short-term partisan game could jeopardise the chances of a deal The Guardian, March 26,
2015 Thursday 7:50 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 521 words, Editorial

78. At last a nuclear deal with Iran is in sight. The chance must not be spurned; All sides have strategic, security and
moral reasons to bring Iran in from the cold. The ostracism of this talented, historically pro-western nation has
lasted too long The Guardian, March 30, 2015 Monday 8:53 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 730 words, Simon
Tisdall

79. What Andrea Dworkin, the feminist I knew, can teach young women; Dworkin was her era's bravest, most gal-
vanising and polarising feminist. Ten years after her death, her sheer courage and her hatred for the men who
hate women continue to inspire The Guardian, March 30, 2015 Monday 4:54 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE,
1339 words, Julie Bindel

80. The readers' editor on... a trove of old and new definitions in the style guide; We are going to stop asserting that
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there is no such thing as a 'trove'. But there are other linguistic battles that I think the Guardian should continue to
fight The Guardian, March 30, 2015 Monday 11:07 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 698 words, Chris Elliott

81. To combat anti-LGBT laws, companies should pay lobbyists - not lip service; CEOs like Tim Cook and compan-
ies that say they oppose pro-discrimination laws can do more than talk about it. They can put their money where
their mouths are The Guardian, March 31, 2015 Tuesday 6:03 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 995 words,
Steven W Thrasher

82. Made in Britain? The Saudi-led attack on a Yemeni refugee camp; Thanks to our oil-drenched arms deal with
Saudi Arabia, British planes could have dropped those bombs. So we cannot say it has nothing to do with us
The Guardian, April 1, 2015 Wednesday 1:30 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 707 words, Giles Fraser

83. Nigel Farage has to take some blame for Ukip's problem children; The roll call of disgraced Ukip members is too
long to ignore. And it's the party leader who sets the tone The Guardian, April 2, 2015 Thursday 3:24 PM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 503 words, Hugh Muir

84. Britain must act now to bring Iran in from the cold; The nuclear pact struck by Barack Obama is a good one. The
British foreign secretary should follow it up by reopening diplomatic relations The Guardian, April 4, 2015 Sat-
urday 7:27 PM GMT Correction Appended, COMMENT IS FREE, 853 words, Simon Tisdall

85. Republicans have no interest in peace. The Iran talks proved that; Top Republicans have condemned the tentat-
ive deal, despite probably not having the first clue about what it entails The Guardian, April 4, 2015 Saturday
1:11 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 668 words, Trevor Timm

86. Rand Paul announces 2016 presidential bid: 'I am putting myself forward' - as it happened; Website for Kentucky
senator: 'I am running for president'Senator joins 2016 Republican hunt for White HouseRand Paul's campaign
résumé - as seen by the GuardianRead a blog summary here The Guardian, April 7, 2015 Tuesday 10:28 PM
GMT, US NEWS, 4975 words, Tom McCarthy in New York

87. block-time published-time 10.09pm BST Evening; Scottish leaders' debate: Sturgeon accused of financial 'black
hole'Farage predicts he will win South Thanet seatFresh polling finds Ukip falling behind in marginal seatsLabour
leader rejects claim old Balls interview undermines non-dom pledgeVideo shows Balls saying scrapping non-
doms would 'cost Britain money' The Guardian, April 8, 2015 Wednesday 10:15 PM GMT, POLITICS, 19019
words

88. The US isn't winding down its wars - it's just running them at arm's length; Barack Obama is playing all sides
against each other, but support for the Saudi war in Yemen will only spread conflagration in the Middle East The
Guardian, April 8, 2015 Wednesday 8:09 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1134 words, Seumas Milne

89. Drones aren't just toys that cause a nuisance. They're still killing innocent people; Current media coverage might
make you think drones are what naughty people land on the White House lawn. This is a dangerous disconnect
from the bloody reality The Guardian, April 13, 2015 Monday 2:42 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 969 words,
Chris Cole
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90. George Galloway's comments on forced marriage are a dangerous abuse of power; Like Naz Shah, I survived a
forced marriage, and I know that the most important thing we can do for women in this situation is to believe them
The Guardian, April 13, 2015 Monday 1:37 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 704 words, Huma Munshi

91. The Palestinians of Yarmouk and the shameful silence when Israel is not to blame; When Israel wages war on
Palestinians, we speak out. But they are dying, right now, at the hands of an Arab regime The Guardian, April
13, 2015 Monday 11:30 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1015 words, Mehdi Hasan

92. Marco Rubio wants to be identifiable without having a distinct identity; The newest candidate for the Republican
nomination is totally different from all the old white guys in politics, except in the ways he's exactly the same The
Guardian, April 14, 2015 Tuesday 3:45 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1044 words, Jeb Lund

93. Günter Grass personified Germany's difficult relationship with its Nazi past; The great moralist turned out to have
both dark secrets and disturbing blind spots: his life and views illustrate the deep flaws in Germany's reckoning
with its history The Guardian, April 14, 2015 Tuesday 10:33 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 711 words, Hans
Kundnani

94. These may be the last Christians of the Middle East - unless we help; Islamic extremism has taken persecution
to a new level, but the seeds were sown a decade ago in the US- and British-led Iraq invasion The Guardian,
April 15, 2015 Wednesday 6:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1035 words, Jane Corbin

95. The SNP is full of contradictions, yet still it can ride the wave; The inconsistencies in its manifesto hardly matter
because the SNP has both momentum and the trust of a large chunk of the Scottish electorate The Guardian,
April 21, 2015 Tuesday 10:44 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 744 words, David Torrance

96. You can tell a lot about the west by the way it celebrates autocrats' deaths; Does the west's insistence on trading
freedoms for stability actually achieve anything except platitudes at the funerals of dead strongmen? The Guardi-
an, April 23, 2015 Thursday 5:56 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 875 words, Antony Loewenstein

97. On Scott McIntyre: the greatest insult is to whitewash the fallen; Opprobrium didn't pour down on the SBS report-
er out of respect for the history of Anzac, but because he breached our accord about how we view the past The
Guardian, April 27, 2015 Monday 11:37 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 889 words, Geoff Lemon

98. Republicans say that money is speech. Giving Clinton cash for conversation complies; However specious Peter
Schweizer's claims about Clinton Fuundation are, there's something rich about the GOP sucking up to their rich
donors and criticizing hers The Guardian, April 30, 2015 Thursday 5:48 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1198
words, Jeb Lund

99. The arts are much more than simply money-making 'creative industries'; The arts should be one of the areas to
challenge the idea that our political and financial masters have a monopoly on what counts as established reality
The Guardian, May 1, 2015 Friday 6:57 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 694 words, Giles Fraser
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100. Coalitions should stay where they belong - in Borgen; When you're in the voting booth silently screaming 'none
of the above', the prospect of getting two or more of them is truly horrific The Guardian, May 1, 2015 Friday 5:17
PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 961 words, Marina Hyde

101. The Texas shooting should not distort our view of free speech; Our knee-jerk defence of offensiveness, be it
over the Dallas attacks or the Charlie Hebdo murders, overlooks the bravery of those who are truly questioning
power The Guardian, May 4, 2015 Monday 6:30 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 927 words, Priyamvada Gopal

102. Freedom of speech's real enemy is our narrow consensus on ideas; To be taken seriously in Australian public
life, you can't stray from the list of approved Very Serious opinions. Scott McIntyre was punished because he did
The Guardian, May 5, 2015 Tuesday 3:44 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1601 words, Jeff Sparrow

103. Is the Sun's 'save our bacon' election front page antisemitic?; It's hard to say whether the whiff of antisemitism in
the image of Ed Miliband eating a bacon sandwich is intentional, but if he becomes PM we'll need to keep a care-
ful eye on this kind of thing The Guardian, May 7, 2015 Thursday 8:05 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 700
words, Keith Kahn-Harris

104. Netanyahu represents survivalist determination, not Israel's interests; Bibi's greatest success has been to estab-
lish himself as a default prime minister without giving Israelis a clear idea of where he wants to lead the country
The Guardian, May 11, 2015 Monday 1:03 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 660 words, Anshel Pfeffer

105. Why is Jerusalem important? You asked Google - here's the answer; Every day, millions of people ask Google
some of life's most difficult questions, big and small. In this series, our writers answer some of the most common
queries The Guardian, May 20, 2015 Wednesday 10:27 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1429 words, Jonathan
Romain, Catherine Pepinster and Usama Hasan

106. Israel has many injustices. But it is not an apartheid state; In South Africa, I saw real apartheid up close. These
claims against Israel are a distraction from the battle for justice for Palestinians The Guardian, May 22, 2015 Fri-
day 7:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1256 words, Benjamin Pogrund

107. Little wonder that my dreams in Nablus are so disturbing; One features dominion, another separation. It's no sur-
prise that one academic describes Israel's West Bank policy not as petty apartheid, but grand apartheid The
Guardian, May 29, 2015 Friday 4:09 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 776 words, Giles Fraser

108. What did Cannes teach me this year? 'Scoping'; Showbiz players have gleaned a craft tip from special branch,
I've learned - the art of covertly surveilling a packed party at 3am for Harvey Weinstein's stubble The Guardian,
May 29, 2015 Friday 2:57 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 649 words, Peter Bradshaw

109. The Guardian view on Sepp Blatter's re-election: football's missed chance; Fifa's critics and sponsors must de-
cide whether they have the stomach and the forces for a boycott of the World Cup The Guardian, May 30, 2015
Saturday 8:46 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 721 words, Editorial
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110. The readers' editor on... how the Guardian should deal with a growing number of complaints; I'd like to improve
on the numbers of complaints we resolve but we can't just keep expanding the readers' editor's office. What do
you think? The Guardian, May 31, 2015 Sunday 6:57 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 720 words, Chris Elliott

111. Is God a woman? To ask the question is to miss the point; The language we use to talk about God is not a patri-
archal conspiracy. God transcends gender but we need terms we can comprehend The Guardian, June 1, 2015
Monday 5:27 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 605 words, Kate Bottley

112. Why is the UK government so afraid to speak of Armenian genocide?; Britain's strategic relationship with Turkey
has been more important than telling the truth. If Armenians are to find closure, we must recognise their suffering
The Guardian, June 3, 2015 Wednesday 12:42 PM GMT Correction Appended, COMMENT IS FREE, 733
words, Giles Fraser

113. Tony Blair's latest role in tolerance and reconciliation is no joke; The European council of which he is now chair-
man has a serious agenda. Let's hope the former PM and his cohorts are up to the job The Guardian, June 4,
2015 Thursday 4:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 641 words, Keith Kahn-Harris

114. Why we should be talking to Iran; The prospect of a nuclear deal and the end of sanctions has transformed Iran.
Grasping that is in the west's interests The Guardian, June 5, 2015 Friday 6:00 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE,
1249 words, Jonathan Steele

115. Tolerant Islam should be protected; Kazakhstan is at a decisive moment between a Soviet atheist past and an
increasingly Islamic future The Guardian, June 14, 2015 Sunday 2:02 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 987
words, Giles Fraser

116. The Labour leadership election is an oasis of boredom; Yvette Cooper and Andy Burnham talk like hostages, Liz
Kendall has the air of an Apprentice candidate and Jeremy Corbyn is like an old pub drinker in a revamped bar
The Guardian, June 16, 2015 Tuesday 5:46 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 856 words, Frankie Boyle

117. Queen's speech 2015 - as it happened; Dennis Skinner shocks Commons by not making a jibeRead Andrew
Sparrow's line-by-line analysis of the speechGuide to bills and other measuresAfternoon summary The Guardi-
an, June 17, 2015 Wednesday 9:47 AM GMT, POLITICS, 14836 words, Andrew Sparrow and Mark Smith

118. The Guardian view on the 2014 Gaza war report: damning conclusions for both sides; The UN commission of in-
quiry demands accountability from both Israel and the Palestinians for possible war crimes The Guardian, June
23, 2015 Tuesday 9:17 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 577 words, Editorial

119. By scapegoating Muslims, Cameron fuels radicalisation; Ministers foster terror with their wars. Now they attack
liberties at home in the name of British values The Guardian, June 24, 2015 Wednesday 9:02 PM GMT, COM-
MENT IS FREE, 1058 words, Seumas Milne
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120. The 2014 conflict left Gaza's healthcare shattered. When will justice be done?; The violation of hospitals is a war
crime, but the international community is failing to scrutinise Israel and Hamas on their actions last year The
Guardian, June 29, 2015 Monday 5:39 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 902 words, Helena Kennedy

121. The Guardian view on counter-terrorism after Tunisia: calm resolve required; Blood begets fury. That is inevit-
able. But David Cameron must understand that anger is not the right frame of mind for making sound policy The
Guardian, June 29, 2015 Monday 3:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 692 words, Editorial

122. Bomb Syria, and recruits will be rolling up to join Isis; Michael Fallon thinks military action should be back on the
table. But the past 15 years suggests use of force wouldn't be just ineffective, it would make things worse The
Guardian, July 2, 2015 Thursday 1:15 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 724 words, Frank Ledwidge

123. Nicholas Winton saved Jewish children, but he also has a lesson for our current migrant crisis; Affection for the
man who overcame Whitehall objections in order to save so many youngsters should be balanced with a critical
look at how Europe deals with immigration today The Guardian, July 5, 2015 Sunday 7:15 PM GMT, COMMENT
IS FREE, 681 words, David Cesarani

124. Lifefor British Muslims since 7/7 - abuse, suspicion and constant apologies; The London bombings shocked us
all. But in the decade since, our community has been unfairly demonised The Guardian, July 6, 2015 Monday
8:31 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1330 words, Mehdi Hasan

125. We should not let euphoria about the Iran nuclear deal cloud our judgment; Complacency could put regional se-
curity at greater risk. The international community must not drop its guard The Guardian, July 14, 2015 Tuesday
6:48 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 797 words, Michael Herzog

126. This Iran nuclear deal is built to last; Tensions will remain, but there are good reasons to believe this deal will
stick. It should be the start of a wider rapprochement The Guardian, July 14, 2015 Tuesday 11:47 AM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 812 words, Richard Dalton

127. Scott Walker is Mitt Romney. Minus the bronze tan and silver streaks; From flip-flopping to pandering to his con-
servative base, the Wisconsin governor is relying on the same failed playbook we saw in 2012 The Guardian,
July 15, 2015 Wednesday 6:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1459 words, Jeb Lund

128. Travel is a force for good. Britain is wrong to bring tourists home; Even within the tourist industry's cage, travel
can improve international relations - and people can decide for themselves where it's safe to go The Guardian,
July 15, 2015 Wednesday 4:15 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 877 words, Dervla Murphy

129. Republicans hate the Iran nuclear deal because it means we won't bomb Iran; The Administration's agreement
with Iran would curtail the latter's nuclear program. The only people who can hate that are the kind who just love
war The Guardian, July 15, 2015 Wednesday 3:45 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 761 words, Trevor Timm

130. The Guardian view on the Iran nuclear deal: a triumph of diplomacy; This is the chance for Iran to play a more
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constructive role in the affairs of the Middle East - and for its people to come in from the cold The Guardian, July
16, 2015 Thursday 11:01 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 902 words, Editorial

131. Does the Bible really say that global warming will make the Earth 'vomit us out'?; A clergyman's borrowed warn-
ing of ecological doom reminds me that theology can be flexible enough to fit many times and places The Guard-
ian, July 17, 2015 Friday 6:33 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 762 words, Andrew Brown

132. I don't care whether a politician feels my pain - can they do anything about it?; Angela Merkel's awkwardness
when confronted by a Palestinian child victim of German immigration policy is less important than the outcome of
her policies The Guardian, July 20, 2015 Monday 12:30 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 647 words, Julian Bag-
gini

133. The Guardian view on combating extremism: beginning to get it right; The government is clear about the danger
of the ideology of violent jihadism but still confused about how to prevent people being drawn to it The Guardian,
July 21, 2015 Tuesday 8:54 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 759 words, Editorial

134. Short of a conspiracy theory? You can always blame the Jews; David Cameron was right to identify antisemitism
as a step towards extremism. But how to tackle it remains a major challenge The Guardian, July 23, 2015
Thursday 9:21 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 877 words, David Baddiel

135. Because #BlackLivesMatter, black healthcare must matter; My grandmother might still be alive today if doctors
took her distress seriously. But an inadequate healthcare system took months to diagnose her colon cancer The
Guardian, July 23, 2015 Thursday 4:18 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 833 words, Farai Chideya

136. I'm a Muslim woman, Mr Cameron: here's what your radicalisation speech means to me; For the first time in my
life I feel like I don't belong. British Muslim communities have so many worries about your plans to tackle extrem-
ism, so why don't you communicate with us? The Guardian, July 27, 2015 Monday 11:24 AM GMT, COMMENT
IS FREE, 1122 words, Siema Iqbal

137. From glam macs to Mission: Impossible, America loves London fog; The apparently unquenchable American ap-
petite for English pollution started with a Baltimore raincoat company in 1923. Now Tom Cruise is joining in The
Guardian, July 29, 2015 Wednesday 12:01 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 684 words, Catherine Shoard

138. Why must Britain's young Muslims live with this unjust suspicion?; In Britain, young Muslims are made to feel
that they are on the wrong side, forced to constantly explain and apologise for extremism in which they have no
part The Guardian, July 30, 2015 Thursday 5:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 937 words, Leila Aboulela

139. Israel's hawks can't dodge blame for this day of violence; Two bloody attacks in 24 hours have laid bare a cul-
ture of impunity - and deep internal divisions The Guardian, August 1, 2015 Saturday 4:47 PM GMT, COMMENT
IS FREE, 1295 words, Jonathan Freedland

140. The Guardian view on Canada's elections: is the Stephen Harper era over?; The October elections offer Canada
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a chance to return to the country's best traditions The Guardian, August 5, 2015 Wednesday 12:01 AM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 762 words, Editorial

141. Black Lives Matter has showed us: the oppression of black people is borderless; Michael Brown's killing promp-
ted new ways to hold up and cherish black lives affirmatively worldwide The Guardian, August 9, 2015 Sunday
1:49 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 870 words, Steven W Thrasher

142. Iran deal supporters have more cred. But opponents have the media-savvy; It's entirely predictable, yet demoral-
izing, that experts are largely ignored in public debate over politicians who are fed talking points by lobbyists The
Guardian, August 12, 2015 Wednesday 12:18 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 808 words, Trevor Timm

143. Why is no one asking about Jeremy Corbyn's worrying connections?; Corbyn may not have an antisemitic bone
in his body, but he does share platforms with people who do The Guardian, August 14, 2015 Friday 8:51 AM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 899 words, James Bloodworth

144. Labour should have seen this membership debacle coming; You can't issue an open invitation to a party and
then claim to be surprised when a few gatecrashers turn up The Guardian, August 20, 2015 Thursday 4:30 PM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 933 words, Helen Lewis

145. Let's celebrate Laura Wade-Gery for becoming a mother at 50; The Marks & Spencer executive is shunning the
conventional motherhood timetable. Stop judging her and salute her as an inspiration The Guardian, August 20,
2015 Thursday 5:07 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 830 words, Bidisha

146. Stand by for more attacks on Corbyn's principled foreign policy stance; Corbyn is right about Iraq, Saudi Arabia
and Israel/Palestine. Attempts to smear him will fail if he unequivocally challenges antisemitism wherever he finds
it The Guardian, August 22, 2015 Saturday 9:33 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 494 words, Owen Jones

147. Antisemitism has no place on the left. It is time to confront it; Why do people who would never deny other forms
of racism treat antisemitism as a political device constructed by supporters of Israel? The Guardian, August 26,
2015 Wednesday 6:50 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 883 words, Owen Jones

148. Tolerant and multicultural, Palmyra stood for everything Isis hates; Syria's ancient city prospered by integrating
migrants and allowing worship of many gods. It couldn't be further from Isis's monocultural savagery The Guardi-
an, September 1, 2015 Tuesday 9:14 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 970 words, Tim Whitmarsh

149. The day a refugee became part of my family; In the late 1930s my grandfather took in a young German Jew. If
more people had been as generous, many thousands could have been saved from the Holocaust The Guardian,
September 4, 2015 Friday 7:07 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 886 words, Michael Freedland

150. Should the US trust Iran? That query should probably be turned on its head; Our conduct since orchestrating a
coup to install the shah hasn't exactly given Iranians good reason to trust our pleas for partnership The Guardi-
an, September 9, 2015 Wednesday 3:33 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 897 words, Negin Farsad via Creative
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Times Reports

151. The Guardian view on Britain's Syria drone strikes: nastiness evident, necessity unproven; Targeted killings can
only be legitimate in the face of a threat whose imminence leaves no time for any alternative. David Cameron has
not established that the Britons killed by drones in August were a danger of that sort The Guardian, September
9, 2015 Wednesday 12:01 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 777 words, Editorial

152. The British must formally - and swiftly - recognise Palestine as a sovereign state; On the eve of Binyamin Netan-
yahu's visit to the UK, David Cameron must keep up the pressure on the Israeli prime minister for a two-state
solution The Guardian, September 10, 2015 Thursday 12:03 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 924 words, Alon
Liel and Ilan Baruch

153. Western bombs won't defeat Isis. Only a wider peace deal can draw its poison; If MPs authorise military action in
Syria, they will be voting to escalate both the war and refugee crisis The Guardian, September 10, 2015
Thursday 12:01 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1092 words, Seumas Milne

154. Mama Merkel has consigned the 'ugly German' to history; The nation is dramatically changing its reputation, but
idealistic rhetoric can also mask self-interested motives The Guardian, September 11, 2015 Friday 11:50 PM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1090 words, Jonathan Freedland

155. Further sabotage of the Iran deal won't bring success - only embarrassment; Aipac's alliance with Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu decreased its bipartisan clout in the US Senate The Guardian, September 11,
2015 Friday 9:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 887 words, Ali Gharib

156. The refugees in Hungary remind me why I'm stilla Zionist; But Israel, by rejecting those fleeing violent racism,
has betrayed the vision of its foundation The Guardian, September 12, 2015 Saturday 9:52 AM GMT, COM-
MENT IS FREE, 712 words, Giles Fraser

157. Facebook doesn't understand that there's no one-click shortcut to empathy; Mark Zuckerberg's latest innovation,
an 'empathy' button, represents the worst kind of digital slacktivism and is no substitute for genuine action The
Guardian, September 16, 2015 Wednesday 4:36 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 829 words, Roman Krznaric

158. It's vital for Jeremy Corbyn to establish a working relationship with British Jews; The Labour leader's passionate
support for Palestinian causes has worried many. He now needs to build bridges The Guardian, September 18,
2015 Friday 8:52 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 923 words, Keith Kahn-Harris

159. #IStandWithAhmed shows why we mustn't rush to increase counter-terror powers; The story of Texan schoolboy
Ahmed Mohamed is a warning not to be suckered by those such as MI5 chief Andrew Parker who want greater
state surveillance The Guardian, September 21, 2015 Monday 12:22 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1152
words, Gaby Hinsliff

160. For freedom of speech, these are troubling times; This most fundamental of principles is under attack - from
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over-zealous law making, online witch hunts, and a profit-driven media offensive on the BBC The Guardian,
September 22, 2015 Tuesday 11:12 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1678 words, Jonathan Dimbleby

161. Cameron must include Assad in any strategy to defeat Isis in Syria; As long as Britain and its allies refuse to en-
tertain a negotiated agreement with the Syrian president, Islamic State will be free to continue its reign of terror
The Guardian, September 23, 2015 Wednesday 2:51 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 865 words, Avi Shlaim

162. Harry Potter was forbidden as a child, but the Bible's bloodshed was fair game; Even when I read the series in
college, I felt anxious. You can take a girl out of fundamentalist Christianity, but it's hard to take religion out of the
girl The Guardian, September 24, 2015 Thursday 3:01 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 884 words, Sarah Galo

163. The Observer view on Russia's military intervention in Syria; Putin risks worsening a dire conflict for his own
gain, and we sit silent The Guardian, September 27, 2015 Sunday 12:06 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 825
words, Observer editorial

164. Guardian and Observer style guide: S; 'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom Stop-
pard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle The Guardian, September 29, 2015 Tuesday 6:04 PM
GMT, INFO, 10688 words, Last updated:

165. Nato's bombs fall like confetti, not containing conflict but spreading it; Syria, Isis, Iraq ... there are no easy solu-
tions. But killing innocent civilians in Afghanistan and elsewhere draws more people into insurgencies The
Guardian, October 6, 2015 Tuesday 7:49 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1124 words, George Monbiot

166. Israel's domination of Palestinians makes violence inevitable; The latest round of attacks is shocking, but no an-
omaly. There will never be quiet as long as one group of citizens are forced to live without rights, and with no way
out The Guardian, October 11, 2015 Sunday 2:05 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 832 words, Mairav Zonszein

167. Welcome to authoritarian Australia, where more anti-terror laws won't keep us safe; Politicians claim to pass
more and more anti-terror laws in order to keep us safe. They don't, but they do erode our democracy The
Guardian, October 13, 2015 Tuesday 5:27 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 886 words, Greg Barns

168. The Guardian view on Sweden and immigration: breaking point; The reactionaries of the Sweden Democrats are
exploiting Europe's immigration crisis, and creating a political emergency in Stockholm The Guardian, October
15, 2015 Thursday 6:21 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 550 words, Editorial

169. Palestinians and Israelis must speak with one voice: this is no way for us to live; As hope of a two-state solution
fades and violence returns, where is the political leadership we need to restore order and security? We need help
from the UN The Guardian, October 18, 2015 Sunday 7:03 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 835 words, Izzeldin
Abuelaish

170. Netanyahu's fairytale about Hitler and the mufti is the last thing we need; The Israeli prime minister's outrageous
claim that the Palestinian mufti had inspired the Holocaust comes at an extremely delicate moment The Guardi-
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an, October 22, 2015 Thursday 7:16 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 774 words, Tom Segev

171. Trudeau, Clinton, Bush ... dynasties are the blockbuster movies of politics; Whether it's Canada's new prime
minister, the former US first lady or James Bond, increasingly the brand is the defining factor in popular success
The Guardian, October 23, 2015 Friday 10:01 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1188 words, Jonathan Freedland

172. Guardian and Observer style guide: S; 'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom Stop-
pard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle The Guardian, October 23, 2015 Friday 4:20 PM GMT,
INFO, 11104 words, Last updated:

173. The Guardian view on the war of knives in Israel and the West Bank; The violence may subside, but it will return
unless a true peace is on the horizon The Guardian, October 29, 2015 Thursday 7:00 PM GMT, COMMENT IS
FREE, 770 words, Editorial

174. War, migration and revenge: Shakespeare is the bard of today's world; From Hamlet in Syrian refugee camps to
Macbeth in Kolkata, the plays have a resonance far beyond middle England The Guardian, October 30, 2015
Friday 2:59 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 857 words, Andrew Dickson

175. Israel lost not just Yitzhak Rabin, but his politics of reason; Twenty years after his assassination, the Israeli lead-
er's eventual insight that there is no military solution to the Palestinian conflict is still missed The Guardian,
November 2, 2015 Monday 7:23 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 871 words, Avi Shlaim

176. Guardian and Observer style guide: S; 'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom Stop-
pard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle The Guardian, November 6, 2015 Friday 5:12 PM GMT,
INFO, 11467 words, Last updated:

177. The readers' editor on... how the Guardian should deal with a growing number of complaints; I'd like to improve
on the numbers of complaints we resolve but we can't just keep expanding the readers' editor's office. What do
you think? The Guardian, November 8, 2015 Sunday 7:28 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 720 words, Chris Elli-
ott

178. Diaspora Jews offer a rare chance for hope in the Middle East; Irish Americans helped settle the conflict in
Northern Ireland. Jewish communities could play a similar role for Israel and Palestine The Guardian, November
13, 2015 Friday 8:11 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1148 words, Jonathan Freedland

179. The French are mourning, but by sticking together we can overcome; Islamic State's aim is to destroy plural, di-
verse, rule-based western societies. We can't let it succeed The Guardian, November 15, 2015 Sunday 8:58 PM
GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 1800 words, Natalie Nougayrède

180. Isis hates Middle Eastern civilisation too; The Paris attacks are portrayed as an assault on the values of the
west. In fact, the hopes and philosophies we cherish are global The Guardian, November 16, 2015 Monday 1:28
PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 744 words, David Shariatmadari
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181. Cameron has the power to order air strikes. He should; The prime minister wants permission from 650 armchair
generals to sanction necessary action. This is absurd The Guardian, November 16, 2015 Monday 6:00 AM GMT,
COMMENT IS FREE, 1100 words, Matthew d'Ancona

182. Now we're at war? We've been at war since 9/11, from Paris to Peshawar; Yes, this attack on Paris is an act of
war. But it's not a war of Islam versus the west when most of its victims are Muslims The Guardian, November
16, 2015 Monday 4:08 AM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 956 words, Stan Grant

183. How to solve the Syrian crisis - the view from around the world; In the wake of the Paris attacks, experts from
key countries outline the effect of the war and what must happen next The view from the UKThe view from Saudi
Arabia The Guardian, November 20, 2015 Friday 12:20 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 2064 words, Vladimir
Frolov, Frederic C Hof, Michael Herzog, Hossein Derakhshan, Gencer Özcan, Pierre Haski

184. For those who fly while Muslim, air travel has an extra indignity: bigotry; Flying is already uncomfortable and in-
convenient, but boarding while Muslim brings extra risks with it The Guardian, November 23, 2015 Monday 6:05
PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 820 words, Ali Gharib

185. Donald Trump's bigotry against Muslims has safety implications we can't ignore; The Republican candidate ali-
enates many vulnerable minorities in the US. If he is treated like a joke that gives his noxious ideology room to
grow The Guardian, November 23, 2015 Monday 3:25 PM GMT, COMMENT IS FREE, 602 words, M Dove Kent
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When we received a complaint from the Israeli embassy on 16 October about the Guardian's coverage of
Israel/Palestine issues, it was the 17th this year and the third in three days. There have also been two
allegations of antisemitism in the past fortnight - but only one had a direct connection with Israel/Palestine
issues. The other did not and it is important to make the distinction between criticism of Israeli policies and
antisemitism. There are many pitfalls for the unwary writing about the Israel/Palestine conflict.

The latest complaint from the embassy, submitted by Yiftah Curiel, press attache, was about what he sees
as the disproportionate amount of coverage the Guardian gives to Israel/Palestine issues and Gaza in
particular - something of a theme among the Guardian's critics in this area. He cited several examples of the
use of images from Palestine in the daily Guardian Eyewitness middle page spread: on 21 October a child in
Gaza, on 18 October a photo of a West Bank protest and on 12 October another Gaza photo.

He queried why something described as "a world of photography online" should concentrate on one part of
that world? He also highlighted a double spread on Gaza on 1 October, and the day before another double
spread (this time in G2).

He said that the Gaza content, even in terms of square inches of print, far outweighs the space allotted to
other no less important events in the Middle East.

I think there are two reasons why the Guardian has a focus of interest on Israel and Palestine: one is
historical and the other pragmatic. As I have written before, the Guardian has had an interest in the future of
Israel and Palestine for more than 100 years, dating back to the editorship of CP Scott, whose support for
Zionism earned him a letter of thanks from Chaim Weizmann, the first president of Israel, thanking Scott for
his help in achieving the Balfour declaration.

The second reason reflects the tough reality that there are more photographs coming out of the destruction
wrought in Gaza than there from other parts of the world where conflict is taking the lives of men, women and
children. Gaining access to Syria, Islamic State and Ukraine is far more difficult - and there are fewer
photographs from which to choose, according to picture editors.

While I recognise that it is the role of the press attache to present the views of the embassy to the media and
thus represent the Israeli government, I asked Curiel whether such an unprecedented number of complaints
was part of a campaign.

He strongly denied this and said that it was "simply an evaluation and response" to the Guardian: "The media
discourse on the Israeli/Palestinian issue in recent years has become polarised to an extent that often
precludes any possibility for real dialogue. I believe that the media has a clear professional choice to make
here: to engage and promote understanding by reflecting the challenges both sides face, or to remain on the
(sterile) moral high ground, expressing disdain at the imperfect reality that is the Middle East."

An essay based on a book extract by Shlomo Sand, an Israeli academic, was the cause of one of the other
two complaints, this time from the pressure group CiF Watch, which has made 38 complaints to the Guardian
this year. Sand argued that he wanted to "resign" as a Jew. He wrote: "I am often even ashamed of Israel,
particularly when I witness evidence of its cruel military colonisation, with its weak and defenceless victims
who are not part of the 'chosen people'."

The use of the phrase "chosen people" in a pejorative way has occurred in the Guardian before, and three
years ago I wrote: "'Chosenness', in Jewish theology, tends to refer to the sense in which Jews are
'burdened' by religious responsibilities; it has never meant that the Jews are better than anyone else.
Historically it has been antisemites, not Jews, who have read 'chosen' as code for Jewish supremacism."

I have not changed my view. In this case its use was part of a book extract and therefore not capable of
amendment, but I think we should have given more thought to the offence it might have caused before
running it. Sand was unapologetic when an editor put the complaint to him: "I don't think I should apologise. I
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put the term in quotation because it is not my own.

"This concept served during hundred of years as a means by which my ancestors continued to stick to their
beliefs in face of the more powerful Christian beliefs that oppressed them. It was important to the existence
of this minority in the face of the persecution.

"In modern times, many secular nationalists, descendants like me of this religion, continue to believe that
they belong to a 'chosen people'. If the reader doesn't believe me I invite him to come to visit us in Israel.

"I am sorry, but far too many people in Israel believe and behave as if they have indeed been 'chosen'."

The final complaint was about antisemitism, not Israel, from a Guardian reader of 30 years' standing, who
was annoyed - rightly in my opinion - about this headline published on 21 October: "Nigel Farage deal with
Polish far-right party 'raises serious questions', say Jews". The story itself made clear that it was the Board of
Deputies of British Jews that voiced concern over a deal struck by Ukip with a far-right Polish party whose
leader has a history of Holocaust denial and racist and misogynistic comments, but the headline did not.

The reader wrote: "It's not bad enough that Ukip is being reported on so assiduously and cravenly, that you
give so much air time to these blow-hards, but that you allow 'Jews' to be bandied about in this way, in this
tabloid headline fashion, and it is just reminiscent of antisemitic propaganda of the past. 'Jews' - which Jews?
I'm of Jewish background, and I can tell you that the the Board of Deputies of British Jews no more speaks
for me than you do. It's the laziest shorthand that lumps people together, and is frankly insulting in its
clumsiness. There seems to be a licence at work here... you would not employ a headline that states 'say
Muslims/blacks/lesbians...' etc."

I agree, and we changed the headline. When looking at these three complaints I think the important message
is that if the Guardian is to continue its strong focus on Israel and Palestine, which it is entirely at liberty to
do, we have to put a similar effort into the use and awareness of language that we use to discuss the issues
on both sides.
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'Feminism lite' is letting down the women who need it the most;
I've hesitated to write about gender, worried that I'll be slammed for
daring to speak out. But we all benefit from gender equality, and
therefore must give feminism some tough love

BYLINE: Antony Loewenstein

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 997 words

Men are afraid to talk about feminism. If that sounds melodramatic, I'd ask you to count the number of
articles written by male writers tackling the big and small issues around gender and women's equality. You'll
be hard pressed to find a strong selection.

This is not acceptable. Men have a stake in gender equality, from promoting fair pay and no-fault divorce
laws, all the way to stopping honour killings and sexual violence. We are boyfriends, husbands, fathers or
friends, and yet too many of us shy away from these sensitive matters, fearing opprobrium. Too often, men
worry they'll be attacked by women for questioning a consensus position on feminist issues. As a result,
mainstream feminism leaves too little space for men's views to be heard.

When Australian prime minister Julia Gillard was in power, a common refrain on the left was that she faced
appalling attacks on her appearance and marital status. Her famous misogyny speech prompted headlines
around the world after she accused her opponent, Tony Abbott, of sexism.

There is no doubt that Gillard faced obstacles that men rarely have to contemplate, and that many of her
ugliest critics have never accepted her legitimacy. Writer Anne Summers uncovered a litany of "vilification
and denigration" against Gillard that went well beyond opposing the Labor leader's policies. Many women
applauded Gillard because they knew the daily realities of men ignoring, shaming or humiliating them at
home, or at work.

And yet, during this entire period I found the debate depressingly staid. The forums available to discuss
these issues were limited, leaving (mostly female) feminists to defend Gillard from the trolls who mocked her
ideas, clothes and hair. My argument here isn't that men should have been central in the debate - our role as
privileged players in society has lasted far too long - but that mainstream feminism seemed only to feel
aggrieved, and little else.

But here's the catch: Gillard ran a government that routinely enacted policies that harmed women, including
placing asylum seekers in privatised immigration detention, backing warlords in Afghanistan's Oruzgan
province, supporting the Israeli occupation of Palestine, cutting benefits for single mothers and opposing gay
marriage.

There are countless other examples, yet they remained mostly dismissed by the same women (and men)
who lavished support on Gillard for her "feminist ideals". The love-fest continued in September last year
when Summers interviewed Gillard in an Oprah-style format, with sell-out crowds lapping it up. This was,
unquestioningly, a moment of public catharsis. Of course, there is nothing wrong with praising Australia's first
female prime minister for her achievements - but at least be honest, and admit that a few principled
speeches on her part don't compensate for years of abandoning the very gender you claimed to be helping.

In many of my books, female voices challenge a corrupt and militarised capitalist system, and it's these
characters that inspire me. We rarely hear from those women in the west, and if we do they are buried under
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the din of articles about face-lifts and marrying George Clooney (a great recipe for click-baiting). I believe
that's part of the reason why female anti-feminism is growing, especially as issues many women see as
tangential gain disproportionate online prominence.

In Unspeakable Things, British writer Laurie Penny argues:

The feminism that sells is the sort of feminism that can appeal to almost everybody while challenging
nobody, feminism that soothes, that speaks for and to the middle class, aspirational feminism that speaks of
shoes and shopping and sugar-free snacks and does not talk about poor women, queer women, ugly
women, transsexual women, sex workers, single parents, or anybody else who fails to fit the mould.

This perfectly describes many western women who have become media spokespeople for their gender,
appearing on TV with predictable lines. These are the same self-described feminists now salivating over the
possible US presidency of Hillary Clinton, despite her record as a pro-war Democrat who believes in endless
war. Yes, some feminist hero.

In hindsight, there's no solid reason why I couldn't have written this article years ago, but I've hesitated to do
so. I've worried that I would be slammed for my white, male position and dismissed as ignorant of the real
problems faced by women today. It's an odd concern, because I don't worry about extreme Zionists
challenging me when I call them out on their racism (and I do receive plenty of vicious attacks whenever I
write about it).

The bottom line is that writing about feminism when male is like gatecrashing a party - and I'm concerned I'll
be slammed for daring to arrive without an invitation. But the responsibility to advocate for half the population
falls of everyone's shoulders, not just women. To do it meaningfully, however, we need to focus on the
issues that truly need our help the most urgently: benefits taken away from single mums; sexual violence
which affects all women, but especially already vulnerable ones ; endemic racism which leads to parents of
colour scared to have their child shot by police forces ; lack of unionising or legislation which leaves women
without working rights worldwide ; the right not subject to rape threats and abuse, online and offline; equal
pay for equal work.

Ultimately, I realise I've been been too cautious for too long, not daring to add my voice to the debate. I
agree with The Atlantic's Noah Berlatsky who states that although misogyny predominantly affects women,
"it's important for men to acknowledge that as long as women aren't free, men won't be either." But to win
this battle, we have to remember that the debates about celebrity red carpet dresses and celeb-feminism are
designed to distract us. This is feminism lite, and is little more than white noise. Gender equality will only be
achieved by hard work and uncomfortable questions.
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Israeli policy on Iran is the biggest threat to its 'special relationship'
with America;
'The crisis in US-Israel relations' isn't that someone called Netanyahu
'chickenshit'. It's the growing distance over policy on Iran

BYLINE: Ali Gharib

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 948 words

Is the US-Israel relationship in crisis? The prominent journalist Jeffrey Goldberg - the man a White House
aide once called the " official therapist " of the relationship - seems to think so.

But while most coverage of Goldberg's long article in The Atlantic revolves around an unnamed official
calling Israeli prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu "chickenshit" - which the Obama administration spent two
days disavowing - lost in the pearl-clutching is the insightful look at how Netanyahu's policies on Iran are a
direct affront on American interests.

Even most of the rest of chatter about the story focused on Israel's expansion of settlement plans in the
West Bank and East Jerusalem as a sore spot in the so-called "special relationship" between the US and
Israel. Settlements are certainly an effective test of Israel's intentions in the peace process (and the US
would be remiss to not denounce their expansion as harmful to prospects for peace).

But while settlement expansion depletes hope for a two-state solution - and exact a price on America's
overall standing in the world - they are hardly as big a problem for the US as Israel's Iran policies -
especially considering Israel's Iran-related involvement in American domestic politics and, most recently, its
utter rejection of diplomatic progress in Iran and a prospective comprehensive nuclear accord.

American interests are far more threatened by Netanyahu's Iran positions than by his reluctance to make
peace with the Palestinians: the direct costs to America of Israeli settlement expansion and peace process
intransigence over the past six years pale in comparison to the potential costs of a hot American war with
another Middle Eastern country (especially a country whose regional power outstrips by orders of magnitude
any actor the US has fought over the past decade).

For example, an eminent bi-partisan panel of experts from the Iran Project warned last year that the
"unintended consequences" of an American attack on Iran could lead to the US being bogged down in an
"all-out regional war".

The tensions between the two leaders' approaches to Iran were on display even before Obama took power.
In 2008 - while Obama was touting diplomacy on the campaign trail - Netanyahu (then Israel's opposition
leader) reportedly told George W Bush's national security adviser Stephen Hadley that then-Iranian president
Mahmoud "Ahmadinejad is a modern Hitler and the mistakes that were made prior to the Second World War
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must not be repeated" - a reference to pre-war diplomatic agreements between the British and that Nazis
that were subsequently violated by the latter.

After being elected, Obama maintained throughout his first term that Israel's security was sacrosanct and
pledged to keep "all options on the table" to prevent an Iranian from obtaining a nuclear weapon. But
Obama's offer to Iran of talks over the nuclear program also remained on the table.

Netanyahu, meanwhile, sharpened his rhetoric and made one thing clear: either the US would bomb Iran's
nuclear facilities, or Israelwould do it. There was, as far as he was concerned, no room here for talking to
today's Nazis. Many regarded the bluster as a bluff, but his purpose was to pressure the US into taking
harsher measures against Iran - climaxing in an inevitable military confrontation.

Israel's Iran policy over the past half-dozen years has basically been to pressure the US - and it might've, as
Goldberg noted in his piece, convinced the US to impose tougher sanctions on Iran. But most striking was
how Netanyahu went about applying that pressure: by leveraging his American allies in Congress and
special interest groups (particularly the powerful American Israeli Political Action Committee - Aipac) against
the administration.

By late 2013, secret talks between the Obama administration and Iran - much to the consternation of
Netanyahu's government - came to a head in an interim nuclear agreement that laid a plan for this year's
effort to reach a comprehensive deal.

Netanyahu reacted with anger, calling the interim deal a " historic mistake " , and his cabinet ministers waged
a campaign of either intentional or deeply sloppy misinformation about the deal. And Netanyahu to this
daymaintains that any deal with Iran must eliminate its domestic enrichment program - a view that Iran
experts agree is an unrealistic and unworkable position.

Aipac swung into action around the interim deal, lobbying for a sanctions bill in Congress that would have
ended talks and imposed onerous requirements on a final deal. That bill stalled due to grassroots opposition
and parliamentary stone-walling by the Democratic majority leader Harry Reid.

Now the US, its international partners and Iran are on the cusp of a potential comprehensive nuclear accord
that would restrain Iran's program in exchange for reducing international sanctions against them - but
Netanyahu's opposition to the deal remains steadfast and his US allies have denounceda deal of which few
of us currently know the exact contours.

If a deal is finally struck, it would be a major foreign policy accomplishment for the Obama administration
amid a dark regional picture of chaos and instability. But Netanyahu would have the US throw it away in
order to maintain the position that Iranian leaders are Nazis we cannot appease - in other words, a situation
in which war is the only answer.

"The crisis in US-Israel relations is officially here," blared Goldberg's Atlantic headline. Given Israel's
positions on Iran over the past six years, what's remarkable is that it took so long to arrive.

Comments on this article will open on Friday morning (UK Time).
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From Michael Brown to Assata Shakur, the racist state of America
persists;
Those who resist are treated like terrorists - as in Ferguson this year,
and as I and other black activists were in the 60s and 70s

BYLINE: Angela Davis

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 865 words

Although racist state violence has been a consistent theme in the history of people of African descent in
North America, it has become especially noteworthy during the administration of the first African-American
president, whose very election was widely interpreted as heralding the advent of a new, postracial era.

The sheer persistence of police killings of black youth contradicts the assumption that these are isolated
aberrations. Trayvon Martin in Florida and Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, are only the most widely
known of the countless numbers of black people killed by police or vigilantes during the Obama
administration. And they, in turn, represent an unbroken stream of racist violence, both official and
extra-legal, from slave patrols and the Ku Klux Klan, to contemporary profiling practices and present-day
vigilantes.

More than three decades ago Assata Shakur was granted political asylum by Cuba, where she has since
lived, studied and worked as a productive member of society. Assata was falsely charged on numerous
occasions in the United States during the early 1970s and vilified by the media. It represented her in sexist
terms as "the mother hen" of the Black Liberation Army, which in turn was portrayed as a group with
insatiably violent proclivities. Placed on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list, she was charged with armed
robbery, bank robbery, kidnap, murder, and attempted murder of a policeman. Although she faced 10
separate legal proceedings, and had already been pronounced guilty by the media, all except one of these
trials - the case resulting from her capture - concluded in acquittal, hung jury, or dismissal. Under highly
questionable circumstances, she was finally convicted of being an accomplice to the murder of a New Jersey
state trooper.

Four decades after the original campaign against her, the FBI decided to demonise her once more. Last
year, on the 40th anniversary of the New Jersey turnpike shoot-out during which state trooper Werner
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Foerster was killed, Assata was ceremoniously added to the FBI's Ten Most Wanted Terrorist list. To many,
this move by the FBI was bizarre and incomprehensible, leading to the obvious question: what interest would
the FBI have in designating a 66-year-old black woman, who has lived quietly in Cuba for the last three and a
half decades, as one of the most dangerous terrorists in the world - sharing space on the list with individuals
whose alleged actions have provoked military assaults on Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria?

A partial - perhaps even determining - answer to this question may be discovered in the broadening of the
reach of the definition of "terror", spatially as well as temporally. Following the apartheid South African
government's designation of Nelson Mandela and the African National Congress as "terrorists", the term was
abundantly applied to US black liberation activists during the late 1960s and early 70s.

President Nixon's law and order rhetoric entailed the labelling of groups such as the Black Panther party as
terrorist, and I myself was similarly identified. But it was not until George W Bush proclaimed a global war on
terror in the aftermath of 11 September 2001 that terrorists came to represent the universal enemy of
western "democracy". To retroactively implicate Assata Shakur in a putative contemporary terrorist
conspiracy is also to bring those who have inherited her legacy, and who identify with continued struggles
against racism and capitalism, under the canopy of "terrorist violence". Moreover, the historical
anti-communism directed at Cuba, where Assata lives, has been dangerously articulated with anti-terrorism.
The case of the Cuban 5 is a prime example of this.

This use of the war on terror as a broad designation of the project of 21st-century western democracy has
served as a justification of anti-Muslim racism; it has further legitimised the Israeli occupation of Palestine; it
has redefined the repression of immigrants; and has indirectly led to the militarisation of local police
departments throughout the country. Police departments - including on college and university campuses -
have acquired military surplus from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan through the Department of Defense
Excess Property Program. Thus, in response to the recent police killing of Michael Brown, demonstrators
challenging racist police violence were confronted by police officers dressed in camouflage uniforms, armed
with military weapons, and driving armoured vehicles.

The global response to the police killing of a black teenager in a small midwestern town suggests a growing
consciousness regarding the persistence of US racism at a time when it is supposed to be on the decline.
Assata's legacy represents a mandate to broaden and deepen anti-racist struggles. In her autobiography
published this year, evoking the black radical tradition of struggle, she asks us to "Carry it on. / Pass it down
to the children. /Pass it down. Carry it on ... / To Freedom!"

· Angela Davis is Distinguished Professor Emerita, history of consciousness and feminist studies, at the
University of California, Santa Cruz. She wrote the foreward for Assata: An Autobiography
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We CAN all get along - and for less than the cost of a Taylor Swift
album!;
Israel v Palestine. Republican v Democrat. Even pro-choice v pro-life.
The key to keeping your enemies close, a new study says, is to feel the
love. (Hint: money helps)

BYLINE: Oliver Burkeman

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 821 words

I think I might have happened across the solution to some of the world's most intractable feuds,
from the Israel-Palestine conflict to the partisan political schism that slices America down the middle, and is
so vividly on display in Tuesday's US midterm elections. Maybe even Gamergate, though let's not get too
ambitious all at once. And the best part is this: it might be no more expensive than, say, a copy of the new
Taylor Swift album.

That - though I'll admit I'm painting it with a broad brush - is the conclusion of a fascinating study just
published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. In it, the psychologists Adam Waytz,
Liane Young and Jeremy Ginges interviewed approximately 1,200 Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza,
and about 500 Israelis, about what they thought motivated, at a fundamental level, each side in the crisis.
The results, at first glance, might not seem so surprising. Israelis generally thought their side was motivated
by love - of Israel and Israelis - while Palestinians were motivated by hatred. Meanwhile, Palestinians
tended to argue that their foremost motivation was love - of Palestine and Palestinians - while it was the
Israelis who were motivated by hate. Examine your own affiliations in that conflict, and you'll probably find
you've been thinking along roughly similar lines.

Stop to contemplate, though, and it's obvious that somebody - perhaps almost everybody - has to be
mistaken here: Israelis and Palestinians can't both be correct in their contradictory assessments of each
others' motives. The researchers call this bias "motive attribution asymmetry", and they speculate that the
bias runs deep in almost all of us: people find it easy to attribute their own team's actions to love of their
"in-group", but can't get past the assumption that the other team's actions must be down to "out-group hate".
In any confrontation between two radically opposed sides, it's all too easy to slip into the assumption that
while we love our country; they hate our freedoms.

Until there's money on the table, anyway. In another part of the new study, involving Republicans and
Democrats, some participants were offered the possibility of a $12 prize for most accurately gauging the
motivations of the opposing side. Those without a financial incentive continued mainly to attribute the other
side's actions to hate. But those offered money now had a concrete, selfish reason to think hard about what
was really going on in the heads of those on the other side - and most of those who stood a chance of a cash
reward concluded that the driving motivation was probably love. (For the record, the study authors don't
really argue that a mere $12 would really be sufficient to change minds in real-world conflicts, let alone those
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involving politics, religion and violence. But who knows?)

One of the reasons it's so hard to accept the notion that our enemies might be motivated by love, I suspect,
is because that conclusion seems to suggest that our enemies' cause must therefore have merit. Actually,
those two issues are completely unrelated. To pick a salient example from the US election: I know where I
stand on proposals to further restrict reproductive rights, and that stance isn't weakened one bit by the
reminder that pro-life campaigners are motivated by feelings of compassion, too. I know, as surely as I know
anything, that they're wrong - but too often, if I'm honest, I probably go around with the unexamined
assumption that they therefore must be motivated by hostile feelings.

Indeed, an awful lot of opinionating, in the media and elsewhere, just takes the hate-based motivations of the
other side as given. The real purpose of such writing - and I've done plenty of it myself - is rarely to change
opponents' minds. That kind of project would surely benefit from accepting the possibility that those
opponents think of themselves as decent, loving people. Instead, it's to rally the existing supporters of one's
cause, reinforcing their perception of the other side as driven by hate.

Where "motive attribution asymmetry" matters most, though, is when it comes to hashing out workable,
compromise solutions to conflicts such as that in the Middle East - or, for that matter, US or European
politics. When you believe your opponents to be motivated by love, the researchers demonstrate, you're
more likely to be optimistic about the prospects of figuring out a compromise. You don't need to like the other
side - let alone agree with their position - in order to perceive that they really like themselves, and that this
liking might actually mean more to them than their animosity toward you.

The point isn't that everyone's a good and loving person, deep down. (They surely aren't.) Rather, it's that we
can't expect to make much progress in resolving conflicts until we accept the fact that pretty much everyone
thinks they are.
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God save us from the philosemitism of Burchill, Amis and Mensch;
Being the object of adoration and envy is yet another burden we Jews
have to bear

BYLINE: Hadley Freeman
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There are certain phrases that immediately make me get my coat and leave the party: "Oh look, there's
Richard Littlejohn in the corner!" "Let me tell you about our holiday at a nudist camp." "You're Jewish? Cool.
I'm a lifelong philosemite, you know."

One of these phrases I hear a lot more than the others, and I don't go to too many parties attended by
Littlejohn or nude holidaymakers (apologies to all those eating their breakfast for writing the words "Littlejohn"
and "nude" in such close proximity). I suppose I should be pleased to hear someone tell me how adorable
they think Jewish people are and how cute they find Yiddish phrases, what with rising antisemitic attacks and
what have you. But proving that you really can't please a Jew (it's part of our innate Jewness - chicken soup,
good at jokes and irritating belligerence, oy vey!), I'm not. Instead, it makes me want to throw dreidels at the
person's head. (Jews and their toys! Adorable!) There is something about someone fetishising me as part of
a homogenous mass of their own reductive fashioning that makes me come over a bit broygez. (Look it up,
philosemites - you love this stuff!)

So I have found it to be a good rule of thumb that anyone who identifies as a philosemite is to be treated with
the same amused contempt as anyone who says they love "the African people". Julie Burchill has probably
been the most egregious example in Britain for some time, writing newspaper columns with her customary
delicacy about her abject admiration of "the Jewish people". (Are we chosen? Are we intelligent? Are we
stoical? Why, I think we are.) Now, for no justifiable reason, she has written a book, Unchosen, about her
lifelong teenage-like obsession with "the Jews".

This stems from when she first found out as a youngster about the Holocaust, which was, like, totally tragic
and amazing and terrible, yeah? Cue a lifetime of loving Jews by reducing them to insulting stereotypes.
Jews, according to Burchill, are fascinatingly exotic. She gets crushes on the men and she loves all the
adorable Jewish people in Israel, who are all chosen and stoical and wise - like people in storybooks, really!
Jews are also, according to Burchill, the diametric opposite of Muslim people, who are all horrible, and their
oppression of women is much worse than the oppressive codes for orthodox Jewish women, because Jews
are good and Muslim people are bad. Burchill, for the record, is 55 years old.

Burchill divides up the chosen people into Good Jews (hardliners, Israelites) and Bad Jews (liberal Jews)
with the enthusiasm of an antisemite. Hilariously, she sets herself up as the Jewishness Police, railing
against Jews who are not Jewish enough; and one of those, it turns out, is her local rabbi, Elli Tikvah Sarah.
Burchill rails against the rabbi for, in this order: ignoring a bottle of champagne Burchill gave her in favour of
elderflower wine made by the rabbi's girlfriend; "canoodling" with said girlfriend ("a Sapphic free-for-all",
sneers the heretofore not exactly prudish Burchill), and advocating a dialogue with Islam.

Burchill doesn't include this in the book but, according to Rabbi Sarah, Burchill emailed the synagogue's
congregants railing that "your rabbi respects PIG ISLAM". Aww, being used as a launchpad for a British
columnist's racism - we're living in the Promised Land now, fellow Jews!

Martin Amis has also frequently called himself a philosemite; to prove it he described in some detail last
month at the Cheltenham Literary Festival what he imagined Hitler and Eva Braun's sex life was like. And
this makes sense because, as with Burchill, Amis's philosemitism is quasi-sexual and mucho ridiculous.
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"I'm a philosemite. I'm attracted to Jews," Amis told the Jewish Quarterly last month, neglecting to specify
whether that includes Bernie Madoff and Harvey Weinstein. "My wife is half-Jewish."

He followed that up with this observation: "I don't find many neutral responses to Jewish people; there's
antisemitism and there's philosemitism." Well, maybe chez Amis, seeing as his father, Kingsley,
was famously antisemitic. In Amis Jr's best book, Experience, he describes asking his father what it's like to
be antisemitic: "If I'm watching the end of some new arts programme I might notice the Jewish names in the
credits and think, Ah, there's another one. Or: Oh I see. There's another one," Amis Sr replies.

Which is, of course, precisely what philosemites do: notice the Jewishness before the individuality. The gap
between a philosemite and an antisemite is more narrow than a slice of matzo because they both treat Jews
as something not quite human, as something Other.

The former politician Louise Mensch is another self-identified philosemite. Particularly since her marriage to a
Jewish man (philosemites love 'em so much they marry 'em!) she has been tenacious in her defence of the
Jewish people, like an American expat in Paris who rails against the padlocks on the city bridges for not
being sufficiently Parisian. Last summer Mensch took to Twitter to announce : "Anybody using the term
'Zionist' to me is automatically muted for racism." A ridiculous enough pronouncement in itself, you might
think, but Mensch went further.

"So you'd mute Theodor Herzl ?" someone responded.

"Who?" replied the inaptly named Mensch. "If he uses Zionist then yes. Cheap code word for Jew.
Antisemitism. Not having it."

Fortunately for antisemitic ol' Herzl, he will not have to suffer the indignity of being muted by Louise Mensch
on Twitter because this founder of modern Zionism died over a century ago. Lucky escape for him, right?
Phew!

Ignorance is a major component of philosemitism, so in this case Mensch fits right in: ignorance that Jews
are not, actually, funny little pets to patronise, collect and reduce to cliches. I suppose I could blame Woody
Allen for this, for his tendency to boil Judaism down to a collection of cute neuroses, but according to Burchill
he's one of the Bad Jews so I can't even go there. I guess I'll just have to live with the burden that I am the
object of envy and adoration of Burchill, Amis and Mensch. Truly, we Jews suffer.
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Germany must talk straight with Israel;
Germany's history makes it reluctant to put pressure on Israel. But if it
has the country's best interests at heart, it should exert its influence to
bring about peace

BYLINE: Daniel Barenboim
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LENGTH: 992 words

Twenty-five years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the international community faces an unprecedented
set of challenges. The headlines and our collective awareness are dominated by famines, crises such as the
Ebola epidemic and countless centres of conflict in the Middle East, Africa and Eastern Europe. The world
seems as helpless as ever and our governments are split over how to solve the problems. Millions of people
worldwide are on the move, fleeing war, hunger, repression and poverty, and European countries, in
particular Germany, appear to them to be the last safe refuge. The challenge facing rich western nations is a
moral as well as a social one.

The 25th anniversary of the fall of the wall is a fitting moment to reflect on the state of the world today and on
the responsibility borne by Europe as a whole and specifically by Germany, which has now been a reunified
country for a quarter of a century.

The collapse of the Soviet Union and the resulting prospect of a new world order marked the end of a
precarious equilibrium and the beginning of an apparent unipolarity dominated by the west - first and
foremost the US, followed by the countries of Europe. As western democratic and capitalistic systems had
prevailed, this might have produced a clear and undisputed hegemony, which could have moulded the
international politics of the new era. Instead, the west was unable to make good its claim to be a global
leader. Through lack of unity, unhealthy ideological triumphalism and moral failure in international crises
such as the Rwandan genocide and the invasion of Iraq with the ensuing scandals of Abu Ghraib and
Guantanamo Bay, the US in particular gradually forfeited the moral and political authority that it had built up
so successfully in Europe with the Marshall plan after the second world war.

The capitalist system, too, has its faults and the opportunity to create a new and viable one incorporating the
positive aspects of socialism, capitalism and democracy was not seized. The attacks of 11 September and
the subsequent war on terror, which plunged an entire region into an interminable crisis, demonstrated that
the west's position of power had changed drastically.

Today the world appears rudderless. Even small, ostensibly local, conflicts quickly grow and spread out of
control. September 11 and its repercussions, the wars in the Middle East, the Ukraine conflict; all this would
have been unthinkable if the west had found a new balance and lived up to its responsibilities after the cold
war. Instead, there is now an international power vacuum. I am convinced that Europe in general and
Germany in particular should shoulder more of the burden in these difficult times.

For a long time - and doubtless for good reasons - Germany has declined a leadership role, preferring a
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policy based on consensus and cooperation, especially where the European Union is concerned. In the
future, too, Germany should not go it alone, yet it can still take a more active part in foreign affairs than it has
up to now.

The successful reconstruction of Germany after the second world war was only possible with international
help. This begets responsibility - and no country is more aware of this than the Federal Republic. She is now
in a position to provide long-term and credible assistance to the many suffering and fleeing people of the
world, and she should do so. Recent German history is a tale of the success of democracy and it is
incumbent on this country to give other states and peoples a chance to rebuild their nations and lives.

I have lived as a Jew in Berlin for the past 23 years, something that would not have been possible if I did not
believe that the Germans had thought long and hard about their past. No one else has managed to do this to
the extent the Germans have, and I admire them for it. But this chapter of self-reflection should also have an
impact on foreign policy.

Germany's approach to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is a diminutive one. It does not want to inflame
sensibilities over its relations with Israel. However, if there is to be a solution to the conflict, Germany must
play some role and exert some form of influence on Israeli policy. Germany can and should put political
pressure on Israel. After all, we are talking here about the intellectual and political future of the state of
Israel. The logic is simple: Germany is committed to the ongoing security of the state of Israel, but this is
only possible in the long term if the future of the Palestinian people, too, is secured in its own sovereign
state. If this does not happen, the wars and history of that region will be constantly repeated and the
unbearable stalemate will continue.

One man was under no illusion of this - the Israeli prime minister, Yitzhak Rabin: "I was a soldier and I know
that Israel can win wars with Syria, Lebanon and Egypt and maybe even beat them all at the same time. But
Israel cannot win a war against the Palestinian people. My first duty is to protect the security of the Israeli
people and I can only meet this obligation if we make peace with the Palestinians." It was this publicly
expressed opinion that sadly cost Rabin his life.

Germany's task, as a leading country of the world, is to make precisely this fact plain to the government of
Israel - that Israel's lasting future depends on its government's willingness to enter into a genuine peace
agreement with the Palestinians. That this also goes for the Palestinians grouped around Hamas hardly
needs to be stressed. Both sides have to understand that they must live together for better or worse and that
hatred, terror and territorial, ethnic and religious exclusion have never produced peace, but rather have led to
killing and more killing. That, too, is a lesson that Germany, more than many other countries, has learned by
bitter experience. It is a lesson that can and should inform the foreign policy of the Federal Republic.
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The Guardian

November 18, 2014 Tuesday 7:25 PM GMT

The Guardian view on the Jerusalem killings: this must not become a
holy war;
The murders in a synagogue were a truly appalling act of violence. Now
Israeli and Palestinian leaders must act to prevent their conflict
becoming a battle of Muslim against Jew - because religious conflicts
can never be solved

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 727 words

No one can look at photographs of Tuesday's scene at Jerusalem's Har Nof synagogue without shuddering.
The sight of prayer shawls and prayer books drenched in blood stirs the bitterest memories. They are the
images of a pogrom. Reports of the event confirm that impression. The murmuring hush of morning worship
was broken by what witnesses say was a frenzied attack, the two Palestinian assailants - cousins from East
Jerusalem - lashing out with weapons that included guns, knives and a meat cleaver. The floor of a house of
prayer was turned red.

People of all faiths - and even of none - will find something especially appalling about this act of violence.
Any place of worship is meant to be a sanctuary; that much is understood universally. Inevitably, however,
this attack has struck a particular and deep nerve in the Israeli - and Jewish - psyche. Attacks like this were
precisely what the creation of the state of Israel was meant to prevent. Israel was to be the one place in the
world where Jews could pray in peace and safety. Synagogues in London, Paris or New York have grown
used to having a security presence on the door. Now there are calls for the same precaution to be taken in
Israel, a bleak thought for a country established to be a safe haven.

Not much less depressing has been the reaction from key Palestinian voices. Though it seems the killers
were acting on their own initiative rather than under any official direction, Hamas praised the killings as a
"quality development". The PFLP faction called the murders "heroic", while there were reports of sweets
being distributed to the children of Gaza in celebration. The admirable exception to all this was the
Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, who was swift to condemn the attack on "Jewish worshippers in
their place of prayer". The president's message nevertheless grated on the ears of those Israelis who believe
the Palestinian Authority has been guilty of "incitement" and who cite Abbas's own recent warning that
Jewish settlers were set to enter and "defile" the al-Aqsa mosque.

The fear, then, is that what has long been a bitter and bloody territorial conflict will escalate into something
even more intractable: a holy war. By attacking men as they pray - not, it is worth stressing, in the occupied
West Bank or in annexed East Jerusalem but inside the boundaries of pre-1967 Israel proper - Tuesday's
killers risk turning the conflict of Palestinian against Israeli into a battle of Muslim against Jew. Israel's
justice minister, Tzipi Livni, was right to say that such a war is to be dreaded - because "a religious war
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cannot be solved".

The related fear is that Jerusalem becomes the frontline in such a battle. It would mean a confrontation
played out street by street, even hand to hand, if the brutality witnessed on Tuesday were to be repeated.
The status quo that has, not without strain, kept the peace in the holy sites - the area known to Jews as the
Temple Mount and to Muslims as Haram al-Sharif - could unravel.

For the moment, these are just fears. There is nothing inevitable about their realisation. But it will require
political leadership. On the Palestinian side, if media controlled by the Palestinian Authority are guilty of
incendiary incitement then it should stop. As for Hamas, this newspaper has long believed that organisation
will, eventually, have to be included in any process of negotiation. But Hamas hardly makes that case easier
to argue when it speaks as it did on Tuesday - and when its officials still struggle to speak about Israel
without resorting to traditional anti-Jewish caricature. Last week one of its spokesmen suggested Israelis had
manipulated the media to bring about the downfall of communism.

But the burden on Israel is heavy too. Binyamin Netanyahu has failed to show Palestinians any kind of
political horizon. He shows them no route by which they might reach independence or even an end to
occupation. In the absence of such a political path, the men of violence prosper.

It is true that Netanyahu is surrounded by cabinet hardliners who would go further than he would, annexing
large swaths of the West Bank tomorrow. But he needs to think beyond the mere maintaining of his coalition
and his own job. He needs to lead, and point the way out of a situation that is intolerable - and lethally
dangerous - to both peoples.
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Stoppard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle

BYLINE: Last updated:

SECTION: INFO

LENGTH: 10178 words
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Saatchi brothers Maurice (now Lord Saatchi) and Charles (the one with the gallery)
founded M&C Saatchi in 1994 after leaving Saatchi & Saatchi, the advertising agency best known for the
slogan "Labour isn't working" in the 1979 general election campaign

saccharin noun; saccharine adjective

sacrilegious not sacreligious

Sad seasonal affective disorder

Sadler's Wells

Safeway

Sahara no need to add "desert"

Saharawi people of the western Sahara; not "Sahawari"

said normally preferable to added, commented, declared, pointed out, ejaculated,
etc; you can avoid too many "saids", whether quoting someone or in reported speech, quite easily. See
reported speech

Sainsbury, Lord Lord Sainsbury of Turville (David Sainsbury) is a Labour peer.
Lord Sainsbury of Preston Candover (John Sainsbury) is a Tory peer. We have been known to mix them up,
so take care

Sainsbury's for the stores; the company's name is J Sainsbury plc

Saint in running text should be spelt in full: Saint John, Saint Paul. For names of
towns, churches, etc, abbreviate St (no point) eg St Mirren, St Stephen's church. In French placenames a
hyphen is needed, eg St-Nazaire, Ste-Suzanne, Stes-Maries-de-la-Mer

St Andrews no apostrophe for golf or university

St Catharine's College, Cambridge

St Catherine's College, Oxford

St James Park home of Exeter City

St James' Park home of Newcastle United

St James's Park royal park in London

Saint John New Brunswick; St John's Newfoundland
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St John Ambulance not St John's and no longer "Brigade"

St Katharine Docks London

St Martin-in-the-Fields church in Trafalgar Square, London

St Paul's Cathedral

St Petersburg Russian city founded by Peter the Great in 1703. It was known as
Petrograd from 1914 to 1924, and Leningrad from 1924 to 1991

Saint-Saëns, Camille (1835-1921) French composer

St Thomas' hospital in London; not St Thomas's

sake Japanese rice wine

Saki pen name of the British writer HH Munro (1870-1916), known mainly for his
short stories

saleable

Salvation Army not the Sally Army

salvo plural salvoes

Samaritans the organisation has dropped "the" from its name

sambuca

Samoa formerly known as Western Samoa; do not confuse with American Samoa

Sana'a capital of Yemen

sanatorium (not sanitarium or sanitorium) plural sanatoriums

Sane mental illness charity

San Sebastián

San Serriffe island nation profiled in the Guardian on 1 April 1977

sans serif typeface

San Siro stadium Milan

São Paulo Brazilian city, not Sao Paolo

Sarkozy, Nicolas note that the French name is Nicolas, not Nicholas

Sars severe acute respiratory syndrome

SAS Special Air Service, but not normally necessary to spell it out; its naval
equivalent is the SBS

Satan but satanist, satanism

satnav
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Sats standard assessment tasks

SATs scholastic aptitude tests (in the US, where they are pronounced as individual
letters)

Saumarez Smith, Charles secretary and chief executive of the Royal Society of
Arts

Savile, Jimmy

Savile Club, Savile Row in London

Saville theatre in London, once owned by the Beatles' manager Brian Epstein and
used for concerts in the 60s (Jimi Hendrix played there), is now the Odeon Covent Garden cinema

Scalextric often erroneously called "Scalectrix"

Scandinavia Denmark, Norway and Sweden; with the addition of Finland and
Iceland, they constitute the Nordic countries

schadenfreude

scherzo plural scherzos

schizophrenia, schizophrenic should be used only in a medical context, never to
mean in two minds, contradictory, or erratic, which is wrong, as well as offensive to people diagnosed with
this illness; schizophrenic is an adjective, not a noun. After many years we have largely eradicated misuse of
this term, although as recently as 2010 a columnist contrived to accuse the Conservatives of "untreatable
ideological schizophrenia"

Schoenberg, Arnold (1874-1951) Austrian-born composer

schoolboy, schoolchildren, schoolgirl, schoolroom, schoolteacher

schools if in full, like this: Alfred Salter primary school, Rotherhithe; King's school,
Macclesfield, Eton college, etc; often the generic part will not be necessary, so: Alfred Salter primary; King's,
Macclesfield; Eton, etc

school years year 2, year 10, key stage 1, etc

Schröder, Gerhard former German chancellor

Schwarzenegger, Arnold Arnie is acceptable in headlines

scientific measurements Take care: m in scientific terms stands for milli (1mW is
1,000th of a watt), while M denotes mega (1MW is a million watts); in such circumstances it is wise not to
bung in another m when you mean million, so write out, for example, 10 million C.

amps A, volts V, watts W, kilowatts kW, megawatts MW, milliwatts mW, joules J, kilojoules kJ

scientific names in italics, with the first name (denoting the genus) capped, the
second (denoting the species) lc: Escherichia coli, Canis lupus, Quercus robur. The name can be shortened
by using the first initial: E coli, C lupus, Q robur (but we do not use a full point after the initial)

scientific terms some silly cliches to avoid: you might find it difficult to hesitate for a
nanosecond (the shortest measurable human hesitation is probably about 250 million nanoseconds, a
quarter of a second); "astronomical sums" when talking about large sums of money is rather dated (the
national debt surpassed the standard astronomical unit of 93 million [miles] 100 years ago)
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Scilly an alternative is Isles of Scilly but not Scilly Isles

ScotchTape TM; say sticky tape

scotch broth, scotch egg, scotch mist, scotch whisky but Scotch argus butterfly

scot-free the scot was a kind of medieval council tax, so you got off "scot-free" if
you avoided payment

Scotland The following was written by a Scot who works for the Guardian and
lives in London. Letters expressing similar sentiments come from across Britain (and, indeed, from around
the world):

We don't carry much coverage of events in Scotland and to be honest, even as an expat, that suits me fine.
But I do care very much that we acknowledge that Scotland is a separate nation and in many ways a
separate country. It has different laws, education system (primary, higher and further), local government,
national government, sport, school terms, weather, property market and selling system, bank holidays, right
to roam, banks and money, churches, etc.

If we really want to be a national newspaper then we need to consider whether our stories apply only to
England (and Wales) or Britain, or Scotland only. When we write about teachers' pay deals, we should point
out that we mean teachers in England and Wales; Scottish teachers have separate pay and management
structures and union. When we write about it being half-term, we should remember that it's known as
mid-term in Scotland. When we write about bank holiday sunshine/rain, we should remember that in
Scotland the weather was probably different and it possibly wasn't even a bank holiday. When we write about
the English cricket team, we should be careful not to refer to it as "we" and "us". When the Scottish Cup final
is played, we should perhaps consider devoting more than a few paragraphs at the foot of a page to Rangers
winning their 100th major trophy (if it had been Manchester United we'd have had pages and pages with
Bobby Charlton's all-time fantasy first XI and a dissertation on why English clubs are the best in Europe).
Andy Murray is Scottish, as well as British, rather than Scottish when he loses and British when he wins.

These daily oversights come across to a Scot as arrogance. They also undermine confidence in what the
paper is telling the reader

Scotland Office not Scottish Office

Scott, Charles Prestwich (1846-1932) editor of the Manchester Guardian for 57
years and its owner from 1907 until his death (his uncle, John Edward Taylor, had founded the paper in
1821). Scott, who was editor when the first "Style-book of the Manchester Guardian" - forerunner of this
guide - appeared in 1928, is most famous for his statement "comment is free, but facts are sacred".

WP Crozier recalled of Scott: "Once, when an article in type was shown to him because a certain sentence
expressed a doubtful judgment, he noticed that the English was slovenly, amended it, and then, being drawn
on from sentence to sentence and becoming more and more dissatisfied, he made innumerable minute
corrections until at last, having made a complete mess of the proof, he looked up and said gently: 'Dear X; of
course, he's not a trained subeditor.' "

Scott Trust created in 1936 to safeguard the journalistic freedom and liberal values
of the Manchester Guardian. The sole shareholder in Guardian Media Group, its core purpose is to secure
the financial and editorial independence of the Guardian "in perpetuity". In 2008 it became a limited
company, with the same protections for the Guardian enshrined in its constitution

Scott, Sir George Gilbert (1811-78) architect who designed the Albert Memorial
and Midland Grand hotel at St Pancras station

Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert (1880-1960) grandson of the above, responsible for red
telephone boxes, Bankside power station (now Tate Modern), Waterloo bridge, and the Anglican cathedral in
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Liverpool

Scottish Enterprise

Scottish government although its legal name remains Scottish executive

Scottish parliament its members are MSPs

scottish terrier not scotch or Scots; once known as Aberdeen terrier

scouse, scouser

Scouts not "Boy Scouts" (in the UK, at least); the organisation is the Scout
Association

Scoville scale system that measures the heat level of chillies

Scrabble TM

Scram secure continuous remote alcohol monitor, as sported in 2010 by Lindsay
Lohan

scratchcard, smartcard, swipecard

SCSI capped up even though generally pronounced "scuzzy"; it stands for small
computer system interface

sea change a gradual transformation (from Shakespeare's The Tempest); a
step-change, which originated in physics, is more abrupt

sea level, sea sickness but seaplane, seaport, seashore, seaside, seaweed

seal pups not "baby seals" for the same reason we don't call lambs "baby sheep"

Sea of Japan as generally known; but South Korea calls it the East Sea and North
Korea the East Sea of Korea

Séamus, Seán note accents in Irish Gaelic; sean without a fada means old

search engine optimisation (SEO) How to increase traffic to your website by
ensuring that your content shows up prominently in Google and other online search engines, for example by
including in headlines key terms that people are most likely to search for. To help, you can monitor such
things as hot topics on Google and what is trending on Twitter

seas, oceans capped up, eg Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Pacific Ocean

seasons spring, summer, autumn, winter are lowercase

seatbelt

second hand on a watch; but secondhand goods

secretary general

Secret Intelligence Service official name of MI6 ; may also be abbreviated to SIS
after first mention

section 28 1988 law, widely regarded as homophobic, that said local authorities
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"shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality" or "promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship"; it was repealed in Scotland in 2000 and the rest of the UK in 2003

Security Service better known as MI5

seize not sieze

self-control, self-defence, self-esteem, self-respect

selfie a self-portrait photograph.

There may or may not be other people in it, and you might post it on social media, frame it or put it in an
album, but if you are in it, and you took it, it's a selfie

Selfridges no apostrophe

sell-off, sellout noun

sell off, sell out verb

Sellotape TM; call it sticky tape

semicolon Used correctly (which occasionally we do), the semicolon is a very
elegant compromise between a full stop (too much) and a comma (not enough). This sentence, from a
column by David McKie, illustrates beautifully how it's done: "Some reporters were brilliant; others were less
so."

The late Beryl Bainbridge said in the Guardian: "Not many people use it much any more, do they? Should it
be used more? I think so, yes. A semicolon is a partial pause, a different way of pausing, without using a full
stop. I use it all the time" and George Bernard Shaw told TE Lawrence that not using semicolons was "a
symptom of mental defectiveness, probably induced by camp life".

Orwell, on the other hand, thought they were unnecessary and Kurt Vonnegut advised: "Do not use
semicolons. They are transvestite hermaphrodites, standing for absolutely nothing. All they do is show you've
been to college."

semtex no longer necessary to cap this

Senate (US)

senior abbreviate to Sr not Sen or Snr, eg George Bush Sr

September 11 Use September 11 (ie contrary to our usual date style) when it is
being evoked as a particular event, rather than just a date, eg: How September 11 changed the world for
ever But "how the events of 11 September 2001 changed the world for ever" would follow our normal date
style.

9/11 may be substituted for either, as necessary, particularly in tight headlines, eg: How 9/11
changed the world for ever

The official death toll of the victims of the Islamist terrorists who hijacked four aircraft on 11 September 2001
is 2,976. The figure does not include the 19 hijackers. Of this total, 2,605 died in the twin towers of the World
Trade Centre or on the ground in New York City (of whom approximately 1,600 have been identified), 246
died on the four aeroplanes, and 125 were killed in the attack on the Pentagon.

The hijackers were: Fayez Ahmed, Mohamed Atta, Ahmed al-Ghamdi, Hamza al-Ghamdi, Saeed al-Ghamdi,
Hani Hanjour, Nawaf al-Hazmi, Salem al-Hazmi, Ahmed al-Haznawi, Khalid al-Mihdhar, Majed Moqed,
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Ahmed al-Nami, Abdulaziz al-Omari, Marwan al-Shehhi, Mohannad al-Shehri, Wael al-Shehri, Waleed
al-Shehri, Satam al-Suqami, Ziad Jarrah (though dozens of permutations of their names have appeared in
the paper, we follow Reuters style as for most Arabic transliterations)

sequined not sequinned

Serb noun

Serbian adjective

sergeant major Sgt Maj (not RSM or CSM) Trevor Prescott, subsequently Sgt Maj
Prescott in leading articles; elsewhere just surname

Serious Fraud Office SFO on second mention

Serious Organised Crime Agency Soca after first mention

serjeant at arms

serves to adds nothing to a phrase such as "serves to underline"; replace with
"underlines"

services, the (armed forces)

settler should be confined to those Israeli Jews living in settlements across the
1967 green line, ie in the occupied territories

set to It is very tempting to use this, especially in headlines, when we think
something is going to happen, but aren't all that sure; try to resist this temptation. It is even less excusable
when we do know that something is going to happen: one of our readers counted no fewer than 16 uses of
the phrase in the paper in two days; in almost every case, the words could have been replaced with "will", or
by simply leaving out the "set", eg "the packs are set to come into force as part of the house-selling process".

The first readers' editor of the Guardian put it like this: "The expression 'set to', to mean about to, seems
likely to... is often used to refer to something that, though expected, is not absolutely certain to happen. It is a
rascally expression which one of the readers who have learned to groan at the sight of it describes as an
all-purpose term removing any precision of meaning from the sentence containing it"

Seven not "Se7en" for the 1995 film starring Morgan Freeman, Brad Pitt and
Gwyneth Paltrow

sexing up is what happens in dodgy dossiers and not, we hope, our publications.
From the editor:

Guardian readers would rather we did give them the unvarnished truth - or our best stab at it. It seems
obvious enough. But inside many journalists - this goes for desk editors as much as reporters - there is a
little demon prompting us to make the story as strong and interesting as possible, if not more so. We drop a
few excitable adjectives around the place. We overegg. We may even sex it up.

Strong stories are good. So are interesting stories. But straight, accurate stories are even better. Readers
who stick with us over any length of time would far rather judge what we write by our own Richter scale of
news judgments and values than feel that we're measuring ourselves against the competition. Every time we
flam a story up we disappoint somebody - usually a reader who thought the Guardian was different.

We should be different. Of course we compete fiercely in the most competitive newspaper market in the
world. Of course we want to sell as many copies as possible. We've all experienced peer pressure to write
something as strongly as possible, if not more so. But our Scott Trust ownership relieves us of the necessity
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to drive remorselessly for circulation to the exclusion of all else. In other words, we don't need to sex things
up, and we shouldn't

sex offender register abbreviation, normally sufficient, of the Violent and Sex
Offender Register (Visor), a database set up by the Sexual Offences Act 2003

sexuality From a reader:

"Can I suggest your style guide should state that homosexual, gay, bisexual and heterosexual are primarily
adjectives and that use of them as nouns should be avoided. It seems to me that this is both grammatically
and politically preferable (politically because using them as nouns really does seem to define people by their
sexuality). I would like to read that someone is 'homosexual', not 'a homosexual', or about 'gay people', not
'gays'. Lesbian is different as it is a noun which later began to be used adjectivally, not the other way round.
As an example from Wednesday, the opening line 'Documents which showed that Lord Byron ... was a
bisexual' rather than 'was bisexual' sounds both Daily Mail-esque and stylistically poor."

Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 1967 album by a popular beat combo of the
day; not Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band

Shaanxi (capital Xi'an) and Shanxi (capital Taiyuan) are adjacent provinces in
northern China

Shabiha Syrian pro-government militia

shakedown, shakeout, shakeup (nouns)

Shakespearean not Shakespearian

Shankill Road Belfast, not Shankhill

shantytown

shared possessives Freddie and Beth's party (they share one) Freddie and Beth's
parties (they share two) Freddie's and Beth's parties (they have one each)

shareholder

sharia law

shark-infested A reader (one of several to complain about our use of this phrase)
pointed out: "The seas are not 'infested' with sharks. They live there ... Millions of sharks are being killed. By
planet-infesting humans. They need protection." The word "infest" is defined as "swarm over, cover or fill in a
troublesome, unpleasant or harmful way, to invade and live on as a parasite". The phrase "shark-infested" is
in any case a lazy cliche and should be avoided

sheepdog

sheikh

Shepherd Market Mayfair; Shepherd's Bush west London

Shetland rather than Shetland Isles or Shetlands, but note that the local authority is
Shetland Islands council

Shia, Sunni two branches of Islam (note: not Shi'ite); plural Shia Muslims and
Sunni Muslims, though Shias and Sunnis are fine if you are pushed for space

shiatsu massage; shih-tzu dog ; shiitake mushrooms
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ships are not feminine: it ran aground, not she ran aground; no quotes, no italics;
you sail in, not on, ships

shipbuilding, shipmate, shipowner, shipyard

shoo-in not shoe-in

shootout noun; not "shoot-out"

shopkeeper

Shoreham-by-Sea not Shoreham on Sea

shortlist, longlist

Short money payment to opposition parties to help them carry out their
parliamentary functions, named after Ted Short, the Labour leader of the house who introduced it in 1975

shortsighted, longsighted, nearsighted

shrank, shrunk shrank, not shrunk, is the past tense of shrink, except in the film
title Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (and perhaps the occasional piece of wordplay based on it); shrunk is the past
participle (the kids had shrunk) or what is sometimes known as the present perfect form (Honey, I've shrunk
the kids)

Siamese twins conjoined twins, please

sickbed, sicknote, sickroom but sick pay

sickie

side-effects

sidestreet

siege not seige

Siena Tuscan city; sienna pigment; Sienna Miller

silicon computer chips; silicone breast implants - we have been known to confuse
the two, as in "Silicone Valley"

Silkin, Jon (1930-97) English poet, not to be confused with his cousin John Silkin
(1923-87), a Labour cabinet minister, as was John's brother Sam Silkin (1918-88)

sim card (it stands for subscriber identity module)

since See as or since

Singaporean names in three parts, eg Lee Kuan Yew

Singin' in the Rain not Singing

single quotes in headlines (but sparingly), standfirsts and captions

singles chart

singular or plural? Corporate entities take the singular: eg The BBC has decided
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(not "have"). In subsequent references make sure the pronoun is singular: "It [not "they"] will press for an
increase in the licence fee."

Sports teams and rock bands are the exception - "England have an uphill task" is OK, as is "Nirvana were
overrated"

sink past tense sank, past participle sunk: he sinks, he sank, he has sunk

Sinn Féin

siphon not syphon

sisyphean a futile or interminable task (Sisyphus had to spend eternity rolling a
boulder up a hill)

sit I sat down at the back but he was sitting near the front (the horrible "I was sat"
is, sadly, a very frequent error)

six-day war between Israel and its neighbours in June 1967

size Attempts to express the size of objects and places in terms of their
relationship to doubledecker buses, Olympic swimming pools, football pitches, the Isle of Wight, Wales and
Belgium are cliched and unhelpful, which does not stop journalists engaging in them. The same applies to
measuring quantities of, say, hotdogs served at the Cup final in terms of how far they would stretch to the
moon and back

ski, skis, skier, skied, skiing

skilful not skillful

skimmed milk not skim

skipper usually only of a trawler

Sky+

skyrocket No!

slavery was not abolished in 1807, as we sometimes say: slavery in Britain
became illegal in 1772, the slave trade in the British empire was abolished in 1807, but slavery remained in
the colonies until the Slavery Abolition Act 1833

sleight of hand although it is pronounced "slight"

slither slide; sliver small piece

Slovak noun

Slovakian adjective

Slovene noun

Slovenian adjective

small talk polite conversation

Smalltalk a computer programming language
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smartphone

smartwatch a computer you wear on your wrist

smart watch something from the Armani retro collection, perhaps

Smith & Wesson handguns

Smithsonian Institution not Institute

smooth, smooth down, smoothen (verb) not smoothe (you may be thinking of
"soothe")

smörgåsbord

snowclone A type of cliched phrase defined by the linguist Geoffrey Pullum as "a
multi-use, customisable, instantly recognisable, timeworn, quoted or misquoted phrase or sentence that can
be used in an entirely open array of different variants". The name is derived from the cliche about how many
words "Eskimos" are mistakenly said to have for snow. Examples of snowclones include "xxx [eg comedy] is
the new yyy [eg rock'n'roll]", "you wait ages for a xxx [eg gold medal] and then yyy [eg three] come along at
once", and so on. Such phrases are very popular with journalists searching for what Pullum calls "quick-fix
ways of writing stuff without actually having to think out new descriptive vocabulary or construct new phrases
and sentences"

snowplough

so-called overused: as a reader pointed out when we used the term "so-called
friendly fire", the expression is "obviously ironic and really doesn't need such ham-fisted pointing out"

social grades The NRS social grades (not classes), originally developed by the
National Readership Survey and still widely used in stories about market research, are the familiar A (upper
middle class), B (middle), C1 (lower middle), C2 (skilled working), D (semi- and unskilled) and E (at the
lowest levels of subsidence); they are based on the occupation of the chief income earner of a household
and are sometimes grouped into ABC1 (middle) and C2DE (working class).

Since the 2001 census, the main UK social classification has been the National Statistics socio-economic
classification (NS-SEC), grouping occupations by employment conditions and relations rather than skills, and
has 17 categories, which can be broken down into eight (from higher managerial and professional
occupations to never worked and long-term unemployed), or just three (higher, intermediate and lower
occupations)

socialism, socialist lc unless name of a party, eg Socialist Workers party

social media are plural

social security benefits all lc, income support, working tax credit, etc

sockpuppet an online identity used for deception, typically by someone posing as
an independent third party unconnected to a person or product that the sockpuppet then promotes

sock puppet a puppet made out of a sock

sod's law See Murphy's law

Sofía queen of Spain

soi-disant means self-styled, not so-called; both phrases should be used sparingly
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soiree no accent

solar system See planets

solicitor general

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr (1918-2008) Russian novelist

Somalia adjective Somali; the people are Somalis, not Somalians

some should not be used before a figure: if you are not sure, about or
approximately are better, and if you are, it sounds daft: "some 12 people have died from wasp stings this
year alone" was a particularly silly example that found its way into the paper

Sopa Stop Online Piracy Act

Sotheby's

soundbite

sources Anonymous sources should be used sparingly. We should - except in
exceptional circumstances - avoid anonymous pejorative quotes. We should avoid misrepresenting the
nature and number of sources, and we should do our best to give readers some clue as to the authority with
which they speak. We should never, ever, betray a source

South America

Southbank Centre on the South Bank in London

South Bank University

south south London, south-west England, the south-east, south Wales, etc

southern hemisphere

Southern Ocean not Antarctic Ocean

south pole

Southport Visiter newspaper, not to be confused with the Visitor, Morecambe

soy sauce

soya beans not soybeans or soy beans

space hopper

spaghetti western

span of years 2010-12 or from 2010-12; but between 2010 and 2012, not "between
2010-12"

Spanish names and accents Take care over use of the tilde, which can change the
meaning: Los Años Dorados (the Spanish version of the sitcom The Golden Girls) means The Golden Years;
leave out the tilde and Los Anos Dorados becomes The Golden Anuses.

The surname is normally the second last name, not the last, which is the mother's maiden name, eg the
writer Federico García Lorca - known as García in Spain rather than Lorca - should be García Lorca on
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second mention. Note also that the female name Consuelo ends with an "o" not an "a".

In Spanish the natural stress of a word generally occurs on the second to last syllable. Words that deviate
from this norm must carry a written accent mark, known as the acento ortográfico, to indicate where the
stress falls. A guide to accents follows. If in doubt do an internet search (try the word with and without an
accent) and look for reputable Spanish language sites, eg big newspapers.

Surnames ending -ez take an accent over the penultimate vowel, eg Benítez, Fernández,
Giménez, Gómez, González, Gutiérrez, Hernández, Jiménez, López, Márquez, Martínez, Núñez, Ordóñez,
Pérez, Quiñónez, Ramírez, Rodríguez, Sáez, Vásquez, Vázquez, Velázquez. Exception: Alvarez; note also
that names ending -es do not take the accent, eg Martines, Rodrigues.

Other surnames Aristízabal, Beltrán, Cáceres, Calderón, Cañizares, Chevantón, Couñago,
Cúper, Dalí, De la Peña, Díaz, Forlán, García, Gaudí, Miró, Muñoz, Olazábal, Pavón, Sáenz, Sáinz, Valdés,
Valerón, Verón.

Forenames Adán, Alán, Andrés, César, Darío, Elías, Fabián, Ginés, Héctor, Hernán, Iñaki,
Iñés, Iván, Jesús, Joaquín, José, Lucía, María, Martín, Matías, Máximo, Míchel, Raúl, Ramón, Róger,
Rubén, Sebastián, Víctor. The forenames Ana, Angel, Alfredo, Alvaro, Cristina, Diego, Domingo, Emilio,
Ernesto, Federico, Fernando, Ignacio, Jorge, Juan, Julio, Luis, Marta, Mario, Miguel, Pablo and Pedro do not
usually take accents.

Placenames Asunción, Bogotá, Cádiz, Catalonia, Córdoba, La Coruña, Guantánamo Bay,
Guipúzcoa, Jaén, Jérez, León, Medellín, Potosí, San Sebastián, Valparaíso.

Sports teams, etc América, Atlético, El Barça (FC Barcelona), Bernabéu, Bolívar, Cerro
Porteño, Deportivo La Coruña, Huracán, Málaga, Peñarol.

Note: Spanish is an official language in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela

Spanish practices, Spanish customs If you are talking about questionable trade
union activities, restrictive practices might be a less offensive way to put it

'spared jail' We should say what the actual verdict was in a court report, rather than
that the accused was "spared jail" or "walked free from court", which sounds as if we think they should have
been jailed

spare-part surgery Avoid this term

spark overused in headlines of the "rates rise sparks fury" variety

spastic the Spastics Society, which supports disabled people and in particular
those with cerebral palsy, changed its name to Scope in 1994

Speaker, the (Commons) but deputy speaker (of whom there are several); Lord
Speaker (Lords)

special often redundant

special branch

Special Immigration Appeals Commission Siac or "the commission" on second
mention

spellchecker if you use one, read through your work afterwards: a graphic on our
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front page was rendered nonsensical when a spellcheck turned the species Aquila adalberti into "alleyway
adalberti", while Prunella modularis became "pronely modularise"; also note that most use American English
spellings

spelled or spelt? spelled is the past tense, spelt is the past participle; she spelled
it out for him: "the word is spelt like this"

Spice Girls Victoria Beckham was Posh Spice; Melanie Brown was Scary Spice;
Emma Bunton was Baby Spice; Melanie Chisholm was Sporty Spice; Geri Halliwell was Ginger Spice

spicy not spicey

Spider-Man for the cartoon and film character, but Spiderman (no hyphen) is the
nickname of Alain Robert, a Frenchman who specialises in climbing skyscrapers without a safety net

spilled or spilt? spilled is the past tense, spilt is the past participle; she spilled the
beans: the beans were all spilt

spin doctor

spin-off noun, spin off verb

spinster avoid this old-fashioned term, which has acquired a pejorative tone; say, if
relevant, that someone is an unmarried woman

spiral, spiralling prices (and other things) can spiral down as well as up; try a less
cliched word that doesn't suggest a circular movement

split infinitives "The English-speaking world may be divided into (1) those who
neither know nor care what a split infinitive is; (2) those who do not know, but care very much; (3) those who
know and condemn; (4) those who know and distinguish. Those who neither know nor care are the vast
majority, and are happy folk, to be envied." (HW Fowler, Modern English Usage, 1926)

It is perfectly acceptable, and often desirable, to sensibly split infinitives - "to boldly go" is an elegant and
effective phrase - and stubbornly to resist doing so can sound pompous and awkward ("the economic
precipice on which they claim perpetually to be poised") or ambiguous: "He even offered personally to
guarantee the loan that the Clintons needed to buy their house" raises the question of whether the offer, or
the guarantee, was personal.

Raymond Chandler wrote to his publisher: "Would you convey my compliments to the purist who reads your
proofs and tell him or her that I write in a sort of broken-down patois which is something like the way a Swiss
waiter talks, and that when I split an infinitive, God damn it, I split it so it will stay split." And after an editor
tinkered with his infinitives, George Bernard Shaw said: "I don't care if he is made to go quickly, or to quickly
go - but go he must!"

spoiled or spoilt? spoiled is the past tense, spoilt is the past participle; she spoiled
her son: in fact he was a spoilt brat

spokesman, spokeswoman a quote may be attributed to the organisation, eg "The
AA said ... ", but if necessary say spokesman or spokeswoman rather than spokesperson (assuming they
have actually spoken to you)

sponsorship We are under no obligation to carry sponsors' names. So London
Marathon, not Virgin London Marathon, etc. When a competition is named after a sponsor, it is unavoidable:
Friends Provident t20, etc

spoonful plural spoonfuls, not spoonsful
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spree shopping or spending, not shooting: describing a series of murders as a
"killing spree" sounds flippant

spring

square brackets are used for interpolated words in quotations, eg David Cameron
said: "Theresa [May] has my full support"

square metres not the same as metres squared: eg 300m squared is 90,000 sq m
which is very different from 300 sq m; we often get this wrong

Square Mile rather old-fashioned term for City of London

squaw is regarded as offensive and should be avoided

SSSI site of special scientific interest

stadium plural stadiums, not stadia

staff are plural

stalactites cling from the ceiling; stalagmites grow from the ground

stalemate in chess, a stalemate is the end of the game, and cannot be broken or
resolved; deadlock or impasse are more suitable for metaphorical use in such cases as "Zawiyah - 30 miles
from the capital - is a metaphor for Libya's current stalemate, which could itself end at any moment"

Stalin, Joseph not Josef

stamp not stomp

standoff

standup adjective, as in a standup comedian performing standup comedy; and
noun: a standup performing standup

Stansted

Star Wars the Empire, the Force, Jedi knight, lightsaber. Wookiee (note two Es), a
species of which Chewbacca is a member

Starck, Philippe French designer

Starkey, Zak (not Zac) son of Ringo Starr; plays drums for the Who

start up verb; startup noun (as in business startup); star tup top-performing ram

State Department although its official name is United States Department of State

statehouse office of the state governor in the US, one word except in New Jersey
where it is the state house

state of the union address

stationary motionless; also used by some stationery shops to mean stationery;
stationery writing materials; also used by some signwriters to mean stationary

staunch verb: to stop the flow of something, eg blood or confidence; adjective:
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steadfast, eg a staunch defender of human rights

STD or STI? STI (sexually transmitted infection) is a broader term than STD
(sexually transmitted disease): you can have the infection without feeling ill or displaying any symptoms

steamboat, steamhammer, steampunk, steamship

steam engine

Stelios Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou, founder of easyJet; Haji-Ioannou after first
mention, although Stelios is acceptable in headlines

sten gun

stentorian loud, sometimes confused with stertorous, a snoring sound

stepfamily, stepfather, stepmother etc, but step-parents. Don't confuse, say, a
stepsister and half-sister, as we did when writing about Barack Obama's family

Stephen or Steven? Stephen Baldwin, Stephen Chow (actors), Stephen Colbert
(satirist), Stephen Crane (wrote The Red Badge of Courage), Stephen Foster (wrote Oh! Susanna), Stephen
Fry (national treasure), Stephen Jay Gould (biologist), Stephen Hawking (physicist), Stephen King (novelist),
Stephen Merchant (Ricky Gervais collaborator).

Steven Gerrard (footballer), Steven Moffat (Doctor Who writer and producer), Steven Spielberg (film director)

sterling the pound; also sterling qualities

Stetson TM; hat

sticky-back plastic

stiletto plural stilettos (not stilettoes)

still life plural still lifes (not lives)

stilton cheese

stimulus plural stimuli

Stirling prize awarded annually by the Royal Institute of British Architects

Stock Exchange caps when referring to the London Stock Exchange; but lc in other
countries, eg Hong Kong stock exchange

stock in trade

stock market

stolen generations Australian Aboriginal children forcibly removed from their
families

stone age The charity Survival says: " 'Stone age' and 'primitive' have been used
to describe tribal people since the colonial era, reinforcing the idea that they have not changed over time and
that they are backward. This idea is both incorrect and very dangerous: incorrect because all societies adapt
and change, and dangerous because it is often used to justify the persecution or forced 'development' of
tribal people"
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stony broke, stony-hearted not stoney

stopgap

storey plural storeys (buildings); story plural stories (tales)

straightforward, home straight, final straight

straitjacket, strait-laced, Dire Straits

strait of Dover, strait of Gibraltar, strait of Hormuz not Strait, Straits or straits

straitened circumstances, straitened times not "straightened", one of our most
frequent errors

Strategic Rail Authority SRA on second mention

Stratford-on-Avon district council and parliamentary seat, although most other local
organisations, such as the Royal Shakespeare Company, call this Warwickshire town Stratford-upon-Avon

stratum plural strata

Street-Porter, Janet

streetwise

stretchered off has a slight ring of Charles Buchan's Football Monthly; say carried
off

strippergram

stumbling block

stumm as in "keep stumm", not schtum

Sturm und Drang German literary movement

STV single transferable vote

stylebook but style guide

Subbuteo table football game in which players "flick to kick", named after the bird of
prey Falco subbuteo (the hobby) and immortalised in the Undertones' My Perfect Cousin

subcommittee, subcontinent, sublet, subplot, subsection

subeditors, subs Journalists who traditionally edit, check and cut copy, write
headlines and other page furniture, and design pages; to which can be added, in the digital age, an
ever-widening range of multimedia and technical skills. In some countries, eg the US and Canada, they are
known as copy editors.

WP Crozier said of CP Scott: "As a subeditor he got rid of the redundant and the turgid with the
conscientiousness of a machine that presses the superfluous moisture out of yarn. The man who passed
'seaward journey to the great metropolis', and when the copy came back to him found written in firm blue
pencil 'voyage to London', knew what sort of English 'CP' liked"

subfusc an adjective meaning dull and gloomy or a noun for the dark clothing worn
for exams and formal occasions at some universities
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subjunctive Fowler noted that the subjunctive was "seldom obligatory" and
Somerset Maugham declared half a century ago: "The subjunctive mood is in its death throes, and the best
thing to do is put it out of its misery as soon as possible." Would that that were so.

Most commonly, the subjunctive is a third person singular form of the verb expressing hypothesis, typically
something demanded, proposed, imagined: he demanded that she resign at once, I propose that she be
sacked, she insisted Jane sit down.

It is particularly common in American English and in formal or poetic contexts: If I were a rich man, etc, and
you have to admit the song sounds better than "If I was a rich man..."

We get this wrong at least as often as we get it right. Two examples from the same issue in April 2010 in
which "was" should be "were": "If every election or ballot in which there are cases of bad practice was to be
invalidated, democracy would soon become a laughing stock..." (leading article); "If this was the centred
Conservative party that Cameron claims, its strategists wouldn't be half as worried as they are..." (column)

Nobody died and no great harm was done, but as professional writers we should be aware of the distinction.
Used properly, the subjunctive can add elegance to your writing; an object lesson was provided in a Gary
Younge column of 5 July 2010: "It was as though Charlie Brown's teacher were standing for leader of the
opposition... " (one of three examples of the subjunctive in the piece).

As with the hyper-corrective misuse of whom instead of who, however, using the subjunctive wrongly is
worse than not using it at all, and will make you look pompous and silly

submachine gun

submarines are boats, not ships

subpoena, subpoenaed

subpostmaster, subpostmistress although the organisation is the National
Federation of SubPostmasters

sub-prime, sub-Saharan

substitute

Is it by, with or for? If you don't choose the right preposition, it's not always easy to see who's replaced
whom.

Let's say Player A is injured and Player B comes on as a substitute. So: the manager replaces A with B; A is
replaced by B; the manager has substituted B for A; B is substituted for A

suchlike

sucking-pig not "suckling-pig"

Sudan not "the Sudan"

sudoku

sue, sued, suing (not sueing)

suffer little children nothing to do with suffering, this frequently misquoted or
misunderstood phrase was used by Christ (Luke 18:16) to mean "allow the little children to come to me"; it is
also the title of a song about the Moors murders on the first Smiths album

suicide Say that someone killed him or herself rather than "committed suicide";
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suicide has not been a crime in the UK for many years and this old-fashioned term can cause unnecessary
further distress to families who have been bereaved in this way.

Journalists should exercise particular care in reporting suicide or issues involving suicide, bearing in mind the
risk of encouraging others. This applies to presentation, including the use of pictures, and to describing the
method of suicide. Any substances should be referred to in general rather than specific terms. When
appropriate, a helpline number (eg Samaritans) should be given. The feelings of relatives should also be
carefully considered

summer

summer solstice the longest day of the year, but not the same as Midsummer Day
(although we often seem to assume it is)

sun, moon

Sunday Sun long-established newspaper covering the north-east of England, not to
be confused with the Sunday edition of the Sun

Super Bowl

supercasino, superinjunction

supermarkets Marks & Spencer or M&S, Morrisons, Safeway, Sainsbury's, Tesco
(no wonder people get confused about apostrophes)

supermodel model is normally sufficient

supernova plural supernovae

Super Pac an "independent-expenditure only" political action committee that can
raise unlimited sums from corporations, unions and other groups, as well as individuals, in support of a US
political candidate or party

supersede not supercede

supine face up; prone face down

supply days (parliament)

supreme court

Sure Start

surge prefer rise or increase, if that is the meaning; but surge is preferable to
"upsurge"

Suriname (not Surinam); formerly Dutch Guiana

surrealism

Sutcliff, Rosemary British historical novelist (1920-92) whose works include The
Eagle of the Ninth

svengali (lc) although named after the sinister Svengali in George du Maurier's
1894 novel Trilby

swap not swop
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swat flies

swot books

swath, swaths broad strip (of land), eg cut a wide swath; from the Old English
swaeth, which in turn comes from the Old Norse svath - a smooth patch

swathe, swathes baby clothes, bandages, wrappings; from the Old English
swaethian, related to swaethel - swaddling clothes

swearwords We are more liberal than any other newspapers, using language that
most of our competitors would not. The statistics tell their own story: the word "fuck" (and its variants)
appeared 705 times in the Guardian in the 12 months to April 2010, with a further 269 mentions in the
Observer. (The figures for other national newspapers were as follows: Independent 279, Independent on
Sunday 74, Times 3, Sunday Times 2, all other papers 0.) The figures for the C-word, still regarded by many
people as taboo, were: Guardian 49, Observer 20, Independent 8, Independent on Sunday 5, everyone else
0.

Even some readers who agree with Lenny Bruce that "take away the right to say fuck and you take away the
right to say fuck the government" might feel that we sometimes use such words unnecessarily, although
comments in response to Guardian Style's blogpost on the subject were overwhelmingly in support of our
policy.

The editor's guidelines are as follows:

First, remember the reader, and respect demands that we should not casually use words that are likely to
offend.

Second, use such words only when absolutely necessary to the facts of a piece, or to portray a character in
an article; there is almost never a case in which we need to use a swearword outside direct quotes.

Third, the stronger the swearword, the harder we ought to think about using it.

Finally, never use asterisks, or such silliness as b------, which are just a cop-out, as Charlotte Brontë
recognised: "The practice of hinting by single letters those expletives with which profane and violent people
are wont to garnish their discourse, strikes me as a proceeding which, however well meant, is weak and
futile. I cannot tell what good it does - what feeling it spares - what horror it conceals"

swingeing

swinging 60s

sync as in "out of sync", but lip-synch, lip-synching

synopsis plural synopses

syntax Beware of ambiguous or incongruous sentence structure - the following
appeared in a column in the paper: "This argument, says a middle-aged lady in a business suit called
Marion, is just more London stuff... " (What were her other outfits called?)

synthesis, synthesise, synthesiser

systematic methodical

systemic relating to a system
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The Guardian view on a deal with Iran: a chance to make history;
Iran's leadership should grasp this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 729 words

The Iranian nuclear crisis has often resembled Groundhog Day, as relations with the west go through the
cycle of defiance, talks, and defiance again. Yet as the US secretary of state John Kerry flies in to Vienna for
what is hoped will be one last push for a deal before Monday night's deadline, it is just possible that this
could be the tipping-point. Barack Obama clearly wants a major diplomatic achievement as he enters his last
two years in office. The chances are slim, but they are there. In the end, it may depend on whether the
Iranian leadership recognises that this is a once-in-a-generation offer.

If President Obama had his way, history would almost certainly now be in the making. We would see
something akin to the Nixon-Mao talks of 1972, the meeting that ended a 23-year freeze and re-set
international relations. The US president has sent four letters to Iran's supreme leader, Ali Khamenei, further
evidence of the "mutual respect" that he had already offered in 2009. The contrast could not be greater with
the George W Bush years. Although Iran and the United States have had no diplomatic relations for 35
years, high-level bilateral contacts no longer make headlines. As the president pointed out in his last letter to
Khamenei, with Isis as a common ennemy, Iran and the US are in a very different place compared even with
a year ago. From Tehran, President Hassan Rouhani too has sent positive signals, not least because with
global oil prices so low, sanctions relief is now crucial.
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The question is whether this is enough to yield a result. The stakes could not be higher, and not only for Iran
and the US. The way the question of Iranian nuclear capacity is - or is not - resolved will set a template for
the way other countries with nuclear ambitions are treated. The director general of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, Yukiya Amano, is complaining that Iran has not been cooperating with his investigation into
past nuclear development. That is a violation of its obligations under the non-proliferation treaty, which sets
the global rules on nuclear issues. Israel is not the only country watching this with forensic attention and
existential angst. In a Middle East torn apart by Sunni-Shia religious strife and regional power confrontation,
the threat of a regional nuclear arms race cannot be ignored. A multi-nuclear Middle East would truly be the
stuff of 21st-century nightmares.

The focus of the Vienna talks is to persuade Iran to accept constraints on its nuclear programme that would
make a swift "break out" to a nuclear bomb impossible. Full cooperation with IAEA investigations should be
at the heart of this confidence building. But President Rouhani has already warned against pushing too hard.
And Khamenei, seeing as much desperation as strength in Obama's gestures, may instead want to push
back. Nor does Khamenei believe the west has abandoned its desire for regime change in Tehran, even
though such language has all but disappeared from US statements. To him, nuclear capacity still feels like
regime life insurance. Nor do all the west's negotiating partners agree. A Republican-dominated Congress
may impede sanctions relief that is the quid pro quo for nuclear concessions. France would rather no deal
than a bad one. The Saudis share their reservations.

As President Obama says: "In the end this is a political decision for the Iranians." They need to demonstrate,
by accepting the demand for transparency regarding their nuclear programme, that they are ready to grasp
this historic opportunity. But there are obligations for the west too. It cannot accept a deal at any price: it
needs to be sure that Iran does not have that swift access to a nuclear weapon. But it is possible that rather
than, say, counting centrifuges, negotiators show a creativity over the monitoring regime that might get better
results.

Even if a deal cannot be reached by Monday night, the talking must go on, if only because a breakdown
would be much worse. The international community has come a long way to get to this point. Sanctions have
deep flaws but they have clearly contributed to getting Iran to the table. In the end, Rouhani and Khamenei
must decide whether regime stability and international normalisation are a better bet than holding on to the
possibility of building a bomb - and the pariah status that comes with it.
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Arms dealers are setting up shop in Australia. There's still time to reject
these merchants of death;
Northrop Grumman, a leading US defence contracting firm, will launch a
major Australian expansion next month. We're a bigger market for arms
than you might think

BYLINE: Antony Loewenstein

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 802 words

It's a good time to be in the weapons business. Three of the leading US defence contractors, General
Dynamics, Northrop Grumman and Lockheed Martin, are all making unprecedented profits.

In December, Northrop will host an event at the Australian War Memorial to mark the company's expansion
into the Asia-Pacific region. It will be launched by Federal defence minister David Johnson. It's a curious
location because, as Crikey's tipster drily noted, "without the endeavours of arms companies stretching back
centuries, there'd be significantly fewer Australians for the War Memorial to commemorate".

Northrop's US-based corporate HQ decided in the last 18 months to open a major office in Australia. In
March the company purchased Qantas Defence Services, a firm that provides engine and aircraft
maintenance to the Australian Defence Force and global militaries. It was an $80m deal. In September 2013,
Northrop bought M5 Network Security, a Canberra-based cyber-security outfit.

Northrop appointed Ian Irving as CEO of the Australian outfit in June, as part of a plan to capitalise on the
"strategically important market" of the Asia Pacific. The centrepiece of that plan is to give smaller enterprises
in the defence space access to Northrop's global supply chain. That's nothing to be sneezed at: they're a
vital defence contractor for the US military and the company's weapons have been used in Iraq, Afghanistan
and beyond.

Irving explained to Australian Defence Business Review in July that he was pleased to sell the Australian
government the firm's MQ-4C Triton surveillance drones. The machines will be used to monitor the nation's
borders and protect "energy resources" off northern Australia. Northrop Grumman Australia is set to make up
to $3bn from selling the drones. Countless European nations are equally desperate to use drones to beat
back asylum seekers.

Despite all this, a Northrop spokesman assured me that the company's growing presence in Australia has no
connection to the Abbott government's increase in defence spending.

As Northrop's Australian expansion makes clear, arms manufacturing thrives in an integrated global defence
space. Australia is an important market for that other military powerhouse, Israel. In 2010 leading Israeli
arms company Elbit Systems sold a $300m command control system to the Australian military. In August
2013 Elbit announced the $5.5m sale of "an investigation system" to the Australian federal police that was
tested in the occupied Palestinian territories of the West Bank and Gaza.
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That's a trend that has become commonplace since the 9/11 attacks. As the Israeli newspaper Haaretz
reported in August, "[Weapons companies] need to sell in the large international defence markets - where
the products are scrutinized partly on the uses the IDF makes of them on the battlefield."

In August pro-Palestinian activists climbed on the roof of Elbit's Melbourne offices to protest its involvement
in the recent Israeli military incursions in Gaza, after which the company's share price soared. Amnesty
International recently accused Israel and Hamas of committing war crimes during the war.

Defence contractors rarely stop with the profits from war and colonisation. In Britain, Lockheed Martin is now
reportedly bidding for a massive National Health Service contract worth $2bn. In the US, Northrop was a
presenting sponsor at a recent Washington DC event for honouring war veterans.

It's rare to read about arms trading in the Australian press; even the country's largest privately owned small
arms supplier, Nioa, rarely registers beyond the business pages. Our politicians are also loathe to speak out,
and are happy to have factories and bases in their electorates, and donations for their parties.

The Greens do oppose military trading with Israel. Leader Christine Milne tells me that, "given the continuing
disregard by Israel of international calls to halt settlement expansion in the occupied Palestinian territories
and the disproportionate response used against the people of Gaza, the Australian Greens have repeatedly
called on the Australian government to halt all military cooperation and military trade with Israel".

Greens senator Lee Rhiannon spoke in parliament last year, saying "if any of the military equipment that
Australia has sold to Israel has been used in Israel's deplorable wars in the Gaza strip which has killed
thousands of civilians, the Australian government should be held accountable for this".

Australia, the 13th largest spender on arms globally, has a choice. We can keep embracing these merchants
of death, and the botched deals and waste that they bring. Or we can reject the the rise of Northrop and its
associates, and refuse to participate in an investment culture that continues a cycle of violence both at home
and abroad.
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November 28, 2014 Friday 7:10 PM GMT

The Guardian view on Israel: the narrowing of a nation;
With a bill to define the country as the nation-state of the Jewish people,
a democracy stands on the brink of downgrading itself

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 529 words

Israel is justly proud of its declaration of independence. That document, hastily drafted in 1948, insisted that
the new country would promise "complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants
irrespective of religion, race or sex". That text, and that central pledge, formed the foundation on which Israel
set out its ambition to be a democracy - even, to use a phrase cherished by the country's advocates, the only
democracy in the Middle East.

Now, though, there comes a threat to that position and to the declaration itself. Last weekend, in a reportedly
stormy meeting, the cabinet approved a bill that would enshrine Israel's status as the nation-state of the
Jewish people. That definition would become part of Israel's basic laws, as integral to its unwritten
constitution as the declaration.

To the naked eye, this might seem a mere statement of the obvious: after all, the overwhelming majority of
Israelis are Jews, the Star of David sits at the heart of the national flag. But as no less a figure than Israel's
president, Reuven Rivlin, along with the attorney-general and a host of other Israeli luminaries, have noticed,
the ramifications are alarming. While the declaration of independence was careful to identify Israel as both
Jewish and democratic - with the two qualities given equal weight - the new law would give primacy to
Israel's Jewishness over its democracy. One would be deemed more important than the other.

The first implication of this is the most alarming. It would mean that "national rights" would be extended to
Jews alone. Arab citizens of Israel, who make up at least 20% of the population, would be granted civil rights
as individuals, but denied "national rights" as a people. This is not a charge levelled by critics. Prime minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, who voted for the bill, unabashedly admits that, should it become law - and it still faces
parliamentary obstacles - only Jews would be granted national rights. An immediate manifestation of the
change could be the downgrading of Arabic from its current status as an official language of Israel.

For nearly half a century, Israel's defenders have insisted that - whatever the world's misgivings about the
47-year occupation of lands gained in the 1967 war - the country itself, Israel-proper, is a full-blooded
democracy, with Palestinian citizens of the country enjoying full equality. This would render that claim false.
The basic laws would enshrine inequality, ensuring Jews had fuller rights than Arabs.

Some Israeli analysts have put all this down to the usual jostle of domestic politics, with Mr Netanyahu,
always manoeuvring to retain his grip on the top job, seeking to leave no space for coalition rivals on his
right. Perhaps there is truth in that. But that hardly excuses what would be a darkly reactionary move. It
would insult Palestinian Israelis, long the victims of discrimination, telling them what the declaration of
independence never did: that they are lesser citizens. And it would damage yet further Israel's international
reputation. Whatever petty advantage it might bring him, Mr Netanyahu ought to kill this bill before it's too
late.
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Binyamin Netanyahu's nationality bill is at odds with the Hebrew Bible;
The scriptures insist that Jews and non-Jews are to be subject to the
same laws. We need to heed this message

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 662 words

Of all people, Jews know what it is to live in somebody else's country, without rights, subject to their laws,
subject to their prejudices. The Hebrew Bible itself is a record of the experience and psychological
consequences of exile - of being the forced labour of Pharaoh's megalomaniacal building programmes, of
weeping by the rivers of Babylon. And when the story of the Bible finishes and the Jerusalem temple is
destroyed by the Romans, a new period of extended exile begins, shaping the collective memory with
centuries of religious persecution, collective punishments and eventually mass murder.

It is not difficult to see why security is extra precious for the Jewish people and why the very idea of a Jewish
homeland has a meaning and significance far in excess of that envisioned by the modern democratic nation
state.

But, throughout the Bible at least, this experience of being strangers in strange lands has another
consequence: it amplifies the empathy that the writers of the Hebrew scriptures have for migrants and
minorities. Thus, for instance, Deuteronomy 10:19 goes as follows: "And you are to love those who are
foreigners, for you yourselves were foreigners in Egypt." Its not a one-off passage. Again and again precisely
this formula of expression is used to encourage identification with people who find themselves living in
someone else's country and culture. And this sense of solidarity is such that the Bible insists that both Jews
and non-Jews are to be subject to the same laws, the latter having the same legal protections as the former.
The Book of Numbers has it thus: "The community is to have the same rules for you and for the foreigner
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residing among you; this is a lasting ordinance for the generations to come. You and the foreigner shall be
the same before the Lord. The same laws and regulations will apply both to you and to the foreigner residing
among you."

This passage clearly demonstrates that the latest move by the Israeli prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, is
a direct contradiction of the Hebrew Bible, both in word and in spirit. For the new nationality bill that he and
others are currently fighting to get through the Knesset is designed to deny national rights to non-Jewish
Israeli citizens. In its supporters' minds it is supposed to be all about expressing the Jewish nature of Israel,
that this is a state whose lifeblood is Judaism. And as its detractors have pointed out, this sets Israel's
Jewish character above its democratic character, defying the founding principles of Israel as expressed in
the declaration of independence in 1948. This is bad enough, but what makes the move utterly absurd is that
it flies in the face of the very religion that it is designed to protect.

Of course, you may not think this matters and that a modern democratic state ought to ignore what is said in
a dusty old book. Fair enough. But what needs to be said is that this dusty old book is not a manual for the
oppression of foreigners but for their liberation. The Moses movement was a world-historical blow for
freedom, and it was the job of the ancient prophets to remind Israel of this, especially during periods of
forgetfulness when they were more interested in the development of their own centralised empire under
David and Solomon. As the declaration of independence puts it, the state of Israel is to "be based on the
principles of liberty, justice and freedom expressed by the prophets of Israel" and "affirm complete social and
political equality for all its citizens, regardless of religion, race or gender".

Through the biblical prophets, the people of Israel are regularly scolded for their forgetfulness, and
lambasted for their failure to keep faith with the covenant they made with God. The prophets represented the
self-critical vigilance of the Jewish people. They spoke the uncomfortable truth to power. Oh, how we need to
listen to their voices once again.

@giles_fraser
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A modest proposal: Qatar could win by letting Gaza host the World Cup;
Handing over the tournament voluntarily would allow the emirate to
save face and play a lead role in bringing the Middle East together

BYLINE: Tom Gross

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 626 words

The controversy surrounding the decision to allow Qatar to host the 2022 World Cup, seems only to keep
growing. Sunday brought revelations of a dossier of new allegations. There's the allegedly corrupt means by
which Qatar is rumoured to have "bought" the tournament, the deaths of more than 2,000 migrant workers
who have toiled in slave-like conditions and, of course, Qatar's weather. The tournament is to be held in
summer when temperatures routinely soar above 40C, posing risks to the players as well as to millions of
visiting fans.

Many people feel Qatar should not host the tournament. But how to bring this about with Qatar's consent,
without the emirate losing face - such an important consideration in the Arab world - and bringing multiple
legal challenges?

Here's one idea: Qatar should take the high ground by announcing that it will heed calls by an outgoing Fifa
official for the tournament to be moved to other Arab lands. It should give the World Cup to Gaza. And Qatar
should pay for it too.

The idea is not as far-fetched as it may seem. Gaza's key problem is not money, but rule by militant
Islamism, combined with hopelessness. Indeed, Gaza has received billions in aid over the years - but its
Hamas rulers have never shared this properly with the population. The Hamas prime minister, Ismail
Haniyeh, among others, flies around in a Qatari-provided private jet. Recently Forbes rated Hamas " the
second richest terrorist group in the world " - poorer than Isis but considerably richer than the Taliban
and other groups.

As long as Hamas maintains its grip on the territory Israel will respond with force. So how to prevent the next
Gaza war? For the first time in history almost the entire Arab world backed Israel - albeit tacitly - in last
summer's campaign against Hamas. The one exception was Qatar (as well as non-Arab regimes in Turkey
and Iran).

And consider this. Football is almost a secular religion for millions of people throughout the world. I know
from my own visits there that Gaza is no exception. (Readers may have noticed from photos during the
recent conflict how many Gazans were wearing the shirts of leading European teams.)

What other force is great enough to pull Gazans from the lure of Hamas, restore a sense of pride and
purpose, create thousands of jobs, and direct billions of dollars into the territory - to be used to transform the
strip into a prime Mediterranean tourist hub ? Hamas would, of course, object but football is such a powerful
force in Gazan society that it would be hard even for the its leadership to justify to its own people its
continued focus on jihadi activities.

Such an idea may sound implausible at first, but only if you disregard other historical examples of the healing
power of football. For example, the " Miracle of Berne " in 1954 when West Germany won the World Cup, a
victory that played a role in reviving the country and accelerating its economic recovery. "In the days after the
game," Uli Hesse, the respected German journalist, wrote, "the country celebrated like seldom before and
never since."
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Gaza is a small territory, but so is Qatar, whose population is smaller than Gaza's. And if Gaza is too small to
host all the matches, why not also allow Ramallah, Cairo and even Tel Aviv to host a few. The 2022 final
should be played in Gaza, of course, and Gazans could rejoice in this, after decades of perceived
humiliation. I suspect Israelis - so long as security was not an issue - would welcome the idea with great
enthusiasm. It would, one hopes, buy eight years of quiet, economic development and reconstruction in
which the focus in Gaza could be taken off conflict with Israel and radical Islamism. An unusual idea?
Perhaps. But can anyone think of a better one?
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Antisemitism is racism. We need to acknowledge that;
Malky Mackay, Dave Whelan and Mario Balotelli are all culpable - but so
are apologists on the left

BYLINE: David Baddiel

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1074 words

At half-time at my standup gigs these days, I ask the audience to tweet me, and sometimes I read out these
tweets in the second half, in the hope they might lead somewhere funny. On Monday, at Newcastle's Theatre
Royal, someone tweeted me - and I'm not going to name them, as I have no interest in bringing the Twitter
pitchfork mobs down on anyone's head - "Can you do something about the bar prices here being so
antisemitic?"
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I read this one out, even though I knew it wasn't funny. I was interested in how someone who watched the
first half of my show, which has got a fair bit in it about antisemitism, could still send me a clearly antisemitic
tweet - could even include the word - and, crucially, not realise it. That tweet says: the drink prices here are
too high; that will particularly upset Jews - won't it? - because Jews love money. And the idea that Jews love
money - that Jews are greedy, that Jews are misers - isn't just a persistent myth: it's one of the very few
racist stereotypes that people will still offer up without realising that it is a racist stereotype. They just think
it's true. Isn't it?

Which brings us to Malky Mackay, Dave Whelan and now Mario Balotelli. Mackay said : nothing like a Jew
that sees money slipping through his fingers. Dave Whelan said : Jewish people chase money more than
anyone else. And Balotelli reposted a tweet in which Super Mario is compared to a Jew because he's good
at grabbing coins.

These observations do not require much deconstruction. More interesting is Mackay, Whelan and Balotelli's
reaction to the trouble they got into. If I were to sum up this reaction in one word, it would be: what? As in,
what's the problem? Come on, we all know this is true. Dave Whelan in particular had a kind of injured
what's-the-world-coming-to-when-you-can't-even-say-this attitude in his various semi-apologetic interviews,
doing his best to turn the comment into a compliment - Jews, he said, are "shrewd people" - and even
bringing out, hilariously, the "some of my best friends are Jewish" defence.

This is characterised as a problem in football, but I don't think it's in any way restricted to the sport. My
brother was looking to buy a flat once, and the estate agent said to him: "Oh, I'd like to buy around here but
the prices are too high and I'm not Jewish enough." Perhaps he didn't realise my brother was Jewish. Or,
more probably, he did, and thought therefore he would appreciate the remark more.

In those terms, the campaign myself and my brother created, with Kick Racism Out of Football, to raise
awareness of the chanting of the Y-word and associated antisemitic abuse at Chelsea, Arsenal, West Ham
and other clubs, also wasn't just about football. It was about a realisation we had that, in a culture much
possessed by the idea that certain hate-inspiring words and ideas pertaining to race had now become
unacceptable, somehow the hate words and ideas pertaining to Jews had got left out of the unacceptable
bracket; or at least put into the "Well, that isn't quite so bad" bracket; or a "Well, maybe they mean it in a nice
way" bracket.

If you think this isn't the case, it's worth checking out # antisemitictweets. The depth, variety and just sheer
number of hate tweets about Jews is simply breathtaking. And most of them mention money; and, if
challenged, almost all of the tweeters convey the same sense of: what? What's the problem? This attitude is
not confined to hate tweeters, silly old football chairmen and the right wing. One of the driving forces of the
Y-word campaign was an attempt to query why the word was not in the same arena of unacceptability as the
N-word and the P-word. A friend of mine, very much on the left of frame politically, said to me: "But it's not as
bad as the N-word." I said: "Why?" He said: "Because Jews are rich." It's perhaps not worth starting to
unpack how much is wrong with that idea (not least the implication that black people cannot possibly be rich).
But it points to a key problem as regards the wider apprehension of antisemitism, which is that the left -
which, in the end, is where anti-racist ideas start and trickle down even to people like Dave Whelan and
Mario Balotelli - has always been a little bit ambiguous about Jews (an ambiguity that has clearly become
even more ambiguous since Israel was deemed the nutcase pariah state du jour).

Jews are, after all, the only entity, in terms of the racist stereotype that operates on two levels, low and high
status - that can be imagined as vermin but also as moneyed and secretly in control. The moneyed and
in-control thing undoubtedly still has some traction on the left (see France), and it's why Jews, at best, might
not be considered to be really in need of the protections that anti-racism offers, and at worst might be the
enemy.

You can see this, I think, in the way Mackay, Whelan and Balotelli's remarks are referred to in reportage as
involving racism and antisemitism. What is that? Why are those two things separated? Antisemitism is
racism. When I've said this before on Twitter, people get into a pedantic spin about whether or not Jews are
a race or a religion, but that's irrelevant: they are considered a race by racists. The Gestapo were very happy
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to murder Jewish atheists. Therefore antisemitism is racism, and the separation of it from racism in general
can be considered a way of saying "obviously, though, not as bad as racism towards black or Asian people:
that's clearly the top racism".

Another example: a tweeter who once called me a Jewish prick was called a racist, and replied: I can't be
racist, I'm a Pakistani." For him - and for quite a lot of others - racism is black and white (or brown and white)
alone. But as we know from history, that's very wrong.

Jewish people do need those protections. Which is why Mario Balotelli, Malky Mackay and Dave Whelan -
and indeed the person who sent me that tweet in Newcastle - need to be called out for their
what's-wrong-with-that? belief that Jews are miserly, and should just be told: it's racist. Not: it's antisemitic -
even though it is. Two concepts - two "bad" things they are simply not meant to do any more - may be too
much for simple minds. Just: it's racist. Oh, and by the way, if that person who tweeted me during the gig had
actually known anything about Jews, they would have been aware that we wouldn't have been worried about
the price of the drinks: only about the price of the food.
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Cuba's extraordinary global medical record shames the US blockade;
From Ebola to earthquakes, Havana's doctors have saved millions.
Obama must lift this embargo

BYLINE: Seumas Milne
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Four months into the internationally declared Ebola emergency that has devastated west Africa, Cuba leads
the world in direct medical support to fight the epidemic. The US and Britain have sent thousands of troops
and, along with other countries, promised aid - most of which has yet to materialise. But, as the World Health
Organisation has insisted, what's most urgently needed are health workers. The Caribbean island, with a
population of just 11m and official per capita income of $6,000 (£3,824), answered that call before it was
made. It was first on the Ebola frontline and has sent the largest contingent of doctors and nurses - 256 are
already in the field, with another 200 volunteers on their way.

While western media interest has faded with the receding threat of global infection, hundreds of British health
service workers have volunteered to join them. The first 30 arrived in Sierra Leone last week, while troops
have been building clinics. But the Cuban doctors have been on the ground in force since October and are
there for the long haul.

The need could not be greater. More than 6,000 people have already died. So shaming has the Cuban
operation been that British and US politicians have felt obliged to offer congratulations. John Kerry described
the contribution of the state the US has been trying to overthrow for half a century "impressive". The first
Cuban doctor to contract Ebola has been treated by British medics, and US officials promised they would
"collaborate" with Cuba to fight Ebola.

But it's not the first time that Cuba has provided the lion's share of medical relief following a humanitarian
disaster. Four years ago, after the devastating earthquake in impoverished Haiti, Cuba sent the largest
medical contingent and cared for 40% of the victims. In the aftermath of the Kashmir earthquake of 2005,
Cuba sent 2,400 medical workers to Pakistan and treated more than 70% of those affected; they also left
behind 32 field hospitals and donated a thousand medical scholarships.

That tradition of emergency relief goes back to the first years of the Cuban revolution. But it is only one part
of an extraordinary and mushrooming global medical internationalism. There are now 50,000 Cuban doctors
and nurses working in 60 developing countries. As Canadian professor John Kirk puts it: "Cuban medical
internationalism has saved millions of lives." But this unparalleled solidarity has barely registered in the
western media.

Cuban doctors have carried out 3m free eye operations in 33 countries, mostly in Latin America and the
Caribbean, and largely funded by revolutionary Venezuela. That's how Mario Teran, the Bolivian sergeant
who killed Che Guevara on CIA orders in 1967, had his sight restored 40 years later by Cuban doctors in an
operation paid for by Venezuela in the radical Bolivia of Evo Morales. While emergency support has often
been funded by Cuba itself, the country's global medical services are usually paid for by recipient
governments and have now become by far Cuba's largest export, linking revolutionary ideals with economic
development. That has depended in turn on the central role of public health and education in Cuba, as
Havana has built a low-cost biotech industry along with medical infrastructure and literacy programmes in the
developing countries it serves - rather than sucking out doctors and nurses on the western model.

Internationalism was built into Cuba's DNA. As Guevara's daughter, Aleida, herself a doctor who served in
Africa, says: "We are Afro-Latin Americans and we'll take our solidarity to the children of that continent." But
what began as an attempt to spread the Cuban revolution in the 60s and became the decisive military
intervention in support of Angola against apartheid in the 80s, has now morphed into the world's most
ambitious medical solidarity project.

Its success has depended on the progressive tide that has swept Latin America over the past decade,
inspired by socialist Cuba's example during the years of rightwing military dictatorships. Leftwing and
centre-left governments continue to be elected and re-elected across the region, allowing Cuba to reinvent
itself as a beacon of international humanitarianism.

But the island is still suffocated by the US trade embargo that has kept it in an economic and political vice for
more than half a century. If Barack Obama wants to do something worthwhile in his final years as president
he could use Cuba's role in the Ebola crisis as an opening to start to lift that blockade and wind down the US
destabilisation war.
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There are certainly straws in the wind. In what looked like an outriding operation for the administration, the
New York Times published six editorials over five weeks in October and November praising Cuba's global
medical record, demanding an end to the embargo, attacking US efforts to induce Cuban doctors to defect,
and calling for a negotiated exchange of prisoners.

The paper's campaign ran as the UN general assembly voted for the 23rd time, by 188 votes to 2 (US and
Israel), to demand the lifting of the US blockade, originally imposed in retaliation for the nationalisation of
American businesses and now justified on human rights grounds - by a state allied to some of the most
repressive regimes in the world.

The embargo can only be scrapped by congress, still stymied by the heirs of the corrupt US-backed
dictatorship which Fidel Castro and Guevara overthrew. But the US president has executive scope to loosen
it substantially and restore diplomatic ties. He could start by releasing the remaining three "Miami Five"
Cuban intelligence agents jailed 13 years ago for spying on anti-Cuba activist groups linked to terrorism.

The obvious moment for Obama to call time on the 50-year US campaign against Cuban independence
would be at next April's Summit of the Americas - which Latin American governments had threatened to
boycott unless Cuba was invited. The greatest contribution those genuinely concerned about democratic
freedoms in Cuba can make is to get the US off the country's back.

If the blockade really were to be dismantled, it would not only be a vindication of Cuba's remarkable record of
social justice at home and solidarity abroad, backed by the growing confidence of an independent Latin
America. It would also be a boon for millions around the world who would benefit from a Cuba unshackled -
and a demonstration of what can be achieved when people are put before corporate profit.
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2014 was a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad year. You probably don't
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even remember why;
Did we ever #bringbackourgirls? Was Ebola really a bigger threat than
polio? Why was Wolf Blitzer in a tunnel? Cable news doesn't exist to
give you answers

BYLINE: Jeb Lund

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1688 words

A lot of bad things happened in 2014, and chances are, you don't remember what they were or know if they
are still happening because the network that promises to "go there" oftentimes just doesn't.

The 24-hour cable news media resembles a group of kids playing soccer: there is no strategy, just a raw,
run, get it response. But that's too simple a metaphor. Imagine instead nine soccer fields laid in three rows of
three, with 198 8-year-old players running after all of those balls, irrespective of origin, and just trying to
shoot. Plays happen in bursts, with no resolution. The score can only go higher, but no one can win, and the
game will never end. You are one of the parents, and you hate many of the other parents. Also, your iPhone
battery is dead.

Cable news is the soccer game where both teams lose but the rich kids still get to go out for pizza anyway.

Some critics credit viral social media news with intensifying this phenomenon - here is a Midwestern man
who tried to avoid prosecution for sex with a deer because it was dead or a West Midlands sheep rapist you
would never have heard about, "Like" this picture to receive more stories from BLASTHOLE MEDIA - but
that's letting the media off too easy. The boundless space of the internet allows for room to print stories'
resolutions; links join the sensational start of a news item to its less spectacular - but more soothing - end.
There is a feeling of wholeness; an event may have been insensible, but its context makes sense.

You will not find that on cable news. Because it is part of my job, I watched more CNN than ever in 2014,
and I am the dumber for it. I am more convinced than ever that CNN's purpose is to let you know that
something is on fire and that Gloria Borger does not like the way that the men fleeing the building -
screaming, and trying to put out the blaze in their mustaches with frenzied Stooge-slaps to their agonized
faces - will impact, say, Rick Santorum in 2016.

Because my editors hate me (more proof here and here and here ), they asked me to remember what
happened in 2014 - as I experienced it on CNN. If journalism is the first draft of history, this is the one the
professor hands back to you marked "see me after class".

JANUARY

Nothing happened in January because it was too cold.

FEBRUARY

What Happened: Russia hosted the Winter Olympics in Sochi. This was very bad, because
many journalists were forced to sit on upside-down toilet seats or use undersized closets or order food they
didn't like off misprinted menus. The streets were filled with dogs, which are the grown-up versions of
puppies ( slideshows of which can restore your faith in humanity ). Temperatures were high, which caused
the whole mountain to get wet, and many skiers died. The whole thing may also have been a Potemkin
Village erected by an autocrat.

What May Actually Have Happened: It was a Potemkin Village erected by an autocrat at
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ridiculous expense to both people and dogs.

What Happened: Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 disappeared and then it stayed disappeared, for
days actually. CNN anchor Don Lemon wasn't sure if it disappeared into a black hole. Literally nothing else
was happening at the same time - except Russia formally annexed Crimea, which NATO might have had to
start the Third World War over, according Representative Peter King, Senator John McCain, Senator Lindsey
Graham and assorted CNN mainstays who look like a kindergarten production of the Prussian General Staff.

What May Actually Have Happened: Our world was not obliterated by a black hole. Also no one
ever found the plane.

APRIL

What Happened: Despite strong opposition from Ann Coulter, who almost stopped it, Michelle
Obama and you - Citizen Hashtagger - #broughtbackourgirls with tweets. You did it. You stopped Joseph
Kony.

What May Actually Have Happened: The girls were not brought back.

MAY

What Happened: The Thai army overthrew the government, but because it was a
military-backed coup unaffiliated with communism, America's response to Southeast Asia remained a
committed "whatever". Polio made a global comeback ; however, since America has a vaccine for polio and it
doesn't sound African, it was impossible to tie it to a conspiracy directed by Barack Obama to poison
Americans and seize control of the country - despite the fact that, by contracting polio himself, Obama could
have theoretically transformed into Franklin Delano Roosevelt and changed the political make-up of the US
supreme court.

What May Actually Have Happened: Everything but the FDR stuff actually happened. Also, the
US imposed economic sanctions against Russia, for the Ukraine thing.

JUNE

What Happened: Germany won the World Cup in Brazil in stadiums built on bulldozed poor
neighborhoods, horrific income inequality and preposterous government largesse. Also, pageantry! And
Pitbull!

What May Actually Have Happened: In a continuing trend, Last Week Tonight with Jon Oliver
covered World Cup politics better than almost anyone on TV. (Although Dave Zirin appears on MSNBC, and
he wrote this.) Some grade-A thinkpiece-y social justice material about how governments spend more on this
shit than keeping their people alive or under roofs was probably withheld from broadcast to make sure
viewers wouldn't be bored by it while watching the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio.

JULY

What Happened: With all the gravitas of Geraldo Rivera discovering the secret of Al Capone's
vaults, CNN's Wolf Blitzer smiled and nodded and repeated keywords he heard from an IDF representative
seconds before being led on a tour of Hamas tunnels into Israel during rocket attacks against targets in
Gaza. Wolf went on to monitor the situation in Operation Protective Edge very closely, eventually debuting a
new machine that can generate false equivalencies at a ratio of one per every one sentence.

What May Actually Have Happened: Americans were given the clear message that, "Whatever
it was, Hamas started it."

AUGUST
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What Happened: In Northern Iraq, Isis surrounded and besieged ethnic and religious minorities,
including Yazidis and Christians. The Christians among them sent out waves of Christianosity to the
surrounding group members, endowing them with special Founding Fathers Lifeforce, which is detectable
only by Americans in a state of negative liberty. President Barack Obama was castigated for not rescuing the
by now "Yazidi Christians", who hudded on top of the same mountain that Moses came down after God
handed him the Constitution. Also, Ferguson, Missouri was going to burn down any minute.

What May Actually Have Happened: Obama temporarily rescued the Christians, but did not
defeat Isis, because he was too distracted from not-winning the Third World War in Ukraine. Ferguson did
not burn down, but an unarmed 18-year-old boy was shot dead in the streets and the local police seemed
more interested in drenching the outraged citizenry in tear gas.

SEPTEMBER

What Happened: Dozens of celebrity nudes were stolen and illegally posted on the internet by a
"man" named "4Chan", who may have been a "system administrator". Many of the images came from iCloud
accounts, which are Apple accounts, and Apple is the 51st American state, and it is bad when bad things
happen to Apple. Meanwhile, host of CNN's Reliable Sources Brian Stelter defended fellow CNN host
Fareed Zakaria against yet more allegations of plagiarism.

What May Actually Have Happened: Once again, your technology news was brought to you by
your dad, who pays $19.99/month for an AOL membership on top of $54.99/month for broadband. Also,
Fareed Zakaria is a plagiarist. And also maybe if women don't want you to see them naked don't go trying to
find pictures of them because that makes you garbage.

OCTOBER

What Happened: Ebola can kill you and is going to kill you.

What May Actually Have Happened: Ebola wasn't going to kill you and didn't.

NOVEMBER

What Happened: Obama's policies suffered a devastating loss and confirmed that the American
people have given the GOP a mandate. Anchor Don Lemon came up with a new kind of rape deterrent.

What May Actually Have Happened: The Democrats pushed Obama aside, ran away from their
own legislative accomplishments, suffered from an off-year election in which the GOP normally sees greater
turnout and lost in many lower-population, historically red states that Obama also lost in 2012 anyway. Don
Lemon is still a massive idiot.

DECEMBER

What Is Happening: Lower oil prices and western economic sanctions are causing the value of
the rouble to plummet, causing a run on consumer goods while Putin faces a loss of the only thing that's kept
him in power, whimsy and beefcake photos this long - economic stability. He may decide to start World War
Three, which Obama could havewon already if he'd only started it in March when the GOP Chickenhawk
Squadron told him to.

What Will Actually Happen: You're going to eat too much at Christmas.

So there you have it: the world and hysterical catastrophe journalism where anchors go on location to
interview other anchors rather than anyone else involved have come a long way in the last year. It'd be silly
not to expect more. Like the retraction buried on A20 two weeks after the scandalous headline above the fold
on A1, the full story isn't sexy, and it isn't worth sticking around for. Nobody's watching every night to see
them fail to #BringBackOurGirls. But you can make a lot of something from nothing - even specific ratings
surges from the explanation and search for nothing, or the existential threat of nothing. Who knows what
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adventures we'll have between now and the time this show becomes unprofitable.
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The Guardian view on the US-Cuba breakthrough: more US diplomatic
creativity is needed elsewhere;
Obama is making the most of his last two years in power

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 728 words

It is no surprise that Barack Obama is attempting to make use of his final two years in the Oval office to try to
polish his legacy, especially in foreign policy. Other US presidents have gone down this road. Bill Clinton
tried desperately to clinch a deal on the Israeli-Palestinian issue during marathon talks in Camp David - to
no avail. George W Bush tried to erase some of his earlier unilateralism by reaching out to Europe - but then
left it to deal mostly on its own with the outbreak of war in Georgia. In the aftermath of midterm elections that
handed Mr Obama's Republican adversaries control of Congress, it was anticipated that the president would
seek some solace on the international stage. What came as a surprise was that this should happen so
spectacularly over Cuba.

And if the president is now ready to act boldly, what other thorny issues might be tackled with a big dose of
creative diplomacy? It is tempting to draw a wish list, from the Iran nuclear talks to Syria, to Russia's
relationship with Europe. The paradox of Mr Obama's Cuba success is that many of the crises that have led
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to much criticism of his leadership style now appear, in contrast, even more painfully unresolved.

Yet decisive action is what we have seen on several occasions recently. Liberated from electoral constraints,
Mr Obama has made swift moves on some of the trickiest issues. This is a "lame duck" president who has
made use of the powers that the constitution bestows on him to try to find solutions and get things done.
There was the unexpected bilateral agreement with China on limiting carbon emissions. There was the
executive order on immigration. And now Cuba.

This has been a clear illustration of Mr Obama's preferred way of doing things on the world stage. The thaw
in relations with Cuba comes as a vindication of his initial policy of the outstretched hand towards hostile
regimes or rogue states. It demonstrates that patience and secrecy can bring results - as it took two years of
hidden negotiations, and the help of the pope, to get this far. It is also about pragmatism: it made no sense
indeed to pursue a US policy of 50 years that has brought none of the desired results. Now the Obama
administration will be on a better footing with Latin America, in the runup to the 2015 summit of the Americas.

Can such an approach now be applied to other intractable problems? We know there has been much
bilateral contact - some of it secret - between US and Iranian officials. The ongoing nuclear talks are about
stopping proliferation but there is also a larger historical ambition at stake. Mr Obama would certainly like to
make history with Iran in much the same way that Richard Nixon did with Mao's China in the early 1970s. At
this stage, and although the deadline for reaching a nuclear agreement has been pushed back, there are still
powerful reasons to doubt he can pull this off.

Creative diplomacy is still much required in the Middle East, where it is hard to see how a dominantly military
strategy against Islamic State can in itself, and even over time, bring a solution to the region's woes. It might
be a good time to rekindle the idea of genuine political transition in Syria, and make use of Russia's recent
economic weaknesses to try to persuade President Vladimir Putin to deliver on this. That, after all, was the
Russian promise in 2012 during international negotiations in Geneva to try to find a solution to the Syrian
impasse. Mr Obama can only be aware that the failure to resolve the Syrian crisis and to prevent the mass
atrocities will weigh heavily on how history judges his presidency. Mr Clinton wrote in his memoirs that his
biggest regret was his failure to intervene to stop the Rwandan genocide.

The wish list could go on, of course. If the US joined the UN convention of the law of the sea it might find it
easier to get China to adhere to an agreed set of rules as it pursues its power games in the Asia-Pacific
region. Mr Obama could also do more to make the US part of the international criminal court, giving a major
boost to the fight against impunity. But a lot of this would depend on the acquiescence of the Senate.

It was one of Mr Obama's younger, less experienced advisers on security matters, Ben Rhodes, who did the
groundwork on the Cuban deal. There was certainly audacity there. And now there is hope for more.
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It's not Cuba that has just decided to rejoin the modern word - it's the
US;
Is this the beginning of the end of the road for the sometimes
semi-official US belief that Cuba is really Washington's?
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During the signing of the Versailles treaty in 1919, it is said that a delegate left the conference muttering:
"What on earth will the historians say about all this?" When the remark was reported to the French prime
minister, Georges Clemenceau produced a characteristically good retort - Clemenceau was, after all, a
journalist. "Well, one thing they won't say is that Belgium invaded Germany."

A modern version of Clemenceau's robust comment applies equally pointedly in the context of this week's
news that the United States and Cuba are finally to normalise their relations. It is tempting to treat the
half-century standoff across the Florida Straits as a case of six of one and half a dozen of the other. Yet one
thing the historians cannot say is that Cuba ever attempted to invade or annexe the US. As in the first world
war, the big power takes the big responsibility.

That's why I think the Guardian and others got it wrong when they headlined the normalisation of relations
between Washington and Havana as an invitation to Cuba to come in from the cold. The truth was the other
way around - and more of a break with history. For it is not Cuba that has decided to rejoin the modern world
this week. It is the US.

Until this week's promise, the US has never, ever, been prepared to accept a conventional bilateral
relationship with Cuba. On the contrary, for most of the republic's history, its view of Cuba has been
controlling and, at times, downright predatory.

From its very earliest days, the US has seen Cuba as an American offshore interest. It is more than 200
years since the US, under Thomas Jefferson, first tried to buy Cuba from Spain. At the end of the 19th
century America instead seized Cuba from Spain at gunpoint. Later on it leased Cuba back to US-approved
Cubans on US terms, which included the retention of the Guantánamo Bay base. After that, it propped up the
kleptocratic dictatorship that Fidel Castro's revolutionaries overthrew in 1959. For the past half-century,
relations have been suspended altogether. If these two nations are now to deal with one another as equal
sovereign states, it is a first.

This week's move undoubtedly involves risk for Cuba and its ageing authoritarian government. But it is
Barack Obama who has made the big concession to reality by simply recognising that Cuba is now an
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independent nation. It has taken Washington an unconscionable time to reach this point. More than 50 years
ago, one of the key consequences of the ending of the Cuban missile crisis was an implicit concession on
the part of President Kennedy that Washington would have to co-exist with the Cuban revolution. That
concession has held good for the next half-century. But it is only this week that de facto recognition of Cuba
has become de jure recognition.

It is therefore only partly true to say that the rapprochement between Washington and Havana represents the
tidying up of a bit of outstanding business left behind by the cold war, leaving North Korea the cold war's last
lonely outpost. The fuller truth is that Cuba was both a holdover cold war problem and a holdover US
backyard problem, but rolled into one. If Cuba had simply been another cold war problem, the US would
have got round to recognising it long ago, just as it eventually recognised East Germany. East Berlin, though,
was not 90 miles off the Florida Keys, as Havana is.

The Cubans have not made it easy for the US to change its approach. In 2009, Havana spurned an early
Obama effort to reopen membership of the Organisation of American States to Cuba, from which it had been
suspended in 1962. Later the same year, the arrest of Alan Gross - who was freed this week as part of the
choreographed US-Cuba thaw - became a larger roadblock to rapprochement. Hillary Clinton writes in her
memoirs that parts of the Cuban leadership probably preferred it that way, and were happier blaming the
country's problems on the US embargo.

Yet what has held everything up more fundamentally has been America's centuries-old reluctance, reinforced
by the cold war, to let go of its hemispheric imperial view of Cuba. Obama and Clinton are not of that school.
As Clinton points out in her book: "Many of us in the United States have an outdated picture of what's
happening in our hemisphere." Of all modern presidents, Obama was always more likely than most to take
such a pragmatic and unimperial step, not least because he never needs to try to carry Florida again.
Moreover, as the New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof observed yesterday, absolutely no one is
arguing that the embargo policy has a good chance of working after 100 years, even though it has failed for
the past 50. So this week's announcements may indeed mark the beginning of the end of the road for the
sometimes semi-official belief that Cuba is in some sense "really" Washington's.

Don't get too excited, however. The Cuban issue is certainly not as toxic in US politics as it was even a
decade ago. Like the Castro brothers, the original post-Batista Cuban exiles, who live mainly in Florida, New
Jersey and New York, are themselves very old now. Younger Cuban voters in the US have other concerns
these days and Cubans are also very much a minority of the US's Hispanic population and electorate.

But there are plenty of pieces of anti-Cuban legislation and trade embargoes still in force, including the
sweeping and draconian 1996 Helms-Burton act, which penalises foreign companies trading with Cuba. This
law contains a provision allowing the US Congress to override a presidential order cancelling the embargo.
Given that the Republicans will control both houses of Congress from next month, there may be no shortage
of volunteers hoping to provoke a showdown. The Obama-Clinton dream of an explosion of trade between
the US and Cuba - 40% of US exports already go to Latin America - may be some way off yet.

One question opened up by this week's announcements is whether it represents a genuine and serious turn
in the Obama administration's foreign policy towards wider radical international problem-solving in the final
two years of the presidency. The will may be there. But is the weight? The issues at stake in US relations
with countries such as Iran, Israel, Pakistan, Russia and North Korea are far more serious than those with
Havana. But in the end everything depends on whether the US has the authority and influence to cajole.
Obama's record here is poor. Relations with Cuba have a kind of period charm by comparison. And, just as
in Cuba, it takes two to rumba.
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Mandy Rice-Davies called the Profumo affair 'a pimple'. Now that's
resilience;
We could learn from a woman who nearly brought down a government
yet got on with life rather than milked her fame
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Mandy Rice-Davies didn't go to Eton. If she had - which might, it's true, have been tricky, since
she was neither male nor rich - she might have learned that pupils at Eton are "expected to take a risk". And
she might have learned that they "have the freedom to make and then learn from their own mistakes".

I learned these things about Eton, and other "schools of character", at a conference hosted by the thinktank
Demos to look at the role that policy can play in building character. Lots of people in politics, on both left and
right, have started talking about character. An all-party parliamentary group has even published a report on
"resilience and character".

"Character" sounds like a lovely idea, as does "resilience", and "grit", and "self-control" and all the other
"virtues" discussed by eminent politicians, charity leaders and academics. A Tory minister talked about the
need for good parenting. A charity leader talked about the role of volunteering. A Paralympian explained
what was like to get up at 4.40am to swim 16,000 metres every single day.

The keynote speech was on "character in the classroom". It was given by a striking blond who hopes, if
Labour wins in May, to be in charge of the country's state schools, even though he didn't go near one until he
was an adult. "Failure," said Tristram Hunt, quoting Winston Churchill, "is not fatal. It is the courage to
continue that counts." Hunt didn't talk much from personal experience, perhaps because he didn't have all
that much experience of failure to draw on. It would have been nice to hear from someone who did. It would,
for example, have been nice to hear from the striking blonde who told a packed court room at the Old Bailey
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in 1963 that a viscount she'd had sex with seemed to be lying.

When Mandy Rice-Davies, who died last week, and her friend Christine Keeler nearly brought down a
government, they may or may not have been "call girls". They had both worked as "show girls" at a cabaret
club. They had both been to at least one orgy, where guests wearing masks and carrying whips were served
roast swan. They had both accepted money from men they'd had sex with. But they were, says the writer
Tom Mangold, who reported on the trial at the time, really just "good-time girls". "I slept with less than
10 men over two years," Rice-Davies told him in an interview last year. "By today's standards, that's
monastic."

It can't be that much fun to be world famous as a prostitute. It certainly wasn't much fun for Keeler, who
has lived most of her life as a recluse. But if Rice-Davies was ever tempted to hide away, she didn't show it.
After the trial at the Old Bailey, she joined a German cabaret, had a relationship with a half-French,
half-Italian baron, moved to Israel, married an Israeli businessman, and then a Frenchman and then a British
businessman called Ken. She and Ken, who was a friend of Denis Thatcher's, even went on holiday with
Denis and his wife. The woman who almost helped bring down a government went on holiday with one of
Britain's longest-serving prime ministers.

What Rice-Davies didn't do, as a Tory politician recently did after a hoohah involving naked selfies and
Twitter, was tell journalists that she had been " mentally raped ". She didn't try to make a mint with a
kiss-and-tell. She carried on singing, and dancing, and living her life. "As far as I'm concerned," she said, "the
Profumo affair was just a pimple. I made mistakes, but I never quite tripped up or fell down."

Character and resilience, as one speaker at the conference said, "are major factors in social mobility".
The policeman's daughter from Solihull, who spoke truth in a court room, kept her dignity, and didn't milk her
fame for gain, could give us a lesson or two in resilience and social mobility - and in how to pick yourself up
and have a damn good time.
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The Guardian view on religious intolerance: the burden of the cross;
In much of the world, and many Islamic societies especially, Christians
are oppressed. The rights of humans should always come before the
proclaimed rights of God
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The invasion of Iraq in 2003 and its aftermath can be seen in hindsight as the greatest catastrophe to strike
the ancient Christian communities of the Middle East since the Mongol invasions. In some ways it was
worse. The Mongol invasions had as a side effect the postponement for about 50 years of the collapse of the
Crusader kingdoms. The invasion of Iraq contributed nothing to the safety of any Christian community
anywhere.

The hideous convulsions that followed have been dreadful for everyone in the region, but nobody has
suffered more than the Christians, persecuted alike in Sunni and Shia states. In the nations that are not at
war, they are tolerated but oppressed; in the Gulf, most Christians are servants, abominably treated. Their
religion must be practised in secret, with converts threatened with death. In Iran, a missionary or a pastor is
hanged from time to time as an exercise in public morality.

In the states where war rages, every man's hand is against them. The Christian population of Iraq was more
than a million in 2003. Now it is less than a third of that size, with perhaps half that number in Kurdistan,
which is functionally independent of the Shia government anyway. They are not coming back. Nor can they
feel safe in Kurdistan. It was Sunni Kurds who did much of the killing in Turkey's attempted genocide of the
Armenian Christians 100 years ago, and both sides remember this.

In Syria, a brutal sectarian insurgency drives some Christians to support the ruthless Assad regime. In Egypt,
the already vulnerable Coptic Christians, who lived there for 600 years before the Muslims arrived, had a
dreadful Arab spring under the Islamist regime of President Mohamed Morsi and, after the
counter-revolutionary coup, continue to be persecuted, both inside and outside the law. Even Israel, which
presents itself as a beacon of religious liberty, is a dreadful place to live for Christian Arabs, caught between
an occupying army in the West Bank and Muslim fundamentalism in Gaza. Further east, in Pakistan, a
corrupt government fails to challenge deep prejudice that leaves Christians vulnerable to judicial murder
under the blasphemy laws, as well as to the lynchings and pogroms to which the authorities turn an
understanding eye. Those rare politicians brave enough to speak up for toleration can be assassinated,
sometimes by their own bodyguards.

Across a wide belt of sub-Saharan Africa, but especially in Nigeria, northern Kenya and the Central African
Republic, there are simmering wars between Muslim and Christian ethnic groups. In some cases, in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and in South Sudan, Christian armies fight merciless civil wars against
each other and civilian populations. It isn't just a simple story of Muslims persecuting Christians. In China and
in North Korea, atheist governments are persecuting Christians; in Russia, an Orthodox Christian regime
treats Catholics with suspicion and Protestants with brutality. In India, state governments have indulged the
persecution of Christians under the ludicrous pretext that they are stamping out proselytism.

Nonetheless, the problem of Christian persecution is most pronounced in Islamic societies, and especially in
places where oil riches are inflaming prejudice. Of course, Muslims in Europe or North America confront
intolerance too, but it would be silly to deny that the situation of Christians in the Middle East is very much
worse.
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The answer is not to inflame matching animosity against Islam. A clearer understanding of that faith's
complexities would be a help, both to praise the visions of peace it contains and to condemn the way that
certain Muslim ideas are turned into aggression by some adherents. But this is best done in terms that
Muslims themselves can embrace, through a discussion involving people of all faiths as well as those of
none.

Just as important is a resolute stand for the principle of religious freedom everywhere. Religious belief is
fundamental to many human identities. Freedom of faith must be defended, irrespective of whether the
attacks come from totalitarian atheist regimes or theocracies. For the faithful, what they believe about God is
inseparable from what they understand about human beings. But God's rights must never be allowed to
trample on human rights.
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The Guardian view on 2015: there are many global uncertainties, but the
crises will be interconnected;
From Libya's chaos to Russia's geopolitical ambitions, the new year will
be full of problems that are difficult to disentangle

BYLINE: Editorial
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At the start of 2015, the world remains full of open wounds and crises. Some crises are familiar or have gone
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on for years, such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Iran nuclear conundrum or Syria's devastating civil
war. Others are of a more surprising nature, or at least would have been difficult to predict at the outset of
2014. Who would have guessed, a year ago, that Russia would annex Crimea? Or that global oil prices
would fall by 40%? Or that North Korea would cyber-attack Sony?

Some changes were nevertheless foreseen. The western withdrawal from Afghanistan had been clearly
signalled. But who would have anticipated that 2014 would see the US launch a new war in Iraq as it tries to
quell a new jihadi insurgency?

Trying to guess what new disruptions might be in store for 2015 on the global stage is certainly a risky game.
Harold Macmillan's words come to mind: it is "events, dear boy, events" that drive international relations,
much more so than carefully thought-out plans. But here are a few guesses.

Europe will remain a headache. New anxieties will appear over the fate of the eurozone as countries like
Greece and Spain enter electoral cycles that might bring anti-establishment parties to power. European
nations are losing patience with austerity. The former German foreign minister, Joschka Fischer, has called
2015 a "make or break year" for the European Union.

But Europe won't only be faced with internal political or financial woes. Its security continues to be at stake,
with outside forces bringing more potential destabilisation. In the east, there is no knowing how far Vladimir
Putin will want to push his revisionist challenge to the post-1989 European order. Moldova, as well as
southern regions of Ukraine, may well become new targets. As Russia heads for a deep economic
recession, there is cause to expect unrest and more external adventures.

To the south, further challenges for Europe can be anticipated on the Arab rim of the Mediterranean. Libya
will be the place to watch. Four years after the overthrow of Colonel Gaddafi, it is in the middle of a raging
civil war. Libya is fractured, with two competing groups claiming to be the legitimate rulers: one has taken
control of Tripoli, the capital; the other is based in the eastern city of Tobruk.

Libya matters to Europe not least because it is a major transit country for migrants attempting to cross the
Mediterranean at the risk of their lives. It also matters because of the jihadi threat as this failing state falls
into further chaos. Worried about the fallout, including for the whole region of the Sahel, some African
leaders are, along with France, calling for a new international intervention in Libya.

There is another African train-wreck waiting to happen. Nigeria is gearing up for tense presidential elections.
It is confronted with the growing armed insurgency of Boko Haram as well as the falling price of oil
(oil represents 70% of the state's revenues). In 2015, Africa will certainly offer a picture of contrasts : on the
one hand, deeply ingrained problems (failed governance, Islamist networks, conflicts); on the other, positive
transformations (the mobile phone revolution, economic growth).

Amid these familiar issues, the march of international cyber-confrontation will continue to open up new
challenges. There will be more spectacular hacking and cyberwarfare, as the internet becomes the arena in
which state and non-state entities carry out their shows of force. In a way, the world now resembles a " Gafa"
planet, the acronym for Google-Apple-Facebook-Amazon, which together account for revenues well over
(EURO)300bn and half of the connected world population. These are the superpowers of the new global
economy, while manufacturing growth seems to be slowing down. Falling oil prices will not only affect
geopolitics but also affect the fight against global warming. If hydrocarbons come cheaper, it will be even
harder to reach a new international treaty on climate change at the Paris conference next December.

Amid all the suspense, there is one certainty: in an age of great volatility and globalisation, crises will be
interconnected, making it harder than ever to stand entirely aside.
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The use of torture; Putin and the west; speaking out on terrorism
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Bringing torturers to account

So, now the so-called revelations about US torture practices ( 19 December ) are revealed. And now we all
know they did it.

When Winston Smith in George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four asks: "But what is it, what is it? How can I do
it if I don't know what it is?" he is predicting the more-modern dilemma that faced the prisoners held by the
US during their war of terror. And the answer, obviously - and it has always been obvious - is what we want
you to do.

What needs to be explored now is whether the current US instigated "investigation" is genuinely intended to
identify those responsible and bring them to account, or whether it is deception intended to cover over the
cracks in America's reputation in the world.

Given its historical record, I would expect another scapegoat will be found. It has already got Putin as a
possible. I wonder who will be the next person used to get the US off the hook? Lavinia MooreAldgate, South
Australia

· For those who can help, therapeutic support for those who have been tortured must be the first priority.

But surely, equally important is those who have tortured. Unless they are identified, and given the possibility
of coming to confront their actions, aren't they bound to replicate horrific patterns learned, and to find
disturbing ways of escaping their own feelings and memories, whether at home or at work?
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Isn't this too the human legacy? Fran BradshawLondon, UK

Putin doesn't need the west

The west's attempt to use cheap oil and an economic embargo to bankrupt Russia is unlikely to succeed in
the long run ( Rouble fall leaves Russia cold, 12 December ). Vladimir Putin has already turned to China,
signing dozens of trade and economic cooperation agreements.

Russia has commenced building giant oil and gas pipelines to China. This is also beneficial to China
because Russia is its next door neighbour and therefore will not have to depend on Middle East oil and
attendant American geopolitical complexities. However, the west's approach may cause bankruptcy to
western oil companies and the Saudi economy. Moreover, the Brics group of countries has taken steps to
bypass the US dollar and pay in one another's domestic currencies. This is a blow to the US global financial
hegemony.

As Putin explains, this is part of "a system of measures that would help prevent the harassment of countries
that do not agree with some foreign policy decisions made by the United States and their allies". Bill
MathewMelbourne, Australia

Abbott must speak out

I listened to our prime minister, Tony Abbott, after the Sydney hostage siege. I agree, our thoughts and
sympathies must go to the friends and families of the victims. Mine do.

But with the media saturation, and the world looking on, could an Australian leader please acknowledge that
leaders from the Muslim community also came together to deplore this lone act of violence? Remind us of
this fact as you call for calm and thoughtful reflection, and remind us that the perpetrator's actions were
contrary to the teachings of the Islamic faith, and that a candlelight vigil for the hostages was held at the
Lakemba mosque.

And when that leader thanks the police and emergency services, let them also thank people like Rachael
Jacobs (#illridewithyou) who also responded with courage, initiative and leadership. Let them ask us to think
about this example as we process these tragic events. If there ever was a silver lining this was it.

Please let that leader avoid tenuous and unnecessary links to Isis, and deplore the salacious, ill-informed
media headlines. Ultimately, fear is the weapon and this kind of reporting aids, abets and sates the
perpetrators. It is their goal.

And if that leader feels the need to say it was a politically motivated act, then please reinforce the knowledge
that the perpetrator was also acting alone, and not as a sanctioned representative of any political party,
religious group, state or country. Who will that leader be? Ian MeggittLewisham, NSW, Australia

Radical grammar rules

I was amused (or was it appalled?) by the word "radical", as used in "students, from a radical rural teacher
training college" ( 12 December ). It's always like this: on many issues, we see society running into walls at
high speed and those who suggest a change of direction, even a small one, are deemed to be the radicals.
As for the Mexican students who were slaughtered by local police or the drugs gang working for the police,
and apparently working for the mayor, they were the ones referred to as radical. That's an amusing irony,
isn't it? Marc JachymLes Ulis, France

· The headline to Hugh Muir's Comment is free In brief ( Loaning the Elgin marbles to Russia is wrong, 12
December ) is wrong. What happened to the word "lending"? Last century, "loan" was a noun. We lent to
people - I lend, you lend, they lend - but you're having a lend of us with this "loaning" business, a solecism
Muir repeats in his piece. Has "lend" gone the way of "give", where everything is "gifted" and nothing given?

When will this absurd nouning cease? With hope, in the Guardian. Nicholas TolhurstKew, Victoria, Australia
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Commuting, Palestinian-style

Commuting offers "only minor frustrations", according to Joe Moran's book review ( 12 December ). He
should read the report of an Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Palestine and Israel published in
the Quaker magazine the Friend two years ago, entitled How was your commute today? It describes
observing and recording Palestinian workers passing through a checkpoint to work in Israel. At 4am
"already there are as many as a dozen women and a hundred or so men squatting on the ground, silent or
talking quietly, waiting for the gates to open". Then, when they finally open 10 minutes late, "the crush of
workers ... on to the turnstiles is enormous".

Every minute or so the turnstiles unlock "and another 80 men or so go through and take their places at the
magnetic gate ... Instantly, the space behind crams full of heaving crushed bodies." Between 5am and 6am,
the article states, "1,945 people go through: face after face".

I could go on quoting this report with all its horrors, but enough said. Perhaps Iain Gately should add another
chapter to his book. Pat StapletonBeaumont du Ventoux, France

We are being cooked slowly

We human beings are so wired that in the event of imminent danger, the fight/ flight response kicks in and
we respond by instant action (19 December). The other possible response to grave danger, is the lobster
immersed in water, which is gradually getting hotter. He doesn't respond and gets cooked.

In the case of immminent and potentially catastrophic climate change, the signs are visible everywhere but
we don't quite get it. We behave more like a lobster than someone faced with imminent catastrophe. There is
only one small planet and imminent danger affects every living creature. The severity of our situation must be
felt by us all including our governments who will represent us in Paris next year. A lukewarm response is not
an option. Titus FosterShoreham, UK

Briefly

· Regarding Kerry Smith, the Ukip candidate who resigned for making offensive remarks about gay people
and foreigners while he was reportedly on sedatives ( 19 December ): obviously the sedatives were not
strong enough. Perhaps a truth tablet had been substituted. Double the dose next time Smith, then come
and speak to us again. Steven ClaytonHalifax, UK

· In We must take back the NHS (5 December), David Owen tells us that Michael Gove "claims that no
privatisation of the NHS has taken place". I'm pleased to know that our chief whip is so well informed. Peter
MartinHuddersfield, UK

· Nicola Davison's article ( 5 December ) informs us that the Shanghai Tower, the world's second-tallest
building, will feature "sky gardens" in its "vertical city", and that Suzhou in Jiangsu, a city "few people outside
China have heard of", will get the world's third-tallest building. Suzhou also features gardens, centuries old,
of the Chinese classical type. It has many canals and bridges, being known as the Venice of the east, and is
a Unesco world heritage site.

Cruise ship passengers arriving in Shanghai are regularly offered excursions to Suzhou. Judging by their
popularity, it would seem that a lot of people outside China know of Suzhou. Anthony WalterSurrey, British
Columbia, Canada
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Heroes of 2014: Reuven 'Ruvi' Rivlin, president of Israel;
This rightwing member of Likud has become Israel's conscience,
challenging racism and standing up for Palestinian rights

BYLINE: Jonathan Freedland

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 211 words

Reuven 'Ruvi' Rivlin is an unlikely hero. He is a lifelong member of Israel's Likud party, and on the right of
that rightwing bloc. He is an advocate of Greater Israel, swallowing up the occupied territories that ought to
form an independent Palestinian state. And yet ever since his elevation to Israel's largely ceremonial
presidency in June he has acted as something like his country's conscience - both castigating what he sees
as a national slide into racism and intolerance, and standing up for the civil rights of Palestinians.

In November the prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, backed a "Jewish state" bill that would enshrine
discrimination against Israel's 1.7 million Arab citizens, denying them the national rights accorded to Jews.
Liberals and leftists denounced it, of course, but the most potent attack came from the presidential mansion.
Earlier Rivlin condemned surging bigotry as a "sickness" that needed to be treated.

In a video for the Jewish New Year, the 75-year-old president sat alongside an 11-year-old Palestinian boy
who had been the victim of bullying. The two held up a series of cards, bearing slogans calling for mutual
respect and dignity. One said: "We are exactly the same." Rivlin's office may be ceremonial; his stand is
anything but.
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A nuclear deal with Iran would mean a less volatile world;
Never mind Cuba, this is the big one for the west. Failure to reach an
agreement could trigger a wave of nuclear proliferation

BYLINE: Julian Borger

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 595 words

There will be no greater diplomatic prize in 2015 than a comprehensive nuclear deal with Iran. In its global
significance, it would dwarf the US detente with Cuba, and not just because there are seven times more
Iranians than Cubans. This deal will not be about cash machines in the Caribbean, but about nuclear
proliferation in the most volatile region on Earth.

An agreement was supposed to have been reached by 24 November, but Iran and the west were too far
apart to make the final leap. After nine months of bargaining, the intricate, multidimensional negotiation
boiled down to two main obstacles: Iran's long-term capacity to enrich uranium, and the speed and scale of
sanctions relief.

Iran wants international recognition of its right not just to enrich, but to do so on an industrial scale. It wants
to maintain its existing infrastructure of 10,000 centrifuges in operation and another 9,000 on standby, and it
wants to be able to scale that capacity up many times.

The US and its allies say Tehran has no need for so much enriched uranium. Its one existing reactor is
Russian-built, as are its planned reactors, so all of them come with Russian-supplied fuel as part of the
contract. The fear is that industrial enrichment capacity would allow Iran to make a bomb's-worth of
weapons-grade uranium very quickly, if it decided it needed one - faster than the international community
could react.
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However, the west is currently not offering large-scale, immediate sanctions relief in return for such curbs on
Iran's activity. President Barack Obama can only temporarily suspend US congressional sanctions, and
western states are prepared to reverse only some elements of UN security council sanctions. The best the
west can offer upfront is a lifting of the EU oil embargo.

These gaps remain substantial, but none of the parties involved can walk away from the table. A collapse of
talks would lead to a slide back to the edge of conflict between Iran and Israel; the latter has vowed to
launch military strikes rather than allow the former to build a bomb. It could also trigger a wave of
proliferation across the region and beyond as other countries hedge their bets.

So the parties to the talks have given themselves more time - until 1 March 2015 - to agree a framework deal
for bridging them and until 1 July to work out all of the details. They have resumed meetings in Geneva, with
an emphasis on sessions between the two most important countries, the US and Iran. The trouble is that,
while the diplomats inside the chamber sense that they are still making progress in closing the gaps, the
sceptics back home just see deceit and playing for time by the other side.

This is particularly true of the US Congress. A new Republican-controlled Senate will convene on 6 January.
From that date, the White House can no longer rely on a Democratic majority leader to keep new sanctions
legislation off the Senate floor. The legislation now under discussion could take the form of triggered
sanctions, which would come into effect if there was no deal by a target date. That would add urgency to the
negotiations, undoubtedly a good thing, but it would also provoke counter-measures from Iran's parliament,
the Majlis, and a very volatile environment.

It is possible that the Republican leadership in the Senate will choose other battles to fight with the president
before trying to build a veto-proof majority on sanctions, but the pressure will build exponentially if there is no
deal on the table on 1 March. It could be the most important diplomatic date of the year.
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An alternative view of 2014 - the year in GuardianWitness;
Using GuardianWitness, readers have shared experiences, photos and
videos in response to some of the biggest news of the year and helped
us cover hidden stories from around the world

BYLINE: Guardian readers

SECTION: WORLD NEWS

LENGTH: 2171 words

We look back at 2014 through the photos, videos and stories of our audience. You can see all readers'
contributions on GuardianWitness.

January

At the turn of the year we shared your views from Romania, after thousands of pictures and stories from
readers challenged reports that there would be unprecedented migration from Romania to the UK in 2014.

We heard the other side of the situation in the UK too, as Romanians working in the country told us about the
challenges they face, as contributor ancabostiog23 describes:

I moved to the UK in 2010 because it was hard for me to find a job to pay for my studies in Romania. Now I
am a degree in Economics Science and I tried to apply for a good job (as receptionist and secretary) but
always I received the same answer: Sorry but you are Romanian and we can't employ you. I miss Romania
every second of my life because here is my family and part of my life but the UK is giving me the chance for
a better future (...) It's very hard to be a foreigner in UK, but I will try my best to show everyone that a
Romanian can be human and not the worst person in the world!

With the help of The Tehran Bureau and Iranian photography website AKSbazi.com, you showed us what it
was like to grow-up, live and love in Iran, including this glamorous shot from the 1940s from Ali Divani.

February

The second month of the year gave us a chance to showcase the creativity of our audience with a fantastic
series of animations.

This month also brought us some of the most extreme weather conditions the UK had experienced for years.
Your photos and videos helped Guardian journalists document the scale of flooding across Britain.

March

New data suggested that cycling the commute to work was proving less popular than expected
in England and Wales, but what's stopped you?

The overwhelming answers from hundreds of contributions: poor infrastructure and road conditions. Not
everyone was deterred:

Our travel team wanted to hear your stories of holidays from the 1960s, 70s, 80s and 90s. The
result was a wonderful snapshot of holidaying across the world and families together.

The inaugural GuardianWitness awards celebrated the best work from our readers during our first year. The
winning contributions show the high quality and range of submissions and a special mention goes to two of
our winners, Giles Bennett and Barbaros Kayan who're now working as professional photographers.
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April

You helped us mark the passing of author Gabriel Garcia Marquez by paying tribute and celebrating what his
work has meant to you. Amongst the voices was Hernan Villamizar :

It is almost impossible to overstate the importance of García Marquez' figure for someone who, like me,
grew up in Colombia. His magnificence was made out of words in a country obsessed with violence and
money. He managed to express what our history felt like in a way no one could. The "magical realism" felt
much more honest and sincere than any history book I've come across.

One of our most popular assignments of the year also had a literary theme and asked for the female
characters in fiction that inspire you, from the BFG's Sophie to Philip Pullman's Lyra Silvertongue.

April saw the largest elections in the world take place in India and locals and visitors took the chance to show
us what everyday life is like in their part of the country with hundreds of pictures.

Local journalist KumKum Dasgupta took a look at your stories and reported on key themes emerging from
what you were telling us - the story of young voters and what women wanted from the election.

One of our most interesting projects this year has been the Observer magazine's assignment
commemorating the centenary of the first world war. You have shared fascinating and moving photos, diaries
and letters. Perhaps one of the most surreal perspectives submitted, was a photograph of an officer and his
pet:

We remembered the women in the first world war too, with an exhibition of your contributions in the foyer of
the Guardian.

May

Ahead of the World Cup, we needed an authentic view of the host nation. With your help we created the
Brazilian's guide to Brazil, challenging the everyday travel guidebook.

Through your photos and stories we were with you every step of the way as tens of thousands of Australians
took to the streets of Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth to protest against the policies of
Tony Abbott's government.

A different kind of debate raged in the same month, as our partners, the Tehran Bureau, laid down the
gauntlet by saying Iranians make the best cups of tea. Stories from Hong Kong and Mumbai to Morocco and
Trinidad begged to differ.

June

The Guardian's New East network challenged perceptions of Russia with 24 new photographers and the help
of our audience. To get a sense of life in Russia day-to-day, you took us on a trip through the seasons, from
country to city.

To mark the 70th anniversary of the Normandy landings, Guardian readers shared first-hand accounts of
D-day and its aftermath. Richard Ashby, now 98, remembers his part in the operation to take the bridges at
Benouville (later know as Pegasus Bridge) and Ranville early on D-day :

We had expected that all hell would break loose when we landed, but it did not. In fact, when, after a very
brief pause to catch our breath, we tumbled out, we were in mortal dread not of the enemy but of other
gliders. They were landing all over the place, some with spot-lights on, which was a dead give-away, others
approaching from the wrong direction, and many crashing into posts or other gliders. "All of this happened
within the space of about a minute. When it was all over there was a sudden silence. All that could be heard
was the gentle sighing of the wind through the grasses. Typically English, I suppose, but the first thing we did
in Normandy was to get out the large Thermos flasks and have a mug of tea..."
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July

From past conflicts to current: as violence escalated between Israel and Palestine, we asked you to share
your experiences of living with the conflict. GuardianWitness tries to find alternative perspectives that don't
necessarily make the headlines, but nevertheless contribute to the whole picture. In both assignments,
readers expressed anger and fear at a situation that was outside their control.

The Bereaved Parents Families Forum, created this video response, with Israeli and Palestinian participants
who had lost a family member in the conflict. Their message 'I don't want you here' refers to not wanting any
more bereaved parents because of the conflict.

There are many series running on GuardianWitness, from Recipe swap to Share your art, you have been
sharing your creative content week by week. As well as jumping - feet first -into Do Something magazine's
monthly challenges.

August

This was the month when you showed us just how exciting politics can be. All eyes were on Scotland as the
vote for independence became a nail-biting affair. You kept us informed about the mood in Scotland and
although the Nos had it in the end, the September vote was close enough to galvanise a desire for political
change across the UK.

Many of you also told us that the result in Scotland had inspired you to switch support to the Greens.
Contributor ID3765539 shares their reasons:

I've recently joined the Green Party. I'm tired of the jaded concensus and what masquerades as a
democracy in the country. The two/three main political parties are all shades of grey and all are dedicated to
perpetuating the neo-liberal concensus. I believe in democracy, I believe in sustainability, I believe in fairness
and I don't see these beliefs adequately reflected by the main parties. We have only one finite resource and
that is our planet. If we continue to treat it in the way we have been then you can forget about the economy,
forget about jobs, forget about our children's future, forget about everything. There will be no future."

You found your voice too in Comment is Free's spoken word assignment. Many of you shared videos of
your performances, here Amerah Saleh defines 'Beautiful':

From the beautiful to bountiful - this was the month when Observer food monthly readers got involved with
the return of BBC's The Great British Bake off and created outrageously decorated cakes.

September

Pro-democracy protestors took to the streets of Hong Kong in their thousands and you shared eyewitness
accounts from the early days of the 'umbrella revolution':

... to its dismantling a few weeks ago:

There were more demonstrations across Australia too as thousands turned out to mourn the death of asylum
seeker Hamid Kehazaei who had died at the Manus Island detention centre after delays stalled his transfer
to hospital. This was six after another asylum seeker, Reza Barati at died at the centre.

The devastating impact of the Ebola crisis on the lives of people in west Africa was documented by readers
after our global development team asked for stories from the region. The spread of ebola has been difficult
for mainstream media to report and stories from citizen reporters' living in badly affected areas like Sierra
Leone have been vitally important in showing the effect of the epidemic on communities.

October

You showed us weird and wonderful bookstores from around the world after Guardian Books asked you to
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join in a campaign to support independent bookshops in the UK:

Thousands were on the march in cities across Mexico protesting against the disappearance of 43 student
teachers.

The 43 students are not forgotten as many of you are still taking part in protests and sharing your photos and
stories.

People power helped bring about momentous change 25 years ago - when the Berlin wall came down. To
mark the anniversary, we asked you to remember how the Wall had affected your life. You shared
fascinating photos and stories, contributor Liese Steinhauser-Gleinser describes her feelings on the night:

My husband climbed up to the wall with the help of other people and helped me get up. We were standing
on the Wall with a hundred or thousand other people, and on the other side. In front of Grenzsoldaten, we
looked to each other and we said: 'It's all over now.' Right decision! Das war die 'Nacht der Nächte' (this was
the night of nights). You felt the spirit of history. And I'll never forget that at checkpoint Invalidenstraße - the
British army was responsible for this checkpoint - the day after, there were some Scottish army bagpipers
and the troops served tea and biscuits!"

Over the past few months the crisis in Iraq created a fresh wave of refugees and internally displaced people.

Barbaros Kayan visited refugee camps in Suruc, southern Turkey, this month, where Kurdish refugees were
fleeing the violence. We also haven't forgotten Syrian refugees - the assignment was set up when
GuardianWitness launched in March 2013 - and is still open.

November

'Living in Finland' was one of our most popular assignments this year, as Finns shared what it was like to live
and work in their country. We found out that all parents receive a snowsuit in a box for their newborns, so
they can introduce them to snow from a very young age.

And from the snow of Finland to the mountains of Pakistan...

As we asked you to show us aspects of your country that we don't often see in the media.

Observer New Review are now running a weekly photography assignment. Three of your photos are
published in the magazine every Sunday and a selection in an online gallery. We particularly liked your
photos on the theme of 'ruin.'

December

After the death of several black men at the hands of the police in America, our team in the US asked for your
stories and photos of your protests against police violence.

As the year drew to a close, you shared your memories of the Indian ocean tsunami that killed so many
people, 10 years ago. One contributor, Andy Chaggar reflected on how he eventually managed to turn the
terrible tragedy he experienced that day, into something positive:

As the ten year anniversary of the tsunami approaches I'm reflecting on my journey since and trying to raise
awareness of International Disaster Volunteers work. Since IDV started we've raised over £500,000 and
supported the recovery of over 12,000 disaster survivors. It's been quite a journey, with some massive ups
and downs. Ultimately though, it all comes down to that day in Khao Lak 10 years ago and my own personal
experiences of disaster. I lost the woman I loved and was lucky to survive myself. As a result I've spent
virtually every day since trying to make the most out of life and do what I can to make a difference. After all, I
know more than most that anything could happen tomorrow."

We'd just like to leave you with an image from Weather view, the monthly assignment where your photos are
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chosen by the picture desk for the Guardian's weather page - this one shows the simple joy of winter
sledding.

Many thanks for all your contributions to GuardianWitness in the past year and we wish you the very best for
2015.
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Palestinian Christians find no cry for freedom in the Exodus story;
How can a Palestinian Christian admire liberation theology in a world of
Guns 'n' Moses T-shirts?

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 687 words

Liberation theology is back in business. After decades of official censure (including from the present pope, in
earlier guise), the big narrative of Christian theology is once again one of liberation for the poor and the
oppressed. Salvation is not some private transaction between the individual and God, it is a public story in
which the oppressed find freedom in the here and now.

Theology, so liberation theologians insist, is a practical business and not an intellectual exercise. This is
Jesus as half Marx and half Moses. Forget academic theory, angels dancing on pins, sterile arguments
about God's existence, the church's obsession with clothes and buildings. Instead, think praxis: good news to
the poor, freedom to the captive, sight to the blind. Doing is believing. And from the favelas of São Paulo to
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the shantytowns of Johannesburg, it rejuvenated Christianity by returning to its revolutionary roots.

So why was it that these Palestinian Christians were having none of it? We were sitting in a cafe in
Ramallah, close by the Kalandia checkpoint. Despite the fact that my Palestinian friends were constantly on
the lookout for hermeneutic resources that might aid in the struggle against Israeli occupation, they seemed
extremely reluctant to align themselves with liberation theology.

It was only when we started talking about Moses that the scales fell from my eyes. From a western
perspective, the Exodus story is the primary text of the biblical cry of freedom. The African slaves who sang
spirituals in the cotton fields of America would link their suffering to that of the Jews under Ramses II. Thus,
for instance, they sang: "Go down, Moses, Way down in Egypt's land, Tell ole Pharaoh To let my people go."

But from a Palestinian perspective, one person's liberation is another's slavery. The very story African
slaves told each other as the story of their anticipated liberation is, according to Palestinians, at the root of
their current occupation. The slaves come out of Egypt and into a land promised them by God. And, for
Palestinians, this promise is responsible for their military subjugation, for walls and settlements. How can a
Palestinian Christian admire liberation theology in a world of "Guns 'n' Moses" T-shirts?

I went to see the new Exodus film the other night. And yes, Batman playing Moses and Breaking Bad's Jesse
Pinkman playing Joshua was a bit freaky. But the thing that really puzzled me was why Egypt, along with
several other Arab states, has banned it. If anything, I thought it remarkably unsympathetic to the Jewish
story. The Hebrew God comes across as a petulant psychopath, and Moses as a born-again loon. Indeed,
when God starts murdering Egyptian infants, I find myself emotionally on the side of the Egyptians - which is
not how Passover stories are supposed to make you feel. Short of agreeing with Freud and suggesting that
Moses was actually an Egyptian all along, it would have been hard for Ridley Scott's film to have disrupted
the simple biblical binary of goodies (Hebrews) and baddies (Egyptians) any more than he did. And, for all
the film's multiple faults, I kind of admire him for that.

The Egyptian ministry of culture says it banned the film because of historical inaccuracies that "offend Egypt
and its pharaonic ancient history, in yet another attempt to Judaise Egyptian civilisation, which confirms the
international Zionist fingerprints all over the film".

They must have been watching a different film to the one I saw, because I think that the people who ought to
be most offended by this film are Jews, not Egyptians. OK, it suggests that Jews built the pyramids, which
they didn't. But as to it being a part of some big Zionist conspiracy, that's ridiculous. If anything it seems to
me an attack on Zionism.

Unless, of course, the real worry is not with Scott's interpretation, but with the Exodus/Promised land story
itself. For the part that story plays in Zionism is, as my Palestinians friends attested, a complicated one.
Liberation isn't always as neat and tidy is it seems in the movies.

@giles_fraser
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Charlie Hebdo's spirit will endure, despite this atrocity;
France has lost some of its most courageous satirical journalists, but it
is not about to lose a magazine that has targeted the powerful like no
other

BYLINE: Jessica Reed

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 630 words

Every December, among the usual Christmas trees and seasonal celebrations, there's another ritual I like to
follow. I buy the Reporters Sans Frontières (reporters without borders) yearly photography book, in support
of journalists killed in the line of duty.

The countries where journalists are harassed and terrorised for their work usually reads like a litany of places
troubled by great geopolitical turmoil: Syria, Palestine, Ukraine, Egypt, Mexico. France will certainly now
have a place at the top of the 2015 list, something that I find to be both unbelievable and nauseating.

Today's attack was chillingly clinical in its execution: Wednesdays are Charlie Hebdo's day for editorial
meetings, and Libération reports that the attackers asked to be led to specific journalists - including
Stephane Charbonnier, who was known as Charb, the editor. Charb said in a 2012 interview that "he
preferred to die standing up than to live on his knees", and that "humour was a language which terrorists did
not understand". For the sake of his memory, perhaps we should pledge to be free, and laugh, a whole lot
more.

This is the worst terrorist act in France since 1995, when a bomb planted by the Algerian Armed Islamic
Group exploded in the Saint Michel subway station, killing eight and injuring more than 100. This is also
perhaps the worst attack on freedom of the press France has known since the second world war.

If confirmed to have been executed in the name of Islamist extremism, the attack will tear the country apart,
in spite of marches of solidarity already being organised by many political groups, including anti-racism and
Muslim organisations. There is little doubt that the National Front will try to capitalise on the tragedy,
especially in a European context where religious and racial tensions are growing by the day: Ukip's surge at
the polls in Britain, the anti-Muslim marches organised by Pegida in Germany, and Golden Dawn's influence
in Greece all testify to it.

In other words, grim days are ahead for the French.
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But crucially, the national media landscape will now be an amputee, having lost some of its most brilliant
satirical journalists. Charlie Hebdo, for all its faults, showed courage like no other publication. Yes, its
decision to print a cartoon depicting the prophet Muhammad can be seen as questionable and inflammatory.
But, as the veteran journalist Mark Colvin remarked this morning, Charlie Hebdo is an absolute
equal-opportunity offender of satire: everything and everyone was fair game, starting with the pope (for
whom they reserved special sardonic treatment) and all other religious leaders.

Other targets included all politicians, arrogant celebrities, corrupt elected officials, pompous writers and
philosophers, anti-feminists (the paper was a vocal defender of Femen) and assorted censorious forces. No
one was spared by their words, no one could escape the ire of its cartoons.

Charlie Hebdo partly shaped my political views as a teenager. I especially remember the delight I felt when it
called for a huge mobilisation in my hometown, Tours, before Jean Paul II's visit, damning the Catholic
church for its position on condom use. I remember the grace and humanism of a column it gave to Patrick
Pelloux, an ER doctor working in a poor suburb, detailing how the healthcare system was failing the poorest
among us. I remember its tireless commitment to defending women, especially to the right to have an
abortion and the right to have a sex life without shame.

As I write this, Charlie's website is a heartbreaking sight : a badge with the words "Je suis Charlie". Indeed, if
we are to stand for a free press, today we are all Charlie. The magazine's spirit may have received a terrible
blow, but its spirit will endure, and survive.
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Well done, humans. We've killed Melbourne's Separation Tree;
Today's Botanical Gardens were once a swamp, where animals and
birdlife proliferated. Now another relic of that time has been destroyed.
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But who cares?

BYLINE: Jeff Sparrow

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE
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The Separation Tree, Melbourne's huge and ancient river red gum, took its name from the impromptu
celebration held when Governor Latrobe declared Victoria separate from the colony of New South Wales.
Now we've killed it. Well done, humans.

As Tim Entwisle from the Royal Botanic Gardens explains, the tree predates white settlement of Melbourne.
It would, he says, "have been a sapling in the 17th century, when the Boonwurrung and Woiwurrung met and
camped beside the Yarra River."

Now it's dying, after two separate ringbarking attempts by vandals, who also targeted collections of other
plants.

In the scale of the catastrophes to which we of the 21st century need to accustom ourselves, the loss of one
tree seems trivial.

Correction: it is trivial. We're talking about one gumtree while the Amazon sheds 400 square kilometres of
forest each and every month.

Across the world, the populations of wild creatures, including mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish,
have dropped by more than half in the past four decades. As many as 33% of all vertebrate species are
estimated to be globally threatened or endangered: scientists warn that we're entering the early stages of the
Earth's sixth mass extinction event.

Meanwhile, the human disasters pile up. Last year, the death toll in Iraq doubled, while nearly 75,000 people
died in Syria. The civil war in Libya intensified; the oppression of Palestine continued unabated.

In the light of all that, who cares about a bloody tree?

Yet it's still deeply depressing to learn that, for the sake of safety, the gardens' staff will begin removing the
Separation Tree's canopy over the next months.

James Boyce points out that, more than any other major city, Melbourne's natural environment is now difficult
for us imagine, since "the region was dominated by swamps and grasslands - the two ecosystems that were
most comprehensively transformed by conquest".

In 1836, John Norcock, one of the marine officers transporting government officials to Port Phillip, described
the grasslands as

enchantingly beautiful - an extensive rich plain all round with gently sloping hills in the distance, all thinly
wooded and having the appearance of an immense park. The grasses, flowers and herbs that cover the
plains are of every variety that can be imagined ...

Very quickly, all of that was destroyed by graziers. As for the wetlands, the 19th century penchant for turning
swamp into agricultural land meant that, as Boyce puts it, "the marches were drained with ruthless efficiency
and all very pale reflections of their lost splendour now remain".

The French historian Ernest Renan described forgetfulness as "essential in the creation of a nation". Perhaps
that's why no one remembers the Blue Lake that once occupied the low ground near today's Flagstaff
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Gardens, a place the settler George Gordon McCrae described as

intensely blue, nearly oval and full of the clearest salt water; but by no means deep. Fringed gaily all round
by mesembryanthemum ("pigs-face") in full bloom, it seemed in the broad sunshine as though girdled about
with a belt of magenta fire ... Curlews, ibises and "blue cranes" were there in numbers ... black swans
occasionally visited it, as also flocks of wild ducks.

Tim Flannery goes so far as to describe the region that became Melbourne as "a sort of temperate Kakadu"
adding that, "as in Arnhem Land, it was the wetlands that were the focus of life".

Today's Royal Botanic Gardens were once a swamp where animals and birdlife proliferated, and thus a
popular Aboriginal meeting place. Settlers established the first mission - three houses and a number of
Aboriginal huts - on the site in 1837, though it lasted only two years before the growth of the town displaced
Indigenous people still further.

The Separation Tree was a relic of that time, a reminder that things were once otherwise. And now it is no
more.
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Paris unity rally: France on the march for fraternity and for freedom;
Demonstration was about restating what is best in Europe, as well as
overcoming barbarism and xenophobia

BYLINE: Natalie Nougayrède in Paris
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After the shock and the horror came the time for collective revival. No one in France can recall anything like
this in their lifetime. The images of Paris at the time of the liberation in 1944 come to mind. Then, as now, we
as a nation were desperate to reaffirm what our republic was meant to be, how it wanted to survive, how it
would overcome barbarous aggression, as well as the country's failures and divisions.

Up to 2 million people poured on to the streets of Paris - and an estimated 3.7 million across France - in a
demonstration of unity against terror and in defence of values that are at the heart of democracy, and at the
heart of Europe. Faces were determined and emotional.

Families had brought their children, including babies in prams, so that every generation may take part in this
moment of history in the making. In the compact, solemn crowd, people felt the need to speak about their
different ethnic, religious and social backgrounds while holding signs that said "fraternity, freedom, republic",
intent on proving that gunmen could never be victorious in dividing a nation, nor in weakening the very
essence of European humanism.

My overwhelming feeling was: may this spirit of resistance last. May this be a tipping point of Never Again.
May this also be the start of a reckoning. Not only for France, but also for a Europe where we know jihadi
networks - however much of a minority they may be - are growing, and where populism and xenophobia are
also on the rise.

How did it come to this ? Unlike 9/11, unlike the Nazi occupation, this was not an attack from afar, from
beyond a nation's borders. It was a murderous danger that appeared from within France. The fanatical,
indoctrinated, armed Islamists who assassinated 17 people in Paris were young French nationals, they were
born and educated in France. This key aspect goes a long way in explaining why there was such an
outpouring of grief and anger, and the need to reclaim France's identity by a show of grassroots democratic
strength.

Just as important was the presence of many European leaders and officials. It was not only about solidarity,
but about restating what Europe is supposed to be about: tolerance, fundamental rights, rule of law. The
antidotes against war.

"Je suis Charlie, je suis flic, je suis Juif" - this was the best, the strongest and most complete slogan that
demonstrators brandished. I am Charlie, I am the police, I am Jewish. The terrorist attack had indeed three
dimensions. First, they targeted not only freedom of speech but the right of blasphemy. The Charlie Hebdo
cartoons may not have pleased everyone but they were about exercising a right that the French revolution of
1789 introduced. Before that, blasphemy was a crime.

Nothing Charlie Hebdo did ever violated democratically entrenched rights. In 2007, when the satirical
magazine was prosecuted by Muslim organisations in France for supposedly inciting hatred and insulting
Islam and Muslims at large, the court ruled that the magazine, even if it ruffled sensitivities, had not gone
beyond "the admissible limits of freedom of speech".

Secondly, the gunmen targeted police officers, shooting three dead in cold blood. Doing so, they attacked
those whose mission is to uphold the rule of law. This was an attack on an institution of the republic as much
as on individuals who were risking their lives as they attempted to stop the assailants.

Thirdly, the jihadi fanatics went for Jews. They committed a massacre inside a kosher shop, and on the day
of the sabbath, making sure there would be many clients at hand. So it happened that on French soil, French
citizens assassinated Jews just because they were Jewish. It was a tragedy that could only reignite the
memory of second world war horrors. And it came just two years after a bloody antisemitic attack in the
French city of Toulouse, where children were shot in a Jewish school.

Beyond Sunday's spectacular display of unity against terror, questions must be asked: was enough done, in
recent years, to fight back against the triple evil phenomenon that is now so vocally condemned? Was there
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enough solidarity when Charlie Hebdo was criticised and attacked for daring blasphemy? Or when it was
abusively labelled racist, or anti-Arab, in a manner that completely distorted the very spirit of this magazine
rooted in France's 1968 movement of leftwing, progressive, free thinking? Was there a sufficient
understanding of what it meant when police officers, in some French suburbs for instance, were greeted with
stones being thrown at them, or even guns being fired? Was there enough reckoning of why some Jewish
people in France have felt threatened, or ill at ease, and with emigration to Israel growing? And has there
been enough clarity about how France's social fabric is challenged when an antisemitic show, that of the
so-called comedian Dieudonné, gathers millions of positive messages on social media, much of this coming
from young people? I fear not.

These are the questions that will have to be addressed. These are problems to which durable solutions will
need to be found. Make no mistake. Everyone was mobilised, determined and emotional in Paris on Sunday,
but the deeper faultlines of French society, and the weakness shown in the recent past by its political parties,
governments and institutions in dealing with them, will not have disappeared in one day, not through the
magical wand of a massive and necessary demonstration.
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WikiLeaks: not perfect, but more important than ever for free speech;
Just before Christmas, WikiLeaks released its latest round of explosive
leaks. The organisation may not be perfect, but it's more important than
ever

BYLINE: Antony Loewenstein
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The secret CIA files appeared just before Christmas. One detailed how CIA operatives could maintain cover,
using fake IDs, when travelling through foreign airports. Israel's Ben Gurion airport was said to be one of the
hardest to trick.

The other document, from 2009, was an assessment of the CIA's assassination program. It raised doubts
about the effectiveness of the program in reducing terrorism. Likewise with Israel's killing of Palestinians.

In Afghanistan, the CIA discovered that murdering Taliban leaders could radicalise the militants, allowing
even more extreme actors to enter the battlefield. The Obama administration ignored this advice and
unleashed "targeted killings" in the country. Unsurprisingly, the insurgency is thriving.

These vital insights into the "war on terror" were released by WikiLeaks and received extensive global
coverage.

Since 2010, when WikiLeaks released Collateral Murder, showing American forces killing Iraqi civilians, there
have been multiple covert - and public - attempts to silence the organisation. Julian Assange has now been
stuck in London's Ecuadorian embassy for two and a half years fighting an extradition order from Sweden
over allegations of sexual misconduct. There is an ongoing US grand jury examining the organisation's role
in publishing war and State Department cables. On Christmas Eve, WikiLeaks revealed that Google had
turned over the Gmail account and metadata of a WikiLeaks employee in response to a US federal warrant.

The organisation's ability to stay afloat - and continue to source and release insightful documents - among all
this is remarkable.

There is some good news: Visa and MasterCard are being sued for refusing to allow funds to flow to
WikiLeaks, and Assange's lawyers are confident that the current impasse with Sweden will be resolved
(although the irregularities over the case are deeply disturbing ).

But the reality remains that the public image of Assange has taken a beating after years of legal fights, the
botched Australian WikiLeaks political party and constant smears by journalists and politicians. We
apparently want our heroes to be mild mannered and non-combative. We supposedly need them to be polite
and not uncover countless, dirty abuses by western forces. We clearly don't forgive them for not being
perfect. Or perhaps we have a limit to how many war crimes we want to hear about with nobody facing
justice? That's hardly WikiLeaks' fault. The group has made mistakes, and will make many more, but as a
supporter since its 2006 inception, I'm struck by its resilience.

WikiLeaks has been warning against the dangers of mass surveillance for years. The 2014 Assange book,
When Google Met WikiLeaks, features an insightful essay on the dangers of Google's desire to lead
American interventionist foreign policy. The book gained headlines across the world. In the month of its
release, the organisation offered new documents on German company FinFisher selling its spying equipment
to repressive regimes.

The emergence of NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden and his ability to live a relatively free life in Russia is
partly thanks to WikiLeaks, which helped him escape Hong Kong and claim asylum in Moscow. Snowden
remains free to continue campaigning against the dangers of global surveillance, unlike Chelsea Manning
who is now suffering in an American prison for bravely leaking American cables. WikiLeaks' Sarah Harrison,
a British citizen, lives in exile in Germany due to fears of returning home after working to protect Snowden.
This is the definition of heroism.

Just because WikiLeaks' Assange and Harrison no longer appear in the media daily doesn't mean their
contribution isn't significant. Take the recent report published by Der Spiegel that showed western policy in
Afghanistan aimed to kill as many Taliban leaders as possible, regardless of the number of civilians caught in
the crossfire. The thinking was summarised by the head of the International Security Assistance Force (Isaf)
intelligence in Afghanistan, who once said during a briefing: "The only good Talib is a dead Talib."
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This story built on the 2010 WikiLeaks release of Afghan war logs and uncovered yet another level of the "
kill everything that moves " mentality that's been unofficial US military policy since at least Vietnam.

The danger of discounting or ignoring WikiLeaks, at a time when much larger news organisations still can't
compete with the group's record of releasing classified material, is that we shun a rebellious and adversarial
group when it's needed most. The value of WikiLeaks isn't just in uncovering new material, though that's
important, it's that the group's published material is one of the most important archives of our time. I've lost
count of the number of journalists and writers who tell me their work wouldn't have the same insights without
the State Department cables. My recent books have been similarly enriched.

States across the world talk of democracy and free speech but increasingly restrict information and its
messengers.

"This war on whistleblowers is not ancillary to journalism, but actually it directly affects it," says Trevor Timm,
executive director of the Freedom of the Press Foundation. "It's making it much more difficult for the public to
get the information they need."

WikiLeaks remains at the forefront of this struggle.
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Tony Blair questioned by MPs about IRA fugitives ('on the runs') - as it
happened;
Rolling coverage of all the day's political developments as they happen,
including Tony Blair giving evidence to MPs about IRA fugitives ("on the
runs"), and George Osborne and Ed Balls opening the debate on the
charter for budget responsibility
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Blair's evidence to MPs on 'on the runs' - Summary and analysis

This morning Tony Blair was on Radio 4 talking about leadership and perhaps his role in British political life
now is to provide a one-man masterclass in what it's all about. (See 10.21am.) Next year we may eventually
get the Iraq inquiry report, a case study in what happens when messianic leadership goes wrong. But, on
Northern Ireland, Blair is entitled to look back on his record with pride. There are few other examples in living
memory of a prime minister wrestling with so much history, and twisting it into a better shape. It is hard to
imagine David Cameron being questioned in the same way in a decade's time about something so important.

All of which explains the strain of intense indignation that ran through his entire evidence this afternoon,
which he tried to conceal with varying degrees of success. Although Blair is resigned to being criticised over
Iraq, he clearly finds the idea of being attacked for what he did in Northern Ireland unreasonable and mildly
baffling. The debate about ends versus means is a perennial one in politics, and Blair defended ends-ism
(ends justify means) about as well as anyone, saying peace simply wouldn't have happened without making
unsavoury compromises with terrorists. (See 3.15pm, for example.) He was also quite persuasive when he
argued that, far from being a total sell-out to Sinn Fein, his policy fell far short of what they actually wanted (a
total amnesty). As Henry McDonald says, you can argue about whether Sinn Fein really would have gone
back to war. (See 4.32am.) But the process could have stalled without the IRA necessarily taking up arms
again, and Blair's assertion that OTR concessions were essential for the process to move forward is highly
credible.

Here are the main news points.

• Blair warned that Northern Ireland peace process was "fragile" and that the government had to
be "careful" about not letting it collapse.

All I'm saying to people in government now is that you have inherited a peace process that worked. So be
careful with it, because it is fragile still.

(He implied that he thought the government was being a bit cavalier about it. Perhaps he's thinking of stories
like this. )

• He said he disagreed with Theresa Villiers' decision to say that the letters of assurance written
to OTRs ("on the runs") were worthless. He would not have taken that decision, he said. He
said "time will tell" whether it is a mistake.

• He said the Northern Ireland peace process would have collapsed if his government had not
given the assurances it did to OTRs who were not wanted in connection with any crimes.

The issue of OTRs was absolutely critical to the peace process and at certain points became fundamental to
it. If I had been saying we are not dealing with this in any way at all, you can never be certain of these things
but I think it is likely that the process would have collapsed.
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After the Good Friday Agreement there was a constant battle to keep the peace process alive, he said. The
worse moment came in December 2006.

It was on a knife edge. I actually thought for a time during that period we'd lost the whole thing. I remember
having a conversation with [then Downing Street chief of staff] Jonathan (Powell) and others at the time
saying this thing - we just can't rescue it. If we hadn't managed to find a way to get ourselves over what was
a horribly difficult period, we would not have got the [Northern Ireland] Executive up in May 2007.

• He rejected claims that the system set up to offer letters of assurance to OTRs who were not
wanted by the police was secret. John Reid actually answered a parliamentary question about
it when he was Northern Ireland secretary, he said, including information about how many
people were affected.

• He said that press reports falsely saying that OTRs were offered an "amnesty" were to a large
extent to blame for the "hurt" felt by the relatives of IRA victims.

• He apologised to victims for the fact that the Downey trial collapsed. As prime minister, he was
responsible for the process, and if a more formal process had been established, the mistake
that led to John Downey getting a letter when he should not have done might not have
happened, he said.

I accept full responsibility, because I was prime minster, for not having put in place the structure for this
procedure that might have meant in the Downey case that the letter would not have been sent and therefore
the trial would have proceeded.

I am sorry for those people and I apologise to those people who have suffered as a result of that. But I am
not going to apologise for sending those letters to those who should have received those letters, because
without having done that, we would not have a Northern Ireland peace process. These people have suffered
enormously from what has happened.

• He said the compromises involved in the peace process, including prisoner releases, were
justified because they led to a better future.

There were many of those people free, out today, that committed acts of terrorism that are repugnant to any
decent-minded person. But I believed in the end that we weren't going to get peace in the future unless we
tried to draw a line. And this is always difficult, it is the hardest thing you ever do in a peace process. And I
remember visiting the families of victims in Northern Ireland, and victims, those RUC officers that had been
maimed and disfigured, and [some of them felt] a deep sense of betrayal at the process we were engaged in.
And I understand that completely. But my motivation for doing this was to stop further death and destruction
and bloodshed. And to be in a situation where Northern Ireland had a chance of a different future.

There is nothing that I'm ever going to say that is going to take away the feeling that people have of anger
and anguish and even betrayal. But I do say the Northern Ireland peace process was the right thing to do,
was a necessary thing to do and it has, for all its faults and difficulties, made our country better.

• He defended Jonathan Powell's decision to warn Rita O'Hare, an OTR who was wanted by
police, not to return to Northern Ireland. She was a strong supporter of the peace process, and,
if she had been arrested, the process would have been damaged, he said.
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• He said Sinn Fein thought the letters of assurance sent out were "meaningless" because they
were going to people who were not wanted by the policy anyway. They wanted those who were
facing charges to receive some form of amnesty.

• He said it would have been better to have had a more open, formal system for the despatch of
letters of assurances.

That's all from me for today.

Thanks for the comments.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 6.02pm GMT

block-time published-time 5.09pm GMT

Here's a comment on Tony Blair's evidence from Ivan Lewis, the shadow Northern Ireland secretary.

Tony Blair was right to apologise for the impact of the catastrophic error in the Downey case on the loved
ones of the Hyde Park victims.

Equally, he was right to remind people that the scheme was not an amnesty and was introduced at a very
difficult stage in a complex peace process.

Tony Blair deserves tremendous personal credit for a peace process which ended decades of violence and
has been lauded around the world. The valid concerns associated with the administration of this scheme do
nothing to change the fact that his leadership was central to making peace possible in Northern Ireland.

block-time published-time 4.32pm GMT

Blair's evidence - Verdict from Henry McDonald

My colleague Henry McDonald has sent his verdict on Tony Blair's performance.

Tony Blair's defence of the scheme to deal with the IRA on the runs was robust and unapologetic.

It was interesting that at one stage Blair drew a parallel with himself as PM and the position of Benyamin
Netanyahu when the Israeli premier faces flak for releasing Palestinian militants in jails as part of prisoner
release deals. The message being all participants in conflict that potentially morph into peace processes
have to arrive at painful compromises and that even the Israeli centre right have had to engage in them.

Blair also made a key point which unionist critics of the OTR scheme cannot deny - the Good Friday
Agreement and subsequent deals still secured the Union.

But he accepted the damage his policies and strategies in nudging Sinn Fein away from previous hardline
positions caused some unionists. Namely the damage done to the political career of David Trimble, the
Nobel peace prize laureate.

He denied that the scheme and especially the letters to IRA wanted suspects was shrouded in secrecy,
which will not placate the critics of the deal.

Although the ex-prime minister's mantra, deployed long before this interrogation at Westminster, that if his
government had not dealt with the OTR problem then Sinn Fein would have walked away from the process,
is questionable. History will tell if at that stage of the peace process there really was any momentum inside
the republican movement to go back to war. Blair said he wasn't going to take a chance on that, while others
would argue he had fallen into the trap of believing that the Sinn Fein leadership was going to lose its grip on
the grassroots.
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Labour's Kate Hoey goes next.

Q: The other key player in this, Sinn Fein's Gerry Kelly, has refused to come along to give evidence. Why do
you think that is?

Blair says the committee will have to ask Kelly.

And that's it. The hearing is over, after more than two hours.

I'll post a summary soon.

block-time published-time 4.11pm GMT

Ian Paisley goes next.

Q: Judicial review became the norm under your government. But relatives could not judicial review this policy
because it was kept secret from them. In that respect, you bent or twisted the law. Whether you broke the
law is something this committee will have to decide.

Blair says he does not accept that. The Hallett review found this was not secretary.

Q: But how could people have subjected it to judicial review.

Blair says there were parliamentary answers about this.

Q: As a lawyer, you know their right to challenge this was taken away.

Blair says he and Paisley come at this from different angles. Paisley opposed the Good Friday Agreement.

Paisley says his party got Sinn Fein to support. One night, in a phone call, Blair told him not to push Sinn
Fein to swear and oath of allegiance to the police. But they did push for that, and it happened.

Blair says that, if it had been left the Paisley's DUP in 1998, there would never have been a peace
agreement.

block-time published-time 4.07pm GMT

Sylvia Hernon goes next.

Q: Why can't we get the names of these people, given that they were not going to be charged? There is a lot
of concern amongst victims about this. They think people who may have killed their relatives are included.

Blair says he does not know what the legal position is.

Q: Do you think the names should be published?

Blair says you would have to take legal advice first. Some of those named might object vociferously. They
might not want to be associated with terror.

Q: But if these people were not going to be charged, what's the problem?

Blair says these people might object.

block-time published-time 4.04pm GMT
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Labour's Stephen Hepburn says Blair has put in a good peformance today. Because of what he did, Northern
Ireland faces a better future.

Blair says Sir John Major played a major role too. And he took risks as well.

block-time published-time 4.01pm GMT

Blair says he is sorry if David Trimble felt that he was kept in the dark over this. Trimble sacrificed his own
political career for the good of Northern Ireland, he says.

block-time published-time 3.59pm GMT

More from Henry McDonald.

One intriguing omission thus far from the interrogation of the former prime minister was the question about
what the Irish government knew about the OTR scheme especially the letters to the IRA fugitives. Because if
his Dublin counterparts knew nothing about the letters in particular,then it is clear the Blair administration
kept Irish ministers in the dark as well as the Unionist negotiators and the nationalist SDLP.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.03pm GMT

block-time published-time 3.58pm GMT

Laurence Robertson, the chairman, goes next.

Q: Was Rita O'Hare one of the first people considered for one of these letters?

Blair says he is not sure what he can say about this case.

Q: Jonathan Powell told use he went to Dublin to see her, and told her she should not come back to Northern
Ireland because she was wanted. Wasn't that odd? Should your staff have been encouraging people to come
back and face justice.

Blair says he does not know about that conversation. But if O'Hare had been arrested at that point, it would
have caused serious problems for the process.

Q: Why?

Because she was a strong advocate for the process.

Q: But she was wanted in connection with a serious crime?

Blair says the process involved dealing with lots of people involved in terrible crimes.

block-time published-time 3.54pm GMT

Q: Did the blurring between early release, and not being charged, affect the system?

Blair says the letters of assurance were sent to people who were not going to be charged.

He says he was asking the IRA to do something to historic - to abandon their opposition to the police, and to
join it.

block-time published-time 3.50pm GMT

Q: Did you think it might have been better to review all unsolved cases?

Blair says he thought about a Truth and Reconciliation process. But these things were difficult. There would
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have been a row about the terms of reference.

Q: Do you ever wish you had just put an amnesty in the original Good Friday Agreement?

Blair says, in a sense, that is what they though they had in the Good Friday Agreement.

But then the question arose as to what they would do about people who had never been charged. They
wanted some equivalent early release system. But that could never be achieved.

block-time published-time 3.46pm GMT

Q: After you failed to pass an amnesty bill, were you tempted to say to Sinn Fein, "That's it."

Blair says he could have done. But there would have been consequences.

If he had said that in December 2006, the peace process would have failed.

Q: Operation Rapid was introduced in 2007 (a speeding up of the OTR administrative letter scheme). Was
this designed to get more people through?

Blair says there was a difference between accelerating a process, and changing the burden of proof.

He was under enormous pressure at this point, he says. The political context was "urgent".

block-time published-time 3.40pm GMT

Nigel Mills, the Conservative MP, goes next.

Q: Did you ever put pressure on people to see if they could put more people in the "not wanted" category?

Absolutely not, says Blair. That would be an unlawful interference with justice.

Q: So how did you sell it to Sinn Fein?

Blair says he was not selling this to them. Letters were going to people who were not wanted. The difficulty
was telling Sinn Fein he was sincere about dealing with the OTR issue when he was not giving them what
they wanted, and the attorney general was blocking some moves.

block-time published-time 3.35pm GMT

Blair says many of the OTRS were integral to the way the IRA and Sinn Fein worked at the time. The Sinn
Fein leadership was having to get their people to support the police, and to join the police. They said they
could not deal with this unless they could address the prisoner issue, and OTRs.

He says, if he could show he was doing all he could, it was easier for Sinn Fein to manage this process.

Nothing was done that was not very controversial, he says.

Q: And is it true that, if Sinn Fein had not signed up to policing, the Northern Ireland executive would have
not have got up and running again?

Yes, says Blair.

Ian Paisley, the then DUP leader, said at the time he would deal with Sinn Fein if they had given up
criminality. But they had to support the police to show that.

But Sinn Fein said the prisoner issue had to be addressed.
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If we had not tried to deal with that issue at least, I think they would not have signed up to policing.

And if they had not signed up to policing, Paisley would not have sat down with them, he says.

block-time published-time 3.30pm GMT

Labour's David Anderson goes next. He starts by thanking Blair for what he did not peace in Northern
Ireland. Sir John Major played an important role too, he says.

Blair says it was the prosecuting authorities who decided at the start who could get a letter.

There was one case at the start where there was an individual, and it would have been very helpful to have
been able to issue them with a letter. But the prosecuting authorities would not allow this.

block-time published-time 3.24pm GMT

Q: Have any of these letters, or royal pardons, being issued to anyone elected to the Northern Ireland
Assembly or to parliament?

Blair says he is not aware of that.

Q: Will the victims receive justice for what happened to their families?

Blair says this process was about people who were not going to be charged or prosecuted.

Under the Good Friday Agreement, convicted killers were released. Blair tells Simpson that Simpson
disageed with it. Blair said he disagreed with it too. But he felt it was necessary. However, the victims'
relatives will never feel that that is justified.

Blair says he sees the same thing happens when Israel releases prisoners.

These are hard decisions to take, he says.

But, without that provision in the Good Friday Agreement, there would not have been peace, he says.

Whether it is justified is another matter, he says. He asked himself this at the time.

block-time published-time 3.20pm GMT

Q: Sinn Fein did not get all they wanted. But they did not walk away. They accepted it.

Blair says, if he had said he was not going to address the OTR process, that would have had a very serious
impact. At certain points it would have destroyed the process, he says.

block-time published-time 3.18pm GMT

David Simpson, the DUP MP, goes next.

Q: Victims sitting here behind you today have a sense of betrayal. Some of them will never seek justice for
their families.

Blair says he can feel the anger.

The Downey case was a mistake. It should not have happened.

As politicians, we all know that, when you take decisions, people will attack you, he says. But all he is trying
to do is explain what he did.
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block-time published-time 3.15pm GMT

Blair asks the MPs to recall what it was like during the Troubles. He wanted to bring "terrorism and
destruction and misery" to an end. There are many people out free today who committed acts of terrorism
"repugnant to any decent-minded person". But he was not going to get peace unless he drew a line, he says.

He says he remembers visiting victims of the IRA and their families, including people who had been maimed.
They felt "a deep sense of betrayal", he says. But he wanted there to be a better future.

There is nothing he can do to take away that sense of betrayal.

For all its difficulties, this process has changed the country for the better, he says.

block-time published-time 3.12pm GMT

Q: The John Downey letter was sent off just after you left office, but seems to have been signed off before
you left.

Blair says it would have been stupid to have sent out a letter knowing it was wrong.

Q: People have blamed the Police Service of Northern Ireland. Something went wrong.

Blair says he does not know about the details of what happened. But it is clear that there was a mistake,
because there were warnings that Downey was wanted. As the person in overall charge of the government,
he apologises for that. The mistake should have been corrected.

Q: Should a loyalist held in jail be treatred in the same way? I'm talking about Mr Tweed.

Blair says he does not know about this case.

block-time published-time 3.05pm GMT

Labour's Kate Hoey goes next.

Q: Where did you see Gerry Adams in September?

It was at a Clinton Global Initiative event, he says.

Q: Are you surprised that people like David Trimble and Mark Durkan did not know about these letters?

Blair says he thought people know that assurances were being given to OTRs. But he accepts it if they say
they did not know letters were being sent.

block-time published-time 3.03pm GMT

Blair says he finds it "odd" that, even though it was known that John Downey had been sent a letter wrongly,
that was not corrected.

block-time published-time 3.01pm GMT

My colleague Henry McDonald has sent me another comment on Blair's evidence.

In his very robust defence of the OTR scheme Blair has got the heart of the matter regarding the Good
Friday Agreement of 1998 and subsequent deals. He asked what did Unionism get out of the agreement and
offered this answer - the Union.

Showing some knowledge of Irish republican history, the ex PM reminded the committee that they managed
to shift Sinn Fein away from its former stance of no recognition of the principle of Unionist consent. Namely,
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that there could only be constitutional change if a majority consented to it within Northern Ireland only. One
of his inquisitors Lady Slyvia Herman MP recognised this in her questioning of Blair.

block-time published-time 2.59pm GMT

Q: How involved were you with the details?

Blair says he was not involved in the specific details. He knew that individuals were getting letters. But they
were going to people who were not wanted by the police, so the law was being upheld, he says.

Q: Did Sinn Fein push this too far?

Blair says Sinn Fein were complaining that the OTR issue in its entirety was not being addressed.

block-time published-time 2.56pm GMT

Blair repeats the point about how it would have been better to have pulled this into a proper scheme.

block-time published-time 2.55pm GMT

Q: Theresa Villiers, the Northern Ireland secretary, is now saying these letters are worthless. Has she made
a mistake?

Blair says he would not have done that. But she is in charge now.

Q: Is it a mistake?

Time will tell, he says.

He says the current government inherited a peace process that was working. But it is fragile. "Be careful with
it," he says.

block-time published-time 2.52pm GMT

Blair says the Good Friday Agreement began a process. It did not make peace on its own. For almost the
next decade, he was fighting to keep it alive.

Q: Lady Hallett says there was a link between you expediting the OTR scheme, and Sinn Fein agreeing, a
month later, to opt into devolved policing. You said the process was on a knife edge at this point. But it
wasn't.

Blair says at the end of 2006 he was supposed to be taking a break. But he spend most of the time on the
phone. It was on a knife edge. At one point he thought he had lost the whole thing. He remembers telling
Jonathan Powell: "We cannot rescue it." It was a horribly difficult period.

The executive was supposed to be up and running by March. But it was delayed until May. The Irish
government said he should just tell the Unionists to agree, as if that would work. He had to tell them that that
would be counter-productive.

block-time published-time 2.48pm GMT

Blair says he thinks his decision in December 2006 to speed up the OTR process probably did affect Sinn
Fein's decision to support devolved policing.

block-time published-time 2.45pm GMT

Sylvia Hermon, the independent MP, goes next. She starts by saying relatives will appreciate the fact that
Blair is giving evidence in public, even if they do not like what he says.
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Q: Do you still see people like Gerry Adams?

From time to time, at functions, says Blair.

Q: Did you tell the late David Ervine, the former Progressive Unionist party leader, about this?

Blair says he did not tell Irvine about the scheme. But Irvine knew about OTRs.

Q: Why were the letters kept secret?

Blair says the letters were not kept secret. When people asked about this, they were given answers.

He says he did not see it as "hugely controversial" because the prosecuting authorities had decided that
these people were not going to be charged.

The difficulties arose with those who were wanted, but who had not been convicted.

Q: Hallett says the scheme was not secret. But the letters were secret. The first were sent by Jonathan
Powell, Blair's former chief of staff. Why were these letters kept secret for 14 years?

Blair says it was disclosed publicly that these people were informed that they were not being prosecuted.

The IRA did not publicise this because they thought this was "meaningless". These people were not going to
be charged anyway, he says. The IRA wanted them to deal with people who might be charged. These
people were the equivalent of the convicted prisoners were released. Sinn Fein was asking its supporters to
make concessions on decommissioning, and it wanted some concessions.

block-time published-time 2.37pm GMT

Laurence Robertson, the Conservative MP who chairs the committee, goes next.

Q: Why was it so important to write letters to innocent people?

Blair says he had to show that something was happening.

The most difficult negotiation came in late December 2006. At the time he could not say he was doing
anything more than he was already, but he could say he would accelerate the process already underway.

Q: Why was it so important that innocent people received letter?

Blair says it was important that some OTR cases were addressed.

He says he thought initially that, if you could deal with those convicted, you could also deal with those who
had not been convicted. But it was not as simple as that, he says.

block-time published-time 2.34pm GMT

Q: Sinn Fein did not walk away. Why were you so convinced that they might?

Blair says if he had not been struggling to find a way through these problems, if he had just said he was not
going to deal with OTRs - he cannot be sure what would have happened, but he was not prepared to take
the risk.

block-time published-time 2.32pm GMT

Q: Relatives say it was not the scheme that the objected to, but the fact that they were not told about it. It
made them distrustful of government in general. Do you accept that? It has compounded the hurt of victims.
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Blair says the hurt is real. But the biggest contributor to that is people being told that there was an amnesty
when there wasn't.

It is just not true to say there was an amnesty, he says.

Blair says Gerry Adams and others kept complaining that the government was not dealing with OTRs.

Q: Do you accept the lack of transparency has compounded that hurt?

Blair says there is an issue about how much victims should be told when people are not being charged.

As the Hallett review said, with the benefit of hindsight it could have been done differently. He is not quite
sure what the best approach would be.

But, he says, the whole purpose was to stop more people being killed by terrorism.

At times the process was on a knife edge. This was crucial to keeping it going, he says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.47pm GMT

block-time published-time 2.27pm GMT

Blair says, in retrospect, it would have been better to have looked at the administrative procedure as a
separate process.

It is not that we decided not to tell people. But it just wasn't the focus.

If the government had been more open, people would have accepted it, he says.

He says he is "surprised" people think it was secret.

Q: If it was not secret, it was certainly not transparent. It was opaque at best.

Blair says he has already mentioned John Reid's written answer to the Tories. Reid specifically talked about
how many people were affected by this, he says.

block-time published-time 2.25pm GMT

Tony Blair at the Northern Ireland affairs committee Photograph: Parliament TV

Q: Were you worried that, by telling people they were not wanted, you were also letting people who were
wanted know that they were wanted?

Blair says this was not a perfect situation. He accepts the reservations set out in the Hallett review.

They could not set up a scheme that dealt with this in its entirety.

Q: And were you implicitly telling people that they were wanted? And were you helping people evade justice?

Blair says he does not accept this. He thinks it was perfectly fair to tell people they were not wanted.

block-time published-time 2.22pm GMT

More from my colleague Henry McDonald.

One of the most fascinating points raised by Ian Paisley Junior MP is that all the intelligence from chief
constables and others contradicted Blair's claim of concern re the IRA returning to violence. Some
commentators and veteran IRA watchers have doubted that by the time of the scheme in 2000 the
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Republican leadership under Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness would lose control of the movement if the
deal had not been struck.

The North Belfast MP also tried to raise the question of other secret deals with Republicans such as allowing
regions such as South Armagh to become "no go areas" in terms of ongoing multi million pound fuel and
other smuggling scams.

block-time published-time 2.20pm GMT

Naomi Long, the Alliance MP, goes next.

Blair says these cases related to cases where the prosecution authorities decided people should not be
charged.

The Downey case was a mistake, he says.

This was not an amnesty.

block-time published-time 2.19pm GMT

Q: All the people who have given evidence to us say the IRA were not going to go back to violence?

Blair says the OTR issue was intimately connected with the Good Friday Agreement.

Q: Were there any other deals allowing criminals to get off? Did the Department for Transport allow IRA fuel
smugglers to get off?

No, says Blair.

And this was not a private arrangement, he says.

He says the Hallett review found that there was no secret.

Q: But it was a confidential arrangement.

Blair says John Reid told the Tories in a parliamentary answer about this scheme. "It is not secret," he says.

Q: Are there any other deals, allowing fuel smugglers to get off? It's a multi-million pound racket.

Blair says he does not know what Paisley is talking about.

block-time published-time 2.15pm GMT

Q: Did your fondness for Gerry Adams affect your judgment?

Blair takes up something Paisley says. He is apologising for the mistake, he says, but not for the policy.

On Adams, he says he had relations with many people in the peace process, including Paisley's father.

Q: But did your fondness affect your judgment?

Blair questions the term fondness.

Paisley quotes from Blair's memoirs. In them, he said he got to like Adam and Martin McGuinness, perhaps
more than he should.

Blair asks how many people on the committee would have voted to release convicted prisoners as part of the
Good Friday Agreement. Not many, he says. But, without that, the agreement would not have happened.
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block-time published-time 2.12pm GMT

Ian Paisley, the DUP MP, is now asking questions.

Q: I'm sorry we've only got an hour.

Blair says that was the committee's suggestion. He would be happy to give them ore time.

Q: Will you apologise to victims?

Blair says he takes full responsibility as prime minister for not putting in place a structure that would have
allowed the scheme to be more formal. He regrets the fact that not doing this may have let to the Downey
trial collapsing.

But he says he does not apologise for sending letters to people who were entitled to them. If that had not
happened, the peace process would not have happened.

block-time published-time 2.09pm GMT

Henry McDonald, the Gurdian's Ireland correspondent, has sent me some initial thoughts on the hearing.

It is interesting that Tony Blair states that the on the run scheme was neither an amnesty or a secret deal. At
least three Irish Cabinet ministers have confirmed, albeit off the record, that the Dublin government at the
time were unaware of the scheme in its detailed.

One senior cabinet minister in Dublin told the Guardian that while they were aware their British counterparts
were "up to something", the then Labour administration kept them the Irish in the dark over how detailed this
scheme was.

It is also worth remembering that the OTR scheme incorporated about 200 wanted IRA fugitives. They
included senior Sinn Fein figures such as Rita O'Hare, on the run since the attempted murder of soldiers in
1972. She played a key role in Washington DC running the Sinn Fein office there during the Clinton era.

However, it is equally interesting that Blair predicted the process "would have collapsed" if the scheme had
not been implemented.

block-time published-time 2.07pm GMT

Q: But two people got letters associated with the Kingsmill massacre. And letters went to 95 people
associated with almost 300 killings.

Blair says he does not know about those 300 cases.

It would have been better to have had a more formal scheme, he says.

That might have reduced the chances of the Downey event occuring.

He says he understands the feelings of those relatives upset about people getting letters.

But he has two points to make.

It was a good idea to send letter to people who weren't being charged, he says. If that had not happened, the
OTR issue would not have been resolved.

Second, this issue was "critical" to the peace process. At some point it was fundamental. You cannot be
sure, he says, but it is "likely that the peace process would have collapsed."
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• Blair says the Northern Ireland peace process "would have collapsed" if it had not been for the
government's concessions on OTRs.

block-time published-time 2.03pm GMT

Blair says this scheme applied to people who were not going to be prosecuted.

From the outset, his desire was to bring in a scheme that would apply to everyone.

Q: If there is evidence against someone, they are normally prosecuted. Why did this not happen?

Blair says the evidence against people was considered.

This is not the way Sinn Fein wanted it to happen, he says.

At the time he wanted a resolution of the "on the runs" (OTRs) issue, he says.

But he was not changing the law to deal with them. He was just applying the law.

block-time published-time 2.01pm GMT

Blair questioned by MPs about 'on the runs'

Tony Blair is at the hearing now.

He explains the background to the letters of assurance scheme.

He says he backs the findings of the Hallett review.

block-time published-time 1.55pm GMT

Tony Blair's evidence to the Northern Ireland affairs committee on 'on the runs'

Tony Blair will soon be giving evidence to the Commons Northern Ireland affairs committee about IRA
fugitives, or "on the runs" (OTRs), and his government's decision to run a secretive scheme that enabled
many of them to return to Northern Ireland.

What happened is that 156 of them received a "letter of assurance" telling them that they were not wanted by
the police. Another 31 received a similar assurance in another form. They were not offered an amnesty -
newspaper reports suggesting otherwise are misleading - but some of them were not told that they could be
arrested if new evidence came to light, and one letter was, by mistake, sent to John Downey, who was
wanted by police in connection with the Hyde Park bombing.

Downey's letter did not stop him getting arrested. But his trial was abandoned because the judge concluded
that it would be wrong for it to go ahead in the light of the assurance he had received. This outraged relatives
of the four soldiers killed in the Hyde Park attack, and it triggered at least two inquiries into the assurances
offered to OTRs.

The government asked Lady Justice Hallett, a judge, to conduct an inquiry. She concluded that the scheme
was lawful, but that the way it was run was flawed. You can read her report here (pdf).

And the Northern Ireland affairs committee started its own inquiry. It has been trying to get Blair to give
evidence for ages and eventually it had to formally summon him to appear. Blair reportedly tried to get John
Bercow to stop him having to appear, but did get the hearing limited to an hour.

An IRA gunman in the republican Creggan estate in Londonderry in 1978 Photograph: Alex Bowie/Alex
Bowie
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block-time published-time 1.51pm GMT

Osborne says there is only one credible plan to deal with debt. That is the government's long-term economic
plan.

And that's it. His speech has finished.

Ed Balls is speaking now. He starts by saying the TaxPayers's Alliance - not a source he normally quotes
approvingly - has dismissed the charter as a gimmick.

MPs are currently debating the Charter for Budget Responsibility. We think it's a meaningless political
gimmick http://t.co/30juVJYSvw

- TaxPayers' Alliance (@the_tpa) January 13, 2015

I'm going to switch to the Tony Blair hearing in a moment. But I think we've got the gist of it. Osborne is
refusing to admit that he has missed his borrowing targets (although he has). And Balls is refusing to admit
he would borrow more (although he would).

(If you're still confused, this Resolution Foundation chart will undoubtedly clear everything up.)

What might the new Charter for Budget Responsibility mean for dept spending cuts? Possible paths charted
here pic.twitter.com/3c7ADADetM

- ResolutionFoundation (@resfoundation) January 13, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.52pm GMT

block-time published-time 1.46pm GMT

Osborne says Labour would either introduce a tax bombshell or a borrowing bombshell. Either way it would
be an economic disaster, he says.

block-time published-time 1.45pm GMT

Osborne says Labour has had various policies on the deficit.

First, Labour said it opposed the coalition's plans. Then it said it would control spending with "iron discipline".
Then it tried the Basil Fawlty approach - don't mention the deficit. Then it said it would cut the deficit as
quickly as possible. Labour opposed the charter for budget responsibility, then said it would be back it. Then,
on the Andrew Marr show on Sunday, Ed Miliband said cutting would not eliminate the deficit. Miliband said
he wanted to improve the trend rate of growth. But that was exactly the "fiddle" adopted by Gordon Brown
that got us into this trouble in the first place.

Balls intervenes. He asks Osborne where the charter for budget responsibility says the deficit will be
eliminated by the end of 2017.

Osborne says three years from now is the end of 2017-18.

Balls says the charter does not say that. It talks about the third year of the rolling five-year period ahead.
(See 1.13pm.)

Osborne says Balls should use his piano fingers to count.

block-time published-time 1.39pm GMT

Charlie Elphicke, a Conservative, asks Osborne if he heard Paul Johnson from the IFS say borrowing and
debt would be higher under Labour.
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(That's the most pointless question yet. Osborne has spent the whole debate so far doing nothing but quote
Paul Johnson.)

block-time published-time 1.36pm GMT

Osborne says, for the third time, he is inviting Balls to admit his plans would involve more borrowing.

Balls says Osborne may have mis-spoken. But can he confirm that he has reduced the deficit more slowly
than intended, and borrowed £200bn more than he planned.

Osborne says he has halved the budget deficit. Balls' plans involve £170bn of more borrowing, he says.

He says Balls is asking Labour to vote for £30bn more in consolidation. Where will that come from? The Lib
Dems say from taxes. The Tories say from tax avoidance (£5bn), from departmental cuts (£13bn) and from
welfare cuts (£12bn). But Labour won't say where its cuts will come from.

block-time published-time 1.34pm GMT

Geoffrey Robinson, the Labour former Treasury minister, invites Osborne to clarify his claim that he has not
slowed the pace of deficit reduction.

Osborne says he has stuck to his spending plans, and cut the deficit by a half.

block-time published-time 1.32pm GMT

Osborne says the SNP and the Greens are going to vote against the government. But Labour are going to
vote with the Conservatives, because they do not want to admit to the British people that their plans involve
spending more money.

block-time published-time 1.31pm GMT

Osborne says Labour's position is bizarre. They claim that the government is borrowing too much, but say
they want to borrow more.

He says there is a test in this debate: will Labour confirm it will borrow more? He invites Ed balls to intervene.

Balls says Osborne told MPs a moment ago that he was not going slower on cutting the deficit. That is
blatantly untrue. Will Osborne withdraw?

Osborne says he is delivering on his spending cuts.

Why won't Balls tell the truth? When the British people discover Balls wants to borrow £170bn more, they will
not let him near Downing Street.

Andrew Bridgen, a Conservative, intervenes. Labour used to complain about the cuts going too far, too fast.
But now they are saying the cuts have not gone fast enough, he says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.32pm GMT

block-time published-time 1.28pm GMT

Alec Shelbrooke, a Conservative, intervenes. He says the Labour leader of Leeds council said this
government had done more for the north than Labour did.

block-time published-time 1.26pm GMT

Osborne says, according to the IMF, no other major economy has cut its structural deficit so successfully.
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Ed Balls intervenes. When will we get back our AAA credit rating?

Osborne says we retain it with some credit rating agencies. And if anyone thinks the solution is to borrow
£170bn more (see 11.27am), they are wrong, he says.

Osborne says every Labour government leads the country into bankruptcy.

Labour said 1m jobs would be lost. But there are 1.7m more people in work.

Full employment is in sight.

The north of England is the fastest growing area of the economy, he says.

block-time published-time 1.21pm GMT

George Osborne opens the debate

George Osborne opens the debate. He says the government inherited a terrible mess.

An SNP MP asks when Britain did last pay its way.

It was at the end of the 1990s, he says, when Labour was following Tory spending plans.

block-time published-time 1.20pm GMT

John Bercow, the Speaker, announces that the debate is starting. He says he will not allow a vote on an
amendment tabled by the Green MP Caroline Lucas saying the charter for budget responsibility should be
rejected.

block-time published-time 1.13pm GMT

MPs debate the charter for budget responsibility

MPs are about to start debating the charter for budget responsibility.

Here's the updated charter (pdf), a document introduced by George Osborne setting out the government's
deficit reduction target. And here's the key extract.

The Treasury's mandate for fiscal policy is:

· a forward-looking aim to achieve cyclically-adjusted current balance by the end of the third year of the
rolling, 5-year forecast period.

The Treasury's mandate for fiscal policy is supplemented by:

· an aim for public sector net debt as a percentage of GDP to be falling in 2016-17.

To ensure that expenditure on welfare remains sustainable, the Treasury's mandate for fiscal policy is further
supplemented by:

· the cap on welfare spending, at a level set out by the Treasury in the most recently published Budget
report, over the rolling 5-year forecast period, to ensure that expenditure on welfare is contained within a
predetermined ceiling.

And here's an extract from an article in this week's Sunday Times (paywall) which featured George Osborne
saying that Labour's decision to back the charter implied Labour would have to raise taxes by 3p in the
pound.
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Balls, the shadow chancellor, has said Labour will vote for the [charter for budget responsibility on Tuesday]
but has not spelt out how it would find the savings. Miliband has previously said he favours a 50-50 mix of
cuts and tax rises.

Osborne said: "If you take that approach, half of the £30bn would be £15bn in tax. That is the equivalent of
3p on income tax to hit working families or 3% on the jobs tax. Ed Miliband and Ed Balls are trying to pull off
a grand deceit. They are trying to get away without saying what their real plans are."

Osborne last night wrote to Miliband, calling on him to come clean. "Voters at the general election deserve to
know how the Labour party would deliver the £30bn of consolidation," he wrote. "Large tax increases would
be catastrophic for our economy and for family budgets."

block-time published-time 1.00pm GMT

Nigel Farage is going to publish a book before the election, the Bookseller reveals. Apparently it will be a
book that "takes us beyond the caricature of the beer-drinking, chain-smoking adventurer in Jermyn Street
double-cuffs, to describe the values that underpin Farage's own journey; from successful City trader to critic
of the European Union and champion of Britain's right to govern itself, revealing his loss of faith in the
mainstream parties and his personal vision for a Britain outside the EU."

block-time published-time 12.17pm GMT

My colleague James Ball is also dismissing David Cameron's proposals for a new internet surveillance law
as unworkable. Here's an extract from his article for Comment is free.

Encryption is what protects your private details when you send your bank details to a server. It's required for
governments and companies when they store customer information, to protect it from hackers and others.
And it's built right in to whole hosts of messaging applications, including iMessage and WhatsApp.

If Cameron is proposing an end to encryption in the UK, then any information sent across the internet would
be open for any company, government, or script kiddie with 10 minutes "hacking" experience to access. It
would spell the end of e-commerce, private online communications and any hope of the UK having any
cybersecurity whatsoever.

block-time published-time 11.59am GMT

On internet surveillance, here are two articles that are well worth reading.

• A Q&A from my colleagues Alan Travis and Ewen MacAskill on what David Cameron is
proposing.

• A blog from Cory Doctorow arguing that Cameron's proposals are wholly unrealistic. Here's an
excerpt.

What David Cameron thinks he's saying is, "We will command all the software creators we can reach to
introduce back-doors into their tools for us." There are enormous problems with this: there's no back door
that only lets good guys go through it. If your Whatsapp or Google Hangouts has a deliberately introduced
flaw in it, then foreign spies, criminals, crooked police (like those who fed sensitive information to the tabloids
who were implicated in the hacking scandal -- and like the high-level police who secretly worked for
organised crime for years ), and criminals will eventually discover this vulnerability. They -- and not just the
security services -- will be able to use it to intercept all of our communications. That includes things like the
pictures of your kids in your bath that you send to your parents to the trade secrets you send to your
co-workers.
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block-time published-time 11.42am GMT

Yesterday David Cameron said - again - that he wants televised leaders' debates to go ahead. During his
Q&A in Nottingham, he said:

I don't want to pass up the opportunity of talking to millions of people about these vital issues. I think the
debates were successful last time, I think they were good and I would like them to happen again.

However, according to some YouGov polling for the Times's Red Box email, most voters don't believe him.
Only 22% of respondents said they think Cameron "genuinely wants there to be a debate".

YouGov poll Photograph: The Times

block-time published-time 11.28am GMT

On the subject of polls, this is worth flagging up.

Green party now extremely popular with people who tend not to vote (via @JohnRentoul )
pic.twitter.com/sSUSda5JxL

- Rupert Myers (@RupertMyers) January 13, 2015

block-time published-time 11.27am GMT

Paul Johnson, the director of the Institute for Fiscal Studies, has written an article for the Times (paywall)
setting out the different approaches the Conservatives and Labour have to public spending. They are quite
distinct, he says, and voters face "real, meaty political choices" at the election.

Labour has said that it wants to achieve balance or surplus on the present budget. That is, it would be happy
to keep borrowing to pay for investment spending - at present levels of investment, spending that would
allow it to borrow about £25 billion a year.

To achieve that, it would need to find spending cuts, or tax increases, of about £7 billion after 2015-16,
perhaps not easy after so many years of austerity. And don't forget that both parties are signed up to a tough
spending round in 2015-16 itself. Yet cuts of this magnitude over the rest of the parliament would be modest
relative to what has been delivered thus far.

The Conservative plans are rather different. They want to achieve a surplus on the overall budget and so
would not be happy to borrow to invest. That means that they would need to find spending cuts of about £33
billion after 2015-16. Lest there be any doubt, there is a big difference between £7 billion of cuts and £33
billion of cuts.

The Times has splashed on Johnson's comments, highlighting what he says about the impact Labour's plans
would have on borrowing. Here's an extract from Johnson's article.

If Labour is spending more - and if it doesn't raise taxes - it will be borrowing more and, perhaps more
important, presiding over a greater burden of debt.

The effect of this might be relatively modest in the short term, but borrowing as much as their rule would
allow beyond 2020 would mean national debt about £170 billion higher (in today's terms) by the end of the
2020s than would be achieved through a balanced budget.

block-time published-time 11.20am GMT

Ed Davey, the energy secretary, has announced that a private consortium, Nuclear Management Partners, is
losing a £9bn contract to clean up nuclear waste at Sellafield.

There will be an urgent question on this at 12.30pm, which means the debate on the charter for budget
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responsibility will not start until after 1pm.

block-time published-time 11.00am GMT

For the record, here are today's YouGov GB polling figures.

Labour: 33% (up 1 point from YouGov in the Sunday Times)

Conservatives: 32% (no change)

Ukip: 17% (down 1)

Lib Dems: 6% (down 1)

Greens: 6% (no change)

Labour lead: 1 point (up 1)

Government approval: -24 (no change)

YouGov poll Photograph: YouGov

According to Electoral Calculus, this would leave Labour the largest party, but seven seats short of a
majority.

And here are election predictions from a variety of organisations.

Elections Etc: Labour 297, Conservatives 294, Lib Dems 29.

Election Forecast: Conservatives 284, Labour 280, SNP 33, Lib Dems 28, Ukip 3

Polling Observatory: Conservatives 33.8%, Labour 33.4%, Lib Dems 9.2%

(These are all academic forecasts, based on models that using current polling data and make allowance for
how polls shift in the run up to an election.)

May 2015: Conservatives 283, Labour 269, Lib Dems 25, Ukip 4, SNP 46

(This is based on current polling, taking into account Lord Ashcroft's seat by seat polling.)

Electoral Calculus: Labour 321, Conservatives 242, Lib Dems 19, Ukip 0, Nationalists 49

(This is just based on current polling.)

block-time published-time 10.21am GMT

Tony Blair Photograph: Oli Scarff/Getty Images

The BBC's Nick Robinson interviewed Tony Blair for his new "Can Democracy Work?", which started on
Radio 4 this morning. He asked Blair about why people were turning away from the main parties and Blair
kept telling him that voters wanted strong leadership.

What you realise when you actually get into government is that the problems require far more practical
solutions and, however new you say you are, politics still operates in the same way. I still [say] people, what
they actually want is clear leadership and direction; they want answers to their problems...

There is a whole swathe of the public that thinks 'I elect my government; you guys, go and govern. Don't
keep troubling me every three seconds with what I should think or what I shouldn't think.' They want to see
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their leaders leading.

Robinson then, rather obviously, asked if Blair thought Ed Miliband had a problem in that regard. Blair
defended Miliband but, as Robinson pointed out when he reported this on the Today programme this
morning, as endorsements go, it was relatively half-hearted.

I'm not sure he has got a problem. That will be for the people to choose... but I'm in the Labour party and I'll
be backing him.

block-time published-time 10.02am GMT

James Dyson Photograph: Adrian Sherratt/REX/Adrian Sherratt/REX

Sir James Dyson, the inventor and entrepreneur, has been invited to give evidence to the Commons home
affairs committee following his attack on Theresa May's call for foreign students to be made the leave the UK
when they graduate.

Keith Vaz, the committee chairman, said:

Sir James' views on immigration are of great interest to the committee. The Committee has long held the
view that student numbers should not be included in the net migration figure.

block-time published-time 9.55am GMT

My colleague Alan Travis points out that it is still not entirely clearly exactly what David Cameron is proposing
on internet surveillance.

Nick Clegg sounded this morning like he was in no rush to sign up for Cameron's vague new drive to snoop
on all internet content

- Alan Travis (@alantravis40) January 13, 2015

block-time published-time 9.54am GMT

Inflation has fallen to 0.5%. My colleague Graeme Wearden has all the details on his business live blog.

block-time published-time 9.50am GMT

#UKGENERALELECTION2015 114 DAYS TO GO

- General Election (@UKELECTIONS2015) January 13, 2015

block-time published-time 9.48am GMT

Boris Johnson backs greater surveillance powers - but calls for judicial oversight

And this is what Boris Johnson, the Conservative mayor of London, said about the surveillance issue on the
Today programme.

• Johnson said he was in favour of giving the intelligence services the power to access all
content on the internet.

What I'm calling for is to take account of the changes in technology, particularly mobile phone technology,
that allow people who mean us harm to communicate in a way that is much much harder to pick up. You
have to wonder whether in the future, or indeed at present, whether there are communications taking place
that are impossible for our services to reach under the current law and whether we could make that
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interception easier...

On the civil liberties point - should we in principle be able to have a look at this stuff or to monitor what
people are saying? I'm afraid, after doing my job for quite a long time now, I am increasingly of the view that,
as everybody knows, there is a small but significant number of people we have to monitor the whole time.

In the wake of what happened in Paris, and everybody can see that those guys were very much on the radar,
if you can monitor such characters, if you can keep in touch with what they are thinking and brewing, it will be
in the interests of society.

• He said that his kind of interception should be authorised by a judge, not a politician.
Yesterday, when David Cameron talked about plans to extend surveillance powers, he
suggested the surveillance should be approved by a warrant signed by a cabinet minster.
Johnson said this was not enough.

The question is who is going to give the authorisation? That is the important debate. I would like to see it
done at quite a senior level but obviously you can't have the home secretary issuing a warrant every time.
Let's put it in the hands of the judiciary, but let's have a smooth and efficient and accountable system for
doing it.

Boris Johnson and the French ambassador Sylvie Bermann attend Unity rally in Trafalgar Square on
Sunday Photograph: Nelson Pereira/Nelson Pereira/Demotix/Corbis

block-time published-time 9.40am GMT

Nick Clegg's Today interview - Summary

Here are the key points from Nick Clegg 's Today interview on internet surveillance. As I said earlier, it didn't
go well. (See 9.15am.)

• Clegg said there was one particular element of the proposed "snooper's charter" legislation
backed by the Conservatives that he particularly objected to - the plan to store information
about everyone's website and social media activity.

Let's remember, the so-called snooper's charter was about was about storing the social media activity and
the websites visited by every single man, woman and child in this country - by everyone....

It's not about dark [spaces on the web]; it's about do I think scooping up vast amounts of information on
millions of people - children, grandmothers, grandparents, elderly people who do nothing more offensive than
visiting garden centre websites - do I think that is a sensible use of our resources and our time and does it
address the issue which you quite rightly identified and the agency quite rightly identified which is, as
technology mutates, as this globalised industry becomes more and more global, how do we make sure that
we continue to have the reach into those dark spaces so that terrorists cannot hide from it?

• He said the biggest problem the intelligence agencies faced was how to access information
channelled through internet service providers abroad.

The problem of what Andrew Parker [head of MI5] has called things going dark is because so much of the
industry on which we depend for our communications, particularly modern communications, aren't located in
this country; they are servers on the other side of the planet, they are internet service providers based in
California. And the absolute heart of this issue is how do we, given that we can only have jurisdiction over
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our own affairs in Great Britain, make sure that we work well with those internet service providers so that
they give us access to information when that keeps us safe.

• He said there was no absolute right to privacy. He backed the argument made by David
Cameron yesterday, which is that the state should always have the ability to access the content
of a communication where security is at stake. But it took Justin Webb quite a while to get this
out of him. (Clegg kept saying Webb was missing the point, but it sounded as if Clegg was
keen to keep the conversation on snooper's charter issues, where he can oppose Cameron,
than on issues where he supports him.) Clegg said:

Privacy is a qualified right. If someone wants to do us harm, we should be able to break their privacy and go
after their communications.

• He said that he was "not aware" of the case of the Saudi blogger who was flogged, but that
thought his punishment was "profoundly illiberal and draconian".

I'm not aware of this case, I haven't heard of it before, but my immediate reflex would be precisely the same
and that [it] is a profoundly illiberal and draconian way to deal with someone who is expressing opinions
which may not be agreed with by the Saudi regime but nonetheless are reasonably held and reasonably
expressed.

• He said Britain should tell Saudi Arabia its opposition to conduct like this, but not break off
relations altogether.

I think we need to be open about those differences, and absolutely not shirk expressing them, but not
necessarily pulling up the drawbridge to all cooperation altogether. That wouldn't serve our interests either.

I've taken some of the quotes from PoliticsHome.

Nick Clegg on Today Photograph: BBC News

block-time published-time 9.15am GMT

The two coalition parties are split over internet surveillance legislation. As the Guardian reports today, David
Cameron has said he wants to extend it, but Nick Clegg is using a speech to the Journalists' Charity to
accuse him of going too far.

Clegg was on the Today programme this morning setting out his case. But, as an interview, it was
cack-handed, and probably counter-productive. There were two problems.

First, Clegg was extremely reluctant to say whether he agreed with the principle that the security services
should have the power to spy on all communications on the internet, including new ones that are evolving
with a very high level of privacy. Justin Webb had to press him at least three times on this, because he kept
claiming that this was not the issue, although he eventually conceded that there was no absolute right to
privacy. Clegg may have had a point, but he sounded evasive.

Second, Clegg claimed that he was not aware of the case of the Saudi blogger who has been flogged for
insulting Islam, even though this has been widely reported. Mary Beard is just one of many people who have
expressed astonishment about this on Twitter.

Bit troubling that Nick Clegg is "not aware" of the Saudi blogger case, and the flogging.. just when the Saudi
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high command are in Paris

- mary beard (@wmarybeard) January 13, 2015

As for the substance of the interview, I will post the key points shortly. I will also report what Boris Johnson
has been saying about this.

After that, it's a busy day. Here's the agenda.

9.30am: Inflation figures are published.

Around 12.40pm: George Osborne and Ed Balls open the debate on the charter for budget responsibility.

2pm: Tony Blair gives evidence to the Northern Ireland affairs committee about IRA fugitives, or "on the runs"
(OTRs).

As usual, I will be also covering all the breaking political news from Westminster, as well as bringing you the
most interesting political comment and analysis from the web and from Twitter. I will post a summary at
lunchtime and another in the afternoon.

If you want to follow me on Twitter, I'm on @AndrewSparrow.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.18am GMT
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This UK antisemitism survey would have shocked my great uncle Alex;
He survived the Holocaust and never trusted France - but he always
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thought Jewish people could feel at home in Britain

BYLINE: Hadley Freeman

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1000 words

On 20 September 1943, my great uncle Alex found for the first and last time in his life that the smarts for
which he would always be renowned in his family were no longer enough: he was arrested in Nice and sent
to the death camps.

Alex knew what awaited him there; his older brother Jakob had done this journey already and died in
Auschwitz a year before. So he dug up the floorboards of the train with his stubby fingers, slipped through
the hole, lay on the track while the train rattled over him and walked back to Paris, hidden along the way by
communists. He then joined the Resistance, but he never trusted France again. In later life, he gave back the
Légion d'Honneur he was awarded for his war service after Charles de Gaulle described Jews in 1967 as "
elite, domineering and sure of themselves ".

Are you tired of Holocaust stories? Apologies for bringing up all that "unpleasantness" again, but I've been
thinking about Alex this week. According to a YouGov poll, 45% of Britons agreed with at least one
antisemitic statement put to them, such as "Jews chase money more than other people" (endorsed by a
whopping 25%), and "Jews' loyalty to Israel makes them less loyal to Britain than other Britons" (20%).

I feel less certain about another survey this week, by the Campaign Against Antisemitism, conducted on
social media, which claimed that 54% of British Jews feel they have no future in the UK. But the tenacity of
antisemitic beliefs is striking even in Britain, where, according to a separate report last year by Jewish Policy
Research, 47% of the British Jewish respondents felt antisemitism was not a very big problem (although 40%
did feel antisemitism had increased in the past five years).

This would have astonished Alex. He adored Britain - he had been in Britain as part of the Free French
before he was captured, and he often spoke about the comfort he got listening to the BBC World Service
during his fighting days. I imagine it will astonish most Britons too, even those who, in a dark and
unacknowledged place inside, instinctively agree with the statements posed by YouGov. You don't have to
travel too far to find them in the UK. In fact, you can just turn on the BBC.

One Jewish woman, the daughter of Holocaust survivors, told BBC reporter Tim Wilcox this week that the
horrific murder of four people in a kosher supermarket made her worry about the return of Jewish
persecution. "Many critics, though, of Israel's policy would suggest that the Palestinians suffer hugely at
Jewish hands as well," Wilcox said - all but saying: "So swings and roundabouts, really."

Wilcox later apologised on Twitter for a "poorly phrased" question, as though the problem here was one of
grammar. Only two months previously this same reporter, in an on-air discussion about Miliband losing
Jewish support, said: "A lot of these prominent Jewish faces will be very much against the political mansion
tax, presumably." They most certainly will! You know what those Jews are like - always watching their
massive pile of shekels, with their prominent faces and their prominent noses.

Now we turn to Paris, where the terrible events of last week would not have surprised Alex nearly as much.
There were an astonishing number of attacks on Jews and synagogues in France last year, with the result
that twice as many Jews emigrated to Israel in 2014 than the year before.

Since the awful killings there has been plenty of talk from the media and politicians about how we all mustn't
let this atrocity give rise to an anti-Muslim backlash. This is right and good. But can we take a few minutes to
look at the lash itself, as well as dealing with the backlash? Four Jewish people were killed because they
were in a Jewish supermarket, yet this inconvenient truth has been relatively little remarked upon, certainly
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compared with the angsting over the parameters of free speech at Charlie Hebdo, or commentary about the
irony of the terrorists killing a fellow Muslim, the police officer Ahmed Merabet.

Is this because killing Jews is seen as par for the course when it comes to terrorist attacks? Because that
does seem to be true. Going back to the attacks in Mumbai in 2008, the killers specifically sought out a
Jewish community, Nariman House, and tortured and killed six Jews, including the Rabbi and his wife. The
Taj Hotel has become the symbol of the Mumbai attacks but, according to some reports, it was actually
Nariman House that was the terrorists' main target. Already the killer of the Jewish people in the supermarket
is being referred to, incorrectly, as "the Charlie Hebdo killer".

So just par for the course? Maybe, but I don't think that's quite what's happening here. Jews are, as the
YouGov report made very clear, seen as a pretty dominant people: in charge of the media, you know. And
Hollywood too. Elite, domineering and sure of themselves. So when they are attacked, there is a sense that -
well, they kinda brought this on themselves, and there are other groups that are less elite that need more
looking after.

I'm not sure why this is an either/or situation. A person can be horrified by anti-Muslim prejudice and also
terrified by the attacks on Jews, and to talk about one is not an endorsement of the other. For a BBC reporter
to balance the killing of Jews in Paris against the atrocities in Palestine is the definition of idiocy. Not as bad
as expressing outright sympathy with the killer of the Jews, as the reliably idiotic "comedian" Dieudonné
M'Bala M'Bala did on Facebook, but still bad. This is not the victim Olympics, with only one possible "winner".
These were people who were killed, not political statements.

My great uncle Alex led a wonderful life after the war as an art dealer, but, as I said, he never again trusted
the country that had betrayed him so badly. When I asked once why he refused to keep his paintings in a
bank vault, preferring instead to keep them hidden in his house, he replied: "Because they always come for
the Jews." Plus ça change.
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Australia's UN vote on Palestine does a disservice to all sides, including
Israelis;
Australia's voting record at the UN on Israeli-Palestinian issues has
changed under the Abbott government. A true friend of Israel should be
able to send a message about what Australians think

BYLINE: Bob Carr

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1941 words

More Australians winced than applauded when they learned of their country's very last vote at the end of its
two year term on the security council. On 29 December Australia was one of only two nations to vote against
a Jordanian draft resolution designed to hasten a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian dispute. Once
again the conservative side of Australian politics was delivering what the pro-Israel lobby in Australia
wanted, ignoring majority Australian opinion and the views of more liberal Jewish Australians. Ignoring as
well, the national interests of Australia, the increasingly dire conditions of Palestinians and - a case easily
made - the enduring interests of Israel itself.

That is, the long term security interests of Israel as opposed to the expectations of its current
ethno-nationalist leadership. Australia was ignoring the prospect Israel will end up as a "Greater Israel"
governing 5 million Arabs with inferior legal status to Israelis - and be isolated and condemned as a result.

It was a lousy way to wrap up a two year term on the security council, given the intense competition to win
the seat.

The draft resolution tabled by Jordan was unexceptional in terms of 25 years of work on Israeli-Palestinian
peace. It called for a settlement on pre-1967 lines. It declared East Jerusalem capital of the Palestinian
state within three years. It called for security arrangements, thus meeting the long term western commitment
to security guarantees for Israel. These would include a "third party presence"; that is, western
peacekeepers. It thus captured the recent Palestinian concession that there should be western
peacekeepers within the territory of their putative state. And Australia voted that down.

There were eight votes in favour of the resolution. Those of France, Luxembourg and Chile added enough
western heft to give even a nervous Australia a level of comfort about voting yes. Five nations abstained,
including the UK. Again, plenty of comfort if Australia had lodged its presence in the abstention column. But
Australia under the Abbott government was unable to do what a conservative-led coalition government of the
UK found routine - that is, break ranks with the US to make a point against the Israeli hardliners.

One can only imagine the despondency with which Australia's accomplished UN ambassador, Gary Quinlan,
read into the record a three-paragraph "explanation" of Australia's position. The Australian foreign minister,
Julie Bishop, normally eager to be in the news cycle, was completely silent. In a press release on 31
December proudly listing Australia's achievements in its two years on the security council, this vote received
no mention. Yet there could hardly be a more persistently nagging agenda item than Israeli-Palestinian
peace.

The pro-Israel lobby lives in permanent nervous agitation. It frantically lobbies against any Australian
government criticising settlements. It spends profligately on overseas trips for journalists and MPs. Sky
newsroom reporters and one paper's gossip columnist were recently recruited. Every MP elected at the 2013
election has been offered a trip. One member of the NSW upper house was off weeks after being elected.
Yet the cause does not have majority support among Australians. A poll by Roy Morgan on 5 November,
commissioned on behalf of the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network, recorded that 57% of Australians
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supported a yes vote to advance Palestine's full UN membership. Remarkably only 8% believed Australia
should vote against an independent Palestinian state. The public are way out in front of their political
leadership.

Last year three state conferences of the Australian Labor party - New South Wales, Queensland and South
Australia - voted to recognise Palestine. The motions were carried on the voices. That is, without a vote.
Among those allowing the motions to become party policy were MPs, union officials and others who had
been given, even in the previous few months, paid trips to Israel from the Israel lobby. One can imagine
that some of the business people who donate to fund the trips are asking why those who return don't even
raise a protest on Israel's behalf!

The majority within the federal parliamentary Labor party which would support a pro-Palestinian tilt is greater
than it was in the last parliament, especially given the European move to unilateral recognition of Palestine.

The erosion of the pro-Israel instinct in Australia became evident when I was foreign minister. In November
2012 the Gillard government had to determine how Australia would vote on a general assembly draft
resolution that elevated Palestinian status in the general assembly (still only a matter of non-state status).
Some readers found the battle within the government to be the most entertaining narrative I shared in Diary
of a Foreign Minister (published in April last year).

My position was that Australia should not block the Palestinian bid. I would have liked a yes vote but was
resolved on getting us to abstain at the very least. In the diary I spelled out in full the stubborn opposition
from former prime minister Julia Gillard, who had a member of her staff seemingly engaged full time in
appeasing the Likud-aligned pro-Israel lobby.

It came to cabinet on 27 November. Minister after minister - people I hadn't had time to lobby, whose views I
wouldn't have guessed - spoke up and favoured a yes vote or abstention. I wrote in my diary: "Moments like
this - moments of clarity and outspokenness - make it possible to love the party".

They had lost patience with Israel's hardline leadership. Years of publicity about settlement expansion, the
poor living conditions on the West Bank and in Gaza, and an apartheid legal system in the occupied
territories, had corroded the instinctive social democratic sympathy for the Jewish state. Israel itself had
changed. It was running a permanent occupation and undeniably undermining a two state solution. By the
time the discussion wrapped up the prime minister's position that Australia should vote no was looking very
fragile. Only two colleagues had supported it.

The next day, at a full meeting of the federal parliamentary Labor party, Gillard faced defeat. A motion was to
be moved by a backbencher committing us to abstain on the Palestinian bid and it was going to be carried,
and carried by a decisive majority. In other words, so strongly did the parliamentary party feel, they would
have voted against their own prime minister. She remodulated. She explained that after listening to all the
arguments, she had changed her position. She now favoured an abstention. So a shift of opinion in the Labor
government saw Australia reject voting down the Palestinian bid. We abstained, in respectable company:
with Germany, the Netherlands, Singapore and the United Kingdom.

Overwhelmingly, public opinion - the editorials, commentaries and by all accounts the broader public -
supported this decision. It was a signal defeat for the take-no-prisoners, win-at-all costs approach of the
Likudniks who, for example, had been outraged at any suggestion Australia should ever criticise expansion
of Israeli settlements and had used their influence with Gillard's office to overrule me as foreign minister on
the subject (again as recorded in Diary of a Foreign Minister, under the entry for 10 November 2012).

But the Abbott government, elected in September 2013, has proceeded to give the lobby everything.
Australia's position on the regular votes criticising Israel has been reversed. Australia no longer votes for
general assembly motions criticising settlements or motions that note all settlements are illegal under
international law. Even for the first half of the Howard government, between 1997 and 2002, Australia voted
in favour of the argument that Israeli settlements were illegal.

There were 25,000 settlers in 1977, 10 years after the Six Day War. Now there are 500,000. No rusted-on
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friends of Israel can defend these ugly pre-fabricated suburbs and outposts crammed with fanatics who
appear to despise Palestinians and paint "Death to Arabs" on churches and mosques - and whose violence
against Palestinians is now routine.

Even the pro-Israel lobby struggles to defend a project that is making Palestinians strangers on their
ancestral soil, settlements timed to blow up any American-sponsored peace talks, settlements that are
gobbling up the land that for 25 years has been intended as a future Palestinian state subject to security
guarantees for Israel and mutually agreed trade-offs about boundaries.

Our voting pattern conveys that Australians are happy to go along with Israeli behaviour deliberately - the
word can no longer be avoided - designed to undermine the two-state solution that has been the mantra of
all sides in the post-1967 battle for an Israel-Palestine peace. Israeli ministers came out in opposition to a
two state solution (60% of the cabinet) and there is no message from Australia. Instead the voting pattern of
Australia sends the message that Australia is completely relaxed about the degradation of Palestinian life.
The treatment of Palestinian children and youths under Israeli military law alone would justify a symbolic
vote to encourage the moderates battling Israelis' now dominant chauvinism.

Wouldn't a true friend of Israel feel an obligation to send a message about this? Let alone a friend of the
Palestinians.

Of course, without a Palestinian state Israelis are left administering 5 million Arabs. The process of
downgrading the citizenship of those in Israel has only been halted because elections have been called.
Israeli novelist Amos Oz warns the country is in danger of becoming an "isolated ghetto". Ministers of
Binyamin Netanyahu's government talk of annexation of the West Bank. The whole settlement process has
been corrupted, according to the Israeli opposition, with millions in government funds supporting the
settlements, run by people who vote for the rightwing in Likud primaries. Yet the country now values
settlements more than international friends. Hence the European thrust to recognise Palestine.

Around Canberra it's possible to encounter the argument - a pretty tinny, half-hearted one - that we can't
depart from our American friends on this (other US allies do, regularly - the UK, France, Germany). During
the November 2012 debate in the Labor government there were hints of this in the arguments from our prime
minister. She quoted the fact that Obama had agreed the vote on Palestinian status "will make no
difference". I took a different view.

I believe the State Department and White House would see it as remarkably helpful if Australia broke ranks
with the pro-Israel voting pattern that America is locked into because of the influence of its own Israel lobby.
I encountered this in a meeting with John Kerry on 18 March 2013, when I told him why Australia had voted
not to block enhanced Palestinian status. Kerry said that the vote was "fine" by him and if the vote were held
today the Israelis wouldn't get a vote from anyone except themselves. Since then the US has forcefully
attacked the raft of yet more settlements announced by Jerusalem.

Why wouldn't an American secretary of state like to see Israel even further rebuked? Even more so now,
after they used more settlement announcements to blow up the last round of US sponsored talks in April
2014.

It's the only way of bringing the ethno-nationalists in Jerusalem into line, although - subject of course to the
current Israeli election - their wrong-headedness looks irreversible. And, if they have their way, so does
Israel's isolation.
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Paris attacks: in this debate fear is the factor that dare not speak its
name;
Whether it's blaming foreign policy, the cartoonists or invoking free
speech, we're all searching for ways to cope with our terror
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In the debate that has been raging these last 10 days, fear is the factor that dare not speak its name. In the
public sphere, the discussion following the Paris killings has been intense, wrestling with questions of
philosophy and principle, especially the rights, responsibilities and inconsistencies of free speech. But in the
private sphere the conversation has been quieter and more anguished. It has grappled above all with a
sentiment that few voice with pride: namely, their own terror.

Perhaps my vantage point skews my view. There were two groups especially shaken by last week's attacks -
journalists and Jews - and I inhabit that small shaded area of the Venn diagram in which the two overlap. In
both those circles, I have heard discussions about the abstract issues at stake, but also about the bleak
practicalities of physical security. Newspaper offices, like synagogues and Jewish schools, have been
checking the exits and entrances, just in case. I know that colleagues and friends have, in the silence of their
own thoughts, imagined the unimaginable.

Maybe everyone is going through a version of this, just as they did after 9/11 or 7/7 or Madrid or Bali. If the
anti-terror raids in Belgium and France are any guide, this is set to be part of how we live. Fear is to become
the background of our lives.

Inevitably people are devising coping mechanisms. Most direct is the impulse to flee: witness the French
Jews said to be heading to Israel in increased numbers. But for others, the clearest way to conquer the fear
is to insist this problem is within our control. Powerlessness, after all, is central to fear: that's why people who
cheerfully drive in the face of grim road accident figures can be petrified at the statistically safer prospect of
flying. The difference is that in a car they, and no one else, is at the wheel.
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So in the aftermath of the Paris killings, there have been multiple attempts to grab the controls - or at least
tell ourselves there are controls to be grabbed. Even as the millions were waving their Je suis Charlie
placards in Paris last weekend, European interior ministers were discussing how they might tighten security.
David Cameron has been telling parliament and Barack Obama of his desire to make bulk surveillance of the
entire population even bulkier. Never mind that this ignores the warning of the former FBI agent who says
that if you're looking for a needle in a haystack, the last thing you need is more hay. Never mind that police
had sufficient powers to have the killers of Paris ( or Woolwich, for that matter ) already on their radar - at
least it looks like getting a grip.

But there are less obvious coping mechanisms too. One is the default insistence that western foreign policy
is at the root of all this evil. It's reassuring, offering the comforting hope that what we are up against is not a
fanatic death cult but rather the armed wing of the Stop the War Coalition, a movement that will be placated
as soon as our governments make the right moves on the geopolitical chessboard. But that assumes the
likes of the Paris murderers have the same analysis of international affairs as the anti-imperialist left - and
they don't.

They are not against all western intervention, always. On the contrary, the animating jihadist grievance in the
mid-1990s was western non -intervention, in that case to save Bosnia's Muslims. Similarly, for every jihadist
enraged by western bombing of Islamic State (Isis) in Syria there was another furious that there was no
western bombing to stop Bashar al-Assad killing his own people. It's soothing to imagine that the blame, and
therefore the solution, lies in our own hands. But it's hardly convincing.

Perhaps the least obvious coping mechanism has been the free speech debate itself. It has been conducted
as if in the realm of public philosophy, with the invocation of Voltairean and republican principles. But there
has been another undercurrent too, powered by that same fear.

Its latest, and unexpected, spokesman was Pope Francis. "You cannot provoke ... You cannot make fun of
the faith of others," the pope said. He imagined someone insulting his mother. Surely the pontiff would turn
the other cheek? Not a bit of it. Anyone who defames the papal mother "can expect a punch".

Francis has rightly been slammed for victim-blaming, for suggesting the Charlie Hebdo
cartoonists brought their punishment upon themselves. But implicit in his remarks - and in the remarks of all
those who reckon the French satirists share some culpability for their own deaths - was a confidence that we
can make these "punches" stop, that we are in control. In its own way, this too is a coping mechanism.

None of which is to say that all such thinking is futile, that we are powerless and should be passive in the
face of this threat. On the contrary, we have to act. But there is no easy fix - no single security mechanism,
change in foreign policy or censor's gag that will magic this problem away.

Instead what will be required is an understanding: an accommodation in western societies between their
non-Muslim majorities and their Muslim minorities, one that will pointedly exclude and isolate the cultists of
violent jihadism. For non-Muslims that means listening to what we are being told repeatedly: that it is not just
racist or hostile depictions of the prophet that insult ordinary, mosque-going Muslims but any depiction at all.
That may seem hard to grasp, even unreasonable, to non-Muslims but that's the fact of the matter. And it
won't do to start citing Wikipedia-level knowledge of 12th-century Persian art, with its apparent tolerance of
such depictions, in order to tell Muslims about their own religion. We just have to accept that most Muslims -
not just extremists - experience such representations as an insult.

Meanwhile, Muslims might have to brace themselves for the possibility that sometimes just such an insult will
come their way. They don't have to like it. They might struggle to laugh it off. But perhaps it can be seen as
the sometimes painful price of living in a free society, one that makes freedom of religion - and the freedom
to live as a Muslim - possible.

Put simply, we are unlikely to agree any time soon about what is acceptable speech and what isn't. But how
we cope with what hurts us, that is a discussion we need to have - inside the Muslim community, but not only
there.
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Perhaps this hope too is no more than a coping mechanism. But it's the one I cling to.
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On Charlie Hebdo Pope Francis is using the wife-beater's defence;
Yes, free speech has always had its limits - but verbal provocation is
never an excuse for violence

BYLINE: Polly Toynbee
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On the day another cartoonist victim was buried at Père Lachaise cemetery, the pope came as near as
dammit to suggesting that Charlie Hebdo had it coming. "One cannot provoke; one cannot insult other
people's faith; one cannot make fun of faith," he said.

Oh yes, you can. You may not choose to. It may not be wise or polite or kind - but you can. And to show you
can, without being gunned down, Charlie Hebdo has just gone on sale in the UK, in bolder outlets, proudly
defiant with an image of Muhammad on the cover - though with a tear and a kindly thought: "All is forgiven."

The pope pointed to his aide as he said "If my good friend Dr Gasparri says a curse word against my mother,
he can expect a punch. It's normal. It's normal. You cannot provoke. You cannot insult the faith of others.
You cannot make fun of the faith of others."

No, it's not normal to punch someone who insults you; the pope's Christ certainly didn't think so. Verbal
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provocation is never an excuse for violence - that's the wife-beater's defence.

Is he saying we must respect any old cult: followers of Black Sabbath, Odin, astrology? Or is it the size of a
faith that earns it the right to gag mockery?

Whenever the faiths come together to protect their rights jointly, you should smell a rat. They don't just
believe very different things; their professions contradict one another. In real life, it's Catholic against
Protestant, Hindu against Muslim, except in the soup blender of Thought for the Day, where only gentle and
similar voices preaching peace and understanding get a voice. Absent is the red-hot ferocity that fuels the
Islamists of Isis as they slaughter Christians, or the proselytising Nichiren Bhuddists, or the extremists from
Northern Ireland's religious fringes. Religion is gentle only when it's powerless, without secular influence.

Charlie Hebdo's cover will no doubt offend some Muslims - and possibly provoke some. That's the role of a
satirical magazine: to stick two fingers up to propriety. It is a belch in the face of established taste and
dignity. You can buy it or not, find it funny or not. Its previous circulation was small, but knowing anything can
be said keeps the outer edges of free expression healthy.

The pope went on to say: "There is a limit. Every religion has its dignity ... in freedom of expression there are
limits."

Yes, free speech always had limits - the old shouting fire in a theatre or inciting others to violent racial
hatreds: those boundaries will be forever disputed. But there has been much ducking and diving over the last
week, with a pretence those limits include a ban on offending religious sensitivity. That's what the pope was
proclaiming, demanding a special, anti-Voltairean status of protection for religious ideas - a respect never
given to political or other ideas just as passionately held.

Today another 50 lashes with the cane rain down on Raif Badawi in Saudi Arabia. "Je suis Raif" is starting to
trend on social media as he faces 19 more weeks of flogging for writing his secularist blog Free Saudi
Liberals. Governments that flocked to march in solidarity for free speech in Paris last Saturday have done
little about this atrocity - far worse when inflicted by a state than by God-delirious terrorists acting as divine
executioners. If all those leaders linking arms turned their backs on any dealings with Saudi Arabia, whose
Wahbabist insanity has been sent out to infect parts of the Muslim world, they would make more than a
gesture for free speech.

The right to make fun of popes, imams and prophets is fading fast as self-censorship for commercial, as
much as self-preserving, instincts stops the presses.

The flurry of scandal over Oxford University Press stopping its children's writers from referring to pigs or pork
for fear of risking Middle East sales - or the atlases for export that mysteriously omit Israel for the same
reason - show how easily freedom slips away unless scurrilous outriders like Charlie Hebdo can keep
mocking church and mosque.
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The 13 year-old son of my oldest friend had his barmitzvah on Saturday, and a grand, grey Manchester day
it was. He recited his piece of the Bible so sweetly, in the venerable Jackson's Row reform synagogue, then
partied in the evening with his mates, mostly not Jewish, surrounded by beaming parents, grandparents and
friends.

His dad and I went to school together and for us, like most Manchester boys, football was a big part of
growing up; we played together for years and supported City through some rough old times. He is a senior
teacher now, and because I can remember his own barmitzvah like it was just a few years ago, I felt that
tinge of disbelief at seeing him, every inch the proud father, ushering his boy through the rite of passage.

During such a warm and enjoyable day it felt a little bizarre to contemplate the current news context, the
fevered alarm about reportedly rising and dangerous levels of antisemitism. We discussed it in the evening,
reflecting that through all we had done from being kids, we had encountered no meaningful antisemitism,
ever. Historically, and compared to the terrible hardships people endure in so much of the world, we live in a
truly privileged time and place. The very idea that 56% of Jewish people responding to an online survey said
they believed antisemitism now "echoes the 1930s" and 58% that Jews have "no long-term future in Europe"
we find extraordinary, surreal.

The same organisation, the Campaign Against Anti-Semitism, carried out another survey which posed a
series of negative stereotypes and produced the finding that 45% of British adults believe at least one of
them. Taken together, following the murder of four Jewish people at the kosher supermarket in Paris and
some reported intelligence of an increased jihadi terrorist threat, there is suddenly fear in Britain; perceived
antisemitism in the headlines, the home secretary Theresa May scurrying to reassure.

The methodology of the first and conclusions drawn from both surveys have been criticised by the Institute of
Jewish Policy Research (IJPR), which argues they were "littered with flaws" and condemning the 1930s
claim as "dubious", "irresponsible" and "incendiary". Nevertheless, it does seem that some Jewish people,
even before the horror of that Paris attack, perceive a threat and level of danger in Britain dramatically at
odds with their actual, lived experience.
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On Saturday we wondered if we would find armed guards outside the synagogue and alarmist talk within of a
palpable threat, reaching back to the persecutions of history. Thankfully there was not. There were
volunteers outside - as synagogues have had for years - respecting the need to be vigilant about a terrorist
possibility. Inside, the rabbi, Reuven Silverman, mentioned Paris but concentrated more on the Charlie
Hebdo massacre, taking the line that while murder can never be justified, free speech and humour have their
limits at the point they cause unnecessary offence. His message for the barmitzvah boy was to grow up
respecting all people, and to oppose oppression everywhere.

The rabbi told me that he is involved with local imams in initiatives devoted to Jewish-Muslim understanding,
which they are reaffirming now. He hears from them that Muslims in Britain can face real, horrendous
prejudice, including violence or the threat of it, from which Jews these days are mostly, mercifully, free.

That is not to say of course that antisemitism no longer exists, or that there are not still negative stereotypes
about Jews, entrenched over centuries, which linger and will take longer to educate out. But in 2013 the
Community Security Trust (CST) recorded its lowest number of antisemitic incidents for eight years, mirroring
the long-term decline in prejudice that has been a feature of Europe's wondrous rebuilding since the second
world war.

The CST expects to report more incidents recorded in 2014, principally related to protests against Israel's
military activities in Gaza. Spikes in anti-Jewish sentiment do happen here, the vast majority non-violent,
when Israel has mounted operations that have killed Palestinian civilians, including so many children.

That true horror lends another perspective to the good life and peace Jewish people generally are privileged
to enjoy in Britain. It feels unreal that people can believe their experience "echoes" the 1930s, which the
IJPR said, with some understatement, "most credible scholars of the Holocaust utterly refute".

This alarm, which seems to some extent to be feeding on itself, can risk seeming a little ungrateful. Not only
for a historically remarkable level of acceptance and opportunity but also to our grandparents, who worked,
prayed and fought through the 1930s so that we could experience it.
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Dear Eric,

Walaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatuhu.

Serious question. Will you be sending a letter any time soon to members of the Roman Catholic church
following the child-abuse scandals in Catholic institutions? Or a letter to the Board of Deputies of British Jews
on the subject of illegal Israeli settlements in the West Bank?

No?

Thought as much.

Ten years on from 9/11 and you're still asking the same questions, questions that have proved worse than
useless in the intervening years. Still wondering aloud about the loyalty of British citizens based on their
spiritual beliefs. Still demanding that these people prove themselves compatible with the "British way of life",
as defined by you.

In your letter this week, you say that you "know acts of extremism are not representative of Islam". You
mention that "British values are Muslim values". Yet you insist on asking us to speak to our young people,
telling them that "extremists have nothing to offer them". Do you really think that little of our young people?
That they can't tell the difference between right and wrong? Do you imagine that they are already that
different, that set apart from British society, simply because they're Muslim? Do you think that little of our
ability to bring them up to know that taking life is a sin?

To accept the terms of your argument for a moment, we already know that 83% of Muslims living in the UK
say they identify with British values. Others are as free not to identify with them as any non-Muslim might be
- the right to be disaffected isn't limited to Christians. That a tiny number of Muslims are also lost to violent
extremism says as much about other members of our faith as the conduct of abusers in the Catholic church
does about theirs. But still you require our religious leaders do more in "demonstrating how faith in Islam can
be part of British identity".

Rather than send a patronising letter telling Muslim leaders what to do, maybe you should actually sit down
with Muslim leaders and listen to them, really listen. You've been in the job for nearly five years. They would
tell you that since 9/11 we have condemned, apologised and worked tirelessly to expose the incompatibility
of the terrorists' ideology with Islam. We have done what you have asked us to do. But we are like any other
citizens of the UK today. We are anxious. Anxious about an increase in intolerance towards minorities,
including but not limited to our own. Anxious about the economy. Anxious about whether the NHS can
continue to meet our needs. Anxious about whether our children will be able to afford higher education. In
general, it seems our fears are not listened to.
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You are communities secretary. You have a duty of care to the diverse peoples who make up Britain and
define British values. Sadly, it seems the only time you engage with us is under the rubric of
counter-terrorism. With attacks against Muslims taking place across the country, more than ever before we
need your reassurance and protection.

Instead we get a letter suggesting we're not doing enough.

I would say it's you, communities secretary, who hasn't done nearly enough. I'm afraid your letter will be
received respectfully, but with disappointment, up and down the country.

Yours sincerely,

Areeb
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We are failing the children of Syria and Lebanon. This tragedy is
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It is shameful that a plan to secure educational facilities for refugee and
poor children is threatened because of a shortfall of funds
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Valley after valley of snow-covered canvas tents. Temperatures plummeting below zero. A landscape that
screams Siberia but a reality that is altogether different. This is Lebanon, and a freak winter is the last thing
this nation needs.

The tragedy of a six-year-old Syrian boy who froze to death in last week's heavy snow highlights the plight of
465,000 Syrian child refugees, who having fled to neighbouring Lebanon remain destitute as plans to give
them nutrition and education rapidly fail due to lack of funds.

The boy, from a family party of three, died with his father while crossing from Syria into Lebanon. He
perished not because of bullets, but simply because he was too weak to survive a blizzard on the perilous
mountain trek. And only four days ago, a 48-year-old Syrian mother of two died of cold inside her unheated
tent in Baalbek. Her two young daughters, who survived the extreme temperatures, have already been taken
in by a Lebanese family, it was reported. This winter storm, called Zina, is bringing a new form of heartbreak
to a country that is all too familiar with human tragedy.

"Children are freezing and hungry," I was told by desperate Syrian refugee leaders who explained that food
rations had been cut, what shelter there is remains makeshift, and the promise of school places for children
is evaporating. Incredibly, amid the winter snow many children still wear open sandals and have no proper
clothing. No one truly believes this will be their last winter as refugees.

In just four weeks, Unicef and its partners have distributed 70,000 winter kits including clothes to help keep
children warm. But due to the most recent snowstorm, key roads and highways were blocked, hindering
delivery trucks and mobile medical units from reaching badly affected areas. But a longer-term solution, and
the funding of it, is now critical.

An increase of just $7 a week per child - $163m in total - is urgently needed to top up the fund to make sure
that each one of the Syrian and Palestinian refugees have school places in Lebanon under the double-shift
system and non-formal education plan accepted by the Lebanese government and backed by international
organisations. But the plan, which works, has yet to receive the full funding it needs.

Today I will meet the Lebanese education minister whose government has generously offered to provide
school places for all Syrian refugees if the money can be found to get them to school.

Only $100m of the required $263m has been collected, despite the generosity of many international aid
agencies. Very soon we will need more: it is estimated that the number of Syrian refugee children who are
between the ages of three and 18 will rise to 655,000. They are joined by more than 50,000 Palestinian
refugees looking for school places, and another 40,000 Lebanese children who are currently without
schooling.

To make the situation worse, many thousands of children have now been out of school for several years, live
in informal settlements, work in the fields, are forced by parents and family to beg, and are at risk from the
worst forms of child labour, exploitation and of being drawn into gangs and militant activities.

With 6 million Syrians now displaced, the refugee tragedy is fast joining the list of the world's biggest
humanitarian disasters since 1945, and it is hitting children hard. Nearly half of Syrians registered as
refugees with the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) are under 18, and they should have their
right to access education guaranteed by the convention on the rights of the child.

Often the reason that help is not provided, and suffering not relieved, is that it is impossible to deliver aid in
an emergency and the chaos makes co-ordination too difficult. But in the case of humanitarian aid for
education, there has been a long-term undervaluing of its importance: it forms only 2% of humanitarian aid
budgets. And it is shameful that in the case of the current Syrian crisis in Lebanon there is a plan that can
help all exiled children, but we do not have sufficient international aid to deliver it.

The plan commits government and partners to providing 470,000 Syrian school-aged children (aged from
three to 18) affected by the Syria crisis, and poor Lebanese children, with access to quality learning
opportunities in safe and protective environments by 2016.
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But our failure to deliver so far means that children are on the streets - vulnerable, at risk and without hope.
Sadly, some have been forced into child labour, some girls have been forced to become child brides and
some, tragically, are being recruited into militant organisations. Too many are subject to abuse.

During the 2013-14 school year, 229,000 children out of 619,100 in need received support to help access
education, leaving an estimated 390,100 not in school, of whom approximately 300,000 are Syrians
registered as refugees with UNHCR. Additionally, 141,000 children were helped to enrol in formal education
(90,000 Syrian children registered as refugees by UNHCR were supported through payment of enrolment
fees, 44,700 poor Lebanese were supported with parent contributions, and 6,300 Palestine refugees from
Syria attended UNRWA -managed schools in Lebanon); 99 schools were renovated in order to increase
classroom capacity, improve school conditions and provide wash facilities for boys and girls; 2,500 Lebanese
teachers benefited from professional development; and psychosocial support in learning centres and schools
was increased to cater for nearly 55,000 children traumatised by the conflict.

Now an official UN survey is poised to show that international efforts mean 45,000 children from Syria have
successfully enrolled in the double-shift schools, but 71% of displaced Syrians have never gone to school,
and those who do enrol are at primary level, with very few (only about 3,000) going to secondary. Most are
still without schools.

So in the next few days it is urgent that we get beyond the $100m pledged so far, and raise the additional
$163m that is needed. We will be asking every aid agency and Middle Eastern country to do more. When
you see avoidable tragedy it is time to act.
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campaign speech,' Christie saysNetanyahu invited to address Congress
on Iran Read a summary of this blog
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block-time published-time 2.21pm ET

Summary

We're going to wrap up our live blog coverage for the day. Here's a summary of where things stand:

• Republicans spent the morning after President Barack Obama's sixth State of the Union
address criticizing the speech and countering its proposals.

• Conservatives said the president had failed to grapple with the reality of the GOP
congressional majority and his own lame-duck status.

• Potential 2016 presidential candidate Jeb Bush said Obama "wants to use the tax code to
divide us." Governor Chris Christie called last night's address "a campaign speech."

• Obama traveled to Idaho at the start of a two-day trip to highlight themes from his speech.
• It was revealed that a real-time Republican "fact check" of the speech omitted Obama's

sharpest criticism of climate change deniers.
• House speaker John Boehner announced that he had invited Israeli prime minister Binyamin

Netanyahu to talk about Iran before a joint session of Congress on 11 February.
• "This particular event seems to be a departure from... protocol," the White House said.
• Vice president Joe Biden said "there's a chance" he would challenge Hillary Clinton for the

Democratic presidential nomination. Should she indeed decide to run.

block-time published-time 1.53pm ET

Senator Marco Rubio said on Wednesday he was still weighing whether to run for president, Reuters
reports:

"I know I need to make a decision in due time if I want to be able to mount a credible campaign," the
43-year-old senator said.

block-time published-time 1.41pm ET

ThinkProgress reports that two GOP congresswomen have withdrawn their support for a proposed 20-week
abortion ban that the House was expected to vote on on Thursday, the 42nd anniversary of Roe v Wade:

On Tuesday afternoon, during the House's session, Reps. Renee Ellmers (R-NC) and Jackie Walorski (R-IN)
requested to remove their names from HR 36, the " Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act." The
exchange was recorded on C-SPAN.

Read the full report here.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.42pm ET

block-time published-time 1.35pm ET
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Still my favorite gif from #SOTUpic.twitter.com/A8LwPmLJfn

- Madeline Marshall (@Maddie_Marshall) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 1.21pm ET

The Obama administration has declared today to be Big Block of Cheese Day. The video below starring
press secretary Josh Earnest and cast members from The West Wing purports to explain it. You be the
judge:

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.23pm ET

block-time published-time 1.17pm ET

The Twitter metrics team has pulled out the stops analysing network activity during last night's State of the
Union and presenting the data in charts. Click through the link in the tweet to explore the speech and see
how realtime reaction played out on Twitter:

#Iwonbothofthem : see what happened on Twitter during the President's #SOTU LINK:
http://t.co/URhPC48Umqpic.twitter.com/GBzVzmXPxb

- Twitter Data (@TwitterData) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 1.11pm ET

"The President wasn't merely upbeat," writes John Cassidy in a review of the State of the Union on the New
Yorker web site. " He was self-assured, glib, and, at times, bordering on bumptious" :

"Well, we've been warned," Karl Rove complained on Twitter. "POTUS will spend rest of year campaigning."
In the chamber, the Republicans, some of whom had perhaps been expecting a more humble Obama, sat
mostly in silence. (As is usual on these occasions, John Boehner, the Speaker of the House, looked like he
was suffering from chronic constipation.) At one point, after reciting another encouraging economic
development, the President turned to the Republicans and said, "This is good news, people." It wasn't until
near the end that he acknowledged the results of the elections-the elections he triumphed in, that is. "I have
no more campaigns to run," he said. And then, departing from his prepared remarks in response to some
applause from Republicans, he smiled and added: "I know, because I won both of them."

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 1.01pm ET

Guardian Washington bureau chief Dan Roberts ( @robertsdan ) has annotated last night's speech. Click
here for comprehensive commentary on what the president said, what he meant and what he left out.

A snippet of the 2015 State of the Union address as annotated by Dan Roberts. Photograph: guardian

State of the Union 2015: between the lines of Obama's address http://t.co/y9xCzJDIax

- Dan Roberts (@RobertsDan) January 21, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.08pm ET

block-time published-time 12.53pm ET

Republicans cut Obama remarks on climate

"Republicans cut Barack Obama's most forceful comments on climate change - his mockery of climate denial
- from the party's official live stream of his State of the Union address," reports Guardian environment
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correspondent Suzanne Goldenberg:

A purported Republican fact-check of Obama's address, prepared by staffers for the House speaker, John
Boehner, clumsily cuts the president off mid-sentence just as he was about to wreck the Republicans' new
default line for talking about climate change: "I am not a scientist." [...]

In the full version of the speech, as seen by millions in America and around the world, Obama said: " I've
heard some folks try to dodge the evidence by saying they're not scientists; that we don't have enough
information to act. Well, I'm not a scientist, either. But you know what - I know a lot of really good scientists at
Nasa, and Noaa, and at our major universities."

Those words however did not make the cut in the official House Republican version, billed as an "enhanced
webcast" that would be "holding President Obama accountable in real-time".

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 12.42pm ET

"In America, economic recovery is inevitable," writes Guardian US finance and economics editor Heidi Moore
( @moorehn ). "Political redemption is not":

And it's redemption that President Obama is looking for after six years of stumbling growth. His State of the
Union speech reflected his financial priorities - "middle-class economics", he called it - yet the most important
line in his speech was not about tariffs or taxes.

It was this: "I have no more campaigns to run."

That line was a declaration of independence on policy, indicating he would put wishes above political
feasibility and look towards his legacy.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 12.27pm ET

Senator Robert Menendez, Democrat of New Jersey, who got in a spat with the president last week over
legislation he is sponsoring to levy new sanctions on Iran, said at a hearing Wednesday morning that the
president's recent calls to allow nuclear negotiations to run their course "sounds like talking points that come
straight out of Tehran ":

(h/t: Daily Caller )

block-time published-time 12.23pm ET

Christie: 'a campaign speech'

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie - a prospective 2016 presidential candidate - has dismissed last night's
State of the Union as a "campaign speech," CNN reports :

"I thought the most ironic part of what the President said last night was when he said he ran his last
campaign," the New Jersey Republican told reporters in Washington on Wednesday morning. "It sounded to
me like a campaign speech last night, like the '04 speech, like the '08 speech."

block-time published-time 12.19pm ET

President Obama called once again last night for the closure of the US prison at Guantánamo Bay:

As Americans, we have a profound commitment to justice. So it makes no sense to spend $3 million per
prisoner to keep open a prison that the world condemns and terrorists use to recruit. (Applause.) Since I've
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been President, we've worked responsibly to cut the population of Gitmo in half. Now it is time to finish the
job. And I will not relent in my determination to shut it down. It is not who we are. It's time to close Gitmo.
(Applause.)

Shade. RT @AP_Planner : Tomorrow: 6th anniversary of President Obama vowing to shut Guantanamo

- southpaw (@nycsouthpaw) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 12.15pm ET

"There's a chance"

Six seconds of @GStephanopoulos asking @VP abt challenging @HillaryClinton from @JordynPhelps :
https://t.co/jSGte4HKFC@ABCPolitics

- Shushannah Walshe (@shushwalshe) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 12.07pm ET

White House 'reserves judgment' on Netanyahu visit

The White House said on Tuesday that it has not yet spoken with Israeli government officials about the plans
of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday to address a joint meeting of Congress on 11
February and reserves judgment on the visit, Reuters reports:

White House spokesman Josh Earnest said U.S. officials will reserve judgment on the visit until they hear
from counterparts about Netanyahu's plans.

"The protocol would suggest that the leader of one country would contact the leader of another country when
he's traveling there," Earnest told reporters traveling with Obama aboard Air Force One.

"This particular event seems to be a departure from that protocol," Earnest said.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.07pm ET

block-time published-time 11.49am ET

On foreign policy and national security, Obama cannot be blamed for wanting to "turn the page," writes
Guardian US national security editor Spencer Ackerman ( @attackerman ). "Beyond Cuba, setbacks are
accumulating for what Obama on Tuesday called his 'smarter kind of American leadership'":

Several aspects of Obama's speech did not correspond to the realities his administration confronts. While
Obama claimed the US-led coalition is "stopping [the Islamic State's] advance" in Iraq and Syria, Pentagon
officials have conceded that Isis is gaining territory in Syria, while it consolidates its currently uncontested
control of major Iraqi cities like Mosul and Fallujah.

It remains too soon to tell if, as Obama said, the US is not "getting dragged into another ground war in the
Middle East". Obama has authorized some 3,000 US troops to return to Iraq, though official "combat" roles
are reserved for the daily US air strikes in Iraq and Syria. Sunni Iraqi politicians grouse that they cannot see
a much-promised political reconciliation from the newest US-backed Iraqi prime minister, but they can see "
widespread ethnic cleansing " on the outskirts of Baghdad.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 11.42am ET

The transportation secretary wasn't there - but he was watching.
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Did you hear #SOTU last nite? I know I did (from an unnamed location). Now, who's ready for
http://t.co/ftF2VRrN6I ? I know I am! #AskTheWH

- Anthony Foxx (@SecretaryFoxx) January 21, 2015

(h/t: @holpuch )

block-time published-time 11.40am ET

"Perhaps more than any other, the internet was the backdrop for much of President Obama's State of the
Union on Tuesday night - from healthcare to hackers, and from infrastructure to education," writes Trevor
Timm in Comment is Free.

But, Trevor goes on to warn, don't let the clichés fool you:

By and large, however, Obama stuck to empty platitudes that no one could disagree with ("we need to...
protect our children's information" and "I intend to protect a free and open internet") rather than offering
concrete new proposals.

But don't let the president's standard State of the Union clichés fool you: in 2015, the Obama administration
will almost certainly re-shape the law around net neutrality, cybersecurity and the NSA. In doing so, the
president will carve out the rules of the internet for the coming decade, and his choices over the next few
months will significantly affect hundreds of millions of Internet users, along with his lasting legacy.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 11.37am ET

NBC's Chuck Todd reports "genuine anger developing " between the White House and Congress over
Boehner's timely Netanyahu invite.

Genuine anger developing between Congress and WH over Iran. Boehner invite to Netanyahu to address
congress caught WH off guard.

- Chuck Todd (@chucktodd) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 11.34am ET

Rand Paul: 'America is adrift'

"America is adrift," Senator Rand Paul, the prospective 2016 presidential candidate, said in his reply to the
State of the Union. "What America desperately needs is new leadership... The best thing that could happen
is for us to once and for all, limit the terms of all politicians":

These come from the Daily Signal web site. Here's Texas Representative Louie Gohmert, who takes a stab
at sarcasm. "I'm just deeply encouraged that there's no more big problems," he says. "It's just wonderful to
hear that."

block-time published-time 11.24am ET

Washington appears to have something of a hangover on the morning after the big speech:

(h/t: @daveweigel )

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.27am ET

block-time published-time 11.22am ET
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Barack Obama insisted forcefully before his newly empowered opposition on Tuesday that he would hold the
line against attacks on his domestic and international climate agenda, writes Guardian environment
correspondent Suzanne Goldenberg:

But even though he called out climate deniers once again, the president offered no concrete sign of new
initiatives on the horizon in his remaining two years in power.

After repeatedly using his executive authority to advance climate measures, Obama pivoted in his State of
the Union address to making sure that Republicans did not undo what he has sought to accomplish on
climate change.

That crucially applies to the international arena, where Obama recommitted America to help lead efforts in
forging an international climate deal.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 11.15am ET

U.S. President Barack Obama boards Air Force One as he departs Joint Base Andrews in Washington
January 21, 2015. Photograph: KEVIN LAMARQUE/REUTERS FILE - In this May 24, 2011 file photo,
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu walks with House Speaker John Boehner of Ohio to make a
statement on Capitol Hill in Washington. Photograph: Evan Vucci/AP

block-time published-time 11.00am ET

Boehner: 'I did not consult the White House'

GOP leaders have emerged from their morning conference to speak to the press. House speaker John
Boehner is asked whether he consulted the president about extending an invitation to the Israeli prime
minister to address a joint session of Congress, the Guardian's Amanda Holpuch ( @holpuch ) reports from
Washington:

"I did not consult the White House," Boehner said. "Congress can make this decision on its own. I don't
believe we're poking anyone's eye."

Before concluding his remarks, Boehner mentioned his tie had a mint julep print.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.16am ET

block-time published-time 10.55am ET

Russia has hit back at Barack Obama's State of the Union speech, saying that it showed the US believes it is
"number one" and seeks world domination, Reuters reports:

"The Americans have taken the course of confrontation and do not assess their own steps critically at all,"
the Russian foreign minister, Sergei Lavrov, told a news conference on Wednesday.

"Yesterday's speech by President Obama shows that at the centre of the [US's] philosophy is only one thing:
'We are number one and everyone else has to recognise that' ... It shows that the United States wants all the
same to dominate the world and not merely be first among equals."

In the speech Obama said the United States was upholding "the principle that bigger nations can't bully the
small" by opposing what he called Russian aggression and supporting democracy in Ukraine.

block-time published-time 10.50am ET

Obama embarks on post-speech trip
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The president's usual travels after the State of the Union address will take him this year to Idaho and
Kansas.

In Boise, Idaho, Obama will tour the new product development lab at Boise State University and give a
speech. Then he will fly south to spend the night in Lawrence, Kansas.

Marine One, the presidential helicopter, has just left forarrived at Andrews air base, according to a pool
report.

President Obama boards Air Force One at Andrews Air Force Base for a trip to Boise State University.
pic.twitter.com/wp1As5T7CP

- Doug Mills (@dougmillsnyt) January 21, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.52am ET

block-time published-time 10.38am ET

The Washington Examiner's Byron York points out that Obama did not congratulate Republicans on their
midterms victory, after the manner of George W Bush in 2007:

Obama's silence on that political reality stood in stark contrast to George W. Bush's 2007 State of the Union
address, in which he graciously and at some length acknowledged the Democrats' victory in the 2006
midterms. Bush said it was an honor to address Nancy Pelosi as "Madame Speaker." He spoke of the pride
Pelosi's late father would have felt to see his daughter lead the House. "I congratulate the new Democrat
majority," Bush said. "Congress has changed, but not our responsibilities.

If one cannot imagine Barack Obama saying such a thing - well, he didn't.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 10.35am ET

Paul Ryan approves of Obama speech

Representative Paul Ryan, the chairman of the House Ways and Means committee and former Republican
vice-presidential nominee, on Wednesday had a few nice words to say about the president's speech last
night.

surprise of the day - Paul Ryan like #SOTU. "he dialed it down a bit..." http://t.co/OlUuwsOMOB

- Rick Klein (@rickklein) January 21, 2015

"I agree with every word in his speech in respect to trade and Asia and getting in there and helping write the
rules instead of China writing the rules," Ryan said on MSNBC's "Morning Joe," according to a report by The
Hill :

I'm glad that he sort of held back on the partisanship and the demagoguery," Ryan said. "I guess I'd say in
his speech, he dialed it down a bit. We're used to seeing more divisive speeches from the president, he didn't
do that as much. I think that's a good thing."

block-time published-time 10.26am ET

Jeb Bush, the former Florida governor and possible future presidential candidate, said in a reply to the State
of the Union address that the president "wants to use the tax code to divide us":

It's unfortunate President Obama wants to use the tax code to divide us - instead of proposing reforms to
create economic opportunity for every American. We can do better.
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Bush has made plans for no fewer than 60 fundraisers in the coming weeks as he considers a presidential
run, the Washington Examiner reports.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.29am ET

block-time published-time 10.18am ET

There was some e xcitement outside the Capitol last night: a suspected armed robber was apprehended by
Capitol police after a car chase.

There was a car chase near the U.S. Capitol during the #SOTU : http://t.co/R3DVcFJ74D (Photo: TJ
Kirkpatrick, Getty) pic.twitter.com/3Oi2BxiDAv

- USA TODAY (@USATODAY) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 10.16am ET

Senator Marco Rubio has consistently displayed a sense of humor about Watergate 2013:

Marco Rubio was asked at a breakfast with reporters: Did Joni Ernst do better with her GOP response than
you? "Yes, absolutely," he laughed.

- Rebecca Berg (@rebeccagberg) January 21, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.17am ET

block-time published-time 10.10am ET

Bringing Netanyahu in to talk about Iran at a time when there's a public fight playing out between the
president and Congress over whether to enact additional sanctions on Iran before nuclear negotiations are
through is a cheeky move.

Netanyahu often describes Iran as an existential threat to Israel and he has warned that the American-led
effort to end the Islamic Republic's nuclear program through diplomacy is misguided.

Here's Obama last night renewing his promise to veto any new sanctions on Iran:

But new sanctions passed by this Congress, at this moment in time, will all but guarantee that diplomacy fails
-- alienating America from its allies; making it harder to maintain sanctions; and ensuring that Iran starts up
its nuclear program again. It doesn't make sense. And that's why I will veto any new sanctions bill that
threatens to undo this progress. (Applause.) The American people expect us only to go to war as a last
resort, and I intend to stay true to that wisdom.

Update: a photo posted Monday:

I met today in Jerusalem with a delegation of US Senators, Welcome to Israel! pic.twitter.com/p51BiambFY

- ?????? ?????? (@netanyahu) January 19, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.42am ET

block-time published-time 10.06am ET

Netanyahu to address Congress - reports

Netanyahu has accepted House Speaker John Boehner's invitation to address a joint session of Congress
next month, according to Reuters citing an unnamed Israeli official and to CNN.
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block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.28am ET

block-time published-time 10.03am ET

Boehner: 'Netanyahu is a great friend'

Here's more on the Netanyahu invite, via Boehner's office:

NEWS: Asked @Netanyahu to address Congress on grave threats radical Islam & #Iran pose to our security
& way of life. http://t.co/YPMdNB0EXS

- Speaker John Boehner (@SpeakerBoehner) January 21, 2015

"Prime Minister Netanyahu is a great friend of our country, and this invitation carries with it our unwavering
commitment to the security and well-being of his people," Boehner said in a statement. "In this time of
challenge, I am asking the Prime Minister to address Congress on the grave threats radical Islam and Iran
pose to our security and way of life. Americans and Israelis have always stood together in shared cause and
common ideals, and now we must rise to the moment again."

block-time published-time 10.00am ET

House Speaker John Boehner has invited the Israeli prime minister to address a joint session of Congress
next month, AP reports:

BREAKING: House Speaker Boehner invites Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu to address Congress about
Iran.

- The Associated Press (@AP) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 9.55am ET

Last night after the speech Senator Marco Rubio was asked, " who are you wearing"? He laughed off the
question, saying he doesn't buy his own suits. The question was indeed unusual. But in fact it's equivalent to
the main - and for some people only - question that is asked about the first lady at the State of the Union
every year.

No belt and no slit on point @tomandlorenzo : Michelle Obama wearing @MichaelKors tonight.
#SOTUpic.twitter.com/HUuD3O2UIO

- AP Fashion (@AP_Fashion) January 21, 2015

block-time published-time 9.13am ET

Last night's presidential address avoided all-out triumphalism, but Obama's promises to veto whole swathes
of potential GOP legislation - and the absence of any significant olive branch for Republicans - left some
opponents visibly fuming, writes Paul Lewis:

The roughly 300 Republican representatives and senators who funnelled out of the chamber and to nearby
Statuary Hall were ready to vent.

Asked by the Guardian what he thought of the president's televised address, McConnell simply raised his
eyebrows and shook his head.

One of the first to emerge from the House chamber was Florida senator and potential Republican
presidential contender Marco Rubio, who was visibly incensed at the president's call to lift the Cuban
embargo.

"I don't know of a single contemporary tyranny that's become a democracy because of more trade and
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tourists," he said, chased by reporters into an elevator. "China is now the world's richest tyranny. Vietnam
continues to be a Communist tyranny.

Read Paul's full analysis here.

block-time published-time 8.44am ET

Vice-president Joe Biden tells ABC News "there's a chance" he will challenge Hillary Clinton for the
Democratic presidential nomination.

Vice President Joe Biden. Photograph: Winslow Townson/AP

block-time published-time 8.44am ET

Good morning and welcome to our live coverage of a new day in American politics, following a State of the
Union address that is being praised for its unchecked ambition and panned for its unrealistic ambition.

President Barack Obama made a rousing call for national inclusion on Tuesday night, saying the economy
has come back strong but failed to bring many households along with it. He said "I still believe that we are
one people" and called for a redoubled commitment to what he called "middle-class economics".

Republicans agreed, in their replies, about the problem of a struggling middle class - but they dismissed the
tax reform proposals Obama offered as a solution, and accused him of gliding by the fact that they, the GOP,
are now the ones in charge.

This morning, we'll wade into the debate. But first, here are a few unscripted moments from last night you
might have missed:

The GOP finally found a way to speak to Latino voters : tell them what they want to hear in Spanish - and just
leave that part out when you're talking American!

This. Is. So. Cynicial. http://t.co/ogAgTZq1oS

- Ron Fournier (@ron_fournier) January 21, 2015

President Obama replied to Republican applause for his line, "I have no more campaigns to run ..." with the
taunt, "I know - 'cause I won both of them."

Senator Ted Cruz had a false start in his on-the-spot, extemporaneous reply to the speech. In a video that
was uploaded to YouTube and then deleted, Cruz, who must've been unable to book CNN, speaks to
camera for a while then stops and says, "No, lemme start over." Then he nails it:

And in case you missed it, here's the speech in full, below. You can peruse our live-blog coverage from last
night here.
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The Guardian view on the 70th anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz;
The Holocaust was the defining event of 20th-century history, informing
almost everything we do and think

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 713 words

The facts are, wrote Hannah Arendt in 1946, "that six million Jews, six million human beings, were
helplessly, and in most cases unsuspectingly, dragged to their deaths". Human history, she added, "has
known no story more difficult to tell". In the years since those facts first became known, the story of the
Holocaust has been told and retold, yet it still remains obdurately difficult to tell.

Scholarly inquiry, the search for causation, the most meticulous reconstruction, the grave questions of
theologians and of thinkers like Arendt herself, the wrenching accounts of survivors, the discovered
testimony of victims like Anne Frank - it all goes only so far. The unknowability of the Holocaust was
famously, if inadvertently, expressed by the guard at Auschwitz who curtly told Primo Levi: "There is no why
here." We cannot in the end explain the Holocaust: it is beyond explanation.

The converse is not true. We cannot explain the Holocaust, yet, in large measure, it explains us. The
Holocaust set the moral, ethical and geopolitical parameters within which the western world lives, influenced
international institutions, sits balefully on the shoulders of writers and artists, and is never entirely absent
from our minds.

Nor should it be, even though new horrors and new problems have inevitably emerged. If we were ever to
lose our consciousness of the Holocaust, we would lose the moral fresh start that victory over the Nazi state
gave us, the determination that such a thing should never be allowed to happen again and that we should
always be on the watch for early signs of the disease that led to it. That is one reason why many in the last
generation of survivors of the camps, or those who escaped to Britain or America in the nick of time, are
making a final effort to imprint on the minds of the young some sense of the enormity of what happened.

They are speaking now because soon they will not be able to speak. They are speaking, also, to a Europe
where minorities once again feel themselves at risk: Jewish communities gripped by a new insecurity, Muslim
communities that sense the slow swell of hostility in the wake of jihadist outrages like the massacre at
Charlie Hebdo. True, a sprinkling of far-right parties, from Golden Dawn in Greece to Svoboda in Ukraine, is
far from constituting a fascist revival. We are not on the road to another Auschwitz. But that is, in part,
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because we remember what happened there.

Those who are gathering there for the 70th anniversary of the camp's liberation by Russian troops,
particularly the handful of elderly survivors, are determined that we should continue to remember. Some
other aspects of the occasion give cause for concern. This is one time when the current difficulties with
Russia should have been overlooked, yet Vladimir Putin has not been formally invited and is not coming.

Of course, Russia has been playing politics with its charges that neo-fascists are on the march in Ukraine. All
the more reason to recall the ideal of wartime unity. And there will be countries represented at Auschwitz on
Tuesday, especially from central and eastern Europe, that have not faced up to the participation of their own
citizens in the death camps in the thoroughgoing and agonised way in which Germany itself finally faced up
to its Nazi past.

The Holocaust was a murder in the European family, a shame from which Europe will never entirely recover.
It is seen differently outside the old continent. America, rightly or wrongly, has less sense of responsibility for
that shame, but a great determination to preserve Israel, a determination that has profoundly changed the
Middle East. Israel itself, coming late to its own reckoning with what happened in Europe, has sometimes
been led by those ready to exploit its vulnerability, but that does not mean the vulnerability is not viscerally
felt: a people who came close to extinction cannot be blamed for not wanting to put their fate ever again in
other hands. The Arabs, meanwhile, cannot be blamed for feeling that Europe's blood debt to the Jews was
paid with what they see as their territory. Beyond Europe, what was once a terrible but distant event in the
colonial metropolis has seemed more relevant after Cambodia and Rwanda. Auschwitz now belongs to us
all.
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Children are naive to the power of corporations - how about a lesson in
'profitics'?;
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Apple earns as much as Hong Kong. IBM and McDonald's are
insinuating themselves into curriculums. Schools must get wise

BYLINE: Arwa Mahdawi

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 702 words

In the time it takes you to read this sentence, Apple will have made enough money to buy the rights to your
firstborn child. I may, of course, be miscalculating the market capitalisation of firstborn children; but the fact
remains that Apple is making shedloads of cash. On Wednesday the technology giant reported record
quarterly revenue of $74.6bn and record profits of $18bn, topping the $16.2bn made by Gazprom in 2011.

This string of dollar signs doesn't just mean that Apple is richer than most companies; it means that it's richer
than most countries. If Apple's earnings continue apace its annual revenue will be almost $300bn; a figure
comparable to the GDP of Israel, Greece, Denmark or Hong Kong.

It should be noted that GDP measures the value of goods and services produced in a country and is not
identical to a company's revenue. "Apple Is Not As Big As Israel, Greece, Denmark Or Hong Kong, Please,
Get A Grip," grumbled Forbes. But just because GDP is different doesn't mean the comparison isn't useful;
indeed it highlights an important shift in the power balance between countries and corporations.

The influence of corporations is particularly pronounced among our kids. Although "kids" is a somewhat
parochial term - in business speak they're the iGeneration, "digital natives" who have grown up with constant
connectivity and who are defined less by their national citizenship as they are by their global consumership.

There has been a lot of talk about the need for schools to teach coding to children early on so as to better
equip them for a digital world. But there has been less talk about the need to rethink how schools teach
geography, politics, and citizenship in light of the growing sociopolitical influence of big business. Which is
ironic because, while school curriculums largely ignore corporations, corporations are trying to insinuate
themselves into curriculums. IBM is opening high schools, Starbucks has partnered with Arizona State
University, and McDonald's has taught nutrition to elementary school kids and thrown McTeacher's nights.

If we want to educate kids about corporations, rather than have corporations teach our kids, we need an
educational paradigm shift. Basically schools need to teach a class that helps kids understand business
jargon (Corp BS(TM)), navigate corporate cartography, and recognise that corporate governance has as
much of an impact, if not more, as governments on their future.

So what would such a class look like? Well, let me introduce "profitics", a new and improved version of
politics, which examines the way in which the search for shareholder value creates new markets, new
behaviours and new ideas of value that could make you very rich or (more likely) quite poor. Profitics is a
complex discipline; nevertheless it can be broken down into the following key components:

1. From the social contract to the social media contract

In political philosophy the "social contract" is the idea that people voluntarily surrender some of their rights
and freedoms to the state in exchange for the protection that society provides. This has evolved into the
social media contract; today people voluntarily surrender some of their rights in exchange for the
entertainment and convenience that the likes of Facebook, Google and Apple provide.

2. Everything is for sale

It's not just our rights to privacy or the ownership of our personal data we're yielding to corporations,
sometimes it's our first-born children. Last year F-Secure, a Finnish security firm, conducted an experiment
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exploring the dangers of public Wi-Fi use. When people connected to a public hotspot, the terms and
conditions they were asked to agree to included a "Herod clause" promising free Wi-Fi but only if "the
recipient agreed to assign their first-born child to us for the duration of eternity". Six people signed up.

3. The decline and fall of corporate empires

While all this may seem depressing, take heart in the fact that no matter how omnipotent they may seem, all
corporate empires eventually fall. Take Nokia, for example, which accounted for a 4% of the Finnish GDP in
2000 and had 41% of the mobile phone market worldwide in 2006. Know anyone with a Nokia now? Exactly.
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Republicans need to learn that Muslim and American are not mutually
exclusive;
Texas legislator Molly White joined some more famous conservatives in
the 'Super Bowl of Bigotry' this week, vying for the title of Biggest
Islamophobe

BYLINE: Linda Sarsour

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 797 words

In many parts of the United States, if you want to win an election, you need talking points full of
misinformation and bigotry towards Muslims to scare the wits out of non-Muslim Americans in to voting for
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you (and others to fund your campaign). Events in the Middle East simply provide more fuel to an
already-raging fire, and convince officials elected to serve all of their constituents that their inappropriate and
bigoted comments will not only go unchallenged but will be applauded.

Take, for example, Texas state Representative Molly White's idea of southern hospitality : as American
Muslim Texans descended on Austin for an Annual Capitol Day to celebrate their civic right to free
expression, the freshman Republican posted on Facebook:

Most member including myself are back in district. I did leave an Israeli flag on my desk in my office with
instructions to staff to ask representative form the Muslim community to renounce Islamic terrorist groups
and publicly announce allegiance to America and our laws.

A McCarthy-esque welcome to her Muslim constituents by a right-wing politician is disgusting - but White's
not the only Republican to try to convince the general public that American Muslims are not patriotic, do not
integrate into society at large and have no idea how to engage the civic process. She's just the one most
lacking in irony, given that she did so while the Muslim Texans she apparently dislikes were engaging in the
civic process.

Texas is home to large pockets of American Muslims, many of whom have lived there for decades. And
White earned a rebuke from the speaker of the Texas house, who responded to complaints about her actions
by saying that "Legislators have a responsibility to treat all visitors just as we expect to be treated - with
dignity and respect."

Still, White this week joined some more famous Republicans in the "Super Bowl of Bigotry", all vying for the
Vince Lombardi Trophy of the Biggest Islamophobe.

Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal already warned of an extremist Muslim "invasion" and double-downed on
the ludicrous and unfounded claims made on Fox News of "no-go zones" where Muslim citizens have
supposedly banned Christians from entering. It doesn't stop there. Potential GOP presidential candidate Mike
Huckabee says President Obama gives "special rights" to Muslims while "stomping all over Christians".

American Muslims are not asking for special treatment or "special rights"- unless by "special rights" he
means unwarranted surveillance, secondary screenings at airports and pre-trial solitary confinement. If so,
then on behalf of American Muslims: please revoke those rights. We're happy to let them go.

Bigotry against American Muslims from inside the Republican party is not a new phenomenon. Beginning in
2010, Islam became a major wedge issue in partisan politics, fueled by Congress members like Allen West,
Louie Gohmert, Joe Walsh, Michelle Bachmann (dubbed the "Islamophobia Caucus") and supported by
former House speaker and one-time presidential candidate Newt Gingrich. Politicians across the country
have made their careers and gotten campaign donations - and gotten their otherwise unknown mugs on Fox
News - by vilifying and spewing hate against Muslims. Although their views once represented a lunatic fringe
of their party, Republicans learned to tolerate a certain level of hate from within their ranks rather than
marginalizing these politicians' voices. And now, like cockroaches, they've spread out and spawned more.

This vitriolic rhetoric cannot be left unchecked because the sentiments displayed informs policies that directly
impact American Muslims (as well as other faith communities). Anti-sharia legislation has been introduced in
32 states, and these unconstitutional laws, which prohibit the free expression of religion, have actually
passed in multiple states - including North Carolina, Alabama and Arizona.

Meanwhile, American Muslims continue to build civic and electoral power. From serving on state party
committees in California to founding the first-ever Muslim Democratic Club in New York City (dedicated to
electing Muslims on all levels of government across the nation, which I co-founded and of which I am
currently the president), American Muslims are an emerging political bloc. We are not waiting for validation
from bigoted politicians or to pass tests of our allegiance from the likes of White - and we will respond to
bigotry, regardless of party affiliation. As the 2016 elections quickly approach, we as voters expect real
debates on issues impacting all Americans: the economy, education, healthcare and national security. It is
our responsibility to keep elected officials and candidates accountable to all the people they serve; that is
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how we pledge our allegiance.
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Kobani's destruction is an opportunity for rebuilding hope;
Little is left after the people of Kobani fought off Isis. But given a
chance, people become highly creative after such devastation

BYLINE: Diana Darke

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 624 words

Much of Kobani today looks like an apocalyptic wasteland. After more than four months of intense ground
fighting between Isis and Kurdish fighters, aided from the skies by hundreds of US air strikes, little is left
standing in the eastern areas. The hundreds of thousands of residents driven out of their homes can begin to
return. But how will they find the strength to rebuild what they have lost?

Across history some cities were deliberately left destroyed as a powerful symbol; consider the Romans in
Carthage, or even Hafez al-Assad with Quneitra in the Golan Heights, wanting to showcase Israeli wrath.
Kobani will almost certainly leave a devastated sector as a memorial, maybe in its central Freedom Square,
much as Beirut has done in Martyrs' Square.

Related: Kobani - free but in ruins

But material loss is only a temporary setback, especially if something has been achieved through the
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sacrifice. In Kobani the courage and dignity of the Syrian Kurdish fighters, men and women, supported by
Iraqi peshmerga, has been recognised worldwide and applauded. Many will rush to invest and help with their
rebuilding.

Their battle captured the imagination, with the tenacious nationality identity of the Kurds - what the 14th
century philosopher historian Ibn Khaldun called asabiyyah (translated roughly as "clan spirit") - fighting for
survival against Isis, the black-bannered beheaders.

Given a chance, people become highly creative after destruction. They have to in order to survive. So many
waves of destruction have swept across the Middle East. Tamerlane and his Mongol armies left burnt cities
and gigantic pyramids of skulls in the town squares, indulging in wholesale slaughter of settled populations,
yet a cultural renaissance followed.

So we can look at Kobani and see a wasteland or we can see an opportunity. Music, literature, art - all will
flourish in the wake of the destruction, a necessary reaffirmation of the triumph of the human spirit over
adversity. Dresden, Cologne and Berlin were rebuilt, as was Coventry and its cathedral.

In Beirut, where I first lived in 1978 during the Lebanese civil war, I have marvelled at the energetic
reconstruction after 15 long years of fighting. High-rise development is everywhere. In the Druze mountains
the plaque of the Mir Amin Palace tells me it was restored first in 1969, then 1974, then again in 1987, three
years before the war ended, testimony to hope and the refusal to give up.

Related: Kobani: destroyed and riddled with unexploded bombs, but its residents dare to dream of a new
start

In Hama I have stayed in the Cham Palace hotel, built on the hillock created by the rubble of the old city
flattened by Rifat al-Assad's tanks in 1982. Fighting continues today sporadically and the hotel may in turn be
destroyed.

In Damascus so far it is only the rebellious suburbs that have been flattened, leaving the families in areas
such as Zamalka, Qadam and Jobar to squash into single rooms in the relatively safe old city. On my recent
visit I met old friends who have lost everything: their flats were bombed and looted, stripped even of window
frames and electric cables. They saw their neighbours killed. Yet they carry on with remarkable good
humour, laughing to keep themselves sane.

All in all I find myself thinking that the surviving residents of Kobani at least have some solace: they
underwent unimaginable horrors, but they have a lot of international support, they attracted the attention of
the world's media and now they can rebuild. They have been given that chance.

Much harder is to keep hope alive when the prospect of rebuilding is nowhere on the horizon. The ordinary
residents of Damascus, and other cities across Syria, can still only dream of such a chance.
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The Guardian view on Islamic State's attempt to disrupt the links
between the monarchy and Jordan's tribes;
The cruel games over the fate of the captured pilot may well backfire on
the jihadi group
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Terror is a double-edged weapon in war. It can intimidate and undermine the enemy, but it can also reinforce
an opponent's resolve. Morality aside, the question raised by the killing of Lieutenant Muath al-Kasasbeh is
whether Islamic State (Isis) has any kind of coherent strategy in the Middle East. Cruelty is not a strategy,
murder is not politics. Consider the impact on Jordan had Isis shown a degree of clemency after the capture
of the pilot, sparing his life and showing a real rather than, as it now appears, a spurious readiness to trade
him for one or more of their own people in Jordanian hands. That part of Jordanian public opinion which has
some sympathy for Isis's purposes, if not its methods, as well as the broader group which sees involvement
in the anti-Isis coalition as too risky and dangerous, would have been impressed. Showing mercy, in other
words, would have been more likely to dilute Jordan's commitment to the fight than the revenge that Isis
exacted.

Jordan undoubtedly has weaknesses. It has jihadist currents, demonstrated by the fact that it is the third
largest contributor of foreign fighters to Isis forces. It also has, beneath a surface stability, major social
problems of unemployment and marginalisation, which now touch even the relatively privileged regions and
tribes which have traditionally been the most loyal supporters of the monarchy, and from which the armed
forces draw most of their officer class. It is also, for good reason, a prime target for Isis. Jordanian
intelligence is a key asset of the American-led coalition.

Perhaps assisted by agents among the Jordanians in Syria and Iraq, the Jordanians have been in the
forefront of intelligence-gathering on what is happening inside Isis territory. For example, it is believed to
have been the Jordanians who provided the intelligence that enabled the Americans to track and kill Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi, the Jordanian-born leader of al-Qaida in Iraq, the precursor of Isis, in 2006. Jordan also
provides space and facilities for the training of non-jihadist Syrian rebels.

The capture of Lieutenant al-Kasasbeh thus provided Isis with an unexpected opportunity to pick at Jordan's
internal divisions. When the Hashemites arrived in Jordan in the 1920s from the Hejaz, they found most
support among tribal groups, some of whom came with them - support that continued to be vital after the
arrival of Palestinian refugees and the later loss of the West Bank brought in new subjects who had only an
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expedient view of the kingdom. So discontent among the tribes must be especially disturbing for King
Abdullah.

Jordan's execution of two Iraqi jihadists in retaliation is to be deplored. Although the two had been found
guilty of terrible crimes and the moratorium on the death penalty has recently been lifted, it nonetheless
represents a reversion to retributive justice. But its popularity, and the unexpectedly warm welcome for the
king on his return from Washington, suggests that outrage at the killing of the pilot, at least for the moment,
outweighs criticism of the government for putting him in harm's way.
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Israelis have a chance to dump Netanyahu. I fear they won't seize it;
Bibi has lost allies abroad and alienated the electorate at home. But
unless his opponents raise their game, he's likely to win the election
next month

BYLINE: Jonathan Freedland
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One of the few things most world leaders, and doubtless much of world opinion, can agree on is that they'd
like to see the back of Binyamin Netanyahu. The iciness of the relationship between Israel's prime minister
and Barack Obama turned to permafrost long ago, but even Bibi's fellow rightists find him unbearable. Note
the unguarded remarks of Nicolas Sarkozy picked up by an open mic in 2011: "I cannot stand him. He's a
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liar," the then French president confided to his US counterpart. " You're fed up with him?" said Obama. "I
have to deal with him every day."

There was nothing much either of them could do about Netanyahu. Only one group of people - Israeli voters
- can get rid of him, and on 17 March they'll have their chance. No doubt those outside Israel, given a vote,
would find the decision straightforward: ejecting Netanyahu as punishment for last summer's Gaza
bombardment, which cost more than 2,100 Palestinian lives, or for his continuing building of settlements in
the occupied West Bank. But Israelis have a host of additional reasons to prise Bibi from the prime
ministerial chair he's been glued to for nine of the past 19 years.

A series of conversations I had in Israel this week made clear that close to the top of that list is his
catastrophic handling of Washington, a relationship regarded as the bedrock of Israel's security. Netanyahu
has alienated Obama personally - not least by hosting what was all but a campaign rally for his opponent Mitt
Romney in 2012 - but has now infuriated the Democratic party too, by accepting a Republican invitation to
address Congress in March, an initiative in which the White House played no part. Until now, US support for
Israel has always been bipartisan. But Netanyahu's insistence on behaving like an honorary Republican has
put that in peril. Likud leaders have wrecked US-Israeli relations before - famously Yitzhak Shamir in 1992 -
and the voters booted him out as a result.

But it goes further. Many Israelis, especially those who travel in, or do business with, the wider world are
aware that their country is on course to becoming what one Israeli journalist described to me as "an isolated,
pariah state". They know that Israel has to change course - to end the occupation and pursue an
accommodation with the Palestinians - if it is not to be pushed further out into the cold. European
parliaments voting to recognise Palestinian statehood, irritable Democrats in Washington: the signs are
already there.

Tellingly, a group of heavy-hitting business tycoons, Israeli and Palestinian, have formed a pro-peace group
called Breaking the Impasse. "If we do not come to an agreement with the Palestinians, our ability to retain
our economic success almost disappears," Yair Lapid, the outgoing finance minister and leader of the Yesh
Atid party, told me at his regular corner table in a Tel Aviv cafe.

The complaint against Netanyahu is not that he has failed to make peace or solve the problem - most know
how hard that it is. It is that he offers no political horizon at all, merely an everlasting status quo. With Bibi it's
all today, no tomorrow. I was told that Israel's military brass fear the West Bank could "blow up this year",
partly because Palestinians see no prospect of any change.

Some insist such worries are the preserve of the elite. But the rest of Israeli society has its own reasons to
dismiss Bibi. Israel has gone from one of the world's most equal societies to one of the most unequal in a
generation, the gap between the super-rich and the rest widening each year. I met professional couples in
excellent jobs who can't afford to buy a home without parental help. Mass social protests in 2011 proved how
deep this fury went - but Bibi has done little to address it.

Add to that the constant swirl of accusations about the Netanyahu household - including the upcoming
findings of an investigation into the spending habits of the first couple - and it's not hard to see why a recent
poll found that 66% of Israelis wanted him gone.

The end of the Bibi era would be a clear boost for those desperate for change in the apparently never-ending
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. My conversations with those hoping for a place in the next government were full
of talk of new approaches, including thinking regionally: seeking an understanding with the wider Arab world,
especially that part of it whose fear of a surging Islamic State might outweigh its unwillingness to engage with
Israel. Those who have grown pessimistic about a deal with Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinian president,
can nevertheless imagine reaching a bargain with a coalition of Arab states, one that would include an Israeli
pullback from occupied Palestinian territory. Banishing Bibi could unlock all sorts of possibilities.

And yet few would bet it's going to happen. The polls have shown an uptick for Netanyahu's Likud in recent
days, and that might be down to his opponents, a supposed dream ticket of Labour's Isaac Herzog and Tzipi
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Livni, the former foreign minister. A visit to their HQ suggested a low-energy campaign, lacking the sheer
hunger necessary to oust a bare-knuckle fighter like Bibi. Herzog has a version of Ed Miliband syndrome: the
smart scion of Labour aristocracy who just doesn't look like a prime minister. The Haaretz political
correspondent Barak Ravid says Herzog is leading a "bad campaign, that's disorganised, lacking in creativity
and with nothing on the ground". He has failed to capitalise on the inequality issue or to channel the public's
deep frustration, despite promoting several leaders of the 2011 protests to Labour's senior ranks.

But the problem goes deeper. "Bibi is still the authentic voice of the majority of Israelis," says the author Tom
Segev. The one thing no Israeli ever wants to be is a freier - a sucker, a naive fool who's taken in. Even if
Israelis dislike Netanyahu and despise his wife, they don't fear that he will be a freier in negotiations with the
Palestinians or anyone else. An Israeli electorate still on its guard, still anxious about personal security -
however irrational that may seem to people far away - might well conclude that it's safer with Bibi than with
the untested freier -in-waiting they detect in Herzog.

This being Israel, everything could change between now and March 17. Labour only has to edge a single
seat ahead of Likud for Netanyahu to be finished. But right now his opponents look like a team facing an
open goal and poised to miss. They need to raise their game - and fast. Otherwise he will renew the lease on
an office he has come to regard as his own. Of course a change at the top will arrive eventually - but Israel
itself might have to change first.
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Eurovision 2015: Turkey has whirling dervishes. Spain has flamenco.
Australia has bogans;
Will it be Mark 'Jacko' Jackson ? Will it be Lorde? John Farnham's final
comeback? Whoever represents Australia at Eurovision better order a
shipment of thick skin
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In an announcement that will make Tony Abbott feel a little less ridiculous for awarding a knighthood to
Prince Philip, Australia has been invited to compete in this year's Eurovision Song Contest. In other words,
some lucky Australian(s) will soon head to Vienna to experience the thrill of a lifetime: being mocked by an
international audience. What a privilege. It's also great news for Israel, who can now proudly proclaim they're
no longer the least European country in Eurovision.

Not only is Australia competing, we're straight through to the grand final. Sorry, genuine European countries,
you're going to have to earn your place.

Focusing on the competition at hand, there are a few things to consider before we're ready to go balls-deep
in the Eurovision experience.

How will it affect our viewing?

Many Australians watch the contest ironically so are they ready for us to be mocked by other countries?
Quick, someone order a shipment of thick skin.

Who will we vote with?

We can't vote for ourselves, so who do we get behind? As we often like to tell ourselves, Australia is a
multicultural society, so our votes are sure to be split. Or will we form a voting bloc with the mother country?
Not if they keep sending people like Engelbert Humperdinck.

Who should we send?

Apparently Australia's inclusion is a "one-off", unless of course we happen to win the competition. If we want
to be a permanent inclusion, then all we need to do is win every year after that ad infinitum. I think we can do
it but we're going to need our best talent to pull this off, so allow me to present some suggestions of who is
best qualified to represent/embarrass us. As a fan of Eurovision, take it as a given that I know little or nothing
about popular music. Hence my suggestions.

Mark "Jacko" Jackson: Many countries try to capitalise on their unique cultural heritage to
differentiate themselves. Turkey has the whirling Dervishes, Spain has flamenco, Australia has bogans. It's
been 30 years since former AFL star Mark 'Jacko' Jackson released I'm an Individual. Time for a comeback?

Lorde: As a New Zealander, it's her patriotic duty to represent Australia.

Daryl Somers: Part of Eurovision's appeal is the performers who don't quite realise how kitsch
or daggy they appear to others. Enter Daryl.

Tina Arena: Australian born, of Italian descent, with a successful recording career in France to
boot? Douze points!

Maria Venuti: She's got the Eurovision-style outfits . She's got the voice. She's got my vote.

John Farnham: This might be Farnham's last chance to crack the international market. And if
Russia's 2012 entry is anything to go by, he's certainly not too old for it.

Joel Madden: When people think of Australian music, they think of Joel Madden. He's already
won a Logie for "Most Popular New Male Talent", the only logical next step for this Yank is to represent the
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country which overpays him.

Stephen Bradbury: You know how this joke works. Everyone falls down, he wins.

Whoever it is, I'll be rooting for them. And with any luck, they'll let us into Junior Eurovision too. My money's
on Bob Irwin.
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If British Jews are attacked, respect our dignity - and keep your agendas
to yourself;
I dread the cacophony from right and left on how we should react to
antisemitism. What's important is supporting our survival as a
community in the UK
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It can happen here, nobody can be sure that it won't.

One day my phone will ring or I'll glance at the news only to find out the almost inevitable has happened: an
attack on a synagogue, or a Jewish community centre, or the offices of a Jewish organisation - here, in my
home, Britain.
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Despite the UK's sophisticated security infrastructure, its close contacts with police and government and
levels of antisemitism lower than in many European countries, it only takes a few determined extremists to
take Jewish lives as has happened in France and now Denmark.

I work in the Jewish community, from visible and identifiably Jewish buildings. My kids attend Jewish schools.
I go to synagogue and from time to time take my turn on security duty, just like Dan Uzan, who was
murdered in Copenhagen. I also visit the Copenhagen Jewish community most years, where my wife
occasionally serves as visiting rabbi in the reform synagogue.

So not only do I feel the pain of Danish Jews, I am also aware that if and when the UK Jewish community is
attacked, I will feel that pain too, regardless of whether I or my loved ones are physically hurt.

Related: The right to free speech means nothing without the right to offend | Jodie Ginsberg

But when and if we are attacked, what will make the pain worse will be the cacophony of reactions from
individuals and groups outside the community attempting to corral British Jews like me into whatever agenda
they are peddling.

If and when it happens, I will be told to move to Israel, just as Benjamin Netanyahu and others of his ilk
suggested following the Copenhagen and Paris attacks.

Never mind that this is my home, never mind that calls to leave weaken the fight against antisemitism (why
help to protect diaspora Jews if they are all going?), never mind that Israel is hardly a safe place to be
Jewish or anything else. And maybe I'll receive anxious calls from American relatives and friends, urging my
family and me to move to the country that made school shootings and everyday violence commonplace.

If and when it happens, I will be told that it is the 1930s again, never mind the obscenity of the comparison
and the fact that European governments, including the British, are starting to make strenuous efforts to
support their Jews.

If and when it happens, I will be told that supporting the Palestinians is the same as supporting those who
seek to kill us.

If and when it happens, rightwing xenophobic groups will reach out to Jews, attempting to incorporate us into
their anti-Muslim agenda, and we will be used by those who seek to deny that Islamophobia exists.

And it won't just be from the right.

If and when it happens, sections of the left will tell me that it would all be OK if only Jews distanced
themselves from Israel. I will be told that, because Muslims suffer worse discrimination than Jews and
because Jews are mostly privileged, antisemitism is trivial. I will be told that Jewish concerns about
antisemitism are simply disingenuous attempts to deny Jewish responsibility for Palestinian suffering.

I dread this cacophony of self-serving opinions. They won't help me and they won't help the British Jewish
community.

If and when it happens, Jews like me will need compassion, sympathy and support. But perhaps most of all,
we will need the dignity and integrity of our community to be maintained. We will need to be listened to, even
when what we express is not easy to hear.

That isn't to say, of course, that we will speak with one voice. British Jews are divided and often fractious. All
the opinions I cited previously will be expressed by British Jews, as well as by outsiders.

But that's the point: if and when it happens it will be hard enough for British Jews to deal with our own
differences and mutual recriminations. Internal tensions are exacerbated when outsiders exploit Jews who
share their opinions.
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Just as pro-Palestinian Jews are sometimes used by pro-Palestinian activists as a way of avoiding taking
antisemitism seriously, so rightwing Jews are used by Islamophobes to justify their own beliefs.

I don't speak for the British Jewish community. This article is one British Jew's view. What I do know is that
those who would murder us in Paris and Copenhagen - or in London - do not make distinctions between
Jews. An attack on one part of the community will be an attack on us all. If we are united in that vulnerability -
and we may not like being lumped in together - then the response has to at least try to preserve that
uncomfortable unity.

So if and when it happens, I hope that those who are not British Jews will react in ways that preserve our
dignity and coherence as a group and do not simply exploit and exacerbate our divisions. If you don't support
the indiscriminate murder of Jews, you should also support our survival as a community in Britain.
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The Guardian view on whistleblowers: heroes working in the public
interest;
As long as they're working for us all, they deserve the protection of the
law
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The world needs its whistleblowers. They are indispensable to a healthy society. The employee who, in the
public interest, has the independence of judgment and the personal courage to challenge malpractice or
illegality is a kind of public hero. Yet, as Sir Robert Francis reported on Wednesday , in the NHS as in any
large and bureaucratic organisation, whistleblowers are far more likely to be resented than respected, as
Helene Donnelly, the nurse who protested about the failings in care at Mid Staffs, found out. Far from having
their names embossed on a roll of honour, Francis found that the doctors and nurses and other NHS staff
who reported their anxieties about failings in patient care had been shunned, suspended or even sacked by
hospital bosses. Many were left struggling to find a new job. Some have been driven to contemplate suicide.

Their experience is hardly unusual. There is a pantheon of men and women who at great personal risk have,
in the public interest, revealed information their employers wanted to keep secret. Some of the names are
familiar, people like Mordechai Vanunu, the scientist who revealed Israel's nuclear programme, or Daniel
Ellsberg, who by leaking the Pentagon papers exposed US lies about Vietnam, or Clive Ponting, the Ministry
of Defence official who exposed Margaret Thatcher's prevarication over the sinking of the General Belgrano.
They are heroes of the analogue age. The advent of the web has increased transparency and fostered an
equal urge for secrecy: hence Edward Snowden, who exposed the NSA's vast and unauthorised surveillance
programmes, and Hervé Falciani, who downloaded the details of the fortunes lost in unpaid tax through
schemes facilitated by his employer, HSBC.

Related: Lack of support for whistleblowers is a disgrace | Letters

From their value to society, it follows that whistleblowers deserve protection in law. That much is easy. The
harder part lies in framing it. Britain's Public Interest Disclosure Act, passed by the Labour government in
1998, has been regarded as a model, not least because it covers all employees whether in the public or
private sector. But as part of the legal apparatus of employment protection, it can also be complex and
inaccessible, and it is adjudicated through employment tribunals on which charges are now levied. By
contrast, in the US, whistleblowers are entitled to a percentage of any savings resulting from their actions.
That would rightly be seen as too transactional for Britain, where whistleblowing is seen as an aspect of good
citizenship. Yet the costs of whistleblowing can far outweigh the benefit it ultimately brings to wider society.

Francis backs off big changes to the law. Instead, he makes modest proposals to outlaw discrimination not
only against those who keep their jobs but also those who quit after whistleblowing and find their search for
work elsewhere mysteriously stymied by absent references or job offers withdrawn at the last minute. This
will be a valuable change, but it is still a matter only of redress. It cannot prevent the harm in the first place,
and it provides scant comfort for either the whistleblower themselves, or others who might also see the need
to raise complaints in the public interest. Francis argues that it is the culture that has to change to make the
NHS a more open and responsive organisation. But his proposals risk being too complex to be properly
effective. The legislation that is now likely to come in before the election with cross-party support should
include a mandatory review to make sure it does the job.

In some ways, public interest concerns in the NHS are straightforward. If on the one hand a health worker is
concerned about what they believe is an issue of patient safety, and the management rejects it on the basis
of, say, staffing implications, the balance is not hard to strike. Nor is it hard to choose between a researcher
who realises a new drug on trial is causing harm rather than doing good, and the pharmaceutical company
that insists it's a success. But where national security is involved, the assessment of the public interest is a
harder call with higher stakes. There is a gulf of difference between the information anarchist and the
deliberate and measured decision to expose conduct that is illegal or unconstitutional. Whistleblowers cannot
invariably assume a blank cheque, but they are always entitled to due process.

· This article was amended on 12 February 2015 to change "Richard Francis" to Robert Francis.
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CORRECTION: Sir Robert Francis, not Sir Richard, is the author of a report on NHS whistleblowers referred
to in an editorial about such "public heroes" ( From Switzerland to Mid Staffs, whistleblowers have been
heroes working in the public interest, 12 February, page 32).
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The Guardian view on a week of terror: from North Carolina to
Copenhagen, the threat to freedom is the same;
Freedom of speech and freedom of worship are both fundamental rights
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The attacks were in different continents and on people of different faiths and of none, but in the North
Carolina university town of Chapel Hill and the Danish capital, Copenhagen, it was freedom itself that was
the intended target. On Tuesday, three young Muslim students were gunned down in their Chapel Hill flat,
apparently by a neighbour, Craig Hicks, who claimed their faith was an affront to his atheistic principles. The
attack on Saturday in the Danish capital was wider. To judge from the chilling audio of a prolonged volley of
shots in which one man died, it seems to have been meant as a massacre of people at a debate on free
speech, where the controversial Swedish cartoonist Lars Vilks and the French ambassador were present.
From there, the gunman escaped and resurfaced to attack party-goers at a bat mitzvah, apparently with the
simple objective of murdering Jews and terrorising the Jewish community. He was stopped only by the
bravery of two police officers and a volunteer security guard, Dan Uzan, who was shot dead. The freedoms
essential to democracy risk being slowly undermined by what the Jewish writer Natasha Lehrer has called a
narrative of polarisation.
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Related: What now for Europe's Jews after Copenhagen and Paris? | Letters

There can be no league table of victimhood in these acts of terrorism, but in the Scandinavian countries,
which see themselves as uniquely fortunate in their social cohesion - "our fairytale country", as one Danish
mourner put it on Sunday - they have a shattering impact on self-belief. Five years ago the rightwing
extremist Anders Breivik slaughtered more than 70 children at a Labour party camp in Norway. Now the
Danes are experiencing the pain. Like France after the Charlie Hebdo attack last month, they are paying a
high price for protecting the right to free speech. As in France, it is a right controversially exercised in
Denmark with the publication of a series of cartoons in September 2005 depicting Muhammad. But all of
Europe is engaged in an unprecedented struggle to balance the fundamental rights that are its priceless
postwar inheritance with the most cherished beliefs of its new citizens. The right to free speech has to be
weighed alongside the importance of respecting difference. In protecting one, there is always the risk of
undermining the other. The same is true in the search for balance between freedom and security. On one
hand, it seems that the Danish killer was already known to the security services. That suggest there is no
prima facie case for greater powers of surveillance. But it is salutary that he was tracked down and shot dead
by police because of the widespread availability of images from security cameras that other European
countries, Germany for example, regard as an unacceptable invasion of privacy.

Freedom of speech is only one of the freedoms under attack. So is the freedom of worship, indeed the
freedom to be different. After Amedy Coulibaly murdered four shoppers in a kosher supermarket in Paris last
month, and the earlier deadly attack on the Brussels Jewish museum, it is clear that Jewish communities
across Europe are under threat from a hatred that may claim its origin in opposition to Israel and Zionism,
but whose form resembles all too closely the dark history of antisemitism. The Danish prime minister, Helle
Thorning-Schmidt, made an important statement in defence of the valued place of Denmark's small Jewish
community in her country, but it is understandable that some complain that it has come too late. Though that
does not justify the ill-judged call from the Israeli prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu for "massive
immigration" to his country, it is clear that, for too long, too little attention has been paid to the sharp rise in
attacks on Jewish communities.

In a different context, a similar insensitivity to the threat to a religious community is apparent in the US. The
killing of the three Muslim students by a gunman whose Facebook page contained violent threats against all
organised religion, including Islam, was initially described by local police as a dispute over a parking place.
The FBI remains reluctant to confirm whether or not it is investigating a hate crime. Surely, the point is that
every American Muslim believes that it was. And that we must all relearn an old lesson: that only eternal
vigilance can protect all our freedoms.
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Jeb Bush isn't George W. He just thinks the same and hires the same
people;
George W Bush was a different president at a different time. It's just a
time the Republican party wants to go back to

BYLINE: Jeb Lund

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1568 words

It ain't easy being Jeb - I mean, it is for the rest of us Jebs, but for the guy who wants to be president, not so
much. Just think of the family hassles: he probably has to unplug all his appliances when his brother comes
over at Christmas, just in case George tries to touch one and shorts it out with the blood of hundreds of
thousands of Iraqis dripping off his hands.

Jeb's primary task in seeking the presidency will be to avoid putting images like that in your head; he and his
myriad advisers know that you hear the name "Bush" and probably automatically think about unleashing the
tremendous power of market innovation to solve the difficulties that arise from desert corpse-creation. The
concern about being tarnished by his brother's legacy probably explains why, out of a 25-minute prepared
speech to the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on Wednesday, the excerpt that Team Jeb gave to the
media in advance contained an "I'm my own man" declaration on which he later expanded:

I've also been fortunate to have a father and a brother who helped shape America's foreign-policy from the
oval office. I recognize that as a result my views will often be held up in comparison to theirs. In fact, this is a
great, fascinating thing in the political world for some reason. Sometimes in contrast to theirs. Look, just for
the record, one more time, I love my brother, I love my dad, I actually love my mother as well, hope that's
okay. And I admire their service to the nation and the difficult decisions that they had to make, but I'm my
own man, and my views are shaped by my own thinking and my own experiences.

As the Washington Post's Chris Cillizza noted, this is 118 words out of over 4,000 - but it was enough for the
nation's pundits to finish their columns and go to lunch before the speech even started (or perhaps even
without listening to the speech at all), and still make sure Jeb's desired message would spread.

Related: Jeb Bush backs brother's NSA surveillance program to keep America safe

Encouraging pundits to focus on their (already beloved) Bush v Bush narrative was a good strategy, because
the rest of Jeb's speech veered from insubstantial pablum only when it was contradictory or analytically null.
(Even the "I'm my own man" message fizzled upon closer scrutiny: the Post's Philip Bump was able to draw
a Venn diagram to illustrate that Jeb Bush has a whopping one (1) foreign policy advisor not recycled from
the Bush I or Bush II administrations.)

Granted, his speech wasn't a white paper breaking down American strategic interests; it was a political
speech, the tone of which needed to please core Republican primary voters and the centrists who show up
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for a general election. And while it was likely no sillier than what you will hear from every other candidate not
named Rand Paul, Jeb's outing was still a silly exercise in decontextualized fear on which the Republican
Party has relied for decades now: Everything is terrifying!

Jeb opened by lamenting that "we definitely no longer inspire fear in our enemies", which is one of those
sentiments that says more about those giving it voice than about the rest of the world. Believing that the
American city upon a hill will be a terrordome ringed with spikes and guns with the longest range probably
springs either from an inability to engage with the rest of the world as anything but bully/busybody, or an
unwillingness to honestly address the idea of American power outside of domestic political posturing.

How did we lose the ability to "inspire fear" despite pointing our guns and bombs at a heck of a lot of them for
more than a decade, you might ask? Jeb answered that for you by ringing the Carter bell: invoking an era
"where we saw firsthand what it was like to see the United States... lose the respect of countries because of
a weak and vacillating foreign policy". In concert with Jeb's invocation of the familiar Republican mummery
about the tentacles of Iranian influence in the Middle East, you're supposed to hear the Carter lost us Iran!
cry again. (If China had imams, we'd hear Truman lost us China!. ) Never mind anything you might have
learned about the Shah (or, if you want to go back that far, Chiang Kai-shek) but, for God's sake, don't
Google the year 1953.

Related: Resist the Jeb Bush the media wants to sell you for 2016. It's a Jeb of lies | Jeb Lund

Jeb did veer dangerously close to self-awareness, but then moved safely away from it again by mentioning
that, "In the beginning of the liberation of Iraq, neither Twitter nor Isis existed". It's an interesting factoid until
you consider that "liberating" Iraq wasn't one of the proximate causes of the invention of Twitter. But retweet
if you remember destabilizing a region based on falsified claims that everyone in America needed to be
afraid of a mushroom cloud, fave if you don't understand causation.

He also talked about freeing Europe from the yoke of Russian influence via the liberating power of energy
production. So, just warning you, if Europeans are wearing dull gray Soviet-designed unitards not designed
by Kanye and walking desultorily beneath giant pictures of Putin in 2017, it's because some Democrat didn't
have the courage to deregulate fracking until all the tap water from Oklahoma to West Virginia smells like a
tire fire lit by benzene.

But it's not all doom and gloom! Jeb said that "free people, free markets, free ideas" will set an example for
other nations. This is the same Pollyanna line floated by the previous Bush administration (though, obviously,
Jeb came to the same conclusions as George for totally different reasons), and the Project for a New
American Century, of which Jeb was an inaugural signatory. But that message is reinforced by Jeb's "second
principle... that our words and actions must match".

This is one of the problems of the whole "free people" thing already mentioned; as a nation, we're sort of
dismal at that part. For instance, in his speech, Jeb called for strengthening Egypt, the sclerotic autocracy
the United States propped up for decades and whose torture and repression birthed Sayyid Qutb and the
Muslim Brotherhood (out from under whose robes al-Qaida scuttled into the world); its current president took
power in a coup and is hardly known for his weakness on anything but human rights and press freedoms. Of
course, we maintain close relations with him because Egypt recognizes Israel, which Jeb also praised in the
nearly universal uncritical tone of official Washington. (Jeb also condemned the Obama administration for
"leaks and personal insults to prime minister Netanyahu", a man who's been respectfully trying to complete
an end-run around the current administration for six years via then-Rep Eric Cantor and House Speaker
John Boehner.)

Related: Jeb Bush attacks Obama's foreign policy and insists: 'I am my own man'

And, one might wonder how resonant the "free people and free markets" line plays with the walled-off and
embargoed citizens of Gaza - though, the Bush II administration answered that, with a Rumsfeld Defense
Department analysis that ascribed "our one-sided support in favor of Israel and against Palestinian rights,
and the longstanding, even increasing support for what Muslims collectively see as tyrannies, most notably
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Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Pakistan and the Gulf States" as one of the "underlying sources of threats to
America's national security".

Lastly, after an affectedly befuddled defense of NSA metadata mining as "hugely important" and victim of a
"debate [that] has gotten off track", Jeb boldly reiterated the Reagan line of "peace through strength". He
added:

Having a military that is equal to any threat is not only essential for the commander-in-chief, it also makes it
less likely that we'll need to put our men and women in uniform in harm's way, because I believe
fundamentally that weakness invites war. Strength encourages peace.

Heaven knows what you're supposed to do with this; it's vacuous to the point of suffocating brain function. No
military is equal to any threat, and not even a fantastical version of our own could be equal to plausible ones
that any of us could imagine now. Unless we as nation develop an immunity to qualms about carpet bombing
a country with nuclear weapons, a beefed-up America still can't do diddly-squat about North Korea. And you
can forget Republican saber-rattling about settling China's hash over its control of the South China Sea.
(Poor China; it never learned that only the United States gets a Monroe Doctrine.) Not only does China have
1.3mn active duty troops, but its population of 1.35bn makes our population of 320m look like a rounding
error.

So how can we face these threats, according to Jeb? "We should meet 21st century needs with a 21st
century defense strategy". Cool. That's the same project Don Rumsfeld was working on before it got halted
by two simultaneous wars of occupation and a sudden expansion of our military interests. I'm sure it'll go
great this time. And it has to, because of one stark reality we face:

Time and time again, we have learned that if we withdraw from the defense of liberty elsewhere, the battle
eventually comes to us anyway.

Do you hear that message ringing loud and clear? Unless some other people die, we're all gonna die. Again.

In other words, there's going to be a bloodbath. Just don't say it'll be like Jeb's brother's bloodbath.
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Islamism has many faces. We must learn to read them all;
If we are to understand the role Islamists play around the world we need
to move beyond generalisation

BYLINE: HA Hellyer

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 927 words

Four years after the Arab spring, the region and the world are still grappling with the aftermath, including the
rise - and fall - of different Islamist movements. On Wednesday, in the midst of a summit on extremism,
Barack Obama said: "We are not at war with Islam. We are at war with people who have perverted Islam."
After the Charlie Hebdo attacks, the French prime minister, Manuel Valls, said his country was engaged in a
war "against terrorism, against jihadism, against radical Islamism".

But while western leaders have been very clear they are not at war with "Islam" - the religion of more than a
billion people - there has been far less clarity about what "Islamism", let alone "radical Islamism", actually
means.

Islamism incorporates a wide range of viewpoints. It includes the Muslim Brotherhood and other political
groupings that engage in public life, as well as extremist organisations such as Daesh (Isis) that rely solely
on violence. In Britain, two broad approaches to Islamism have been in evidence. The first views all Islamist
groups as more or less the same as al-Qaida in terms of their beliefs, seeing only differences in tactics. An
increasing number of political figures in the Arab world share this view.

At the other end of the spectrum, there are those who see Islamists as broadly pluralistic and progressive.
They put their faith in reformist moderates winning through.

Both of these approaches are shortsighted, and wrong.

The Muslim Brotherhood, the largest Islamist movement, is a broad church, as it were. And then there are
other versions of Islamism, embodied by the Salafis of the Nour Party in Egypt, the Islamist-leaning AKP in
Turkey and the Shia Muslims of Hezbollah. Lumping them all together is not simply to ignore nuances. It
diverts our attention and resources away from groups that carry out brutal attacks like the ones in Paris, in
Yemen - where more than 30 were slaughtered on the same day as the Charlie Hebdo attack - as well as
insurgents in the Sinai peninsula aligned with Isis who have killed dozens of Egyptians, and Libyan affiliates
of Isis who killed almost two dozen Christians earlier this month.

During the revolutionary uprisings in the Arab world I was living in Cairo, where I saw the Brotherhood's rise
to power after the deposition of Hosni Mubarak. From 2011 to 2013, western governments found themselves
engaging with a sectarian and reactionary political force; the Brotherhood's Libyan counterpart refused to
recognise the results of Libya's election in 2014 and remains aligned in a broad coalition that includes
extremely radical groups. But over a similar period the Tunisian Islamist party, Ennahda, showed itself
profoundly committed to that country's democratic experiment. Many hoped the Brotherhood and other
Islamists would follow the lead of relatively open-minded figures such as Rachid Ghannouchi in Tunisia. But
that tendency did not dominate, and it was naive to believe that movements based on reactionary ideas,
raised in environments of oppression, would automatically be reformist or progressive once in power.

In Britain, after the 7 July 2005 bombings, investment in nurturing more temperate Islamists initially paid off.
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We saw engagement with pro-Islamist non-violent, groups, which countered far more radical influences such
as Abu Hamza al-Masri. But are such groups genuinely progressive? On a number of issues some of them
are not, but to prevent them contributing to civil society is not the right strategy either.

The flaw in both approaches is that they generalise far too much. Islamists are not equivalent to al-Qaida -
but nor are all Islamists automatically natural allies for progressive, democratic politics. Just as there is a
variety of strands of communism and socialism, which have produced peaceful as well as violent outcomes,
so there is a complex set of political ideologies within Islamism.

The forces of Bashar al-Assad have taken far more lives than all the Islamists combined

Consistency also demands we recognise that challenges to a more progressive, democratic future in the
Middle East are not solely borne of Islamist movements. Indeed, in Syria, the forces of Bashar al-Assad have
taken far more lives than Islamists everywhere. Different types of authoritarianism continue to exist across
the region - some in hardline opposition to Islamism.

Consistency is not easy, but it is possible. In 2002, Edward Said and others formed the Palestinian National
Initiative - an effort to carve out a third way that rejected both the radical reactionaries of Hamas and the
corrupt Fatah movement. Likewise, political upheaval in Egypt produced many faux liberals but it also gave
rise to principled voices, some of whom were at the heart of the 25 January revolutionary moment. Before
the widespread brutal crackdown on the Brotherhood, public intellectuals such as Ibrahim El Houdaiby and
human rights defenders including Heba Morayef engaged with and criticised Islamists. Groups that tended
towards sectarianism and flirted with vigilantism needed to be critiqued, but with nuance, without
automatically equating them to al-Qaida.

The world faces a continual challenge to uphold fairness and justice. To meet that challenge we must refrain
from generalisations that encourage us to mark groups down as enemies or friends without considering their
unique origins, conduct and relationship to others.

As the lines are drawn more narrowly in the region and elsewhere, that principle may become harder to hold
on to - but it remains the right thing to do.
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Reporters hold their nose about advertising in newspapers. But history
shows the risk that purists take;
Journalists seem to be curious about everything in the world around us
- apart from the people on the floor below who bring in the money

BYLINE: Ian Jack
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LENGTH: 1185 words

Advertising staffs were always the best-looking and best-dressed people on any newspaper, and the
surprising thing in retrospect is how little the journalists had to do with them, given that otherwise we were so
easily led astray. "It has long been axiomatic in quality British journalism that the advertising department and
editorial should be kept rigorously apart," wrote Peter Oborne, resigning this week as the Telegraph's chief
political commentator in the belief that his paper had betrayed this important principle. Yet there was perhaps
also something ignorant and hypocritical in the traditional journalistic view of advertising, which came out of
our moral hauteur. As journalists, it seemed, we were curious about everything in the world around us, apart
from the people on the floor below who brought in the money.

How they went about this vital job, reporters or subeditors usually had little idea. They were in trade whereas
we were the aesthetes; to the cold-caller in classified, we might as well have worn green carnations in our
buttonholes and kept smelling salts in our desks. Editors were usually the only journalists who had to deal
with advertising staff directly, and then usually to quarrel over the flatplan, a document that showed the size
and positions of the ads in the paper. Before newspapers began their steep decline 20 years ago,
advertisers still knew their place - which, in the editor's opinion, ideally took up no more than half of a
left-hand page. Sandwich-style ads in which editorial appeared as a filling; wrap-around ads; right-hand
full-pagers that stared the reader down on page three: none of these modern commonplaces was then
imaginable. Page editors complained instead about the space split between ads and editorial breaking the
hallowed ratio of two-to-three, or of small display ads for garden sheds and corsets that let the tone of the
paper down.

Did we ever have a drink with a man or woman from advertising, or take them to lunch and discover the best
way to hook the lucrative BMW account? I don't think we ever did. The travel section of the Sunday Times, in
its pre-Murdoch years, once sent me on a voyage round the Caribbean as the guest of a cruise line, and the
piece I wrote as a result had the unkindness of a young, single man for whom this sort of holiday was not
intended. The cruise line then cancelled the series of ads it had booked - all of them five columns wide and
standing tall on the page. It never occurred to me to say sorry to the staff in display ads who must have put
the deal together; in fact, to say sorry to anyone. The cost of my piece in lost revenue was considerable, but
the separation between getting and spending on the paper stood absolute. Nobody suggested I wrote the
piece differently.

This approach kept us honest in our inquiries and judgments, but perhaps it also bred self-righteousness and
obscured the underlying economics of the business we were in. The Sunday Times in the 1960s and 70s
was among the world's most prosperous and distinguished newspapers; it could ignore or annoy advertisers
if it had to. The Observer, then its chief rival, knew that less profitable papers took a graver risk; that fortune
doesn't always favour the brave, or even the brave and the popular. It discovered after the Suez crisis that
when advertisers take against a newspaper, the effects can be complicated and far-reaching. As Richard
Crockett writes in his biographical study of David Astor, the Observer's celebrated editor, "the Suez episode
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provided an object lesson in the power of the advertiser over the western capitalist press".

In 1956, the Observer reached its postwar peak. In September that year, it sold more copies than the
Sunday Times for the first time in its history. Its writers and opinions - on the theatre, on books, on free
expression and the anti-colonial struggle in Africa - both caught and inspired the mood of a new generation.
Then came Suez. The Observer warned against an invasion, and when it went ahead in November, accused
the government of "folly and crookedness" in its collusion with France and Israel. The strength of its
condemnation caused a furore: the paper was denounced in parliament, half of its trustees resigned and 866
readers wrote to disagree with the paper's position, nearly 500 of whom vowed never to buy it again. In the
era of stamps and envelopes rather than comment threads, these were big numbers - big enough to suggest
that the Observer's staunch opposition to Suez damaged its circulation, or at least stopped its rise. In fact,
this is a myth. Suez did the numbers no harm. The circulation continued to grow for another year or so, as
younger and more radical readers replaced those in the paper's older and more conservative audience who
had left.

The trouble, as advertisers saw it, was that the new readers were of the wrong kind - students, not nearly as
affluent as those they replaced. The bigger dissuasion to advertisers, however, was sentimental and political.
"Patriotic" British companies wanted nothing to do with such an apparently treasonous paper; English
Electric was still refusing to advertise in it 10 years later. Also, as Astor later wrote, "the loss of Jewish
advertisers was very marked". The paper had always been supportive of Israel, and according to Astor, had
a higher proportion of Jewish readers than most newspapers; now the Observer's implicit criticism of Israel
for its part in the operation "caused the strongest possible agitation among Israel's supporters".

The loss of revenue came at exactly the wrong time, just as years of newsprint rationing were ending
and newspapers began to expand their paginations and grow new sections. The Sunday Times, better
resourced and better managed, had re-established its lead over the Observer by the spring of 1957, and
then helped the nation forget the shame of Suez by serialising the memoirs of generals such as Montgomery
and their remembrance of a more glorious war. The Observer, meanwhile, tried to restore its position among
advertisers by converting its diplomatic correspondent into a "business manager" and sending him to lunch in
gentlemen's clubs, where as a colleague, the late Michael Davie, wrote, he would "explain that the Observer
is not just a leftwing vehicle for ... central European Jewish intellectuals [but] in fact rather smart and public
school".

In commercial terms, morality didn't serve the Observer well. Its anti-apartheid stance sent South African
advertisers elsewhere, and only in 1958 did it lift a ban on alcohol (with a decorous advert for dry sherry)
after research showed that strong drink provided the Sunday Times with an extra 29 columns of advertising,
enough to give it a four-page advantage over its rival. Today the Sunday Times outsells the Observer
four-to-one. You can argue the merits of their journalism - which has the livelier, the better written, the less
vulgar, the more politically appealing - but the roots of their relative success and failure lie in decisions made
by newspaper advertisers 60 years ago. The reach is very long.
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In praise of ... Peter Oborne;
A courageous troublemaker and magnificent polemicist, Oborne is not
always right. But he couldn't stay quiet about the Telegraph's coverage
of the HSBC story

BYLINE: Michael White
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Peter Oborne is instantly recognisable in manner and appearance as a public school
Sherborne-and-Cambridge Tory, a church-goer (married to a vicar), probably an enthusiastic amateur
cricketer (he wrote an admired biography of Basil D'Oliveira too). What makes him unusual, however, not just
among journalists, is his powerful sense of right and wrong. It is what prompted him to leave his eminent
perch at the Daily Telegraph this week and denounce its perceived lapse from former standards in covering
the HSBC scandal.

Related: Peter Oborne's resignation shows that the media shouldn't just serve the rich | Owen Jones

It is easy to imagine the late Paul Foot, a fellow romantic but on the far left, applauding Oborne's stand.
Investigative journalism survives in Fleet Street, including at the Telegraph, but whistleblowing is rarer. Like
Foot, Oborne is not always right, he sometimes overstates his case and "hypocrisy" can be an easy target.
But his polemical range has been eclectic and magnificent. In print and on TV he has denounced Robert
Mugabe, the pro-euro lobby (and the pro-Israel lobby), blamed our ills on postmodern relativism, defended
Iran and the Human Rights Act, even said a good word for Ed Miliband. A courageous troublemaker then.
Always in short supply.
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The relocation of Suleyman Shah: the way forward in the Middle East?;
By moving the tomb of Suleyman Shah out of the war zone in Syria,
Turkey may have found an elegant solution for the trouble caused from
Jerusalem to Crimea

BYLINE: Andrew Brown
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Simply moving the tomb and shrine of Suleyman Shah - the patriarch whose descendants founded the
Ottoman dynasty and empire - out of the war zone in Syria is such an elegant solution to the problem of
preserving sacred relics that it seems odd it has never been hit upon before.

So much trouble is caused in the world by disputed sacred sites, from Jerusalem to Crimea, that it looks like
common sense to declutter them and spread them out so everyone gets a sacred shrine of their own, which
does not require them to invade anyone else's territory. If you could simply apply to the map of the Middle
East a button like the one on Mac computers that shrinks all the overlapping windows and arranges them
separately, how much happier could the world would be?

If only you could apply to the Middle East a Mac computer button that arranges all the overlapping windows
separately

In fact, the idea has been tried before in numerous different ways. My own favourite is the Holy House of
Loreto, a shrine inside a basilica in southern Italy, which was supposedly the house in which the Virgin Mary
grew up in Nazareth. Nazareth, observant geographers know, is actually in modern Israel, some distance
from southern Italy; but it was widely believed, and still more widely said, that the whole house was
miraculously transported by a flight of angels, first to Croatia's Istrian coast, and then to Loreto.

Such an attested miracle made it a far more popular (and lucrative) target of pilgrimage than had it remained
in Palestine when the Saracens expelled the last Crusaders shortly after the miraculous flight. Spoilsports
and cynics point out that the basilica was probably demolished in Nazareth, shipped to Italy, and rebuilt there
under the guidance of a noble family named Angelos, who were happy to have their name misunderstood as
the means of transport.
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Nor does the obfuscation stop there: how do we know that the original house was in fact that of the Virgin
Mary? It was identified as such by the empress Helena, on her tour of the biblical lands in 326AD, the same
journey on which she found a fragment of the True Cross, and identified both the place of the crucifixion and
the site of the burning bush on Mount Sinai, where St Catherine's monastery now stands. It is possible that
all these attributions are mistaken. But once somewhere has been identified as sacred and knitted into a
fabric of legend, it can no longer be seen with the cold eye of a geographer.

This kind of sanctity is different from the sort that seems to attach naturally to certain places if they are
sufficiently remote and sublime. Ayers Rock in central Australia and, possibly, Glastonbury Tor are examples
of this second sort. Here the legends attach themselves to a pre-existing numinous place, rather than
pre-existing legends being fastened on to some geographical feature.

This second sort is much more easily destroyed by tourism. In fact the only hope of preserving the
mysterious quality that draws pilgrims in the first place is to construct them a replica somewhere else. This
was proposed half-seriously with Stonehenge, and has actually been done with some of the strange and
magnificent cave paintings of Cro-Magnon people in France, where the original caverns are off limits, but
tourists may study richly detailed repllcas.

One school of revisionist historians - eloquently popularised by Tom Holland's latest book, In the Shadow of
the Sword - argues that some similar process may be responsible for the sacred status of Mecca itself. It is
assumed, on the basis of later codified oral traditions, that the holy place named as Bakka in the Qur'an is
identical with Mecca, which is also named there, though not located. But there isn't any historical evidence
for this. Bakka might have referred to a shrine since lost in what is now Jordan, on the fringes of the Roman
empire. The point is unknowable either way, although the historian can give good reasons for doubting the
attribution of Mecca today to the place described in the Qur'an.

Present-day Mecca, in the middle of the Arabian desert, is unlikely to attract the jealousy of other religions,
but this has not made Saudi Arabia a force for peace in the world. There are limits to the good effects of
partitioning sacred places out geographically.

There is a further problem. Places can be sanctified by nationalism as much as by religious legends. This
happened a great deal in the wars of the 20th century, where it turned out often that a nation's most sacred
places lay just outside the borders enforced by the last peace treaty: Karelia for the Finns, Transylvania for
the Hungarians, and even the South Tyrol for the Italians were all characterised in that way, and the desire
for their repossession led to bloody and futile wars. This is in part because sacredness itself is such a
powerful motive for action. To be sacred is to be, by definition, of infinitely greater value than profane or
commonsensical matters, just as a king is worth more than all the other pieces on the chess board.
Sacredness trumps all other considerations of advantage. So it is a hugely powerful weapon in the hands of
a leader. It isn't going to disappear just because it leads to unreasonable behaviour, since sometimes only
unreasonable behaviour can get us what we want.

So for once we should praise the Turkish government whole-heartedly. Its little military expedition has
ensured, with imagination and efficiency, that in a part of the world that is not only self-sufficient in causes for
war and atrocity, but a net exporter of such causes to the rest of us, one possible reason for people to kill
one another has been safely moved out of play.
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Netanyahu must realise bombing and permanent sanctions won't work
on Iran;
For years the Israeli leader has cried wolf about Iran's nuclear
intentions, but we now have clear signs that negotiations are starting to
bear fruit

BYLINE: Richard Dalton
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The revelation that in 2012 Israel's intelligence agency took a different view from its prime minister about
Iran's intentions is little surprise. It merely confirms that Binyamin Netanyahu is an unreliable witness in the
global debate over what to do about Iran's nuclear programme.

For years he has exaggerated its nature and extent, cried wolf about the imminence of a nuclear weapon,
promoted hyperbole about Iran dominating the Middle East, overplayed what sanctions or war could achieve
for Israel, and decried the international rules in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Israel's history is unique. Because of this, it has a missile-borne nuclear force, which gives as much
deterrent power in the Middle East as such weapons give us in Europe. Iran sees itself as doing God's work
on Earth: that cannot be done if the Islamic Republic is obliterated in a nuclear exchange.

We would all like absolute certainty that Iran will never seek to use its nuclear capabilities to acquire
weapons. But the six governments negotiating with Iran know that neither bombing nor perpetual economic
sanctions would eliminate that risk. Bombing could provoke Iran to develop a nuclear force, which it has not
done so far; and new sanctions would not bring Iran to its knees. In the form proposed by some in the US
Congress, however, more sanctions would induce Iran to close down both the current agreed limits on its
activities and the transparency that enables the International Atomic Energy Agency to monitor it.

For 10 years the international community asked for more than any Iranian government could agree to

The six nations - the permanant security council members (US, Britain, France, Russia and China) plus
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Germany, or P5+1 - are negotiating hard for an enforceable agreed scheme that will ensure Iran abides by
its declared policy of not seeking nuclear weapons.

For 10 years this goal eluded the international community because it asked for more than any Iranian
government could agree to - no enrichment, which contradicts the Non-Proliferation Treaty under which it is
lawful for Iran to enrich uranium for peaceful purposes.

The negotiations turned a corner in 2012 only when the P5+1 based its case on reciprocity, the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, and a step-by step process, and then - after skilful secret talks with America -
agreed with Iran in November 2013 that this meant the country could retain its right to enrich uranium under
IAEA supervision and would ultimately gain the permanent lifting of nuclear-related sanctions.

The political atmosphere around these negotiations is going to heat up further in Tehran and in Washington.
The US and its partners, and President Rouhani's government backed by the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, are showing admirable perseverance against their detractors. They are trying to resolve, by the
end of March, how and when sanctions will be lifted; the duration of the agreement; and the exact
dimensions of Iran's enrichment programme (which includes the number of existing centrifuges, and
arrangements for more advanced ones). Then there is Khamenei's demand that all the implementation
details be wrapped up with the core political negotiations and agreed in one go, not left for a second stage of
discussion.

The latest round of talks between Iran and the US, which have just ended, have given the clearest signs yet
that, among other things, limits to Iranian capabilities and production, revelation of past military research and
development and permanent adherence to the highest standards of monitoring, along with the gradual lifting
of sanctions, are all negotiable.

This is good news because it would allow both detection and deterrence of any dash for a weapon. It would
block the available known pathways to the accumulation of sufficient highly enriched uranium for a bomb,
and reduce - as much as can be done anywhere in the world - the risk of a covert weapons programme.

Netanyahu portrays it as bad news, despite having no better alternative to offer. He would prefer that Iran's
potential for nuclear weapons be "eliminated".

That is is not possible - the knowledge of inherently dual-use technology that Iran has acquired cannot be
erased. But it is possible to limit and to verify the Iranian programme for a substantial period of time, and to
ensure Iran's programme is exclusively peaceful.

The key difference between Netanyahu's assessments and those of the Mossad and the six countries
negotiating with Iran today is whether or not Iran's activities amount to the inexorable implementation of a
plan to build nuclear weapons. They do not.
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Binyamin Netanyahu and the speech that bombed;
It isn't just leaked cables that have undermined the Israeli PM's speech
to world leaders. According to his predictions, we should all be dead by
now

BYLINE: Tim Dowling
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Stories emerging from leaked intelligence cables on Monday were illustrated with a photograph of Binyamin
Netanyahu holding what appears to be the worst ever graphic representation of a nation's alleged nuclear
capability: a crude outline of a round cartoon bomb, complete with burning fuse with a wonky red line drawn
on it.

The photo was taken three years ago during a UN speech about the nuclear threat posed by Iran. I had to go
back and watch the whole thing to see if anyone laughed or snorted derisively when he finally held it up, but
not one did. I guess there weren't any graphic designers in the audience that day. Where did he get it? Did
he knock it up himself the night before? Does the UN not have an in-house graphics team for this sort of
thing?

'It looks like one of those fundraising charts you sometimes see on church lawns, but for a bomb instead of
new bells.'

At first glance, it's not even terribly apparent what the bomb represents - it looks like one of those fundraising
charts you sometimes see on church lawns, but for a bomb instead of new bells. In 2012 Netanyahu had to
explain that the lines across the bomb stood for the different levels of uranium enrichment Iran had
accomplished, although we now know his estimates of Iran's capability - he was basically saying we'd all be
dead by this time last year - didn't quite square with Mossad's own, more cautious assessment. He actually
drew the red line himself, with a fat marker.

Thanks largely to his appalling graphic, this part of his speech came across as a patronising lecture delivered
by a bored 1970s science teacher. It was impossible to take him seriously - which, of course, we now know
we shouldn't have. In hindsight, it's a good thing he didn't prepare a PowerPoint presentation.

My digital double life

Reading up on identity theft - 80 million people's data is now at risk after hackers hit an insurance company -
I am reminded again of the fake me. The fake-me Twitter account is not, it must be said, a terribly egregious
example of identity theft. It does use a picture of me, along with a brief profile that makes it clear it's meant to
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be me; but the instigator only ever posted three tweets before giving up back in October 2010.

The first time I encountered it, I found the lack of application a little unflattering, but at least it wasn't
threatening - nobody could possibly mistake this stillborn, parodic effort for the actual me. Yet looking at it
now I see the fake me has well over a thousand followers. A quick search shows it receives a thin but regular
stream of tweets meant for me, including some work-related queries I should have answered three years
ago.

I don't know how I feel about this. It's a bit like going to a drinks party and finding a bunch of people in a
corner talking to a balloon with your face drawn on it.

Texas, the first Tim

Locating all those lost tweets started me thinking, and sent me further afield. There are many Tim Dowlings
out there on Twitter, but the one we all look up to is the proto-Tim Dowling - the Tim who managed to bag the
username @timdowling early on. He's an estate agent from Texas who, again, hasn't sent a tweet since
2010. Even when it came to deciding Twitter was a complete waste of time, he was in the vanguard.

This Tim Dowling doesn't look like me, and his profile says only "Get 5% to 15% More Money for Your
Home". I definitely can't help you with that, especially if you live in the Austin area. And yet that Tim Dowling
is still unwittingly having one-sided conversations in my stead every month, and still selflessly absorbing
tweets of the "This guy gets paid for this mindless drivel #wtf" variety on my behalf. Good on you, Tim.

@IAmTimDowling
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The dangerous folly of trying to divide France's Jews and Muslims;
The French Jewish leader Roger Cukierman is playing with fire in allying
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himself with Marine Le Pen's National Front

BYLINE: Nabila Ramdani
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Five teenagers were arrested last week in eastern France for desecrating more than 300 Jewish graves. In a
shocking attack, tombstones were smashed up and swastikas daubed in red paint in a cemetery in the
Bas-Rhin department, where 2,605 Alsatian Jews were murdered by the Nazis during the second world war.
Less reported was that all of those caught were from traditional middle-class French families, and none had
anything to do with Islam.

Roger Cukierman, a leading member of France's Jewish community, would certainly not be interested in
such inconvenient details. In an interview on Monday, the notoriously provocative head of the Crif
(Representative Council of Jewish Institutions of France) said: "We need to say things clearly: all acts of
violence against Jews today are committed by young Muslims." Though he offered the token qualification, "of
course, it's a tiny minority of the Muslim community", Cukierman later used the term "Islamo-fascism", and
stated that Marine Le Pen, leader of the far-right Front National (FN) and a white Christian, was "blameless"
when it came to antisemitism.

Le Pen is certainly trying very hard to position the FN away from its vehemently anti-Jewish roots. Instead
she now associates Islam with almost all of France's ills. Cukierman believes in the same "enemy within"
narrative, and wants to demonise a Muslim community of more than five million at a time of heightened
sensitivities.

That the three gunmen linked to Islamic State and al-Qaida who struck in Paris in January murdered
Muslims, and indeed numerous others who had nothing to do with the Jewish faith, was similarly lost on
Cukierman.

He also ignores the fact that white Chelsea football fans in Paris last week mimicked the hissing sound of the
Nazi gas chambers, and that the most recent high-profile criminal prosecution for antisemitism in the French
capital was against John Galliano, a British fashion designer who was brought up as a Roman Catholic. And
no, the comedian Dieudonné M'bala M'bala - another convicted Gallic antisemite - is not a Muslim either.

Cukierman has form. Last summer he infamously accused pro-Palestinians, many of them Muslims, of
being responsible for "attacking" the Roquette synagogue in central Paris, comparing its alleged desecration
to Kristallnacht, the "Night of Broken Glass" when Nazis launched pogroms across Germany and Austria in
1938. There was deep embarrassment all round when Serge Benhaïm, the president of the Roquette
synagogue, confirmed there had been no attack at all and - on the contrary - an armed Jewish vigilante
group was filmed assaulting protesters nearby, while chanting "Fuck Palestine".

Cukierman belongs to the same propaganda school as Zvika Klein, the former Israeli army spokesman and
self-styled Zionist who produced a 90-second video said to "prove" that Paris is "just like Ramallah". Klein
wears a kippah in his carefully edited film and, despite scant evidence, takes care to link all anti-Jewish
feeling with immigrants in rough areas. Claims are by no means justified by the images - at one point he
accuses a girl who can't even see his headgear of "spitting" (with no proof at all), and he even tries to
stigmatise schoolchildren, particularly ones who chant "Viva Palestine!". Klein includes Muslim women in his
coverage, even though they show no antipathy towards him whatsoever.

Yes, young Muslim Frenchmen are involved in crime - they tend to come from socially deprived
backgrounds, experiencing the same problems of unemployment and discrimination which produce antisocial
behaviour the world over. That's the reason so many of them end up in prison, along with a disproportionate
number of black men.
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But it is also the case that the vast majority of French Jews get on extremely well with their Muslim
counterparts, and strongly object to poisonous attempts to divide communities. The reality is that
Cukierman's views will be condemned by all kinds of people, no matter what their affiliations. Alexis
Bachelay, of the governing Socialist party, said Cukierman "makes an odious connection between antisemitic
acts which he attributes exclusively to a category of people that he designates by their religion." Hateful
claims based on no evidence can be as much of a concern as extremists manipulating religion to take up
arms. Such horrors are universal, and community leaders must learn to deal with them responsibly.
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Could Australia ever strike the 'proper balance' between security and
liberty?;
The metaphor of the scales is almost irresistible, but when we talk about
national security do we even agree on what priorities we should weigh?

BYLINE: Raimond Gaita
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Tony Abbott is right: citizenship is a great good. He is also right to insist that it carries grave responsibilities.
Sometimes citizens are required to risk their lives to protect the values that define their citizenship. Even
pacifists have that responsibility. They should not be required to kill for their nation, but they should be
prepared to die for it.
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Next month we will be reminded that thousands of young Australians sacrificed their lives to protect our
freedom and other values that are intrinsic to the relatively developed form of democracy we enjoy. We will
be told that they died for love of country, a love that is deeper than proud citizenship, and can bestow a
particular spirit on the universal values of democracy. Mateship, we will be told, gives an Australian accent to
the universal value of egalitarianism.

Every year we are told such things. Much of it is true. But we are not told about the dangers of national pride
and love of country. We are not reminded that love of country, like all loves, has its counterfeit, Jingoism. In
our times, real love of country is marked by at least three features: truthfulness about the mixture of good
and evil that is part of any nation's history; a preparedness to be ashamed as well as proud, and a
preparedness to be answerable to those instruments of international law that give substance to the idea of a
community of nations.

I imagine that on Anzac day Abbott, if he is still prime minister, will remind us of those who, as he puts it,
"would do us harm", who "hate our way of life". He will imply even if he does not say, that we should honour
the dead by being firm and courageous in our resolve to resist them. I doubt, however, that he will wonder
whether his praise of the courage of our fallen soldiers is consistent with his insistence that we must now
weigh our commitment to human rights against the demands of national security and our desire for personal
safety. Nor will those across the political spectrum who agree with him. Certainly not Bill Shorten.

Yet on the day when the Charlie Hebdo journalists were murdered in Paris, Abbott said,"We will defend our
values. What we can never do is compromise our values in defending them." I don't know if he also said, "Je
Suis Charlie", but the many millions who did, said what he said on that day. The many manifestations of "Je
Suis Charlie", including the March in Paris, were morally and politically complex - a mixture of authentic
political commitment and sentimentality, self-deception and even hypocrisy.

Nonetheless the content of the declamation was clear: terrorists can kill us but, they cannot destroy our
values. Only we can do that, by what we do to protect ourselves and what we do to fight them. We will not
compromise our values, diminish or attenuate them to save of lives. The focus was on freedom of speech,
but it became clear that it extended to a more general sense of political identity - as defined by commitment
to democratic values and the full protection of human rights.

I do not know why Abbott said one thing on the day of the Paris murders and another on 23 February, when
he gave his address on national security; why "no compromise" was diluted to the necessity of "trade offs".
But if we put aside speculation about his political motives and the possibility that he changed his mind, then
the inconsistency is understandable enough. Many of us are afflicted by it. One day we say, "Je Suis
Charlie". The next we say that we must weigh "community safety" against protection of our rights and
liberties. Though it is probably clear that I support the first, my point is a more modest one: to those who say
we must "strike the proper balance", I reply that there is no "must" about it. The constituency of shared
judgment presupposed in that "we must" does not exist.

The metaphor of the scales is almost irresistible but it can be misleading. If you put a kilo on one side and
two on the other, you know which way the scales will tip. If they don't, you check your weights and, if
necessary, the scales. That's because kilos are not ethically contested units.

The metaphorical talk of weighing conflicting considerations in an attempt to reach sober judgment about
ethical and politically complex issues depends on a high degree of shared values about the ethical
significance of considerations to put on the scale. And indeed, on what weighing even comes to in such
circumstances. But that is not how it is with us. For some people, those who will still say, "Je Suis Charlie",
there is, at present, nothing to weigh. They will say that the risk to our lives is not yet a reason to
compromise our values; that the argument to the contrary should be regarded as the voice of temptation
rather of political sobriety and realism; that to yield to it, should be cause for national shame.

You will have noticed the qualification "not yet"; things can change quickly. We may yet come to a point
where many lives are lost, and lost repeatedly. At that point the contrast between compromising our political
values and saving our lives might cease even to have application. David Grossman explained why in an
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article in the Guardian published in September 2001, when Israel was under constant attack from suicide
bombers:

Just a few weeks of life in the shadow of the fear of terror will show every nation that believes itself
enlightened just how rapidly and sharply it can turn needs into values, let fear determine its norms. Terror
humiliates. It rapidly returns a human being into a pre-cultural, violent, chaotic existence. It determines where
society's breaking point is. It entices certain groups, not small ones, to join it, and to actively seek to use
force to destroy and crush everything they hate. Terror contains something that acts like a decomposition
enzyme - the decomposition of the private human body and of the public body. [...] A country that fights terror
fights not only for the physical security of its citizens. It also fights for their reason to live, for their humanity,
for everything that makes them human and civilised.At issue here, as Grossman sees it, is not the lives of
citizens, but the very conditions of political communality.

Obviously we are nowhere near such a point. But, if do get there, having at this stage followed the call of our
politicians to trade our values for our lives, God only knows what we will do then. Only 10 years ago, we
contemplated torture if it provided information that would save many lives. It is foolish to believe that debate
is off the agenda. And if Paul Kelly, the editor-at-large of The Australian, is right, we supported the invasion
of Iraq to protect our alliance with America, not because of weapons of mass destruction. If that is true, then
we were prepared to participate in the killing of thousands of civilians in order ensure the protection of a
powerful ally against an unknown enemy at an unknown time in the future. Kelly praised this as an
expression of realism and common sense.

Our politicians are right: there should be a national discussion about this. But in the first instance it should
not be about how to weigh things, but about whether we should even consider bringing out the scales. And in
that discussion we must remember that national security includes the security of the values that define our
political identity, which must include rendering secure the conditions that protect love of country from
degenerating into jingoism. Leadership on national security will inspire us to protect what we cherish when
fear, hatred or bigotry tempts us to forsake it.

If, however, we do bring out the scales, if the need to do it expresses the shared understanding of the nation,
then a modest regard for truthfulness should make us careful about what we say next Anzac day.
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The Guardian view on Netanyahu in Washington: collusion or
collision?;
Israel's prime minister is snubbing the White House in the search for
election votes back home. It is a big gamble
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The prime minister of Israel, Binyamin Netanyahu, is a clever politician whose particular forte is turning
threats into votes. There is no reason to doubt he genuinely believes that Israel is a vulnerable state and that
its leaders must think about the worst that might come to pass and guard against it. Few would fault him on
that, in principle. But there is also much evidence over the years that he is ready to exaggerate threats and
manipulate the fears of citizens when he sees political advantage in doing so.

Bogged down in an election campaign in which the rising cost of living, deepening inequality
and house prices are the electorate's main concerns, it was perhaps inevitable that he would play his old
high card as tough protector of a beleaguered Israel. That way, he may have reckoned, he could ensure that
he and his Likud party will prevail when Israelis vote on 17 March.

He has broken the rule that allies do not take partisan positions in one another's affairs

But he has played that card in a way which could turn out be damaging to Israel's real interests and which
could also lessen the chances of a deal with Iran on nuclear matters, which is in everybody's interest. By
propelling himself into American politics as essentially an ally of the Republicans in their ongoing feud with
President Obama, he has broken the rule that allies do not take partisan positions in one another's affairs.
The decision by the Republican speaker of the House, John Boehner, to invite Mr Netanyahu to address
Congress, with Iran's nuclear ambitions expected to be the main topic, was irresponsible. Mr Netanyahu's
decision to accept was equally irresponsible. It looks like an act of collusion simultaneously aimed at
derailing the nuclear negotiations with Iran, weakening the US president, increasing the chances that the
next president will be a Republican, and helping Mr Netanyahu retain office.

If this was genuinely about the argument that the Americans and the other western countries involved are
moving toward offering Iran too soft a deal, one in which Tehran will be able to continue work on nuclear
weapons or their precursors, there might be some excuse for the breach of protocol, the disrespect shown to
a head of state, and the cavalier disregard for diplomatic norms which both Mr Netanyahu and the
Republican party have displayed. But there is reason to doubt that this is the case.

Only last week this newspaper revealed evidence that Mr Netanyahu presented the United Nations in 2012
with an account of Iran's progress toward nuclear weapons that was contradicted by his own intelligence
service. He must have known, when he made his speech to the UN, that his claims would be taken as
reflecting the views of Israeli intelligence. This raises the question of whether he decided that the political
benefit of playing up Iran's progress and threat outweighed the Israeli state's - and the world's - interest in
effective international pressure on Iran. A former head of Mossad, Meir Dagan, has called Mr Netanyahu's
policies on Iran "destructive to the future and security of Israel". His differences with Mr Netanyahu go back a
long way: he is now a declared political opponent, and the keynote speaker at a rally this coming Saturday
calling for political change in Israel.
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Mr Netanyahu's fears may be less about a nuclear threat to Israel and more about the change in Israel's
relative position in the Middle East if there is a nuclear settlement, followed by a limited reconciliation
between Iran and the west. He may believe that ending enmity between America and Iran would lessen
Israeli influence over a United States which supposedly regards Israel as its unsinkable aircraft carrier in the
Middle East.

But it is most likely that his main, and certainly his most immediate, motive is that he thinks his Congress
speech will make him look good at home and help him win the election. This is quite a gamble. Israelis are
worried about Iran, but they are also worried about anything that weakens the relationship with America.
They may wonder not only about the immediate damage but about what happens to that relationship if the
next US president is a Democrat and Mr Netanyahu is still in office. It is unlikely that his offence would be
easily forgiven by a new Democratic administration. Some Israelis may also be asking themselves whether a
leader who takes such risks is deserving of support.
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Netanyahu will not be judged kindly for thwarting a nuclear deal with
Iran;
It seems remarkable that the Israeli prime minister wants to torpedo
diplomatic efforts that could heal Tehran's relations with the west and
his own country
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Binyamin Netanyahu will address the joint houses of the US Congress tomorrow, but he will be boycotted by
many Democrats - including the vice-president, Joe Biden.

Controversy over the visit, less than three weeks before Israeli elections, has centred on his incursions into
US politics and their implications for one of the most successful bilateral relationships of modern times.

Susan Rice, Barack Obama's national security adviser, has called Netanyahu's acceptance of an invitation to
address the Republican-dominated Congress on the administration's continuing negotiations with Iran "
destructive to the fabric " of US-Israeli relations. Her comment elicited furious reactions from hard-line Jewish
groups. At the same time, many other American Jews-and many Israelis-have been squirming at
Netanyahu's abandonment of the universally accepted principle of keeping out of the internal politics of an
ally.

The burden of Netanyahu's message will be that the deal now in sight of the five permanent members of the
UN security council plus Germany (the so-called P5+1), on the one hand, and Iran on the other is - as he has
already put it - "dangerous for Israel, the region and the world".

Whatever one thinks of Netanyahu, and whether or not his Washington gambit will win him votes, this is the
crux of the matter: no Iran deal will work if it does not dispel for the foreseeable future the possibility of a
nuclear-armed Islamic Republic. No deal can work if it gives Israel genuine cause to feel vulnerable.

Everything we know about the negotiations over the past 14 months suggests the deal being hammered out
looks like being a good one for Israel. A comparison with the situation as recently as two years ago suggests
that the current interim agreement signed by Iran and the powers in November 2013 - which Netanyahu
denounced as a "historic mistake" - has been a good one too.

Back when Iran was governed by the gruesome Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the country galloped ahead in its
ability to produce enriched uranium and held its cooperation with the UN's nuclear watchdog, the IAEA,
at the bare minimum.

By the time Ahmadinejad stepped down, in 2013, Iran's breakout time - the time it would take it to build a
nuclear bomb - had come down to well under the one year the US has postulated as the minimum time
necessary to compose a response. All the while, bilious rhetoric, proxy fighting (in Syria), dirty ops and
escalating economic sanctions were the weapons of choice in what amounted to an undeclared war between
Iran and the west.

Since then, the situation has improved greatly and measurably. As Antony Blinken, US deputy secretary of
state, informed the Senate in January, Iran has diluted or converted all its 20% enriched uranium and
suspended uranium enrichment above 5%, while the IAEA has "daily access to Iran's enrichment facilities
and a far deeper understanding of Iran's nuclear programme".

Iran is not only further away from the ability to build a nuclear bomb than it was, but a truce has interrupted
the undeclared war. Ahmadinejad's successor as president, the moderate Hassan Rouhani, barely mentions
Israel, and no longer is there feverish talk of imminent Israeli or American strikes on Iran's nuclear facilities.
According to reports from recent talks , progress has been made on permitting Iran to retain face-saving
numbers of centrifuges while ensuring that they work less efficiently (a combination designed to preserve a
break-out time of at least a year).The lifetime of a putative deal could be as long as 15 years and encompass
not only enrichment levels but also inspections of an unprecedented intrusiveness, as well as the
reconfiguring of a controversial reactor so it cannot produce weapons-grade plutonium. Many details are yet
to be nailed down, including a schedule for lifting sanctions that reassures the Iranians they will not be strung
along, and it is by no means certain that agreement can be reached on all particulars by the end of June,
when the (already twice-extended) interim agreement expires.

No deal can forestall definitively an attempt by Iran to make a bomb in the future, but a combination of
restrictions, monitoring and economic and diplomatic incentives could make that extremely unlikely. A deal
could remove the animus in Iranian-western relations since the 1979 Iranian revolution, and even defuse the
Iranian-Israeli enmity. It seems remarkable that an Israeli prime minister should attempt to torpedo diplomacy
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that is making his country safer, and yet this is what Netanyahu will do when he has the ears of America and
the world. He is unlikely to be judged kindly for doing so.

Christopher de Bellaigue is the author of Patriot of Persia: Muhammad Mossadegh and a Very British Coup
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Let's be honest. We ignore Congo's atrocities because it's in Africa;
For more than 100 years DRC has endured horror upon horror with
barely any outcry. It wouldn't be allowed to continue elsewhere
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Some lives matter more than others: the " hierarchy of death ", they call it. The millions killed, maimed and
traumatised in the Democratic Republic of Congo are surely at the bottom of this macabre pile. The country
was the site of the deadliest war since the fall of Adolf Hitler, and yet I doubt most people in the west are
even aware of it. No heart-wrenching exclusives at the top of news bulletins; no mounting calls for western
militaries to "do something".

We are rightly appalled at a barbaric conflict in Syria that has stolen the lives of 200,000 civilians; and yet up
to 6 million people are believed to have perished in the DRC. Not that the mainstream media alone can be
berated for this astonishing lack of attention. The left have rightly championed the cause of a Palestinian
people subjected to decades-long occupation and subjugation: surely the misery of the DRC does not
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deserve this neglect.

Although the murderous intensity of the war peaked between 1998 and 2003, the misery has persisted.
According to Oxfam, civilians in the east of the country still face exploitation at the hands of armed groups.
The UN has labelled the country "the rape capital of the world". Women, girls and boys have been
systematically raped as a weapon of war. Back in 2011, it was estimated that 48 women were raped every
hour in the country. Men were raped, too: there are stories of men being raped three times a day for three
years. Then there's the cannibalism: at one point, pygmies in the north east were being killed and eaten by
rebels.

It was a war that was remorseless when it came to the innocent: when 45,000 people were being killed every
month, around half of them were small children, even though they only represented a fifth of the population.
The war triggered devastating waves of starvation and disease which claimed the lives of millions.

Armed militias continue to commit atrocities, and the aftermath of the war has left the country impoverished
and devastated. According to the International Rescue Committee, this is "the world's least developed
country in terms of life expectancy, education, standard of living and key health indicators". And yet this vast
country of nearly 80 million people barely punctures our consciousness. Why?

Being generous, perhaps the war was just too complicated. Some described it as Africa's own "world war",
the spill-over from the Rwandan genocide that involved the armies of nine African nations. Many different,
complex conflicts have intersected with each other. The country is awash with precious minerals that should
be a source of huge wealth, but instead are magnets for armed profiteers. It is a misery that goes back
generations: under the rule of the Belgian King Leopold II in the 19th and early 20th centuries, up to 10
million were killed in one of the greatest acts of mass murder in human history.

But we should perhaps just be more honest. On another continent, such a devastating war would never have
been allowed to rage for so long. African lives simply do not matter enough: a death toll of up to 6 million
would surely not have been tolerated elsewhere. For the west, it is a country of little strategic importance. As
for the left, the complexity of the war was no excuse. It is a cause that should have been championed. It
wasn't, and millions died amid near silence. It must not happen again.
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Why the revolutionary Kurdish fight against Isis deserves our support;
That radical feminists such as Ivana Hoffman are helping to drive back
Isis in Syria should be a source of immense pride for the international
left
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A hint of defiance, a look of liberated joy: that's the expression etched on the face of this foreign fighter.
Ivana Hoffman, 19, did not leave Germany to fight for Islamic State, of course, but for the Kurdish struggle.

In the photograph being widely distributed, she stands in front of the emblematic hammer-and-sickle icon.
Hoffman was a communist, fighting to "defend the revolution", she said. What is being forgotten is that the
great war of northern Syria is not simply a defensive struggle against Isis's barbarism but a revolution in its
own right, and the likes of Hoffman are heroes of the left.

Consider what beacons Syria's liberated Kurdish cantons are in the Middle East. The region is dominated by
western-backed dictatorships, fundamentalist tyrannies and murderous reactionary terrorists. Israel boasts it
is the Middle East's sole liberal democracy, a claim fatally undermined by the country's subjugation and
occupation of Palestine.

In northern Syria, the struggle is led by the Democratic Union party, a radically democratic, feminist, leftwing
force and an affiliate of the Kurdistan Workers' party. Once Stalinist, the PKK has evolved, now drawing
inspiration from the libertarian socialism of the US theoretician Murray Bookchin. "This is a genuine
revolution," according to the anarchist thinker David Graeber, who has visited the cantons. He has spoken of
how the eventual aim is to give all citizens six weeks of police training, with the idea of abolishing the police.
In a Syria being shredded by a secular dictatorship and reactionary fundamentalists, is an anarchist enclave
being forged?

Isis is notorious for its misogyny. Appropriate, then, that its arch-enemies are radical feminists

Isis is notorious for its misogyny. Appropriate, then, that its archenemies are radical feminists. The Kurdish
activist Mehmet Aksoy explains to me that this is, in part, a "woman's revolution". It is not driven simply by
women's oppression and exploitation in the Middle East, and by their lack of representation in politics and
civil society, but by the PKK's own reading of history.

"The first revolution, the agricultural revolution, was instituted by women," he says, "and the first
counter-revolution and the first negative hierarchies were created by men." In one pamphlet the PKK's
leader, Abdullah Ocalan - now languishing in Turkish jail - writes: "Liberating life is impossible without a
radical women's revolution which would change mentality and life." He coins the concept of "total divorce", or
"the ability to divorce from the five thousand years old culture of male domination".

A year ago, a " social contract " established the underlying principles of the three cantons, pledging to build
"a society free from authoritarianism, militarism, centralism and the intervention of religious authority in public
affairs". Power would rest with governing councils "elected by popular vote". All minorities were to be
protected and given equal rights.
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While keeping its critical faculties intact, the left should be seizing on any democratic experiment that
deviates from the prevailing consensus. The Middle East seems too exotic, too divorced from the everyday
realities of western societies to be of much relevance. But there has been all too little examination of an
attempt to create a different, radically democratic society.

As these armies fight the most violently reactionary mass political force on Earth, much of the radical left
flinches away because it fears the struggle's relationship to western imperialism. It is an inescapable fact that
if these Kurdish freedom fighters were struggling against western forces, theirs would be a cause célèbre.

Western allies like Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait have proved crucial in exporting fundamentalist ideology

Not that objections to the catastrophic role of western imperialism in the region should be dismissed, of
course, whether it be support for the brutal despots in Saudi Arabia or for the democracy-usurping junta in
Egypt, the oppression of the Palestinian people or catastrophic wars such as the invasion of Iraq, all of
which were crucial to the rise of extremist jihadi groups in the first place. But this democratic struggle is itself
threatened by the west.

The PKK is still designated a terrorist organisation by powers such as the US. Turkey, a key Nato state,
waged a dirty war in the 80s and 90s, wiping 3,000 villages off the map during the offensive, according to
Human Rights Watch.

Turkey facilitated the rise of Isis, allowing its militants to flood across its porous border with Syria. With a de
facto Kurdish state already existing in northern Iraq, Turkey fears another liberated enclave that could
embolden its own Kurdish minority. Western allies including Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait have proved
crucial in exporting fundamentalist ideology, as well as funds and arms for jihadi groups.

Isis is the bastard child of Assad's repression of the Syrian people, catastrophic western intervention and the
scandalous role of the Arab despots. That socialists and anarchists are helping to drive it back should be a
source of immense pride for the international left.

Maybe - just maybe - this struggle contains the seeds of a different Middle East. The region's once powerful
secular leftists were eclipsed by religious reactionaries long ago. But in northern Syria a new society could
be hatching, run on radically democratic and feminist lines. Isis already fears it. If it succeeds, in the
aftermath of the abortive Arab spring, it could give heart to all those who crave freedom.
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Finchley: few seats can boast such stark differences in wealth;
In the second of our pre-election series, Rafael Behr returns to the area
where he grew up, and finds it hard to imagine it as the Tory bastion it
was in the 1980s
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By the early hours of 2 May 1997, when the result from Finchley was declared, the electoral land had already
slid. John Major was buried; Tony Blair was the prime minister. The news that Margaret Thatcher's old seat
had fallen was just one of many extraordinary results tumbling across the screen in a news-ticker of Tory
humiliations. I watched agog as the north London suburb that had formed the backdrop to my childhood did
something I had never expected to see it do: embrace Labour.

Walking the high streets that consumed my Saturday afternoons and my pocket money in the 1980s, it is
now hard to imagine Finchley as a bastion of Toryism. Partly that is a function of the ethnic and cultural mix -
shop signs in Farsi and Polish are new. The area has always been home to migrant communities (my own
parents were first-generation British) but the trend has accelerated, following inner London's lead into
kaleidoscopic diversity. In purely statistical terms, that remains a reliable indicator of resistance to the
Conservative party. It is one reason opinion polls give Labour a comfortable lead in the capital.

Yet Finchley and Golders Green (to give the constituency its full name) has had a Tory MP since 2010. Party
strategists in Westminster are confident that Mike Freer, a social liberal but a fiscal hawk, will hold on in May.
His majority is a solid but not unassailable 5,800. Labour has mathematical cause for hope: 8,000 people
backed the Liberal Democrats last time, which suggests some potential for a winning anti-Tory bloc behind
Sarah Sackman, Labour's energetic young candidate.

Sackman is Finchley-born and schooled. She is also Jewish, which is relevant in a seat that has, at 22%, by
far the highest-density Jewish population of any constituency in the country. Many of the Labour supporters I
meet are blunt in their assessment of how this will play out. Sackman's background, they say, may just
compensate for the unhelpful effect of Ed Miliband's criticism of Israel and his push for parliamentary
recognition of Palestinian statehood. Freer, not himself Jewish, is vocally pro-Israel.

No community has homogenous views, whether on religion or politics. The constituency is home to liberal,
secular Jews, conservative believers, lefty apostates and the ultra-orthodox - the assimilated and the
segregated. Their views cover the spectrum, from despair at the folly of Israeli militarism to undaunted
Zionism, but all underpinned by anxiety about antisemitism, which spikes whenever the Middle East is in the
news, and an expectation that the local MP be a conduit for those concerns. On that front, Freer has an
incumbent's advantage.

Sackman's campaign is concentrated elsewhere, defending local services from ill-focused austerity :
disabled children's services, a popular nursery and libraries. The last is a particularly hot topic in East
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Finchley, where the local library occupies an imposing Grade II-listed art deco building, which is a sacred
monument to civic pride or an inefficient use of municipal resources, depending on your view. A recent
council meeting descended into chaos when the Conservative mayor accidentally sided with the opposition
and had to retract his vote. The chamber was stormed by grey-haired protesters brandishing paperback
books.

East Finchley has been gentrified for as long as I've known it. The main parade now calls itself a "village"
and serves young professional couples who, as one shopper puts it, "move here because they can't afford to
live in Highgate". Towards Hampstead Garden Suburb, the constituency starts to take in serious affluence
and, on The Bishops Avenue, vast dwellings of jaw-dropping opulence, marble-clad and flanked with
romanesque columns. Only a few miles further south, it switches to Victorian terraces punctuated by housing
estates.

Few seats can boast such stark differences in wealth, written in abrupt contours of the housing stock. So
Labour's proposal for a mansion tax on properties worth more than £2m is central to the election. About
2,000 properties in the constituency would be eligible, although Conservatives say there are many more
voters below the threshold, whose homes are the source of their financial security and who fear (or can be
encouraged to fear) that Labour plans a wider raid if elected. Sackman's riposte is that, when people can see
palaces of the global mega-rich standing empty for much of the year, the mansion tax argument is well
received, especially once it is explained that the money is earmarked for the NHS.

Both camps might be right. It is easy to see natural Labour and Tory supporters polarising on either side of a
traditional argument about tax and inequality. But those visceral allegiances are in decline. Most of the
people I speak to are undecided.

The Labour party has lost the subtle cadence of reassurance that was its passport to success in
Thatcherism's backyard

The Conservatives are quietly confident that Finchley's flirtation with the left is a thing of the past. They see it
as an accident of Blairism during which it had become economically safe and socially unremarkable to be
bourgeois and Labour in a way that it hadn't been during Thatcher's reign. It is true that the Finchley left in
the early 80s (when my family loitered at its periphery) seemed more like a dissident faction than a natural
expression of the local vibe. That is why 1997 came as such a shock.

But hindsight can make the astonishing seem inevitable. By the mid-90s, London had changed in ways that
seemed to appal a dyspeptic Tory party. A cosmopolitan energy radiated from the centre, driving away the
curtain-twitching, finger-wagging, privet-hedge provincialism whose stuffy air hung over the outer suburbs of
my childhood.

New Labour caught the new mood but burned through its political capital in three terms. The Tories got back
in, possibly thanks to a plausible candidate and a routine flick of the pendulum. I doubt that the wider
Conservative party has truly reconciled itself to the landscape of 21st-century London - multicultural,
communitarian and surprisingly belligerent about its libraries.

I also suspect that, despite fielding a candidate with impeccable local credentials, Miliband's party has lost
the subtle cadence of reassurance that was once its passport to success in the backyard of Thatcherism.
And in the absence of a desperate appetite for something new, the strongest impulse of the suburbs has
always been to fear and avoid change.
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The Guardian view on the Israeli election: at last an opportunity for
change;
Binyamin Netanyahu is facing a serious challenge. There is a chance of
a government ready to negotiate
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There wasn't too much political suspense in the air late last year when Binyamin Netanyahu decided to
trigger early parliamentary elections in Israel. The Likud prime minister assumed that the vote, due on
Tuesday, would be a safe win, bagging him a fourth term in office. And the initial polls seemed to support
that hunch. While much of the rest of the world - its leaders especially - would be happy to see the back of
Mr Netanyahu, Israeli voters were apparently not quite ready to bid farewell to Bibi.

But Mr Netanyahu may have miscalculated. The latest polls give the incumbent's opponents a projected lead
of three to four seats in the Knesset. This is not to say that Mr Netanyahu's lead challenger, Labour's Isaac
Herzog, is on course to replace him. Much will depend on coalition horse-trading. And rightwing politics are
deeply entrenched: Israel hasn't had a Labour prime minister since the 1999 victory of Ehud Barak.

Still, the signs are there that Mr Netanyahu overestimated his prospects. This isn't only due to the fallout from
his speech last week to the US Congress, although the strain that put on relations with Israel's ally has
indeed caused concern in the country. It owes more to the stretched state of Israel's social and economic
fabric, coupled with a sense of "Netanyahu fatigue" that has become more pervasive in the election
campaign. A major boost came to Mr Herzog when he forged an alliance with Tzipi Livni, a former foreign
minister with roots in the Likud, under a new banner: the Zionist Union, which the pollsters say is now pulling
narrowly ahead.

Many of Mr Netanyahu's difficulties come from his own missteps. He has naturally sought to fight the election
on his own preferred turf of national security in a changing Middle East, with Iran a central and familiar
theme. But that overlooks the extent to which Israel is now a society agitated by social discontent. The
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middle classes are angry about expensive housing and the cost of living. The gap between rich and poor has
never been wider. Claiming that national security takes precedence over everyday problems, as Mr
Netanyahu has done, only takes you so far. Even if Israel isn't experiencing the kind of street protests that
engulfed the country in 2011, social tensions have been gnawing at Bibi's appeal.

For his part, Mr Herzog has tried to come across as a credible alternative to the incumbent, whose hawkish,
bellicose style is light on diplomatic niceties. Mr Herzog is a scion of Israeli Labour aristocracy: his father was
the country's sixth president. He has promised to work for a two-state solution, something appealing to those
who have become tired of Mr Netanyahu's obstinate obstruction of peace efforts. Mr Herzog is also
promising to repair relations with the US. A group of former Israeli security and defence officials has recently
warned of the danger of Mr Netanyahu's moves on that score. But Mr Herzog faces a challenge in casting
himself as a credible prime minister. He lacks authoritative charisma. Put brutally, he doesn't quite look the
part.

Under Israel's complex electoral system, the numbers Mr Herzog would need to form a coalition look hard to
reach. One big question: would he break a longstanding taboo and invite into government the Arab bloc,
those parliamentarians elected by the 20% of Israel's citizens who are Palestinian? This time round, three
previously separate Arab parties are running together on a joint list tipped to do well. Their votes could make
the difference between power and opposition for Mr Herzog. The prospect of such a coalition is appealing:
it's surely time that a community accounting for one-fifth of Israel's population takes its place as an active
partner in the governance of the country.

Mr Netanyahu has more and easier coalition options than Mr Herzog, but three scenarios now seem
possible: a narrow, Netanyahu-led rightist coalition; a narrow, Herzog-led non-rightist coalition, ruling with the
support of centrists and perhaps even the Israeli Arab bloc; and a so-called government of national unity,
embracing the Likud and the Zionist Union. The unexpected has happened before in Israel and it could
happen again on Tuesday. Those watching from afar, longing for an Israeli government committed to
compromise rather than intransigence, must hope that it does.
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Binyamin Netanyahu has failed. There's a better way to achieve security
for Israel;
Voters now have the chance to turn their backs on policies that have
made Israel an international pariah and to reopen the path to a two-state
solution
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Israeli voters have to choose between two radically different visions for the future of their country when they
go to the polls on 17 March. The rightwing ruling Likud party faces a challenge from the Zionist Union, which
was formed by a merger of the Labour party and a small centrist party. Isaac Herzog, the leader of the new
party, is a moderate left-of-centre politician who prefers to focus on the socioeconomic issues that are high
on the voters' agenda. His centre-right deputy, Tzipi Livni, was the minister of justice and chief negotiator
with the Palestinians in the outgoing coalition government. Their new party is committed to negotiations with
the Palestinian Authority with the aim of reaching agreement on a two-state solution to the conflict. Its
platform also pledges to submit an Israeli peace initiative to the Arab League.

The Likud, led by Binyamin Netanyahu, is committed to permanent Israeli control over most of the West
Bank, and this precludes the possibility of peace with the Palestinians. Roughly two-thirds of Israelis used to
favour a two-state solution. But after the collapse of the Oslo peace process in 2000, the majority tended to
believe that there was no Palestinian partner for peace. Consequently, as the polls show, on domestic
issues Herzog has the edge, but on foreign policy and security Netanyahu has a larger following. And his
policy is to perpetuate the status quo. Netanyahu said this week that he now regards his past commitment to
a two-state solution as " simply irrelevant ".

Netanyahu's strategic and diplomatic intransigence is underpinned by the revisionist Zionist ideology of
Greater Israel. This ideology implicitly rejects any Palestinian national rights over the West Bank and
explicitly asserts the right of the Jewish people to the "whole land of Israel". It follows that, in this view,
Israel's control over the West Bank is not an occupation but the legitimate exercise of historic entitlement. In
Netanyahu's narrative, the Palestinians pose an existential threat to Israel's Jewish citizenry; western
support for Palestinian statehood only accentuates this threat; and the best way to counter it is to accelerate
the building of Jewish homes and Jewish infrastructure on the West Bank and in East Jerusalem.

An argument repeatedly used by Netanyahu and his hawk-dominated Likud party against retreat on the West
Bank is the Gaza precedent. In August 2005 a Likud-led government headed by Ariel Sharon carried out a
"unilateral disengagement", withdrawing the Israel Defense Forces and all 8,000 Jewish settlers from the
Gaza strip. Netanyahu led the opposition to this move from within the Likud, forcing Sharon to quit and form
a breakaway party named Kadima.

In Netanyahu's narrative, the takeover of Gaza by Hamas, the firing of rockets and mortars across the
border, and terrorist attacks on Israeli civilians - were all a direct result of Sharon's move. If Israel repeats
that mistake by retreating on the West Bank, warns Netanyahu, the result would be the same: this territory
too would turn into a launch pad for terrorist attacks by Islamic fanatics against Israel.

Netanyahu's narrative completely distorts the motives behind the withdrawal, the manner in which it was
implemented, and the consequences of the move.
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Ariel Sharon presented the disengagement from Gaza as a contribution to the Quartet's "road map", but it
was nothing of the sort. The road map called for negotiations and yet Sharon refused to negotiate: it
envisaged an independent Palestinian state by the end of 2005 whereas he was determined to prevent the
emergence of a Palestinian state. His real aim was to redraw unilaterally the borders of Greater Israel so as
to incorporate within them as much Palestinian territory with as few Palestinian inhabitants as possible. The
first step was to withdraw from Gaza, home to 1.4 million Palestinians; the second was to consolidate
Israel's control over the West Bank by building an illegal "security barrier" and separating East Jerusalem
from the rest of the West Bank.

When Hamas, the Islamic resistance movement, won a free and fair election in January 2006, Sharon's
successors refused to recognise the new government and resorted to economic warfare to undermine it.
They also sabotaged the national unity government formed by Hamas and Fatah in March 2007. This was a
moderate government that offered to negotiate a long-term truce with Israel, but there was no one to talk to
on the Israeli side. Shunning diplomacy, Israel encouraged Fatah to mount a coup to recapture power.
Hamas pre-empted the coup by a violent seizure of power in Gaza in June 2007. Israel reacted to the
counter-coup by imposing an illegal blockade that is still in force today.

The end result of the Israeli disengagement was to turn the Gaza strip into a veritable open-air prison.
Attacks by Hamas and more radical Islamic factions were the unfortunate and entirely avoidable byproduct of
this blockade and of the Israeli refusal to engage with the Palestinian leadership. It was not Islamic
fanaticism but Israel's own attempt to instigate a Palestinian civil war that caused the backlash. So the real
lesson of the 2005 precedent is that only a negotiated settlement with the democratically elected
representatives of the Palestinian people can put an end to the cycle of violence and bring peace and
security to the citizens of Israel.

Over the past six years Israel has unleashed three major military assaults on the Gaza strip. These assaults
have caused a staggering number of casualties, mostly civilian, and massive material and infrastructural
damage, but inadvertently ended up enhancing Hamas's popular appeal while leaving the underlying
problems to fester.

Israeli generals speak about "mowing the lawn" in Gaza. This grim metaphor exposes the moral bankruptcy
of Israel's policy of relying exclusively on brute military force in dealing with what is essentially a political,
and now sadly, a humanitarian problem. It implies doing something mechanically and systematically and
without any end in sight. It also suggests that the next assault on the hapless inmates of the Israeli-made
prison is just a matter of time.

There has to be a better way of achieving security for Israel's citizens. The Zionist Union offers a clear
alternative to a policy which has not only failed to bring security but is also eroding the foundations of Israeli
democracy and turning the country into an international pariah. The main motive behind the Zionist Union's
policy is not to reward the Palestinians but to preserve the Jewish and democratic nature of the state of
Israel. Moreover, the two sets of issues are closely related: reducing expenditure on West Bank settlements
would free substantial resources that could be better spent on education, welfare and alleviating poverty at
home. Socioeconomic concerns are more prominent in the current electoral campaign than the Palestinian
issue. But this issue, more than any other, will shape Israel's future.

Related: Netanyahu on Iran nuclear deal: 'We're better off without it' - as it happened
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The Guardian view on Sweden's foreign policy: admirable, but maybe
not entirely high-minded;
Swedish foreign minister Margot Wallström has spoken bluntly to
Russia, Saudi Arabia and Israel. But the diplomatic environment is
changing
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Is it possible to practise diplomacy without being diplomatic with the truth? This is the question raised by
Margot Wallström, the foreign minster in Sweden's coalition government since September, who has
managed to offend three more powerful countries. First, her government recognised Palestine as a state
when it took office last autumn; the Israelis withdrew their ambassador and let it be known she would not be
welcome in the country. Then she tweeted of Raif Badawi, the Saudi blogger so barbarously flogged by his
government last month: "This cruel attempt to silence modern forms of expression has to be stopped." And
she has condemned the murder of Boris Nemtsov as part of Vladimir Putin's "reign of terror". The Russians
responded by blaming Sweden for its supposed responsibility for the war in Ukraine - a country in which
Sweden has had no military interest since 1709.

The Saudis, more effectually, cancelled a speech that Ms Wallström was to give to the Arab League. The
Swedish government responded by failing to renew a controversial memorandum of understanding that
could have led to Swedish companies helping Saudi to establish a native arms industry. The Saudis have
pulled their ambassador from Stockholm. It had been a declared aim of Swedish foreign policy to get elected
to the UN security council next year. Without Arab votes, that ambition looks hopeless. There has been a
real price to pay for her remarks.

In all these cases the requirement for an ethical and feminist foreign policy - and Ms Wallström also wants
Swedish foreign policy to be explicitly feminist - clashes with the demands of realpolitik. Elements of her
Social Democratic party certainly believed that Swedish jobs were more valuable than Saudi human rights.
But the Greens and most other parties disagreed, and won the argument.
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There is an honourable tradition of the Social Democrats paying a diplomatic price for saying the
injudiciously obvious

There is an honourable tradition of Swedish Social Democrats paying a diplomatic price for saying the
injudiciously obvious: when the late Olof Palme was education minister in 1968, he marched alongside the
North Vietnamese ambassador in a street demonstration against the Vietnam war. The Americans withdrew
their ambassador. What has changed since Palme's days is that many countries now explicitly reject the
notion, self-evident then, that enlightened, topless Europe represents the future of the world and that all rich
countries must inevitably become more Swedish as they grow richer. Large parts of the world no longer pay
so much as lip service to our conceptions of human rights, democracy and feminism.

That is exactly what makes Ms Wallström's outspokenness valuable and worthwhile. Sweden's support for
freedom and decency in Ukraine, in Palestine or in Saudi Arabia can be no more than symbolic, but symbols
matter. They should not, however, be confused with underlying reality: all through the excitement of the
Palme years, the Swedish national security apparatus continued to cooperate with Nato, just as now the
private Swedish company Saab still plans to sell the Saudis anti-tank missiles.
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The Guardian view on Netanyahu's victory: a risky path for Israel;
The Israeli prime minister has secured a fourth term but his tactics have
damaged the country's standing
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Israel's election has brought Binyamin Netanyahu a decisive victory. The Likud prime minister overcame a
strong challenge from a centre-left alliance, paving the way for a record fourth term and giving him the
success he was counting on when he called early elections last year. But his win can only disappoint those,
numerous now in western capitals and within Israel itself, who hoped to see a shift in the country's political
landscape. They will be especially troubled by the way Mr Netanyahu secured his victory, in a manner that
will weigh heavily both on Israel's image abroad and on its chances of a sustainable future as a secure and
democratic state.

First, he opted to manipulate Israeli Jewish fears of the country's Arab minority, which he described as
mobilising "in droves", in language usually reserved for an external enemy. Then he dealt a grievous blow to
any prospect of peace negotiations by renouncing the idea, supported almost universally by the international
community, of a two-state solution with the Palestinians.

Two red lines have thus been crossed. By singling out Arab voters as a threat, Mr Netanyahu has trampled
on the principle that all citizens are entitled to a legitimate say in their country's governance, an act of
vandalism that is hard to square with Israel's cherished claim to be the only democracy in the Middle East.
And by openly burying the prospects of a two-state solution, he has eroded the foundation of all diplomatic
efforts since the Oslo agreements of 1993.

All this obviously damages the cohesion of Israeli society and is a blow to those Palestinians who have
waited so long for their legitimate aspirations to be recognised. But it is also damaging to Israel itself, whose
long-term security and stability can only be guaranteed through a negotiated settlement. Hunkering down
behind the wall that has, for years now, cut off Israelis from their Palestinian neighbours cannot be a
sustainable strategic solution. And yet those who voted for Mr Netanyahu doubtless did so, in part, because
they let their security concerns trump their social and economic grievances. That is perhaps not surprising in
a regional environment where threats seem to loom, from Islamic State violence to Iran's nuclear ambitions.
But there are costs to defining security only in this narrow way, from the battlements of a fortress. The
longer-term view of how Israel might secure its future would rely not on walls or fences but on addressing
the Palestinian issue anew.

Some will say campaign rhetoric should not be taken too seriously. But it has been obvious for some time,
thanks to his relentless building of settlements in the occupied territories, that Mr Netanyahu has only ever
paid lip service to the two-state solution. That mask has now slipped. Palestinians will now be able to argue
with force that there is no Israeli partner for peace.

For those in the world not ready to give up on an accord between these two nations, the Israeli election must
serve as a wake-up call. Two states remains the only viable solution. Achieving it will now require a firmer
approach to Israel - and more creative thinking, not less.
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Netanyahu deployed the politics of fear. It worked like magic;
Israel's ultimate comeback kid won by using racist invective against the
country's Arab citizens and portraying his opponents as traitors

BYLINE: Aluf Benn

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1005 words

Israeli election campaigns always end with surprises, exposing the weakness and uncertainty of pollsters
and pundits. The unexpected gainers are usually newcomers whose anti-establishment freshness enchants
voters. Tuesday's election followed the trend with one notable exception: the unlikely winner was not a new
face, but the veteran prime minister. After lagging behind throughout the campaign, all but succumbing to
voter fatigue, Binyamin Netanyahu has won a decisive victory.

In the final days before the vote, "Bibi" proved that his political instincts are unmatched. Through a blitz of
public appearances, he single-handedly convinced rightwing voters to ditch the far right and religious parties,
and come back home to Likud. The effect was dramatic and unprecedented. The final opinion polls,
published last Friday, gave his opponent Yitzhak Herzog's Zionist Camp the lead by four seats. The count
ended with Netanyahu leading by five seats.

Related: Israel election result: Binyamin Netanyahu surges to victory

Bibi has ruled Israel for nine years - between 1996 and 1999, and since 2009. Only David Ben-Gurion spent
longer at the helm; if the new government completes its four-year term, Netanyahu will surpass the founding
father's longevity in office. Netanyahu was never a mainstream politician, relying on his rightwing base to
stay in power, but in recent years he appeared irreplaceable to the majority of Israelis.

Last summer, however, his magic appeared to be waning. The relative security calm under his rule was
shattered in a 50-day indecisive war against Hamas in Gaza. Likud leaders and their far right frenemies -
like-minded ideologically but competing for the same voters - showed their open contempt to the prime
minister, portraying him as soft on Hamas. Likud operatives managed to elect the liberal Reuven ("Ruvi")
Rivlin as president over Netanyahu's fierce objection. Surveys showed that voters cared mostly about social
and economic issues, traditionally the achilles heel of Likud.

Netanyahu reacted by turning rightward, pushing out his centre-left coalition partners and calling a snap
election. Cutting his government's term after less than two years appeared desperate - but, lacking a serious
opponent, Bibi was slated to win. From the outset, the election was practically a referendum over
Netanyahu's rule, and it duly focused on his personality rather than his policy.

Herzog, the opposition leader, unexpectedly joined forces with Tzipi Livni, a peace-process champion who
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was recently fired by Netanyahu from the justice portfolio. They renamed the Labour party The Zionist Union
- meaning "we're centrist, not leftists" - and overtook Likud in the surveys. Given Israel's tribal society and
multiparty system, Herzog's chances to form a centre-left government appeared slim at best; but despite
lacking charisma or experience in high cabinet jobs, he positioned himself as an alternative to Bibi.

The next blow came from a former chief housekeeper at the prime minister's residence, who was fired and
sued for damages. Netanyahu and his wife, Sara, were notorious for their stinginess, billing of personal
expenses to taxpayers, and abuse of their servants. But the new revelations were more damaging than ever
before, and were followed by an official investigation.

Netanyahu tried in vain to shift the public attention from his wife's skimming of recycled bottle deposits to the
safer ground of national security - flying to Washington to rally Congress against President Obama's
impending deal with Iran. But even this daring endeavour made no impression on the voters.

Fearing a collapse, Bibi resorted to his well-tested trick of being in power and in opposition simultaneously.
Blaming a cabal of "foreign money", the Obama administration and a hostile media for "aiming at ousting him
and electing a leftist government relying on Arabs", Netanyahu appealed to the primal fear of his political
base.

You don't have the luxury of voting for small parties, he told them, it's me or the left. On election eve he
buried his alleged support for a two-state solution, vowing that no Palestinian state will be established under
his watch, and there will be no more territorial concessions. On election day he warned that "masses of
Arabs" are rushing to the polling stations to vote out the right.

This was vintage Bibi: instilling fear and anxiety, retreating to outright racism against Israel's Arab citizens,
portraying his opponents and critics as traitors, and standing up to the powers that be - President Obama,
the old leftist elite, the mainstream media, and former generals and intelligence chiefs who opposed him.
And it worked like magic. The well-mannered Herzog failed to formulate a decent response to Bibi's smear
campaign.

The election will end in forming a rightwing government, without the centre-left coalition partners of
Netanyahu's last two cabinets. There will be no peace process with the Palestinians, and there will be
further efforts to curb democracy at home in favour of strengthening what he sees as Israel's Jewish
character. West Bank settlement expansion will be contingent on external pressure from the US and Europe,
while the Palestinians move forward to promote their statehood through the UN, arguing they have no
Israeli partner for peace.

Israel's Arab citizens, who united before the election and expanded their Knesset caucus, will launch an
equal rights protest campaign to test the limits of the Jewish majority's tolerance. And Netanyahu will have to
pay more than lip service to dealing with social affairs such as housing.

But still, at least for now, Netanyahu is immune to pressure from the right as much as he can ignore the left.
The election was his referendum and he won it on his own, backed only by Israel Hayom - the free paper
owned and paid for by his US backer, the gambling magnate Sheldon Adelson. The ultimate comeback kid of
Israeli politics has just completed the masterstroke of his life, and he is going to enjoy every moment of it.
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The jockeying for position over leaders' debates makes losers of us all;
Cameron's TV deal is a poor solution, and the whole charade has been a
cruel parody of the deadly serious arguments the participants should be
having

BYLINE: Anne Perkins

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 649 words

This TV debate row long ago descended into something less entertaining than farce. More like the closing
stages of Strictly Come Dancing, but without the sparkly bits. So, in a gravity-defying lift, David Cameron has
spun the political world over his head and across his back and declared he will after all take part in a single
TV debate involving seven of the other parties (obviously, not all the other parties. Mebyon Kernow : I think
you have been traduced)

When Ed Miliband said he'd make taking part in leaders' TV debates obligatory, I considered staying in bed
until 8 May

The debate, if it can possibly be anything of the kind with seven people all trying to make a point and not
respond to anyone else's, is scheduled for 2 April, just in time for the Easter holidays and just before the
Tories' self-imposed deadline, which was the start of the real, four-week campaign.

The layers of tactics and strategy, party political and just political, will one day be unpicked by a pimply
student looking for a third-year dissertation. Personally, when it got to the point where Ed Miliband was
promising to legislate to make participation in leaders' TV debates a statutory obligation, I seriously
considered going to bed and staying there until 8 May. Boys: this is not what politics is for.

Related: David Cameron agrees to one seven-way TV election debate

There may possibly be something in favour of fixed-term parliaments (although in Israel Netanyahu has just
proved there is definitely something to be said for the snap election ) but this prolonged pre-campaign
charade is not it. The inordinate, petty, pathetic prancing, preening and posturing is a cruel parody of the
deadly seriousness of what they should be arguing about.
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For months, it seems, this wretched surrogate for the proper argument has simply magnified the inability of
the participants to find a way of engaging voters in the real and important question of who governs and what
for.

By their very nature, elections have to begin with a fight for attention. Equally obviously this is much harder
than it used to be now there are so many other more interesting things to do, compared say with the days
when an innovative political party could park a mobile cinema on the village screen and guarantee 100%
turnout for a party political broadcast where politicians spoke in subtitles.

It's also a product of - well, everyone has their own list - but for me it's the refusal of clever, well-educated
people to do us voters the courtesy of speaking in properly constructed sentences that engage with the
subject at hand in a considered way that reflects the possibility of alternative points of view. See, for
example, the SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon's speech about budget making earlier this week at the LSE.

I realise that you can't do that all the time, and there are occasions when politicians need to let rip with all the
rhetorical prejudice they have been storing in their bile duct. That's fun too. In fact, anything is better than the
artificial over-emphatic simplistic bilge that they all churn out. Or the alternative, which is the sofa simpering
(David Cameron yesterday with Susanna Reid for the latest version) the party leaders deploy to try to sound
like likeable blokes with three kitchens. Oh, whoops, not kitchens again.

This deal is not a good solution. Of course, Cameron should go head to head with Ed Miliband. Once again,
the voters are shortchanged. But this long, dreary argument has really been all about and only about tactics,
about who gains and who loses from what configuration of which parties. Miliband might have the moral high
ground this time. But Labour's ducked debates too for just the same reasons.

It's all about jockeying for position. Hold that thought. There's always a chance that it will turn out to be less
like the final throw of Strictly, and more like the start of the Grand National.
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Dear Mr Netanyahu: Sorry we dared to dream. Yours, Israel's Arab
population;
Palestinian citizens of Israel once had hope that one day, as citizens, we
would be partners, able to live where we want and access resources. No
longer

BYLINE: Sayed Kashua

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1448 words

For a moment I was optimistic.

For one moment this week the hope I had utterly lost last summer - a summer suffused with racism, hatred,
blood and devastation - came back. For one moment, after I left Jerusalem with my family for life in Illinois, I
thought that maybe there's still a chance, maybe there are still enough people in Israel who refuse to rule
and oppress another nation.

The last pre-election polls in the Israeli media predicted a loss for the prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu,
and the head of the Arab parties' Joint List, the young lawyer Ayman Odeh, gave me hope that it was not too
late to stop the fascism. Odeh took part in a television debate with Israel's foreign minister, Avigdor
Lieberman, who as usual called Odeh and the rest of the country's Arab citizens - people like me - a fifth
column, the spearhead of the terrorist organisations in the Knesset.

Odeh smiled tranquilly, and spoke about unity, cooperation, terminating the occupation in the Palestinian
territories and forging a future of equality in Israel. The young lawyer succeeded in cutting Lieberman down
to size, and showed him exactly for what he is: a benighted, pathetic racist.

For a moment I no longer felt afraid of Lieberman and of his threats against the Arab citizens; for a moment I
wanted to believe it was still possible.

Related: Netanyahu has pulled off a personal success, but at a heavy price for Israel's image | Editorial

Not that I thought, heaven forbid, that Lieberman's rivals from the Zionist Union would, when they came to
power, immediately set about ending the occupation and granting the Arab citizens rights. But the very
thought that a prospect existed of terminating Netanyahu's rule gave me some solace. It was a wobbly base
for change of some sort; a glimmer of hope with which I could deceive myself into believing that it would,
after all, be possible to return home and lie to my children that one day there will be peace, that one day they
will be equal citizens in a democratic state.

I was wrong. I was wrong because I wanted to be wrong. I was wrong because I sought hope at any price.
Because deep in my heart I refused to believe that people could be so indifferent to the suffering of others.
"The Arabs are voting in their masses," our prime minister incited the Israeli public on election day, declaring
unabashedly that those masses were not truly citizens but enemies bent on our destruction - beware of
them. After all, his election slogan was "It's us or them". And he succeeded. Once more he opted for
intimidation, factionalism, hatred and incitement, and once more he succeeded.

"If I am elected," Netanyahu promised the people of Israel, " there will not be a Palestinian state." True, it's
no secret that Netanyahu was not intending to support the establishment of a Palestinian state. The change
lay in the fact that he said so openly, in order to persuade Israeli voters to flock to him. Who, then, should
one be disappointed in - the prime minister, or the Israeli majority?
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And no, I don't buy the official Israeli excuses that try to explain the occupation by resorting primarily to the
words "fear" and "security". No fear and security can explain settlements in the heart of a Palestinian
population in the West Bank, in the heart of East Jerusalem or in Hebron. No fear and security can explain
the expulsion of Palestinians from their home in favour of Jews, blacking out their cities, stealing their
drinking water, surrounding them with concrete walls. No explanations and no theories based on threat, fear
or security can explain separation and cruel discrimination against Israel's Arab citizens. Racism can explain
it, messianic impulses seizing on divine precepts can explain it, so can ethnic cleansing.

"Better to have Bibi in power," some of my Arab colleagues will say, "better to have someone like Binyamin
Netanyahu, who will expose the country's true face." They may be right. There may be something to the
argument that it's preferable to have a prime minister who asserts loud and clear that there will not be a
Palestinian state and who does not consider the Arabs in Israel as true citizens. Preferable to a more
sophisticated Zionist leadership that will throw sand in the eyes of the international community and talk in
dulcet tones about a political agreement with the Palestinians, but will do all it can to prevent Palestinian
independence. Others of my colleagues will also say that this is preferable, because it's a sure recipe for the
emergence of a single binational state that will be forced on the Israelis in the future without their having
intended it.

However, that's an extremely problematic argument. The hope for a binational state that Israeli policy will
bring about unintentionally, will be shunted aside for years by the racist separation that already exists in the
occupied territories. Israel will continue to expand at the expense of Palestinian land, the Palestinians will
continue to be squeezed into densely populated cantons encircled by walls, until the international community
will ostracise Israel and force it to grant civil rights to the Palestinians - thereby perhaps bringing about a
binational state.

Related: Obama snubs Netanyahu and criticises Israeli PM's 'divisive rhetoric'

That's a dangerous process, grounded in the trampling of the Palestinians. And even if the situation does
play out like that, what exactly will the Palestinian society look like after long years of poverty, distress,
overcrowding and adversity?

What kind of people will these ghettos of Palestinians produce? What form of morality, national
consciousness and hope will people be left with after so many years of stifling occupation and a sense of
hopelessness? Will the Palestinian people still retain the strength to struggle for a binational state, or will we
have become, by then, the fallout of a people barely able to stand on its feet?

"There will not be a Palestinian state," the prime minister declared, sealing the fate of his subjects in the
occupied territories, who are deprived of the right to vote. But he has never said what there will be. It
sometimes seems that the only plan the Israeli government has for the Palestinians is for them to sit quietly
while Israel does whatever takes its fancy, equipped with its army, with laws it promulgated and with courts it
established. As for the Palestinians, their role is to keep quiet, except perhaps to say thank you.

We are already weary, battered and bereft of hope. The Palestinians have tried everything and by God, it's
Israel's governments that taught us that the only thing the Israelis appreciate is force. Except that we have
no force.

"There will not be a Palestinian state," the prime minister stated, and thereby declared that there is also no
point in the existence of the Palestinian Authority, which was created and defined as a stage on the way to
the establishment of a state. Possibly the time has come to dismantle the PA and return the keys to
Netanyahu. After all, he's the real landlord, and a direct occupation without intermediaries is preferable.

Now that we know that Israel officially has no intention of bringing about the creation of a Palestinian state,
maybe the Palestinians in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip will start to demand Israeli citizenship instead
of independence?

A Palestinian state will not come into being without massive and immediate international intervention, but
Netanyahu has already proved that he will get backing from the US administration for all his actions.
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Related: Netanyahu deployed the politics of fear. It worked like magic | Aluf Benn

The likely scenario is that the King of Israel will continue from the place at which he stopped three months
ago in order to hold early elections. His government had just then approved the "Jewish nation-state" bill.
That legislation aims to perpetuate the discrimination against Arab citizens within Israel and to make it clear
that in any clash between the state's values as Jewish and democratic, its Jewishness will have the upper
hand.

How dumb I felt for having allowed myself to cultivate hope. How foolish of me to think that I'm allowed to
dream of a day when, as citizens of the state, we will be partners in decision-making. How naive I must be to
dare to dream that Israel's Arab citizens will be able to live wherever they wish in their country, have access
to its resources and no longer make do with alms the state throws in their direction and demands that they
be grateful.

"It's us or them," the prime minister said. Well, it's you, Mr Prime Minister. You won, and proved that we have
no right of existence. Sorry we dared to dream, sir.
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The name's Bond, José Bond;
From Spectre's Mexican Bond girl to Idris Elba's Thor, the film world
really gets wound up by race issues in fictional characters (unless it's
black roles re-imagined as white)

BYLINE: Arwa Mahdawi

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE
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In Hollywood convention Russians are bad guys, Arabs are bad guys with beards, Brits are bad guys with
boarding-school backgrounds, and Mexicans are bad guys with burritos. It seems Mexico has had enough of
this, however - and is reported to have offered the producers of the new James Bond movie tax incentives in
return for more favourable representation. The producers deny that any changes were made to the script of
Spectre because of financial incentives. But as it stands, the villain is Italian and the Bond girl is Mexican. It
should also be noted that this will be Mexico's first ever Bond girl. Read into that what you will.

Related: James Bond producer says Mexico didn't make changes to Spectre script

This isn't the first time that tax rebates may have affected the casting of a film. Ridley Scott's Exodus: Gods
and Kings was blindingly white despite being set in ancient Egypt. Scott explained the lack of melanin in his
Gods and Kings: " I can't mount a film of this budget, where I have to rely on tax rebates in Spain, and say
that my lead actor is Mohammad so-and-so from such-and-such." I know, that would be way too
accurate-and-accurate.

This also isn't the first time that the Sony email leak has led to a controversy over the casting of a Bond film.
Last year a leaked email suggesting that Idris Elba should play the next James Bond spurred a debate over
whether a black Bond was realistic. Realism, of course, being a pressing concern in a franchise of films
about a fictional character best known for gadgets that defy physics, a liver that defies cirrhosis, and love
interests with names like Octopussy and Plenty O'Toole.

Idris Elba was at the centre of a similar debate when he was cast as a Nordic god in Thor. "It's so ridiculous,"
Elba said, in response to the criticism. "We have a man who has a flying hammer and wears horns on his
head. And yet me being an actor of African descent playing a Norse god is unbelievable?" Analogous
accusations were leveled at the decision to cast Lucy Liu in the role of Dr Joan Watson in Elementary, an
American TV show that re-imagines Sherlock Holmes in modern New York. "Casting Lucy Liu as Dr 'Joan'
Watson will ruin one of the great bromances of all time," fumed the Daily Telegraph. Someone should
probably tell them that Sherlock Holmes isn't actually real, so there's no bromance to ruin.

It's funny how many people seem to get wound up by questions of realism and authenticity when it comes to
interpretations of fictional characters. It's funny also that these questions of realism in casting never seem to
be so much of an issue when black or brown characters are re-imagined as white. Jake Gyllenhaal as Prince
of Persia ? Practically a documentary. Angelina Jolie as Mariane Pearl, a woman of African ancestry? Put a
curly wig and some dark make-up on her, and she'll pass. But when it comes to re-imagining the race, sex,
or sexuality of fictional straight white men - well, that risks undermining the very foundation of culture.

The interesting thing about the allegations is that it's basically product placement, just with race

That being said, we are seeing a slow but steady change in casting conventions as studios and networks
realise the commercial benefits of appealing to a more diverse demographic. And, perhaps, the PR value of
an unexpected casting. More strikingly, however, we're starting to see countries invest in movies in the same
way that corporations traditionally have, and treat casting as a branding opportunity.

The interesting thing about the allegations that Mexico traded tax credits for control over the Bond script, is
that it's basically product placement, just with race. Mexico has long been sensitive to the media's impact on
its brand image and has previously accused Hollywood of promoting racist stereotypes of Mexicans by
casting them as " drug dealers and gardeners ". It now appears that they might be willing to spend millions of
dollars on getting Hollywood to promote an image of Mexico as a place filled with hot women and men who
won't kill you, sell you cocaine or plant your geraniums.

When it comes to casting cliches, it seems you can evolve your way out, you can agitate your out, or you can
buy your way out. On that note, I'm off to set up a Kickstarter for a Palestinian lesbian Danger Mouse.
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Netanyahu sank into the moral gutter - and there will be consequences;
Israel's prime minister won re-election with a combination of
belligerence and bigotry. His opposition to a Palestinian state is a
stance the world should not accept

BYLINE: Jonathan Freedland
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The result was not the worst of it. Indeed, buried in the detailed numbers of this week's Israeli election were
odd crumbs of consolation. No, what made Binyamin Netanyahu's emphatic win so dispiriting were the
depths he plumbed to secure victory.

He made two moves in his desperate, and ultimately successful, effort to woo back those Israeli rightists who
had drifted from Likud into the hands of more minor nationalist parties. Netanyahu reassured them that they
could forget the lip service of the past few years, the diplomatic niceties he had served up since returning as
prime minister in 2009: there would be no Palestinian state on his watch.

On election day itself, he sank lower still. In a Facebook video, he posed in front of a map of the Middle East,
as if in a war room, and used the idiom of military conflict to warn that "Arab voters are advancing in large
numbers towards voting places" and that this was "a call-up order" for Likud supporters to head to the polling
stations.
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It's worth pausing to digest the full meaning of that move. The enemy against whom Netanyahu was seeking
to rally his people was not Islamic State or massed foreign armies, or even the Palestinians of the West
Bank or Gaza. He was speaking of the 20% of the Israeli electorate that is Palestinian: Arabs who were
born in, live in and are citizens of Israel. A prime minister was describing the democratic participation of
one-fifth of the country he governs in the language of a military assault to be beaten back.

Imagine if a US president warned the white electorate that black voters were heading to the polls in 'large
numbers'

Imagine if a US president broadcast such a message, warning the white electorate that black voters were
heading to the polls in "large numbers". Or if a European prime minister said: "Quick, the Jews are voting!"
This is the moral gutter into which Netanyahu plunged just to get elected.

It worked. Not because it won fresh recruits to the right camp, but because it summoned disenchanted
hawks back home. That's the small consolation. The numbers suggest Israel did not lurch rightwards on
Tuesday. Indeed, the nationalist and religious right bloc merely held steady, gaining just one seat.
Netanyahu's success came by recutting that pie to give himself a bigger slice.

But it is a cold comfort. For the Likud leader was able to siphon off votes from the far right by absorbing its
message of belligerence and bigotry. Some will say that's hardly new. Only the naive could look at
Netanyahu's nine years in office (spread over three decades) and conclude he was ever serious about either
equality or the pursuit of a two-state solution. But now we have his explicit word, confirming that everything
his harshest critics said of him was true.

The result is despair - in liberal Tel Aviv, where Bibi's Labor challenger, Isaac Herzog, topped the poll; in
foreign capitals, who will note that Netanyahu has now officially disavowed the near-universally preferred
solution for the Israel-Palestine conflict; and in the Jewish diaspora, which has long clung to the hope that
Israel at least wants to end the post-1967 occupation, even if it has still not managed to do it.

Mindful of the damage his win-at-all-costs moves had wrought, Netanyahu lost no time trying to unsay what
he had said. In his victory speech, he promised to be prime minister of all Israelis, Jewish and non-Jewish
alike. And in a US TV interview on Thursday, he insisted that he does want a "sustainable, peaceful
two-state solution" after all, so long as "circumstances" change.

I know of at least one European leader who now says privately that Netanyahu's credibility is shot

But it's too late. I know of at least one European leader who now says privately that Netanyahu's "credibility
is shot" and that "no one will want to work with him". And in the fellowship of world leaders, that will not be a
minority view.

How then should those outside Israel react? Some will seize on the disavowal of two states to push instead
for their favoured option: a so-called one-state solution. It sounds both simple and enlightened, everyone
living together under one roof, with one person, one vote. But as the Palestinian-Israeli writer Sayed Kashua
argued powerfully this week, any conceivable path to such a destination would be "grounded in the trampling
of the Palestinians".

The more obvious objection is the one summarised by the Israeli novelist and veteran anti-occupation activist
Amos Oz : "After one hundred years of blood, tears and disasters, it is impossible to expect Israelis and
Palestinians to jump suddenly into a double bed and begin a honeymoon."

And yet we cannot go back to mouthing the same old platitudes about two states, not when we've heard
Israel's leader admit he has no intention of allowing any such thing.

The right response is surely to match Netanyahu's honesty with our own. In this regard, the Obama
administration has already performed better than Europe. While EU diplomats greeted Netanyahu's victory
with the same tired formulas, invoking a nonexistent peace process, Washington voiced its displeasure at
Netanyahu's " divisive rhetoric " and let it be known that it was ready to make things uncomfortable.
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Until now, Washington has always acted as Israel's diplomatic protector, blocking hostile resolutions at the
UN and the like. Now the White House, still smarting over Netanyahu's Republican address to a Republican
Congress, wants to remind Netanyahu that such support is not unconditional. The core message, and it
should not be delivered by the US alone, would be simple. It would say, of course the world has to respect
the decision of the Israeli electorate. But if this is the path Israel is taking, there will be consequences. If
Israel is effectively ruling out a Palestinian state - and given that it rejects a one-state solution whereby
Israel absorbs millions of Palestinians and gives them the vote - then it has committed itself to maintaining
the status quo, permanently ruling over another people and denying them basic democratic rights. And that
is a position the world cannot accept.

Such a stance might entail US withdrawal of diplomatic cover. It might mean tougher European sanctions of
the kind proposed in Friday's EU report on settlement activity in East Jerusalem. It could mean a growing
shift towards divestment and sanctions, targeted at the occupation, without the polarising tactic of boycott
that tends to alienate as many potential supporters as it recruits.

Whatever form they take, there will be consequences for Netanyahu's actions. He was ready to sink to a new
low to save his skin, but it will be Israelis - and their Palestinian neighbours - who pay the price.
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Imagine if Ted Cruz used his Ivy League education to write one new
speech;
The Texas senator has no new ideas, but he does now have one of the
earliest campaigns for the Republican nomination in 2016. That counts,
right?

BYLINE: Jeb Lund
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Senator Ted Cruz's announcement at Liberty University of his campaign for President of the United States on
Monday was breathlessly overwrought and preposterously vague, in the classic Ted Cruz style of seeming
on the verge of weeping at its own vacuity. His only new tic was beginning a series of statements with, "
Imagine... " before running down John Lennon's song in ideological reverse, a rhetorical effort to conjure
political change akin to rubbing a magic lamp.

Cruz is one of the most exhausting candidates of the 2016 elections because he is such a confirmed
ideologue and so enamored of his oratory that he doesn't bother to change it much, which is odd, because
one of his selling points is that he's smart enough to write a new speech at the drop of a hat. That he refuses
to tailor his words to a specific audience does lead to amusing moments - like his canned speech to a
firefighters' union that was greeted with absolute silence and after which one member said that he needed to
take a shower - but mostly it just confirms Cruz's message that you don't change perfection. (Whether he's
talking about himself or America is a distinction without a difference.)

The speech at Liberty University appears more flawed if you're not part of his target audience - which didn't
include all of the 10,000 people obligated to attend as part of the terms of their enrollment, some of whom
took to the internet to anonymously mock his speech. Liberty is, to be sure, a conservative diploma mill
founded to vacuum money out of the pockets of people who think that the AP American History test hates
America. But it's also an institution hostile toward any part of government unable to bomb people, and it's the
birthplace of the Clinton Body Count, of one of the most deranged right-wing conspiracies about Bill and
Hillary Clinton. The university's name alone fits with Cruz's tendency to invoke problems and then rhetorically
combat them with "liberty" and "freedom", which rain federalism and deregulation pixie dust upon them until
they disappear.

But more importantly, 47% of Iowa Republicans consider themselves "very conservative" and 57% describe
themselves as born-again or evangelical - the kind of people for whom a Liberty audience's applause might
really resonate. And, right now, only 5% of Iowa Caucus participants name Cruz their first choice, and only
7% pick him as their second choice. So while his announcement told people with money that his presidential
ambitions weren't merely the idling state of his ego but rather something that now may be funded, those
gauzy stories about his father's immigration and conversion - as well as Ted's abiding faith - were designed
to deliver a message to Iowa voters: I am the American dream, and the dream comes from God.

But if Cruz's appeals to the Christian nation at Liberty seemed vague, he got into specifics with Sean Hannity
later on Monday. Cruz is nothing if not consistent in his urgency, so his dive into specifics was as vaguely
rapturous and imperiled as his red-meat speeches. Cruz talking about energy policy is a lot like asking a little
boy to describe the working of a steam locomotive: Coal goes in, and everything moves forward really fast.

For example, Cruz touted his "American Energy Renaissance Act" on Hannity, a bill he will probably cite a
great deal on the campaign trail because he's passed zero meaningful legislation. The AERA will, he said,
"unchain the private sector" and "create millions of high-paying jobs." The former is just code for " completely
deregulate fracking, coal mining and oil drilling, while crippling the EPA ", and he doesn't have an explanation
for how that creates millions of good jobs. Oil companies in particular are already shedding workers due to
low energy prices, and Cruz's plan relies on the Keystone XL, whose long-term job numbers - 35 -
Republicans have consistently overestimated by about 42,000. But screw the domestic policy: Cruz believes
we need to free the private sector so we can export liquid natural gas to Europe to cut off Vladimir Putin's
energy profits that hold Europe hostage by keeping Russia's lights on and its missiles in Ukraine.... as long
as Putin doesn't try to do something before 2017, the earliest we could start significant exports.

The rest of the interview was even more vague. We apparently have to repeal Obamacare and replace it with
insurance "competition" that keeps government from "standing between you and your doctor". Cruz has been
saying this since 2012; the specifics of his plan are still pending. We need to abolish the IRS, a frequent Cruz
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assertion that at least this time didn't come with bogus statistics, and replace it with an insanely regressive
flat tax that Americans can fill out "on the back of a postcard." We need a balanced-budget amendment,
which every economist who doesn't work at a think tank with a name like Well Armed Traditional Family
Freedom Flag Yurt will tell you is dumb as hell. Despite earlier Chicken Littling about Putin and about China's
increasingly assertive stance in the South China Sea, Cruz declared without specifics that "Iran in the single
greatest national security threat facing the country." Also, "This administration has been the most
antagonistic to Israel in the history of this country." Uh, no.

It's easy to write off this interview as a softball, which it was: Hannity recently emceed at CPAC, where his
primary task was administering a tongue bath to anything candidate-shaped that moved within his field of
vision. But Cruz is a softball candidate. He's had three years to take his obvious Ivy League intelligence and
fluency in political texts to deliver a comprehensive policy speech, and yet he always returns to the same
melodramatic material: Abolish the IRS, repeal Obamacare, Obama is an outlaw, deregulate all energy
production, kill whatever it is overseas that needs killing most this week, break the government, religious
quotes, look like he's about to break down from so many emotions. Repeat.

Liberty University handed Ted Cruz a captive audience in front of whom he could roll out his campaign
platform; Hannity turned over to him an entire hour of his show. His message at both, as it has been for three
years was, "Details pending." Why not? So far it's worked.

Maybe what he says is enough for his audience. Ted Cruz tells people that they're smart and that his truth is
self-explanatory and, for the most part, audiences love it. It was only a passing exchange, but one thing he
said to Hannity said everything you need to know.

Cruz: (to hannity) You're a numbers guy. Hannity: Yeah.

Words used to mean things in America.

Cruz's real schtick is moving to the extreme right of his own party, condemning party leaders as feckless
RINOs and then holding the entire US political process hostage until his own party leaders have to
compromise with Democrats to accomplish anything and ultimately prove Cruz's point. This internecine
fighting routinely culminating in failure is something he describes as having "the courage to lead," and all the
fallout merely confirms his necessity on the national stage. For instance, early in the Hannity interview, the
man who led the government shutdown over Obamacare explained his candidacy by saying, "Washington is
broken." By God, If he does well in Iowa, he can prove the Republican primary process is, too.
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As migrants we leave home in search of a future, but we lose the past;
Immigration is never an easy option: leaving people and places behind
always comes at a painful price

BYLINE: Gary Younge

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1022 words

This is not a sob story. But the tears came anyhow. They crept up on me at the 70th birthday party of a friend
a few years back. We were celebrating in a hotel ballroom in Letchworth in Hertfordshire and I had struck up
a conversation with distant acquaintance - a woman I had met only a few times before and have not met
since. We talked about the primary school she worked at and the secondary school I went to, which were just
five minutes' walk apart in nearby Stevenage- both had declined - and about the local council and football
team. She asked me when I was going back to New York, where I'd been living for seven years at that point,
and I told her, the next afternoon.

"You're so lucky," she said. "You've done so well for yourself. Your mum would be so proud."

And that was when my eyes started welling up. Now it could have been any number of triggers - alcohol, jet
lag or the mention of my mother, who died decades ago. But what really upset me was realising that in this
town, people I wasn't even particularly close to knew me in a way that nobody else would. They knew place
names that no one else in my regular life (apart from my brothers) knew. And yes, they not only knew my
mother but they knew me when I had a mother.

Related: Immigration: let's change the way we talk about it | Jonathan Freedland

The following day I would fly to a place where people knew a version of me where very little of any of this
applied. My friends in New York knew I had brothers and had lost my mother. They knew I grew up working
class in a town near London. The rest was footnotes - too much information for transient people, including
myself who would soon move to Chicago, who were travelling light.

In short, I cried for bits of my life that had been lost. Not discarded; but atrophied. Huge, formative parts of
my childhood and youth that I could no longer explain because you would really have had to have been there
but without which I didn't make much sense.

Migration involves loss. Even when you're privileged, as I am, and move of your own free will, as I did, you
feel it. Migrants, almost by definition, move with the future in mind. But their journeys inevitably involve
excising part of their past. It's not workers who emigrate but people. And whenever they move they leave
part of themselves behind. Efforts to reclaim that which has been lost result in something more than
nostalgia but, if you're lucky, less than exile. And the losses keep coming. Funerals, christenings,
graduations and weddings missed - milestones you couldn't make because your life is elsewhere.

If you're not lucky then your departure was forced by poverty, war or environmental disaster - or all three -
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and your destination is not of your choosing but merely where you could get to or where you were put. In that
case the loss is bound to be all the more keen and painful.

In Gender and Nation, Nira Yuval-Davis describes how Palestinian children in Lebanese refugee camps
would call "home" a village which may not have even existed for several decades but from which their
parents were exiled.

You may have to leave behind your partner, your kids and your home. In time, in order to survive, you may
have to let go of your language, your religion and your sense of self.

"You can have a lot of love for your children, but it cannot fill their stomachs," Mercedes Sanchez told me as
she stood outside her tarpaulin home in the New Orleans tent city where she was helping rebuild the city
after Hurricane Katrina. She paid coyote people smugglers $3,000 to bring her across the desert from
Mexico. Along the way she was stripped naked by bandits and robbed at gunpoint. "In Mexico I made 200
pesos a week. I can make that in two hours here," she said. "When you walk through the desert, you think
you're never going to arrive. It costs a lot of money and a lot of tears."

I was lucky. I come from a travelling people. Those from an island as small as Barbados, buffeted by the
winds of global economics and politics, tend to go where the work is. My great- grandfather helped build the
Panama canal. My parents came to England from Barbados in the early sixties. Of my 14 aunts and uncles
nine left the island for significant periods of time. I have cousins in Canada, Britain, the US and the
Caribbean, some of whom I've never met.

Like many black Britons of my generation, I was raised in the 70s ambivalent to my immediate surroundings.
The soil I stood on and was born on to was less where I was from than where I happened to be. For several
years neither me nor my brothers lived in England. My mother hung a map of Barbados on the wall and stuck
a Bajan flag on the door. She kept her accent, lost her passport and told us if we weren't good enough for the
West Indian cricket team, we could always play for England. On the dinner table stood a bottle of Windmill
hot pepper sauce that only she used - a taste of a home to which we were welcome but never took to. When
she died suddenly, we honoured her wish to be shipped "home" where she now lays buried within earshot of
the Caribbean sea.

I fell in love with an American and here we are. My sense of loss is primarily cultural. Tapping a football to my
son in the park and watching him pick it up ("Kick it! Kick it!" I'd implore); asking why there's an armed
policeman in his elementary school ("It's a good question," said my wife. "But that's not particularly
remarkable here"); seeing nieces and nephews grow up on Facebook; returning for a holiday to find all the
teenagers you know wearing onesies and using catchphrases from shows you've never heard of; seeing or
hearing something that reminds you of home, your first home, and realising you lack too many common
reference points to share it with those with whom you share your life now.

Migration is a good thing, so long as it is voluntary. I believe in the free movement of people. But that's not to
say it doesn't have a price. I have choices that most of the world's migrants don't have. I can go back. And
I'm happy where I am.

This is not a sob story. But every now and then, when I least expect them, the tears come anyhow.
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It's OK to leak government secrets - as long as it benefits politicians;
It is hypocritical that some leaks will land you in jail, while others just
lead to a slap on the wrist

BYLINE: Trevor Timm

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 724 words

When it comes to classified information, some leaks are more equal than others. If you are a whistleblower
like Edward Snowden, who tells the press about illegal, immoral or embarrassing government actions, you
will face jail time. But it's often another story for

US government officials leaking information for their own political benefit.

Two stories this week perfectly illustrate this hypocrisy and how, despite their unprecedented crackdown on
sources and whistleblowers, the Obama administration - like every administration before it - loves to use
leaks, if and when it suits them.

Consider a government leak that ran in the New York Times on Monday. The article was about 300 of Hillary
Clinton's now notorious State Department emails, which had been hidden away on her private server for
years and were turned over to Congress as part of the never-ending Benghazi investigation. "Four senior
government officials" described the content of her emails to New York Times journalists in minute detail "on
the condition of anonymity because they did not want to jeopardize their access to secret information".

Surely the Obama administration will promptly root out and prosecute those leakers, right? After all, the
emails haven't gone through a security review and the chances of them discussing classified information are
extremely high. (Even if they don't, the Espionage Act doesn't require the information to be classified
anyways, only that information leaked be "related to national defense".) But those emails supposedly clear
Clinton of any wrongdoing in the Benghazi affair, which likely makes the leak in the administration's interest.

But that disclosure was nothing compared to what appeared in the Wall Street Journal a day later, in the
wake of Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's underhanded attempts to derail a nuclear deal with
Iran. The Journal reported on Tuesday that not only did Israel spy on Americans negotiating with Iran, but
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they gave that information to Republicans in Congress, in an attempt to scuttle the deal.

Related: Petraeus leaks: Obama's leniency reveals 'profound double standard', lawyer says

How does the US know this? Well, according to the Journal and its government sources, the US itself
intercepted communications between Israeli officials that discussed information that could have only come
from the US-Iran talks. The disclosure of this fact sounds exactly like the vaunted "sources and methods" -
i.e. how the US conducts surveillance and gets intelligence - that the government continually claims is the
most sensitive information they have. It's why they claim Edward Snowden belongs in jail for decades. So
while it's apparently unacceptable to leak details about surveillance that affects ordinary citizens' privacy, its
OK for officials to do so for their own political benefit - and no one raises an eyebrow.

We can be quite certain that no one will be prosecuted for the leaks given that they benefitted the
administration's powerful former Secretary of State, and bolsters its position in its public dust-up with Israel.

When it comes to leaks, the powerful play by different rules than everyone else - despite the fact that they've
violated the same law they've accused so many other leakers of breaking. That's why David Petraeus was
given a sweetheart plea deal with no jail time after leaking highly classified information to his biographer and
lover. (He's apparently already back advising the White House, despite leaking and then lying to the FBI
about the identities of countless covert officers ).

It's also the same reason why investigations into a leak suspected to have involved General Cartwright, once
known as "Obama's favorite general", have stalled. As the Washington Post reported : the defense "might try
to put the White House's relationship with reporters and the use of authorized leaks on display, creating a
potentially embarrassing distraction for the administration".

Former CIA officer Jeffrey Sterling faces sentencing next month after being found guilty of leaking
information to New York Times reporter James Risen. Sterling's problem is that he leaked information
showing a spectacular and embarrassing failure on the CIA's part - which did not help a powerful politician
score points. He is also not a general.

As a result, he faces decades in jail.
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The Guardian view on the Iran nuclear talks: a matter of global security;
Those in the US and Israel treating the negotiations as a short-term
partisan game could jeopardise the chances of a deal

BYLINE: Editorial
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LENGTH: 521 words

Relations between Barack Obama and Binyamin Netanyahu were never excellent. But recent weeks have
demonstrated just how low the relationship between the United States and Israel has sunk.

After Mr Netanyahu's speech to the US Congress lambasting Mr Obama's diplomacy on Iran, and after the
White House condemned the Israeli prime minister's pre-election statements rejecting Palestinian statehood
and casting Palestinian citizens of Israel as a kind of enemy within, it seemed things could not get much
worse between the two. But they have. The US administration has now rebuffed Mr Netanyahu's attempt to
backtrack on his earlier disavowal of the two-state solution. And this week it emerged that Israel had spied
on closed-door Iran talks and then passed on some of that information to US lawmakers hostile to the
president. Despite Israeli government denials, the episode illustrates the amount of distrust between the two
allies.

Political bickering in Washington is only complicating things further. As the US administration tries to close a
preliminary deal with Iran, ahead of a 31 March deadline, there is as much focus on how the US Congress
will react as there is on what kind of deal is possible with Iran, the Obama team negotiating as much with US
politicians as with Iranian ayatollahs. The stakes are high for a US president with less than two years left in
office and a desperate urge to produce a convincing legacy in foreign affairs, something that - beyond the
breakthrough with Cuba - is still largely missing.

Republicans in Congress have attempted to thwart the nuclear deal with Iran and will continue doing so.
They are partly driven by a determination to deny Obama any success whatsoever, even if that success
could be in America's national interest. The recent letter from 47 US senators to Iran's supreme leader
combined shortsightedness, disloyalty and naivety all at the same time.

But there are also Democrats in Congress with genuine qualms about a nuclear deal, especially one that
fails to guarantee that Iran will never become a nuclear military power. The political polarisation is such that
these voices now hesitate to make themselves heard. Because of their excesses, Republicans may well
have left themselves unable to gather the kind of majority that would tie the president's hands.

Related: Sanctions will not bring peace to Israel | Letters

But while those partisan rivals have dangerously politicised a key international security issue, the Obama
administration would be wrong to let domestic political considerations define the negotiation now unfolding in
Lausanne. The overriding narrative should not be about who clinches a deal with Iran and with what political
benefit, but about the nature of such a deal, its guarantees and whether such an accord might prevent
nuclear proliferation in the Middle East. Many of the current political manoeuvres are only possible because
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of the lack of transparency on these questions. Dealing with Iran's nuclear programme is a strategic problem
of global security. It should not be hostage to short-term partisan games - wherever they are played.
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At last a nuclear deal with Iran is in sight. The chance must not be
spurned;
All sides have strategic, security and moral reasons to bring Iran in from
the cold. The ostracism of this talented, historically pro-western nation
has lasted too long

BYLINE: Simon Tisdall
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It's hard to see why a nuclear deal with Iran will not be agreed this week. Each of the state representatives
taking part in the final round of negotiations in Lausanne has powerful reasons for wanting a successful
outcome, while the reputations of key individuals would be enhanced by an agreement. Such pragmatic
considerations aside, a deal is positively desirable for strategic, security, and moral reasons.

Given a string of past failures stretching back to 2002, when Iran's covert nuclear programme was first
publicly revealed, a continuing impasse after tomorrow night's deadline may look a safer bet. Diplomats are
warning that significant differences remain, particularly over the lifting of UN sanctions and Tehran's wish to
continue nuclear research and development.
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Related: Boehner: Iran has 'no intention' of keeping its word on nuclear deal

But the negotiators - from the US, UK, France, Germany, Russia, China and Iran - have been aware of these
sticking points for months. It is reasonable to assume they already have compromise formulas up their
sleeves, and may yet put them on the table. What is happening now, it appears, is last-minute manoeuvring
for advantage. And the bar has been lowered. The aim now is for a "preliminary" deal, not the
"comprehensive solution" that was originally sought.

Iran wants a deal because sanctions - despite official denials - are hurting its economy and damaging crucial
oil and gas export industries. Iranian businessmen and workers interviewed in Tehran last year were
unanimous in their hope that relations will be normalised. Iran's president, Hassan Rouhani, knows a deal
would revive his so far lacklustre presidency and confound his conservative critics.

Even Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, appears temporarily to have set aside his life-long,
visceral distrust of the Americans and British. He recently discouraged criticism of Mohammad Javad Zarif,
Iran's chief negotiator. If Tehran does balk at the last moment, it will most likely be because Khamenei does
not feel the timing and pace of sanctions relief are acceptable. He will certainly be consulted before Zarif
signs anything.

John Kerry, a serial under-achiever as US secretary of state, has a lot riding on these talks. A deal would be
a rare personal success in a sea of diplomatic failures reaching from Syria and Palestine to Crimea.
Likewise, Barack Obama could certainly use a foreign policy breakthrough. His recent Nowruz address,
aimed at Iranians, made clear he is not simply looking to resolve the nuclear standoff.

Obama, rightly, sees a chance for an historic rapprochement with Iran after 35 years of estrangement, which
could radically change the strategic balance in the Middle East. Already established cooperation in fighting
Islamic State terror in Iraq could mark the start of a productive new partnership, as was the case with the
shah before the 1979 revolution.

Lucrative markets and business opportunities beckon in a rehabilitated Iran, where Britain, oddly, is still
respected

Britain and France view matters in much the same way. But by making a last-gasp fuss about disclosing
Iran's past nuclear projects, President François Hollande tried to assuage the fears of Arab allies (and Israel)
by showing that France did its utmost to secure a safe deal. Britain is in the process of restoring diplomatic
relations. Lucrative markets and business opportunities beckon in a rehabilitated Iran, where Britain, oddly
enough, is still respected, and reviled, as a global power.

Russia, which has provided valuable diplomatic cover to Tehran over the years, also has important
commercial links in terms of nuclear power and arms sales. China simply wants cheap, unrestricted Iranian
energy and raw materials. But Moscow and Beijing agree with the western powers that preventing a future
nuclear arms race between Iran and the Arab regimes is highly desirable.

All that said, bringing Iran in from the cold is a moral imperative too. The US-led ostracism of this proud,
talented and historically pro-western nation has lasted far too long. It has been immensely damaging for
Iranians, Europeans and the region. It has encouraged political and religious hardliners on all sides, at a time
when productive, moderating, cooperative relationships with Muslim countries are badly needed.

A deal could be done this week. It certainly should be.
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What Andrea Dworkin, the feminist I knew, can teach young women;
Dworkin was her era's bravest, most galvanising and polarising
feminist. Ten years after her death, her sheer courage and her hatred for
the men who hate women continue to inspire

BYLINE: Julie Bindel
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I first became friends with Andrea Dworkin in 1996. We both attended a week-long international conference
in Brighton on violence against women where Andrea was one of the keynote speakers. I had seen her
speak before at feminist events, but we had never exchanged a word. The crowds that surrounded her after
any public event would have put all but the shamelessly sycophantic off approaching her.

Andrea died 10 years ago this week. She had become famous in the early 1980s for the ordinance that she
and the legal scholar Catharine MacKinnon had drafted for Minneapolis, recognising pornography as sex
discrimination and a violation of women's civil rights. Women involved in pornography were called to testify
from all over America. It was an inventive use of civil law; rather than banning or censoring pornography, it
would have enabled victims of the porn industry to claim damages and recognition for the harm it caused.

But to me, her finest and most radical work was the book Andrea wrote aged just 27, Woman Hating (1974).
The first line reads: "This book is an action, a political action where revolution is the goal." In Woman Hating,
Andrea describes and theorises all manner of men's abuse and oppression of women and girls.

When Andrea and I eventually met in Brighton, we connected instantly. I hadn't necessarily agreed with all
that she wrote, and was not particularly enamoured of her slightly evangelical public speaking style, but I
nonetheless loved her from the outset. Andrea's wicked, dry humour, unwavering integrity and shy
vulnerability combined to make her utterly compelling. There was something intoxicating about getting to
know a woman who had been vilified as a man-hating misery but who was, in fact, a warm, open-minded
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intellectual.

Related: Take no prisoners

Over the next eight years, Andrea and I wrote and spoke regularly, and met up whenever we happened to be
in the same country. In late 1998, she sent me the manuscript of Scapegoat: The Jews, Israel, and Women's
Liberation, a book she had been working on for eight years.

I devoured it, gasping in wonder at the beautiful prose, and the brilliance of its reasoning. Andrea considered
it fate that she had cited my partner Harriet's cousin Robert Wistrich, an expert on the Holocaust, throughout
the book, well before she knew us.

I did not hear from Andrea for much of 1999 until I received a 10-page handwritten fax in July that year. The
writing started out neat and tidy, but by the end was almost unreadable. The first line broke my heart.

"Dear Julie. You have not heard from me because in May the unthinkable happened. While I was on vacation
in Paris I was drugged and raped. I do not think I can bear this."

Andrea was never the same again. Her health suffered; the last time we met, in September 2004, she had
lost a huge amount of weight as a result of having a gastric band fitted in an attempt to deal with her
dangerous obesity.

The key lesson she taught us was how to conduct ourselves during battle

But during that visit Andrea was in good spirits and we talked of reviving the feminist anti-pornography
movement in Europe which was, we feared, dying. "The libertarians are winning this war Julie," Andrea said
as we sat in her hotel room, drinking the bitter espresso that enabled her to keep awake through the day
(Andrea was notoriously nocturnal). "If we give up now younger generations of women will be told porn is
good for them and they will believe it."

That same week, an interview I had conducted with Andrea was published in the Guardian. Although Andrea
could be high maintenance, insisting on special security measures when she spoke at conferences or other
public venues (her life had been threatened more than once), there was no monstrous ego to deal with, and
nothing of the spoilt, pampered middle-class feminist we Brits had come to dread in our north American
sisters.

Andrea's writing and speaking has many legacies, but perhaps the key lesson she taught us was how to
conduct ourselves during battle.

Related: Obituary: Andrea Dworkin

There can be no doubt that the feminist fight against men's sexual, domestic and cultural violence towards
women and girls is a bloody and dangerous war. But Andrea never forgot her manners or her humanity in the
trenches. It may be a cliche, but Andrea was fuelled not by hatred of her enemy - male supremacy - but of
love for the idea of a new world in which sexual sadism was obsolete.

Andrea reminded us that men occupy a sex class that is handed power at birth, and that there is nothing
"natural" about male dominance or female submission. In many ways, despite the several knocks she took,
Andrea was the most optimistic feminist I ever met.

When the pornographers took their revenge on Andrea, publishing a nasty, sexually explicit cartoon parody
of her, she sued, but lost. Despite finding herself painted as a national hate figure, accused of attempting to
dismantle the precious First Amendment, Andrea never gave up appearing in public, or engaging with
individuals who fundamentally disagreed with her.

In today's world of keyboard warrior activism, Andrea's life should be a reminder to feminists, and other
activists, that nothing compares to meeting and talking to people with whom you wish to find common
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ground.

Andrea healed her wounds by listening to the stories of other survivors, despite the pain that could cause

There was no compromise with Andrea, but she would never refuse to debate a point with anyone, so long
as they were on the side of social justice. "There is no point me sitting down with a child rapist or
pornographer," she told me in our 2004 interview, "because in order to achieve their aims they are required
to hurt us." But with feminists from all sides of the debate, Andrea would patiently and respectfully listen,
before addressing them in her breathless, quiet voice. No matter how tired she became, Andrea would never
leave a discussion until some bottom line had been agreed upon.

Andrea's heart had been ripped to shreds during a lifetime of abuse - beginning when she was raped in a
cinema aged nine, before being brutally internally examined while in custody years later, and then
experiencing domestic violence at the hands of her first husband, which led her into prostitution. But never
did she forget her place in the women's liberation movement. Andrea healed her wounds by listening to the
stories of other survivors, despite the pain that could cause, in order to remember how high the stakes were
in this struggle. I will never forget a phone conversation with Andrea where she spoke of how some feminists
in the US and UK had publicly expressed doubt about whether or not the rape in Paris had actually
happened, including one well-known campaigner against child abuse who asked, "Who would want to rape
Andrea?"

"My hatred is precious," she once said to me. "I don't want to waste it on those who are colluding in their own
oppression. My hatred is geared towards the men that put that crap in their heads, and the ones doing the
raping."

Without Andrea, generations of feminists would be wilfully ignorant about the meaning and effect of
pornography, as well as how to overcome a desire for male approval in order to tell the truth about women's
lives. That is not all that today's feminists could learn from Andrea. There is the respect she had for the
human rights defenders who came before her, and her loyalty to other women in the struggle who were
attacked by those antagonistic to our aims and beliefs. There was her sheer courage, in never backing down
or renouncing her principles because it would make life easier or pay dividends; that was a defining
characteristic of Andrea, as was daring to hate the men who hated women.

One thing is certain. Unless you knew Andrea, either personally or by being involved in the same political
causes as her, pretty much everything you think you know about her will be wrong. It is sadly the case that
many feminists today are too scared to upset the applecart. Andrea never was.
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The readers' editor on... a trove of old and new definitions in the style
guide;
We are going to stop asserting that there is no such thing as a 'trove'.
But there are other linguistic battles that I think the Guardian should
continue to fight

BYLINE: Chris Elliott

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 698 words

When to give up the ghost and when to battle on resisting change is the question. Sorry about the mixed
metaphor, but my colleagues and I are grown weary of holding the line on some entries within the Guardian's
style guide and seek advice.

For instance, it is a breach of the guide to use the word "trove" alone. The guide says "treasure trove ... the
noun comprises both words - there is no such thing as a 'trove'; if you don't want to call it a treasure trove,
the word hoard may be useful".

A reader fighting the good fight pointed out that we had done it again "on page 15 of Tuesday 24th edition,
towards the top right-hand corner, under the heading ' Cables reveal Israeli spies at odds with Netanyahu ' ...
'While the Snowden trove revealed the scale of technological surveillance...'

"Surely the word 'trove' is derived from the French 'trouvé' - found. Treasure trove is treasure that had been
found - maybe only one gem, or a small ring. 'Trove' does not, I think, mean 'cache' or 'hoard'."

However, we believe in this case that the battle may be lost and won, and as a result we published this
correction in the print edition of 2 March : "An article about a cache of hundreds of dossiers, files and cables
from the world's major intelligence services that were leaked to the al-Jazeera investigative unit and shared
with the Guardian ( Secret cables reveal Israel's spies at odds with Netanyahu on Iran, 24 February, page 1)
referred to the earlier leak of tens of thousands of NSA and GCHQ documents by the US whistleblower
Edward Snowden as 'the Snowden trove'. That upset some linguistic purists who - like our style guide- insist
that 'trove' should only be used as part of the noun phrase 'treasure trove', and that there is no such thing as
a 'trove'. But perhaps we should now accept that it's a useful word on its own."

This was written by my colleague Rory Foster, who received support from Michael Quinion, a British
etymologist, whose website WorldWideWords is devoted to linguistics.

Quinion noted that in fact trove had been used by itself to "mean a hoard or a valuable find" since the 1880s.
He gave several examples, including this usage from Rudyard Kipling: "The value of her trove struck her,
and she cast about for the best method of using it."
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Other words that may be lost (or losing) causes include bored with/by/of, enormity, who/whom, and
swath/swathe

He concluded: "Language has moved on. Trove is now too widely used to be dismissed as bad English.
Dictionaries include it (the Oxford English Dictionary has had an entry for it since 1989), though some refer
the enquirer to treasure-trove. American ones are readier than British to accept that trove is now a noun and
a valid abbreviated form of treasure-trove. The Guardian itself acknowledges this in its Corrections and
Clarifications item: 'Perhaps we should now accept that it's a useful word on its own.' Indeed."

He and my colleague make a good case for a sensible change, and I don't think it is one that most readers
will lose much sleep over, even though they may disagree. David Marsh, the keeper of the Guardian's style
guide, also agrees: "We do change our style to reflect changes in language use. For example, we used to
insist on 'railway station' but no one under about 50 says that any more so 'train station' is fine.

"I think 'trove' falls into a similar category. Most native English users would be most surprised at our style
guide's assertion that 'there is no such thing as a "trove"', and yes I will be changing that entry."

However, there are other battles. Other words that may fall into the category of lost (or losing) causes include
bored with/by/of, enormity, who/whom, and swath/swathe (our style guide insists on swath for the word
meaning a broad strip of land but many writers - and readers - prefer swathe).

And then there are the causes that we thought we'd won and still think we should stick to, but on which the
Guardian is backsliding. The phrase "dialogue of the deaf" is prohibited in our style guide (for good reason),
but appeared in an editorial last week. On this last crop at least I think we should regroup and sally forth
once more, but what do the readers think?
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To combat anti-LGBT laws, companies should pay lobbyists - not lip
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service;
CEOs like Tim Cook and companies that say they oppose
pro-discrimination laws can do more than talk about it. They can put
their money where their mouths are

BYLINE: Steven W Thrasher

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 995 words

Apple's gay CEO Tim Cook wrote that Indiana's recently passed "religious freedom" law "isn't a political
issue", but using a fake demand to protect religious freedom - which has been secure since the First
Amendment was passed in 1791 - to justify discrimination against queers is about as political as you can get.
So if Apple is serious about making life better for LGBT people, it should use some of its cold, hard cash as
the most valued corporation in human history, hire some effective lobbyists and send them out en masse to
repeal these cockamamie anti-gay laws.

And while we're at it, Gay Inc - which has spent millions on obtaining for us the right to marry - needs to end
stop asking for fucking crumbs and finally embrace a full court lobbying campaign to add sexual orientation
and gender identity to the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, to end this bullshit once and for all.

It might sound cynical to suggest using lobbying, that evil way of conducting government business which
subverts democracy, to achieve LGBT equality. But in a political battle, the most efficient way to get
something accomplished is to lobby lawmakers. Waiting for federal courts to undo Indiana's or any of the 20
states with anti-equality "Religious Freedom Restoration Acts" will take years or decades, because - like so
much other goddam anti-gay legislation - Bill Clinton signed a federal version of these laws in 1993.

Sadly, lobbying is a ridiculously solid investment and a surefire way to get shit done. Money spent on
lobbying has been shown to have a return on investment of up to 22,000%. The National Rifle Association
can stop gun control reforms, no matter how much the public wants them, simply by lobbying Congress.
Similarly, congressional support for Israel, private prisons and the defense industry will always be staunch,
as long as those causes' lobbies make hobbies of buying bipartisan backing.

It's a good start for Cook to come out and write about discrimination in Indiana, but two Op-Eds sure as hell
ain't enough from someone that filthy rich (who is already planning to give away his wealth anyway). Nor is
firing Apple's anti-gay Alabama lobbyist. And it's not enough for Apple or Walmart - headquartered in
increasingly anti-gay Arkansas, and the largest private employer in the nation - to speak out after these bills
pass. They need to use their ample lobbying muscle to keep them from ever becoming law in the first place.

Lobbying is no less nefarious than tying civil LGBT rights to a corporate equality index. And even if lobbying
subverts the intent of our democracy, LGBT discrimination laws do not reflect that democracy in the slightest.
For example, an overwhelming percent of the public has supported gay and lesbian job protections for years
and yet LGBT Americans do not have employment protections under federal law nor in most states.

So why not make Gay Inc just buy off Congress, too? It's not thought of as a traditionally historic model of
seeking civil rights but, without effective lobbying at the state level, the potential gains of the passage of the
federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (both of which saw lobbyists work their
magic on lawmakers) were stymied by state level backlashes and the national Republican southern strategy.

We are witnessing a similar state backlash to federal legislative and judicial gains against LGBT
discrimination; the blowback may be intense, given Republicans now control 70% of all statehouses. But gay
Americans today have a weapon at mitigating these backlashes my black ancestors didn't in the 1960s: we
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have members of our tribe who wield lots of economic and formal political power. The most valued company
on earth is headed by a gay man. David Geffen and Peter Thiel are among the richest men in the world. If
not exactly overwhelmed by out legislators, Capitol Hill is awash with gay staffers. And of all of his backers,
President Obama has perhaps done the most for his LGBT supporters.

It's still not enough, though. So Apple, Walmart, Gay Inc, and every corporation which pimps out its name at
Gay Pride ought to put its economic and political leverage towards lobbying for our common good. Apple
spent $3mn lobbying last year in just Washington for its own enrichment. And, while a corporation like
Walmart may say it can't spend shareholder money to lobby for human rights, it finds the money to pay the
likes of the regressive American Legislative Exchange Council (Alec) to push for legislation it sees as
beneficial.

Gay Inc already informally acts as a lobbying clearinghouse for dubious interests which having nothing to do
with being queer, like drone manufacturing and financial services. And look no further than its boards of
directors and corporate sponsors to understand how tightly Gay Inc already is in bed with banks; financial
companies are the most serious lobbyists of all. If power gay philanthropists could get their finance
employers to spend even a fraction of what they spend on financial deregulation lobbying legislators directly
for gay rights - say, if while HRC is kissing up to Citibank, it could convince the company already shaking
Congress down for tax cuts to shake it down for full, real LGBT civil rights too - we'd have equality quicker
than a Grindr hookup leaves after he's finished (and faster than it takes to say those sexy words, " Repeal
Dodd-Frank"!)

Boycotts are important, and there are many good signs that threatening and enacting them
have seemingly had a positive effect in Indiana and may in some other, but not all, states - and you can't
boycott 20 states. You have to change laws at the federal level and in multiple states separately; and, the
fastest way is by lobbying, via facetime with and infusions of campaign cash to state legislators. No more
dicking around : Tim Cook, other power gays and the companies who want our business need to put their
money where their mouths are.
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Made in Britain? The Saudi-led attack on a Yemeni refugee camp;
Thanks to our oil-drenched arms deal with Saudi Arabia, British planes
could have dropped those bombs. So we cannot say it has nothing to
do with us

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 707 words

On Monday, a Saudi-led coalition apparently dropped bombs on a refugee camp in northern Yemen. It's
perfectly likely that, as they have admitted before, the Saudis may have used jet fighters that were made in
the UK. After all, Saudi Arabia is the UK defence industry's largest export market. More than 40 innocent
people died. Around 200 were injured, many seriously. The Yemeni state news agency showed pictures of
dead children laid out on the floor.

Apparently, the Saudis were trying to hit a nearby Houthi rebel position. "It could have been that the fighter
jets replied to fire, and we cannot confirm that it was a refugee camp," said a spokesman for the Saudi
regime, lamely. Well yes, it was a refugee camp, confirmed the UN. And if the Saudis invade Yemen, thus
further extending the widening gyre of Sunni/Shia conflict, expect a lot more of the same. For if you think the
Middle East could not get any worse, think again. And if you think it has little to do with us, that's because we
do not choose to remind ourselves that it may well be Rolls-Royce engines, made in Derby, that will be
roaring through the sky, and Eurofighters assembled in Lancashire, that will be doing the bombing. We say
little because we have a multibillion pound conflict of interest. We supply the weapons, then throw up our
hands in horror when they are used.

Perhaps I also ought to declare an interest. I fell in love with Yemen back in the 90s. Its searing heat, its
desert, its ancient architecture, its fearsome mountains. I would lie on the top of our flat roof in Taiz and hear
the call to prayer floating over the city, echoed by the barking of wild street dogs. There was little to
distinguish any of this from the middle ages - except for trucks, a few Aston Villa football tops, lots of dodgy
looking eastern European weaponry and the cigarettes that my friend was flogging out of the back of his
Toyota Land Cruiser.

Yes, Yemen was a political basket case. Indeed, the very idea of some overarching national entity called
Yemen hardly shaped the local consciousness. This was a collection of semi-autonomous tribes and
communities, especially up in the mountains. They were keep-themselves-to-themselves kind of people.
Most of the men spent much of their time lying around chewing khat, a sort of pointless amphetamine version
of spinach. I passed my time playing chess with the lepers up at the leper colony run by Mother Teresa's
nuns. Despite the dysentery, despite the humidity, despite the suicidal driving and terrible food, I loved it. It
had a wild, epic grandeur and the people a fierce independent mindedness. It doesn't deserve to be a
geo-political battleground for a proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran. Indeed, where does?

Related: King Abdullah embodied the wickedness of Saudi Arabia's regime | Andrew Brown

I offer this personal reminiscence because I want to try to humanise a place that can easily seem like little
more than a name on a map. Not many people from the UK have reason to visit the Yemen. But this is not to
say that we are not up to our necks in this war - worse, we are massively profiting from it. Back in 2012 David
Cameron and Lord Stephen Green (of HSBC fame) led a trade delegation to Saudi Arabia, flogging our
weapons of war. The coalition government has licensed £3.8bn of arms to a Saudi dictatorship that regularly
decapitates its subjects, retains the death penalty for conversion to Christianity, prevents women from having
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basic human rights, and has exported its extreme version of Wahhabi Islam to other parts of the Middle East,
inspiring the likes of Islamic State, to catastrophic effect. "Ethics and values are important to us. They define
how we behave towards others and play a major part in how we're creating a responsible business," says
BAE Systems, who manufactures Eurofighter. That's a sick joke.

Think about it: if Israel had dropped bombs on a Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon, it would be on the
front page of every paper. But when the Saudis do it, there is hardly a bat-squeak of interest. We fly our flags
at half-mast when their king dies. Even a supine Westminster Abbey pathetically follows suit. And all
because of Saudi oil money. We ought to be thoroughly ashamed.
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Nigel Farage has to take some blame for Ukip's problem children;
The roll call of disgraced Ukip members is too long to ignore. And it's
the party leader who sets the tone

BYLINE: Hugh Muir

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 503 words

Leadership matters. Nigel Farage knows that. Just the other day he said the Ukip wouldn't be doing half as
well had it not been for his leadership. So he knows that leaders light the way; set the tone. They create the
brand, now more than ever, as we drift further towards a presidential form of stewardship.

Bear this in mind today as the Ukip leader trains his guns on the BBC for having the temerity to ask about the
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ridiculous frequency with which members of his party offend public decency. Here's the roll call from recent
weeks. Janice Atkinson in Folkestone and Hythe Commons was expelled over an expenses scandal. Jeremy
Zeid in Hendon stood down having suggested that Israel kidnap Barack Obama. David Coburn, the party's
sole Scottish MEP, compared SNP politician Humza Yousaf to terrorist Abu Hamza. A shout out to
Christopher Gillibrand, the Ukpian from Dwyfor Meirionnydd recently outed as a past official of the
extreme-right Traditional Britain Group.

Farage says the media ignores the transgressions of those from other parties. Really?

Let's go back a bit, but not too far, to Andre Lampitt, past star of a Ukip TV ad who was later outed for
dismissing Ed Miliband as "a Pole", asserting that Enoch Powell was right, Islam was satanic and that
Africans should be left to "kill themselves". David Silvester, the councillor who attributed the winter floods to
gay marriage. William Henwood who advised Lenny Henry to emigrate to "a black country". And Nigel's MEP
colleague Gerard Batten, who called for British Muslims to sign a special code of conduct promising not to
engage in violent jihad.

Farage says the media only focuses on his problem children, ignoring the transgressions of those from other
parties, and thus revealing bias. Really? Tell that to the media that defenestrated Liberal Democrat Chris
Huhne. Farage seems reluctant to accept that the other parties are mass membership parties while his is
not, so if they are bothered by loons and weirdos, that's hardly surprising. He told the Today programme that
misbehaving members of the major parties have been sent to jail. A strange diversion tactic. Within recent
memory, corrupt politicians once welcomed within Ukip have been jailed too.

Farage seems reluctant to accept that he sets the tone. That he, with his style of dog-whistle, saloon bar
politics, advertises the brand. That people, hearing what he says and how he behaves, resolve that his
project is something they want to be part of. What he says and who is attracted are inextricably linked. If his
party has too many pests, he caused the infestation.

There is another point he might care to ponder today. He tours the country insisting that Ukip is not like the
other parties. That Westminster is a cartel and neither he nor his party are part of it. But on the issue of
misbehaviour, his argument is that Ukip is just like any other party and should be treated as they are, held to
the same standard. That isn't much of a sales pitch; vote for us - we're as dodgy as the rest.
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Britain must act now to bring Iran in from the cold;
The nuclear pact struck by Barack Obama is a good one. The British
foreign secretary should follow it up by reopening diplomatic relations

BYLINE: Simon Tisdall

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 853 words

Presumably out of courtesy and as a matter of diplomatic protocol, Barack Obama called Binyamin
Netanyahu on Thursday night to tell him the nuclear pact with Iran that Israel's prime minister had so bitterly
resisted was a done deal. It must have been a difficult conversation.

Not only was the US president informing Netanyahu of something he already knew - that he had lost the
battle, though not the war, to maintain the isolation and demonisation of Iran. Obama was also making a
political point: Netanyahu's brazen attempt to undermine presidential authority by conspiring with his
Republican opponents had failed miserably. The morning after the day before in Lausanne, it is as though an
opaque bubble has popped, as though a distorting veil has suddenly lifted. Videos of jubilant young Iranians
celebrating in the streets of Tehran over-wrote the stereotyped, conservative narrative of a nation of bearded
terrorists hell-bent on wreaking international mayhem.

Iran is no natural pariah. Iran at heart is a country like any other, struggling to free itself from poisonous
colonial and imperial legacies, pursuing its rights and interests in a world dominated by great powers, fought
over by competing secular and religious elites, talented, potentially wealthy, badly governed, and deeply
uncertain how to meet the rising expectations of coming generations.

Far from being a threat to Israel's existence, it represents a historic advance towards peace

Nor is the hard-right fiction that the west was duped into a "bad deal" borne out by the details. On the
contrary, it is surprising that Iran conceded so much. As Obama said, Tehran's leaders have agreed "the
most robust and intrusive inspections and transparency regime ever negotiated for any nuclear programme
in history". Would that the US, or Britain, or Israel were half so open. Key provisions mean Iran's nuclear
activities, future research efforts, procurement channels and supply chains will be closely scrutinised long
after the agreed 10-year monitoring period expires. In return, Tehran has been promised a phased, highly
conditional lifting of US and EU sanctions, wholly dependent on the pace of verified implementation. If any of
the non-Iranian parties are unhappy, with any aspect of implementation, sanctions will "snap back"
immediately.

Far from being a con-trick, this deal is much more than diplomats originally expected or dared hope for. Far
from being a threat to Israel's existence, as Netanyahu insists, it represents a momentous, historic advance
towards peace, for which all sickened by the thought of yet another Middle East war should be grateful.

Far from being the prelude to a regional nuclear arms race, this framework deal, by explicitly upholding the
primacy of the UN's international inspections agency and the nuclear non-proliferation treaty, is the best
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news for global disarmament since Muammar Gaddafi gave up Libya's WMD in 2003.

The question now is how to make it stick. Despite the multi-year negotiating marathon leading to Lausanne,
Obama's ambitious rapprochement still has a long way to run. Critics on all sides have until the end of June
to lobby, manoeuvre and machinate for its undoing. There can be no doubt they will try. Given persistent,
high levels of mutual distrust and the complexity of the issues, there is a chance that they may succeed.

Congressional Republicans have already served notice of their intentions. John Boehner, the House
speaker, decried the terms as "alarming". He signalled that any move by Obama to offer near-term sanctions
relief may be subject to an attempted congressional veto.

Related: Iran nuclear deal: the winners and losers

The obstinacy of Republicans, including the 47 senators who recently presumed to warn Iran's supreme
leader in a letter that they hold the whip hand on sanctions, is matched only by their fearful, know-nothing
ignorance of modern Iran. Instead of a pretentious review of the Lausanne agreement, they should get on a
plane to Tehran. Hospitable, erudite Ali Larijani, the speaker of the Majlis (parliament), would doubtless
welcome his opposite number. John Boehner, who admits he is no foreign policy expert, badly needs to learn
more about life beyond Ohio.

Netanyahu's government, too, will do all it can to scupper the deal. In this objective it will be joined by
anti-western, rejectionist Iranian clerics such as the influential Ayatollah Ahmad Jannati, plus hardline Sunni
conservatives in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf who, in the wake of last week's Yemen intervention, feel
themselves engaged in an increasingly overt regional power struggle with Shia Iran.

The outcome of Obama's bid for Iranian detente remains uncertain. It behoves all who support the policy to
ensure it works. This holds particularly true for Britain with its long Persian experience. The foreign secretary,
Philip Hammond, welcomed the pact. He must not hesitate now, or hang back and wait to follow others. Full
diplomatic relations with Iran should be restored without further delay. Hammond should go to Tehran and
cement the deal. It is time to bring Iran in from the cold.
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Republicans have no interest in peace. The Iran talks proved that;
Top Republicans have condemned the tentative deal, despite probably
not having the first clue about what it entails

BYLINE: Trevor Timm

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 668 words

A small part of the Middle East may soon be off limits to US bombing and killing, so naturally Republicans
and their neocon allies are furious.

The tentative Iran deal announced on 3 April, in which Western leaders and the Islamic republic agreed on
strict limits to Iran's nuclear program, was hailed by many as a breakthrough, given that it could avert yet
another US-led war in the Middle East. So almost immediately, it was denounced by key conservative
members of Congress, neocons, and Republican presidential candidates, whose unquenched thirst for blood
almost always outweighs their supposed commitment to peace.

Senator Mark Kirk kicked things off by quickly proving Godwin's Law, and absurdly declared that "Neville
Chamberlain got a better deal from Adolf Hitler". ("Appeasement" and "Chamberlain" are two of
conservatives' favorite buzzwords whenever a diplomatic breakthroughs by Democratic presidents may be
afoot, even if they don't actually know what they mean.)

Israeli Prime Minister, with his usual bombast, said : "This deal would pose a grave danger to the region and
to the world and would threaten the very survival of the state of Israel". He added: "In a few years ... the deal
would remove restrictions on Iran's nuclear program, enabling Iran to have a massive enrichment capacity
that it could use to produce many nuclear bombs within a matter of months."

It's hard to take Netanyahu's hyperbolic statements seriously when he has basically been saying the same
thing - that Iran is this close to a nuclear bomb - for over twenty-three years. Even his own intelligence
services don't agree with him.

Often forgotten in the entire debate is the fact that all 16 US intelligence agencies have concluded that Iran
actually abandoned its active nuclear weapons program in 2003. The US has known this since at least 2007,
when a classified National Intelligence Estimate (NIE), which undercut George W Bush's burgeoning Iran war
talk, was leaked to the media. In 2010 and 2012 two other NIEs were issued by the US government that
concluded, as the LA Times put it : "US intelligence agencies don't believe Iran is actively trying to build an
atomic bomb".
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That hasn't stopped senators like Democrat Robert Menendez from repeatedly referring to "Iran's illicit
nuclear weapons program". And former UN ambassador and cartoonish war fanatic, John Bolton, is running
a much-mocked Twitter advertising campaign, condemning the deal before anyone had a chance to read it.
Of course, his stance has always been to bomb Iran and figure out the rest later, so it would be no surprise if
he actually pre-wrote his tweets before the details of the deal were even announced. (Bolton is so war
hungry that he was recently caught mixing up the countries he wants to bomb next.)

Republican de facto presidential candidates tried to out-do each other for who could condemn the deal in
more gratuitous terms, despite probably not having the first clue about what it entails. (This is no surprise
given that in 2008 all the Republican nominees were in agreement that the US should potentially drop
nuclear bombs to stop Iran's non-existent nuclear bomb program. So the bar was pretty high.) Even Jeb "I'm
my own man" Bush denounced the framework, though I guess that probably shouldn't be a surprise since his
advisors are full of George W. Bush-era war architects.

When neocons like Bolton come out of the woodwork to denounce the chance for peace with Iran, it's always
amusing to remember the people most responsible for helping the country to start its nuclear energy
program: Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld. They pushed President Ford to sign a deal to sell Iran nuclear
material in 1976, but somehow that's never brought up when Fox News is calling Iran "the devil".

There's still a long way to go this deal can become a signed pact, but given that the terms were better than
expected, the Obama administration seems to have finally done something that could have lasting positive
impact on the Middle East.
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Rand Paul announces 2016 presidential bid: 'I am putting myself
forward' - as it happened;
Website for Kentucky senator: 'I am running for president'Senator joins
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2016 Republican hunt for White HouseRand Paul's campaign résumé -
as seen by the GuardianRead a blog summary here

BYLINE: Tom McCarthy in New York

SECTION: US NEWS

LENGTH: 4975 words

block-time published-time 4.25pm ET

Summary

We're going to button up our live blog coverage of Kentucky Senator Doctor Rand Paul's announcement that
he is running for president in 2016.

• You can read a summary of Paul's big speech here.
• Read news coverage by Washington correspondent Paul Lewis here.

Further coverage:

• Democrats attack Rand Paul as 'way outside mainstream' after presidential entry
• Bill Clinton: I will be a 'backstage adviser' during Hillary's presidential run

block-time published-time 4.18pm ET

Please RETWEET if I have your support! http://t.co/ihlYYfP9wphttps://t.co/VQAA0uMcbN

- Dr. Rand Paul (@RandPaul) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 3.52pm ET

The Rand Paul swag store has a "Jew for Rand" T-shirt, which clanged for some shoppers. Tablet writer Yair
Rosenberg says meh.

UPDATE 2: The shirt now says "Jewish for Rand". DEVELOPING

Nope. Let's not make this a thing. RT @HollyShulman : Dear Rand: I think we would prefer "Jewish
American"... pic.twitter.com/5Oq5YxYDRc

- Yair Rosenberg (@Yair_Rosenberg) April 7, 2015

Update (h/t: @kaylaepstein ):

@johntabin@MZHemingway Nope: pic.twitter.com/lxSxN7sHbe

- Yair Rosenberg (@Yair_Rosenberg) April 7, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.05pm ET

block-time published-time 3.26pm ET
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Guardian Washington correspondent Paul Lewis ( @PaulLewis ) heard Paul pitch "a moderated version of
the libertarianism he hopes will set him apart from the congested field of candidates vying for the
conservative base":

At a campaign at a rally in his home state of Kentucky, Paul promised tax cuts, term limits for congressmen
and an immediate end to "warrantless surveillance" by the National Security Agency as part of return to
constitutional principles he said would "take our country back".

He did so in tones that are unusual for a Republican candidate - speaking at length about inner-city poverty,
and promising to repeal "any law that disproportionately incarcerates people of colour".

His speech was critical of both Republicans and Democrats, quoting Martin Luther King in one breath, and
Ronald Reagan the next.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 3.22pm ET

Kelley Paul Photograph: MICHAEL B. THOMAS/AFP/Getty Images Dr Rand Paul: "We need to go
boldly forth under the banner of liberty that clutches the Constitution in one hand and the Bill of Rights in the
other." Photograph: MICHAEL B. THOMAS/AFP/Getty Images Post-speech. Photograph: Luke
Sharrett/Getty Images

block-time published-time 3.17pm ET

Jeb Lund, writing in Comment Is Free, suspects Rand of being a LINO: Libertarian in Name Only :

Paul has followed the Republican mainstream since his election to the US Senate and growing interest in the
presidency, because that's where the votes are. He gained notoriety for being a deficit hawk, but being one
on all but the military isn't a unique libertarian brand anymore: in the current Republican Party, it's like
wearing a tuxedo in a room full of penguins. Despite his branding, Rand is more of a Libertarian In Name
Only, a fairly standard Republican adding performative LINO harrumphing on token issues.

Read the full piece here.

block-time published-time 3.16pm ET

More from the Rand Facebook Q&A, where he is actually staking out policy ground in a fairly pithy manner:

Q: What would you do as president to end common core?

A: Ray- I am for more local control, more school choice, and am opposed to common core.

Q: Will you strengthen our relationship with Israel. It's getting drug through the mud as we speak.

A: You can see my views on Israel here:

Q: What does the U.S. have to do to get our budget and deficit under control?

A: Matthew- Thanks for the question. First of all we need a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.
Congress has proved itself incapable of balancing the budget. Next...we need a President who will submit a
fully balanced budget to show them how to do it. I will be that President.

Q: What's your go-to song?

A: I don't want to pick just one, but I want to thank everyone who is coming out to the events tonight for their
support!
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block-time published-time 3.01pm ET

Senate minority leader Harry Reid may be stepping down next year, but John McCain, who is three years
Reid's senior, ain't goin' nowhere:

(AP) - Sen. John McCain will run for a sixth term next year, saying he still has much work to do in the
Senate.

- Maggie Haberman (@maggieNYT) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 2.54pm ET

Here are some of the Paul Q&A currently playing out on Facebook:

Q: Mr. Paul, what is your stance on term limits for both the house and senate?

A: David- I am for term limits and as I said in the speech this afternoon. We need to send career politicians
home.

Q: Will you audit the Fed (Fraudulent Reserve Bank) ?

A: Absolutely! I am a sponsor of this bill in the Senate and I will push for that.

Q: Will you abolish Obamacare?

A: Yes. As President I will push for full repeal of Obamacare and the need to start again with healthcare
reform that works for EVERY American without government mandates.

Q: Will you get rid of the IRS and really audit the fed?

A: Billy-The IRS is too big. Too powerful. This administration in particular has used it to go after it's political
enemies. During this campaign I'll introduce a new simple tax system that will get the IRS out of your life.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.55pm ET

block-time published-time 2.50pm ET

The candidate is now answering questions on Facebook.

Answering questions from you now on Facebook>>> https://t.co/43K1g96Pe1pic.twitter.com/iUJegEXbvm

- Dr. Rand Paul (@RandPaul) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 2.43pm ET

Here's what the late former President Richard Nixon (or an anonymously piloted parody account in his name)
thinks of Paul's presidential chances:

Paul is going to get killed with the vaccine thing. He's a physician. It's not nothing.

- Richard M. Nixon (@dick_nixon) April 7, 2015

In February, Paul backpedalled on statements that vaccinations could lead to "profound mental disorders"
and that parents "should have some input". He later clarified:

I did not say vaccines caused disorders, just that they were temporally related - I did not allege causation,"
Paul said in a statement. "I support vaccines, I receive them myself and I had all of my children vaccinated.
In fact today, I received the booster shot for the vaccines I got when I went to Guatemala last year."
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block-time published-time 2.32pm ET

Jeb Bush, who has yet to declare his candidacy, uses the language of inclusiveness to dismiss Rand Paul's
"libertarianism":

. @JebBush 's reaction to @RandPaul 's presidential candidacy: "Libertarianism definitely has place in the
GOP." pic.twitter.com/P7b2OLSjhs

- FOX Business (@FoxBusiness) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 2.26pm ET

Paul positioned himself as the inclusive Republican. "This message of liberty is for all Americans, Americans
from all walks of life," he said, according to a speech transcript.

The message of liberty, opportunity and justice is for all Americans, whether you wear a suit, a uniform or
overalls, whether you're white or black, rich or poor."

block-time published-time 1.53pm ET

Paul draws attacks from right and left

One sign that Paul may threaten the "Washington machine" as he claims may lie in the fact that on the day of
his campaign announcement, but before any announcement had been made, Paul came under attack from
both right and left.

Debbie Wasserman Schulz, chair of the Democratic National Committee, held a conference call with
reporters Tuesday that dismissed Paul's attempt to reach beyond traditional Republican voters, Guardian
Washington bureau chief Dan Roberts ( @robertsdan ) reports:

"It doesn't matter how many times he tries to reinvent himself, the fact remains that Rand Paul's policies are
way outside the mainstream," she said.

"How can he broaden the Republican appeal to African Americans when he has voiced opposition to the civil
rights act and the voting rights act?" added Schulz. "How can be broaden the appeal to millennials when he
has called for the abolition of the department of education and opposed letting students refinance their
student loans?"

And like many Republican rivals, Democratic party leaders are choosing to focus on Paul's past foreign
policy pronouncements, rather than his more hawkish recent comments.

"When it comes to being commander in chief, how can he claim an advocate for our allies when he calls
foreign aid to Israel 'welfare' and insists that we completely eliminate?" asked Schulz. "He can't be trusted to
lead on the global stage."

A Super Pac with ties to Republicans, meanwhile, has made an ad buy in early voting states for a new
30-second spot that accuses Paul of going along with President Barack Obama on a flawed Iran policy. The
ad was paid for by a 501(c)4 group, the Foundation for a Secure and Prosperous America, according the
New York Times, which first reported on it.

"The Senate is considering tough new sanctions on Iran," the ad says. "President Obama says he'll veto
them. And Rand Paul is standing with him. Rand Paul supports Obama's negotiations with Iran. And he
doesn't understand the threat... Rand Paul is wrong, and dangerous."

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.58pm ET

block-time published-time 1.40pm ET
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Would Rand Paul be a strong candidate in a general election contest against Hillary Clinton? Polling
numbers are mainly for fun at this point - it's a long way till the first votes are cast - but fun they are, and
Public Policy Polling has some new ones.

The PPP poll has Paul running better against Clinton among independents than other Republicans - but
worse among Republicans:

Paul's numbers are interesting. He actually does better than anyone else on his side with independents,
leading Clinton by 14 points at 47/33. But the 77% of the Republican vote he gets against Clinton is the
lowest of any candidate other than Chris Christie...

The upshot of the polling, which again at this point is so far ahead of any actual voting that it probably
represents more pleasure than business, is that Clinton leads any candidate in the Republican field by 3-9
points. (h/t: @kaylaepstein )

block-time published-time 1.27pm ET

There have been reports of widespread power outages in Washington.

YOU GUYS. RAND DID IT. HE BROKE THE WASHINGTON MACHINE. RT @nbcwashington#BREAKING :
Major power outages being reported in parts of D.C.

- David Mack (@davidmackau) April 7, 2015

The lectern at the Paul event said, "Defeat the Washington machine. Unleash the American dream."

block-time published-time 1.20pm ET

Summary

We're going to continue live-blogging a bit but wanted to publish a summary of Paul's big announcement now
that it's in the can. Here's what he said:

• Paul announced he was running for president with the help of "liberty lovers everywhere" and of
God.

• Paul zipped through more than a dozen planks of his 2016 platform, with each one seeming to
wring louder cheers out of an enthusiastic crowd.

• Paul staked out some basic Republican ground, calling for a balanced-budget amendment,
taming the debt and a projection of strength abroad.

• The candidate made a play for the center, resisting hot-button social issues and calling for
school choice and more infrastructure spending - with apologies to the libertarians.

• The candidate brought along some libertarian-ish treats, too, including a call for congressional
term limits, an end to domestic government spying, an end to nation-building overseas, and a
pretty strong attack on the IRS.

• Paul said the phone records of average Americans were "none of their damn business" and
said, "As president on Day 1, I will immediately end this unconstitutional surveillance," referring
to dragnet metadata collection.

• Paul managed to sound pretty hawkish on foreign policy, introducing the topic with the zesty
line, "The enemy is radical Islam, you can't get around it." He faulted Obama for negotiating
with Iran, he said, from a position of weakness.

• Paul dared the Republican party to nominate a candidate with flair. "If we nominate a candidate
who is simply Democrat-lite, what's the point?" he said. "Why bother?"

• By the way, the answer to that quiz question was c) flipped burgers - Paul apparently never did
that.
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block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.24pm ET

block-time published-time 12.59pm ET

The Pauls leave the stage. An emcee is asking everybody to stick around for a Rand Paul interview with
Sean Hannity, to come on the same stage in short order. (But we don't get to see that part, they're saving it
for Hannity's show tonight.)

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.01pm ET

block-time published-time 12.56pm ET

That's it. Paul made the announcement and dropped the mic. Now he's shaking hands and that bass player
is back. Sounds like Allman Brothers from here.

block-time published-time 12.54pm ET

Paul announces candidacy

"Today I announce with God's help, with the help of liberty lovers everywhere, that I am putting myself
forward as a candidate for president of the United States of America."

President Paul! President Paul!

block-time published-time 12.52pm ET

Heh

@Bencjacobs@RandPaul ok ben ok pic.twitter.com/clrFEu75pM

- darth(TM) (@darth) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 12.51pm ET

Paul: 'phone records none of their damn business'

Paul makes a big promise on government surveillance.

"As president on day 1, I will immediately end this unconstitutional surveillance," he says, referring to dragnet
metadata collection under section 215 of the Patriot Act.

"Warrantless searches of America's phones and computer records are unAmerican and a threat to our civil
liberties," he said. "I say that the phone records of law-abiding citizens are none of their damn business."

block-time published-time 12.49pm ET

Paul continues on Iran, seeking to distinguish his policy from that of the president, whose negotiations he
has been accused of supporting.

"I will oppose any deal that does not end Iran's nuclear ambitions and have strong verification measures. And
I will insist that the final version will be brought before Congress," Paul says.

The difference between me and Obama, Paul says, is that "he seems to think that you can negotiate from a
position of weakness." Paul says negotiation is important but "Our goal always should be, and always is,
peace, not war."

block-time published-time 12.47pm ET
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Paul says he wants a national defense that is "unparalleled and unencumbered by overseas nation-building."
He invokes Reagan, and the notion of "peace through strength." He's immediately now onto Iran.

"Any deal between the US and Iran must be approved by Congress," he says. "Not only is that good policy,
it's the law."

block-time published-time 12.46pm ET

Paul is skipping through policy priorities. He calls for school choice and again for a balanced budget.

Then he unveils the latest incarnation of his foreign policy vision, which begins with a call for taking the fight
to "radical Islam":

"Until we name the enemy we can't win the war. The enemy is radical Islam, you can't get around it. And not
only will I win... I will do whatever it takes to protect the United States from these haters of mankind."

Big cheers for that one.

block-time published-time 12.43pm ET

Paul digs into tax policy, adopting a line with some overlap in both parties, on the question of what should be
done to tax profits of US companies held overseas. Both parties favor a minimum tax to repatriate these
profits; there is some disagreement on the number to use.

Paul supports the move and says the proceeds should be used to rehabilitate America's transportation
infrastructure.

block-time published-time 12.41pm ET

Paul has just listed the jobs he had as a youth. "Work is not punishment, work is the reward," he says. "Two
of my sons work minimum-wage jobs as they go to college... I can see their self-esteem grow as they cash
their paychecks."

Pop quiz: which of these jobs did Paul not hold down as a youth, by his own description?

a) taught swimming lessons

b) mowed lawns

c) flipped burgers

d) did landscaping

e) painted houses

f) put roofs on houses

We'll supply the answer in a future post!

block-time published-time 12.37pm ET

Paul calls for a constitutional amendment to balance the budget and for congressional term limits.

"I want to reform Washington. I want common-sense rules that will break the logjam in Congress," he says.
He brags about legislation he sponsored to require legislators to "read the bills, every page." The crowd is
very excited about all this reading.

"Love of liberty pulses in my veins." -- Rand. Sort of a gross image, to be honest.
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- Chris Cillizza (@TheFix) April 7, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.38pm ET

block-time published-time 12.35pm ET

"If we nominate a candidate who is simply Democrat-lite, what's the point? WHy bother?" Paul says.

Then he delivers by far the biggest applause line of the morning, and for good reason - this line is awesome:

"WE need to go boldly forth under the banner of liberty, that clutches the Constitution in one hand, and the
Bill of Rights in the other.

"We the people must rise up and demand action."

block-time published-time 12.33pm ET

Paul is talking about his grandmother losing her eyesight, and how it motivated him to become a surgeon. He
was glad to have opportunity.

Speaking of opportunity, he pivots - there isn't enough left in the USA.

"Both parties, and the entire political system, are to blame!" he says. "Big government and debt doubled
under a REpublican administration, and it's now tripling under Barack Obama's watch!"

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.11pm ET

block-time published-time 12.30pm ET

Early on, Paul sets up two opponents: "Special interests" and "the Washington machine." "That's not who I
am," he says.

Then he introduces his parents, and thanks them for being there. Big cheers for Dr. Ron.

block-time published-time 12.29pm ET

"I have a message. A message that is loud and clear and does not mince words. We have come to take our
country back!"

Paul begins. The crowd is, as advertised, capital-p Pumped.

Then he reveals that the intro is the same as he used for his senate run. "I have a vision for America. I want
to be part of a return to prosperity," he says. "A return to a government restrained by the constitution."

block-time published-time 12.27pm ET

Paul takes the stage

"Please join me in welcoming my husband, and your awesome US senator, Rand Paul!"

The crowd chants: "President Paul! President Paul! President Paul!" Somebody in the background is
punishing a bass guitar.

block-time published-time 12.25pm ET

Kelley Paul describes discussing with her husband his decision to run for Senate.

"I'll be honest, I was not exactly thrilled," she says. "I think my first words were, 'How can you do this to me?'"
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Rand noted that he probably wouldn't make it out of the primary, but Kelley did not believe him.

"I knew with a sudden certainty and clarity that you sometimes have in life, I just knew. I looked him in the
eye and I said, you know, if you do this, we're going to win."

Cheers.

block-time published-time 12.21pm ET

Here's Kelley Paul. The lectern she's speaking behind says, "Defeat the Washington machine. Unleash the
American dream."

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.22pm ET

block-time published-time 12.20pm ET

Now they're playing the testimony video by Kelley Ashby Paul, the candidate's wife. We'll post it here again
for your convenience. Turns out he's a numismatist.

Among other chapters in her husband's life, Kelley Paul describes Paul's volunteer work as an eye surgeon
in Guatemala, where he has returned repeatedly:

block-time published-time 12.17pm ET

The Guardian's Ben Jacobs sees the Paul event so far making a play for the middle - in contrast with the
Cruz event last month.

Pretty explicit pitch for Democrats and Independents right now at Rand's announcement.

- Ben Jacobs (@Bencjacobs) April 7, 2015

Pew on 39 PERCENT: "This is the highest percentage of independents in more than 75 years of public
opinion polling" http://t.co/7Z5wxA4HQu

- Jonathan Martin (@jmartNYT) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 12.14pm ET

On the heels of Stephenson we get another Paul video. "Education is the great equalizer," he says. He
supports school vouchers that would give families greater flexibility about where to send children to school -
while potentially subverting, critics say, the tax-based public schools system.

Now he's on to drug laws. Don't forget to hit "play" up top.

block-time published-time 12.09pm ET

If you haven't hit "play" i n that video box atop the blog, now is the time. They're playing a Rand sizzle reel
now. "Liberty is infectious," Paul says in the video.

Speaking now is Pastor Jerry Stephenson, a longtime Paul ally who runs an inner-city support ministry in
Louisville. Paul faithfully visits the ministry each year, Stephenson says.

"Most politicians when they get to Washington, they forget about the people they represent," he says. "I've
come to tell you, Rand Paul does not forget."

block-time published-time 12.03pm ET

Senator Ted Cruz released a statement Tuesday welcoming Senator Paul to the presidential race. "I am
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glad to welcome my friend Rand Paul into the 2016 GOP primary," the statement begins.

Rand's friend Ted. Photograph: Action Press/REX/Action Press/REX

Rand is a good friend, and we have worked side by side on many issues. I respect his talent, his passion,
and the work he has done for Kentuckians and Americans in the U.S. Senate. His entry into the race will no
doubt raise the bar of competition, help make us all stronger, and ultimately ensure that the GOP nominee is
equipped to beat Hillary Clinton and to take back the White House for Republicans in 2016."

block-time published-time 11.57am ET

About a year ago, Rand Paul said he was "not sure anybody exactly knows why" the climate is changing and
called the science on climate change "not conclusive."

Whether and how Paul defends - or amplifies - those kinds of statements as his campaign progresses may
determine how much crowds like this one - of climate protesters outside his rally today - multiply:

Across the street from Rand Paul's 2016 announcement protesters drape sheets calling him out RE: climate
change: pic.twitter.com/46Br45Cs0e

- Frank Thorp V (@frankthorpNBC) April 7, 2015

(h/t: @kaylaepstein )

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.57am ET

block-time published-time 11.38am ET

Following today's announcement, Paul is scheduled to barnstorm through four early voting states: New
Hampshire, South Carolina, Iowa and Nevada.

The first voting is in early January, about nine months away.

block-time published-time 11.35am ET

In the house: Dr Ron Paul.

Ron Paul and his wife Carol take their seats as their son prepares to take the stage.
pic.twitter.com/fHvTJqoYy0

- Jeremy W. Peters (@jwpetersNYT) April 7, 2015

block-time published-time 11.31am ET

These candidates are on fire.

Flame logos are *so* hot right now. Both @tedcruz and @RandPaul are using them.
pic.twitter.com/JzRejlu0Zm

- Kayla Epstein (@KaylaEpstein) April 7, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.01pm ET

block-time published-time 11.27am ET

Want to donate to Rand Paul, but happen to have sunk all your dough in a global shadow currency whose
un-traceability makes it ideal for purchasing drugs, illegal pets and other contraband?
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No problem! The Paul 2016 campaign takes Bitcoin :

Give to Rand. No one will ever know. Photograph: Rand Paul

It's not clear how Bitcoin donations would be regulated by the Federal Elections Commission, or what
exchange rate would govern the maximum individual donation of $5,400 per cycle (primary + general) for
FEC purposes, or why anyone cagey enough to use Bitcoin would want to sacrifice their anonymity to make
an election donation... but we'll see how this works. Somebody else go first.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.32am ET

block-time published-time 11.15am ET

We've added a video window to the top of the blog so that you can watch Paul's big announcement live,
starting in about 15 minutes.

block-time published-time 11.12am ET

Political swag - caps, tees, koozies, key fobs - makes people happy even when it's not that good. Die-hard
supporters of some candidate are happy because they can cover their body with their opinion. Candidates
are happy because you have to enter your address to buy that stuff, right in the campaign database.
Detached onlookers are happy because, miserable saps, they get to make fun of people who wear campaign
swag.

Today is an especially happy day for campaign junk, in any case, as Rand Paul, even before his big
announcement, has set up a shop that blows the field out of the water. Paul's new campaign website
includes an online store that will have fellow Republicans resorting to bumper stickers to stifle their screams
of jealousy.

Paul's line of campaign swag exhibits unprecedented creativity, breadth and taste. Here's the Ladies
Constitution Burnout Tee, with the Constitution right there on it:

We the People love this shirt. Photograph: rand paul

But why wear that when you can express your opposition to President Barack Obama's drone wars with this
T-shirt:

? Photograph: rand paul

Maybe better to steer clear of the apparel. Who needs a new bag toss?

Rand Paul: fun for the whole family. Photograph: rand paul

You can start shopping here.

block-time published-time 10.41am ET

Here's another Rand Paul title: Guardian op-ed contributor.

Paul wrote an editorial for the Guardian in February 2014 attacking director of national intelligence James
Clapper as a liar and calling dragnet government surveillance programs "blatantly unconstitutional." Here's a
taste:

Part of the reason our government does some things behind Americans' backs is not for security, but
because certain activities, if known, would outrage the public.

Spying on every American certainly falls into this category. I also believe it is blatantly unconstitutional, and
bringing these activities to light would immediately spark debates the NSA would rather not hear.
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For the record, Paul's Comment Is Free bio reads: "Rand Paul is the US senator for Kentucky, representing
the Republican party. Follow him on Twitter @SenRandPaul."

We're alerting production to that dead link. Embarrassing! (h/t: @kaylaepstein )

block-time published-time 10.31am ET

In a bid for a new job, he's taken his old job back.

Rand Paul has removed some references to himself as "senator" from his web sites and official Twitter
account and replaced the honorific with "doctor", in an apparent rebranding meant to increase his appeal as
a presidential candidate.

Paul, who was a practicing ophthalmologist for two decades before running for the Senate in 2010, may be
on to something.

Twitter is the office and Dr. Rand is in. Photograph: rand twitter

In a 2009 Gallup poll, 73% of respondents said they were confident in their doctors' recommendations for
health care reform, while less than half that many, 34%, expressed confidence in Republicans in Congress.

Paul is both a doctor and a Republican in Congress. But on Twitter, apparently as of today, he is only the
former. His erstwhile handle, @senrandpaul, has been retired, although its archived tweets now surface in
the @randpaul account. To wit:

. @BarackObama to @Pontifex : Forgive me father for I have spied. #NSA

- Dr. Rand Paul (@RandPaul) March 27, 2014

Paul is also running for the Senate again in 2016 - call it a backup plan - but even his official Senate
campaign site appears to prefer the doctor moniker:

That's doctor to you: A screen grab from the website for Rand Paul's Senate campaign. Photograph: Rand
for senate

Note that some of Paul's campaign materials retain references to his current day job; see for example the
screen shot in the previous post, which captures one reference each to the man's two titles.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.34am ET

block-time published-time 9.53am ET

Rand Paul: 'I am running for president'

Paul appears to have scooped himself on his new campaign website, randpaul.com.

"I am running for president to return our country to the principles of liberty and limited government," the site
quotes the senator as saying.

Rand Paul: running for president. Photograph: Rand Paul dot com

The site hosts a testimonial video by Paul's wife, Kelley Ashby Paul. "We started talking, and during our
conversation I realized that he was not a teen, he was 26," she says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.03am ET

block-time published-time 9.49am ET
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Summary

Rand Paul is set to become the second Republican to enter the 2016 presidential race on Tuesday with an
announcement at a midday event at a hotel in Louisville called the Galt House, a 1970s monstrosity on the
banks of the Ohio.

The Kentucky senator was preceded into the race Senate colleague Ted Cruz, who got in almost two weeks
ago. The Republican field was expected to grow to as many as 20 candidates.

Paul is an eye surgeon who grew up in Texas and made it to the Senate in 2010 in his first-ever run for
elected office, carried to victory by a wave of Tea Party activism and by his own long experience on the
campaign trail alongside his father, Ron Paul, who made a surprisingly robust run at the presidency in 2008
(of three runs).

The younger Paul has inherited his father's knack for lighting up the grassroots - especially young voters -
and, if you like your politics with a little rah-rah, hey-hey, today's for you. The chant to remember is Stand!
With! Rand!

Paul scares the establishment a little bit for seeming quite serious in the past about creating a new libertarian
heaven on American earth, whether by mothballing federal agencies, abolishing the IRS or ending all foreign
aid to Israel.

Candidate Paul has begun to ameliorate some of those views. But where, exactly, does this Rand who wants
people to stand with him stand? Join us! Today! To find out.
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block-time published-time 10.09pm BST Evening;
Scottish leaders' debate: Sturgeon accused of financial 'black
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hole'Farage predicts he will win South Thanet seatFresh polling finds
Ukip falling behind in marginal seatsLabour leader rejects claim old
Balls interview undermines non-dom pledgeVideo shows Balls saying
scrapping non-doms would 'cost Britain money'

SECTION: POLITICS

LENGTH: 19019 words

block-time published-time 10.09pm BST

Evening summary

• Nicola Sturgeon has insisted that a vote for the SNP is not a vote for a referendum during a
second Scottish Leaders debate on BBC. She said that something material would have to
change in terms of the circumstances or public opinion for a second referendum to take place.
But just hours after David Cameron declared that there can't be another referendum on
Scottish independence within a generation, possibly within his lifetime, Scottish Conservative
leader Ruth Davidson said she cannot envisage a scenario where Westminster would block a
referendum.

The leaders in scotland battled it out in a BBC debate. Photograph: Andrew Milligan/PA

• Sturgeon also revealed that she would vote for full fiscal autonomy for Scotland within a year.
"As Scotland's voice in the House of Commons, if the SNP is there in numbers we will be
arguing for as many powers to come to Scotland as quickly as possible. I would like it as
quickly as the other parties agree to give it," she said. Scottish Labour leader Jim Murphy said
the idea of voluntarily giving up the pooling and sharing of resources, and the ability to transfer
money across the UK, doesn't make sense.

• Lord Ashcroft has published some new polling from 10 marginal seats which he polled last
year. The key finding is that Ukip is falling back - something Nigel Farage didn't take to heart
when he declared that he is pretty sure of winning South Thanet. Ashcroft's poll also suggested
that Labour would gain four target seats: in Stockton South, Morecambe and Lunesdale, Hove,
and Harrow East (see 16:07 ).

• For the first time since early 2015, Labour leads - albeit by one seat - in the Guardian's latest
projection of polls. Miliband's party is projected to win 273 seats, and Cameron's 272.

poll

That's all from me today. Join us again in the morning as the election campaign continues to heat up. We'll
be covering Labour's education manifesto launch with Ed Miliband, Tristram Hunt and Chuka Umunna,
Defence Secretary Michael Fallon's speech on Trident, the Lib Dem's visit to north Cornwall and Eastleigh,
David Cameron's visit to Nottinghamshire, Ukip's unveiling of their policies for women, and much more.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.11pm BST

block-time published-time 9.44pm BST

The general consensus on social media is that Sturgeon isn't doing too brilliantly. What do you think?

Cheers from the hall for Rennie as he accuses Sturgeon of forgetting she lost the referendum
#leadersdebate
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- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) April 8, 2015

Willie Rennie calls it right: Nicola is retreating back into the indyref. She's shrinking, not growing, in these
debates #leadersdebate

- Adam Tomkins (@ProfTomkins) April 8, 2015

There are 6 of them (apparently) but this is definitely the Murphy vs Sturgeon show and Murphy is winning
#leadersdebate

- David Maddox (@DavidPBMaddox) April 8, 2015

My goodness. Nicola Sturgeon won UK debate, lost last night and losing badly again tonight. #scotdebates

- Iain Martin (@iainmartin1) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 9.38pm BST

More reactions to the SNP's claims for full fiscal autonomy:

Nicola Sturgeon just said the SNP would deliver a clear alternative to austerity. Here's the truth.
#leadersdebatepic.twitter.com/hEQswTSfJi

- Scottish Labour (@scottishlabour) April 8, 2015

If I'm Scottish Secretary after May, I'll back Barnett Formula + more powers. Not billions cut with full fiscal
autonomy. #leadersdebate

- Margaret Curran (@Margaret_Curran) April 8, 2015

Does Sturgeon realise if Scotland got full fiscal autonomy now, given oil prices they'd have to make HUGE
spending cuts? #leadersdebates

- Sunny Hundal (@sunny_hundal) April 8, 2015

Re full fiscal autonomy, the IFS projects it will result in a gap of £7.6 billion in Scotland's finances
#leadersdebate

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 9.29pm BST

The Twitter commentariat are talking about Sturgeon's "revealing" announcement that she wants full fiscal
autonomy within the year.

At last a proper story. Sturgeon says she wants full fiscal autonomy asap. 'I would vote for it next year''.
#leadersdebate

- Paul Waugh (@paulwaugh) April 8, 2015

Very revealing exchange there: Sturgeon commits to full fiscal autonomy within the year if Westminster
allows #leadersdebate

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) April 8, 2015

Sturgeon on Full Fiscal Autonomy: "as soon as the other parties agree for it to happen". That's the answer.
#ScotDebates
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- Jack Foster (@jackfostr) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.48pm BST

block-time published-time 9.24pm BST

BBC Scotland debate key points

On a fresh independence referendum:

Nicola Sturgeon has placed a "triple lock" against Scottish independence - saying it must follow a change in
public opinion, the election of a party proposing independence and another referendum.

But just hours after David Cameron said the issue of a Scotland referendum "was settled", Scottish
Conservative leader Ruth Davidson said she cannot envisage a scenario where Westminster would block it.
"I do not see an area where if the circumstances arose again that we would. However, we would feel a
betrayal very deeply when we were promised time after time by Nicola, by John Swinney, by all her MSPs,
MPs, MEPs and councillors that this was 'once in a generation' and we were told by the end of the campaign
it was 'once in a lifetime'," she said.

On full fiscal autonomy:

Sturgeon has said she would vote for full fiscal autonomy within a year. "I don't think it is any secret that I
want Scotland to have as many powers over our own economy and our own fiscal levers as soon as
possible," she said. "As Scotland's voice in the House of Commons, if the SNP is there in numbers we will be
arguing for as many powers to come to Scotland as quickly as possible. I would like it as quickly as the other
parties agree to give it."

Labour's Jim Murphy asked whether SNP MPs would vote for it next year, to which Sturgeon replied: "I would
vote for it, would you support it?" Murphy said he would not, and gave these reasons: "This is the idea that
we cut ourselves off from sources of taxation across the UK. After the difficult time that Aberdeen and the
north east of Scotland been through, the idea that we voluntarily give up the pooling and sharing of
resources, the ability to transfer money across these islands - I don't think it makes sense." He said Labour's
mansion tax would hit just 0.3% of Scots but it will benefit from "tens of millions of pounds of money coming
from London and the South East".

Ruth Davidson said that full fiscal autonomy would mean that there would be billions of pounds less in
Scotland to spend on welfare. "In fact, the Institute for Fiscal Studies said it would be 7.6 billion which is
more than we spend on every single pensioner in this country. That's the other half of the equation that you
don't want the people out there to know," she said.

Scottish Liberal Democrat leader Willie Rennie said: "Just imagine if we had a different vote last September.
I think there would be blind panic as a result of what has happened in the North Sea. To have our economy,
not wholly, but largely dependent on the volatile resource of the North Sea I think would have caused
absolute chaos to our public services, to our pensions, to our teachers, to our hospitals. Nicola Sturgeon has
got a nerve to continue to argue for a policy that was soundly trounced in the referendum."

Scottish Ukip MEP David Coburn said: "If we had listened to Ms Sturgeon and her crew, quite frankly, we
would be bankrupt, we would have nothing, the country would be finished."

On Trident:

Sturgeon has confirmed that the SNP would vote against the renewal of Trident nuclear weapons. "It is often
asked of me: is Trident a red line? Well here's my answer, you better believe that Trident is a red line. We
will vote against any vote in the House of Commons against the renewal of Trident. There is no
circumstances under which SNP MPs will vote for the renewal of Trident," she said. She did confirm,
however, that the SNP would still support Scotland's membership of nuclear-armed military alliance Nato.
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Scottish Green MSP Patrick Harvie said he could never support a government that supported the idea of
replacing our weapons of mass destruction. "And I would never support a government that was willing to
repeat the disastrous neo-liberal economic model that has allowed wealth to be hoarded by those that need
it the least while those in the greatest need are left stranded." When pressed if he was against capitalism, he
said: "I think there genuinely needs to be a re-evaluation of the nature of our economics. There is a
fundamental problem with the nature of modern capitalism as it stands at the moment, finance capitalism
where so much of our economy is owned by the finance industry."

He added: "The phrase a moment ago was 'control over our own economy', but let's remember that so much
control over our real economy - infrastructure, oil, energy - has been handed over to a tiny number of vast
multinationals. That's the kind of control that we need to get back so that our economy itself is democratically
accountable."

Quotes taken from PA.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.39pm BST

block-time published-time 9.11pm BST

Nicola Sturgeon has insisted that a vote for the SNP is not a vote for a referendum. She said that something
material would have to change in terms of the circumstances or public opinion for a second referendum to
take place. I'll post a summary of all the main points from the debate, which you can watch on BBC Scotland
now. In the meantime, our Scotland correspondent Libby Brooks has sent me this report:

Nicola Sturgeon and Jim Murphy have clashed over the economy and welfare in a second Scottish leaders'
debate this week.

In a series of fractious exchanges between the pair which dominated the hour-long BBC Scotland broadcast
from the University of Aberdeen's Elphinstone Hall, Murphy accused the SNP leader of planning to leave a
"black hole" in Scotland's finances by voting for full fiscal responsibility.

Sturgeon accused the leader of Scottish Labour of "shamefully using vulnerable people to make a political
point" when he challenged the Scottish government's "humiliating" policy of giving out voucher from its
welfare fund.

Sturgeon also insisted that a vote for SNP in this election was not a vote for a referendum, after she
suggested in Tuesday night's STV debate that the Scottish National party would hold another independence
referendum if it wins next year's Holyrood elections on a manifesto promising a second vote.

Nicola Sturgeon said a vote for the SNP was a vote to be heard in Westminster. Photograph: Andrew
Milligan/PA

"A vote for the SNP in this election is not a vote for a referendum. It's a vote to have Scotland's voice heard
in Westminster."

She insisted: "Something materiel would have to change in terms of the circumstances or public opinion" and
when pressed suggested this could be "perhaps if the Tories decided to drag us out of the European Union
against our will."

The biggest laugh of the night was for the Liberal Democrat's Willie Rennie who interjected: "You're not
thinking of breaking your promise on [not having another referendum for a generation], because I would
advise against it".

The SNP leader, whose profile has risen substantially across the UK since her appearance in the first
UK-wide leaders' debate last Thursday, added: "It would be outrageous for any politician to stand up and rule
out a referendum forever and a day because that is not a decision for politicians to make."
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Jim Murphy accused Sturgeon of going from leader of the yes movement to leader of the "mebbe ayes,
mebbe naws" movement. "This election we're having is not a rerun of referendum," he said, adding: "Any
vote for the SNP increases the chances of a Tory government."

Highlighting Sturgeon's comments on full fiscal autonomy - Scotland having complete control of taxation and
spending - Murphy argued: "The most important Nicola has said tonight is that SNP MPs would next year
vote for full fiscal autonomy. Nicola's financial advisers have said it will leave a black hole, business leaders
say it will leave a black hole, most importantly trade unions say it will leave a black hole. I won't be voting for
it because I want to keep to Barnett Formula."

Rennie was again applauded when he added: "What Nicola needs to accept is that she lost the referendum
last year".

Discussing the renewal of Trident, Sturgeon repeated that this would be a red line for her party in
Westminster. "We will vote against the renewal of the Trident nuclear system. There are no circumstances in
which SNP MPs will vote for Trident."

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.42pm BST

block-time published-time 8.55pm BST

Scottish leaders' debate: round 2

A second Scottish leaders' debate is on tonight on BBC one, with Nicola Sturgeon (SNP), Patrick Harvie
(Green), Jim Murphy (Labour), Willie Rennie (Lib Dem), David Coburn (Ukip), and Ruth Davidson
(Conservative) on the bill.

The six leaders in Scotland go head to head. Photograph: Andrew Milligan/PA

The programme is sure to attract a raft of attention. As highlighted during last night's STV debate, Scotland is
one of, if not the most exciting battleground of this election. Polls point to a huge swing in support from
Labour to the SNP, which could result in Labour being wiped out in Scotland. This could diminish the party's
chances of winning a majority at Westminster.

Labour's Jim Murphy fought hard for his clan in last night's debate, and, as a result, was considered by many
to be one of the "winners" of the event. You can read Andrew Sparrow's snap verdict of that here. Nicola
Sturgeon, however, did not emerge as favourably as she did after last week's UK-wide leaders debate. Her
major stumbling block came in the form of a question over a second referendum. Sturgeon hinted that the
SNP would propose one in their manifesto for the 2016 Scottish elections and then seek to hold one in the
event of victory - suggesting that the SNP's promise of no further referendum for a generation was not really
a promise at all. She will touch on this issue further tonight.

Because the debate was pre-recorded, we've already seen some of it, and I'll post the main points after this.
I'll also post any updates throughout the next hour that we haven't already mentioned.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.17pm BST

block-time published-time 8.46pm BST

The Telegraph's Christopher Hope is in Boston for Nigel Farage's speech. Ukip still seem worried about
being asked difficult questions.

Nigel Farage speaks in Boston tonight. "Immigration has made living standards for ordinary Britons worse."
#GE2015pic.twitter.com/AJJdBa1wHg

- Christopher Hope (@christopherhope) April 8, 2015
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Biggest cheer of the night for Nigel Farage is when he says he is unapologetic about his HIV immigrants
remarks in the TV debate last week

- Christopher Hope (@christopherhope) April 8, 2015

Ukip is again selecting questions after Nigel Farage's speech. Members of the audience apparently can't be
trusted with microphones. #ge2015

- Christopher Hope (@christopherhope) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 8.38pm BST

The Guardian's Suzanne Moore has written that England's arrogant nationalism has been a gift to the SNP.
She says that the Westminster set has failed to understand the Scottish nationalist movement and focused
irrationally on Ukip instead. I've included the first couple of paragraphs of her piece below.

A British Union Jack flag and a flag of England fly in front of Big Ben. Photograph: Facundo
Arrizabalaga/EPA

Befuddlement is the English virtue - or is it the English vice? It belies real anger, real outrage, and it is
everywhere right now in the coverage of the election. It is a sentiment often voiced with amazement that
what happens in Scotland will be a determining factor in what happens in our election. How dare the Scots
be so damn influential?

This, after all, is not what we were told mattered, is it? For two years, we have been told that the key force in
British politics was Ukip. Kippers, we were told each week as a different one said a different mad thing and
had to resign, were the shape-shifters. Everything hinged on personalities, not issues. So, here, have
another slice of Farage and ignore those interchangeable small Scottish women. What have they to do with
the price of gilts?

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 8.48pm BST

block-time published-time 8.33pm BST

The Conservatives have raised more than £18m from wealthy donors who were domiciled abroad for tax
purposes, research shows. Labour have also benefited from non-dom donors and accepted gifts of at least
£8.55m. The family that controls the Lib Dem's biggest corporate donor is also domiciled abroad. You can
view our new extensive list of non-dom donors here.

These include Lord Laidlaw, the Scottish businessman who has given £6.9m to the Conservatives, and Lord
Ashcroft, the former party chairman who gave more than £10m to the Conservative party through his
companies when he was domiciled abroad for tax purposes.

block-time published-time 8.19pm BST

Labour have released a spoof video that sees a "relieved and happy" Nicola Sturgeon welcoming an election
result which returns the Tories to government.

block-time published-time 7.57pm BST

Here is a segment of Nigel Farage's speech in Boston earlier, which I've taken from Youtube.

block-time published-time 7.53pm BST

Not much debating going on in the creative industries husting yet, more of a general consensus that arts and
culture are valuable.

Ed Vaizey has said the Tories have been ambitious with their tax credit policy. "We've tried to support arts
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and creative industries in different ways," he said, adding that the creative industries have taken their place
at the heart of the debate about the economy.

Harriet Harman, who's lost her voice,said she's in the Labour party because she believe in equality of
opportunity, "and that goes for arts and culture as well." She said Labour will put in their manifesto that there
should be a universal entitlement for creative education for every child.

Ukip's Peter Whittle said Ukip believe the arts are vital. "They are what we are, there is such a thing as
society and the arts are an integral part of that. We also believe that it has to be publicly funded." He said
Ukip want to create in Britain a much stronger culture of philanthropy.

Lib Dem's Baroness Jane Bonham Carter said she wants to bring up that culture and creativity are even
more important. She quoted Palestinian writer Ed Said on the "working together of cultures that borrow and
live together". Creativity is incredibly valuable, not just emotionally but economically too, she said.

And the Greens' Martin Dobson said his party see arts and culture as essential for the development of the
human race. "We want to get young people thinking creatively all the way through maths and physics and
other subjects." He said the Greens wants to work with other countries, and see arts as more participatory
than something that should be consumed.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 8.30pm BST

block-time published-time 7.32pm BST

Representatives of the main parties, including Tory minister for culture Ed Vaizey and Labour deputy leader
Harriet Harman, are currently on BBC arts to discuss the creative industries, live from the Royal Opera
House. I'll post any significant updates from it. You can also watch it live here.

block-time published-time 7.22pm BST

It looks like the Bradford West hustings are getting quite heated. George Galloway is claiming to have a copy
of Labour candidate Naz Shah's marriage contract and says she lied about her forced marriage.

Lab's @NazShahBfd repeatedly refers to Galloway as "our absentee MP" - "he's too busy earning loads
elsewhere". GG glowers under his fedora.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

George Galloway claims Naz Shah asked to stand for Respect in Bradford East on 22 Feb at 1pm after
losing first Labour selection.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

Galloway waves Shah's "nikah" Islamic marriage certificate, saying she was 16.5 not 15 when she claims
she was forced into marriage.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

Big Galloway posse cheering loudly as he says Shah has "only a passing acquaintance with the truth".
Others boo, calling him "disgraceful".

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

The Green candidate tries to calm things down by talking about walking and cycling and paying tribute to
Bradford's curries.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015
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Naz Shah says it was a "joke" when she asked to join Respect as a candidate on Feb 22 and has a
whatsapp conversation to prove it.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

She accuses Galloway of ordering someone to go to Pakistan two weeks ago and posing as her dead father
to get her "nikah".

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 7.34pm BST

block-time published-time 7.13pm BST

Nigel Farage has rejected concerns that Ukip's campaign is flagging, saying on Wednesday that he is now
pretty sure of winning South Thanet. As my colleague Rowena Mason reports :

The Ukip leader predicted he is on course to enter parliament, despite a ComRes poll suggesting he is
behind and Lord Ashcroft's survey of marginals showing the party has dropped by up to 10 points in some
areas.

block-time published-time 7.09pm BST

Nick Clegg has tweeted more pictures of his adventure antics.

Thanks @GoApeTribe for having us for a quick stop. Healthy and active fun after being on the battle bus for
so long pic.twitter.com/uc5qSKUyHz

- Nick Clegg (@nick_clegg) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 6.55pm BST

Nigel Farage is currently speaking in a public meeting in Boston, Lincolnshire.

Waiting in the wings @UKIP 's @Nigel_Farage about to address a public meeting in Boston, Lincolnshire.
pic.twitter.com/VZLpOyqFQ4

- Darren McCaffrey (@DMcCaffreySKY) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 7.15pm BST

block-time published-time 6.51pm BST

My colleague Larry Elliott has been speaking to Vince Cable about Labour's crackdown on non-doms. He
just sent me this:

Vince Cable said the Conservatives had blocked Liberal Democrat proposals for a tougher tax regime for
some of the UK's wealthiest residents as the business secretary waded into the election row about non-dom
rules.

Following Ed Miliband's plan to abolish non-dom status for anyone living in Britain for more than three years,
Cable said the junior wing of the coalition had argued for "significantly" harsher rules but had been rebuffed
by the Conservatives.

"The whole system is a complete anachronism", Cable said, adding that he had prompted the first look at the
tax position of non-doms before the 2007 election.

Vince Cable said the Tories had blocked Lib Dem proposals for a tougher tax regime while in coalition.
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Photograph: Martin Godwin for the Guardian

He said the Lib Dems agreed with Labour that the regime needed to be tightened up, but said it was
important to do so without costing the exchequer tax revenue.

"You can't defend the principle", Cable said. "Given where we are, you have to milk as much out of the
system as you can.

Cable said that Lib Dem calls for action on non-doms had prompted Alastair Darling to levy a £30,000 charge
on them during his spell as chancellor. George Osborne has subsequently increased the charge to £90,000.

Cable said a flat-rate system scared away "Sri Lankan cleaners" while having no impact on billionaires such
as Lakshmi Mittal, for whom the charge was a "fraction of their income".

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 7.03pm BST

block-time published-time 6.37pm BST

The Bradford West hustings are underway. Helen Pidd, the Guardian's Northern editor, has been tweeting
from the event and sends these thoughts on George Galloway of the Respect Party, who has represented
the seat since 2012:

A few observations after a day in Bradford West: George Galloway has retained significant support but
disillusioned Respect voters abound.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

Those who won't vote Galloway again accuse him of self promotion, absenteeism and doing more to line his
own pockets than improve Bradford.

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

Those who will vote Galloway again say he is a "good bloke", "strong voice for our [pakistani] community",
"stands up for Muslims".

- Helen Pidd (@helenpidd) April 8, 2015

Dina Karim, the BBC's correspondent in Bradford, tweets there are nearly 200 people in the audience and
adds a picture of the candidates:

#BradfordWest hustings about to start with
@georgegalloway@NazShahBfd@GeorgePBGrant@Harry_Boota and Celia Hickson
pic.twitter.com/UnKtC1QjUe

- dinakarim (@dinakarim) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 6.46pm BST

block-time published-time 6.31pm BST

Dame Tessa Jowell, the former Blair cabinet minister, was just on LBC's This Week. Here are some of the
highlights from her interview:

• Jowell said that Labour's stance on non-doms was not electioneering, but "a long overdue
change". "Is it really fair that people can come live here for many years, be citizens, but not pay
tax in the way all the rest of us do?" She said. On timings, Jowell added that you bring forward
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proposals during an election campaign, and people decide on the strengths of those proposals
whether they will vote for you or not. "This move will be supported by people as something
which is fair," she said.

Tessa Jowell on LBC 8 April 2015. Photograph: LBC

• When asked about Tony Blair, Jowell stressed that the former prime minister is not a war
criminal, and that he regrets as much as we do that the Chilcott Inquiry has waited so long to
publish its findings. She said she supported the Iraq war and there are lessons to be learned
from it, particularly that we surrendered reconstruction of Iraq to the US, which did long term
damage. "I don't think it was an error to see Iraq rid of Saddam Hussein."

• Jowell was asked why her party was denying the public the right to decide on EU membership.
"EU migrants are net contributors to our tax system, they don't cost our country," she said,
adding that our membership of the EU is used as a proxy for other things people worry about.
She said negotiating with other European countries should be about making relationships and
setting out your case, about building allies, and Cameron has let down the British people by
failing to do this.

• On Labour's under-regulation of the banks, Jowell said ministers do not have unique powers of
foresight. She said the decision to sell off gold was considered necessary at the time. "Gordon
Brown made the judgement, he was the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Sometimes when you're
minister you have to make very difficult decisions."

• Jowell said she was worried about the impact of cuts on legal aid and the tribunal system. She
said the people that lose out are the most unprotected and most vulnerable.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 6.49pm BST

block-time published-time 6.23pm BST

Nick Clegg took a break from campaigning on Wednesday with a quick trip to the outdoor adventure centre
Go Ape in Halden Forest park near Exeter.

Clegg, his advisers and a group of around 15 journalists were shown by a khaki-clad instructor how to climb
into a harness, attach the red and blue carabinas to a zip wire securely and throw themselves out of trees.
"Where is the yellow one?", quipped Clegg, provoking uproarious laughter from the group.

The assault course was scattered with yellow signs depicting a figure plunging to their death. "Always stay
attached," the signs read.

Nick Clegg takes a short break from campaigning and takes part in outdoor activities in an adventure park.
Photograph: Steve Parsons/PA

The Liberal Democrat leader proved him self to be surprisingly athletic as he climbed up rope ladders, swung
on Tarzan ropes and leapt from platforms high in the trees, with the media struggling after him reluctantly.

Journalists, who had been instructed to leave their phones behind in the party's battle bus, struggled to find
clever extended metaphors in the afternoon's activities. Nick Clegg had performed a high wire act, but landed
on his feet, after falling from a great height.

"Somethings are better than 2010," Clegg said to a reporter who had been on the Liberal Democrat battle
bus at the last general election.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 6.33pm BST

block-time published-time 6.12pm BST

The Guardian is working with the pollsters BritainThinks to conduct focus groups throughout the election with
60 voters in five key marginals. Each has an app to feedback what they are noticing in the campaign in real
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time. This is what they are saying about the non-dom row.

block-time published-time 6.06pm BST

This graph from the Spectator shows that Miliband's approval rating is now nearing Kinnock and Hague
levels. It's no Blair, but it's an improvement - it's risen by 22 points since the start of March.

Miliband is no Blair, but his popularity has at least improved to Kinnock/Hague territory
http://t.co/9vXY2sGBtPpic.twitter.com/k8AosGUc0F

- Robert Smith (@robertdgsmith) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 5.48pm BST

Here are some more pictures of the sleeping school pupil with David Cameron earlier. They do say a picture
paints a thousand words.

Fantastic pictures of Cameron and a cheeky pupil by @StefanRousseau today: pic.twitter.com/Z9L1OCqLS8

- Tom McTague (@TomMcTague) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 5.44pm BST

It's a long, long road to Westminster.

A source close to Farage says he is just "tired" after a "long day"
http://t.co/pEzU4lbwLopic.twitter.com/R4N2lTuzA3

- Guido Fawkes (@GuidoFawkes) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 5.40pm BST

Cameron rules out Scottish referendum

David Cameron has given an interview to The House magazine, in which he:

• Declares that there can't be another referendum on Scottish independence within a generation,
possibly within his lifetime.

• Makes clear that his view that Scotland's future is "settled" would not change - even if the SNP
puts a new referendum in their 2016 Holyrood manifesto.

• Defends the BBC against Alex Salmond's claim that the Corporation was a "national disgrace"
in its referendum reporting.

• Responds to questions about a possible second general election this year.
• Jokes about claims that his mother had texted him to make disparaging remarks about Nick

Clegg after the TV debate.
• Categorically rules out having another child.
• Says he is a fan of Channel 4's Gogglebox.

I've picked some of the most notable quotes from the interview below.

On Scottish independence:

David Cameron shakes hands with Nicola Sturgeon earlier this year. Photograph: WPA Pool/Getty Images

I believe it's settled. I quote Alex Salmond, settled for a generation, possibly for a lifetime, is what he said.
And I'm sticking with that. I think there was a very big debate in Scotland, a very big moment, a very big
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turnout. But it was pretty decisive, a ten point margin is pretty decisive.

Cameron is asked if Sturgeon inserting a referendum pledge in the Holyrood manifesto for 2016 would
change his stance.

That issue is settled.

On the BBC:

BBC building. Photograph: Andy Rain/EPA

We all have our disagreements with the BBC from time to time but the idea that it was biased over the
referendum I think is completely wrong. I think Britain can pride itself that we have independent media that
annoys all of us from time to time but I think the way the Nats always cry foul is their blaming the referee
when they are not happy with the result.

On a second general election:

I think we want a stable outcome, and the most stable outcome is a majority Conservative government. I
think there's increasing evidence that people want the stability and the accountability frankly of a majority
government, because then what you put in your manifesto is what gets put in to place in Government. So I
think that's another argument that will grow with this election. I think there will be a growing force of argument
about the economy and I think there will be a growing force of argument how we need strong clear,
accountable, decisive leadership.

On Nick Clegg:

Nick Clegg and David Cameron in happier times. Photograph: Toby Melville/PA

The texts my mother sends me are a matter between her, me and our maker...and our telephone provider
probably too.

On the Lib Dems breaking the deal on boundaries:

Don't remind me...I am sore about that because I know - I don't think, I know - that we had a deal: which was
we deliver the AV referendum and in return we get the boundary changes.

But the boundary changes were fair because different seats should be the same size. And also it would have
been good to cut the cost of politics by having 600 MPs rather than 659. So I am sore about it, but there's no
point endlessly harking back, we've got to win on the current boundary changes. Which we can do: 23 seats.

On having another child:

We are not having another baby.

Samantha Cameron adds:

We are definitely not. The doctors have said 'no way, Jose'.

And finally, on Channel 4 reality show Gogglebox:

That's a very clever programme.

Samantha Cameron:

I like the daughter in Newcastle [Scarlett]. She's so funny, I love her, she's hilarious, I really think she's
great.....The Siddiquis are good as well.
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block-time updated-timeUpdated at 5.57pm BST

block-time published-time 5.39pm BST

Labour have put out a video of Ed Miliband's non-dom speech, complete with monumental backing music. I
wonder if it was directed by Richard Curtis (click on the image and it will play).

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 5.40pm BST

block-time published-time 5.34pm BST

Even the Spectator are considering the possibility of a Miliband win.

This week's cover: What if he wins? @DPJHodges on Miliband's first 100 days in power.
pic.twitter.com/noRDEQoXIK

- The Spectator (@spectator) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 5.11pm BST

It wasn't that Nigel didn't seem to meet anyone who wasn't a Ukip supporter - he didn't actually seem to meet
anyone who wasn't a Ukip worker (with one notable exception). That's not unusual in a modern leader, but in
a self-styled man of the people, it is beginning to have the flavour of a trades description offence.

Nigel Farage on the campaign trail today in Grimsby. Photograph: Anna Gowthorpe/PA

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 5.15pm BST

block-time published-time 4.53pm BST

For the first time since early 2015, Labour leads - albeit by one seat - in the Guardian's latest projection of
polls.

Miliband's party is projected to win 273 seats, and Cameron's 272.

poll

On the surface of things Lord Ashcroft's latest batch of 10 constituency polls shows little change since he last
polled these seats last year.

In fact in nine of the seats the figures show a consolidation of the previous numbers - with both parties
increasing their lead where they are still ahead, and Pudsey remaining a tie.

Voting intentions in my ten latest marginal polls. Remember - they're snapshots, not predictions. See
@ConHome, 4pm. pic.twitter.com/grzuFIjrra

- Lord Ashcroft (@LordAshcroft) April 8, 2015

However, there are three important things to consider here:

First, in the one seat where the result has changed, Harrow East, a three point Tory lead is now a four point
Labour one.

Second, these are all seats the Conservatives won in 2010. In four of these, Labour now leads. Possibly
stating the obvious, but for every one of these seats the Tories lose, they need to gain two elsewhere to
make up the loss.

Third, the UKIP share had fallen significantly - by up to ten points - in nine of the ten seats polled. The fall in
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support for Farage's party has been apparent in earlier Ashcroft polls and in national figures.

block-time published-time 4.49pm BST

Good afternoon, Nadia here. I'm taking over from Andrew for the rest of the day. I'm on Twitter
@nadiakhomami and I'll be reading your comments below the line as well, so you can let me know if you
think there's anything I've missed.

I've just noticed that the tax lawyer whose verdict on banning non-dom status was used by Ed Miliband as
proof the policy could raise money has said that he feels like "today's Gillian Duffy".

Feeling a bit like today's Gillian Duffy.

- Jolyon Maugham QC (@JolyonMaugham) April 8, 2015

Not in a bad way.

- Jolyon Maugham QC (@JolyonMaugham) April 8, 2015

Four TV interviews in a row coming up. Would that tax lawyers were always so loved.

- Jolyon Maugham QC (@JolyonMaugham) April 8, 2015

He then commented on the Torys' attacks on Ed Balls, as well as on himself:

Mystified at this allegation @edballsmp contradicted himself. He was answering a different question.

- Jolyon Maugham QC (@JolyonMaugham) April 8, 2015

To be expected, I suppose, Tory attacks on me because Labour member. But I can document three
measures I've recommended that they've adopted

- Jolyon Maugham QC (@JolyonMaugham) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 4.39pm BST

Here is some Twitter comment on the Ashcroft poll

Two of the seats (Kingswood and L'boro) are seeing a swing from LAB to CON, though L'boro may be
related to Nicky Morgan's high profile role

- NumbrCrunchrPolitics (@NCPoliticsUK) April 8, 2015

Ukip vote share down again, confirming pic in Lib Dem seats last week, though remember these are all
non-targets http://t.co/5rGSQSr2bq

- Matthew Goodwin (@GoodwinMJ) April 8, 2015

#Ashcroft : 3 seats that'll please Labour HQ-Harrow East, Hove & Morecambe. Labour doing 7-8% better
than forecast on http://t.co/rgwnBFkyMi

- May2015 Election (@May2015NS) April 8, 2015

In all ten marginals in today's @LordAshcroft polling, more voters say they have heard from Labour than the
Conservatives #GroundWar

- Paul Goodman (@PaulGoodmanCH) April 8, 2015
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Ukip vote share down again, confirming pic in Lib Dem seats last week, though remember these are all
non-targets http://t.co/5rGSQSr2bq

- Matthew Goodwin (@GoodwinMJ) April 8, 2015

That's all from me, Andrew Sparrow, for today.

My colleague Nadia Khomami is taking over for the rest of the night.

block-time published-time 4.32pm BST

Ukip is determined not to give up its reputation for amateurism easily. My colleague Rowena Mason has sent
me this.

The Nigel Farage tour took a shambolic turn on Wednesday. He gave a public meeting for invited guests in
Grimsby but would only take pre-vetted questions. The Ukip leader was then meant to turn up for a pint in a
pub which had a specially renamed "Farage pint" and fish and chips in the oven waiting for him. But he never
turned up, leaving the local candidate, activists, supporters (and protesters) hanging on for over an hour with
no news of his whereabouts. He was then whisked away for a whirlwind visit to an ice cream parlour in
Skegness.

block-time published-time 4.24pm BST

These are the four target seats that Labour would gain, on the basis of the polling Lord Ashcroft has released
this afternoon. And I've included a figure showing where they are on Labour's target lists, based on a list that
Lewis Baston prepared prepared for Progress early last year (pdf).

Labour gains

Stockton South (7th)

Morecambe and Lunesdale (14th)

Hove (28th)

Harrow East (52nd)

And these are the seats the Conservatives would hold, according to the Ashcroft polling. Again, I have listed
where they are on Labour's list of targets

Conservative hold

Pendle (57th)

Loughborough (51st)

Blackpool North and Clevelys (43rd)

Kingswood (41st)

Gloucester (38th)

The tenth seat, Pudsey, is tied, according to Ashcroft. Pudsey is 26th on the target list.

When Baston produced his list, he calculated that Labour needed to gain 27 seats to become the largest
party, and 67 seats to have a majority, but that was before the SNP surge in Scotland made the situation
much more complicated.
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block-time published-time 4.07pm BST

Ashcroft poll finds Ukip falling behind in marginal seats since last October

Lord Ashcroft has just published some new polling from 10 marginal seats which he polled last year (mostly
in October).

He says the key finding is that Ukip is falling back.

The most notable movement across the board in this round of polling was a move towards the two main
parties at the expense of UKIP, something I also found in the Liberal Democrat battleground last week. In
this group of ten seats, the UKIP share had fallen significantly - by up to ten points - in nine of the ten seats
polled.

In only one seat did I find the lead had switched between parties - Harrow East, where a three-point
Conservative lead in December had become a four-point lead for Labour. Elsewhere, both Labour and the
Tories had consolidated their positions in seats where they had previously led. Pudsey remained tied -
though with both parties on 40%, up from 36% in October.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.08pm BST

block-time published-time 3.58pm BST

A reader asked what the TaxPayers' Alliance has to say about Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status. The
TPA has posted a blog on the subject on its website and, essentially, it is sitting on the fence. It concedes
that the current situation is not ideal, but it raises doubts about whether Labour's plan would raise money and
it says what is really needed is not this measure, but comprehensive tax reform.

This illustrates once again why the TaxPayers' Alliance has called for proper, dynamic analysis to be
undertaken for every fiscal policy announcement. Taxpayers deserve robust and full analysis for all
proposals before they are implemented so that problems are identified without leaving them a needless bill
when it's too late.

We need comprehensive, full tax reform that makes the system simpler and fairer as well as reducing the
burden on taxpayers and the economy. Our Single Income Tax published in 2012 outlines the reforms we
need. Instead of tinkering with rules like this one at a time, the parties should look at the bigger picture and
set out plans for a tax system for the 21st century.

block-time published-time 3.44pm BST

There is a raft of Ashcroft polling out soon.

The latest batch of constituency polls from @LordAshcroft is due at 4pm. He's promising 10 Tory-Lab
marginals.

- Ian Jones (@ian_a_jones) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 3.39pm BST

On the World at One David Gauke, the Conservative Treasury minister, was asked if he could justify the rule
that allows people to inherit non-dom status from their father. Gauke did not even try to justify this in his
reply. He just said this:

I make two points. First of all, there is always a balance that has to be struck here. The second point is that
we have got a record over the last five years of dealing with abuses of the system, tax avoidance, tax
evasion.
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But he did say a future Conservative government would want to look at the non-dom rules as part of its
general drive to crack down on tax avoidance.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.02pm BST

block-time published-time 3.29pm BST

Here's the election picture of the day from Stefan Rousseau, the Press Association's chief political
photographer.

ELECTION Photo du Jour: David Cameron meets pupils at Sacred Heart RC School in Westhoughton. By
Stefan Rousseau/PA pic.twitter.com/UE6qS5wm22

- Stefan Rousseau (@StefanRousseau) April 8, 2015

A reader points out that pupils are meant to be on holiday. A Tory aide tells me that the pupils were in school
because they were attending a holiday club (which might explain why the little girls looks a bit fed up.)

block-time published-time 3.20pm BST

The CBI has expressed reservations about Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status.

CBI on Labour's non-dom plans: "We must be cautious of any proposals which might put entrepreneurs off
coming to UK to invest & create jobs"

- Emily Gosden (@emilygosden) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 3.14pm BST

Robert Peston, the BBC's economics editor, has pronounced on Labour's non-dom plan on his blog. He says
ultimately the policy more more about political symbolism than revenue raising.

Here's an extract.

So how many non-doms would stay in Britain if they are forced to pay tax on their global earnings and capital
gains? Would the exchequer emerge richer or poorer from Ed Miliband's proposed reform?

I am told by an adviser to non-doms that the older ones will tend to stay here, but the younger generation
may depart.

He said however that it was impossible to assess with precision whether the costs of that exodus would
outweigh the benefits of the higher tax yield from those who feel living in Britain matters more than avoiding
tax.

Ed Miliband believes the net impact would be to raise several hundred million pounds a year for the
Exchequer - which would be a useful sum but not one that would make a big dent in a deficit that was £90bn
last year.

That said, for him it is less about the money than about the kind of society Britain should be.

Or to put it another way, this policy is probably more about political symbolism than fiscal science.

block-time published-time 3.06pm BST

In Scotland Nicola Sturgeon's attempt to get anti-Tory parties to promise to work together is not making
much progress. But in Northern Ireland cross-party cooperation of sorts is more common. My colleague
Henry McDonald has sent me this.
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The widow of the first Police Service of Northern Ireland officer killed by republican paramilitaries has publicly
backed the unionist unity candidate in Fermanagh/South Tyrone.

Kate Carroll has attended the launch of Ulster Unionist Tom Elliott - the sole flag bearer for unionism in the
constituency currently represented by Sinn Fein's Michelle Gildernew.

The Continuity IRA shot dead her husband Stephen in a sniper attack six years ago.

"I want to support people who aspire to peace. Hope must always triumph over evil," she told the joint
unionist gathering in Fermanagh.

Gildernew won the seat by just four votes in 2010 and despite the unionist unity pact in the border area she
remains the favourite to hold it.

In another sign of intra-unionist solidarity the enterprise minister Arlene Foster also turned up to back Elliott.
Foster used to be an Ulster Unionist but defected to the Democratic Unionists and some in the constituency
have accused her of not enthusiastically backing her former UUP colleague.

Yet it is not all sweetness and light in the unionist family especially in North Down. The DUP has decided to
stand against sitting Independent Unionist MP for the most affluent constituency in Northern Ireland - Lady
Sylvia Hermon. The DUP are fielding Alex Easton, a reversal of their policy of supporting joint unionist
candidates elsewhere. However the maths just don't stack up for a DUP shock in the 'gold coast'
constituency. In 2010 (albeit minus a DUP candidate) Lady Hermon polled more than 21,000 votes
compared to her nearest rival the joint UUP-Tory Party candidate Ian Parsley on 7,000.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.12pm BST

block-time published-time 3.02pm BST

David Cameron reads a book to Lucy Howarth, 6, and Will Spibey, 5, during a visit to Sacred Heart RC
primary school in Westhoughton near Bolton. Photograph: Kirsty Wigglesworth/AFP/Getty Images

block-time published-time 2.57pm BST

The Green party's new election broadcast is a toe-tapper

It depicts the Tory, Labour, Lib Dem and Ukip leaders (I think they're supposed to be lookalikes?) as a very
pale, stale and male boyband called Coalition that sing in harmony about their "shared love of austerity and
fondness for fracking".

With true adherence to international boyband rules, it even features at least one key change, and a four-way
"standing from sitting" manoeuvre.

The Green Party's new election broadcast is quite something - https://t.co/0YOcFIwk6q

- Frances Perraudin (@fperraudin) April 8, 2015

The video closes with the messages: "All over the country, people are standing up to change the tune. Voting
true, not tactical." And "We believe in the people controlling politics, not the other way round.

Natalie Bennett, leader of the Greens, said:

For many years the establishment parties have been singing from the same hymn sheet. The Westminster
consensus - which sees all other parties sign up to austerity economics, privatisation of our public services
and inaction on climate change - is coming to an end. The Green party is offering a real alternative to
business-as-usual politics.

The party election film will be first broadcast on BBC2 tomorrow night at 17.55.
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block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.59pm BST

block-time published-time 2.53pm BST

Miriam Gonzalez Durantez, Nick Clegg's wife, has been campaigning with Lynne Featherstone in Hornsey
and Wood Green today.

Featherstone claimed people on the doorstep were responding well to campaigning which said the "bits they
like" of the past five years were down to the Lib Dems.

The green bits, the international bits - all of those bits come from the Lib Dems, whether it's apprenticeships,
whether it's raising the tax threshold. It's nice to have a platform to actually tell people about that.

Miriam Gonzalez Durantez (left), the wife of Lib Dem Nick Clegg, sits next to Lynne Featherstone, the
party's candidate for Hornsey and Wood Green Photograph: John Stillwell/PA

block-time published-time 2.18pm BST

My colleague Libby Brooks is with Nicola Sturgeon, the SNP leader today. She has sent me this update.

Nicola Sturgeon was visiting SNP candidates for Aberdeen's north and south constituencies this lunchtime in
the city centre.

Sturgeon is in Aberdeen ahead of tonight's second Scottish leaders' debate, hosted by the BBC this time and
including Scottish Greens leader Patrick Harvie and Ukip's David Coburn.

Right on cue, a group of Ukip supporters heckled Sturgeon as she began her visit, chanting "Ukip OK",
perhaps a version of the pro-union Better Together campaign's slogan UK-OK, but were swiftly drowned out
by the boos of the assembled throng of SNP activists.

Sturgeon was asked by broadcasters is she regretted mentioning the possibility of a second independence
referendum at last night's STV debate. She said she did not.

Repeating her line that the timing of another referendum would be decided by public opinion, she said: "It's
ultimately up to the Scottish people. That's the fundamental democratic point. I can't impose it on the people
against their will."

UKip protesters at Sturgeon event in Aberdeen give up easily https://t.co/a4r3thxmrv

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.34pm BST

block-time published-time 1.55pm BST

Lunchtime summary

• Ed Miliband has brushed aside Tory claims that his plans to abolish non-dom status are
shambolic and accused David Cameron of "defending the indefensible". He was speaking on a
morning that has seen some of the most frantic briefing and counter-briefing of the campaign,
with the Conservative party resorting to various attack lines to rubbish what amounts to a major
policy announcement from Labour. (See 9.37am.)The Tories' best discovery was a quote from
Ed Balls in January saying abolishing non-dom status could cost the Exchequer money. (See
11.21am.) But the Tories faced some embarrassment when it emerged they had selectively
edited the interview to omit a relevant sentence, and Miliband insisted that Labour had found a
way of abolising non-dom status that would address the concerns about lost revenue raised by
Balls. In a substantial speech, Miliband also said that his plan was emblematic of his desire to
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run a country where "there is one rule for all" and that this was a quintessential British value.
(See 1.15pm.)George Osborne described the policy as "a total shambles" and David Cameron
said it showed that Labour was not capable of running the economy. But their apocalyptic
rhetoric probably conceals serious nervousness about Miliband scoring a hit with voters. The
Labour spin doctors I've seen this morning are notably more cheerful than their Tory
equivalents, and ITV's political editor Tom Bradby, who is no Labour stooge, has probably got it
bang on.

Whatever @edballsmp may or may not have said, I still think it is bizarre that the Tories should choose to
defend non dom status.

- tom bradby (@tombradby) April 8, 2015

Of this I am certain; by the end of the day, this will have cost the Tories votes. And they will be votes they
can ill afford to lose.

- tom bradby (@tombradby) April 8, 2015

Now the BBC says Labour is on the back foot.. What a load of absolute rubbish.

- tom bradby (@tombradby) April 8, 2015

• The Lib Dems have denied being to blame for the leak of a Scotland Office memo claiming
Nicola Sturgeon told the French ambassador she wanted Cameron to win the election. The
Scottish secretary is a Lib Dem, Alistair Carmichael, and in an interview in the Independent
Cameron has hinted the Lib Dems were to blame. In response, Nick Clegg has dismissed this
as "very silly". He told reporters today:

It is really very silly - it is election time - for David Cameron to start pointing fingers like that. Alistair
Carmichael's been absolutely clear - of course he didn't leak them. Of course leaks are wrong and they
should be taken seriously and I condemn them and it's quite right it is now being looked into.

And a party spokesperson said: "The leak was not from a Liberal Democrat and that is the end of the matter."
Sturgeon and the French ambassador have both dismissed the claim that she said she was hoping for a
Cameron victory.

• Labour has accused the Conservatives of breaking a coalition pledge by delaying the
introduction of full 100% passport exit checks until after the general election in order to avoid
traffic chaos hitting Dover and other Channel ports.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.40pm BST

block-time published-time 1.28pm BST

Labour best party for issues that matter to Christians, poll suggests

The Labour party is viewed as the most trusted to deliver on the top three priority areas for practising
Christians, according to a new survey, the Press Association reports.

Ed Miliband's party was seen as the most dependable on managing the NHS, 33% compared to 22% for the
Conservatives; making sure that the benefits of economic growth are felt by all, 33% against 17% for the
Conservatives, and making the welfare system fairer, 33% compared to 19% for the Conservatives.

But the Conservative Party polled significantly ahead on promoting UK economic growth, 50% to Labour's
13%, according to a ComRes poll for Premier Christian Radio.
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The Tories also polled in front on the issues of reducing crime and anti-social behaviour, 35% to Labour's
13%; maintaining Britain's overseas aid budget, 28% to Labour's 20%, and improving the education system,
26% to Labour's 22%.

Ukip was found to be the most trusted party to control immigration 28% compared to 20% for the Tories.

Labour leader Ed Miliband walks with students after delivering a speech at Warwick University.
Photograph: Dan Kitwood/Getty Images

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.05pm BST

block-time published-time 1.23pm BST

David Cameron talks to children during a visit to Sacred Heart RC primary school in Westhoughton near
Bolton Photograph: Reuters

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.26pm BST

block-time published-time 1.22pm BST

The Press Association has filed this report of the grand arrival in Margate of Al Murray, whose pub landlord
character is taking on Nigel Farage for the seat of South Thanet.

Comic Al Murray, aka the Pub Landlord, arrives at the offices of Thanet district council in Margate, Kent, to
hand in his nomination papers. He is standing in the South Thanet seat against Ukip leader Nigel Farage.
Photograph: Gareth Fuller/PA

The comedian and parliamentary hopeful Al Murray has arrived in Margate to hand in his general election
nomination papers - in a fire engine converted into a pub.

Murray, in his guise as the Pub Landlord, pulled frothy pints from beer taps on the side of the old fire engine
outside Thanet district council's offices in Kent.

The 46-year-old comic posed for pictures beside the former emergency vehicle, which was emblazoned with
the slogan Vote Guv For Guv'norment.

Murray then went inside to hand over papers so he can stand for his Free United Kingdom Party (FUKP)
against Ukip leader Nigel Farage in South Thanet.

Afterwards, Murray said: "This is the most important general election since the last one. There is a state of
national emergency. I wanted to emphasise that with a fire engine - a fire engine that pours beer."

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.39pm BST

block-time published-time 1.19pm BST

In a First thoughts article for Comment is free, Polly Toynbee says Ed Miliband's proposal to scrap non-dom
status is a totemic policy.

Ed Miliband has taken a stand against outrageous excess in company cartels and top pay. The non-dom
status is so anomalous and unjust that promising its abolition creates a useful trap for the Tories: will they
oppose this colonial perk that passes only through the male line? Michael Gove - always quick on the draw
and often wrong - jumped straight into the pit when he warned of "a flight of talent" yesterday. The FT's
Lombard column gets it right: "Like a truffle wrapped in gold leaf, non-dom status is nice to have, but hard to
justify" - adding a sage warning: "Organised capital needs to pick its battles. The non-dom wheeze should
not even make the long list."

block-time published-time 1.15pm BST
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Miliband's speech and Q&A

Here are the key points from Ed Miliband's non-dom speech and Q&A.

• Miliband said that Labour had found a way of abolising non-dom status that would address the
concerns about lost revenue raised by Ed Balls in an interview in January. When asked about
Balls' comment in the Q&A, he replied:

The truth is that we have found a way to do this which independent experts say is actually going to raise
money. You've seen many people out this morning saying it is going to raise at least hundreds of millions of
pounds, and it is the right thing to do.

• He said that people across the political spectrum, and high earners as wellas low earners,
would support Labour's plan to get rid of non-dom status.

• He said that Tory claims about the plan were "totally contradictory".

This morning [David Cameron and George Osborne] have been advancing a whole set of separate and
totally contradictory arguments.

That our proposals are: catastrophic because people will leave the country, cosmetic because they are not a
big enough change and unnecessary because it is happening anyway.

They can't make up their mind.

But my challenge to the prime minister and chancellor is simple: stop defending the indefensible and abolish
non-dom status.

• Miliband said that getting everyone to play by the same rules was a quintessential British value.
This is what he said in his speech.

Ask any member of the public, and almost all will say that a very British value is that we should all play by the
rules.

Play fair, do the right thing, not take others for a ride.

It is a very British belief in responsibility.

This is a value that runs to our core as a party.

And he made the same point in his Q&A.

The most important point of all is that we are going to run a country where there is one rule for all. And that is
a basic intuition of the British people and it is a basic intuition of the next Labour government.

• He said support for business should not be confused with a belief that wealth only flows from
the top.

What we should not do as a country is confuse our correct belief in enterprise and wealth creation and allow
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it to become distorted into something else.

The view that wealth only flows from a few at the top

And those people should be allowed to operate under different rules.

He said proper regulation was not anti-business, but pro-business.

• He said the election was so close it could be decided by "a few hundred votes in a few dozen
constituencies."

• He said the Conservative party was a "virtual party".

They exist as a Lynton Crosby hologram. But they don't exist in reality. Because the problem is they can't
find people to knock on doors for them.

block-time published-time 12.46pm BST

Here's the full text of Ed Miliband's speech on non-doms.

block-time published-time 12.42pm BST

Cameron claims Labour's non-dom stance show they're not capable of running the economy

David Cameron claims Labour's stance on non-doms shows they are not fit to run the economy. This is what
he said on a visit to a school in Bolton West.

What we have seen from Labour this morning is frankly pretty chaotic - on the one hand saying they want of
get rid of non-dom status and on the other saying that if they did so it would cost the country money.

This goes to a bigger issue, which is when you see such confusion over a policy like this are these people
really capable or competent of running an economy? I think people will conclude no, they are not.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.43pm BST

block-time published-time 12.37pm BST

Clegg says maybe non-dom status should be abolished in the future

Nick Clegg has also been commenting on Labour's plans to get rid of non-dom status. As Frances Perraudin
reports, he seems to be trying to adopt a position mid-way between Labour and the Tories. Clegg said
"maybe" non-dom status should be abolished - at some point in the future. Here's the quote.

It appears, now, we hear from Ed Balls that they are not proposing a ban at all, as he himself conceded
earlier in the year if you did that you could lose a lot of money.

It's like so much in life, you've just got to strike the right balance. I want an open economy, but not open to
abuse. That's why Danny Alexander has increased the amount of money, very significantly, that non-doms
pay.

It's why of course we should tighten up the rules where they are unjustified. I don't think it makes any sense
that non-doms can pass on non-dom status as a form of inheritance.

Let's look at maybe ending non-dom status after a certain period of time.
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But it's about striking the right balance, making sure we remain open to business but aren't open to abuse.

block-time published-time 12.29pm BST

Nick Clegg has just been visiting a racing car wheel manufacturer in Chippenham, the marginal constituency
of Lib Dem Duncan Hames, which is a Conservative party target seat. It was the first constituency visited by
Cameron after he visited the Queen at the start of the formal general election campaign.

Clegg was asked why an election campaign leaflet has no mention of the Liberal Democrats or the party's
leadership.

"I think Duncan is quite rightly standing on his local record as an outstanding local MP who had delivered a
lot for the area," said Clegg.

He was asked whether he thought Liberal Democrat MPs were ashamed of the party. "What a silly question,"
Clegg retorted. "I wouldn't be here if Duncan did not want to campaign as a Liberal Democrat."

"It's not a state secret that Duncan Hames is a Liberal Democrat. It will say it on the ballot paper, Duncan
Hames for the Liberal Democrats. Don't worry. There's no secret about this.

"You've shown me one leaflet where he's quite rightly highlighted his achievements as a local champion and
someone who knows this area much better than his rivals and has done a great deal for the local area."

Nick Clegg with local candidate Duncan Hames (right), during his visit to Dymag, a specialist manufacturer
of high performance racing wheels Photograph: Steve Parsons/PA

block-time published-time 12.24pm BST

When it comes to tax avoidance the polling is quite clear.

Here are some numbers from February:

From ICM: 52% of voters agreed that even less mercy should be shown to the rich avoiding their dues than
to dishonest social security claimants. 67% said at the time that big business was so close to politics that no
government would stop tax dodging.

From YouGov : 59 per cent of people think it is "unacceptable" to legally avoid tax, compared to only 32 per
cent who think it is reasonable.

Also from YouGov: 65% think the current coalition government has done badly at reducing tax avoidance by
companies. 55% believe government could make a proper effort to reduce tax avoidance, opposed to 30%
who believe not much can be done to stop tax avoidance in a globalised world.

block-time published-time 12.20pm BST

The Tories have been in touch to point out that Jolyon Maugham, the independent tax expert that Labour has
been citing (see 11.45am), is a Labour party member. (But, as I recall, they did not seem to mind when it
transpired that a third of the business figures who signed the pro-Tory Telegraph letter were Tory donors.)

block-time published-time 12.18pm BST

Have Labour scored a hit with the non-dom tax pledge?

Guardian columnists Jonathan Freedland and Hugh Muir discuss Labour's proposal to scrap non-dom status
and how it will play with voters

block-time published-time 12.08pm BST
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Meanwhile ...

Liberal Democrat leader Nick Clegg visits a wheel plant in Chippenham, Wiltshire, with local candidate
Duncan Hames. Photograph: Steve Parsons/PA

block-time published-time 12.05pm BST

Balls accuses Tories of trying to 'deliberately mislead' voters over what he said about non-doms

In a post on his blog Ed Balls has accused the Tories of trying to "deliberately mislead" people over what he
said about abolishing non-dom status. (See 11.21am.)

• Balls accused the Tories of trying to "deliberately mislead" people.

The Tories have edited my words from January in an attempt to deliberately mislead people because they
can't defend their own refusal to act on tax avoidance. They have dropped the part of my interview where on
non-domicile rules I say "I think we can be tougher and we should be and we will".

That is exactly what we have proposed - ending a situation where people permanently living in the UK year
after year can claim non-domicile status to reduce their tax bills and play by different rules to everyone else.

• He said that the exemptions allowed in Labour policy had addressed the problem that he
highlighted in January.

Under our plans, no-one living here ?in the UK will be able to shelter worldwide income from tax because
their father was born abroad or they buy an overseas grave plot.

But our plans, which we were working on in January, do allow for temporary residence for people genuinely
here for a temporary period, for example people who are here for two or three years at university. Not to
have a short-term option would mean students or business visitors being deterred from coming to our
country.

As a result, independent experts have said that the changes we are proposing today - abolishing non-dom
status while allowing for genuine temporary residence - will raise revenue.

block-time published-time 11.59am BST

Osborne describes Labour's non-dom policy as 'a total shambles'

George Osborne, the Conservative chancellor, has just given an interview to BBC News resuming his attack
on Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status. He said the policy was "a total shambles".

What you've seen from the opposition today is classic policy making from an opposition that has no
economic credibility and as a result the policy has unravelled this morning. You have Ed Balls himself saying
that it would cost Britain money. And then when you look at the small print of the policy you see that a
majority of the non-doms would not be affected at all. So the headlines are misleading. It is a classic
example of the economic chaos and confusion you get with Ed Miliband.

And our approach has been to increase the levy on non-doms. That's made sure we've raised over £1bn in
tax for this country and we don't put at risk the jobs in Britain that depend on foreign investment.

George Osborne Photograph: BBC News

block-time published-time 11.45am BST
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Miliband says Labour has designed non-dom abolition policy to avoid it losing money

I will post a summary of the speech and Q&A shortly.

But this is the freshest line.

• Miliband dismissed claims that a quote from Ed Balls in January undermined Labour's pledge
to get rid of non-dom status. Since January the party had found a way to abolish it what would
not lose money, he said. Independent experts confirmed that, he went on. (He seemed to be
referring to Jolyon Maugham - see 8.43am.)

UPDATE: Here an audioBoom of the quote.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.09pm BST

block-time published-time 11.37am BST

Ed Miliband delivers a speech at Warwick University today. Photograph: Dan Kitwood/Getty Images

Milband ends with a final word for the Labour supporters in the audience.

It will be a close election, he says. It may came down to a few hundred votes in a few dozen constituencies.
The Conservative party is a virtual party. It is a Lynton Crosby hologram. People do not want to knock on
doors for the Conservatives. But they do want to knock on doors for Labour.

Change is too important to be left to politicians. It happens because people make them happen, he says.

And that's it.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.53am BST

block-time published-time 11.35am BST

Miliband says the British people are fed up with a status quo that allows things like the non-dom rule.

As for people threatening to leave the country, we have heard all these arguments before. Some people
even threatened to leave the country when Tony Blair became prime minister. It is what people with special
privilege say when they want to carry on enjoying those privileges.

He cannot justify the non-dom rule. And he is going to run a country where there is one rule for all.

That will be a basic intuition of a Labour government, he says.

block-time published-time 11.32am BST

Q: If abolishing non-dom status did not raise money, would you still do it? Are you doing it for moral reasons,
or revenue raising reasons?

Miliband says both arguments are right. He does not accept that it won't raise money. But abolishing the rule
is the right thing do to.

How can it be right for people to live here for 20 or 30 years and not pay tax, he asks?

People abroad ask how it can be right for Britain not to make everyone play by the same rules.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.37am BST
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block-time published-time 11.30am BST

Q: Are we supposed to believe Ed Balls has changed his mind in three months? And is this about punishing
the rich?

Miliband says independent experts say this will raise hundreds of millions of pounds. Even the Tories are not
claiming it won't raise money.

As for punishing the rich, this is about what kind of country you want to be. If people live here, and enjoy
public services, they should pay tax.

block-time published-time 11.27am BST

Miliband's Q&A

Miliband is now taking questions.

Q: Three months ago Ed Balls said abolishing non-dom status would cost the Exchequer money. Do you
agree with that?

Miliband says Labour has found a way of abolishing non-dom status that will raise money. Independent
experts have said they could raise hundreds of millions of pounds.

He says he has a different view to the Tories. They believe in looking after those at the top. He wants to
tackle tax avoidance.

block-time published-time 11.25am BST

Miliband explains his plan to get rid of non-dom status

Back to the Ed Miliband speech, and he has explained his plans to get rid of non-dom status.

Non-doms means non-domiciled.

But these are people who live here, like you and me, work here, like you and me, are permanently settled
here, like you and me, and even were brought up here, like you and me, but just aren't required to pay taxes
like you and me.

They don't pay UK taxes on the income they receive abroad.

They take advantage of an arcane, 200 year-old loophole.

Believe it or not, it has its origins in colonial settlers who made their fortunes overseas and then wanted to be
protected on taxes on the incomes they were receiving in the colonies.

It is time to end all of these years of history.

And let me explain why.

There are now 116,000 non-doms.

It is costing at least hundreds of millions of pounds to our country.

And it cannot be justified.

It makes Britain an offshore tax haven for a few.

And get this:
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What is the proof you need to show you are not "domiciled" here?

What are the kinds of test that are applied?

It is fair to say they are not very rigorous.

You can even use the most flimsy evidence to justify your status.

If your father wasn't born here you can qualify, even if you were.

So old-fashioned are these rules they don't think it's even relevant where your mother was born.

But that's not the only get-out clause.

There are other even weaker criteria.

Whether you own property abroad.

Whether you have a bank account overseas.

Whether you own a burial plot abroad.

And even whether you subscribe to an overseas newspaper.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.57pm BST

block-time published-time 11.21am BST

My colleague Nick Watt points out that the Conservatives left out an important phrase from Ed Balls when
they released a transcript of what Balls said in January about abolishing non-dom status potentially costing
the Exchequer money. (See 10.29am.)

As the Tories said, Balls said this:

I think that it is important that you make sure the non-dom rules work in a fair way. I think they were too lax in
the past. Both the last Labour government and this Conservative government have tightened them up. That
is something I will continue to look at. I think if you abolish the whole status then probably it ends up costing
Britain money because there will be some people who will then leave the country.

But Balls also added at the end:

But I think we can be tougher and we should be and we will.

block-time published-time 11.21am BST

Murphy 'mis-spoke' over minimum wage pledge

The Guardian's Scotland correspondent, Severin Carrell, has filed this analysis of the Scottish Labour
leader's minimum wage pledge last night:

In his first, crucial outing in a televised leader's debate on STV last night, Jim Murphy appears to have
pledged a much higher minimum wage, telling voters Labour "plans to abolish exploitative zero hours
contracts, increasing the minimum wage to at least £8.50 an hour."

Except he was wrong. Labour policy is to increase the minimum rate of pay by more than £8 an hour - it has
yet to specify how much more. Murphy's staff confirmed he mis-spoke.

But why? Perhaps because subconsciously Murphy wants to match the Scottish National party's counter
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offer of an £8.70 minimum wage. And the Scottish Green party are outbidding them both with a £10
minimum.

Jim Murphy speaks during the STV debate last night. Photograph: Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images

John Swinney, the SNP's finance secretary at Holyrood, is in Perth today campaigning on the SNP's offer,
offering that higher minimum and a vaguer "crackdown on zero hours contracts".

With Nicola Sturgeon repeating in the STV debate that a large group of SNP MPs would keep Labour honest
and true at Westminster, Swinney said: "We can do things better in Scotland and we should have the
opportunity to do so - but in the meantime, the SNP will ensure that progressive politics are put firmly on
Westminster's agenda and will ensure that working people are given the fair deal they deserve."

A Scottish Labour official says Murphy used the correct £8 an hour minimum wage figure several times later
during the STV debate, insisting "it was just a slip of the tongue, once in a two hour debate." He said all
Scottish Labour's supporting graphics and leaflets made it clear too.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.49pm BST

block-time published-time 11.15am BST

Miliband says the idea that wealth creation is good should not lead to the belief that whatever benefits the
wealthy must be good.

Look at what happened during the banking crash, he says. Letting the banks do what they wanted turned out
to be a mistake. There should have been more regulation.

The same argument applies to the energy sector. Miliband says he is in favour of a successful energy
market. But energy companies should not get special treatment. They should follow the same rules as other
firms.

block-time published-time 11.12am BST

Miliband says in the 1970s it appeared that wealth creation was frowned upon.

That was wrong, he says. There will be no going back to that era under Labour under his leadership.

block-time published-time 11.11am BST

Ed Miliband's speech on abolishing non-dom status

Ed Miliband is delivering his speech at the University of Warwick on getting rid of non-dom status.

He says the idea that everyone should play by the same rules is a key British value.

block-time published-time 11.08am BST

Farage and Essex take boat trip in Grimsby

New best friends Nigel Farage and Joey Essex have been on a boat trip together and then to a fish market -
although there was no time to see any fish.

Two men on a boat. Photograph: Philip Oldham/Rex/Shutterstock

Essex explained to the Ukip leader why he was there: "Basically I don't really understand much about
political life and I'm trying to show the youth it's good to vote."

Farage said: "What I'm going to try do is give you my opinions, which you'll either love or hate."
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Essex asked: "Why are we in Grimsby?"

The Ukip leader replied: "It's symbolic of what's gone wrong. If we came here 40 years ago there were
thousands of men working here and a massive trawler fleet, it was the biggest fishing port in the country.

"We joined the European Union and now have to share all our fish with all the other countries. And what
we're saying is let's take our country and our territorial waters back, let's get our fishing industry back."

In response, Essex said: "Sick."

When Farage added that he wanted a bigger British fishing industry, Essex said: "Wicked."

Essex talked to Farage about working at Billingsgate fish market. Asked what he thought of Farage, Essex
said: "He's a really, really reem guy."

Farage said: "I think that's good, I'm not sure. Reem? Interesting. What does that mean?"

Essex explained: "It means cool, wicked, sick."

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.09am BST

block-time published-time 11.06am BST

And here are two articles on the non-dom issue worth reading.

• Richard Murphy, the tax campaigner, says on his blog that it is absurd for George Osborne to
argue that Labour is not really abolishing non-dom status.

This suggestion by George Osborne is the action of a desperate man. He knows he cannot abandon the
non-dom rule because far too many of his party donors rely on it. But it's the claim that Labour is not
abolishing the rule that is absurd.

• Duncan Bannatyne in Business Matters last month explained why non-doms have an unfair
advantage in business.

Although non-doms are not required to pay tax on earnings made outside the UK, that's not the end of it.
They can also reduce the tax on their UK earnings, and here's how it can happen.

A non-dom simply needs to say that his or her UK company is managed by a board of directors outside the
UK and then make a charge to the company for "management services". This reduces the pre-tax profit of
the company and so reduces its corporation tax bill.

The money transferred offshore for "management services" is tax free and can be used to fund the non-dom
lifestyle abroad - the yachts, planes and mansions.

The non-dom situation is very relevant to business owners like me in the UK because we find ourselves at a
distinct disadvantage when competing with businesses owned by non-doms. Normal UK business owners
pay taxes on all earnings before paying for a new car or a family holiday, unlike nondoms, so there is less
money available to pump back into the future of their businesses.

block-time published-time 11.00am BST

This is the video of Ed Balls talking to BBC Radio Leeds reporter Daragh Corcoran in January, in which he
says: "I think if you abolish the whole [non-dom] status then probably it ends up costing Britain money
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because there will be some people that then leave the country."

The Tories are flogging this hard as a sign of Labour's incoherence.

(NB: It looks like an image, but click it and it will play - I promise. And skip to 6m38secs)

Source: BBC Radio Leeds

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.31am BST

block-time published-time 10.56am BST

Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status - Verdict from the Twitter commentariat

Here is some Twitter comment from political journalists on Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status, and the
Conservative reaction to it.

From the Economist's Jeremy Cliffe

Time will tell but suspect Tories opposing Labour on non-doms like cutting 50p rate in '12: whatever policy
merits, optics of doing so dire.

- Jeremy Cliffe (@JeremyCliffe) April 8, 2015

From Iain Martin

Best/only option for the Tories on non-doms is to try and change the subject.

- Iain Martin (@iainmartin1) April 8, 2015

From the Independent on Sunday's John Rentoul

Abolishing non-dom status. Talk about wonders and never ceasing. Labour comes up with a sensible policy.

- John Rentoul (@JohnRentoul) April 8, 2015

Looks as if Tory response is going processology. Osborne needs to abolish non-dom status now. No other
way round the subject.

- John Rentoul (@JohnRentoul) April 8, 2015

From Newsnight's Duncan Weldon

I'd be very curious to read a principled defence of non-dom status. Any out there?

- Duncan Weldon (@DuncanWeldon) April 8, 2015

From the Spectator's James Forsyth

Osborne paid for his 2007 inheritance tax pledge with a levy on non-doms, so he knows the political power of
Labour's argument

- James Forsyth (@JGForsyth) April 8, 2015

From the Mail's Tom McTague

If Tories won the first week, they're losing the second. Defending the non-dom status is not a good look while
erring over child benefit
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- Tom McTague (@TomMcTague) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.50am BST

block-time published-time 10.51am BST

As Patrick Wintour said in his story about the Labour non-dom plan in the Guardian this morning, the
Conservative MP Richard Bacon had a glorious rant about the iniquity of the non-dom rules at the public
accounts committee last month. It is worth watching, so here it is.

block-time published-time 10.39am BST

Boris Johnson says Labour's non-dom policy shows it is anti-business

Boris Johnson, the Conservative mayor of London and parliamentary candidate, has said the Labour
non-dom policy shows the party is anti-business.

Boris Johnson on Labour non-dom plans: "Once again Labour's hostility to London and its aversion to
business is clear." #GE2015

- Peter Dominiczak (@peterdominiczak) April 8, 2015

Boris on non-dom plans:"Their plans are confused and chaotic and illustrate why only the Conservatives can
be trusted with business."

- Peter Dominiczak (@peterdominiczak) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 10.36am BST

The Tories have already got that Ed Balls quote (see 10.29am) on a Twitter graphic.

A rapid fire Tory rebuttal op under way on non-doms. Poster already out, looks in trouble after only 12 hours;
pic.twitter.com/TS0ltfyg43

- Tom Newton Dunn (@tnewtondunn) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 10.34am BST

IoD criticises Labour's plan to abolish non-dom status

Simon Walker, director general of the Institute of Directors, has criticised Labour's plan to abolish non-dom
status. He put out this statement.

Attacking non-doms is a shrewd political move, but the economics of the proposed reforms are unconvincing.
It's very unclear what additional revenue would be raised, but the UK's international reputation would be put
at risk. This country has benefited enormously from attracting some of the most successful businesses and
entrepreneurs in the world, with the previous Labour government recognising the benefits of an
internationally competitive tax system.

While there may be little public sympathy for those who stand to be affected by reforms to non-dom status,
the truth is that these things matter. There is a serious risk that large numbers of the international financial
community, who have headquartered themselves in London at least in part because of our tax regime, will
now exit the country. Politicians at the height of an election campaign may consider this a price worth paying,
but we do not.

block-time published-time 10.29am BST

The Tories have also unearthed a video of Ed Balls saying in January this year that, if the government were
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to abolish non-dom status altogether, it would probably cost the Exchequer money.

Here's the key quote.

I think it is important you make sure the non-dom rules work in a fair way. I think they were too lax in the
past. Both the last Labour government and this Conservative government have tightened them up. That's
something I'll continue to look at. I think if you abolish the whole status then probably it ends up costing
Britain money because there will be some people that then leave the country.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.37am BST

block-time published-time 10.26am BST

Rob Wilson, the Conservative MP for Reading East until parliament was dissolved, is pointing out that in
2007, when Ed Balls was a Treasury minister, he replied to a written ministerial question saying that it was
impossible to know how much non-doms were costing the Exchequer and that most non-doms spent no
more than five years in the UK. Here's an extract.

Rob Wilson.

Estimates of the tax foregone in the UK as a consequence of the use of the remittance basis by those not
domiciled in the UK are not routinely made. Information is not held on overseas income and gains that do not
give rise to a tax liability in the UK.

Information on the average length of residence is not routinely collected. A small sample survey in 2004
suggested that the majority of non-domiciled individuals who had already left the UK spent no more than five
years here.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.32am BST

block-time published-time 10.17am BST

Nigel Farage meets Joey Essex in Grimsby - the video

Rowena Mason captured the great meeting of minds on her phone. The reality star kicks off by telling the
Ukip leader "I love your jacket" before asking whether London's Billingsgate fish market (where his relatives
worked) "was the same as Grimsby".

Essex seems flabbergasted by Farage's revelations that the EU stops British fishermen catching cod.

This could be a game changer.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.23am BST

block-time published-time 10.10am BST

Today's Guardian seat projection - Tories 273, Labour 272

Here's today's Guardian seat projection.

Guardian seat projection Guardian seat projection

block-time published-time 10.08am BST

If Labour get into power, this outfit will be in difficulty.

block-time published-time 10.06am BST
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Natalie Bennett, the Green party leader, has welcomed Labour's proposal to abolish non-dom status. But
she said the Greens would go further.

Natalie Bennet during last week's leaders' debate.

The planned Labour changes to non-dom status can't come a moment too soon but this change alone is only
one small step in tackling the epidemic of tax-dodging that has damaged government revenue and meant the
richest don't pay their fair share.

The Green party would go further: we'd introduce a tax-dodging bill in the first 100 days of the parliament,
and we'd levy a wealth tax to ensure that assets as well as income are considered when redistributing
resources.

The last four decades have seen wealth accumulate at the top of society while those at the bottom struggle
to get by. We need bold policies to ensure that inequality, which even organisations like the IMF and the
World Bank identify as an economic threat, is tackled.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.34am BST

block-time published-time 9.53am BST

Labour HQ has sent me a short briefing note rejecting Tory suggestions that the non-dom policy just
amounts to "tinkering around the edges". (See 7.57am and 9.37am.) It is relatively short, so I will quote it in
full.

· We are abolishing the non-dom rules, which aren't just about residence but are being used for tax
avoidance.

· No-one who is born and brought up in the UK will be able to avoid tax on their income from abroad.

· No-one who leaves the UK for a temporary period and then comes back will be able to avoid tax on their
income from abroad.

· Not a single one of the current non-doms who stay in the UK for many years and pay a charge to keep their
offshore income out of UK tax will be able to continue as a non-dom.

· Only those who genuinely come on a temporary basis, for a few years, will be just liable for tax on their UK
income. This puts us in line with other countries.

block-time published-time 9.49am BST

On a lighter note, my colleague Rowena Mason is with Nigel Farage, who is meeting Joey Essex (who for
some peculiar reason is of interest to the young people at HQ). For all his man of the people act, it seems
there are some elements of popular culture that remain a mystery to him.

Nigel Farage arrives at Grimsby, soon meeting Joey Essex. He doesn't know what a vajazzle is, no one
wants to explain pic.twitter.com/jQ0Gkfogvm

- Rowena Mason (@rowenamason) April 8, 2015

And here is some more from the encounter.

Nigel Farage says he's never watched The Only Way Is Essex and has never had a fake tan

- John Stevens (@johnestevens) April 8, 2015

. @JoeyEssex_ tells Farage he used to work at Billingsgate Fish Market. He's now having crash course in
fishing rights pic.twitter.com/EN7MnhU5v3
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- Paul Brand (@PaulBrandITV) April 8, 2015

Joey Essex says Nigel Farage is "reem"

- John Stevens (@johnestevens) April 8, 2015

block-time published-time 9.37am BST

Nicky Morgan reveals Tory confusion over non-dom policy - Analysis

One sign of a good policy announcement is when the opposition do not know how to react to it. If they
welcome an announcement, it no longer provides political capital. If they oppose it, it's normally because they
think it will be unpopular, at least with their constituency. But if they don't know what to say, you're probably
onto something.

On that basis Labour's announcement about abolishing non-dom status has got off to a very good start,
because the Tories are all over the place on it. This was illustrated by the initial response we got from
George Osborne (see 7.57am), which was an exercise in hedging. Either the policy was going to cost
hundreds of millions, or it was a cosmetic "tinkering around the edges". Osborne could not decide.

Nicky Morgan.

About an hour later Nicky Morgan, the Conservative education secretary, and a former Treasury minister,
was asked about this by James Naughtie on the Today programme. She tried at least three different lines.

First, she tried the line that this was just "tinkering around the edges" (as Osborne put it).

Well, my reaction is, of course, once you look at the detail, they are not proposing to abolish non-dom status.
They are talking about potentially changing the length of time somebody will be able to be here and be a
non-dom.

She was referring to the fact that Ed Balls confirmed that there would be exemptions. (See 8.57am.)

Then, when James Naughtie said that the policy still amounted to a significant tightening of the rules, she
tried the second approach : that the coalition had done this already.

We have already tightened the rules in this parliament and we are very clear - the Conservative party,
George Osborne and the Treasury have been very, very clear - that actually people who are based here
should pay their taxes here.

When Naughtie pointed out that lots of people based here don't pay taxes here, she resorted to response
number 3 : that Labour did not do this when they were in power. (This is always a relatively weak argument,
deployed when the Conservatives or Lib Dems are running out of better attack lines.)

They've had 13 years in which do tackle this, and they haven't done it.

Morgan then said people should be paying taxes here.

I don't think anyone would disagree that people should be paying taxes here because those taxes are
essential to pay for exactly what we've been discussing.

This gave Naughtie an opening, because it allowed him to try to get her to say whether or not she thought
non-doms should be paying tax on their overseas earnings. Morgan evaded the question quite skilfully, but it
was obvious to anyone listening that she could not answer. Why? Because if she said yes, she would be
endorsing the Labour position. And if she said no, she would be endorsing tax dodging. The exchange is
worth quoting in full.

JN: Well, hang on, are you saying no one would disagree that people who are living here with non-dom
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status should be paying taxes? Is that what you're saying?

NM: Well, I think that's exactly what we have said, both individuals and corporates. We have increased the
non-dom levy.

JN: The levy is one thing. And the level at which it is set. Paying the tax is another. Are you saying they
should pay the tax? Because that's not your government's policy.

NM: Well, at the Treasury we have clawed back £5bn in this parliament, a crackdown on aggressive tax
avoidance and tax evasion... Foreigners are now paying more in stamp duty, in the non-dom levy.

JN: That's a different issue.

NM: I think it's overall the same issue, which is that people who are based her should pay their taxes here,
and that's exactly why the diverted profits tax, which we saw come into force last week [was introduced].
That's exactly what we have done in this parliament.

JN: Are you saying that you would like to see people with non-dom status paying tax in this country on their
overseas earnings?

NM: I think we can have the debate about it.

JN: No, I'm just asking you, would you like that to happen?

NM: What the Labour party are not being clear about today is whether they are intending to abolish non-dom
status or simply change or consult on the length of time that people for which people would be here.

JN: I'm just asking you would you like to see non-doms paying tax on their overseas earnings or not?

NM: As I say, that's why we have increased the non-dom levy in this parliament.

JN: Yes or no?

NM : Non-doms are now paying more in this parliament as a result of the Conservative-led government
policies over the course of the past five years. I think that is the right thing to happen.

At that point Naughtie ran out of time.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.54am BST

block-time published-time 9.23am BST

Poll of pollsters

The Guardian's data editor, Alberto Nardelli, has interviewed leading pollsters at every major polling
company to give their predictions for the election - and most say Labour currently has the better hand.

The pollsters: Michelle Harrison, Martin Boon, Damian Lyons, Adam Drummond, Ben Page, Joe Twyman,
Andrew Hawkins, Laurence Stellings

Adam Drummond, Opinium: "Short of an enormous game-changing gaffe it's hard to think of anything that
could really swing this one way or the other. All of the big events we have seen so far, the budget, the
various TV debates, etc, have barely moved the numbers at all. The last major game-changer was the SNP
surge which came at the culmination of a three-year referendum campaign. I doubt either party has anything
of similar magnitude planned before May!"

Related: The poll of pollsters: with a month to go, it could be Miliband by a whisker
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Balls says visitors will be exempt from non-dom retain - but only if they leave after 2 or 3 years

In his Today interview Ed Balls confirmed that Labour would retain non-dom status for people staying in the
UK for a short period of time. But anyone in the UK for longer than about three years would not qualify, he
said.

What we will do in the future is if people are coming here temporarily to work or to study, then we'll allow a
short period, I think five years is probably too long.

I'm thinking more the length of a normal postgraduate or university degree, say two to three years.

block-time published-time 8.51am BST

Why Financial Times said non-dom status should be abolished

Earlier this month the Financial Times published an editorial (subscription) saying non-dom status should be
abolished. Here's an extract.

Both main political parties have recognised the indefensibility of the regime. But rather than abolish it, they
have sought to raise its cost. Annual charges of £30,000 are levied on people who have been in the UK for
more than seven years, rising to £50,000 (soon to be £60,000) for those with over 12 years' residence. But
while these have cut the take-up, they have not dealt with the intrinsic unfairness.

Britain should sweep away the archaism that allows people to claim a domicile that differs from nationality or
residence. Few other civilised countries feel the need to offer such privileges to the wealthy. Liability to
taxation should be solely based on residence. There can still be a grace period for foreign nationals posted
temporarily to the UK before they are obliged to pay British tax.

More than two centuries after the introduction of income tax by Mr Pitt, his successors should end the
egregious situation where the wealthiest enjoy the privileges of UK residency without paying their fair dues to
the exchequer. The anomaly of non-dom status cannot be defended. It should be scrapped.

Many years ago Ed Balls was himself an FT leader writer.

But the editorial provoked this letter from Mark Davies, a tax adviser.

Collectively non-dom taxpayers paid approximately £8.27bn of income tax and NI contributions in 2012-13.
Of those who claimed the remittance basis, on average they paid tax of £132,762 per person. This means
that every non-dom claiming the remittance basis contributes on average 25 times more to the Treasury than
the average UK taxpayer.

On these figures, the UK should encourage non-dom status, not scrap it.

block-time published-time 8.43am BST

Ed Balls points to an audience member while making a speech in Leeds on Monday. Photograph: Andrew
Yates/Reuters

On the Today programme earlier Ed Balls quoted approvingly a blog written today by the tax barrister Jolyon
Maugham estimating how much Labour's plans to abolish non-dom status could raise.

Here's Maugham's conclusion.

If I proceed from the above and stick a finger in the air - an exercise that you'll have to take it from me is not
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so dissimilar to that which Treasury does when it forecasts the effects of tax measures - where do I get to in
terms of yield? I'm not an economist - and the data is poor. But my instinct is that the stage one theoretical
yield figures will tend towards the top end - towards the £4bn end - of the spectrum. But I also think 25% is
rather low as a behavioural effect: 50% or even more might well be more realistic, depending on the detail of
Labour's measures. But that would still leave a yield well north of £1bn.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.12am BST

block-time published-time 8.26am BST

Morning. I'm taking over now from Mark.

Here are today's YouGov polling figures.

Update: Lab lead at 2 - Latest YouGov / The Sun results 7th Apr - Con 33%, Lab 35%, LD 8%, UKIP 14%,
GRN 5%; APP -11 http://t.co/21uTIass15

- YouGov (@YouGov) April 8, 2015 YouGov poll Photograph: YouGov

block-time published-time 8.19am BST

Gove on Scotland, non-doms and the whereabouts of the "big society"

Michael Gove, the "Minister for Newsnight" as referenced by Evan Davis, was on the BBC programme last
night talking about non-doms, Scotland and the "big society" (remember that?).

The Tory chief whip and former education secretary said he would need to wait to see the details of Labour's
plan, but warned it was unclear whether it would raise any more money for the Treasury and that it could
drive people out of the country.

I think the first thing to ask is, will this actually contribute more money to the Exchequer? There are some
suggestions that this could lead to a flight of talent and a flight of cash from this country and the Exchequer
could be worse off. Let's see.

Gove was also pressed on Scotland's electoral map and on whether he would rather Labour win Scottish
seats or the SNP. He said he would rather see Labour do better , as they are a party committed to retaining
the union. But he described a Labour-SNP coalition - with Ed Miliband in Downing St and Nicola Sturgeon
"driving him further to the left" - as a "lethal cocktail".

He also confirmed long-held suspicions that the Conservative "big society" has been dropped like a bad
penny. Though only the phrase, not the essence, because "the words are now concrete realities," he said.

block-time published-time 8.14am BST

Lib Dems say their plans would raise an extra £130m from non-doms

Some quick non-dom reaction, too, from the Liberal Democrats, with Danny Alexander, chief secretary to the
Treasury, commenting:

Labour had 13 years in government to make rich non-doms pay their share, yet failed spectacularly to do
anything about it.

Non-dom numbers exploded under Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, more than doubling when Ed Balls was an
adviser in the Treasury.

He also said the Lib Dems wanted to raise an extra £130m by tightening the rules for non-doms.

We came down hard on those who stayed in the UK for long periods without paying their share - increasing
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charges on non-doms year-on-year since 2010. Labour used to allow non-doms to sit in the House of Lords,
Lib Dems stopped that.

In the next parliament we want to go further by radically reforming the rules and significantly increasing the
charges for non-doms to secure an additional £130m for the public purse.

The key tests are what maximises revenue for the exchequer and best supports our economic recovery.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 8.36am BST

block-time published-time 7.57am BST

Osborne criticises Labour's plans to abolish non-dom status Ed Balls

Labour's shadow chancellor Ed Balls has just been talking to the Today programme about the party's
non-doms policy. He says it could raise "over a billion". Very rich people are already paying hundreds of
millions in fees to avoid paying tax on their overseas incomes, he says, "but we know they could be paying
significantly more".

These rules are ridiculous. They were introduced in the period of the Napoleonic wars to allow people who
were earning money in the colonies not to pay tax in the UK.

He said the party had yet to "consult on the details" on giving a short-term exemption to business visitors to
Britain and students, for example, perhaps of two to three years.

Asked if the policy was anti-business, Balls said most business people would in fact back the move.

Most people in business play by the rules, pay their tax, they are not on huge incomes, and they are
frustrated when a small minority are not playing by the same rules.

But the Tories have already hit back at the policy, with chancellor George Osborne issuing a statement
saying "The small print of Labour's policy makes clear that they are not actually abolishing non-dom status."

Either they are going to abolish non-dom status altogether which would cost our country hundreds of millions
of pounds in lost tax revenues and lost investment - the reason they did nothing on this during thirteen years
in office.

Or they are just tinkering around the edges and making small adjustments to the rules on how long people
can be non-dom.

He said the Tories would raise £5 billion during the next parliament "by continuing to crack down on tax
avoidance and evasion, including abuses of the non-dom rules".

The Guardian's political editor Patrick Wintour has posted a link to a blog mentioned by Balls in his interview.

How much will abolition of Non-Dom rule raise ? A lot. The new blog by tax barrister cited by Labour.
http://t.co/6HeTRN5ZcR

- Patrick Wintour (@patrickwintour) April 8, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.22am BST

block-time published-time 7.14am BST

What the Conservatives wanted to talk about today was education, and David Cameron will later unveil new
plans for 100,000 11-year-olds to sit catch-up tests at the end of primary school, in a move it says will help
drive up standards.
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Nicky Morgan, the education secretary, will doubtless have more on this in her Today interview at 8.30am.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 7.29am BST

block-time published-time 7.07am BST

Morning briefing

Good morning all, and welcome to the Guardian's live election blog. Once again, we'll be following all the key
events of the day's campaigning, as the political leaders haul themselves around the country, trailed by a
sizeable proportion of Her Majesty's press, trying to win the nation's votes.

With less than a month to go until polling day, today sees what may be the most significant policy
announcement of the campaign so far, with Labour's move to close the non-doms loophole. Will we finally
see some significant movement in the polls, as the party clearly hopes? Or will they remain stubbornly stuck,
as they have done for the first two weeks of the campaign, with barely more than a rasher of bacon between
the two main parties?

I'm Esther Addley and I'll be opening the day's blog, handing over to our election supremo Andrew Sparrow
later in the morning. You can contact us on Twitter @estheraddley and @AndrewSparrow or leave us a
comment below the line.

The big picture Ed Miliband being interviewed by the the Swindon Advertiser during his visit to Los Gatos
Tapas Bar yesterday.

Ed Miliband will be hoping he can set the agenda for the day with a speech in Warwick this morning -
already heavily trailed in the papers overnight - saying that Labour will abolish the non-domicile tax rule that
allows many of Britain's richest residents to avoid paying tax on their overseas earnings.

As the Guardian's Patrick Wintour writes here, Miliband will argue that the rule, which was introduced by
William Pitt the Younger in the late 18th century, and unique to the UK, is based on a belief that "anything
goes for those at the top and that what is good for the rich is always good for Britain".

In a campaign that has had plenty of claim and counter-claim - and happily hasn't been short of the odd
photo-op or two, this is a genuinely significant policy move by Miliband that the party will no doubt want to
portray shows his willingness to stand up for ordinary people against "those at the top".

The Tories will no doubt have plenty to say about the policy too - more of that in a bit.

Ruth Davidson.

First, though, the day is also likely to be shaped by the fallout of last night's Scotland debate, which saw the
SNP's Nicola Sturgeon and Labour's Jim Murphy square up against the Scottish Conservative leader Ruth
Davidson and the Lib Dems' Willie Rennie.

If you missed it - deduct 10 "election obsessive" points and do not pass Go if so - here's Andrew Sparrow's
snap verdict from last night.

Andy's view is that Ruth Davidson and Jim Murphy probably came out of the exchanges best.

Nicola Sturgeon did not crash, not by any means, but she certainly did not shine in the way she did last
week, when novelty and outsiderhood - two qualities she cannot deploy in Edinburgh - were working in her
favour.

In part, he writes, Sturgeon was handicapped by being the frontrunner - never the best place to be position
going into a debate
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But she may have also stumbled over a second referendum. For some time now it has been clear that the
SNP's promise of no further referendum for a generation meant no such thing, but this evening Sturgeon
hinted that the SNP would propose one in their manifesto for the 2016 Scottish elections and then seek to
hold one in the event of victory. There are plenty of people currently planning to vote SNP who do not
support independence, and such blatant "neverendum" talk could put them off.

Jim Murphy and Nicola Sturgeon lock horns in Edinburgh. Photograph: Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images

Expect plenty of debate, too, around Sturgeon's statement that she is "offering to help make Ed Miliband
prime minister". "Nicola, we don't need your help," was Murphy's riposte.

Of course, for many the star of the show was this chap, sporting a fake moustache.

Here's Severin Carrell's take on the debate and there's plenty more reaction here.

Diary

• Ed Balls, the Labour shadow chancellor, is on the Today programme at 7.30am, and Nicky
Morgan, the Conservative education secretary, is up an hour later.

• Nigel Farage is in Grimsby from first thing this morning, where Ukip are hoping to replace
Labour's outgoing veteran Austin Mitchell - expect a roistering speech at 11.30 and, just
perhaps, a brief post-match sharpener in a local hostelry. Then it's on to Skegness in the
afternoon and Boston this evening. Rowena Mason and Marina Hyde will be on his trail.

• At 11.30, Miliband takes the floor at the University of Warwick for his big non-doms speech
• Nick Clegg is in Chippenham in Wiltshire this morning supporting Lib Dem incumbent Duncan

Hames, his every move trailed by my colleague Frances Perraudin.
• 6pm sees hustings in Bradford West, where George Galloway will go toe to toe against

Labour's Naz Shah - a candidate with a remarkable story - in a race that so far has been lively
to say the least.

• Green leader Natalie Bennett takes part in a hustings for the seat of Holborn and St Pancras
against Labour's Keir Starmer at 6.30pm, while Caroline Lucas will be doing the same in
Brighton Pavilion at 7pm.

• And the Scottish party leaders are back for more this evening with a debate on BBC Scotland,
this time with the participation of the Scottish Greens and Ukip. That's at 8pm.

The big issue

It's tax and non-doms, and in a sign of the impact that Labour are hoping this policy will make, the party
appeared last night to have won back a high profile scalp from the Tories.

Duncan Bannatyne, lovable curmudgeon from Dragon's Den, was last week one of more than 100 business
leaders who signed a letter to the Telegraph supporting the Conservative party.

Last night he had this to say about Labour's non-doms move.

Ed Milliband says he will abolish non-dom status in UK. This gets my vote I never thought any party would
have courage to do this.

- Duncan Bannatyne (@DuncanBannatyne) April 7, 2015

Bannatyne has been an outspoken critic in the past of the non-dom loophole, but it has had other high profile
critics, including Richard Bacon, the senior Conservative on the Commons spending watchdog, the public
accounts committee, who complained about the system only last month, saying:

You can easily spend 80% to 100% of your time in the UK because you are resident here, and be a non-dom
for tax purposes. No wonder people are pissed off. It's extraordinary, frankly, in all honesty.
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The anomaly was recently highlighted by the case of HSBC's chief executive Stuart Gulliver, who is
registered as a non-dom because he previously worked in Hong Kong, even though he was born and raised
in Britain, has worked in the UK for past 12 years and sends his children to school in the country."

Michael Gove, the Conservative chief whip, told Newsnight last night:

My understanding is that when Labour have been questioned about this, they have been incapable of saying
how much money this tax would raise. Indeed, there are some suggestions this could lead to a flight of talent
and a flight of cash from this country and the exchequer could be worse off."

The party may choose to attack on either or both of those lines today. But the truth is, this move puts the
Conservatives in a difficult position. Do they defend the tax loophole and so take the side of the rich?

The Tories are going to have a very hard day tomorrow if they try to defend non dom status. They would be
better off conceding now.

- tom bradby (@tombradby) April 7, 2015

Here's all you need to know about how the non-dom rules work at the moment.

Read these

"Meet the apex predator," writes Mary Riddell in the Telegraph - and she means Tony Blair. The former PM's
reputation may be damaged, but David Cameron has most to fear from his intervention on Europe yesterday,
she writes.

Sticking with the surprising metaphors, Matthew Norman in the Independent writes about the polling group
that compared the party leaders to cartoon characters - Nick Clegg "as dull but handsome Fred from Scooby
Doo, Ed Miliband as Elmer Fudd, and David Cameron as the anti-hero of Wacky Races, Dick Dastardly".
Just what is it about Cameron that reminds voters of Dastardly? More here.

Former athlete and politician Sebastian Coe

Also in the Telegraph, Sebastian Coe - who as you will recall, was briefly an MP in the 1990s - reminds
readers that the deciding factor in elections can often be unquantifiable.

We should not rule out how much gut instinct has to do with where the cross will ultimately come to rest. I will
go to my grave knowing that for many undecided voters Kinnock's triumphalist tone at that last rally -
described as an "emotional spasm" and which he himself blamed for losing the election - did not "smell" right.

The day in a tweet

Is it too early to be worried about non-doms? Surely just a posh way to say immigrants?

- ann treneman (@anntreneman) April 8, 2015 If today were a song...

... well, we have to go with Taxman by the Beatles, that affectionate ode to the fiscal authorities from
everyone's favourite multi-millionaires. Altogether now: "Let me tell you how it will be, There's one for you,
nineteen for me, Cos I'm the taxman, yeah, I'm the taxman"

The key story you're missing while you're election-obsessed

Once again, an unarmed black man has been killed in the US by a white police officer - in this case, shot in
the back while he was running away, in a killing captured in this shocking footage. The North Charleston
officer has already been charged with murder.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 8.00am BST
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Scottish leaders' debate: Sturgeon commits to full fiscal autonomy - live The Scottish party leaders
challenge each other in a six-way debate and Ed Miliband earlier said the 200-year-old non-domicile rule
benefits only 'those at the top' and pledges to end anomaly. Join our political team for all the latest updates
with 29 days to polling day false theguardian.com true
http://media.guim.co.uk/8d7fe77a707f8633beed6e913b24c60e4113ccf5/0_0_2560_1536/140.jpg 18767 true
456269498 false 5524baf5e4b08caf50c1ee07 false Andrew Sparrow , Nadia Khomami and Esther Addley
true 2271557 UK false 2015-04-11T07:00:00+01:00
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The US isn't winding down its wars - it's just running them at arm's
length;
Barack Obama is playing all sides against each other, but support for
the Saudi war in Yemen will only spread conflagration in the Middle East

BYLINE: Seumas Milne

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1134 words

So relentless has the violence convulsing the Middle East become that an attack on yet another Arab country
and its descent into full-scale war barely registers in the rest of the world. That's how it has been with the
onslaught on impoverished Yemen by western-backed Saudi Arabia and a string of other Gulf dictatorships.

Barely two weeks into their bombardment from air and sea, more than 500 have been killed and the Red
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Cross is warning of a "catastrophe" in the port of Aden. Where half a century ago Yemenis were tortured and
killed by British colonial troops, Houthi rebels from the north are now fighting Saudi-backed forces loyal to the
ousted President Abd Rabbu Mansour Hadi. Up to 40 civilians sheltering at a UN refugee camp in the
poorest country in the Arab world were killed in a single Saudi air attack last week.

Related: Somalia lends support to Saudi-led fight against Houthis in Yemen

But of course the US and Britain are standing shoulder to shoulder with the Saudi intervention. Already
providing "logistical and intelligence" support via a "joint planning cell", the US this week announced it is
stepping up weapons deliveries to the Saudis. Britain's foreign secretary, Phillip Hammond, has promised to
"support the Saudi operation in every way we can".

The pretext for the Saudi war is that Yemen's Houthi fighters are supported by Iran and loyal to a Shia
branch of Islam. Hadi, who was installed after a popular uprising as part of a Saudi-orchestrated deal and
one-man election in 2012, is said to be the legitimate president with every right to call on international
support.

In reality, Iran's backing for the homegrown Houthis seems to be modest, and their Zaidi strand of Islam is a
sort of halfway house between Sunni and Shia. Hadi's term as transitional president expired last year, and he
resigned in January before fleeing the country after the Houthi takeover of the Yemeni capital Sana'a.
Compare Hadi's treatment with the fully elected former president of Ukraine, whose flight from Kiev to
another part of the country a year ago was considered by the western powers to have somehow legitimised
his overthrow, and it's clear how elastic these things can be.

But the clear danger of the Saudi attack on Yemen is that it will ignite a wider conflagration, intensifying the
sectarian schism across the region and potentially bring Saudi Arabia and Iran into direct conflict. Already
150,000 troops are massed on the Yemeni border. Pakistan is under pressure to send troops to do Riyadh's
dirty work for it. The Egyptian dictator Abdel Fatah al-Sisi has said he will despatch troops to fight in Yemen
"if necessary".

The Houthi uprising, supported by parts of the army and Hadi's predecessor as president, has its roots in
poverty and discrimination, and dates back to the time of the US-British invasion of Iraq more than a decade
ago. But Yemen, which has a strong al-Qaida presence, has also been the target of hundreds of murderous
US drone attacks in recent years. And the combination of civil war and external intervention is giving
al-Qaida a new lease of life.

For the Saudis, Yemen is about enforcing their control of the Arabian peninsula and their leadership of the
Sunni world

The idea that the corrupt tyranny of Saudi Arabia, the sectarian heart of reaction in the Middle East since
colonial times, and its fellow Gulf autocracies - backed by the Israeli prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu -
are going to bring stability, let alone freedom, to the people of Yemen is beyond fantasy. This is the state,
after all, that crushed the popular uprising in Bahrain in 2011, that funded the overthrow of Egypt's first
elected president in 2013, and has sponsored takfiri jihadi movements for years with disastrous
consequences.

For the Saudis, the war in Yemen is about enforcing their control of the Arabian peninsula and their
leadership of the Sunni world in the face of Shia and Iranian resurgence. For the western powers that arm
them to the hilt, it's about money, and the pivotal role that Saudi Arabia plays in protecting their interests in
the oil and gas El Dorado that is the Middle East.

Since the disasters of Iraq and Afghanistan, the US and its allies are reluctant to risk boots on the ground.
But their military interventions are multiplying. Barack Obama has bombed seven mainly Muslim countries
since he became US president. There are now four full-scale wars raging in the Arab world (Iraq, Syria, Libya
and Yemen), and every one of them has involved US and wider western military intervention. Saudi Arabia is
by far the largest British arms market; US weapons sales to the Gulf have exceeded those racked up by
George Bush, and last week Obama resumed US military aid to Egypt.
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What has changed is that, in true imperial fashion, the west's alliances have become more contradictory,
playing off one side against the other. In Yemen, it is supporting the Sunni powers against Iran's Shia allies.
In Iraq, it is the opposite: the US and its friends are giving air support to Iranian-backed Shia militias fighting
the Sunni takfiri group Isis. In Syria, they are bombing one part of the armed opposition while arming and
training another.

A tilt towards Iran can be offset with war in Yemen or Syria. Something similar can be seen in Latin America

The nuclear deal with Iran - which the Obama administration pushed through in the teeth of opposition from
Israel and the Gulf states - needs to be seen in that context. The US isn't leaving the Middle East, as some
imagine, but looking for a more effective way of controlling it at arm's length : by rebalancing the region's
powers, as the former MI6 officer Alastair Crooke puts it, in an "equilibrium of antagonisms".

So a tilt towards Iran can be offset with war in Yemen or Syria. Something similar can be seen in US policy in
Latin America. Only a couple of months after Obama's historic opening towards Cuba last December, he
signed an order declaring Cuba's closest ally, Venezuela, "an unusual and extraordinary threat to US
national security" and imposed sanctions over alleged human rights abuses.

Those pale into insignificance next to many carried out by the US government itself, let alone by some of its
staunchest allies such as Saudi Arabia. There's no single route to regime change, and the US is clearly
hoping to use the opportunity of Venezuela's economic problems to ratchet up its longstanding
destabilisation campaign.

But it's a game that can also go badly wrong. When it comes to US support for Saudi aggression in Yemen,
that risks not only breaking the country apart but destabilising Saudi Arabia itself. What's needed is a
UN-backed negotiation to end the Yemeni conflict, not another big power-fuelled sectarian proxy war. These
calamitous interventions have to be brought to an end.
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Drones aren't just toys that cause a nuisance. They're still killing
innocent people;
Current media coverage might make you think drones are what naughty
people land on the White House lawn. This is a dangerous disconnect
from the bloody reality

BYLINE: Chris Cole

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 969 words

For anyone concerned about the use of drones, or remotely piloted aircraft as the industry insists on calling
them, the nature of recent coverage has been somewhat perturbing. With the normalisation of the use of
military drones, media interest has waned and they now seem far more interested in writing about toy drones
landing on the White House lawn than the White House's use of drones for targeted assassination. Just this
week, much ink has been spilt covering the arrest of an amateur pilot for thoughtlessly flying a drone near
parliament, while the use of armed British drones in Syria - breaching assurances by the defence secretary,
Michael Fallon, against mission creep - received far less attention.

Despite widespread ethical, political and legal misgivings the US and British and forces have carried out
numerous drone strikes this year, while the Israelis were accused of an attack using an armed drone on the
Golan Heights. And as military spokespeople repeat bland assurances about the precise nature of such
operations, civilians continue to die.

In Somalia, there has been a surge in the use of drones, with three senior al-Shabaab figures killed in
separate US-targeted assassinations in the past three months. The latest strike, confirmed by the Pentagon
this week, targeted Adan Garar, who is alleged to have been behind the 2013 attack on the Westgate mall in
Kenya. His predecessor as chief of external operations, Yusef Dheeq, was killed in a US drone strike last
month reportedly along with four civilians.

US drone strikes also continue in Yemen despite the recent coup. It was thought they would be suspended
after the ousting of the president, Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi, as his authorisation gave them cover under
international law. However, Pentagon officials strongly denied there would be any suspension and, as if to
prove this, a strike took place almost immediately. This resulted in the deaths of three people including
Mohammed Tuaiman, a boy whose father and brother were killed in a drone strike in 2011. The Guardian
released a remarkable video with Tuaiman speaking about his life.

And while the US has officially declared the war in Afghanistan over, its forces continue drone strikes there
too. One in February targeted Abdul Rauf, a former member of the Taliban who had sworn allegiance to
Islamic State. Rauf was killed along with an unknown number of other people. The Bureau of Investigative
Journalism has recorded about 15 confirmed and reported drones strikes in Afghanistan since the beginning
of 2015.

Meanwhile Israeli drones apparently carried out an air strike targeting Hezbollah in the Syrian sector of the
Golan Heights. The strike killed six members of the group as well as a senior Iranian General Mohammad Ali
Allah-Dadi. Scores of media reports claimed it was a helicopter attack. However UN observers reported
seeing drones coming from the Israeli side of the border before the strike, seeing smoke over the target and
then the drones returning. A UN spokesman condemned the use of drones saying "this incident is a violation
of the 1974 Agreement on Disengagement between Israeli and Syrian forces."

Since last August, Iraq and Syria have been the new front in the drone wars. This week, Syrian air defences
shot down a US drone when it flew near Latakia, a stronghold of President Bashar al-Assad. Although US
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drones have been flying over Syria since last August and British ones since November, this is the first time
one has been shot down. It may not be the last.

Freelance reporter Chris Woods, who has been monitoring the air war against Isis, reports that there have
been 2,900 strikes by manned and unmanned aircraft since August, the majority by the US. Woods has
recorded 37 "incidents of concern" where civilians have reportedly been killed or injured in coalition bombing.

Compared with the large number of US strikes, the 170 British strikes are relatively small. However, they are
happening at a faster rate than in Afghanistan. British Reapers have already racked up 70 drone strikes in
just under five months in Iraq whereas it took almost two years to notch up that amount in Afghanistan. And
although the Ministry of Defence insists that its drones are predominately used for surveillance, they are
actually undertaking air strikes in Iraq at a slightly higher rate than the manned aircraft. Tornados carried out
90 strikes in 22 weeks, giving a strike rate of 4.09 per week, while Reapers have a strike rate of 4.37 per
week.

Meanwhile, the recent US defence budget included plans for spending almost $3bn (£2bn) on new
unmanned systems, while British spending on drones this financial year has reached almost £250m on top of
the more than £2bn previously spent. Other nations are clamouring to acquire armed drones now the US has
relaxed its drone export policy and recent pictures of an apparent Chinese armed drone that is claimed to
have crashed in Nigeria are a worrying sign of the further spread of such systems.

While coverage of the danger of small drones in civil airspace is of course important, scrutiny of the growing
use of armed drones around the globe is vital. Without it, the disconnect between us and the wars being
waged in our name grows ever greater. From current reporting, you could be forgiven for thinking that drones
are no more than a nuisance in the hands of a few reckless individuals. The reality is that armed drones have
not only killed many hundreds of innocent civilians, but are also a growing danger to global peace and
security.

· This article was amended on 25 March 2015 to restore some sentences, cut during the editing process,
about the air strike in the Syrian sector of the Golan Heights. It was further amended on 13 April to clarify
that UN observers had not witnessed the attack in the Golan Heights.
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George Galloway's comments on forced marriage are a dangerous
abuse of power;
Like Naz Shah, I survived a forced marriage, and I know that the most
important thing we can do for women in this situation is to believe them

BYLINE: Huma Munshi

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE
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It is 10 years now since I left my forced marriage but it took me a very long time to accept that I had been a
victim and that those who had harmed me were my family - the people who should have loved and protected
me the most. Admitting that you have been a victim is painful, because no one wants to be seen as weak; no
one chooses to be a victim.

Now George Galloway has played politics with the experience of survivors of forced marriage. At a public
hustings event in his Bradford West constituency, he questioned whether Naz Shah, the Labour candidate, is
a survivor of a forced marriage. Shah has spoken openly about her experiences, which included being
emotionally blackmailed by her mother and the abusive nature of the marriage.

As the hustings event became increasingly ill-tempered, Galloway challenged her. Having obtained a copy of
the nikah, or Islamic marriage certificate, from Pakistan, Galloway claimed that Shah had not been 15 at the
time, as she claimed, but was in fact 16, and that because Shah's mother was present the marriage cannot
have been forced. Labour says that it has a copy of her original certificate that proves she was a minor and
have accused Galloway of breaking election rules.

I cannot believe that Galloway is so ignorant as to allege that because Shah's mother was present, the
marriage was not forced. Galloway was an MP in Bethnal Green and Bow and now represents Bradford
West, which both have large Asian communities. While forced marriage is not exclusive to south Asian
cultures, he has, no doubt learned about the practice from his constituents.

My family were present at my Muslim wedding ceremony in India 10 years ago, along with 500 other guests
at a huge reception. I wore the ornate clothes and jewels of an Indian bride, my hands were patterned with
henna; but this outward appearance did not - and does not - change the fact that this was a forced marriage
in every sense. I had repeatedly told my parents that I did not want to go through with the ceremony, but to
no avail. Like Shah I was emotionally blackmailed. My mother threatened suicide if I did not comply because
of the dishonour it would bring on our family.

I left my husband because staying felt like spiritual death. I had nothing left to give and I wanted, desperately,
to live. Despite the shame I knew I would bring my family, I realised - for the first time - that my intellect,
emotions, spirit and physical being mattered more.

After leaving I carved out my own life, surviving as best I could. For a time I was able to shut out my
experience through keeping busy with work and seeing friends. But after periods of acute mental ill-health, I
was diagnosed with post traumatic stress disorder. Admitting I had been a victim was the hardest thing to do,
but it was necessary in order to heal and process the trauma.

The ramifications of Galloway's rhetoric are extremely worrying. By using Shah's experience in this way, he
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puts future victims at risk. Using his platform and position as an MP he denies Shah the right to speak about
her experiences by calling them into question. Shah says she was forced and emotionally blackmailed into
her marriage - we should believe her. I worry about the impact Galloway's comments will have on other
survivors when they seek support. They already face the barrier of having to overcome the "honour code"
which is drilled into them from childhood. The most important thing is to believe us victims of forced marriage
when we say our parents were the perpetrators. Start with the premise of believing the victim - this in itself
would be a revolutionary act.

As a British Asian Muslim woman it worries me hugely that someone like Galloway, in a position of power,
can make these comments. Bradford has the largest proportion of Pakistanis in England (20.3%), which is
almost a quarter of Bradford's population; 24.7% are Muslim and they experience some of the highest rates
of deprivation. Galloway's anti-Iraq war stance and pro-Palestine views have gained him trust and support.

But by playing politics with Shah's history as a forced marriage survivor Galloway has revealed himself to be
both unscrupulous and dangerous; I hope the voters of Bradford West reject him.
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The Palestinians of Yarmouk and the shameful silence when Israel is
not to blame;
When Israel wages war on Palestinians, we speak out. But they are
dying, right now, at the hands of an Arab regime

BYLINE: Mehdi Hasan

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE
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Palestinian refugees are being starved, bombed and gunned down like animals. "If you want to feed your
children, you need to take your funeral shroud with you," one told Israeli news website Ynet. "There are
snipers on every street, you are not safe anywhere." This isn't happening, however, in southern Lebanon, or
even Gaza. And these particular Palestinians aren't being killed or maimed by Israeli bombs and bullets.
This is Yarmouk, a refugee camp on the edge of Damascus, just a few miles from the palace of Bashar
al-Assad. Since 1 April, the camp has been overrun by Islamic State militants, who have begun a reign of
terror: detentions, shootings, beheadings and the rest. Hundreds of refugees are believed to have been killed
in what Ban Ki-moon has called the "deepest circle of hell".

But this isn't just about the depravity of Isis. The Palestinians of Yarmouk have been bombarded and
besieged by Assad's security forces since 2012. Water and electricity were cut off long ago, and of the
160,000 Palestinian refugees who once lived in the camp only 18,000 now remain. The Syrian regime has,
according to Amnesty International, been "committing war crimes by using starvation of civilians as a
weapon", forcing residents to "resort to eating cats and dogs". Even as the throat-slitters took control,
Assad's pilots were continuing to drop barrel bombs on the refugees. "The sky of Yarmouk has barrel bombs
instead of stars," said Abdallah al-Khateeb, a political activist living inside the camp.

It is difficult to disagree with the verdict of the Palestinian League for Human Rights that the Palestinians of
Syria are "the most untold story in the Syrian conflict". There are 12 official Palestinian refugee camps in
Syria, housing more than half a million people. Ninety per cent, estimates the United Nations Relief and
Works Agency (Unrwa), are in continuous need of humanitarian aid. In Yarmouk, throughout 2014, residents
were forced to live on around 400 calories of food aid a day - fewer than a fifth of the UN's recommended
daily amount of 2,100 calories for civilians in war zones - because UNRWA aid workers had only limited
access to the camp. Today, they have zero access."To know what it is like in Yarmouk," one of the camp's
residents is quoted as saying on the UNRWA website, "turn off your electricity, water, heating, eat once a
day, live in the dark."

Their plight should matter to us all - regardless of whether their persecutors happen to be Israelis, Syrians,
Egyptians or, for that matter, fellow Palestinians (Palestinian Authority security forces, after all, have been
shooting and beating unarmed Palestinian protesters for several years now).

This is far from a cynical exercise in pro-Israeli whataboutery. There are very good reasons that Israel
attracts such widespread criticism and condemnation in the west. Israel is our ally and claims to be a liberal
democracy, unlike both Assad and Isis. Israel is also armed, funded and protected from UN censure by the
US government; again, unlike both Assad and Isis.

Those who try to use the tragedy of Yarmouk to excuse or downplay Israel's 48-year occupation of
Palestine should be ashamed of themselves. But what of the rest of us? Can we afford to stay in our deep
slumber, occasionally awakening to lavishly condemn only Israel? Let's be honest: how different, how vocal
and passionate, would our reaction be if the people besieging Yarmouk were wearing the uniforms of the
IDF?

Our selective outrage is morally unsustainable. Many of us who have raised our voices in support of the
Palestinian cause have inexcusably turned a blind eye to the fact that tens of thousands of Palestinians
have been killed by fellow Arabs in recent decades: by the Jordanian military in the Black September
conflicts of the early 1970s; by Lebanese militias in the civil war of the mid-1980s; by Kuwaiti vigilantes after
the first Gulf war, in the early 1990s. Egypt, the so-called "heart of the Arab world", has colluded with Israel
in the latter's eight-year blockade of Gaza.

Meanwhile, the Palestinians of Yarmouk are living in catastrophic conditions, their lives "profoundly
threatened", in the words of the United Nations. So what, if anything, can be done? The usual coalition of
neoconservative hawks and so-called liberal interventionists in the west want to bomb first and ask questions
later, while the rest of us resort to a collective shrug: a mixture of indifference and despair. Few are willing to
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make the tough and unpopular case for a negotiated solution to the Syrian conflict or, at least, a truce and a
ceasefire, a temporary cessation of hostilities. Yet there is an urgent need for a "pause" in the fighting in
order to ensure "humanitarian access" to Yarmouk, says Chris Gunness, senior director of UNRWA, who has
described the camp as a hellhole.

UNRWA, he tells me, is "calling on those who can influence the parties on the ground to make that influence
effective", adding: "Everyone in the Middle East can be influenced, everyone is sponsored." Gunness points
out that almost 100 civilians, including 20 children, were evacuated from the camp on 5 April so there is no
reason why more of Yarmouk's residents can't be escorted to safety.

We have also failed to put our money where our collective mouth is. The UN's $415m appeal for Palestinian
refugees in Syria is only 20% funded, a situation Gunness calls "disastrous". Isn't it a scandal that there's
always spare cash for bombing campaigns yet never enough for emergency aid? The Palestinians of
Yarmouk, like the Palestinians of Gaza during the summer of 2014, need our support, both political and
financial.

Now is the time for those of us who claim to care about the Palestinian people, and their struggle for dignity,
justice and nationhood, to make our voices heard. Some 3,500 of the 18,000 Palestinians in Yarmouk are
children. As Gunness says, his voice trembling with emotion: "We are potentially witnessing a slaughter of
the innocents. What is the world going to do?"

· The headline of this article was amended on Monday 13 April 2015
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Marco Rubio wants to be identifiable without having a distinct identity;
The newest candidate for the Republican nomination is totally different
from all the old white guys in politics, except in the ways he's exactly
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It's impossible to settle on how to sell Marco Rubio, the "on the other hand..." candidate whose every
strength has some immediate counterweight. He's telegenic until he stumbles. He's passionate until you've
heard the delivery more than a few times, and then it sounds put-on. He's young, but he has the same "new"
ideas as the old guys in the race. Even his ethnicity takes away as much as it adds: he's the Latino candidate
so many Latinos can (and likely will) vote against.

Still, in a speech on Monday at Miami's Freedom Tower - an Ellis Island for Cuban-Americans, with
symbolism no less forced than Jesus Avenger Ted Cruz's announcement at Liberty University, or Rand
Paul's speech at a hotel named "Galt" - he announced the official end to the polite fiction that's endured since
he delivered his State of the Union response in 2013: he is running for president. It was hard not to have
mixed feelings.

It was a good speech...kind of: he sounded compassionate, urgent, even emotionally pained. You can see
why he sounds moving to people. On the other hand, those moving tones were just as moving during his
2013 speech, and it's going to be very tough to watch Marco Rubio hold back tears for 18 months.

Rubio depicted himself as a young alternative, warning us against "the leaders and ideas of the past", even
as he parroted many of them. ("All life deserves protection!" Okay, on that note... "Repeal and replace
Obamacare!" With what?) It doesn't hurt the Republican party to run young candidates to combat the vibe of
peevish old men constantly irritated by the fact that not all chairs are burgundy and wing-backed. Then
again, Rubio is a first-term Senator, with a similar legislative record and similar lack of executive experience
as Barack Obama had in 2008. That wouldn't matter so much if the old men in Rubio's party hadn't spent the
last six years blaming everything wrong with this country on Obama's inexperience.

The use of his ethnic identity is also equivocal and often cynical. On the one hand, he's a Cuban-American
representing a party often viewed as hostile to Latinos and rarely even on speaking terms with them. On the
other, when that party does speak to minority groups, it calls on them to look past identity politics and,
instead, at policies that bring them the greatest benefits. Rubio, sticking to type, drafted immigration reform
legislation, then abandoned it when the white, nativist base of the Republican Party howled. He is proud to
be the child of immigrants, but his latest immigration reform plan would have disqualified his parents.

He peppered his speech with references to "workers in our hotel kitchens, the landscaping crews in our
neighborhoods, the late-night janitorial staff that clean our offices" - meant both to evoke images of Latinos
and to echo the new Republican populism - then immediately hugged a billionaire after its end. He
mentioned human-rights abuses in "Cuba, Venezuela, Nicaragua", but younger generations of Cubans are
less interested in maintaining the hatred of Castro nurtured by their parents and grandparents, and 66% of
them support Obama's efforts to normalize relations with the island nation.

And though politicos and pollsters have a tendency to flatten Latino immigrant groups into a singular bloc,
Cuban-Americans are only about 3.6% of the US Latino population. Many non-Cuban Latinos have looked
on resentfully for years at the way Cuban immigrants have been granted citizenship "as exiles" while other
Latino immigrants have been demonized. Rubio probably can't even reach all these Hispanic voters: over
two-thirds of them watch Univision, a channel whose editorial board he'd nearly totally alienated by 2012.

Rubio's unwillingness to be convinced by the science on climate change also works against him: polls show
that "nine out of 10 Latinos in the US - including 68 percent of Republican Latinos - want the US to take
action against climate change." These are desires tied to real-world needs to maintain the sustainability of
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homes, jobs and agriculture. Rubio doesn't even need to leave home to witness that: he lives in South
Florida, where sea-level rises, more intense storms and ocean acidity have an immediacy he should
understand, even if refusing to acknowledge the self-evident is an official Florida policy. For a candidate
running on new ideas that older candidates wouldn't consider, hewing to the party line on climate change
even when its effects are visible in his home state smells unsurprisingly like politics as usual.

The constant counterbalance effect continues on matters of policy. Rubio sits on the Senate Foreign Affairs
Committee, where his experience has given him the hands-on knowledge to sound like the rest of the
non-Rand Republican field. His speech called on America to

[accept] the mantle of global leadership, by abandoning this administration's dangerous concessions to Iran,
and its hostility to Israel; by reversing the hollowing out of our military; by giving our men and women in
uniform the resources, care and gratitude they deserve; by no longer being passive in the face of Chinese
and Russian aggression; and by ending the near total disregard for the erosion of democracy and human
rights around the world

The global human rights stuff is all chaff - he won't mention Palestine or Saudi Arabia, after all - but the rest
is interesting. Between the South China Sea and Ukraine, he's calling for the United States to get chippy on
two fronts against a combined 1.5bn people, before even worrying about the Middle East. A practical solution
to thorny problems it is not.

This is the inevitable problem with being a minority in a party which both craves your visibility (to prove they
don't have a problem with minorities) and yet eschews any real acknowledgement in policy of the effects of
being a minority in America: you can only survive if you compartmentalize. Perhaps it's no wonder that
Rubio's delivery was still thick and dry-mouthed, or that, later on Hannity, sweat visibly dripped down his
cheek. Not that this should matter, but that's the paradox of modern politics: people want you to seem wholly
stirred by the passion of your beliefs and weight of your experiences; they also don't want to see them affect
you.
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Günter Grass personified Germany's difficult relationship with its Nazi
past;
The great moralist turned out to have both dark secrets and disturbing
blind spots: his life and views illustrate the deep flaws in Germany's
reckoning with its history

BYLINE: Hans Kundnani
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The story of the life and work of Günter Grass, who died on Monday at the age of 87, is also the story of
Germany's engagement with its Nazi past: a process which is now seen as exemplary, but, as Grass's
example shows, was ultimately flawed.

From the publication of his first novel, The Tin Drum, Grass became not so much Germany's moral
conscience, as he is often described, as its stern teacher in confronting the Nazi past. When the novel - still
his greatest - was published in 1959 against the background of the cold war and postwar reconstruction,
there was still an almost complete silence in the Federal Republic about the Third Reich and in particular
about the Holocaust. Part of what made the book so shocking at the time - something that it is difficult to
appreciate now - was the way it took on events such as Kristallnacht.

Related: Günter Grass obituary

Thus Grass came to exemplify the long process of what Theodor Adorno, in an influential essay published
the same year as The Tin Drum, called "working through the past". Grass endlessly lectured his countrymen
about the need to remember and draw the right lessons from the Nazi past. It was this long shadow cast by
the Third Reich that led him to oppose German unification in 1990 and, several years later, to quit the Social
Democrat party after it agreed to tighten Germany's asylum law.

However, the story of the Federal Republic's Vergangenheitsbewältigung ("mastering the past") since the
1960s was always one of escapism as well as engagement: even those who thought of themselves as
challenging the silence about the Third Reich, such as the students who demonstrated on the streets of West
Germany in the 1960s and 1970s, had a much more ambivalent relationship with it than they claimed or even
realised. In their desperate attempts to learn - and apply - the lessons of the Nazi past, they often saw a
repetition of Auschwitz in other far-flung parts of the world and in doing so relativised the crimes of the Nazis.
Worse, their own absolute certainty that they had decisively rejected Nazi thought actually made them
vulnerable to its influence.

When Grass was in his late 70s, it became clear that even he was vulnerable to such evasion. In 2006, he
revealed in his memoir Peeling the Onion that he had been a member of the Waffen-SS as a teenager. It
was not so much the revelation itself that was so problematic: regardless of whether it was true that - as he
claimed, he had been assigned to the Waffen-SS despite volunteering for the regular Wehrmacht - who
could hold his actions as a 15-year-old against him? Rather, what made it so shocking and devastating for
Grass's reputation was that he had kept it secret for so long - even after receiving the Nobel Prize in 1999.
Thus Grass's demand for honesty had been based on a lie. Even when he ultimately made the revelation, he
did so in a book - and thus made money from the controversy it caused.

Then, in 2012, Grass published an angry poem, "What Must Be Said", in which he implicitly equated Israel
with Nazi Germany. In the poem - written using the poet's "last drop of ink" - he imagined himself as a
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survivor of an Israeli nuclear strike on Iran and used the German verb auslöschen (which literally means to
extinguish or annihilate, but evokes genocide in general and the Holocaust in particular) to describe what
Israel planned to do to Iran. There is a long history on the German left - for example among the
Achtundsechziger, or 1968ers - of this strategy of using terminology associated with the Nazi past to
describe others such as the United States or Israel and thus to relativise the Holocaust: what Dan Diner has
called "exonerating projection".

The two controversies late in Grass's life illustrate the gaps and limits in Germany's engagement with the
Nazi past, which is nowadays often held up as a model for other countries such as Japan - not least by
Germans themselves. If even the great moralist Grass had blind spots in his view of his nation's history, what
about the rest of the country? On the other hand, perhaps the case of Grass illustrates that it was sometimes
those Germans who lectured others most loudly about the need to engage with the past who were
themselves trying the hardest to escape from it.
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These may be the last Christians of the Middle East - unless we help;
Islamic extremism has taken persecution to a new level, but the seeds
were sown a decade ago in the US- and British-led Iraq invasion

BYLINE: Jane Corbin
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Christianity is under siege in the very place where it was born. Hundreds of thousands of Christians have fled
Iraq and Syria in the face of Islamic extremism and conflict. After a six-week trip across the Middle East in
which I met church leaders and embattled congregations, it is clear to me that Christianity is hanging by a
thread, and may not survive in some places. Some Christians said that after the brutality they had suffered
and witnessed, they feared that relations with their Muslim neighbours could never be restored.

In Iraq the situation is critical. I visited the monastery of St Matthew, which has occupied a mountain top
above the plain of Nineveh, in the north of the country, since the fourth century. Below you can hear artillery
blasts and see western airstrikes on Islamic State positions. When Christianity stretched across the Roman
empire, 7,000 monks worshipped here: today only six are left, and hardly anyone dares visit the ancient site
which could soon become just a relic of Christianity in the region.

Related: The end of Christianity in the Middle East could mean the demise of Arab secularism | William
Dalrymple

Many of the inhabitants of the Christian villages in the valley below the monastery have fled to Irbil, in
Kurdistan, where more than a thousand displaced Christian families are camped in a half-built shopping mall.
Leila and Imad Aziz fled Mosul last summer when Islamic State occupied the city, and gave Christians the
same harsh choices faced by their ancestors under Muslim rulers centuries ago: convert to Islam, leave the
city, or pay the jizya - a heavy Christian tax. "We can't go back to Mosul for fear of being killed, kidnapped or
robbed," Imad told me.

Like many Christians the couple once had a good life and a successful business. Leila crosses herself as
she remembers passing through Isis roadblocks where their money, jewellery, even clothes were taken. "We
can't ever return to Mosul as we have nothing left there" says Leila. Imad believes Christians have become
an endangered species in the region. "I believe that in four to five years very few Christians will remain - they
will be able to point a finger at them saying 'he's a Christian'."

But what should be remembered is that this wave of Christian persecution began not with Islamic State, but a
decade ago in the chaos sparked by the US- and British-led invasion of Iraq. Under Saddam Hussein's rule
Christians in fact enjoyed what they now recall as a golden age. They were free to worship and played a full
role in society. However, the removal of the dictator let loose an ugly Shia-Sunni power struggle. Father
Douglas Bazi, a Catholic priest I met in Irbil, explained the consequences: "They looked at the west as
infidels, and as Christians we were seen in the same way". Father Bazi is now caring for 135 families in
tents.

The priest's church in Baghdad was bombed and he was taken hostage until the church paid a ransom. His
captors broke his back with a hammer - then his teeth, one by one. "If you look at history, we are the same
group who lose every time. They push us to lose our faith, our people, our role, our positions, our job, now
we have lost our homes - so what next?" A million people, two-thirds of Iraq's Christians, fled in the decade
following the fall of Saddam.

A million people, two-thirds of Iraq's Christians, fled in the decade following the fall of Saddam

The same story is repeated across the Middle East, where the Arab spring unleashed forces that turned
against authoritarian leaders and the Christians they once protected. In Syria I visited Maaloula, where 3,000
Christians fled during battles between government forces and Islamic militants. This ancient place of
pilgrimage is one of only three places in the world where they still speak Aramaic, the language of Jesus
Christ.

Christians are starting to come back now that government forces have re-taken the town. One woman
showed me the blackened ruined walls of her home and the cafe, she ran for tourists. "We never believed
the Muslims would do this to us, but we have to be strong and thank God we are alive," she said.

The sixth century monastery of St Sergius was occupied by militants who destroyed precious Christian
treasures. Muslim families from Maaloula fled the fighting too but have not been allowed to return - Christians
accuse them of helping the militants.
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More than 200,000 people have died in Syria's four years of civil war. They are overwhelmingly Muslims,
many killed by the Assad regime. But Christians have had to make hard choices. Maaloula was seen as a
turning point, and many have now put their faith in the Assad regime as the only option for their religion to
survive. As Antoinette Nasrullah told me: "I cannot leave Maaloula - if there are no Christians here there will
be no Christians in Syria."

In Damascus I met Father Nawras Sammour, who runs the Jesuit Relief Service, which is feeding 5,000
people a day, mostly Muslims displaced by the war. "This was our way of serving our country in this crisis"
says Father Narwas. "Syria is a beautiful mosaic of different communities and it should stay that way". Like
many church leaders he cannot accept the Islamist vision of society. The present government is seen as
somehow a guarantee of some security for Christians - but tens of thousands have already fled Syria, never
to return.

Christianity remains a force only in Lebanon, where the common enemy for Muslims and Christians alike is
Islamic extremism. There are other threats, however - in historic Palestine young Christians leave for jobs
and a more secure life abroad. Emigration and fear are sapping the life of Christian communities even in
relatively peaceful parts of the region.

But it's in Iraq that the religion faces its greatest test. It may even be too late for Christianity to survive on the
plain of Nineveh.

So should the west, instead of wringing its hands, help them to leave? As Father Bazi told me: "Open
the gates, give my people visas." Providing Christians with dignity and the right to life is now paramount.
Not, as he says, preparing them once again to be sheep for slaughter.

· This World: Kill the Christians is on BBC 2 tonight at 9pm
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The SNP is full of contradictions, yet still it can ride the wave;
The inconsistencies in its manifesto hardly matter because the SNP has
both momentum and the trust of a large chunk of the Scottish electorate

BYLINE: David Torrance
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For those who thought they'd had their fill of political cross-dressing at the Labour and Conservative
manifesto launches last week, today it continued with the Scottish National party. For the first time in the
party's history, its statement of policy was directed at the whole of the UK rather than just Scotland.

At times during a typically slick launch - the marketing side of nationalism has long been its most impressive -
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon sounded like a born-again unionist, speaking of "shared interests" with those
beyond Scotland. If the SNP emerged from the election "in a position of influence", she said, then it would
seek to "exercise it in the interests of people not just in Scotland but across the whole of the UK".

"Your views," added the SNP leader, "do matter to me."

Related: Think Nicola Sturgeon has risen from nowhere? Think again | Lesley Riddoch

That is, as long as those "views" happen to chime with SNP policy, and as long as they're not even faintly
Conservative; part of Sturgeon's manifesto introduction states simply: "The SNP will never put the Tories into
power." But that, as well as other aspects of the document, begged the obvious question: what if England
happens to want a Tory government, or at the very least gives it the most votes and seats?

Tough luck, appears to be the SNP's response; indeed, the manifesto makes clear that even if a
Conservative government is initially formed, its MPs will "vote in a motion of confidence" to prevent it "getting
off the ground". The alternative, as Sturgeon has made clear in recent weeks, is to "make a Labour
government bolder and better" rather than just a "carbon copy of the Tories".

This is fine in constitutional theory but trickier in practice - the SNP appears to have given no thought to the
perceived legitimacy of a nationalist-tinged government in swaths of England, not to forget Wales and
Northern Ireland - while it also risks coming across as arrogant: promising to implement "progressive politics"
in the rest of the UK, whether it likes it or not, just as Margaret Thatcher "imposed" rightwing policies on
Scotland in the 1980s.

Under current SNP logic, the Iron Lady had a perfect right to do so, for she commanded an overall majority
within the "Westminster system". Funnily enough, nationalists did not defend her governments on that basis
at the time. Rather, up went the cry of "no mandate". Where, then, would the English, Welsh and Northern
Irish mandate be for the policies of a party that doesn't even field candidates outside Scotland?

In ideological terms, meanwhile, the manifesto clearly indicates the SNP is on a leftward journey following
more than two decades of Salmondite triangulation. The UK government is encouraged to recognise
Palestine, while it has moved into line with Labour on reintroducing the 50p rate, a tax on bankers' bonuses,
a bank levy, a mansion tax and the abolition of "non-dom" status, having hitherto been reluctant to commit on
many of these "progressive" moves.

But it's also smart politics, narrowing the gap between the SNP and Labour and making a deal, however
informal, more realistic. On the other hand it might also encourage Ed Miliband to call the SNP's bluff. If
Labour is the largest party, he doesn't need nationalist support to become prime minister, and thereafter
could challenge Sturgeon (who once again made clear that she, rather than Alex Salmond, would lead any
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negotiations) to put up or shut up. In that context, and however many MPs it had, the SNP would be in an
uncomfortable position.

Related: Nicola Sturgeon reaches out to Labour at SNP manifesto launch

There were, however, the usual weaknesses, so prevalent during the long referendum campaign. At the
launch, Sturgeon said the manifesto was "bursting with ideas and ambition", but it was also bursting with
spending pledges and very little explanation of how they'd be funded beyond generalities. At points it
resembles New Labour in its 2005 pomp; even the word "prudent" appears, alongside a Republican-like
promise to "enshrine in law" deficit reduction and a balanced budget.

But the contradictions - some of them substantial - hardly matter, for the SNP possesses both momentum
and the trust of a large chunk of the Scottish electorate. The Conservative defence secretary Michael Fallon
called the manifesto "the most expensive ransom note in history", but it will make life even harder for the
beleaguered Scottish Labour party.
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You can tell a lot about the west by the way it celebrates autocrats'
deaths;
Does the west's insistence on trading freedoms for stability actually
achieve anything except platitudes at the funerals of dead strongmen?

BYLINE: Antony Loewenstein
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Western-friendly dictators can die in peace, knowing they'll be lauded as soon as they stop breathing. So it
was for Singapore's founding father Lee Kuan Yew, who recently passed away at the age of 91. Tributes
poured in from across the globe. Barack Obama called him " visionary " while Australian prime minister Tony
Abbott mourned a " friend ".

Neither man mentioned that Lee presided over an authoritarian state where dissent was barely tolerated,
where even his commemoration was marked by the authorities shutting down events at Speaker's Corner,
the only place in the country where protest is permitted.

Singapore may have become a global business hub in a matter of decades, a remarkable economic feat, but
growing numbers of its young citizens no longer believe or accept that silence in the face of repression is
acceptable. Clean sidewalks may not be enough anymore to satisfy a public yearning for more.

After Lee's death, Singapore arrested a local teenager for daring to post a video slamming the deceased
leader's record. Greater freedom of speech and rights is on the agenda for its globally connected youth.

This is the problem with dictators admired in elite western circles for being able to dismiss the will of the
people even more successfully than elected politicians; the population eventually wants change.

In the eyes of the west, Singaporean autocracy was less important than the building of a stable Asian nation
that enriched western and Asian businesses. Lee Kwan Yew didn't need to push this message too hard to
convince anybody. After all, the west is more than happy to deal with China, another success story with a
deplorable human rights record and worsening attacks on civil society.

The tradeoff - stability and prosperity for authoritarianism - is global. When Saudi King Abdullah died in
January this year, Australian government buildings lowered their flags to mark the death. Obama flew to the
funeral to pay respects to the royal family.

Alongside a massive entourage, including the CIA director and a host of Democrat and Republican figures,
Obama's goal was to confirm the primacy of the special relationship between Saudi Arabia and America and
reassure the unelected sheikhs that he wasn't intending to leave them isolated against an ascendant Iran,
which has increasing control over four regional capitals - Sana'a, Baghdad, Damascus and Beirut - as a
result of Washington's invasion of Iraq in 2003 that unleashed a chain-reaction of shifting alliances.

Saudi Arabia beheads its own people, its legal system is opaque, it refuses women basic rights, like
permission to drive, and tolerates no criticism of its rule. Its abundant oil is used ruthlessly to keep heads of
state in line; Obama, Abbott and other western heads of state are unwilling to challenge a country that is
known to export terror.

The response to another autocrat's death, Indonesia's Suharto, in 2008, was also enthusiastic. Former
Australian prime minister Paul Keating damned critics who dared condemn the dictator as "a cruel and
intolerant repressor" when in fact he had "saved Indonesia from destruction". Left unsaid were the million
Indonesians killed after Suharto's bloody ascension to the presidency in the 1960s and the occupation of
East Timor.

The New York Times obituary noted his rule as "one of the most brutal and corrupt of the 20th century". This
didn't bother Keating, who saluted Soeharto for bringing "stability" on Australia's doorstep.

How dictators are revered in their death wholly depends on their usefulness to western interests. When
US-backed Iraqi-forces executed Saddam Hussein in 2006, few mourned his bloody rule. Yet for decades,
Hussein was a close American ally, during a time when he was at his most murderous against internal
dissent.

Washington even provided the location of Iranian troops to Saddam's Iraq in 1988, to assist in a chemical
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weapons attack. It was only when Saddam invaded Kuwait in 1990 that America designated him an official
enemy.

But is the west's insistence on stability helping reduce violence? Aligning with the darkest forces on the
planet for the sake of oil, access or apparent geo-strategic positioning is guaranteed to achieve the opposite.
Western leaders inevitably end up preparing grandiose and intrusive plans to control the monsters they've
unleashed. Dirty alliances, escalation and invasions with unpredictable outcomes; this seems like all our
leaders know. Afterwards come the glowing eulogies.

Many leaders are happy to play the Washington game and are feted accordingly. Criticism of abuses in
Uzbekistan, Ethiopia, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Vietnam and Israel are muted because military, strategic or
economic benefits to both sides are integral to these relationships. Deaths of their rulers would bring
salutatory statements from Britain and America. Conversely, Russia is deemed a national security threat
because it refuses to be bought by economic threats from the US.

When you dance with the devil, you'll be bitten on the behind. Democratic security and moral integrity is
weakened when western friends commit abuses and they're ignored or rationalised. You can tell an awful lot
about so-called western values when leaders fawn at the feet of autocrats when they die.
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On Scott McIntyre: the greatest insult is to whitewash the fallen;
Opprobrium didn't pour down on the SBS reporter out of respect for the
history of Anzac, but because he breached our accord about how we
view the past

BYLINE: Geoff Lemon
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It was bizarre watching the Scott McIntyre situation unfold. As an SBS football reporter, the man hardly
inhabits the pinnacle of public consciousness. But after a few fairly incoherent criticisms of Australia's military
history on Anzac Day, he had national attention.

Here was a barrel with a dugong jammed in the top: Malcolm Turnbull and all manner of media populists only
had to tweet something about a disgrace, include McIntyre's Twitter handle, then sit back and watch their
followers go to work.

Related: SBS sports reporter Scott McIntyre sacked over 'despicable' Anzac tweets

Having done my share of research on the world wars, I could happily lecture McIntyre about the holes in his
understanding. But those responding to him were not about challenging his views, they were attacking him
for stating them. Soon afterwards SBS sacked him, citing breaches of audience trust and social media
guidelines. Your feelings about people a century dead may now constitute a sackable offence.

Let's start with a quick historical assessment of McIntyre's comments. It's hard to argue with Gallipoli being
"an imperialist invasion of a foreign nation that Australia had no quarrel with". As for Anzac Day being
celebrated by "poorly-read, largely white, nationalist drinkers and gamblers" who lack perspective on the
relevant wars, ask the UDL-smashing Instagram kids mangling their hashtags with #letsweforget. So far so
good, until McIntyre goes on to prove his own paucity of reading.

Most of the furore surely stemmed from this: "Remembering the summary execution, widespread rape and
theft committed by these 'brave' Anzacs in Egypt, Palestine and Japan." And in fact there is plenty of
historical evidence of all three crimes.

But for want of a simple qualifier - "some Anzacs" instead of "these Anzacs" - McIntyre descends into
hyperbole. Saying they were all criminals is as daft as saying they were all pure as Mont Blanc powder.
Labels applied to any group are liable to peel off in a little hot water.

McIntyre really cranked the tap with his next post. "Not forgetting that the largest single-day terrorist attacks
in history were committed by this nation & their allies in Hiroshima & Nagasaki".

It's hard to know where to start here. Linking Australian soldiers with the US High Command is a mighty
stretch - the Manhattan Project was rivalled only by Allied codebreaking for secrecy. You can join the 80-year
debate on civilian bombing, but singling out one aerial attack in a war defined by them shows no
understanding of context.

Retrospectively applying the rubric of terrorism is specious. At the time the atom bombs were just better
explosives in a race for destructive means. The Tokyo firebombing killed more people than either. Only in the
post-war nuclear era did atomic bombing assume greater significance. Today, having become such an
emotive and obvious symbol, you can gauge the superficiality of someone's understanding by how soon they
invoke it.

Opprobrium didn't pour down on McIntyre out of respect for historical veracity. It was because he'd disturbed
a broadly accepted idea of sanctity on a day that has been secularly consecrated. Without a whole lot to
believe in, many of us have deemed Anzac Day holy.

Related: Malcolm Turnbull denies influencing SBS sacking of Scott McIntyre for Anzac tweets

It gives us a sense of belonging and meaning. McIntyre breached the general public accord: not in saying
hateful things about people who might suffer as a consequence, but in how we collectively view ourselves
and our past.
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As much as I think his comments were factually flawed and deliberately designed to inflame, nothing says
that I should then send him messages of rage and hate, or that he doesn't deserve to have a job that is in no
way related to those opinions.

It's interesting that we invest so much into commemorating something we know so little about. In our public
understanding, Anzacs are heroes, while we ignore the war crimes that are part of any military history.
Anzacs were happy larrikins, not scared kids hiding in mud. Anzacs joined up for freedom, not because of
white feathers or poverty or magistrates. The Turks were an honourable enemy at Gallipoli, and in the
second world war the Japanese were inhuman - although both killed Allied prisoners or worked them to
death building railways. Kokoda saved Australia from invasion, even though Japan's ships were beneath the
Pacific. Anzacs defended our freedom, when few of our wars have served any such purpose.

Related: Anzac Day as Australian religion: can a bloody defeat ever really be sacred?

And statements like those above are disrespectful, as though a fight is less brave when you're realistic about
the context in which it was fought.

The greatest insult you can offer the fallen is to lie about who they were and what they did - to whitewash
their sins and burnish their glories. That robs them of the right to be seen as the people they were, and it
co-opts their experience for the use of millions of us who were never there and can never know what it was
like.

When it comes to disrespect, don't worry about some guy on Twitter who could stand to spend more time in
the library. Worry about the disrespect offered by so many of us who think we're showing the opposite, the
kind of which so much modern commemoration is guilty.
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conversation complies;
However specious Peter Schweizer's claims about Clinton Fuundation
are, there's something rich about the GOP sucking up to their rich
donors and criticizing hers

BYLINE: Jeb Lund
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There is one fundamental question of modern presidential politics: Who are our candidates listening to, and
how? Are those people a problem? And how can we get them - either the politicians, or those to whom they
are listening - to listen to us?

Currently at the center of our national frustration with our pay-for-play political system is Hillary Clinton,
because Republican activist Peter Schweizer's - a man with a strong record of partisan political
investigations that can be easily debunked - new book Clinton Cash "exposes" a number of coincidental
decisions he'd like people to believe that Hillary Clinton made as Secretary of State. While her husband Bill
collected fees for speaking appearances before various groups, Schweizer "reports" that decisions made
within the State Department may have had direct and indirect effects on their financial interests.

The most eye-catching coincidence involves a deal to sell a Canadian mining company, Uranium One, to the
Russian atomic energy agency Rosatom. This deal ultimately gave Rosatom control of one-fifth of uranium
production capacity in the US. However, since uranium is classified as a strategic asset - for all the
mushroom cloud reasons you can imagine - the sale had to be approved by multiple US agencies, including
the State Department.

During this transaction, which evolved slowly from 2009-2013, the Clinton Foundation accepted four different
donations from the owner and chairman of Uranium One, totalling $2.35m. And Bill Clinton personally
accepted $500,000 from a Russian investment bank touting the Uranium One stock and connected to the
Russian government for a speech in Moscow.

Now, there are many reasons to discount Schweizer's allegations. For one thing, the State Department was
one of nine agencies on the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States that had to approve the
Rosatom deal, and State didn't chair it (Clinton, like her predecessors, delegated responsibility for the CFIUS
meetings to the Assistant Secretary of State for Economic, Energy and Business Affairs). The owner of
Uranium One who gave the Clinton Foundation money wasn't still the owner by the time Clinton became
Secretary of State ; the chairman said that he committed his money before she took the job or the deal was
in the offing.

And, in 2010, giving a renegade Putin control of one-fifth of America's spooky boom-boom metal didn't seem
sinister; it's only in hindsight that it does seem nefarious, after Putin's annexation of the Crimea. At the time,
outside of the neocon groups huddling in John Bolton's "we're all gonna die!" anxiety closet, it was
considered a good idea to increase cooperation and defuse tensions between the US and Russia. Lastly, if
we know nothing else about Bill Clinton, it's that he'd give a 45-minute talk about resource allocation to a hot
dog sandwich if there were $250,000 in it.

But, in the wake of Citizens United and the new operating assumption that money is speech, going into 2016,
we ought to ask if Clinton's position is unique.

"Not A Real Jeb" Bush and his family have extensive ties to the energy industry, Poppy Bush having made
his fortune in oil wildcatting. The connections that funded Dubya's surprisingly personally profitable failed
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energy companies extent to Jeb as well. And don't forget the family's deep ties to the House of Saud,the
ruling dynasty of the globe's leading exporter of 9/11 hijackers and the funders of Isis. Jeb, of course, hasn't
formally declared his candidacy yet, partly to avoid putting caps on the amount these groups can donate to
him.

There's Ted Cruz, who has declared - most likely because he can't rake in as much money as Jeb - still has
his own billionaire, a tax-dodger named Robert Mercer. Scott Walker was long considered the billionaire
Koch brothers' preferred candidate (you may remember him from the time he was prank called by someone
imitating David Koch ), but Walker may no longer be the brothers' favorite. Marco Rubio won the straw poll at
the Koch brother's donor summit - and that's nothing to sneeze at, considering they've stated their
willingness to spend up to $889m on political groups, think tanks and endowments through 2016.

Rubio, like Cruz, argues that government and regulation are bad because wealthy groups can use "crony
capitalism" to influence other elites, and that, if you can eliminate regulation or reduce the influence of
government, wealthy people will no longer be able to use their wealth to influence policy. Immediately after
declaring his candidacy, Rubio gave a billionaire sugar baron a big hug.

There are more candidates to mention, but let's end with Rand Paul, who also dislikes crony capitalism. He's
backed by Ayn Randroid billionaire Peter Thiel and has spent months courting the billionaire venture
capitalists of Silicon Valley. He also used to really hate American funding of Israel, until he met billionaire
political donor Sheldon Adelson, who loves Israel and almost singlehandedly kept Newt Gingrich's laughable
2012 campaign alive.

All of this access and all of this funding is completely permissible under the law established by Citizens
United. At any moment, these donors can drop a few score million into a PAC that will absolutely, positively
not coordinate in any way, shape or form with the candidate's campaign, even if they are run by personal
friends or former aides of the candidate. As long as they pinky-swear that they aren't taking direction from or
giving direction to the candidates on whom they're spending untold millions, it's all just free speech according
to the US supreme court, which stated that raising this kind of money via third-party PACs does "not give rise
to corruption or the appearance of corruption."

Whither Clinton, then? If these funds and donors are able to aid the campaigns of these candidates, it is an
unfair double standard to argue that she or her husband cannot pursue "global initiatives" without being
tainted? And if the argument is that these ties are problematic because Clinton was in office, why is it
acceptable that all those other candidates - besides Bush - are cultivating these ties while in office
themselves? Condemning Clinton sounds more like sour grapes - like condemning her achievement.

Besides, if Citizens United has taught us anything, it is that money is equivalent to speech: to borrow from
Clauswitz, it is an expression of one's convictions by other means. And what job does a diplomat have if not
to listen to others' speech? If anything, it appears that critics are castigating Hillary Clinton for doing her job
really, really well.

If there is fault to be found in Clinton or the Clinton Foundation possibly giving a more attentive ear to groups
and individuals who have the funds needed to empower initiatives, it is in those of us who have not done
enough to advance our own political interests by increasing and then donating to politicians our personal
wealth. Why should we punish others, and Clinton, for their successes? Instead of tearing them down,
maybe we should focus on building ourselves up so we can more effectively express ourselves, through
robust outlays of cash.

But that's just my two cents.
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The arts are much more than simply money-making 'creative industries';
The arts should be one of the areas to challenge the idea that our
political and financial masters have a monopoly on what counts as
established reality

BYLINE: Giles Fraser
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Ukip has precious little to say about the arts. Indeed, judging by its manifesto, it wants to replace theatres
with pubs (ones you can smoke in) and galleries with tourist centres celebrating British heritage. Rule
Britannia, and all that. What we used to call the mainstream parties talk about the creative industries and the
importance of creativity in general - which is generally made to feel like an attribute of the entrepreneurial
spirit and thus is folded into the whole capitalist ethos. Only the Greens specifically say they will raise arts
funding, by £500m. In an age of austerity and utilitarianism, the arts are an easy target, the low-hanging fruit
of those scouring public finances for cuts.

So why the arts? Because as politics becomes ever more homogenised and defensive - as indicated by the
present election - the arts should be one of the places to challenge the idea that our political and financial
masters have a monopoly on what counts as established reality. As I sat watching Caryl Churchill's fine Light
Shining in Buckinghamshire at the National Theatre last week, I realised how much the politics of 1649 were
so much more interesting and expansive than the dreary fare of 2015. It reminded me of something we used
to call vision, a sense that the world could be otherwise, that our political assumptions can always be turned
upside down. That used to be the role of religion. It widened the lens and stimulated the political imagination
to consider broader social perspectives. But in a secular age, that responsibility now resides primarily with
the arts.

Like the prophets of the Hebrew scriptures, the best theatre should risk being pelted with rotten tomatoes
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My friend Assi Dayan died exactly a year ago, on 1 May 2014. He was a troubled actor and filmmaker,
whose deep resources of existential honesty produced some of the most critical films of Israeli cinema,
launching broadsides against unthinking loyalty - loyalty to the sort of militarism that his father, the famously
eye-patched Moshe Dayan, had done so much to inculcate into Israeli culture. When Moshe saw Assi's first
collection of poems, he dismissed them as kishkush (nonsense) - the standard reaction of the right to any
sort of expression that refuses the parameters of accepted discourse. Last week, on Israeli independence
day, I showed one of his films, Life According to Agfa, at the JW3 Jewish cultural centre in north London. A
member of the audience was angry I had chosen this day, of all days, to show a film in which Israeli soldiers
murder fellow Jews in a Tel Aviv bar. My argument back was that self-criticism can be another, sometimes
deeper, form of loyalty, an attempt to hold something you love to a higher standard.

Which is why the arts, unless they become mere entertainment and propaganda, should often elicit just this
sort of reaction. Like the prophets of the Hebrew scriptures, the best theatre should risk being pelted with
rotten tomatoes. For the primary vocation of the prophets was not to predict the future but to tell a wider (and
often unpopular) truth about the present. But in this way the arts revivify the possibilities of human
experience, and suggest that our familiar patterns of political expression may have a dark side that we refuse
to acknowledge.

The irony is that Agfa - that is, film, or now video - is partly responsible for this. Our politicians hunker down
in front of the cameras, terrified to say anything that may fall outside the safety of accepted parameters. For
as well as being a medium for critical thinking, "Agfa" can just as easily encourage a stultifying
one-dimensionality. And it is the job of the arts proper to disrupt this. Which is why it is so convenient for
mainstream politicians to divert its funding into pubs or heritage or "the creative industries" - as a result of
which arts organisations which require substantial funding can easily become playthings of the wealthy
donors that support them. And so the boundaries of our (political) imagination contract further, to the
detriment of us all.

@giles_fraser
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Coalitions should stay where they belong - in Borgen;
When you're in the voting booth silently screaming 'none of the above',
the prospect of getting two or more of them is truly horrific

BYLINE: Marina Hyde
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Whatever rolling crapstorm we wake up to the morning after next week's election, try to remember: it could
be worse. "Latest poll could give me the casting vote in next parliament," enticed George Galloway on
Tuesday. "No wonder the establishment are panicking!"

There you go. I once saw a movie on a plane in which the entire US presidential election somehow came
down to the vote of Kevin Costner. I was several miniatures to the good at the time, but I distinctly remember
it being misbilled as comedy-drama as opposed to horror.

Those of us who have long suspected that merriment may be all that is left to us come 8 May should
obviously be pushing for George to back himself a step further, and simply declare himself a minority
government of one. He certainly has the chutzpah - if he'll forgive the Yiddish, although the caper would
inevitably end in an abortive attempt to get into Buckingham Palace to see the Queen, while tourists shouted:
"Hey! Gunther von Hagens wants his hat back!" (Incidentally, are there non-creepy people in public life
welded to black fedoras? Otherwise I'm calling it on the basis of those two.)

Meanwhile, would it be the moment to declare that reports of the British public's appetite for coalition are
insanely exaggerated? Nick Clegg is forever stressing, of the coalition, that "you chose it". "It was your
decision." "The British public chose to do things differently." That may be academically accurate, cupcake,
but it isn't how anyone bar about 12 Lib Dem ministers actually feels in their gut. Most people mutter
something about "none of the above"; getting two of the above doesn't feel like you won a bonus.

Just as it has historically been difficult to see the United States as anything but a naturally Republican
country (though changing demographics could alter that), so you'd have to be on quite a few miniatures
indeed to argue that the British have their hearts in coalition. Forget the niche appeal of the Danish
power-sharing drama Borgen - maybe when Simon Cowell disposes of the idea of winners and makes the X
Factor finalists form a terrible coalition band together then we can agree that tastes have changed.

There are, of course, many alternative scenarios that could begin unfolding next Friday morning, from
minority government to supply-and-confidence-plus, and all the rest of the ones that sound like incontinence
pad brands. A few weeks ago, it was rumoured that Tory planners had looked into the constitutional
possibilities of David Cameron simply refusing to move out of Downing Street, on the basis that no one else
had really won either. Seinfeld fans will recognise this move as owing something to the George Costanza
playbook, after the episode in which George resigns from his job, regrets it, and just goes back to work
like nothing has happened (a plotline inspired by Larry David doing just that during his days as a writer on
Saturday Night Live).

I say that Tory planners "looked into the constitutional possibilities". But what, really, does one look into? In
the aftermath of the last election, when people wondered what the monarch's role might be in the event of a
stalemate, it was suggested that the best authority on how to proceed was a 1950 letter to the Times,
believed to be from George VI's private secretary, but written pseudonymously. Yes, this is your country. Try
not to choke on it.
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There are four nations in the world without a written constitution: us, Israel, Saudi Arabia and New Zealand.
A series of very unfortunate events in very quick succession - the expenses scandal, the phone-hacking
affair and its Murdoch-friendly cover-up - should read like cosmic hints that maybe, you know, we need to get
one. But we don't. Think of what a commission to come up with ideas for one could discuss, just off the top of
your head - enshrining freedom of speech, increasing the powers of committees that scrutinise government,
electoral reform, dismantling the notion that MPs are simply rubber stamps ... But we don't.

All sides of the political elite have failed to act, because they don't want to

Iraq has a written constitution. Maybe your invadees are like your children: you want them to have what you
never did. I do hope one of Iraqi TV's satirical shows does a real number on Westminster the week following
this election, pointing out all the warring tribes, and wondering - more in sorrow than in anger - whether we
actually want to fix ourselvesor should basically be left to sort out our malfunctioning bit of region on our own.

Time and again, moments of public outrage become missed opportunities, allowed to fade away without
being seized as the moment to do something permanently edifying about the way in which the country is
governed. All sides of the political elite have failed to act, because they don't want to. The US constitution
begins "we the people". The unwritten nature of ours effectively means it begins "we the politicians". The US
has the First Amendment; we have draconian secrecy and libel laws and a succession of politicians covering
up both cock-ups and conspiracies by gesturing conveniently at things such as "national security".

And now, the polls indicate that we're nearing a second successive election ending in chaos and people
literally grasping at government by 1950 letters to the Times. This is farce repeated as farce.

You'd like to think that the sheer embarrassment of going through it twice on the bounce might persuade
even those incapable of acting in anything other than their own interest that there might be something in a
written constitution for them as well as the rest of us. You'd like to think that. But on the form book, you'd be
mad to bet against us seeing each other here again in five years' time. If not in October.
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The Texas shooting should not distort our view of free speech;
Our knee-jerk defence of offensiveness, be it over the Dallas attacks or
the Charlie Hebdo murders, overlooks the bravery of those who are truly
questioning power

BYLINE: Priyamvada Gopal
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The gun attack in Dallas, Texas, at a contest to draw cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad, evokes memories
of the January shootings at the Paris office of the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo.

Two gunmen were killed and a security guard injured at the Muhammad Art Exhibit, organised this weekend
by the American Freedom Defense Initiative. Coincidentally, the French magazine will pick up a Freedom of
Expression Courage honour in New York tomorrow, awarded by the literary group PEN. When six writers
pulled out of the ceremony in protest, Salman Rushdie accused them of cowardice and condoning terrorism.
The six argue that the award validates "selectively offensive" racist and anti-Islamic material. All parties
rightly agree that no one anywhere should be threatened or harmed for what they write or draw.

Related: It's still right to honour Charlie Hebdo | Nesrine Malik

But are all victims of this contemptible violence automatically courageous? To insist that this is so, as PEN
appears to be doing in honouring Charlie Hebdo for "soldiering on", paradoxically allows the actions of the
criminally violent, whatever cause they claim, to determine what constitutes brave and significant speech.
Are Draw the Prophet contests - organised in this instance by the virulent anti-Islamic campaigner Pamela
Geller and attended by the far-right Dutch politician Geert Wilders - really the sort of thing for which we
defend the hard-won right to speak difficult truths?

The time has come for a more challenging conversation about what makes for the really courageous and
truly oppositional. Outcries about free speech that revolve solely around western controversialists and
unhinged gunmen declaring insult threaten to narrow our understanding of its value; we are in danger of
thinking of all offending speech as brave speech. Without giving quarter to violence even against pubescent
graffiti, we must ask what sorts of speech make the defence of freedom of expression truly worthwhile.

Free speech is most precious when it genuinely questions power, when dissent challenges and undermines
an unacceptable status quo. Meaningful dissent makes the invisible visible. While the openly tyrannical are
obvious targets, in formally democratic contexts free speech is truly only a weapon when it sets its sights
upon insidious norms and received ideas rather than sanctioned enemies. Charlie Hebdo is frequently
described as satire against the powerful, but power is always context-specific. What is the oppositional value
of caricaturing religion in a formally secular nation, particularly if the targeted faith is that of a demonised
minority who are often pilloried as enemies of the state anyway?

By contrast, it was breathtakingly brave of the Saudi blogger Raif Badawi to criticise a vicious
religious-political regime. Publicly flogged and still in jail, Badawi continues to pay a heavy price. Meanwhile
the governments of "free" western countries continue to parley with Saudi autocrats.

The Bahraini human rights campaigner Nabeel Rajab is back in prison, and on the day that his detention was
extended the British defence secretary, Philip Hammond, secretly visited the repressive regime to which
Britain wants to sell BAE aircraft. Funnily enough, formally secular and formally theocratic countries can
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share the same largely unquestioned faith: the "sacred hunger" of making large profits.

Criticism, like charity, shouldn't be parochial, but it does well to begin at home. It's far easier to attack "them"
than examine the deceit, delusions and cultural certainties that constitute "us" - whether by acknowledging
the depredations of the British empire or exposing its legacy of structural racism. To be brave is to speak up
relentlessly against the austerity consensus across the political classes, and for the poor, disabled people,
asylum seekers, working class migrants: all at the sharp edge of neoliberal economic tyranny.

Neoliberalism has itself cannily narrowed of the idea of 'freedom' to consumer choice and the right to offend

Neoliberalism has itself cannily narrowed of the idea of "freedom" to consumer choice and the right to offend;
instead we should be talking about the right to freedom from exploitation, illness and hunger. Meanwhile, in
ostensibly liberal spaces like British and American universities, conferences on Israel and international law
are cancelled under blatant political pressure, and academics who condemn war crimes in Palestine are
fired.

Murder is only one way to silence people and causes; it's far easier and more effective to turn them into
caricatures ("the loony left", "welfare dependents", "feminazis"). Easier still to allow them minimal speaking
space, since the media is still largely run by half a dozen powerful interests while peddling cant about "our
way of life". As migrants drown in the Mediterranean, the insidiously bland phrase routinely used by
newscasters - "Europe's migrant problem"- shows how mainstream thought can veer towards the far-right.

Be it Dallas or Paris, the tasteless joke is not the same thing as the unpalatable truth. The latter is rarer,
more challenging and harder to disseminate, never mind celebrate. This confusion has serious ramifications:
much energy is expended on the mawkish self-pity of elite literati while the resistance of the
under-represented - who often live in continuous danger - remains invisible. It's time to celebrate the courage
of the genuinely adversarial, those who challenge both cultural certainties and the wilful infliction of adversity
across the world.
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Freedom of speech's real enemy is our narrow consensus on ideas;
To be taken seriously in Australian public life, you can't stray from the
list of approved Very Serious opinions. Scott McIntyre was punished
because he did

BYLINE: Jeff Sparrow

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1601 words

In the novel Candide, Voltaire explains how "in this country, it is wise to kill an admiral from time to time to
encourage the others".

SBS seems to have a similar policy, with the dismissal of Scott McIntyre presumably intended pour
encourager les autres. The message is obvious: if you want to work for us, you'll say the same thing as
everyone else.

After all, McIntyre didn't lose his job for journalistic inaccuracy.

Related: Sacked for speaking your mind? Don't expect the free speech brigade to help | Jason Wilson

As far back as 1929, Rupert Graves, in his Goodbye to All That, noted the reputation Australian soldiers had
earned for executing prisoners, a topic subsequently (and exhaustively) documented by the historian Dale
Blair in his little book No quarter: unlawful killing and surrender in the Australian war experience 1915-18.

In 1915, the Anzacs came to Egypt from a nation fiercely attached to White Australia: it's not, then, surprising
that, as Suzanne Brugger documents in Australians and Egypt 1914-1919, they treated the locals as
"degenerate". As for Hiroshima, McIntyre's scarcely alone in regarding the detonation of an atomic bomb as
an abominable crime.

Thus, as Professor Philip Dwyer notes, "historically speaking... McIntyre is not all that far off the mark".

But that's wasn't the point. Had McIntyre tweeted, "Thank you Anzacs for fighting for our freedom", everyone
knows he'd still be on the payroll - even though, in reality, the Gallipoli invasion aimed not to liberate
Australia but to hand the Dardanelles (as per the terms of the secret Constantinople Agreement ) to the
Russian dictatorship, the most repressive regime in all Europe.

The lesson? It's OK to spout nonsense - so long as as it's conventional nonsense. Yet such overt and clumsy
interventions to discipline reporters are comparatively rare.

Indeed, the bigger threat to quality journalism isn't the public dismissal of those who, like McIntyre, express
unorthodox ideas. It's the cultivation of a system in which unorthodox ideas don't get formed in the first place,
because journalists and writers learn to bite their tongues.

Or, to put it another way, the stick matters less than the carrot in an industry structured to reinforce and
reward conformity, particularly in respect of politics.

The ALP's Barry Jones recently argued that on most major issues the major parties have adopted almost
identical similar stances.

"For Australian voters," Jones explained, "[elections are] like choosing between Coles and Woolworths. At
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present, Australia is ruled by a Grand Alliance, which refuses to engage in serious examination of, say,
climate change, planning for a post-carbon economy, education reform, rethinking foreign policy, or securing
an appropriate revenue base for an ageing society with increasingly sophisticated health needs and the
shadow of Alzheimer's."

For journalists and commentators, the implications of that convergence are obvious. The writers who express
an opinion outside the consensus deal themselves out of the game. By definition, the electoral contest will
unfold within the parameters defined by the two parties capable of forming government.

Those who identify themselves with ideas that differ too greatly from the policies on offer become irrelevant
to the cut and thrust of the campaign - and thus will no longer be treated as what Paul Krugman dubbed
"Very Serious People".

As a result, if you want to be a journalistic player, you keep your opinions within a very narrow range, defined
by Jones' Grand Alliance of the political class.

We're often told that the narrowness of that mainstream consensus reflects the willingness of politicians to
pander to the oafish masses. In fact, that's pretty much what Jones argues.

"A central failure in the current political debacle," he says, "has been the pursuit of populism, fearful of
serious analysis of the major ongoing problems that face societies like ours. Both the Coalition and Labor are
at fault in this. I have sometimes fantasised that there could be room for a new party, called Courage, but I
don't see it on the horizon."

But it's simply wrong to blame the public for this policy convergence. For instance, the Cult of Anzac did not
arise organically but was systemically rebuilt from the top down.

As Marilyn Lake argues in her What's Wrong with Anzac?, a book co-edited with Henry Reynolds, huge
resources have gone to ensuring Australians remember the Great War in the correct fashion:

The vast pedagogical enterprise of the Department of Veterans' Affairs - which under its Commemorative
Activities programme has supplied all schools in Australia, primary and secondary, with voluminous and
sophisticated curriculum materials, websites, virtual tours of the battlefields, handsome prizes including trips
to Gallipoli and other battlefields - has been made possible by massive funding from the federal government,
the budget for this activity increasing from $4,215,000 in 2001-2 to $5,878,000 in 2007-8. ... Has the
equivalent happened in any other democratic country?

Since, then, of course, we've learned that the costs of commemorating the Great War have risen to $430m, a
truly staggering sum suggestive of just how important the political class believes the maintenance of the
Anzac myth to be.

With Jones' other examples, the claim that the narrow political consensus simply reflects popular sentiment
is even less tenable.

Certainly, if pundits want to be Very Serious, they must frame their thoughts on foreign policy within the
context of the US alliance, wholeheartedly embraced by both parties. But the polls persistently reveal an
Australian public with rather different views.

For instance, for years, surveys revealed overwhelming opposition to the Australian commitment to the US's
Afghan war, even as both the Labor and Liberal parties insisted on the value of the mission.

Similarly, public opinion has steadily shifted on the question of Israel, a topic on which Australian
parliamentarians continue to march in lockstep with the US. "The overwhelming trend," argued Peter
Manning in 2012, "shows a sharp swing since the 1980s against Israel's image and actions among ordinary
Australians. The fact of the current disjunction between government policy and public attitudes on the
Israel-Palestine issue receives almost no publicity".
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Nevertheless, it's still more-or-less obligatory, if you want to be a Very Serious commentator, to mutter
something about a two-state solution, even as it's increasingly apparent that a two-state solution is never
going to happen.

Finally, Tim Dunlop recently pointed out the obvious "consensus in regard to economic policy", arguing that
the major parties are both "committed to an economic platform that we might broadly call neoliberal, a
system that seeks to introduce market 'discipline' into the workings of government".

As he also noted, that consensus extends from the politicians to the political class as a whole: the embrace
of free market economics is, indeed, a hallmark of Very Serious writing.

Yet, much to the chagrin of the political class, the public remains resolutely and consistently hostile to
privatisation, deregulation and the other nostrums associated with market discipline, so much so that part of
being Serious is accepting that, on some questions, the popular will shouldn't be represented at all - that,
when it comes to, say, economic reform, the task of the politician is to find a way of circumventing the public.

Jones-style calls for political "courage" are not so much circuit breakers but commonplaces, and they
invariably mean the courage to persist with a policy accepted by the political class and loathed by everyone
else.

The pressure on journalists to embrace the consensus doesn't mean that all pundits write precisely the same
column.

Just as the policy convergence of the parties has fostered a rhetorical stridency to accentuate the small
variations on display, the intellectual narrowness of Very Serious punditry encourages rhetorical
differentiation ("hot takes", contrarianism, even overt trolling) so long as the accepted conclusion eventually
gets articulated.

As a young journalist, Christopher Hitchens put it like this:

In the charmed circle of neoliberal and neoconservative journalism, 'unpredictability' is the special emblem
and certificate of self-congratulation. To be able to bray that 'as a liberal, I say bomb the shit out of them' is to
have achieved that eye-catching, versatile marketability that is so beloved of editors and talk-show hosts.

Later, he provided a neat demonstration of the point via his own career, graduating to Seriousness as he
began polemicising for George Bush's various wars.

Related: WikiLeaks: not perfect, but more important than ever for free speech | Antony Loewenstein

Of course, in recent years, the rise of the online sphere - and, even more so, the growth of social media -
means that readers can access far more journalism than would ever previously have been possible.

Nevertheless, for the time being, Very Serious journalism still occupies a privileged place in the media
landscape, if only because it corresponds with the attitudes of those who form government.

That's what's so interesting about SBS's actions. Yes, Scott McIntyre's views were probably unpopular. But
he wasn't sacked because of an outcry from the public but rather after the direct intervention of a senior
politician. And that - the perceived need to immediately discipline a journalist for wandering off script -
suggests an awareness of how fragile the popular base for the political consensus has now become.
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Is the Sun's 'save our bacon' election front page antisemitic?;
It's hard to say whether the whiff of antisemitism in the image of Ed
Miliband eating a bacon sandwich is intentional, but if he becomes PM
we'll need to keep a careful eye on this kind of thing

BYLINE: Keith Kahn-Harris

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 700 words

Can we agree at least on this: today's Sun front page, featuring Ed Miliband eating a bacon sandwich, is
cruel, abusive and puerile. We should also be able to agree that savage satire of politicians is inevitable and
even desirable in a free press.

But there's another question where no agreement is going to be possible: was the front page of the Sun
surreptitiously antisemitic?

It's fair game to use an unflattering picture of Miliband - and the picture certainly is unflattering - but why this
one? And why use it again, a year after its first use ? After all, Miliband's geekiness provides an
embarrassment of riches to those seeking his ridicule. And why point out that this is a bacon sandwich? And
then emphasise it with jibes about "pig's ears", "porkies" and "saving our bacon"?

Related: Sun has torn into Ed Miliband even more viciously than it hit Neil Kinnock

It's hard to avoid sensing a whiff of antisemitism here. Miliband, after all, could be the first Jewish-born prime
minister since Disraeli. Damning Miliband with porcine satire seems - like the Daily Mail's exposé of his
"Britain-hating" Jewish émigré father - to radiate some nasty connotations. There is a long history of taunting
Jews by associating them with pigs. That the Labour party itself was accused of similarly coded antisemitism
when the (Jewish) Michael Howard was Conservative leader in no way obviates the need to take this
seriously.

Yet the more one delves into this affair, the less clear it becomes. First, there is the vexed question of
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intention: did the Sun journalists who wrote and designed the front page mean to evoke these coded
references? Maybe, maybe not, although perhaps the fact that Rupert Murdoch and the neoconservative
right he represents purport to be philosemitic these days might tip the balance of probabilities into the "not"
camp. However, that doesn't mean unintentional, unconscious antisemitism isn't possible - journalists
working against time and under pressure to deliver a Tory victory are certainly susceptible to seizing on the
meanest image they can find, without thinking through what it connotes.

Whether or not there was antisemitic intent behind the front page, the issue is complicated even further by
the question of how far the Sun's readership will actually get the references. It is by no means clear to me
how aware the public is of Miliband's Jewishness. While he never hides it, in interviews he is as likely to
emphasise the universal resonances of his father's story as he is to frame it Jewishly.

Then there is the question of Miliband's complex relationship with the British Jewish community. There are
now, as there always have been, plenty of Jews involved in the Labour party, and it appears that a Jewish
Labour candidate may even overturn a Tory majority in the heavily Jewish seat of Finchley and Golders
Green that Margaret Thatcher once held. Yet there has been strong criticism of Miliband by some members
of the Jewish community for his stance on Israel and, in particular, for backing a vote to recognise a
Palestinian state last autumn. Certainly, Miliband is in no way a candidate who is universally loved in British
Jewish circles. Publicly eating a bacon sandwich is hardly likely to endear him further.

So where does all this leave us? With a front page that may or may not be read as antisemitic, that may or
may not have been intended to be read as antisemitic by an audience that may or may not know that its
target is actually Jewish, and who embraces and is embraced by the Jewish community in an often lukewarm
fashion.

As I've argued elsewhere, contemporary antisemitism is often strange and difficult to pin down, often
disappearing into a miasma of claims and counter-claims. This is yet another example.

Despite the ambiguity of the front page, we can probably safely make two modest conclusions: first, some
Jews in Britain are likely to be disturbed by it (in fact, from my social media feeds, some certainly are) and
that is worth at least taking seriously. Second, if Miliband becomes prime minister the prevalence of this sort
of image will need to be tracked - if they become more common it will be harder to give an innocent
explanation.
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Netanyahu represents survivalist determination, not Israel's interests;
Bibi's greatest success has been to establish himself as a default prime
minister without giving Israelis a clear idea of where he wants to lead
the country

BYLINE: Anshel Pfeffer

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 660 words

Israel's coalition talks finally concluded at midnight on Wednesday, six long weeks after the election. Israel,
with its proportional representation election system, has only ever had coalition governments - but the latest,
which is Benjamin Netanyahu's fourth, is already shaping up to be one of the worst.

It is hard to decide what is of greater concern - the handing of key ministries, education and justice, to the
leaders of the far-right Habayit Hayehudi (Jewish Home) party, or the fact that this coalition comprises five
rival parties, with a majority of only one Knesset member, spells political paralysis and two equally
unappetising alternatives. Two things may happen: long-term stagnation during which none of Israel's
cardinal issues - the occupation of the Palestinian territories, inequality within its society and the neglect of
minority communities - will continue and deteriorate, or there will be another election that is unlikely to yield
better results.

The real mystery, however, remains Netanyahu himself. A man who has succeeded in surviving all of his
rivals, dominating Israel's political scene for much of the last three decades and establishing himself as a
default prime minister without giving Israelis a clear idea of where he wants to lead the country.

Few of his colleagues really believe they understand what Netanyahu is hoping to achieve. In the last two
elections, his Likud party did not even publish a manifesto outlining its key policies. But Netanyahu's failure
over the last month and a half to establish a stable coalition, the way he scrambled with an hour to spare
before the deadline to conduct a fire-sale of ministries and committees in order to finalise the last coalition
agreement, does offer something of a guide.

After his surprisingly strong victory on 17 March, Netanyahu had two options. He could form a rightwing
religious coalition with parties aligned with Likud, which would have given his new government a support
base of 67 members in the 120-strong Knesset. Or he could have tried to engage with the Labour party and
form a more centrist national-unity government. In public he embarked on the first course of action and
attempted the second through back channels.

From members of the different parties' negotiating teams, it emerges that Netanyahu's representatives were
uninterested in talking about policies. The main issues that came up were laws to limit the powers of the
supreme court and a commitment to support Netanyahu's plans for restructuring the media landscape. He
was prepared to discuss each party's special interests and the powers each minister was to receive, but
there was little if any debate on the government's key defence and diplomatic policies, crucial issues for an
Israeli administration, or on social policy. Above all, Netanyahu was insistent on the safeguards that would
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minimise outside criticism and judicial oversight.

Talks with Labour foundered over his unwillingness to seriously share power with the second-largest party,
nearly as large as Likud. At the last moment, the cynical foreign minister Avigdor Lieberman pulled out,
realising he had lost his influence with the prime minister. Netanyahu remained with just the bare bones of a
coalition and what is almost inevitably going to be a dysfunctional government.

Whatever one thinks of Netanyahu's beliefs, there is no denying that in the earlier stages of his career he
was a man with a plan. He published books on diplomacy and counter-terrorism, and another on economics
which was mysteriously kept from publication. There was a dynamism about him - on some issues even
radicalism. All that seems to have disappeared in recent years and been replaced simply by a survivalist
determinism that no matter what, Bibi must be leader.

He has sublimated the national interest in his own image as the man who knows what is best for Israel and
now a democratically elected coalition exists to serve that purpose only.
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Why is Jerusalem important? You asked Google - here's the answer;
Every day, millions of people ask Google some of life's most difficult
questions, big and small. In this series, our writers answer some of the
most common queries

BYLINE: Jonathan Romain, Catherine Pepinster and Usama Hasan
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Jonathan Romain : It is a religious concept that transcends time

For Jews, Jerusalem is not just a significant physical place in both past and present Jewish history, but is
equally important as a religious concept that transcends time. The area itself had been traversed by the first
Jew, Abraham (c1800 BCE), during his wanderings throughout "the Promised Land". According to tradition,
the place where Abraham nearly sacrificed his son Isaac but was commanded by God not to do so, was the
spot on which Jerusalem was later built.

After the Israelites had gone to Egypt to avoid a famine, been enslaved and then returned to Israel, it was
Jerusalem that David chose as his capital (c1,000 BCE). Thus it was a key part of the first kingdom of Israel.
Jerusalem also became the religious hub, for it was there that his son, Solomon built the Temple, the
national centre of worship. The heads of all Israelite households were enjoined to make a pilgrimage there
three times a year to gather together for the three major festivals.

Such was the city's importance in biblical times, that those who could not manage the journey there were
advised to at least pray towards Jerusalem, in which case their prayer would be heard as if they were
present. To this day, all synagogues face Jerusalem, so that our prayers are directed there in accordance
with that tradition. When Jerusalem was destroyed - by the Babylonians in 586BCE and, after it was rebuilt,
again by the Romans in 70CE - the sense of acute religious loss was expressed by adding a day of
commemoration (Tisha B'Av) to the Jewish calendar, which is still observed.

Jews were in exile for the next 2,000 years, but kept Jerusalem's memory intact as the symbol of national
unity. As Psalm 137 declared: "If I forget you, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget its cunning and my
tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth", while every Passover, Jews say "Next year in Jerusalem". When the
state of Israel was born in 1948, it was natural that Jerusalem should be restored as the country's capital. It
means there is horror at the thought of dividing Jerusalem as part of a political settlement, although some
form of sharing would be acceptable.

Over the centuries Jerusalem has also taken on a redemptive significance, based on its root meaning - ir
shalom - city of peace - with the hope that it becomes a place of harmony for all peoples and the capital of a
world at one with itself.

Rabbi Jonathan Romain is minister of Maidenhead synagogue

Catherine Pepinster : it's the sacred heart of the Christian story

Step into any Roman Catholic church and the images on the walls take you straight to Jerusalem. These are
the Stations of the Cross, a series of 14 pictures that depict the journey of Jesus Christ to his death, and are
usually meditated on during Lent by people walking round the church, pausing for prayer before each picture.
So important was it to go to Jerusalem and be a pilgrim walking the Via Dolorosa - the Way of Sorrow - in the
footsteps of Jesus, that since medieval times thousands of Stations of the Cross have been created in
different parts of the world to enable anyone to do it, even if you couldn't afford to actually travel to the Holy
Land.

Bethlehem was the birthplace of Jesus, Nazareth where he grew up, but Jerusalem is the city that really
matters to Christians. This was where Christ preached, ate the Last Supper with his disciples before his
death, where he was arrested, put on trial, condemned to death, crucified, and died, a man mocked and
tortured by the occupying Romans. It is where, Christians believe, his tomb was found empty and he rose
from the dead. Jerusalem, then, is a place of deep sorrow, utter desolation but also of hope and redemption.
It is the sacred heart of the Christian story.

Jerusalem has been a major focus of pilgrimage ever since the Roman emperor Constantine converted to
the new religion of Christianity. But with the desire for pilgrimage has come issues of authority, power and
ownership. Battles over Jerusalem not only pitched Christians against Muslims but the city has caused
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divisions between different strands of Christianity with control of the Holy Places swinging back and forth
between the eastern and western branches of Christianity. The Greek Orthodox, the Roman Catholic church,
the Armenians, and the Eastern Orthodox, plus the Coptic, Ethiopian and Syriac Orthodox traditionally have
rights in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, where the Via Dolorosa ends at the place thought to be the site of
Jesus' crucifixion and his nearby tomb. Occasionally, brawls break out over territory.

Jerusalem, though, is more than just an historic place for Christians: it is also a metaphor for all that they
yearn for in this world and the next. It is a perfect place, a golden city, a paradise they will one day attain
after death. It also represents creation of a new earth. While the real Jerusalem was where the drama of
redemption was enacted, another Jerusalem might also be possible, something that can built, as William
Blake says, in England's green and pleasant land, redeemed through efforts for change in society.

Catherine Pepinster is editor of Catholic weekly, The Tablet

Usama Hasan : Islamic rule over Jerusalem lasted for 12 centuries

Jerusalem (known in Arabic as al-Bayt al-Maqdis - "the Sanctified House" - or simply Al-Quds, "the Holy
City"), is important to Muslims for many reasons. First of all, Jerusalem was Islam's first direction of prayer
(qibla), before this was changed to Mecca. When the Prophet Muhammad began his mission in c610CE, he
followed Jews and Christians in facing towards Jerusalem during daily prayer, seeing Islam as a continuation
and renewal of the Abrahamic family of faiths. However, he wished that God would change the qibla to the
Ka'ba in Mecca, which is what happened later. These sentiments and the change of qibla for Muslims are
recorded in the Qur'an 2:142-152, where the qibla for Jews and Christians is affirmed as being Jerusalem.

Jerusalem was also a key stage of the prophet Muhammad's profound nocturnal spiritual journey, known as
al-Isra' wal-Mi'raj ("the night journey and ascension"), during which he had a vision of God. This nocturnal
journey is described in Qur'an 17:1 as being from "the sacred mosque" (al-masjid al-haram, ie the sanctuary
of Mecca) to "the furthest mosque" (al-masjid al-aqsa, ie the sanctuary of Jerusalem, also known as Temple
Mount).

According to Islamic tradition, the prophet travelled miraculously from Mecca to Jerusalem and then upwards
through the seven heavens, culminating in a direct conversation with, and/or vision of, God. Before his
ascension, he led all the previous prophets of God, including all the Biblical and Israelite prophets, in prayer.
It is in this sense of continuation of Abrahamic faith that Muslims generally regard al-masjid al-aqsa (also
known as al-haram al-sharif, or "the noble sanctuary") as being "Solomon's temple." This sanctuary was to
become Islam's third holiest place of pilgrimage.

Islamic rule over Jerusalem lasted for 12 centuries, longer than any other rule, whether Israelite, Roman,
Persian or Christian. Political highlights included Caliph Omar's conquest, Saladin's reconquest from the
crusaders, and Suleyman the Magnificent's rebuilding of the city walls. In addition, Jerusalem has a strong
Islamic intellectual and spiritual history - for example, the theologian Al-Ghazali is said to have spent an
entire year in retreat, meditation and prayer in one of the minarets of the "Noble Sanctuary."

Like Judaism and Christianity, Islam has a set of disputed eschatological prophecies relating to the end of
the world: Jerusalem features in some of these prophecies. Such prophecies especially concern the return of
Jesus Christ to defeat the forces of the antichrist (Al-Masih ad-Dajjal) at the end of the world. Some of the
events involve Jerusalem, Damascus and other neighbouring areas.

Since 1967, for many Muslims, Jerusalem has become a symbol of resistance to Israeli occupation of Arab
territories and the status of Jerusalem is one of the key issues that needs to be resolved as part of any future
peace deal between Israelis and Arabs. Meanwhile, extremist and terrorist groups, such as al-Qaida, Isis and
Iran's Al-Quds force, regularly invoke "the liberation of Jerusalem" as one of their main goals.

Dr Usama Hasan is an astronomer, imam and senior researcher at the Quilliam Foundation
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Israel has many injustices. But it is not an apartheid state;
In South Africa, I saw real apartheid up close. These claims against
Israel are a distraction from the battle for justice for Palestinians

BYLINE: Benjamin Pogrund

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1256 words

The A-word reappeared in Israel this week. The country's defence minister, Moshe Ya'alon, approved a
scheme that would have seen a crude form of segregation of Jews and Arabs in the West Bank, with
Palestinians banned from using Israeli-run bus services in the occupied territory.

At the last moment the prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, intervened and overturned Ya'alon's decision,
suspending the scheme - but not before a collective howl of protest from Israeli opposition leaders and
human rights groups. The leader of the leftwing Meretz party, Zehava Gal-On, could not have been clearer :
"This is how apartheid looks," she said. "There is no better or nicer way to put it."

The charge is not new. Two Israeli former PMs have warned that if the country continues on its current path,
it will become the successor to apartheid South Africa. Some campaigners claim that point has already
arrived - that Israel is a racist, pitiless oppressor of Palestinians, killing them en masse whenever it wants
to, that it is an apartheid state.

There are few charges more grave. I should know: during 26 years as a journalist in South Africa I
investigated and reported the evil that was apartheid. I saw Nelson Mandela secretly when he was
underground, then popularly known as the Black Pimpernel, and I was the first non-family member to visit
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him in prison.

I have now lived in Israel for 17 years, doing what I can to promote dialogue across lines of division. To an
extent that I believe is rare, I straddle both societies. I know Israel today - and I knew apartheid up close.
And put simply, there is no comparison between Israel and apartheid.

The Arabs of Israel are full citizens. Crucially, they have the vote and Israeli Arab MPs sit in parliament. An
Arab judge sits on the country's highest court; an Arab is chief surgeon at a leading hospital; an Arab
commands a brigade of the Israeli army; others head university departments. Arab and Jewish babies are
born in the same delivery rooms, attended by the same doctors and nurses, and mothers recover in
adjoining beds. Jews and Arabs travel on the same trains, taxis and - yes - buses. Universities, theatres,
cinemas, beaches and restaurants are open to all.

However, Israeli Arabs - Palestinian citizens of Israel - do suffer discrimination, starting with severe
restrictions on land use. Their generally poorer school results mean lower rates of entry into higher
education, which has an impact on jobs and income levels. Arab citizens of Israel deeply resent Israel's "law
of return" whereby a Jew anywhere in the world can immigrate to Israel but Arabs cannot. Some might argue
that the Jewish majority has the right to impose such a policy, just as Saudi Arabia and other Muslim states
have the right not to allow Christians as citizens. But it's a troubling discrimination.

A major factor causing inequity is that most Israeli Arabs do not serve in the army. While they are spared
three years' compulsory, and dangerous, conscription for men (two years for women) and annual reserve
duty that continues into their 40s, they do not receive post-army benefits in housing and university study.

Everything is open to change in a tangled society in which lots of people have grievances

This is more complicated than at first sight. Most Arabs in Israel are Muslim and only a few take up the
option of alternative national service with the same pay as non-combat soldiers. However, Druze Arabs have
always been conscripted, exactly like Jews, and many hold high ranks in the army; Bedouin Arabs are not
conscripted but volunteer.

How does that compare with the old South Africa? Under apartheid, every detail of life was subject to
discrimination by law. Black South Africans did not have the vote. Skin colour determined where you were
born and lived, your job, your school, which bus, train, taxi and ambulance you used, which park bench,
lavatory and beach, whom you could marry, and in which cemetery you were buried.

Israel is not remotely like that. Everything is open to change in a tangled society in which lots of people have
grievances, including Mizrahi Jews (from the Middle East) or Jews of Ethiopian origin. So anyone who
equates Israel and apartheid is not telling the truth.

So much for Israel "proper", inside the Green Line determined by war. On the West Bank, the present story
starts with the 1967 six-day war: Israel believed Egyptian and Syrian threats to invade and struck first.
Jordan's King Hussein leapt in and attacked Israel. To general astonishment, Israel defeated Jordan's
famed Arab Legion, evicting it from Jerusalem and the West Bank (the Gaza Strip also featured - but Gaza is
a story in itself).

Not only did Israelis view the conquered West Bank as a vital buffer against another Jordanian attack, but
religious beliefs came to the fore - including those that saw this territory as the ancient heartland, the biblical
Judea and Samaria given by God to the Jews and which had to be retained.

Settlements have been built and today house some 400,000 Jews, plus another 200,000 in East Jerusalem.
Large numbers are there for the clean air and good living, but messianic zeal is at the heart of it. Settlers are
opposed by many Israelis; but they enjoy support, and the government funnels millions of dollars to them,
legally and illegally.

Israel is in military occupation of the West Bank. Day after day the actions needed to maintain it debase
Palestinian victims as well as their Israeli occupiers. It means checkpoints, late-night raids and detentions
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and killings, and administrative cruelties in regulating people's lives. Palestinians resist and fight back,
attacking both soldiers and settlers; sometimes that has seen them undermine their own morality through
suicide bombings against civilians.

This is occupation. It is a tyranny. It is wrong and must end. The point does not need to be embellished.
Dragging in the emotive word "apartheid" is not only incorrect but creates confusion and distracts from the
main issue.

What is often misunderstood is that West Bank Palestinians are not Israeli citizens and they need
permission to cross the border. About 92,000 legally enter Israel to work each day, with another estimated
5,000 coming in illegally. They pass through the security barrier, part-wall but mainly fences. Originally
planned as a means of blocking suicide bombers, Israel has twisted the barrier's purpose to grab land from
Palestinians. That is exploitative and damaging. But calling it the "apartheid wall", as critics do, is untrue
propaganda.

Of course Israel isn't perfect, despite its many and wondrous achievements since 1948. However, for critics
it's not enough to denounce its ills and errors: instead, they exaggerate and distort and present an ugly
caricature far distant from reality.

So why is the apartheid accusation pushed so relentlessly, especially by the Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions (BDS) movement ? I believe those campaigners want Israel declared an apartheid state so it
becomes a pariah, open to the world's severest sanctions. Many want not just an end to the occupation but
an end to Israel itself.

Tragically, some well-intentioned, well-meaning people in Britain and other countries are falling for the BDS
line without realising what they are actually supporting. BDS campaigners and other critics need to be
questioned: Why do they single out Israel, above all others, for a torrent of false propaganda? Why is Israel
the only country in the world whose very right to existence is challenged in this way?
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Little wonder that my dreams in Nablus are so disturbing;
One features dominion, another separation. It's no surprise that one
academic describes Israel's West Bank policy not as petty apartheid,
but grand apartheid

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 776 words

It had the size and colour of a mouse, bulging in the middle, with legs like a spider. It scuttled across the floor
and into a cardboard box, set in a confusing diagonal shadow. A ginger cat sat on the top of the box, peering
down into it. Nothing happens. The cat just waits. I wake up. It's after 3am. Nablus is silent, no traffic, nothing
stirs. The air conditioning has stopped working. I walk down the dark hotel corridor and wake the porter to
ask him for a light. But there is nothing to drink and my mouth is too dry to enjoy the cigarette. I clean my
teeth and try to sleep again.

But dreams return. I am walking down the street with a woman, next to a large concrete wall. I can hear
panicked shouts, the sound of a large number of young people on the other side. Suddenly, one of the
panels of the wall rotates, like a revolving door. Through the opening I glimpse people running away from
something, but the source of the panic is unclear. She goes through the concrete door. I do not. The door
closes. I hear more shouting. I don't know if I should have gone through with her. All I know is that we are
separated. I wake again, sweating, confused, frightened.

Later I recall it was here, around Nablus, that Joseph dreamed of the domination of his brothers in the book
of Genesis

You don't need to be Freud to figure all this out. Two dreams: one of domination, another of separation. I
open my laptop and read an Israeli commentator using the word apartheid. Writing in Haaretz, the legal
academic Aeyal Gross argues that although there may be no "petty apartheid" - separate toilets, separate
buses (an idea recently vetoed by Israel's prime minster, Binyamin Netanyahu, as a potential PR disaster) -
the Israeli policy on the West Bank is "grand apartheid".

Yes, on the Israeli side of the green line, in Israel proper, the situation is quite different: Israeli citizens who
are Arabs (both Muslims and Mizrahi Jews) may suffer racist discrimination, but it's not state policy in the
same way as it is on the West Bank.

It's not just the continual harassment and humiliation at checkpoints, nor just the way the army dispenses
one-sided summary "justice" to settler/Palestinian confrontations. When it comes to access to land, water,
law, indeed even to security, it's one rule for Israeli settlers and another for Palestinians. It's a policy that, as
the Iraqi poet Sinan Antoon rightly explains, imperils the Israeli soul just as it much as it creates much untold
misery for ordinary Palestinians.

And the settlers are winning - they now number close to 600,000, despite the fact that population transfer to
an occupied territory is illegal under international law. Which means the two-state solution is dead. It
probably has been for a while. The Israelis continue to pay it lip service because it remains a convenient
cover for the incremental takeover of land they didn't annex in 1967 - settlements are war by another name.
The EU and US continue weakly to lobby for two states because they have no plan B. And the widely
discredited Palestinian Authority does the same, though most people I speak to here see them as, at best,
irrelevant and, at worst, lackeys for implementing Israeli policy.
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My dreams rarely return to memory in the morning. But dream I did. Perhaps the lack of alcohol - Nablus is a
dry town - had disrupted my physiology. Perhaps it was something to do with coming to the Palestine
Festival of Literature to hear poetry, without an ostensibly political agenda. Earlier we had sat by a beautiful
fountain and listened to stories of loss and longing. And the emotion evoked had not been immediately
swallowed up in the activist desire always to think in terms of change. One just had to stay with the feelings.
And go to sleep on them.

Who can be surprised that people dream in this ancient land? And who can be surprised that these dreams
are so disturbing? Only later I recall, somewhat freakily, that it was here, around Nablus (called Shechem in
the Bible), that Joseph dreamed about the domination of his brothers in the book of Genesis: "He said to
them, 'Please hear this dream which I have dreamed: for behold, we were binding sheaves in the field, and
behold, my sheaf arose and also stood upright; and behold, your sheaves came around, and bowed down to
my sheaf.' His brothers said to him, 'Will you indeed reign over us? Or will you indeed have dominion over
us?' They hated him all the more for his dreams and for his words." Joseph was exiled into slavery. Later,
returning to dominate his brothers and their tribes. And Joseph's dream has become a reality.

@giles_fraser
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What did Cannes teach me this year? 'Scoping';
Showbiz players have gleaned a craft tip from special branch, I've
learned - the art of covertly surveilling a packed party at 3am for Harvey
Weinstein's stubble

BYLINE: Peter Bradshaw
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I have just returned from the Cannes film festival, in whose many packed and disorderly parties I witnessed a
strange new mannerism, which had to be explained to me by the showbusiness lawyer I was with:
right-to-left scoping. Now, we have all had the experience. Someone you're talking to shifts their glance over
your shoulder, and then they reluctantly return their gaze to yours. They have clearly spotted someone more
important and must wind up this tiresome conversation with you as soon as decently possible. But this is
different. Loads of people seemed to be raking the crowds with their gaze continuously, right to left,
even while talking.

Related: Natalie Portman on Israel, Hollywood sexism and 'being the boss'

My friend explained to me that this "scoping" has been borrowed from the security services. The right-to-left
visual sweep is important because if you just let your eyes drift left to right, like reading text, you'll miss
important things in the crowd. So you force your eyes against the grain, right to left. In this way, special
branch or the Mossad can spot the flash of a knife or the glint of a revolver in the crowd: and an ambitious
director or actor will register a glimpse of Harvey Weinstein's stubble through a densely packed party at 3am.

A monument to self-belief

Now that all of our politicians cultivate a faux-modest air of ordinariness and self-deprecation, it's a relief to
see some real honesty in a leader. The president of Turkmenistan, Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov, has this
week unveiled a gigantic 21-metre statue of himself in marble, bronze and gold in the Turkmen capital of
Ashgabat - after his administration announced that public demands for such a statue had become impossible
to ignore.

The marble part of the monument is like the rocky outcrop on which the new lion-cub prince is held aloft in
the Lion King, and Berdymukhamedov is depicted on horseback at its pinnacle, proudly holding up a dove.
Our correspondent Shaun Walker reports that the monument resembles the statue that Catherine the Great
erected in honour of Peter the Great. Either way, this is what I call irony-free self-promotion: perhaps even
Sacha Baron Cohen wouldn't dare to dream up such a ruler. Before he became president,
Berdymukhamedov was a dentist. If he attained high office in this country, his statue might show him
sheepishly holding up a bottle of Listerine and some flossing string. At least some politicians have a little
self-belief.

Moral guidance for Fifa

I tried telephoning Fifa's Zurich headquarters to ask if the council of wisdom was now in permanent
emergency session

What horribly dark days these are for football's governing body Fifa. How far up and down the Fifa chain of
command does the guilt reach? Everyone there must be experiencing a terrible crisis. If you have ever worn
a Fifa blazer, you must right now be in the purest ethical agony. What path should you take in this dark forest
of footballing disquiet? Fortunately, moral guidance is at hand from a trio of souls appointed by Sepp Blatter
in 2011 to attend to precisely this kind of problem: Fifa's very own "council of wisdom" - there to lend
guidance. This remarkable body consists of Plácido Domingo, Henry Kissinger and Johan Cruyff. I tried
telephoning Fifa's Zurich headquarters to ask if the council of wisdom was now in permanent emergency
session. My queries fell on stony ground. But presumably Henry, Johan and Plácido are right now locked
away in their own council of wisdom chamber, brainstorming some moral solution to the crisis. Plácido may
occasionally be breaking into an aria of Fifa-related despair. Let us pray they find a solution. If they cannot,
they might give themselves a wisdom boost by appointing Tony Blair as the fourth Fifa wisdom councillor,
now that he is no longer burdened by the Middle East.
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The Guardian view on Sepp Blatter's re-election: football's missed
chance;
Fifa's critics and sponsors must decide whether they have the stomach
and the forces for a boycott of the World Cup

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 721 words

World football's governing body had its big chance today. But it blew it. The ball was at Fifa's feet. The global
audience was gripped. The goal was gaping wide. At which point Fifa fell on its face. If an Arsenal or an
Aston Villa player misses a chance in Saturday's FA Cup final at Wembley, it will be described as a turning
point. So it was with what happened in Zurich. The Cup final, though, is only a game. With apologies to Bill
Shankly, Fifa's failure is far more important.

Fifa could have responded to the arrests of many of its top executives by showing that it grasps what has
finally happened to the credibility of world football. If Fifa had got it, rather than continuing in denial, today
would have seen Sepp Blatter step down, the 2018 and 2022 World Cups put on hold and an independent
inquiry into Fifa's future set up. Instead, most of Fifa put its fingers firmly in its ears, with Mr Blatter eventually
reselected for a fifth term, amid meaningless promises of internal reform and a determination to go ahead
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with the tournaments in Russia and Qatar. Judging by some remarks, including Mr Blatter's own, the
conclusion that many delegates preferred to draw from this week's events is that they were a political
conspiracy against Fifa.

The victory for the status quo nevertheless proves some political realities that cannot just be ignored. Mr
Blatter survived because so many interests, not just his own, are bound into the system over which he
presides. These interests go far beyond the kickbacks and corruption of individuals, important though that is.
They include the national benefits to football in the developing nations, some of them large ones, that secure
Mr Blatter's regime. They also include the huge commercial benefits that Fifa can promise to multinational
sponsors of its golden goose, the World Cup.

These things are not going to change without a fight. So, to mix sporting metaphors, the ball is now firmly in
the challengers' court. They must try to use this week's events to encourage and coordinate Fifa's
multinational sponsors and television clients to turn the screw on the Blatter regime. But that will not be
easily done.

In the end, it is hard to envisage a convincing transformation of Fifa without boycotts that are enforced and
credible. Whether television companies, which provide more than half of Fifa's annual income of £822m, can
be persuaded to boycott Fifa games and tournaments, above all the World Cup, must be very doubtful. The
global public appetite for football is immense - it is at the root of Fifa's power. Commercial sponsors like Visa,
Nike and Coca-Cola, which provide most of the rest of Fifa's income, may be another matter, with more to
lose reputationally than the media, not least from Fifa-related boycotts of their own products.

The real issue, however, is whether sufficient national football associations and their publics are truly up for
the fight, if the fight involves boycotting the World Cup and the revenues it generates. If they are, all well and
good. Football is a sport in which club loyalty often dwarfs national loyalty among fans, and the big western
clubs would undoubtedly see advantages in having more of their European players available in the
close-seasons when World Cups are contested. But how resilient would public opinion be? In England, fans
and the media like to insult Mr Blatter, but they like being in the World Cup too. The Scots, Welsh and
Northern Irish might also be nervous about their independent international football futures in the face of an
anti-Fifa boycott.

Having it both ways may not be high-minded or noble. But human beings are conflicted and contradictory. In
the ancient as in the modern world, gambling and graft have always been sporting competition's bedfellows.
And sport from Pericles to Putin has always been shot through with politics too. Fifa spent part of today
arguing about the expulsion of Israel, an issue that has absolutely nothing to do with sport and absolutely
everything to do with politics. Mr Blatter's regime is rooted in political resentment of big countries as well as
in the cash football generates. If we want international sport to represent our values, then we must be
serious about what that would entail. Given football's grip on our culture, that all seems a bit optimistic.
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The readers' editor on... how the Guardian should deal with a growing
number of complaints;
I'd like to improve on the numbers of complaints we resolve but we can't
just keep expanding the readers' editor's office. What do you think?

BYLINE: Chris Elliott

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 720 words

There has been an increase in the annual total of complaints to the readers' editor's office for the first time in
three years. The number has risen to 29,551 in the 12-month period to March 2015 - 3,000 more than for the
same period during the previous year.

The number of published corrections and clarifications has remained pretty stable in the same period. Online
we published or noted 2,604 corrections, including the 1,022 that appeared in print.

These figures are gathered as a snapshot for the Guardian's forthcoming annual Living Our Values report,
which measures how well we apply our editorial values to the way we run our business.

Robust scrutiny of deeply entrenched institutions, public and private, is likely to provoke robust responses

It is not clear why there has been a rise, but a clue as to the underlying reason may lie in the rise in the
number of monthly browsers for the Guardian, which increased from 100 million to more than 120 million in
the same period. There has also been a growth in the amount of content that the Guardian publishes, which
is now on average 600 pieces a day. I know phrases like "pieces of content" make one wince but I don't think
there is a word that captures the breadth and scale of all that we publish.

It is not just the number of individual pieces but possibly the nature of the content that may hold the key to
the rise. The Guardian since its inception has always sought to break stories but the retreat of what is now
termed, in another ugly phrase, "commoditised news", ie those stories that can be got everywhere, has led to
an even greater emphasis on investigations and breaking news.

Robust scrutiny of deeply entrenched institutions, public and private, is likely to provoke robust responses.
That is not to suggest the Guardian is hurtling along without mistakes; the number of published corrections
reflect the space and resources we can devote to them. They are not an accurate picture of the number of
errors, or even the number of amendments; sometimes an article is corrected and footnoted to make clear
what the error was, but the amendment is not significant enough to warrant an item in the corrections
column.
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Here is a snapshot of one day in May: a 24-hour period from 3pm on 27 May to 3pm on 28 May.

A total of 67 complaints and queries were received by the editor's office in emails; each week a further five to
come in via the readers' editor's Twitter feed and a similar number telephoned in to the office.

Below are the tallies of queries. Where the terms "resolved", "ongoing" and "passed on" are used this means
that there has been at least one reply to the reader. The discrepancy in the figures below and the total
number of emails, which is 96, is because there are often multiple emails exchanged in connection with the
same complaint or query.

· Accuracy: 22 resolved, 12 still ongoing

· Grammar: three resolved, three ongoing

· General comments (unanswered): three

· Stories offered, links requested: four resolved, one unanswered

Complaints about grammar, spelling and structure are pretty constant and make readers very angry

· Complaints about moderation: two resolved (ie we responded)

· Subscription query: one resolved

· Deletion request: one ongoing

· Review panel requests: one passed to the panel, one ongoing

· Crosswords: six resolved

· General queries, eg website navigation, book review request, expired article: five resolved

· Questions of taste or suitability: two resolved.

The numbers of complaints about grammar, spelling and structure are pretty constant and make readers
very angry.

On that day a tautological phrase produced this email: "Does the Guardian have any subeditors left? If the
use of language is poor how much import should I make of the actual article?" The Guardian was wrong - an
error during the editing process but not by a subeditor - and the word changed and a correction published
online.

There has been a growth in the number of deletion requests and queries about moderation decisions. Two
areas where it is difficult to resolve complaints are Israel/Palestine and climate change.

I would like to improve on the numbers of complaints we resolve. I don't think we can simply expect to grow
the size of the readers' editor's office every year. What do readers think? Could some form of crowdsourcing
be the answer?
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Is God a woman? To ask the question is to miss the point;
The language we use to talk about God is not a patriarchal conspiracy.
God transcends gender but we need terms we can comprehend

BYLINE: Kate Bottley

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 605 words

A bit of a row erupted on Twitter over the weekend (no change there then) prompted by reports in the
Sunday Times and the Daily Mail (no change there then) about a campaign to call God "she". The story goes
that some women vicars want to start challenging the patriarchy by adding an "s" to the usual pronoun "he"
to describe God. The pesky feminists!

For many of us with a theological persuasion the debate about gender-specific pronouns for the Divine is as
dated as a fondue set and flares, but apparently to some normal people this is not the case. Last week I was
at a debate on women bishops and at the end of a very enjoyable and affirming evening, Rabbi Laura
Janner-Klausner sang the 23rd Psalm using feminine pronouns. None of us batted an eyelid. But it obviously
riled a journalist in the audience.

The argument goes that the Bible calls God "he", that Jesus called God "Father" and so God must be a man.
(I hesitate to point out that Jesus called his disciple Peter "the rock" and at no point do I think the Messiah
thought his follower was made of granite.) But language lets us down. So what should we say? To call God
"it" doesn't seem right either so we have to settle on something.

Language lets us down. To call God 'it' doesn't seem right either so we have to settle on something

And it's here we hit the good old-fashioned patriarchy. The men, wonderful and learned though many of them
were, wrote the theology, they wrote it about men and for men, of course they were going to use the pronoun
that they feel most at ease with. Of course they would call God "he". If Jesus had been the "daughter of God"
rather than the son and had chosen female disciples (s)he would have been at best ignored by 1st century
Palestinian society and at worst stoned to death before she uttered a word or healed anyone. Context is
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everything.

Although God as feminine is nothing new. Scripture and Christian tradition often describes God using female
imagery. God as mother hen protectively gathering her chicks under her wings. God as a woman making
bread, moulding and shaping us. God as a nursing mother, feeding and connected to her child. On the
occasions during services when I've said "she" it's also been a great catalyst for discussion about the nature
of God. It can be deeply pastoral. Many people who have had unhappy relationships with their fathers are
unable to use those terms to describe a loving God; God as mother makes more sense to some.

Yet our language, limited by fragile and feeble human brains, will never be enough to describe God, so we
tie ourselves in knots, getting our knickers and Y-fronts in a twist when someone calls God "she". This
theological reflection is perhaps best exemplified by that bastion of post-modern expression I'm a Celebrity...
Get Me Out of Here! and in particular the bushtucker-eating trials.

Celebrities challenged to eat the bits of a kangaroo that wouldn't make your average tin of better-priced dog
food often declare: "It tastes just like chicken!" Of course it doesn't. Chicken tastes like chicken and kangaroo
bits taste like kangaroo bits. But the contestant has no other way to describe it, given that most of us never
have, and probably never will, taste the part of the kangaroo they are dining on. We cannot describe the
indescribable and for me that's what it's like when we try to use human language to describe God.

God is not a woman. And God is not a man. God is God. But we can only describe God in the terms we can
easily comprehend, comparing God to something we know better.

Did I just compare God to a kangaroo's unmentionables? I think that might be heresy.
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Why is the UK government so afraid to speak of Armenian genocide?;
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Britain's strategic relationship with Turkey has been more important
than telling the truth. If Armenians are to find closure, we must
recognise their suffering

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 733 words

Jesus's preaching was predominantly directed at his fellow Jews. It was St Paul who later directed this
message outwards towards the wider world. Which is why Paul's birthplace in Tarsus, near the
Mediterranean coast in south-eastern Turkey, has always attracted missionaries, looking for inspiration. And
it was also why missionaries were among the first to report back on the true extent of the Armenian
genocide.

In the early fourth century, the Armenians were the first people to adopt Christianity as their official religion.
In 1914 there were 2 million Armenian Christians living in Turkey. By 1922, there were only 400,000 left.
What happened to these people has been largely forgotten, or denied, or ignored - except, of course, by the
Armenians themselves, who have continued to pass on their horrendous stories of rape, death squads and
forced conversions.

There is no doubt what happened was genocide. The Armenians were branded as an enemy within by the
Ottoman government, which used the cover of the first world war to systematically dispose of more than 1
million people, forcing great columns of humanity to march off into the Syrian desert to die of heat, starvation
and disease. Speaking to his generals some 25 years later, Adolf Hitler said : "I have sent my Death's Head
units to the east with the order to kill without mercy men, women and children of the Polish race or language.
Only in such a way will we win the Lebensraum that we need. Who, after all, speaks today of the annihilation
of the Armenians?"

The term genocide was coined in the early 1940s by a Polish Jewish lawyer, Raphael Lemkin, as a way to
capture in law the extent of Nazi atrocity. "I became interested in genocide because it happened so many
times," he explained in an interview with CBS. "First to the Armenians, then after the Armenians, Hitler took
action." So why is it so difficult for many western governments - ours included, Israel's included - to use the
"g" word when it comes to Armenia?

Barack Obama promised to say the "g" word when he became president. But he deliberately hasn't. And the
UK government has used every manner of evasion - including trying out the preposterous argument that
because the term genocide was adopted by the UN in 1948, it couldn't be applied retrospectively. It withdrew
this argument when it was pointed out that this would mean the Holocaust itself wasn't genocide. Now the
official line is one of studied avoidance.

The real answer to our avoidance of the "g" word is less than 30 miles up the road from Tarsus: the massive
Incirlik airbase, used by the US air force and the RAF. From here, US and UK forces are easily deployed
throughout the Middle East. The Foreign Office came clean in a 1999 memorandum: "Given the importance
of our relationships (political, strategic, commercial) with Turkey, and that recognising the genocide would
provide no practical benefit to the UK ... the current line is the only feasible option." It is worth noting that the
foreign secretary at the time was Robin Cook - and remember his "ethical foreign policy" speech in 1997?

For many governments, the denial of the genocide of the Nazis is itself a crime. Yet when it comes to the
Armenians, genocide avoidance (because the evidence is too unequivocal for denial) remains semi-official
policy. Little wonder the Armenians find it difficult to move towards closure on this issue.

Back in Tarsus, the home of Christianity's greatest missionary, the faith Paul once proclaimed has now been
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eradicated. Some of those who survived the forced march into the desert settled in places such as Aleppo in
Syria and Mosul in Iraq, where they built Armenian churches - churches that have once again been reduced
to rubble by Bashar al-Assad's barrel bombs and Islamic State's murderous caliphate. The very least the
British government can do is to acknowledge the extent of their suffering by calling it what it is.

@giles_fraser

· This article was amended on 3 June 2015. An earlier version said incorrectly that Baroness Cox had argued
in the House of Lords in 1999 that recognising the genocide would provide no practical benefit to the UK and
"the current line is the only feasible option". Those words came from a Foreign Office memorandum.
Baroness Cox had made a strong case for recognition of the Armenian genocide in her House of Lords
speech.
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Tony Blair's latest role in tolerance and reconciliation is no joke;
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The European council of which he is now chairman has a serious
agenda. Let's hope the former PM and his cohorts are up to the job

BYLINE: Keith Kahn-Harris
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The announcement that Tony Blair is to join the European council on tolerance and reconciliation as
chairman seems like an open invitation for satire and ridicule - "After having reconciled Iraqis, Israelis and
Palestinians, Blair will now bring peace to Europe" and so on.

There is, indeed, much about Blair's post-prime ministerial career that is jaw-dropping in its shameless
self-delusion: he believes he can bring people together in peace even though a vast swath of the world
despises him; just as he believes he can work to facilitate the spread of democracy even as he works as a
shill to dictators.

Related: Tony Blair appointed as head of European body fighting antisemitism

The council also seems to invite suspicion. Its membership is stuffed with former politicians and bureaucrats,
including neoconservative stalwarts such as José María Aznar. Its president is a Russian businessman,
Moshe Kantor, also a president of the European Jewish Congress, whose representative status among
Europe's Jews is far from clear.

It would be wise, though, to forgo the sneers and take this organisation - and Blair's role in it - seriously. For
one thing, as his track record in Northern Ireland shows, Blair is sincere in his commitment to tolerance and
reconciliation. Deluded he may be about his ability to reconcile opposites and the toxicity of his personal
brand, but he is no cynic.

There is also little about the council's stated agenda to disagree with. It "fosters understanding and tolerance
among peoples of various ethnic origin; educates on techniques of reconciliation; facilitates post-conflict
social apprehensions; monitors chauvinistic behaviours, proposes pro-tolerance initiatives and legal
solutions". Nothing wrong with any of that, even if the limited information on its website raises questions
about how it will pursue this agenda. It may be that, in some reports at least, the organisation focuses on
antisemitism more than other forms of hatred, but in and of itself this isn't necessarily problematic.

The problem with the ECTR - and much of Blair's post-prime ministerial career - is less the agenda itself,
more the structure within which it is pursued. This is a top-down organisation, whose president's approach to
social change is to create more and more high-profile organisations. This is a world in which statesmen and
businessmen (it is mostly, but not exclusively, men) act together and separately to create change through
sheer force of will. It is a world that is immune to satire, in which acts such as awarding a "European medal
of tolerance" to Juan Carlos I of Spain (as the council did) is supposed to be meaningful and effective.

It is a world in which awarding a 'European medal of tolerance' to Juan Carlos I of Spain is supposed to be
meaningful

Serious work to spread tolerance and reconciliation requires sustained, long-term efforts that rarely yield
instant successes or flattering headlines. It requires committed people, in touch with grassroots reality, to
persevere for years on end. It requires listening, in-depth knowledge and humility.

It's not clear whether the ECTR and Blair tick any of these boxes. Which isn't to say that high-profile leaders
cannot do anything. Clearly, in negotiations among states and some forms of conflict resolution, the weight
and power of a president, prime minister or military leader is crucial. Moreover, there may be models for
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former politicians to follow that draw more effectively on experience and closeness to power, such as the
Elders.

Like most of Blair's initiatives, I doubt we will hear much about the ECTR or his work in it. There will be
occasional press releases, ceremonies and perhaps some headline-catching grants. But long after Blair and
other gadflies move on to some other cause, the need for reconciliation and tolerance will remain in Europe.
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Why we should be talking to Iran;
The prospect of a nuclear deal and the end of sanctions has
transformed Iran. Grasping that is in the west's interests

BYLINE: Jonathan Steele
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The shaded alleys of the Grand Bazaar in Tehran are awash with crowds, though to the chagrin of
shopkeepers most people just wander by. Sanctions have reduced purchasing power, as did the
mismanagement of the Ahmadinejad era -inflation rose to 45% in mid-2013. Now under Hassan Rouhani,
elected president two years ago, inflation is down to 15%, and the economy is expected to grow this year by
about 1%. If sanctions are lifted, Iran's central bank expects a surge of an extra 2%.

Related: Bulk of Iran sanctions to be lifted upon fufilment of Lausanne conditions
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Yet one commodity pulses in abundance through the bazaar's maze of corridors: hope. It spurts up in
conversation whoever you turn to. "We wish, we dream for sanctions to be lifted. We had eight bad years
under Ahmadinejad. Sanctions were caused by his denial of the Holocaust," said Ali, an elderly jeweller.
"Under Rouhani the economy has already improved. The value of the rial is rising. Inflation is less."

Darius sells women's clothes, and a decade ago he was not allowed to display bras, even on the plastic
torsos of legless, faceless mannequins. That is now possible, a small sign of gradual liberalisation, but he too
complains that "in the eight years of Ahmadinejad the economy got worse year by year. After the nuclear
negotiations we hope it will be better."

In affluent north Tehran the evidence of recession takes a different form. High-rise blocks of flats stand
half-complete, windowless skeletons abandoned when banks foreclosed on loans. But here too, hope is
sprouting. In chic garden cafes outside the Film Museum the glitterati enjoy their lattes in the spring
sunshine. These are Iranians who already travel regularly abroad and have no major economic worries in
spite of sanctions, but their universal wish is that, as soon as a nuclear deal is reached, the country's
re-engagement with the world will put an end to what they regard as the Iranophobia and demonisation from
which they all suffer.

The nearby cinema is almost full for an afternoon showing of Tales, the most recent drama film by Rakhshan
Bani-Etemad, Iran's leading female director. Known for her depictions of the struggles of lower-middle-class
and poor Iranians, with stories of domestic abuse, drug addiction, unemployment and divorce, Tales touches
deftly on mainstream politics. Without mentioning the 2009 street protests that were violently put down after
Ahmadinejad's re-election, a mother seeks in vain bail money to release her son arrested in the street "for
nothing but calling for his rights". Another tale shows an official in a welfare department chatting up his
mistress on the phone while ignoring the desperate clients in front of him.

Darius sells women's clothes, and a decade ago he was not allowed to display bras, even on legless,
faceless mannequins

Foreign cinema-goers have become acquainted in the past two decades with the subtlety and sophistication
of Iranian films, yet the image of Iran abroad is still absurdly grey and two-dimensional. The country's
confidence and social awareness are rarely put in context. Nor do outsiders realise that Iranians will give
their views on their country's politics to foreigners, including journalists, with less self-censorship than in
many places in the region.

Along with hope, the other new factor to emerge since I was last here seven years ago is relief over the
country's stability. Even among those Iranians who shared their negative views with me about the Islamic
revolution, there is a pride that Iran has retained its sovereignty and independence. Across the Persian Gulf
they see states they regard as American vassals. Now they see something else as well: barbaric
fundamentalism running rampant through Iraq; civil war in Syria, Libya and Yemen; and repression in Egypt
that exceeds the human rights restrictions Iranians face at home.

As Islamic State spreads its tentacles through Iraq and Syria, it is not surprising that many Iranians say they
feel grateful for their own political and social peace. Among Iran's thinktanks and policymakers support for
stability is promoted as a basic principle of Iran's foreign relations. After his recent meeting with Gulf Arab
leaders at Camp David, Barack Obama again denounced Iran's "destabilising activities" in the region. Iranian
officials see this as upside-down thinking. In Iraq, they insist, Iran is a force for stability, helping Haider
al-Abadi's government militarily while urging it to be more attentive to Sunni concerns - just as Washington is.

In the Iranian elite there is debate over how far to go in aiding Abadi and how to deal with the suspicions that
Iraqi Sunnis have of Iranian policy in their country; but all sides in Tehran believe that the rise of Islamic
State is not just a foreign policy issue, as it is for the west, but a national security threat to Iran. They claim
their involvement in Iraq is not motivated, as foreign critics insist, by plans to increase their influence
regionally, but to confront a mortal danger to themselves. "Iran's priority is to strengthen the government in
Baghdad by getting more buy-in from Sunni tribes and the Kurds. But Iran has to be sensitive about the
domestic effects in Iraqi politics of Iran's role," said Kayhan Barzegar, the director of Iran's Institute for Middle
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East Strategic Studies.

Some officials even say Saudi actions in Yemen are a 'new Nakba' and worse than anything done by Israel
to Palestinians

On Syria too Iranian decision-makers argue that their policy is not, as foreign critics claim, to meddle in the
region, but to defend a multicultural state against attack from Islamic nihilists. That does not mean
unquestioning support for Bashar al-Assad but for negotiations to produce a coalition government that
includes the moderate Sunni opposition and would run the country until a new constitution is agreed and
elections are held. If this sounds like the plan put forward three years ago by Kofi Annan, there is one
change. Assad would remain in an executive role that would be defined during negotiations. As Hossein
Amir-Abdollahian, the deputy foreign minister for Arab and African Affairs, put it to me: "We don't support the
idea of Assad being a president for life. But any political solution should be decided by the Syrian people and
their decision respected."

On Yemen the Iranian media are giving blanket coverage to the Saudi air strikes and the civilian casualties
they cause. Officials see the Saudi intervention as a strategic mistake and an own goal in PR terms. Iran,
they argue, has not invaded any of its neighbours for centuries yet it is described by the Gulf Arab states as
expansionist when the country which is really destabilising the region is Saudi Arabia. Some officials even
say Saudi actions in Yemen are a "new Nakba " and worse than anything done by Israel to Palestinians.
Yet they continue to call for detente with Riyadh. "We welcome dialogue with Saudi Arabia and are trying to
help Saudi Arabia get out of the crisis in Yemen. We welcome regional co-operation," Amir-Abdollahian said.

His remark is a reminder that managing relations with the west is not the only challenge Iran faces. Success
in the nuclear talks would bring a historic compromise with the US after almost 40 years of tension. But if
Gulf Arabs condemn Obama's new policy as a US "pivot" to Shia Iran, the eagerly awaited decline in western
hostility may be undermined by a surge in Iranophobia among Sunnis much closer to home.
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Tolerant Islam should be protected;
Kazakhstan is at a decisive moment between a Soviet atheist past and
an increasingly Islamic future

BYLINE: Giles Fraser
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It might feel a little more convincingly like a Palace of Peace and Reconciliation, commissioned perhaps as a
celebration of religious plurality, were it not for the seven tonnes of Russian-made BRDM-2 armoured
personnel carrier stationed outside. By contrast, within a preposterous Norman Foster glass pyramid -
decorated with the kitschest white doves you have ever seen - the Fifth Congress of the Leaders of World
and Traditional Religions meets, and the talk is of harmony and concord - even a condemnation of global
arms spending by the Zoroastrian representative. Observing this, a Martian could be forgiven for assuming
that religion is the number one force for good in the world. Here the Sephardic chief rabbi of Israel sits next
to the head of the World Forum for Proximity of Islamic Schools of Thought next to the president of the
Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue next to some other terribly important religious dignitary. If I gave
them their full titles that would be half the word count of this article. Just as effusive greetings take up half the
speeches of the delegates.

Welcome to Astana, Kazakhstan. Set amid thousands of miles of the central Asian steppe, once a place of
exile and hellish punishment for the likes of Dostoyevsky and Solzhenitsyn, religious leaders now fly into this
Canary Wharf of a city, with its oil-boom show-off architecture, to talk nice and stay in nice hotels. Surely
Tony Blair has to be here somewhere. But the peace-loving speechifying is massively out of kilter with the
global reality.

On Thursday morning an uncomfortable-looking Church of England bishop chaired a meeting with Indian
cleric, Sheik Salman Al-Husaini Al-Nadwi, who publicly spoke airy words about interreligious harmony. But
this same cleric has been a vocal supporter of Islamic State, last year sending effusive greetings to Isis
leader Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi. "You are standing bravely as a rock," he wrote to him. Again last year he
penned a controversial letter to Saudi Arabia inviting them to fund Indian jihadis to fight Shias in Iraq. He
dismissed the newspapers that exposed all of this as "the chatterings of an old village hag". But such was the
outrage in India that he was forced to issue a retraction. Nonetheless, his organisation, Jamiat Al-Shabab,
still describes its mission statement thus :

"It is unfortunate for Muslim Ummah that with the decline of its political and military grip on the world many
great ordeals surfaced their ugly heads and threatened its very being. The flag-bearers of Disbelief: Jews,
Christians and Polytheists, concentrated all their efforts to detract the Muslim youth from main stream of
Islam."

Of course, he didn't say any of this at the conference for peace and reconciliation. But little wonder the
bishop of Bedford looked nervous. The C of E doesn't usually get this up close and personal with full-on
Islamic extremism. But if inter-religious dialogue has a purpose, it must include the bad guys too.

Not that Kazakhstan is out to encourage jihadism. Quite the opposite. With a population that is 70% Muslim,
Kazakhstan looks nervously at the religious violence in Iraq and Syria. On its southern border, Uzbekistan
has seen a growing presence of radical Islam. And earlier this year, Isis released a video of a Kazakh boy
murdering Russian "agents".

There isn't one Islam, of course. There are many Islams. And some would say the Kazakh version is so
moderate as to be virtually undetectable. Young women wear short skirts and big sunglasses. Kazakh wine
is omnipresent (but undrinkable). And there's not a head covering in sight. Decades of Soviet
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state-sponsored atheism diminished Islam to little more than a vague marker of cultural identity. Religious
scholars were imprisoned and waqf properties confiscated. It was all of a piece with the rational,
Enlightenment-inspired, central planning approach to government. The same approach that turned the area
around the Aral sea into a vast cotton plantation, flooding the land with chemicals, and draining the sea of its
water, thus creating one of the greatest environmental disasters on earth. Rusting hulks of ships keep the
company of camels, set in open desert, miles from the shrunken coastline. Many used to argue that Kazakh
Islam had suffered a similar fate at Soviet hands, good for weddings and funerals but little else. There were
only 60 or so mosques left after the Soviet period. Now there are more than 2,500. Under the influence of
Arab money and missionaries, often from Saudi Arabia, more young people are going to the mosque and on
the Hajj and eating halal. Islam is on the up.

Which is why there's also an increasing anxiety that a less repressive approach to religion might open the
door to radicalisation. So only state-authorised religions are allowed here. Missionaries are regulated.
Religious political parties are banned. And the president of Kazakhstan, an old-style ex-Soviet politician -
who received a comedy 97.75% of the vote at his re-re-re-election back in April - presides over this gathering
of well-meaning religious flannel. It's also why I have minders from the ministry of foreign affairs "guiding" my
trip.

And maybe they are right to do all this. For Kazakhstan has, within its own set limits, developed a properly
deserved reputation for religious toleration. For instance, a huge blue synagogue has been built on the
outskirts of town, one of many. Forget all that rubbishy racist stuff about Borat and "The Running of the Jew"
- this is a place of genuine diversity, where different faiths rub along remarkably well. Despite all the
off-putting pomposity of the Palace of Peace and Reconciliation, it's not a totally unrealistic reflection of how
things are here. Maybe there is something for that tank to protect.

Twitter: @giles_fraser
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The Labour leadership election is an oasis of boredom;
Yvette Cooper and Andy Burnham talk like hostages, Liz Kendall has
the air of an Apprentice candidate and Jeremy Corbyn is like an old pub
drinker in a revamped bar

BYLINE: Frankie Boyle
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Interesting times in British politics. We can look forward to David Cameron's merciless manoeuvring against
his rivals - "It's a touch unconventional, Boris, but I'm appointing you Israel's ambassador to Syria!" - and a
London mayoral race between a group of characters you would normally expect to see arguing about how to
deal with Batman. And yet we know that none of this is good, in the same way we know that seeing a
beautiful mural on the side of a building just means that you're in a really shit neighbourhood.

At least the Labour leadership election offers a reassuring oasis of boredom. The candidates have few
redeeming features, or features of any kind. They work most successfully not as politicians, but as a sort of
broad-ranging challenge to satire. Yvette Cooper has a broken, downbeat delivery that could make
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah sound like a cancer diagnosis. Andy Burnham sounds like he wishes that there were
speedbumps in Mario Kart. They both give interviews with the halting, guarded intonation of a hostage. Liz
Kendall at least has the alarming air of an Apprentice candidate, and surely that show's unique dynamic -
where you can be fired without actually having a job - meshes neatly with the party's increasingly colourful
views on workers' rights.

Of course, none of the frontrunners are proper socialists; they don't even hate each other. Jeremy Corbyn
did scrape together enough nominations to stand, causing the left of the party to get quite excited that it is
still allowed to lose. One of the few decent politicians remaining in the Labour party, he reminds me of those
old drinkers you see haunting a new bar because they used to go to the pub that was there before.

Much of the contest so far has involved the candidates fretting about how the party can be more
pro-business. It is not even clear what they mean by this word "business". Are they worried about small
businesses that care about being able to borrow money; manufacturing businesses that care about high
growth; transnational businesses that care about you taking your tax bill and shoving it up your arse; or the
banking business, which doesn't care whether anybody lives or dies but would like a lot of hot Russian mafia
money to flash about the dying nervous system of the finance industry as though we're treating Aids with
cocaine? Obviously, those are all interests that sometimes oppose each other in various ways. I'm reduced
to imagining that "pro-business" is simply a rhetorical code for "rightwing", and that we are watching
leadership contenders wonder aloud whether they are being rightwing enough.

We're told that they are responding to the concerns of voters. Labour keeps saying: "We're concerned about
immigration because that's what people say on the doorstep." You're a political party. You're not asking
people if they want anything down the shops - you're meant to have guiding principles. Also, it is a mistake to
think that British people say what they mean. We'll tell you that our core value is hard work, but nobody
actually means it. People know that there is no social mobility any more; hard work doesn't help you get
ahead. Working hard just means that you finish early and get given more work. Hardworking is a word we
came up with to describe people at work who we like but are a bit thick. We don't remember hardworking
footballers. We celebrate the ones who were unbelievably brilliant but died at 26 when heading an effort
against the crossbar dislodged a fatal dose of ketamine from the back of their nose.

There is a very simple case to be made against austerity, but Labour doesn't have the guts to make it. This
seems strange when it was wiped out by an anti-austerity party in Scotland. The SNP trounced them so
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emphatically that Nicola Sturgeon 's Scottish scriptwriters had to desperately search their memories for
words that express pleasure. "Hang on! I think my mum said something when I got my degree ... 'not bad', I
think it was - write down 'not bad'." There is every chance that the changes in Scotland are structural and
Labour is gone for ever, like cholera or Rangers.

A third of the electorate didn't vote at the last election, and many who said they were going to vote Labour
didn't vote at all. Can it really be easier to convert Tories than to reconnect with your own core support?
Perhaps these prospective leaders simply live in a class bubble, and their understanding of real people lacks
nuance. One thing about being pro-business and working with business is that you spend a lot of time with,
well, Tories. Perhaps you spend a lot of time with other politicians, and at the echo chamber of party events.
So you get your information about people from polls (which can be misleading) and the media (which is
deliberately misleading), and we end up with a leadership campaign aimed at a public who hate benefits,
immigrants and shirkers. Labour's candidates seem to have the same estimation of the public as a tabloid
editor. Still, they must know that they are not going to win the next election, barring some kind of apocalyptic
meltdown of the banking sector. I make them about 3-1.
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Queen's speech 2015 - as it happened;
Dennis Skinner shocks Commons by not making a jibeRead Andrew
Sparrow's line-by-line analysis of the speechGuide to bills and other
measuresAfternoon summary
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Afternoon summary

• David Cameron has said that the legislative programme unveiled by the Queen at the state
opening of parliament is designed to stop Britain being a "two-speed country". In an
introduction to the government's 103-page briefing document (pdf) on the plans, reproduced on
Facebook, he claimed it was a "one nation Queen's speech from a one nation government". In
his speech in the Commons he said he wanted to "increase the pace of reform in education"
and he brushed aside calls for ministers to be allowed a free vote in the forthcoming EU
referendum. He also challenged Labour to prove it backed aspiration by voting for the
government's proposed tax cuts.

In recent days, I have noticed some of the candidates for the Labour leadership seem to have discovered a
new word: the word being aspiration. Apparently it has upset John Prescott, he went on television to explain
he doesn't know what it means. I am happy we should spend the next five years explaining what it means
and how vital it is to everyone in our country. If the party opposite truly believe in aspiration, they will vote
with us to cut people's taxes so people can spend more of their own money as they choose. If they believe in
aspiration, they will be voting with us to cap welfare and use the savings to fund more apprenticeships.

Some may question Cameron's commitment to one nation politics (see 11.34am) and it is probably best to
interpret Cameron's constant use of the phrase partly as a sign of how worried Cameron is about the
standing of the Conservatives outside England. There is a telling passage on this in the House of
Commons's excellent briefing note on the results of the 2015 election (pdf).

318 (96%) of the Conservative's 330 MPs have seats in England, where the party won 40.9% of the vote.
The government elected in May 2015 holds the lowest number of Scottish seats of any government. It also
won the lowest share of the vote in both Wales (27.2%) and Scotland (14.9%) of any government since
1945.

• Labour and union leaders have criticised plans in the Queen's speech that could lead to the
chief source of funding for the Labour party - the trade union political funds - facing big cuts. As
Patrick Wintour reports, the trade union bill, put forward by the frontbench Conservative MP
Sajid Javid, will create a shift from a current system whereby union members have to contract
out from paying the political levy to one in which they have to contract in. The change, from a
system of inertia to one in which members actively choose to pay, is likely to lead to a big
dropoff in income to the unions. Paul Kenny, the GMB general secretary, said this was
anti-democratic.

It's one rule for the Tory slush fund, hedge funds and another for trade union members.

This will not deter or silence the voices of millions of working people who already give their approval for
political funds through democratic ballots governed by statute.

It will bring state funding for political parties a step nearer. It is not sustainable to allow the elite and
companies unfettered and unlimited rights to fund the Tory Party while shackling the bodies that have funded
the political opposition to them for more than a century.

• Harriet Harman, the acting Labour leader, has told MPs that the reality of the Queen's speech
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does not match its rhetoric. In her speech she said:

The Queen's speech talks of "one nation"- yet he sets the nations of the country against each other.

The Queen's speech talks of 'working people' - yet he threatens basic rights at work.

At a time when our economy, our constitution and our public services are all fragile, we fear this Tory
government will make things worse.

So as the dust settles, the real question for this Queen's speech is - will it improve our country, our
communities and people's lives?

• Nick Clegg, the outgoing Lib Dem leader, has said Cameron should spell out what he wants to
achieve from his EU renegotiation. In his speech he told MPs:

This must be the first time in living memory that a country's citizens are being asked to support the outcome
of a renegotiation on a matter of such importance to its place in the world without the government of the day
setting out in this house what it wants to achieve.

And because we do not know what the government considers a successful negotiation, we do not know for
sure which side the prime minister will take in a referendum...

So my advice to the government is this:

Pursue your renegotiation with the EU, but spell out exactly what you hope to achieve, so that people
understand the choice that's in front of them.

Clegg also said that, although the government was acting now as if it expected to win the referendum easily,
it should be careful, because circumstances could change. "Having witnessed two referenda spin off in
entirely unpredicted directions in recent years, I would strongly counsel against any complacency," he said.

• John Bercow, the Commons speaker, has reprimanded SNP MPs for clapping their
Westminster leader, Angus Robertson. Bercow told them:

Can I say at the start of the parliament that the convention that we don't clap in this chamber is very, very,
very long-established and widely respected? And it would be appreciated if members would show some
respect for that convention. They will get their speaking rights from this chair - of that they can be assured.
They will be respected but I would invite them to show some respect for the traditions of this chamber of the
House of Commons.

• Senior Tories are telling David Cameron he must abandon a "deeply offensive" threat to
withdraw from the European convention on human rights if he is to win support for his plans to
repeal the Human Rights Act.

• Lord Wallace of Tankerness, the Lib Dem leader in the Lords, has told peers that the Lords has
the right to block government legislation - even if it was in the government's manifesto. Under
the Salisbury convention, peers are supposed to refrain from voting down measures that were
in the manifesto of the governing party. In a speech, Wallace acknowledged that. But he
implied that the Lords could ignore this in some circumstances.
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It is of course right and proper that we uphold the measures which allow our revising chamber to remain a
self-regulating house. I do not question the right of the House of Commons and a government who command
the confidence of it to have its legislation dealt with in a constructive manner by this House.

But we may wish to reflect on the strength of the mandate of a government, which secured less than 37% of
the popular vote on a turnout of 66%, should it seek to drive through ill-thought through and reactionary
legislation without the robust scrutiny and the proper checks and balances, provided by this house. The
government would do well to remember that the Cunningham report on the conventions of the UK
parliament, which recognised the right of this house, in extreme and exceptional circumstances, to say no.
The importance of the House of Lords retaining the right to say no is that it is that power which brings the
government to the table in a constructive frame of mind...

This house has demonstrated time and time again that it is the last bastion of defence of civil liberties and
human rights. On these issues in particular, this house has a legitimate right to question the excesses of any
government. It has the right to vigorously scrutinise and revise legislation.

• Tony Blair has announced he will step down next month as special representative of the
quartet of the international powers seeking a peace agreement between Israel and the
Palestinians.

• Tavish Scott, the former Scottish Lib Dem leader, has said he feels let down by the behaviour
of Alistair Carmichael, who admitted that he was responsible for a pre-election leak intended to
damage Nicola Sturgeon.

That's all from us for today. Thanks for the comments.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 6.10pm BST

block-time published-time 4.51pm BST

Nick Clegg is speaking now. The chamber is largely empty. When he last spoke in the Commons, he used
to encounter a wall of noise, he says. Now, in what he says will be his last speech in the chamber as Lib
Dem leader, he says it is a relief to be heard in silence.

Nick Clegg Photograph: BBC Parliament

block-time published-time 4.46pm BST

Boris Johnson, the mayor of London, has just made his first intervention in the new Commons. Cheryl
Gillan, the Conservative former Welsh secretary, is speaking, and she said her constituents had a hard time
getting Transport for London to provide step-free access at Amersham station. Johnson stood up to defend
TfL, saying it did a great job.

block-time published-time 4.40pm BST

enltrGetting pretty empty in the house now for #QueensSpeech debate - but Nick Clegg's still there
http://t.co/5X7fbx3UhRpic.twitter.com/kUqtobprQs

- #SunNation (@SunNation) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 4.34pm BST

Emily Thornberry has finished speaking. Alex Salmond, the former SNP leader, rises to make a point of
order. Would it be appropriate for the government to change the standing orders of the Commons to reduce
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the rights of some MPs (Scottish MPs) without taking proper constitutional advice from a committee, or some
other body, he asks.

John Bercow says Salmond has raised a serious point. He says he will reflect on it, and respond to Salmond
in due course.

block-time published-time 4.27pm BST

After Angus Robertson's speech, John Redwood was called next. We thought Nick Clegg might follow
Redwood (speakers are always called in order - government, opposition, etc), but Labour's Emily Thornberry
was called next, and is speaking now. That means Clegg will have to wait a bit longer before he gets to
deliver his speech, some of which was briefed overnight.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.38pm BST

block-time published-time 4.21pm BST

If you haven't already seen it, the Comment is free panel verdict on the Queens speech from Hugh Muir,
Deborah Orr, Michael White and Martin Kettle is well worth a read.

Here is an extract from Michael White's piece.

What unifies this evidence-lite package is the yawning gap between pious aspiration (not-so-pious stuff, too)
and the realities it is likely to confront, including the forces - English peers as well as Scottish Nats -
determined to block it. Can we really confiscate the modest pay of illegal immigrants? Where will the extra
doctors and their pay come from to provide all-hours GP services? How does the greater energy security the
Queen promised us square with a Nimbys' charter on planning consent for unpopular wind farms?

When Cameron talks in his introduction to the official text (big-footing Her Majesty, some may feel) of a
"two-speed society" - and bigs up the very welcome " northern powerhouse " rhetoric emanating from
Tatton's George Osborne - we applaud the sentiment, but note that he is also committed to welfare cuts that
will hurt many of the most vulnerable.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.27pm BST

block-time published-time 4.07pm BST

The SNP MP Gavin Newlands has taken to Twitter to effectively criticise John Bercow for trying to stop SNP
MPs clapping Angus Robertson. He is accusing Bercow of being old-fashioned.

enltrThe speaker has asked us to respect convention & not applaud agreeable comments. Apparently we
must bray 'hear hear' like it's 18th century!

- Gavin Newlands MP (@GavNewlandsSNP) May 27, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 4.09pm BST

block-time published-time 4.04pm BST

Angus Robertson's speech

Angus Robertson, the SNP's leader at Westminster, has been speaking for more than five minutes now.

Twice his comments prompted SNP MPs to clap. On the second occasion, John Bercow interrupted and told
them - well, that this was not on. He did not have a good reason why clapping was not allowed; he just said
that for many years it had not been the practice in the Commons.

Here are some other highlights.
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enltrSNP MPs clap as Angus Robertson declares that the SNP are the third party in the House of Commons

- James Forsyth (@JGForsyth) May 27, 2015

enltrAngus Robertson congratulates David Cameron on his election success...in England #QueensSpeech

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) May 27, 2015

enltrSNPs Robertson criticises PMs "one nation" rhetoric which should recognise there are four nations with
four different leading parties

- Faisal Islam (@faisalislam) May 27, 2015

enltrThe SNP will work across the house to protect the Human Rights Act, says Angus Robertson
http://t.co/EBmydhliXQ

- Nick Eardley (@nickeardley) May 27, 2015

enltrSpeaker tells off SNP MPs for clapping Robertson repeatedly, specifically after Labours Iain Austin
urged the SNP to join government benches

- Faisal Islam (@faisalislam) May 27, 2015

enltrLabour's Ian Austin's naked disgust at new SNP members reminds us how unlikely any genuine
'progressive alliance' is for now #QueensSpeech

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 3.56pm BST

David Cameron's speech - summary and verdict

David Cameron's speech - Verdict: Cameron's speech was also a bit below-par too, although he did manage
to produce some of the best jokes of the session so far. And there were a few points of substance worth
noting.

• Cameron insisted that the government would legislate to get rid of the Human Rights Act.

• He brushed aside calls for ministers to be allowed a free vote in the EU referendum. That does
not mean that he won't end up allowing a free vote - Harold Wilson did in 1975, and
conceivably Cameron may decide to follow that approach - but at the moment that does not
seem to be his intention.

• He singled out Andy Burnham for criticism. As Paul Waugh suggests, this may raise suspicions
that he is trying to boost Burnham's standing in the Labour party.

enltrInteresting Cameron singles out @andyburnhammp for criticism on Free Schools. A double bluff bid to
boost Burnham support?

- Paul Waugh (@paulwaugh) May 27, 2015

• Cameron said Labour would be failing the "aspiration" tests if it opposed measures in the
Queen's Speech like extending the right to buy.
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David Cameron speaks during the debate on the Queen's speech. Photograph: PA/PA

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.59pm BST

block-time published-time 3.46pm BST

Labour's Kevin Brennan asks how many Tory MPs told Cameron they would not back repeal of the Human
Rights Act.

Cameron says Brennan should not think the government is dropping its plans to get rid of the HRA. There
will be legislation, he says. He says he wants these decisions taken in the UK.

And that's it.

block-time published-time 3.45pm BST

Cameron says the party in the Commons that claims to represent Scotland advocates something that would
amount to the worst deal for Scotland (full fiscal autonomy).

block-time published-time 3.43pm BST

This is quite damning, if it's true. It is from the SNP MP Carol Monaghan.

enltrStood next to Boris Johnson at Queen's speech. Boris "Why are there all these schoolgirls here?"
Response from 2nd Tory "Those are our MPs".

- Carol Monaghan MP (@CMonaghanMP) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 3.40pm BST

Cameron turns to the EU referendum bill.

Labour's Toby Perkins asks if cabinet ministers opposed to the EU will be able to vote against.

Cameron says Perkins has got it the wrong way round. All ministers back the referendum, and the
renegotiation, he says.

block-time published-time 3.38pm BST

Gareth Thomas, the Labour MP, asks Cameron to confirm that the Metropolitan police face cuts equivalent
to 5,000 to 10,000 officers.

Cameron says in the last parliament the police cut crime while their numbers were being cut.

If Labour do not back welfare cuts, police cuts would have to be even deeper, he says.

block-time published-time 3.37pm BST

Sir Gerald Howarth, a Conservative, asks Cameron if he support Lord Baker's call for more university
technical colleges.

Cameron says he does. He says the Tories launched their manifesto in one.

block-time published-time 3.34pm BST

Cameron says Andy Burnham has supported some free schools, like the Everton free school. But he does
not support them in principle. If free schools are good enough for his constituents, why are they not good
enough for everyone else?
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block-time published-time 3.33pm BST

Cameron says some people have urged him to slow the pace of educational reform. He disagrees. He wants
to go faster.

He wants to create 500 more free schools. It is the fastest growing and most successful schools programme
in history.

block-time published-time 3.32pm BST

Labour's Emily Thornberry says two-thirds of children in poverty have one parent in work.

Cameron says he wants to improve wages for those in work. And he says he wants to take people on low
pay out of tax.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.48pm BST

block-time published-time 3.30pm BST

Keith Vaz, the Labour MP, asks if Cameron agrees that a quota for Mediterranean migrants is not the
answer. Does Cameron agree that it would be better to deal with the problems at source, the situation in the
Maghreb countries?

Cameron does agree. We should be using our aid budget to stabilise these countries, he says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.30pm BST

block-time published-time 3.27pm BST

Cameron is now running through the measures in the Queen's speech.

Some candidates in the Labour leadership have discovered the word "aspiration", he says.

John Prescott says he does not understand the term aspiration, Cameron goes on.

Cameron says the government will be happy to spend the next five years explaining aspiration.

If Labour backs aspiration, it should support the plans to cap welfare to fund new jobs.

Labour's David Winnick intervenes. How can Cameron claim to support all communities when the £12bn
welfare cuts will have a devastating effect?

Cameron says the government achieved larger welfare cuts in the last parliament.

block-time published-time 3.23pm BST

Cameron says, in an age when people complain politicians all sound the same, Sheryll Murray is very
different. She came into the Commons to speak up for Cornish fishermen, and impressed all MPs with the
courage she showed after her husband died, Cameron says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.27pm BST

block-time published-time 3.21pm BST

Cameron pays tribute to Simon Burns. Noting that Burns wears a Hillary Clinton watch, he says he has met
Clinton many times but never plucked up the courage to ask her if she wears a Simon Burns watch.

When Burns leaves the Commons, there will be a permanent memorial to him, Cameron says: the Commons
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smoking shelter.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.27pm BST

block-time published-time 3.20pm BST

David Cameron's speech David Cameron.

David Cameron starts by saying this is a one-nation Queen's speech.

Then he gets into the jokes. He was worried when Harman said that she and he had something in common.
He could not think what it was, he says, because she is far posher than he is.

He says, if politics is about pursuing the causes you believe in and not giving up, Harman is an excellent
example. He says she has pushed for improvements to maternity leave and maternity pay, and for changes
to the law on domestic violence.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.44pm BST

block-time published-time 3.16pm BST

Harriet Harman's speech - Verdict: That wasn't one of Harman's best, but it did the business. What it did not
do, though, was tell us anything very new about how Labour will oppose the government over the next few
months, before the new leader gets elected.

block-time published-time 3.14pm BST

Harman says the rhetoric at the start of the Queen's speech is well-honed. It looks as if Labour wrote them.
Actually, we did not just write them, we engraved them on a tablet of stone, she jokes. But let's not go there,
she goes on.

Yet the reality is different, she says.

We fear this Tory government will make things worse, she says.

block-time published-time 3.12pm BST

Nicola Sturgeon has issued a statement about the Queen's speech. Scotland's first minister and SNP leader
said the government's plans do not reflect "the dramatically changed political circumstances we now find
ourselves in".

Sturgeon said: "It is abundantly clear that the priorities this UK government have outlined in the Queen's
speech are not the priorities of the Scottish government."

Regarding the Scotland bill, Sturgeon insisted that it should deliver the proposals set out by the Smith
Commission in full.

We believe the massively changed political circumstances in Scotland provides a mandate for substantial
further powers beyond those recommended by the Smith process, and we will continue to make a strong
case to the UK Government for those powers to be delivered.

block-time published-time 3.11pm BST

Harman says the Tories cannot be trusted with the NHS.

As for the plans to extend free nursery care, Harman suggests these are of little value because parents are
already paying £1,500 more for childcare than they were in 2010 because nursery fees have soared.
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block-time published-time 3.09pm BST

Turning to the Human Rights Act, Harman says the government plans started unravelling before the Queen's
speech had even been delivered.

So much for women changing their minds: this looks like a Michael Gove special, she says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.10pm BST

block-time published-time 3.08pm BST

Harman says Labour will support the EU referendum bill. But 16- and 17-year-olds should be allowed to vote.
"It is their future too," she says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.10pm BST

block-time published-time 3.07pm BST

Harman says Labour will oppose arbitrary measures to undermine people's rights at work.

She expresses doubts about the tax lock plan, saying the government must have the power to raise revenue
to protect services.

And she accuses Cameron of "shamefully" setting the interests of the English against the Scots during the
election.

The worst outcome for Scotland would be the SNP demanding full fiscal autonomy that does not add up, and
a Tory government giving it to them.

She says the government must introduce constitutional changes in the interests of the country, not his party.
And any changes to party funding rules should not rigged against Labour, she says.

block-time published-time 3.03pm BST

Harman congratulates David Cameron on his election victory. But they have something in common, she
says. Referring to Cameron's announcement about not fighting a third election, she says they are both
"interim leaders". She tells him to beware the blond on the zipwire.

block-time published-time 3.02pm BST

Harriet Harman's speech Harriet Harman.

Harriet Harman, the acting Labour leader, is speaking now.

By convention, she has to start by commending the two backbenchers who opened the debate. Given what
we have heard, that is is not particularly easy, but she praises Burns for being independent-minded, and for
carrying on smoking when he was health minister. And she says Murray is an authentic voice of Cornwall.
MPs admired how she carried on after her husband was killed in a fishing accident a year after her election
(he was a trawlerman). Murray is "brave, determined and principled", Harman says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.09pm BST

block-time published-time 2.58pm BST

Sheryll Murray's speech - Verdict: Murray's speech was even poorer than Simon Burns's. It is not much of a
start to the 2015-20 parliament. I do hope the debate picks up.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.08pm BST
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block-time published-time 2.56pm BST

Murray turns to the EU referendum bill, and she is glad Harriet Harman, on behalf of Labour, has changed
her mind and now supports it. She is not going to criticise her for changing her mind, she goes on. "Women
do."

Oh dear.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.02pm BST

block-time published-time 2.55pm BST

Murray is now on to cream teas, and how they put the jam on the bottom in Cornwall. Or was it the cream?
I'm afraid it was so dull I was nodding off.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.02pm BST

block-time published-time 2.53pm BST

Sheryll Murray's speech Sheryll Murray

Sheryll Murray, another Conservative backbencher, is seconding the loyal address now.

She says she thinks she is the first "Cornish maid" to second the loyal address.

And she recalls David Cameron coming to her region for an election meeting. It was held in a cowshed.
That's how they do things in Cornwall, she says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.08pm BST

block-time published-time 2.51pm BST

Simon Burns's speech - Verdict: On the basis of that, no one will be hiring Simon Burns to give an
after-dinner speech in the hope of enjoying a few laughs. That effort was rather poor. Isabel Hardman from
the Spectator is being charitable.

enltrSimon Burns' loyal address to the Commons is funny if you're into in jokes and know them all too.

- Isabel Hardman (@IsabelHardman) May 27, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.06pm BST

block-time published-time 2.48pm BST

John Bercow apparently wasn't impressed by Burns's jokes.

enltrSpeaker Bercow studiously reading bits of paper while Simon Burns makes jokes about their, ahem,
difficult relationship.

- Robert Hutton (@RobDotHutton) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 2.46pm BST

John Bercow.

Burns turns to his feud with Bercow. It has been said they have been enemies. Now it is time for them to
bury the hatchet - and not in Burns's back.
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Burns says he is once reputed to have crashed his car into Bercow's. According to legend, Bercow came out
and said: "I'm not happy." Burns reputedly replied: "Then which one are you?" It's a Seven Dwarfs joke,
about Bercow's stature.

This is a well-known Commons tale. But it never happened, Burns says.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.05pm BST

block-time published-time 2.44pm BST

Burns pays tribute to former foreign secretary William Hague. And he tells a moderately funny story about
how Hague once introduced him to Hillary Clinton, and showed Clinton that Burns was wearing a watch with
Clinton's face in it. (Burns is obsessed with American politics, and is a staunch Democrat supporter.)

Sometime later Hague told Burns that Clinton did not want him working on her 2016 campaign, Burns says.
Burns had helped with the Clinton campaign in 2008, with the McGovern campaign in 1972, and the Ted
Kennedy campaign in 1980. Clinton did not want him involved again because he was always on the losing
side.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.00pm BST

block-time published-time 2.39pm BST

Simon Burns' speech Simon Burns Photograph: BBC

Simon Burns, the Conservative former health minister, is proposing the humble address.

He says David Cameron is the first prime minister to serve a full term and to then be re-elected with more
MPs and a higher share of the vote since Lord Palmerston in the 1850s.

And he says it is a pleasure to be invited by John Bercow to open a debate. This gets a laugh, because
Burns and Bercow have a long history of run-ins.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.49pm BST

block-time published-time 2.35pm BST

Boris Johnson seems confused by the number of young women in parliament. He's obviously more used to
the middle-aged men.

enltrStood next to Boris Johnson at Queen's speech. Boris "Why are there all these schoolgirls here?"
Response from 2nd Tory "Those are our MPs".

- Carol Monaghan MP (@CMonaghanMP) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 2.33pm BST

The ballot for the three deputy speakership posts will be held next Wednesday, he says.

block-time published-time 2.33pm BST

Greens say Tory plans 'do not speak to needs of the economy'

Natalie Bennett, the Green party leader, has also issued her statement following the Queen's speech. She
picks out the planned reduction in the welfare cap as a symbol of the "social failings" of the legislative
agenda.

This is a government programme that does not speak to the needs of the British economy, British society, or
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our national and global environment.

There's nothing here to rein in our still fraud-ridden, out-of-control financial sector. The pressing need to
tackle inequality and poverty is not addressed. Indeed, it will be worsened by the measures in this
programme.

Perhaps the best symbol of the social failings of this programme is the planned reduction in the welfare cap.
The measures set out today will not affect large numbers, or save much money, but will put even more
vulnerable households in desperate conditions.

Bennett also said the government had failed to set out effective action on renewables or energy
conservation.

block-time published-time 2.32pm BST

Queen's speech debate

John Bercow, the Commons speaker, opens the session, as is conventional at the start of each new session
of parliament, by reading out a statement reminding MPs of the seven principles of public life and telling
them they should act civilly towards each other.

There are 182 new MPs, he says.

block-time published-time 2.26pm BST

SNP says Queen's speech 'ties Scotland to the wrong priorites'

The SNP's Westminster leader, Angus Robertson, continues to push the line that his party is the only
credible opposition to the Tories in Westminster - one that is increasingly riling Labour, if Emma Reynolds on
the BBC earlier was anything to go by.

Responding to the Queen's speech, Robertson said:

Despite Scotland rejecting the Tories agenda completely, we are tied to the wrong priorities - on austerity,
Trident, and much more.

With Labour all over the place and each of their leadership candidates seemingly getting ready to race even
further to the right, the SNP is the only real opposition to unfair Tory cuts in the House of Commons.

When it comes to more powers for Scotland, the ball is in David Cameron's court. Anything less than
implementation of the Smith Commission in full would be a breach of faith. But the Tories must also respond
to the election result and react positively to proposals for a transfer of powers beyond Smith, a position which
won overwhelming support in the election.

He also said that the SNP would "seek urgent clarity on how the government intends to bring forward
legislation in parliament on English votes for English laws".

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.31pm BST

block-time published-time 2.13pm BST

David Cameron gave a speech on immigration last week announcing proposals to be included in the
immigration bill. They included at least two ideas that seem to have been lifted wholesale from the Labour
manifesto.

Today they seem to have raided another idea from the Labour cupboard. The government briefing pack (pdf)
says the bill will include a consultation on funding apprenticeship schemes by implementing a new visa levy
on firms that use foreign labour. This does not seem to have been included in the Conservative manifesto,
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but it is very similar to this pledge in the Labour manifesto.

Every firm getting a major government contract, and every large employer hiring skilled workers from outside
the EU, will be required to offer apprenticeships.

block-time published-time 2.09pm BST

Bank of England bill - snap analysis The Bank of England.

Under the last government, George Osborne increased the powers of the Bank of England and appointed
Mark Carney as the first non-British governor. The bill will be designed to make the Bank more open and
accountable and to bring together more closely its responsibilities for monetary policy, oversight of the
financial system and regulation.

The bill will implement the recommendations of last year's review by former US central banker Kevin Warsh
of how monetary policy is conducted. He proposed the scrapping of the two-week gap between an interest
rate decision and the publication of minutes from the meeting, which will be more detailed.

The number of monetary policy meetings will be cut from 12 a year to eight, in line with practice at the US
Federal Reserve. Half of the meetings will be held jointly with the Bank's financial policy committee, which
oversees financial stability.

The Bank has also proposed reform of its governing court to make it function like a public company's board
to oversee the Bank. The new deputy governor, Minouche Shafik will sit on the court and on the FPC. Sean
Farrell

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.14pm BST

block-time published-time 1.50pm BST

Skinner blames SNP for absence of his traditional Black Rod joke Dennis Skinner is usually known for his
sardonic quips at the state opening of parliament. Photograph: Christopher Thomond for the Guardian

The Labour MP Dennis Skinner has told the Daily Mirror that he did not have time to think of something
funny to say to Black Rod because he has been too busy trying to stop the SNP pinching his seat.

The Telegraph has been speaking to Skinner too. Skinner told them that he was having to get up at 6am to
keep the SNP at bay.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.14pm BST

block-time published-time 1.46pm BST

Lord Lawson criticises Tories' proposed tax lock law

On the World this Weekend, Lord Lawson, the Conservative former chancellor, criticised the proposed tax
lock law. (See 11.35am.)

I do not think it is a good idea to restrict the chancellor of the exchequer's freedom of manoeuvre in this way.
Nobody knows what economic issues are going to be like, nobody knows what world conditions are going to
be like, the public expenditure has to be financed. This was clearly done for electoral purposes, not for good
government... [George Osborne] has tied his hands to an extent that I wouldn't have done and I don't think
any previous chancellor would have done.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 2.00pm BST

block-time published-time 1.38pm BST
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Chuka Umunna, the shadow business secretary, told the BBC that David Cameron's claims to be leading a
one nation government were bogus.

Watching the Queen deliver those opening lines claiming that this government is a one nation government -
well, just because you claim to be a one nation government doesn't make it so. And we've obviously just had
three or four months of Conservatives setting up different nations of the United Kingdom against each other;
we see in some of the legislation they're bringing forward them seeking to demonise trade union members,
people who get us to work, people who teach our kids, people who look after us when we're ill; and we of
course know that during the last parliament they cut benefits for working people, increased VAT and gave
very wealthy people a tax cut.

block-time published-time 1.29pm BST

As I said earlier (see 8.57am), the Queen's speech is not a wholly reliable guide to the legislation that will be
introduced in this session of parliament.

In fact, the speech is not even a comprehensive guide to the measures being unveiled today. To go with the
Queen's speech the government has produced a 103-page briefing note with details of all the bills being
announced today (pdf). It includes several bills that the Queen did not actually refer to in her speech.

They are: a Bank of England bill, strengthening the Bank's governance; a charities (protection and social
investment) bill, strengthening the powers of the Charity Commission; a votes for life bill, ensuring the British
citizens living abroad do not lose the right to vote in UK elections after 15 years away; a European Union
(finance) bill, approving the EU budget; a buses bill, allowing the new metro mayors to run bus services; and
a draft public service ombudsman bill, creating a new public service ombudsman, taking over the role of the
parliamentary and health service ombudsman, the local government ombudsman and the housing
ombudsman.

Here is the Guardian's full guide to the bills announced today.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.54pm BST

block-time published-time 1.16pm BST

Housing bill - snap analysis New Taylor Wimpey houses under construction in Lancashire.

The Queen's speech confirmed one of the Tories' most controversial pre-election pledges: to extend
Margaret Thatcher's right-to-buy scheme to 1.3 million housing association tenants in England.

Tenants in housing association homes will be offered discounts worth up to £102,700 in London and £77,000
in the rest of England, although not in Scotland or Wales, where right-to-buy is being abolished. There are
around 2.5 million housing association tenants, and of those around 1.3m have lived in the property for three
or more years and will be given the opportunity to buy.

The government is also targeting 200,000 new starter homes across Britain, which will go on sale to first-time
buyers under 40 at a 20% discount below the open market value. It also pledged to tackle local authority
red-tape, forcing councils to allow more "self-build" homes. But, wary of a backlash from "Nimby" voters in
rural and greenbelt areas, the government is focusing its building strategy on brownfield land. It will set up a
statutory register, with the aim of getting development plans in place on 90% of suitable brownfield land by
2020. It also promises to speed up the planning system to push through house building projects, although
this is likely to meet stiff local resistance.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.42pm BST

block-time published-time 1.11pm BST

Here is Len McCluskey, the Unite general secretary, on the government's plans to impose a 50% turnout
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threshold for strike ballots, which means 50% of union members will have to participate for the vote to be
valid. For essential public services (health, education, fire and transport), an additional rule will say 40% of
those entitled to vote must back a strike for it to be legal. McCluskey said:

Given the profound challenges facing this nation, it is staggering that a priority for this government is not to
create decent jobs and offer a helping hand to insecure workers but to attack trade unions.

Unite has said repeatedly that the way to increase turnouts in strike ballots is not to make it harder for people
to exercise fundamental rights, but to modernise voting. This can be easily achieved through consensus and
discussion, and without the division and fear that the government's approach prefers.

We urge this government to think again. People will not be fooled by claims to be the party of working
people, if freedoms and democracy are swept away in a tide of repressive laws and showy PR.

And this is from the Unison general secretary, Dave Prentis.

The UK already has tough laws on strikes - there is no need to make them stricter still.

Democracy won't be enhanced by raising thresholds but by bringing balloting into the 21st century.

block-time published-time 1.01pm BST

If you ever wondered how hot it was under those stiff uniforms, this picture may help confirm your suspicions.

A guardsman is stretchered away by his colleagues after fainting in the sunshine while waiting for the
Queen's arrival at Westminster. Photograph: Photography/REX Shutterstock

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.03pm BST

block-time published-time 1.00pm BST

As my colleague Patrick Wintour points out, the plans to curb the powers of trade unions go further than
expected.

enltrNew to me: Govt to require union members to contract in to pay political levy - will cut income to union
political funds, and so to Labour

- Patrick Wintour (@patrickwintour) May 27, 2015

enltrShift from contracting in to pay political levy, as opposed to contracting out, led in 1927 to huge fall in
num. of political levy payers.

- Patrick Wintour (@patrickwintour) May 27, 2015

enltrReforms to political levy in trade union bill not spelt out in Tory manifesto. Referred to reform of union
subs not to political levy.

- Patrick Wintour (@patrickwintour) May 27, 2015

enltrMy estimate based on past experience Labour set to lose 20 % of annual income. Will also change
future party leadership elections.

- Patrick Wintour (@patrickwintour) May 27, 2015

The Conservative manifesto said the party would introduced "a transparent opt-in process for union
subscriptions", but today a government briefing note says the trade unions bill will introduce "a transparent
opt-in process for the political fund element of of trade union subscriptions".
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Here is some Twitter reaction.

From the FT's Sarah O'Connor and Jim Pickard

enltr @sarahoconnor_ I think the answer depends whether it only applies to new members. If it's all existing
members then Labour's in big trouble.

- Jim Pickard (@PickardJE) May 27, 2015

From the Times's Michael Savage

enltrAmazingly brazen raid on Labour union funding in Queen's Speech. But if you get a majority, you can do
this stuff. How will Labour respond?

- Michael Savage (@michaelsavage) May 27, 2015

From the Sun's Steve Hawkes

enltrUnions livid with Tories on Trade Union "opt-in".. One source: "This is vengeance, they want to put us
out of business".

- steve hawkes (@steve_hawkes) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 12.58pm BST

Energy bill - snap analysis Hyndburn windfarm in Lancashire.

The energy bill in the Queen's speech has just two purposes: giving local communities an effective veto on
new onshore wind farms, as promised in the Conservative manifesto, and changing the way the North Sea is
regulated to help "maximise" the recovery of oil and gas. Former big six energy boss Ian Marchant
condemned the onshore wind crackdown as removing the cheapest renewable energy source from the mix.

The speech also affirmed the UK government's commitment to helping seal a global climate change deal at a
crunch UN summit in Paris in December, which the government says is strongly in the UK's economic and
security interests. On the matters covered by the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, the
speech contained nothing at all. Damian Carrington

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.58pm BST

block-time published-time 12.55pm BST

Full employment and welfare benefits bill - snap analysis

The handful of named social security reforms outlined in the Conservative manifesto are contained in this bill,
amounting to a tiny chunk - around £1.5bn - of the total £12bn-a-year welfare cuts promised by the Tories.
There are four main legislative elements:

· a reduction in the household benefit cap from £26,000 to £23,000 · a two-year freeze on the majority of
working-age benefits, including unemployment benefit, child benefit and tax credits, from 2016-17 · the
removal of automatic entitlement to housing support for 18-to-21-year-olds · The creation of duties to report
on the progress of government policies such as the troubled families initiative, full employment and
apprenticeships

The bill will effectively break the link between the benefit cap and median earnings. The coalition always
argued the cap was fair because it was calibrated to ensure no workless household received in-benefit
income more than the £26,000 earned by the median household.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.13pm BST
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block-time published-time 12.50pm BST

State opening of parliament - video highlights

If you missed all the pomp, pageantry and politics, our multimedia team have put together this highlights
package.

block-time published-time 12.47pm BST

According to an analysis by Brandwatch, a social media analytics company, the most popular topics for
tweets using the #QueensSpeech hashtag are the Human Rights Act (33%) and housing (31%).

Twitter mentions of the Queen's speech. Photograph: Brandwatch

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.51pm BST

block-time published-time 12.40pm BST

Crisis , the homelessness charity, has condemned the plan to remove automatic entitlement to housing
benefit for 18-to-21-year-olds, which will be included in the full employment and welfare benefits bill. This is
from Jon Sparkes, the Crisis chief executive.

The government's plan to cut housing benefit for 18-to-21-year-olds could spell disaster for thousands of
young people who cannot live with their parents. At an age when other young people are leaving home to
travel, work or study, growing numbers could be facing homelessness and the terrifying prospect of roughing
it on the streets.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.43pm BST

block-time published-time 12.36pm BST

David Cameron was due to fly to Denmark for breakfast tomorrow with Helle Thorning-Schmidt, the Danish
prime minister, at the start of a two-day, five-capital European tour. But the Danish visit has been cancelled
following the news that Thorning-Schmidt has called a general election.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.38pm BST

block-time published-time 12.30pm BST

Childcare bill - snap analysis

The extension of free childcare will have more limited impact than perhaps many parents realise as it will
only be open to families where "all" parents work. Details of how many hours they need to work to quality for
the additional 15 hours will be crucial.

Potentially, too, the policy will be complicated where parents are separated. Funding will also be
controversial: childcare providers and local authorities (who manage the scheme) are already unhappy that
they are underfunded.

Then there is the headache of making sure enough places are available for additional children (if this is not
to simply become a subsidy for already working parents): attempts by the Tory minister, Liz Truss, to expand
childcare in the last parliament failed, badly.

The scheme pays out for 38 weeks a year, equivalent to the school year.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.44pm BST

block-time published-time 12.29pm BST
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Shami Chakrabarti, director of Liberty, is strongly opposed to the government's plan to get rid of the Human
Rights Act, but has welcomed the fact that ministers have not announced legislation in this session of
parliament.

It is heartening that a Conservative government committed to scrapping the Human Rights Act has at least
paused for thought in its first Queen's speech. There is a long struggle ahead but time is the friend of
freedom. The more this new parliament understands the value of the HRA for all of us in this United Kingdom
and our reputation in the world, the more it is likely to understand how dangerous it would be to replace
human rights with mere citizens' privileges.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.45pm BST

block-time published-time 12.26pm BST

Psychoactive substances bill - snap analysis Legal highs.

The legislation to introduce a blanket ban on legal highs is to be introduced later this week. It will criminalise
the trade in legal highs with prison sentences of up to 7 years but will not make personal possession a
criminal offence.

The legislation will also have to distinguish between everyday psychoactive substances such as alcohol,
tobacco, caffeine, food and some medicinal products and the new designer drugs which imitate more
traditional illegal substances. This means it will be legislation to ban all psychoactive substances unless they
are specifically excluded.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.32pm BST

block-time published-time 12.23pm BST

Policing and criminal justice bill - snap analysis

This will implement Theresa May's mental health reforms, end the use of police bail for months or even years
without judicial check, and introduce sanctions on professionals, including social workers who fail to report or
take action on child abuse.

Ministers are currently silent on the sentencing aspects of this bill but the manifesto promised the
introduction of a new short, sharp sentence of custody for persistent offenders. The justice secretary,
Michael Gove, may be looking again at this proposal.

block-time published-time 12.20pm BST

Immigration bill - snap analysis

This bill will create a new enforcement agency to tackle the worse cases of exploitation, as well creating an
offence of illegal working and enabling their wages to be seized as the proceeds of crime.

Ministers promise to consult on the introduction of a new visa levy on businesses that recruit overseas
labour, to fund extra apprenticeships for British and EU workers.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.31pm BST

block-time published-time 12.18pm BST

My colleague Libby Brooks has spotted an interesting government recalibration.

enltr1/2 VERY interesting language change re: Scotland. Cameron before election: "create the strongest
devolved government anywhere in the world"
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- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) May 27, 2015

enltr2/2 Today in Queen's Speech: "making it ONE OF THE MOST powerful devolved parliaments in the
world"

- Libby Brooks (@libby_brooks) May 27, 2015

The BBC's David Cornock says the Scotland bill will be published tomorrow.

enltrScotland Bill expected to be published tomorrow. Wales Bill to be published in draft form in the autumn.
#QueensSpeech

- David Cornock (@davidcornock) May 27, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.30pm BST

block-time published-time 12.15pm BST

Here is some Queen's speech trivia.

enltrAt 8 minutes 26 seconds, that was a shorter #QueensSpeech than usual. The average for the Queen's
reign is 9 minutes 50 seconds.

- Ian Jones (@ian_a_jones) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 12.12pm BST

Extremism bill - snap analysis Sajid Javid.

The controversial bill is designed to "stop extremists promoting views and behaviour that undermine British
values".

It will include powers to "strengthen the role of Ofcom so that tough measures can be taken against channels
that broadcast extremist content".

This is despite warnings from cabinet minister, Sajid Javid, that the home secretary's initial proposals
threatened free speech. Details of bans on extremist speakers on university campuses are also expected.

The bill also includes the introduction of employment checks enabling companies to check whether an
individual is an extremist so they can be barred from working with children. This is alongside the already
announced proposals for banning orders, extremism disruption orders and closure orders to be used against
premises that are used to support extremism.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.19pm BST

block-time published-time 12.11pm BST

Education bill - snap analysis

Designed to speed up central intervention in so-called failing schools, the new bill will beef up the powers of
the regional schools commissioners - the national network of eight officials with delegated powers from the
Department for Education.

This is the government's attempt to try and solve the problem of academies that have failed to be
transformed by their change in legal status. So far, the evidence is that merely converting a school into a
sponsored academy makes little difference.

The bill also creates a new offence, as it were, of a "coasting" school - and will provide a definition of what
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exactly a coasting school is: a prolonged period of mediocre performance and insufficient pupil progress.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 1.06pm BST

block-time published-time 12.08pm BST

Investigatory powers bill - snap analysis

This bill is far wider in scope than expected. This post-Snowden national security law will not only cover the
"snooper's charter" legislation on tracking individual web and social media use but also the security services'
powers of bulk interception of the content of communications. It will also "provide appropriate <br
tabindex="-1" />oversight and safeguard arrangements".

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.18pm BST

block-time published-time 12.04pm BST

Cities and devolution bill - snap analysis Albert Square, Manchester.

The bill will give generic powers to any elected mayor in a combined authority of councils in major English
cities, especially in economic and policing powers, including taking on the role of police and crime
commissioners.

Dubbed the Northern Powerhouse by chancellor George Osborne, the potential ground-breaking plan for
devolution to city regions will start in Greater Manchester. There will be resistance to the proposal if Osborne
continues to insist powers can only be devolved to authorities in a combined region that accept an elected
mayor.

The bill will also give permission for councils within an area to streamline their governance.

block-time published-time 12.00pm BST

Scotland bill - snap analysis Nicola Sturgeon, first minister of Scotland and SNP leader.

While the Scotland bill follows the draft legislation laid out by David Cameron and Alistair Carmichael in
Edinburgh at the beginning of the year pretty faithfully, the SNP has already accused those clauses of failing
to deliver the Smith Commission agreement faithfully, and this morning is unlikely to meet what SNP
Westminster leader Angus Robertson described as a "test of faith" earlier today.

We know that the SNP believes it now has an electoral mandate for a far more ambitious set of powers
detailed in the SNP's manifesto, including the power to increase the minimum wage in Scotland at a faster
rate than the UK, control national insurance rates, introduce separate equality policies and set other
business taxes independently of the Treasury, and will continue to push for those.

The question remains what impact "English votes for English laws" will have on the behaviour of new SNP
MPs.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.46pm BST

block-time published-time 11.56am BST

It was not just Dennis Skinner who was silent today. David Cameron and Harriet Harman did not have much
(or anything?) to say to each other as they led MPs from the Commons chamber to the Lords to listen to the
Queen's speech.

enltrNot much in the way of chat between David Cameron and Harriet Harman pic.twitter.com/oSFXYG28MP

- Nick Eardley (@nickeardley) May 27, 2015
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Cameron and Ed Miliband always managed to exchange small talk.

block-time published-time 11.52am BST

Well, the speech is over, and there's only one talking point: what happened to the traditional jibe from Dennis
Skinner?

In recent years the Skinner joke was hardly Oscar Wilde but, like most items from our constitutional furniture,
it's a shock when they go.

Here's some Twitter reaction.

From the New Statesman's George Eaton:

enltrSkinner's silence feels appropriate after Tory majority and SNP landslide. Stunned.

- George Eaton (@georgeeaton) May 27, 2015

From the Guardian's Ben Quinn:

enltrhmm.. Bit worried at the apparent silence from Dennis Skinner towards Black Rod Like the ravens
leaving the Tower of London #QueensSpeech

- Ben Quinn (@BenQuinn75) May 27, 2015

From the Daily Record's Torcuil Crichton:

enltrLabour awkward squad led by Skinner on their usual perch in Commons but Bolsover didn't welcome
black rod with his usual acerbic comment.

- Torcuil Crichton (@Torcuil) May 27, 2015

From Huffington Post's Paul Waugh:

enltrDennis Skinner triggers fresh constitutional crisis. By saying nowt. Here's @owenjbennett :
http://t.co/Ro8WZkAHrp

- Paul Waugh (@paulwaugh) May 27, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.25pm BST

block-time published-time 11.51am BST

EU referendum bill - snap analysis

The British people will be given their first chance since 1975 to have a say over the country's membership of
the EU under the terms of the European referendum bill. This will pave the way for an in/out referendum on
Britain's EU membership that will have to be held by the end of 2017.

The franchise will be the same as the general election franchise plus members of the House of Lords and
Commonwealth citizens in Gibraltar. This means that in addition to UK nationals, Commonwealth and
citizens from the Irish republic will be entitled to vote.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.51am BST

block-time published-time 11.49am BST

High-speed rail bill - snap analysis Legislation to build the northern part of the high-speed rail route is still
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not on the table.

My government will continue to legislate for high-speed rail links between the different parts of the country.

Announcing this is more or less a constitutional technicality: this is the reintroduction of the hybrid bill for the
new parliament, although it was in motion under the coalition.

It in effect grants planning permission and compulsory purchase powers for the first phase of the HS2 route
from London to the West Midlands, and is about halfway through its laborious committee phase, where
detailed objections from members of the public along the route are considered by MPs.

The Commons has given assent in principle, and the government will be hoping for a final vote and royal
assent by the end of 2016 to start digging in 2017. Legislation to build the northern part of the route is still not
on the table.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.26pm BST

block-time published-time 11.43am BST

Queen Elizabeth II is accompanied by Prince Philip as they proceed through the royal gallery in the
House of Lords. Photograph: Suzanne Plunkett/Reuters

Prince Philip and I look forward to our state visit to Germany next month and to our state visit to Malta in
November, alongside the Commonwealth heads of government meeting. We also look forward to welcoming
His Excellency the President of The People's Republic of China and Madame Peng on a state visit in
October.

My government will seek effective global collaboration to sustain economic recovery and to combat climate
change, including at the climate change conference in Paris later this year.

My government will undertake a full strategic defence and security review, and do whatever is necessary to
ensure that our courageous armed forces can keep Britain safe.

My government will work to reduce the threat from nuclear weapons, cyber attacks and terrorism.

Other measures will be laid before you.

My Lords and members of the House of Commons,

I pray that the blessing of almighty God may rest upon your counsels.

Analysis: The Queen ends with a roundup of her travel plans, and a reference to defence, where the
government has still not committed to keeping defence spending at 2% of GDP. The "other measures" is a
reference to the fact that the Queen's speech is just provisional. See 8.57am.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.28pm BST

block-time published-time 11.41am BST

My Lords and members of the House of Commons

My government will continue to play a leading role in global affairs, using its presence all over the world to
re-engage with and tackle the major international security, economic and humanitarian challenges.

My ministers will remain at the forefront of the NATO alliance and of international efforts to degrade and
ultimately defeat terrorism in the Middle East.

The United Kingdom will continue to seek a political settlement in Syria and will offer further support to the
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Iraqi government's programme for political reform and national reconciliation.

My government will maintain pressure on Russia to respect the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine,
and will insist on the full implementation of the Minsk agreements.

My government looks forward to an enhanced partnership with India and China.

Analysis: Towards the end of the speech the Queen summarises foreign affairs matters. Essentially, she is
just saying it is business as usual.

block-time published-time 11.40am BST

Members of the House of Commons, estimates for the public services will be laid before you.

Analysis: This is phrased like this because the House of Lords does not deal with budgetary matters.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.46am BST

block-time published-time 11.40am BST

My government will bring forward proposals for a British bill of rights.

Analysis: The key word here is "proposals". Elsewhere in the speech the Queen talks about "measures" (ie,
laws), but now it sounds as if all we're going to get is a consultation document.

block-time published-time 11.40am BST

Measures will also be brought forward to promote social cohesion and protect people by tackling extremism.
New legislation will modernise the law on communications data, improve the law on policing and criminal
justice, and ban the new generation of psychoactive drugs.

Analysis: The home affairs correspondents will be busy but, then again, they always are; no department
produces as many laws as the Home Office. My colleague Alan Travis summarised them earlier. (See
9.51am.)

block-time published-time 11.39am BST

My government will renegotiate the United Kingdom's relationship with the European Union and pursue
reform of the European Union for the benefit of all member states. Alongside this, early legislation will be
introduced to provide for an in-out referendum on membership of the European Union before the end of
2017.

Analysis: After years of talk, parliament is finally passing legislation for an in/out referendum. This is, without
doubt, the defining bill of the session.

block-time published-time 11.39am BST

My government will bring forward changes to the standing orders of the House of Commons. These changes
will create fairer procedures to ensure that decisions affecting England, or England and Wales, can be taken
only with the consent of the majority of members of parliament representing constituencies in those parts of
our United Kingdom.

Analysis: This is a reference to the "English votes for English laws" (Evel) plans set out by the Conservatives
before the election.

block-time published-time 11.38am BST

My government will bring forward legislation to secure a strong and lasting constitutional settlement,
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devolving wide-ranging powers to Scotland and Wales. Legislation will be taken forward giving effect to the
Stormont House agreement in Northern Ireland.

My government will continue to work in cooperation with the devolved administrations on the basis of mutual
respect.

Analysis: The Wales bill and the Northern Ireland bill will attract little attention at Westminster, but the SNP
wants to amend the Scotland bill, which will introduce the devolution measures set out in the Smith
commission, to give Holyrood even more news powers.

block-time published-time 11.38am BST

My government will continue to legislate for high-speed rail links between the different parts of the country.

Analysis: This is a reminder that the HS2 legislation has still not gone through parliament. The bill has been
"carried over" from the last parliament. We are still not entirely sure that HS2 will ever happen, and it is
conceivable that a new Labour leader could turn the party against it.

block-time published-time 11.38am BST

To bring different parts of our country together, my government will work to bring about a balanced economic
recovery. Legislation will be introduced to provide for the devolution of powers to cities with elected metro
mayors, helping to build a Northern powerhouse.

Analysis: The Northern powerhouse is George Osborne's priority. Interestingly, it is being presented as
another measure that will bring the country together.

block-time published-time 11.37am BST

Measures will also be brought forward to secure the real value of the basis state pension, so that more
people live in dignity and security in retirement. Measures will be brought forward to increase the rights of
victims of crime.

Analysis: These pension plans were developed by the coalition in the last parliament.

block-time published-time 11.37am BST

In England, my government will secure the future of the National Health Service by implementing the
National Health Service's own five-year plan, by increasing the health budget, integrating healthcare and
social care, and ensuring the National Health Service works on a seven day basis. Measures will be
introduced to improve access to general practitioners and to mental healthcare.

Analysis: This is a reference to the plan drawn up by Simon Steven, the NHS England chief executive.
Cameron unveiled his plans to make the NHS fully operational seven days a week in his first big speech after
the election. Experts have said this will be harder than Cameron thinks.

block-time published-time 11.36am BST

Legislation will be brought forward to improve schools and give every child the best start in life, with new
powers to take over failing and coasting schools and create more academies.

Analysis: An education and adoption bill will continue the expansion of academies.

block-time published-time 11.36am BST

To give new opportunities to the most disadvantaged, my govenment will expand the troubled families
programme and continue to reform welfare, with legislation encouraging employment by capping benefits
and requiring young people to earn or learn.
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Analysis: Unemployed 18 to 21-year-olds will have to claim a youth allowance under the full employment and
welfare benefits bill, with strict conditionality. After six months, they will have to start and apprenticeship or
training to continue to receive money. The government claims the troubled families programme has been a
great success, but experts disagree; read this, from Jonathan Portes.

block-time published-time 11.36am BST

My government will bring forward legislation to reform trade unions and to protect essential public services
against strikes.

Analysis: The trade unions bill will be one of the most controversial in this session of parliament. As well as
introducing a 50% turnout threshold for strike ballots, and an even stricter one for strike votes in essential
services, it will force union members to opt into political funds, instead of allowing them to be run on an
opt-out basis. The TUC says the plans would effectively outlaw most strikes.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.41pm BST

block-time published-time 11.36am BST

Measures will be introduced to increase energy security and to control immigration.

Analysis: It is interesting that immigration, which was such a key issue during the election, gets such a brief
mention. Perhaps Cameron, who explained his immigration plans in a speech last week, is being sensitive in
the light of the fact that the Queen herself married an immigrant. The proposed energy bill will beef up the
powers of the Oil and Gas Authority.

block-time published-time 11.36am BST

Legislation will be introduced to support home ownership and give housing association tenants the chance to
own their own home.

Analysis: This is a reference to the housing bill, which will make it easier for housing association tenants to
buy their own home. Housing experts have been very critical.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 12.41pm BST

block-time published-time 11.35am BST

Measures will be brought forward to help working people by greatly increasing the provision of free childcare.

Analysis: These plans will be in the childcare bill giving parents free childcare for three and four-year-olds for
30 hours a week for 38 weeks a year. Interestingly, Yvette Cooper, one of the Labour leadership contenders,
is saying Labour should leapfrog the government on this issue and offer parents more.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.37am BST

block-time published-time 11.35am BST

Legislation will be brought forward to ensure people working 30 hours a week on the national minimum wage
do not pay income tax, and to ensure there are no rises in income tax rates, value added tax or national
insurance for the next five years.

Analysis: Taking people working 30 hours a week out of the minimum wage was one of the Conservatives'
key manifesto promises, although it is not just a measure that will help low earners. It is also an anti fiscal
drag law that could benefit high earners. The tax lock commitment, to prevent rises in income tax, VAT and
national insurance, is Cameron's equivalent of the "Ed stone" - a legislative proposal, derided as a gimmick
by many, intended to ensure that the government will actually keep its promises. The Financial Times said it
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was the silliest proposal of the campaign.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.38am BST

block-time published-time 11.35am BST

Measures will also be introduced to reduce regulation on small businesses so they can create jobs.

Analysis: This is a reference to the enterprise bill that Sajid Javid, the new business secretary, has already
announced, intended to cut red tap by at least £10bn.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.38am BST

block-time published-time 11.35am BST

They will continue the work of bringing the public finances under control and reducing the deficit, so Britain
lives within its means. Measures will be introduced to raise the productive potential economy and increase
living standards.

Legislation will be brought forward to help achieve full employment and provide people with the security of a
job. New duties will require my ministers to report annually on job creation and apprenticeships.

Analysis: This is a reference to the full employment and welfare benefits bill which, despite the title, seems to
be devoted to lowering the benefits cap (the total a non-working family can receive in benefits) from £26,000
a year to £23,000 a year, and freezing most working-age benefits for two-years from 2016-17. But ministers
will also have to present annual reports to parliament on the progress they are making towards achieving the
highest employment in the G7 and creating 3m more apprenticeships.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.39am BST

block-time published-time 11.34am BST

My government will continue with its long-term plan to provide economic stability and security at every stage
of life.

Analysis: It is always interesting to see how much party propaganda the government can cram into the
Queen's Speech. Presumably David Cameron drew the line at forcing her to parrot the phrase "long-term
economic plan", but three quarters of the slogan has survived.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.39am BST

block-time published-time 11.34am BST

My Lords and Members of the House of Commons

My government will legislate in the interests of everyone in our country. It will adopt a one nation approach,
helping working people get on, supporting aspiration, giving new opportunities to the most disadvantaged
and bringing different parts of our country together.

Analysis: Here's the key marketing message; this is a "one nation" government, David Cameron is saying,
through the mouth of the Queen. But, given that he spent the election campaign suggesting that 5m of her
subjects should have no say in law making if they voted for the wrong party, the Queen may feel this is a bit
rich. Critics would say that the one nation is actually England, given that that is where the vast majority of
Conservative MPs come from.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.41am BST

block-time published-time 11.34am BST
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The Queen's speech

The Queen is about to start delivering her speech.

I will be reporting her words in full, with analysis of the key points as we go along.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.36am BST

block-time published-time 11.33am BST

Dennis Skinner keeps his mouth shut! Wow, no one was expecting that. Usually the Labour backbencher
(who sits on the front bench) can't resist a little dig at the establishment.

Last year it was: "Coalition's last stand".

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.33am BST

block-time published-time 11.29am BST

Here comes Black Rod. Lt Gen David Leakey will ask for permission to enter the Commons.

Except he's arrived too early! MPs are still praying, apparently.

Who is Black Rod and what does he do?

Black Rod, or the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod, summons the House of Commons for the speech and
carries an ebony staff topped with a golden lion.

For his part in the ritual, Black Rod approaches the door to the Commons before it is slammed in his face to
symbolise the independence of the Commons. Black Rod then bangs on the door three times before he is
admitted to make his summons to the Speaker.

The Speaker then leads the MPs from the House of Commons to the House of Lords.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.34am BST

block-time published-time 11.25am BST

Hats off, strangers!

We're about to witness one of the most memorable aspects of the state opening of parliament - the to-do
involving Black Rod.

But first it's the Speaker's procession (sound the Bercow klaxon!) as the Queen and the rest of the royal
entourage follow to take their seats in the Lords.

Lords stand and wait for the Queen's arrival. Photograph: Richard Pohle/AFP/Getty Images

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.38am BST

block-time published-time 11.22am BST

Not everyone is thrilled to be about to see the Queen, reports my colleague Frances Perraudin.

enltrOne guest in the Lords chamber is already asleep waiting for the Queen to show up. Excitement all got
too much for him.

- Frances Perraudin (@fperraudin) May 27, 2015
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block-time published-time 11.19am BST

Queen Elizabeth II is driven by carriage from Buckingham Palace. Photograph: Peter Nicholls/Reuters

block-time published-time 11.17am BST

Michael Gove, the lord chancellor, has entered the House of Lords.

He has a special responsibility to present the speech to the monarch. And wear a particularly frilly ruche.

Michel Gove enters the Lords. Photograph: BBC

block-time published-time 11.13am BST

David Cameron sets off from Downing Street

The PM is also on his way to Westminster. In a car for all of 40 seconds.

enltrPM leaves 10 Downing Street to attend today's #QueensSpeech at Parliament
https://t.co/OaqGHdBJJhpic.twitter.com/f1uQNpowVj

- UK Prime Minister (@Number10gov) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 11.12am BST

Queen sets off from Buckingham palace on her way to Westminster

The Queen is on her way to the palace of Westminster. She travels in a horse-drawn coach with her royal
consort as members of the armed forces line the route.

Last year, a new coach was unveiled for the Queen's speech in 2014, only the second state carriage built in
100 years.

Her Imperial State Crown gets its own coach, which travels in front of her. In awkward silence with some
royal flunkies.

The Imperial State Crown is driven by carriage from Buckingham palace to parliament. Photograph: Neil
Hall/Reuters

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.18am BST

block-time published-time 11.06am BST

With the Queen's imminent arrival at the House of Lords, the yeomen of the guard will be searching the
cellars of the palace of Westminster. This is in order to avert any modern-day Guy Fawkes-style Gunpowder
Plot more than 400 years on.

Guy Fawkes and his co-conspirators in the Gunpowder Plot of 1605 were publicly hanged, drawn and
quartered. So let that be a lesson to you. Photograph: Hulton Archive/Getty Images

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.16am BST

block-time published-time 11.03am BST

The prime minister is Periscoping! It starts here people.

(If you don't know what Periscoping is, it's not some kind of nefarious practice - y ou can find out more here.)
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enltrLIVE on #Periscope : In the crowds for the #QueensSpeech procession https://t.co/cCV7tGjemB

- UK Prime Minister (@Number10gov) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 10.54am BST

The pomp has begun!

Yeomen of the guard pass through the peers' lobby during the ceremonial search before the state opening of
parliament. Photograph: Reuters

block-time published-time 10.47am BST

The shadow justice secretary was also on the radio this morning attacking the government's plans to scrap
the Human Rights Act ( though it seems he may just have got his wish ).

Lord Falconer told the Today programme that abandoning the act would make the UK look like it "didn't
properly adhere to human rights" on the international stage, and warned about the impact it could have on
the devolution settlements in Northern Ireland and Scotland.

We've been saying all along that people's right to be protected from an over-mighty state depends on there
being accepted rights that they can enforce in court. What the Tories appear to have been suggesting is that
you could have only the rights the government approved of and still stay in the European convention on
human rights.

Well, I don't think you can do that. I think it would make the UK look like a state that didn't properly adhere to
human rights. It would have undermined the devolution settlement in Scotland, it would have undermined the
Good Friday agreement, which brought peace in Northern Ireland. It was a very, very bad idea that couldn't
be implemented. And I hope the briefing this morning or last night from the Conservatives indicates they now
accept that.

Falconer said the UK's involvement in the Human Rights Act had started "a dialogue" between Britain's
courts and the European court of human rights.

If you believe in the rule of law then you need to accept what courts say. It is our supreme court that does
determine what happens domestically. If the European court says: 'English law doesn't comply with the
convention', then it is for parliament to change. And what's more, because we are members of the
convention, and have introduced it into our law, there is now a dialogue between our courts and the
European court of human rights.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 11.01am BST

block-time published-time 10.07am BST

Here is some reaction to the news that David Cameron is delaying plans to scrap the Human Rights Act.

From David Allen Green, the legal blogger

enltrTories have a majority and a manifesto commitment; best chance ever of a 'British Bill of Rights"; but
they simply don't know what to do.

- Jack of Kent (@JackofKent) May 27, 2015

From Dinah Rose, the barrister

enltrShows the perils of populist ill-thought out manifesto commitments they never thought they'd have to see
through. https://t.co/rVHiYSkbw4
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- Dinah Rose (@DinahRoseQC) May 27, 2015

From Carl Gardner, the barrister and legal blogger

enltrThe task now, if we want a sensible relationship between our law and Strasbourg, is to make
Conservatives see they've already achieved it.

- Carl Gardner (@carlgardner) May 27, 2015

From Jonathan Church

enltr @DinahRoseQC In 2010 unexpected hung parliament meant manifestos not fit for purpose. In 2015
unexpected majority has same result.

- Jonathan Church (@jonathan_church) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 9.51am BST

Home affairs: what bills we are expecting

Five Home Office bills are expected to be flagged in the Queen's speech. The main ones have already been
trailed. They include:

• Theresa May's anti-extremism drive
• The immigration bill, including its plan to seize the wages of illegal workers
• The policing and sentencing bill, which will include a new sentence of a 'short, sharp, period in

custody' for persistent offenders
• The bill introducing a blanket ban on legal highs

Theresa May. Five Home Office bills are expected to be flagged in the Queen's speech.

A fifth Home Office bill introducing the snooper's charter or communications data legislation to track all web
and social media use is only to be referenced in the Queen's speech. It is thought that because of this it will
not form part of the early legislative programme.

However, the publication by Downing Street of a report by David Anderson QC, the official reviewer of
terrorism laws, on comms data and other investigatory powers is believed to be imminent. Anderson
delivered his report to David Cameron on election day.

Michael Gove's justice department is responsible for the legislation scrapping the Human Rights Act. While
this had been sold in some quarters as a key part of Cameron's 100-day policy offensive, in fact in the
immediate days after the election the Conservative party spokesman promised no more than a draft bill
within 100 days - far short of pledging actual legislation.

The fact no bill is now likely means that ministers have acknowledged that even producing a draft bill would
not be possible in that timetable.

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 10.59am BST

block-time published-time 9.44am BST

The SNP MP George Kerevan has an interesting post on Facebook defending the SNP's decision to put up a
fight over seating in the House of Commons. Here is an extract.

The debating chamber at Westminster was built deliberately too small to seat every MP. The idea was to
make it more intimate so that rational men and women of good faith could actually exchange ideas in debate
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and perhaps reach a sensible conclusion. I respect that ideal even if it sometimes falls short in the practice.
The problem is that if the chamber is full roughly a third of MPs cannot take part and so are excluded from
representing their constituents in discussion. This is not necessarily a problem if all the parties are sensible
and let representatives of each group have space on the benches. Unfortunately, Labour is in a bad mood
after its defeat and is deliberately trying to exclude the SNP from getting enough seats in the chamber.

We have tried to put a compromise to the Labour interim leadership but they are either refusing to play ball
or actually not returning calls. It could be that they have lost control of their backbenchers. The SNP is only
asking to have space for 26 of our 56 members - a handsome compromise - provided we get front bench
space. We are more than willing to let Denis Skinner sit on our front bench! However, it seems Labour wants
to crowd us to the back and, if they can, actually deny us as few seats as possible. So much for democracy.

Thanks to smilingvulture in the comments for flagging this up.

block-time published-time 9.42am BST

Salmond says government is in 'deep trouble' over the EU referendum

Alex Salmond, the former SNP leader, was also on the radio this morning. He gave a strong indication that
the nationalist party would seek a second Scottish independence referendum if the UK voted to leave the EU
based on votes from the other constituent nations.

He said that "might well be" the material change in circumstances that could trigger another refereundum.

If we arrived at a situation where Scotland as a nation was dragged out of the European Union against the
majority will of the Scottish people then that might well be the material change in circumstances that brought
forward another referendum. It's not a question of votes in the House of Commons; it's a question of votes of
the people.

Salmond said he and his fellow SNP MPs would be lobbying hard to include a "quad-lock" clause in the EU
referendum bill -so each of the four nations within the UK should be given a veto over any withdrawal from
Europe if there was a majority no vote.

Now if we are equal nations in a partnership it would be extraordinary to have a situation where any one
member of that partnership was dragged out of Europe against their will. Therefore if the Prime Minister is
confident of his position and confident and believes that we are equal nations then why on earth shouldn't we
agree to each of these nations being given an equal say as nations.

He also alluded to the government's insistence to limit the franchise - the people eligible to vote - in an EU
referendum to the same criteria as a general election, despite widespread calls to include 16 and 17-year
olds and all Britons abroad.

Incidentally I think on the franchise, the Government is in very deep trouble in the referendum.

Alex Salmond. Photograph: Daniel Leal-Olivas/PA

block-time published-time 9.30am BST

By convention, two backbenchers open the debate on the Queen's speech. Technically, they propose and
second the loyal address to the Queen. The two chosen are normally a respected veteran, and a promising
relative newcomer.

Today the two are Simon Burns (the veteran) and Sheryll Murray (who was first elected in 2010).

enltrVeteran Tory Simon Burns will propose the Loyal Address today, (expect some Speaker gags?) 2nded
by Tory bbencher @sheryllmurray, I'm told
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- Paul Waugh (@paulwaugh) May 27, 2015

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 3.07pm BST

block-time published-time 9.23am BST

Liz Truss's Today interview

The environment secretary, Liz Truss, was on the Today programme this morning, and somewhat predictably
she wasn't very forthcoming. She refused to be drawn on whether the Tories' proposal for a British bill of
rights would be included in the legislative agenda or what the specific EU referendum question would be.

What I'm saying is that we can't talk about the entire contents of the Queen's speech the morning before it is
given. I'm not speculating about it one way or the other. What I'm saying is it is a clear manifesto commitment
from the Conservative party. We were very clear that we will replace the Human Rights Act, which isn't
working for British people, with a British bill of rights that gives the ultimate power to citizens in this country.
We will do that, we will absolutely do it, it is a manifesto commitment.

She also reaffirmed the Tories' manifesto commitment to holding a free vote on repealing the fox hunting ban
in this parliament - but not necessarily in this session - and that she would vote in favour of its repeal.

I would vote in favour of repeal. It's a matter for them, and it's a matter for MPs. The whole point of a free
vote is they are free to choose how they vote. I have been very clear about the way I would vote.

Truss said the Queen's speech would be focused on achieving "opportunity for everyone", and that the
expected tax-lock would provide the "additional security" families needed to plan their budgets.

I think it's vitally important for working people in this country to have the security of knowing that those taxes
aren't going to go up, that they can budget and plan for the next five years on that basis. I think having that
additional security of having it in legislation is important - I want people to be able to keep more of their own
money, get more people into work - we were very successful over the course of the last parliament of getting
more people into work. That is an important commitment that we made in our manifesto.

Liz Truss. Photograph: Stefan Wermuth/Reuters

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.34am BST

block-time published-time 9.18am BST

According to Sky, the EU referendum bill will say that the question on the ballot paper will be: "Should the
United Kingdom remain in the European Union?"

That means those who want to stay in the EU will form the Yes campaign.

Perhaps David Cameron will be buying up a job lot of disused posters from Nicola Sturgeon.

block-time published-time 9.13am BST

It looks as if MPs have been fighting over seats in the Commons again. This is from the Labour MP Wes
Streeting.

enltrOh dear. SNP treating Commons benches like sun loungers on the Costa del Sol. Do we all have to be
there with towels at dawn? Odd priority.

- Wes Streeting MP (@wesstreeting) May 27, 2015

block-time published-time 8.57am BST
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Today is the state opening of parliament, to give it its formal title, or the Queen's speech, the rather dull
oration at the heart of the event which serves as journalistic shorthand for the whole caboodle.

This is when the government (via the mouth of the Queen) announces the laws it is going to pass in this
session of parliament. It is the first time since 1996 that we've had a Queen's Speech from a
Conservative-only government.

But it is not quite as simple as that, for two reasons. First, in practice the Queen's Speech does not provide a
definitive guide to everything that will happen over the next 12 months. Just as the 10am news list provides a
reasonable guide to what will be in the next day's paper, but not a precise one, because things change, the
Queen's Speech is just a starting point. It is common for governments to introduce new bills, often quite
important ones, during the course of the year.

And, second, most of it has been "announced" before. Government ministers and officials regularly claim that
it would be a gross constitutional impropriety to announce the details of speech before the Queen does, but
then a day later the same ministers and officials issue press releases saying a particular measure will be
included. As a result, any half-competent newspaper can produce, in advance, a fairly good list of what
measures will be in. Here's ours.

So, if most of the speech has been released in advance, why pay attention today. I can think of four reasons.

1 - Ministers use the Queen's Speech to try to give their programme a coherent and compelling theme. In
other words, it's a marketing opportunity. For David Cameron, that means projecting the government as one
that promotes compassionate, one nation, blue-collar Conservatism. This will be a tricky sell, because he
fought the election on a platform of aggressive, two-nation, Lynton Crosby Conservatism, because he seems
determined to give it a try.

2 - We will learn some information about legislative priorities, and about the detail of some bills. For
example, it has emerged that legislating to get rid of the Human Rights Act will not be a priority.

3 - The new Commons will be on display. This will be the first time the new Commons has met for a proper
debate. It will be interesting, in particular, to see what contribution the new SNP contingent make.

4 - It should be fun. Cameron and Harriet Harman will both make major speeches, but they are expected to
be amusing too. And the Queen's speech debate is opened by two backbenchers who are expected to be
very witty.

I will be covering today's proceedings with my colleague Mark Smith. Here are today's key timings.

11.15am: State opening of parliament begins.

Around 11.30am: The Queen delivers her speech.

2.30pm: Queen's speech debate starts.

If you want to follow me on Twitter, I'm on @AndrewSparrow

block-time updated-timeUpdated at 9.09am BST
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The Guardian view on the 2014 Gaza war report: damning conclusions
for both sides;
The UN commission of inquiry demands accountability from both Israel
and the Palestinians for possible war crimes

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 577 words

In the report released on Monday by the UN commission of inquiry on the 2014 Gaza war, one passage
stands out. "Palestinian and Israeli children were savagely affected by the events. Children on both sides
suffered from bed-wetting, shaking at night, clinging to parents, nightmares and increased levels of
aggressiveness." Those words are a reminder that, in all the positioning and spinning that follows a report of
this kind, the heart of the matter is the human cost, usually paid by the most vulnerable.

Israel lost no time in condemning the document, arguing that it was politically motivated from the start. But
that instant verdict is a mistake. For one thing, as the passage above suggests, the inquiry clearly worked
hard to be even-handed. It blames both the Israeli military and armed Palestinian groups, including Hamas,
for "serious violations" of international humanitarian law that "may amount to war crimes". The death toll of
last summer's violence was lopsided - with more than 2,200 Palestinians and 73 Israelis killed - but the UN
report strains to understand the Israeli as well as Palestinian narrative behind those numbers. It speaks, for
example, of the "immense distress" suffered by Israelis facing continual rocket fire from Gaza.

It's also the case that, even if the inquiry was initiated by the tainted UN Human Rights Council, it was
completed by a staunchly independent investigator, New York judge Mary McGowan Davis. Israel may have
had a case in pushing for the resignation of her predecessor as chair, William Schabas, whose neutrality
became in doubt when it emerged that he had advised the Palestinian Authority in the past. But Israel had
little cause to withhold cooperation once he had gone. Indeed the country may now regret that decision,
recognising that it surely damaged its own self-interest by failing to present its side of the story.

Not that there was much that could have been done to avert the report's damning conclusions. It describes
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how Israeli planes conducted more than 6,000 air strikes, "many of which hit residential buildings". The
investigators were not impressed that Israel warned of imminent assaults via phone call or text messages,
because those warnings were often received by people who had too little time to run and nowhere to run to.
Yet Israel regarded anyone who remained in a targeted neighbourhood as a combatant. Israel persisted in
these tactics despite the rising civilian death toll, a fact that points to a policy "at least tacitly approved at the
highest level of government".

The Palestinian side is strongly criticised for the indiscriminate targeting of civilians. The majority of the
4,881 rockets shot by Hamas and its affiliates at Israeli civilian areas carried no degree whatsoever of
precision. The report mentions 21 cases of extrajudicial killings of alleged Palestinian collaborators.

The UN team finds both sides lamentable in their failure to demonstrate even modest accountability. It says
that among Israeli forces "impunity" prevails for those guilty of violations. One remedy would be the
international criminal court, a route Israel has always rejected. If Israel wants to maintain that position then it
surely has to deal with these war crime allegations through its own legal system. Both sides like to claim the
moral advantage, even while locked in a vicious conflict. If they really believe that, then they must bring those
accused of grave crimes to justice.
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By scapegoating Muslims, Cameron fuels radicalisation;
Ministers foster terror with their wars. Now they attack liberties at home
in the name of British values

BYLINE: Seumas Milne
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LENGTH: 1058 words

The anti-Muslim drumbeat has become deafening across the western world. As images of atrocities by the
jihadi terror group Isis multiply online, and a steady trickle of young Europeans and North Americans head to
Syria and Iraq to join them, Muslim communities are under siege. Last week David Cameron accused British
Muslims of "quietly condoning" the ideology that drives Isis sectarian brutality, normalising hatred of "British
values", and blaming the authorities for the "radicalisation" of those who go to fight for it.

It was too much for Sayeeda Warsi, the former Conservative party chair, who condemned the prime
minister's "misguided emphasis" on "Muslim community complicity". He risked "further alienating" the large
majority of Muslims fighting the influence of such groups, she warned. Even Charles Farr, the hawkish
counter-terrorism mandarin at the Home Office, balked. Perhaps fewer than 100 Britons were currently
fighting with Isis, he said, and "we risk labelling Muslim communities as somehow intrinsically extremist".

Related: Remember, prime minister: British Muslims hate Isis too | Sayeeda Warsi

But Cameron and his neoconservative allies are preparing the ground for the government's next onslaught.
The target will not be terrorism, but "non-violent extremism". Next month, from nursery schools to
optometrists, health services to universities, all will be legally obliged to monitor students and patients for any
sign of "extremism" or "radicalisation".

The new powers represent a level of embedded security surveillance in public life unprecedented in
peacetime. We already know from the government's Prevent programme the chilling impact of such mass
spying on schools, where Muslim pupils have been reported for speaking out in favour of Palestinian rights
or against the role of British troops in Afghanistan.

But the "counter-extremism" bill announced in the Queen's Speech is about to take the anti-Muslim
clampdown a whole stage further. The plans include banning orders for non-violent individuals and
organisations whose politics are considered unacceptable; physical restriction orders for non-violent
individuals deemed "harmful"; powers to close mosques; and vetting controls on broadcasters accused of
airing extremist material. It's censorship under any other name.

That was the view of Sajid Javid, then culture secretary, in a leaked letter to the prime minister earlier this
year. But Cameron shows every sign of pressing ahead with what amounts to a full-blown assault on basic
liberties. Most ludicrously, the new powers are defended in the name of "British values", including "individual
liberty" and "mutual respect and tolerance".

But as became clear in the aftermath of the murderous Paris attack on Charlie Hebdo earlier this year, we
are not all Charlie when it comes to freedom of speech. Anti-extremism powers will be used overwhelmingly
against Muslims, rather than, say, non-Muslim homophobes and racists who have little interest in mutual
respect and tolerance.

Add in media hostility, Islamophobia and state surveillance of Muslim communities, and alienation can only
spread

And they will fail, as their earlier incarnations have done, to discourage the small minority drawn to terrorism
at home or jihadi campaigns abroad. Government ministers claim such violence is driven by "ideology" rather
than injustice, grievance or its own policies. But, given that they refuse to speak to any significant Muslim
organisation they don't agree with or fund, perhaps it's not surprising to find them in thrall to an ideology,
neoconservatism, of their own.

Any other explanation for the terror threat would in any case implicate the government and its predecessors.
In reality, it shouldn't be so hard to understand why a small section of young alienated Muslims are attracted
to fight in Syria and Iraq with Isis and other such groups. Jihadi "ideology" has been around for a long time.
But there were no terror attacks in Britain before US and British forces invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, and
those behind every violent attack or terror plot have cited western intervention in the Muslim world as their
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motivation.

Isis has a different appeal to al-Qaida. It has taken huge stretches of territory using naked terror, destroyed
borders and set up a self-proclaimed caliphate. In the Middle East it presents itself as the defender of Sunnis
in a convulsive sectarian war. For a few young marginalised western Muslims, such groups can offer the
illusion of a fight against tyranny and a powerful sense of identity.

But add in relentless media hostility, rampant Islamophobia, state surveillance and harassment of Muslim
communities, and such alienation can only spread. In the past year, we've had the "Trojan Horse"
Birmingham schools plot that never was, the ousting of an elected Muslim mayor of Tower Hamlets by a
judge - including on grounds that he had exercised "undue spiritual influence" on Muslims - and evidence of
an increasing level of anti-Muslim attacks. Islamophobia now far outstrips hostility to any other religion or
ethnic group.

Ministers and their media allies downplay the role of "foreign policy" in Muslim radicalisation, against all the
evidence. By foreign policy, they mean multiple western invasions and occupations of Muslim states, torture
and state kidnapping on a global scale, and support for dictatorships across the Arab and Muslim world. That
includes Saudi Arabia, of course, which shares much of Isis's "ideology" and practices; and Egypt, whose
ex-military leader, Abdel Fatah al-Sisi, overthrew the elected president in 2013 and is soon to be welcomed
to Downing Street.

Isis is itself the direct product of the US and British occupation and destruction of Iraq, and both countries
back armed rebel groups fighting in Syria - as they did in Libya. So no wonder would-be jihadis get confused
about who is on whose side. Western Isis volunteers are a disaster for Syria and Iraq, but so far they haven't
carried out return attacks at home.

That could of course change, not least as the government criminalises dissent, brands conservative
religiosity "extremist" and, in the formulation of ministers, "quietly condones" Islamophobia. The British
government has long fed terrorism with its warmaking abroad. Now it's also fuelling it with its scapegoating of
Muslims at home.
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The 2014 conflict left Gaza's healthcare shattered. When will justice be
done?;
The violation of hospitals is a war crime, but the international
community is failing to scrutinise Israel and Hamas on their actions last
year

BYLINE: Helena Kennedy

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 902 words

As the first anniversary of the Gaza conflict approaches, the battle for the narrative is again raging. The UN's
commission of inquiry into the conflict released its report to the human rights council in Geneva last week.
Israel's government, which refused to cooperate with their investigation, has already denounced the report.
Its own findings have exonerated the Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) from wrongdoing during Operation
Protective Edge, and the IDF's investigation into the deaths of four boys, killed by shelling while on a Gaza
beach last July, exonerated the soldiers involved. It was the legal equivalent of marking your own homework.

For Palestinians in Gaza, however, the continuing impact of the conflict is nothing short of catastrophic. The
numbers speak for themselves: 17 hospitals, 56 primary healthcare facilities, and 45 ambulances were
damaged or destroyed, and the total cost of the conflict to Gaza's healthcare system is estimated at $50m.
Sixteen healthcare workers were killed and 83, most of them ambulance drivers and volunteers, were
injured. In total, more than 2,200 Palestinians were killed, at least 500 of whom were children, and more
than 10,000 wounded.

It is crucial that respect for the neutrality of medical space is observed by all armed actors

New figures show that medical assistance was obstructed for 511 of those who died last year, including 67
children. Obstacles such as live military zones, Israeli checkpoints and a lack of coordination meant that
these individuals, all alive when reported to ambulance services, either died before the paramedics were
able to access them, or before they reached hospital after being picked up.

Behind these statistics are devastating human stories. Bader, a seven-year-old boy from Khuza'a, was
wounded by shrapnel and died after ambulances were initially unable to reach him for four hours, and were
then held at a checkpoint on the way to the hospital. From the destruction of al-Wafa - Gaza's only
rehabilitation hospital - to the deaths of ambulance drivers and volunteer medics, even those seeking to aid
the injured were not protected, placing them on the front lines of the conflict.

It is crucial that respect for the neutrality of medical space is observed by all armed actors. Rumours persist
of Gaza's al-Shifa hospital being used as a Hamas "command centre" and Israel has released footage
claiming to show that Hamas commandeered ambulances and launched attacks from hospital compounds
during the conflict. If true, these are unacceptable breaches of international law that must be brought to
account.

But only an independent investigation that has access to Gaza can verify or dispel these accusations, hence
the absurdity of Israel not allowing the UN commission in. The violation of the sanctity of hospitals, whether
through military use or targeting, is a war crime either way, and must be scrutinised.
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After the UN fact-finding mission which followed the 2008-09 Operation Cast Lead conflict, the international
community failed to adhere to its recommendations in any meaningful way. If the international community
fails once more to respond to such attacks, it risks further eroding one of the most fundamental norms of
international law. Impunity for attacks on healthcare in last year's conflict would not only be a gross injustice
for the victims, but would send the message that no place is safe for the building of a new hospital, no doctor
or nurse safe to treat the wounded, and no ambulance safe to transport injured civilians away from conflict
zones to receive care.

Governments must not only make good on their promises to rebuild Gaza's shattered healthcare system, but
must also ensure that they never have to do so again. Reaffirming the protected status of hospitals in the
fourth Geneva convention and ensuring the prevention of future attacks of this kind by tackling impunity are
legal, political and medical imperatives for the international community.

The UN's commission of inquiry was established to investigate violations of international law during the
conflict, to identify those responsible, and to make recommendations for mechanisms by which violators can
be held to account. It has highlighted the inadequacy of existing accountability mechanisms within Israel to
investigate and address potential crimes. As states consider this report in Geneva, those with the necessary
international clout, including the UK, France and other European states, must lead the way to ending
impunity. If accountability is to be achieved, either the existing mechanisms must be reformed and improved,
or alternative international mechanisms, including the international criminal court, must be supported.

Last month, the British foreign secretary Philip Hammond spoke of "international outrage" over the
barrel-bombing of hospitals in Syria by the Bashar al-Assad regime, and promised to "bring those involved in
these criminal acts to justice". Whether struck by a precision-guided missile or a crude barrel bomb, the
targeting of any hospital is deserving of equal opprobrium and international action to hold those responsible
to account.

Gaza has endured six conflicts in the past four years. Only by shouldering their responsibilities to uphold the
protected status of hospitals and medical personnel under international law can governments avoid repeating
the destruction we saw last summer once more.
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The Guardian view on counter-terrorism after Tunisia: calm resolve
required;
Blood begets fury. That is inevitable. But David Cameron must
understand that anger is not the right frame of mind for making sound
policy

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 692 words

Leadership is often about finding the right words, and never more so than in the aftermath of tragedy. Faced
with a massacre of tourists on a Tunisian beach which represents the largest loss of British life to terrorism
since 7/7, a full decade ago, David Cameron had an important task in expressing a nation's sense of loss -
and its resolve. He acquitted himself well enough in defining the emotional mood, as he often does.

But in the wake of disaster the test for a government is about more than mood, it is about the response - the
policy to be pursued. And the words the prime minister selected in connection with that were not a happy
choice. He has called for a "full-spectrum response", echoing the discredited neocon architects of the Iraq
war who once demanded " full-spectrum dominance " for the US. He spoke of an "existential" threat to the
life of Britain, needlessly reinforcing the terrorists' self-aggrandising pretensions of reordering the world by
borrowing rhetoric that hawks often deploy in connection with Iran and Israel. However, there is at least the
rationale that a prospectively nuclear-armed enemy state could theoretically call time on Israel's very
existence. By contrast, any suggestion that murderous bullets on a foreign beach could close the book on a
thousand years of British history is absurd.

So Mr Cameron got ahead of himself, raising the temperature at just the time when cool and clear heads are
required

So Mr Cameron got ahead of himself, raising the temperature at just the time when cool and clear heads are
required. In the aftermath of 9/11, the Blair government similarly used to speak of the "life of the nation"
being at issue, and was rightly challenged over that by Lord Hoffman in the Belmarsh judgment. Presenting a
real and serious threat to a relatively small number of lives for a 1940-style danger to national survival was
part of the mindset that led Tony Blair to disastrous military misadventure overseas, as well as a needless
disregard for civil liberties, against which the younger Mr Cameron sometimes made a brave stand.

The words, then, portend a worrying turn in policy, and in the PM's Monday morning BBC interview we got a
sense of the particular twist that it is likely to take. Mr Cameron is throwing himself more firmly behind his
home secretary's counter-extremism strategy. This previously ran into controversy not only with former Lib
Dem colleagues, but also with Conservative ministers such as Sajid Javid, who reacted with horror to the
suggestion of censoring broadcasters, only one of the plan's details. A new "extremism analysis unit" in the
Home Office is already drawing up lists of radical Islamist groups and deciding which are beyond the
ideological pale. The new departure here is the shift from the familiar problem of "violent extremism" towards
extremism in some vaguer sense.

JS Mill held that the only point at which a legitimate line could be drawn under free speech was
the point where inflammatory words about a corn dealer were being uttered to "an angry mob, ready to
explode", and already stood outside the corn dealer's house; the point, that is, where the connection between
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militant talk and violent action is plain. To veer away from this test is to veer in the direction of seeking to
prosecute thought crime. Beyond the high principle, there are more pragmatic objections. What is needed in
targeting violent jihadism in the UK is, first, for the authorities to achieve more understanding of the
communities from which rare terrorists emerge, and second, targeted surveillance of individuals at risk of
going down that route. Denouncing all those who stand in a wide penumbra of "extremism" will retard both
halves of this, by cutting off that dialogue out of which understanding must be built, while alienating potential
providers of tip-offs.

The bloodshed in Sousse will stir anger in every decent heart, but every wise head knows that anger is not
the best frame of mind for making policy. Britain must mourn, but also stand true to its free speech traditions,
and hope that its government can still be persuaded to do the same.
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Bomb Syria, and recruits will be rolling up to join Isis;
Michael Fallon thinks military action should be back on the table. But
the past 15 years suggests use of force wouldn't be just ineffective, it
would make things worse

BYLINE: Frank Ledwidge
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You could see this coming. With British tourists killed by a Tunisian terrorist trained in "free" Libya, the
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solution advocated would be to look again at bombing Syria - as Michael Fallon, the defence secretary is
now suggesting. Isis, we were told by the prime minister on Tuesday, has joined Napoleon, Hitler and the
late Soviet Union as "an existential threat". Many readers will remember that a highly efficient, well-trained
group supported by radicals in several nations including indeed mainly the US, killed 20 times more British
citizens than Isis and al-Qaida combined. Yet no one who lived in those times can recall the IRA being
regarded as undermining our very existence.

Related: British strategy of not attacking Isis in Syria is illogical, says Fallon

Still, surely air strikes by a militarily emaciated post-colonial power might accomplish something in turning
back this "threat". The formidable force currently in the region - and unlikely to be reinforced significantly -
consists of half a dozen obsolete RAF Tornadoes and a few drones redeployed from killing armed peasants
in Central Asia. What then will the military prowess of the Royal Air Force accomplish? Fortunately, we
already know.

According to what appear to be the latest Ministry of Defence reports, in May the might of the Royal Air
Force destroyed four Isis machine-gun positions, some bulldozers and two "vehicles" (one of them "large"
the other probably a Toyota Hilux with a gun on the back). Three "buildings" were also reduced to rubble. As
Crispin Blunt has rightly said this morning, our contribution achieves very little, and will continue to achieve
little.

Rather more importantly, war being a political act, aside from reducing SUVs to their component parts, what
exactly is this new element in our mission to stabilise the Middle East supposed to achieve, and how? In
other words, what is the strategy? Some of the retired officers who now, astonishingly, advocate "boots on
the ground" rightly warned two years ago of "unintended consequences".

As well they might. For the current conflict environment consists of heavily engaged combatants from Iraq,
Iran, the Syrian government, the "moderate" Syrian rebels (many of them formerly known as al-Qaida), what
is left of the Free Syrian Army, Isis, at least two Kurdish armies and Lebanese Hezbollah. We might also
include genuinely interested parties such as our stalwart Nato ally Turkey, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.
Israel pitches in occasionally as well, usually against Hezbollah. Then there are the less genuinely interested
parties such as ourselves.

One might hope that our generals and politicians might have learned from their recent spectacularly
disastrous interventions that inserting one's metaphorical hand into such a strategic hornet's nest and hoping
for a friendly hornet might be a fool's errand. One might hope that the quagmire of Afghanistan and the Iraq
fiasco might encourage the view that before engaging in battle, one might understand that war is indeed a
political act which requires a political end state to which your military force is actively contributing.

Our leaders might consider that the solution to the Iraq-Syria war will only come when we deal with some
unwelcome political realities; that Iran is a key player is obvious but unacknowledged; similarly Russia stands
to lose far more from Isis success than the UK; have these countries been consulted? Are they involved in
these piecemeal and counterproductive operations? Has anyone spoken to the Syrian government about our
bombers invading their airspace? Because if they succeed in shooting down one of our aircraft, it is highly
unlikely that surviving aircrew will be well treated. Dozens of other questions remain; none of them asked, let
alone answered.

While defaulting yet again to the easy option of ineffective force, no politician has articulated a key national
interest in Syria (or indeed Iraq) let alone a political strategy into which that military force must fit. This is not
entirely their fault, as our allies in the US have also significantly failed to provide coherent strategic
leadership. Until they do, we have no place in the region.

Meanwhile, Isis and the Sunni uprising they represent can point to the skies and say, "see, we told you,
they're coming back". And their recruits roll in.
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Nicholas Winton saved Jewish children, but he also has a lesson for our
current migrant crisis;
Affection for the man who overcame Whitehall objections in order to
save so many youngsters should be balanced with a critical look at how
Europe deals with immigration today

BYLINE: David Cesarani
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Related: 'British Schindler' Sir Nicholas Winton dies aged 106

The death of Sir Nicholas Winton elicited eulogies from across British society. The prime minister tweeted:
"The world has lost a great man. We must never forget his humanity in saving so many children from the
Holocaust." The chief rabbi, Ephraim Mirvis, said Winton was "an outstanding role model for all". The most
heartfelt tributes came from survivors whose departure from Prague he helped to organise in the last months
before the second world war.

Yet the chief rabbi at that time, Joseph Hertz, fulminated against evacuating Jewish children from
Nazi-controlled lands only to place them in the homes of Christians. Winton arranged for at least 60 Jewish
children, 10% of the total brought out of Prague, to be given into the care of the Barbican Mission, an
organisation devoted to converting Jews to Christianity.

He saw nothing wrong with this and it may be germane to recall that he was a convert himself. He was born
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Nicholas Wertheim to German-Jewish parents who rejected Judaism. Decades later, when asked to
comment on criticism from the Jewish community, he said: "I just confronted them and said in much politer
terms, 'Mind your own business... if you prefer a dead Jew to a Jew brought up in a Christian home it's really
not my problem'." Today we would find it questionable to accept a change in religion in exchange for saving a
life. But it was not self-evident that such a price was necessary even then.

The origins of the scheme to bring refugee children to Britain began in the summer of 1938, when Jewish
leaders pleaded with the Conservative government to permit 10,000 children to emigrate from Germany to
Palestine, then under British rule. Fearful of aggravating Arab opinion, the then prime minister, Neville
Chamberlain, refused. Nor could they come to Britain. The country was racked by high unemployment, and
anti-semitism was rampant. Instead of challenging this bigotry, successive governments blocked large-scale
immigration. Asylum was only granted to special cases, such as famous scientists.

Instead of challenging this bigotry, successive governments blocked large-scale immigration.

By then only 11,000 German Jews had settled in Britain and Jewish philanthropy was exhausted. But
Chamberlain was so shocked by the anti- Jewish pogrom that swept Germany on 9-10 November 1938 that
he felt he had to act. He agreed that unaccompanied Jewish children should be permitted to enter Britain,
temporarily. The plan to evacuate 10,000 young German Jews to Palestine thereby mutated into the
Kindertransport project that brought some 9,000 Jewish children to Britain.

But just the children. Such was the opposition to adult Jews entering the country and joining the labour
market that mothers and fathers were forced to send away their children not knowing where they would end
up or if they would see them again. Most did not.

Some children, like my father-in-law, went to hostels set up by the Jewish community. Some went directly to
foster homes, Jewish and non-Jewish. More were picked out of line-ups at the centres where they were
cared for on arrival. Quiet and cute children were favoured. Youngsters were torn from older siblings. Many
went to homes where they were raised as Christians after the Jewish organisations, overwhelmed and
cash-strapped, lost track of them. Some suffered exploitation and sexual abuse.

Winton was a towering figure amid this mayhem. Charismatic and single-minded, he cut through the
bureaucracy that hamstrung previous efforts. But his buccaneering approach would have been unnecessary
had his urgency been shared in Whitehall, if the government had not broken promises to create a Jewish
national home in Palestine, and if the Jewish refugee organisations had not been driven to insolvency.

There is a message in this for us. Today, as Europe faces an unprecedented refugee crisis, we need to
balance this very British affection for the eccentric hero with a more critical look at how we treat immigration
collectively and what we let our leaders do in our name.
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Life for British Muslims since 7/7 - abuse, suspicion and constant
apologies;
The London bombings shocked us all. But in the decade since, our
community has been unfairly demonised

BYLINE: Mehdi Hasan
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It could have been me. King's Cross was my station. But 10 years ago, on the morning of 7 July, 2005, I
happened to be on a day off, sitting at home in front of the television, glued to the news channels. Fifty-two of
my fellow Londoners lay dead.

Within days, the four young men behind the worst terror attack in British history had been identified, and a
knot tightened at the pit of my stomach. The London bombings had already been dubbed "7/7", a deliberate
attempt to depict the attacks as our "9/11". Yet this was a more disturbing crime, with far greater domestic
consequences, than 9/11. None of the 19 suicide-hijackers on those four planes had been US citizens. In
contrast, all four of the suicide bombers on the London transport system were UK citizens.

"We're screwed," I told a Muslim friend. These terrorists were British like us, looked like us, had names
similar to our own and, as the official report into 7/7 would later confirm, were "apparently well integrated into
British society" with "largely unexceptional" backgrounds. Over the next decade, British Muslims would be
subjected to unprecedented scrutiny; tagged as a suspect community, the enemy within, a "fifth column" (to
quote Nigel Farage ).

We can't say we weren't warned. Less than a month after 7/7, the then prime minister, Tony Blair, himself
announced that "the rules of the game are changing". And, a year later, the country's most famous living
novelist, Martin Amis, blithely referred to "a definite urge - don't you have it? - to say, 'The Muslim community
will have to suffer until it gets its house in order' ... Discriminatory stuff, until it hurts the whole community."

According to the charity ChildLine, Islamophobic bullying is now rife in our schools

Well, Martin, we're hurting. And yes, Tony, the rules have indeed changed. British Muslims have been spied
on, stopped and searched, stripped of citizenship, and subjected to control orders and detention without trial.
Many were not guilty of any crime. Remember Mohammed Abdul Kahar, shot in the shoulder during a dawn
raid on his home in Forest Gate, east London, in 2006, before being released without charge a week later?
Or Rizwaan Sabir, the university student held for seven days without charge as a terror suspect in 2008, on
the basis of police evidence later described as "made up"?
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How about the Muslim residents of the three areas in Birmingham that in 2010 were to be surrounded by a
"ring of steel" of 218 "spy cameras" as part of a counter-terrorism operation?

Blair may have changed the rules but he didn't win the game. A decade ago four British suicide bombers,
aligned with al-Qaida, shocked us all. Today, up to 600 Britons are reported to have left the UK to battle and
behead on behalf of the al-Qaida offshoot, so-called Islamic State (Isis). These include the youngest ever UK
suicide bomber, 17-year-old Talha Asmal, who blew himself up while fighting for Isis in Iraq in June.

So what is David Cameron's solution to the problem of violent extremism? Why, to change more rules, of
course.

Rather than try and win hearts and minds, or address the alienation of a tiny minority of young people (those
600 Brits constitute about 0.02% of UK Muslims ), Cameron has unveiled plans to, among other things,
monitor Muslim toddlers in nurseries for signs of "extremism", restrict the free speech of non-violent yet
"Islamist" preachers, and close down "radical" (does he mean conservative?) mosques. You have to
undermine British values, it seems, in order to save them.

Muslim communities don't just "quietly condone" the ideology behind Isis, according to Cameron, but
threaten our "common culture". The London bombings, in fact, opened the floodgates to what has become a
familiar litany of condemnation and demonisation: honour killings, sharia law, halal slaughter, FGM, gender
segregation, the face veil, child sex grooming. Wherever you turn, it seems, those dastardly Muslims pose a
threat to you, your families and your way of life.

Meanwhile, Muslim grievances are mocked or ignored. Cameron - who helped turn Libya into a playground
for jihadists in 2011 and backed Israel's bombardment of Gaza last year - used a speech in June to urge
British Muslims to eschew "the blame game" and stop "finger pointing".

Forget racism and Islamophobia. Forget the fact that this month is not only the anniversary of 7/7, but also of
the attack carried out by proud Islamophobe and self-styled "Knight Templar" Anders Breivik in Norway,
which killed 77; and of the worst mass killing in Europe since the second world war - the massacre of 8,000
Muslim men and boys at Srebrenica, at the hands of far-right Orthodox Christians.

Related: Remember, prime minister: British Muslims hate Isis too | Sayeeda Warsi

It's only British Muslims, though, who have had to spend the past 10 years denouncing, disowning and
disavowing. Not in our name. Islam is peace. Union Jack headscarves. Yet our decade-long condemnation
has fallen on deaf ears. Depending on which poll you believe, a majority of Brits believe "Muslims create
problems in the UK", link "Islam with extremism" and would be "bothered" by the building of a big mosque in
their neighbourhood. Since 7/7, anti-Muslim hate crimes have soared. Mosques have been firebombed while
headscarf-clad women have been physically attacked. According to the charity ChildLine, Islamophobic
bullying is now rife in our schools. Yet it's all "quietly condoned" by members of our political and media
classes.

Have you ever paused to consider how a young Muslim schoolboy, perhaps second- or third-generation, in
Beeston or Bethnal Green, might react to polls suggesting his fellow Brits think he "creates problems" or
pundits who suggest he's a threat? I've long discouraged my own eight-year-old daughter from reading or
watching the news.

I asked friends and relatives - all of them patriotic, well integrated, middle class - to sum up how they felt
about being British and Muslim these days. Their responses? Helpless. Despondent. Tired. Worried.
Exasperated. Anxious.

And how did 7/7 change their lives? A hijab-wearing friend remembers being dubbed "Bin Laden's sister" by
a group of teenagers on the London Underground. "The people around me just looked away or sniggered."
Another says she "feels judged" when she is in the street. A cousin in rural Scotland, in a town that has only
four Muslim families, reminds me of the struggle of having to constantly act as an "ambassador for Islam"
and "counter all the negativity". A banker friend speaks of his frustration at being "lumped together" with
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killers and criminals in the media but adds: "As Brits, we Muslims have to 'Keep Calm and Carry On'."

I'm sick and tired of this relentless hostility towards Muslims; the negative headlines; the climate of fear and
suspicion; the constant collective blaming. As one of only a handful of commentators who happen to be
Muslim, I have spent the past decade appearing on TV and radio panels and phone-ins to try and challenge
anti-Muslim bigotry on the one hand, and violent extremism on the other. How emotionally exhausting, how
dispiriting and demoralising it is to have to publicly affirm your "Britishness" and your "moderation" again and
again.

The self-styled jihadists offer confused and angry young Britons a sense of identity and belonging. How do
"we" - Britons, Muslims, officials, members of the public - offer something better? More inclusive? In 2007 a
fresh-faced MP spent two days at the home of a Muslim family in Birmingham and then wrote boldly of how it
wasn't possible to "bully people into feeling British: we have to inspire them"; "you can't even start to talk
about a truly integrated society while people are suffering racist ... abuse ... on a daily basis".

He continued: "By using the word 'Islamist' to describe the threat, we actually help do the terrorist ideologues'
work for them." If only the David Cameron of 2015 would heed the advice of the David Cameron of 2007.
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We should not let euphoria about the Iran nuclear deal cloud our
judgment;
Complacency could put regional security at greater risk. The
international community must not drop its guard

BYLINE: Michael Herzog
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While the P5+1 negotiators in Vienna celebrate the nuclear deal with their Iranian counterparts, across the
Middle East there is an atmosphere of gloom. In Israel, coalition and opposition - who rarely agree on
anything - are now united in deep concern about the long-term implications for Israel and the region.

Israel was not a participant in these negotiations, but its national security will be impacted more than
anybody else's. After all, Iran combines ideological commitment to Israel's destruction with nuclear ambitions
and the ability to project violence and instability through proxies on Israel's borders and around the world. It
is Israel whose elimination the Iranian supreme leader proudly tweets about. It is Israel that is targeted by
tens of thousands of rockets supplied by Iran to armed groups on our borders, including Hezbollah, Hamas
and Islamic Jihad.

Related: Iran nuclear deal: historic agreement in Vienna - live updates

How will the agreement impact on these intentions and capabilities? As these lines are written, the full details
of the deal still need to be digested. Not everything is yet clear, and questions abound regarding inspections,
R&D, addressing the military dimensions of Iran's programme and sanctions relief. Nonetheless, the main
contours are known.

True, the deal pushes Iran back from the ability to quickly "break out" to nuclear weapons, and is likely to
reduce its incentive to do so, for the next decade or so. However, in the second decade Iran is legitimised as
a nuclear threshold state, by allowing it to expand and upgrade its enrichment programme and reduce the
breakout time almost to zero.

Will time bought by the deal serve to positively change Iran's current policies or will it instead empower
them? Most Middle Easterners assume the latter and refuse to bet on the former. While the clock is ticking
down until Iran can expand its uranium enrichment capacity, the impact of the deal will likely pour fuel on the
fires of the region.

First, the lifting of financial and trade sanctions is likely to empower Iran, both politically and economically, in
pursuing its radical and sectarian agenda. This includes arming and bankrolling designated terror
organisations, propping up Bashar al-Assad in Syria (Iran has already spent billions of dollars on that under
sanctions), fuelling the sectarian conflict in Iraq, arming rebels in Yemen, and threatening the security of a
number of Gulf Arab states.

It is likely to empower Iran, both politically and economically,in pursuing its radical and sectarian agenda

Second, the legitimising of Iran's nuclear threshold status threatens to spark nuclear proliferation across the
region, with other states seeking the same status as Iran.

Third, the financial windfall coming to Iran may spark a conventional arms race. Iran will invest more in its
arms industry, and with sanctions on arms sales to be lifted within five to eight years, it can be expected to
go on a major shopping spree, with Russia as a willing supplier. Gulf states will not stay left behind.

As gloomy as this prospect is for those of us on the sharp end, now is not the time to despair. The closing of
the agreement is a dramatic watershed, but not the final word. The international community must now focus
on two vital issues.

The first is the rigorous implementation of the deal itself. The P5+1 powers (the five permanent members of
the UN security council plus Germany), and especially the US, must ensure that effective measures will be
taken against any kind of violation. Iran must get the message that it will pay a swift and heavy price if it tries
to cheat, as it has so often in the past.
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Iran must get the message that it will pay a swift and heavy price if it tries to cheat

Second and no less important, is re-establishing effective deterrence against Iran's dangerous non-nuclear
policies which are outside the scope of the agreement. Since the deal focuses on nuclear issues to the
exclusion of all other aspects of Iran's dangerous policies, the distinction should be maintained in the
post-deal reality. This means confronting such policies rather than turning a blind eye to them for fear of
upsetting the nuclear deal.

On Friday, in the run-up to the deal, Iranians celebrated "Al-Quds (Jerusalem) day", an annual holiday
devoted to Israel's destruction. Flags of the US, Britain, and Israel were burned in the streets, followed by
chants of "death to ... ", and a new video game was unveiled simulating an Iranian missile strike on Israel.

Israel and its Arab neighbours are alarmed by the huge contrast between these scenes and the euphoric
celebrations surrounding the deal. They expect friends around the world not to be blinded by their euphoria,
and to work together to contain an emboldened Iran.
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This Iran nuclear deal is built to last;
Tensions will remain, but there are good reasons to believe this deal will
stick. It should be the start of a wider rapprochement

BYLINE: Richard Dalton
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Reaching an agreement with Iran over its nuclear weapons programme has been a long and arduous
process. The deal, announced earlier today, is a tremendous achievement for non-proliferation and regional
security - and for the negotiators and their political leaders. There are good reasons to believe it will stick.

Related: Iran nuclear deal reached in Vienna

First, there are effective provisions to guard against cheating. The agreement will deter Iran from breakout
using existing or covert facilities. There are snap-back provisions to restore sanctions in the event of
violations. In addition, the military option is still not "off the table" - Iran will not want to risk an attack, which
would grow more likely if the deal fell through.

Second, while there will be resistance in the US Congress, there are grounds for optimism that they will not
succeed in undermining the deal. There is no viable better agreement available if the US turns down this
one. For one thing, there would be no international support for more sanctions if the US were seen to have
vetoed the deal. The deal's opponents are unlikely to muster a veto-proof majority against the agreement;
and a hypothetical Republican president in 2017 would hesitate before scuppering a deal that had by then
been satisfactorily implemented and increased the security of the US and its allies.

Third, Iran is tired of being punished for something that it has not intended to do since the supreme leader
Ayatollah Khamenei's ban on nuclear weapons, which dates from 2003, the year Saddam Hussein was
toppled. Iran has recognised that it cannot develop sustainably as a nation without allaying international
concerns. It also values its reputation. Reneging on its commitment not to build nuclear weapons, or
withdrawing its agreement to the utmost transparency, either during or after the agreed 15-year limits on its
enrichment activities, would demolish that reputation, with no appreciable gain to its security because of the
retaliation and regional arms race that would follow.

Western negotiators in turn realised that the demands from Israel and others to completely dismantle Iran's
nuclear facilities and install "anywhere-anytime" inspections were never realistic and could not have been
negotiated or forced upon Iran. Iran has been a threshold state for several years. The breakthrough in
obtaining verifiable commitments from Iran, including transparency that will last beyond the 15-year limits on
what Iran can do, came in 2013, with the realisation that it was too late to roll back Iran's capacities and
technical mastery by denying it technology and materials; whereas Iran might agree to postpone enrichment
of uranium for power reactor fuel, it would never concede its right in international law to do so.

Sanctions, bold leadership in Tehran and Washington, and the recognition by the negotiators that a lasting
agreement needed to be based on the rights and obligations in the non-proliferation treaty and above all on
the incentive of mutual interest, all contributed to the success in Vienna.

Related: Iran nuclear talks: timeline

The US and the Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) states set out their aims in the Camp David Summit on 14
May: "A deal that fully addresses ... concerns about Iran's nuclear program is in the security interests of GCC
member states as well as the United States." While some will fear that the agreement does not do this fully
enough, the case in its favour is that it does so sufficiently, while being much safer for the region than any of
the alternative courses of action available.

It does not mean that Iran will be the US's new best friend. That is a myth - mutual distrust and mutual
opposition to each other's role in the region will see to it that any rapprochement will be gradual and limited.
There is no real reason to doubt the strength of the US/GCC strategic partnership and the US commitment to
deter aggression against the GCC. Another myth is that the agreement will lead inevitably to nuclear
proliferation - acceptance of a verifiable civil Iranian nuclear programme now won't lead to a Saudi bomb.

Iran will remain in bitter rivalry with the US, Israel, Saudi Arabia and their partners, so there is concern about
releasing Iran's frozen oil receipts. But the funds will be used primarily to restore capital investment and
public finances hit hard by the oil price. Some may go to support overseas activities, but it will not lead to a
big change for the worse in Iran's behaviour.
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The agreement will not lead inexorably to a reduction in tensions, but neither will it increase hostility. It has its
risks, but it is, as both President Obama and Ayatollah Khamenei have said, a place to start to discuss other
crises. Both of them, and Saudi Arabia, should do more to develop this opening into serious regional
diplomacy across lines of enmity.
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Scott Walker is Mitt Romney. Minus the bronze tan and silver streaks;
From flip-flopping to pandering to his conservative base, the Wisconsin
governor is relying on the same failed playbook we saw in 2012

BYLINE: Jeb Lund

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1459 words

Related: Scott Walker announces 2016 campaign with checklist of conservative aims

If you are a glutton for punishment, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker's Monday announcement of his
presidential aspirations was just a taste of the masochistic romp ahead: all the hallmarks of everything
odious and petty about the 2012 campaign are there already, only ramped up and accompanied by bad
ideas copied from other states.

There is something grandly stupid about taking last election's playbook, following it to the letter and
proclaiming that you're doing the opposite. But no one told Walker that, so, just before his announcement,
the National Journal quoted an anonymous Walker advisor admitting that his boss's long-term plan was to
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pull a Romney: "You start in Iowa and lock up conservatives," he said and then added "It's much easier to
move from being a conservative to being a middle-of-the-road moderate later on."

In March 2012, one of Mitt Romney's advisors, Eric Fehrnstrom, told CNN that as soon as Romney was done
convincing the base of his conservatism, he'd tack toward the center. "I think you hit a reset button for the fall
campaign," Fehrnstrom said. "It's almost like an Etch A Sketch. You can kind of shake it up, and we start all
over again." The base howled; it was all the proof anyone needed that he was a lyin' centrist all along.

Only Scott Walker could be as assured of the efficacy of exactly this strategy as he is of the sun rising in its
orbit around the earth every morning. He just has to lock up his base by demonizing everyone else as
insufficiently conservative, turn around and pretend that he's not as conservative as he promised the primary
voters, and do it with more wit and responsiveness than Mitt Romney. All Romney did was wind up
mistrusted by one half of America, lose the election, then get kicked to the curb by the other half. What can
possibly go wrong?

Related: Scott Walker: a candidate who embodies America's current partisan divisiveness

But Walker's self-Romnification didn't stop with his promises to winkingly deny his promises in the general
election. In his announcement, he beat up Romney's and the Party's straw-men: "Washington seems to
measure success by how many people are dependent on the government." I'll bet that set the green visors
spinning on the heads of the bean counters at the Government Suffering Index Office ("Reaping American
Souls To Serve Moloch(TM)!)

He beat up the poor people (who Romney never liked) allegedly preyed upon by those straw-men: "In
Wisconsin, we enacted a program that says that adults who are able to work must be enrolled in one of our
job training programs before they can get a welfare check... We are also making sure they can take a drug
test." The Florida welfare drug-testing law was twice ruled unconstitutional, and implementing and legally
defending the program cost more than it saved in people kicked off the welfare rolls - but whatever, let's try it
all over America.

And then he praised ending job-killing regulations like the Wisconsin living wage, the prevailing wage and the
right to a weekend, for those people who aren't poor yet but could be.

Like Romney, Walker called for an end to Obamacare but this time, refreshingly, skipped the pretense of
replacing it with anything. Like Romney, he called for an "all of the above" energy policy, which includes the
Keystone Pipeline and to "rein in" the "wet blanket" of "out of control" regulations' "red tape", which is why in
Wisconsin, the state overrode local governments' abilities to demand insurance against pipeline spills.

Related: Scott Walker can be beaten. One woman did it. She's just sorry his career survived

All of this, plus tax cuts, over 2.3bn estimated over ten years in Wisconsin! Mitt would be proud. He thinks he
can help wealthy citizens and multi-state corporations, and together with the repeal of tax credits for 140,000
lower-income citizens (for some reason!), create jobs at the same time. How many? About 53% less than the
500,000 Walker promised over his first term. You can't see that promise anymore, because Walker's website
switched it to a picture of him and his family dressed as pirates, next to a campaign donation button.

And if you're feeling nostalgic for the weirdness and boobery of 2012 (godspeed Rafalca ), you can enjoy the
fact that Scott Walker's veneration of Ronald Reagan verges on a cultic unease far worse than any
evangelical paranoia about Romney's Mormonism. Walker and his wife eat macaroni casserole and red,
white and blue Jelly Belly jelly beans and pay musicians to play patriotic songs to honor Reagan on his
birthday. It's also Walker and his wife's wedding anniversary. He kept a picture of Reagan on his desk in
college, apparently because he didn't realize Alex P Keaton's uptight conservakid character was being
played for laughs. Further, he said the greatest foreign policy decision of his lifetime was Reagan firing
striking air-traffic controllers. "We're not paying the guys routing Delta 1812 from Atlanta to O'Hare. Take
that, Ivan!"

And just like deficit hawk Mitt Romney, who planned to kick a $10 trillion hole in the budget via defense
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spending, Walker called on America to robustly ramp up the eternal money saver, national defense. We must
"stop China's cyber attacks, stop their territorial expansion into international waters," stop Russia from
"[encountering] mush" and "pushing" with bayonets, make sure Israel isn't having a sad, cripple Iran with
sanctions and ignore everything about climate change because "the greatest threat to future generations is
radical Islamic terrorism and we need to do something about it." The great thing about ignoring science and
practicality while threatening to go to war against more than 1.5bn people around the globe is that, if there
are any enemy survivors after the bombing stops, they can sail to the port city of Orlando and gawk
enviously at all the free people queuing up for their mandatory drug tests atop a natural gas pipeline

But don't sell Walker short on his zero foreign policy experience. There hasn't been any Romney-in-London
event yet, and there won't be, if Bill Kristol has anything to do with it. Bill Kristol thinks Walker's showing "
basic talent, hard work and real improvement." And Bill Kristol has only run Dan Quayle's office, anointed
Sarah Palin and been wrong about every single step of the Middle East at every point of the timeline like a
Shrödinger's Cat exercise in being a moron. Only unlike the Schrödinger's Cat experiment, hundreds of
thousands of people are dead.

And all this before the lying to the rest of the nation can begin, under far greater scrutiny. It will be harder to
claim that he was "endangered" by pro-union protesters when more media outlets are poring over footage of
the event overnight and reporting that he slipped to and from the capitol underground like a sweating skink.
It's going to be harder to fudge the existence of holes in the budget, blame it on unions, then claim to balance
budgets by raiding funds and using selective accounting to disappear $3bn shortfalls your budgets create.

It's going to be harder to suddenly downplay his abortion policy, do a U-turn on ethanol subsidies, support
comprehensive immigration reform and then suddenly come out 100% anti-amnesty. (That flip-flopping
sound familiar?) And there will have to be more explanations, over and over, for the many indictments that
keep raining on people who work for him - not just the ones who trade racist emails. He's even wrong about
whether a taco is a sandwich and will probably lie to Hispanic voters about that too.

There's an old line in history, that militaries start out fighting the current war the way they fought the last one,
but it is a peculiarity of both Walker and of his party that the line seems so resonant here. The ideological
purification of the Republican Party is so intense that even a campaign as mean-spirited, mendacious and
stupid as Romney's wasn't enough to keep the party stalwarts in his camp. And his 47% "gaffe" is no longer
something to let slip out via a secret video, but something for candidates like Scott Walker to rephrase and
use as a stump speech.

Walker can try to win this Republican war of attrition by employing the strategies of the past, but the
American battleground has changed, and even the RNC's 2012 demographic postmortem admitted as much.
All he has to do is hope that he can keep a rabid base in check while finessing his fibs to the rest of the
country and pray that a more malignant version of Romneying doesn't leave him just as uncrowned and
unloved as the last guy.

• This article was amended on 15 July 2015 to clarify that Bill Kristol was Vice President Dan
Quayle's chief of staff.
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Travel is a force for good. Britain is wrong to bring tourists home;
Even within the tourist industry's cage, travel can improve international
relations - and people can decide for themselves where it's safe to go

BYLINE: Dervla Murphy

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 877 words

In June 2011, on an 80% empty London-to-Cairo jumbo jet, two Alexandria businessmen scoffed at British
timidity. "That's not how they built an empire!" said one. His friend laughed. "A century ago, mobs couldn't
scare them!"

Both men were hotel owners, extra sensitive to the reduced tourist flow since the beginning of the ill-named
Arab spring. Terrorism, they told me, seriously deters tourists and investors, coming third after plague and
war; but regime change they saw as different. After all, Londoners might be blown up any day on their way to
work, so why forgo that Nile boat trip because Egypt had a new government? But then, on discovering my
destination - Gaza, not Cairo or Luxor - both did a U-turn. How mad was I? Had no one told me about the
terrorists ruling Gaza and the brigands controlling all Sinai roads?

Vox pop reactions to the foreign office's diktat have modified my politically incorrect image of UK tourists en
masse

I reassured them. Because of West Bank links I would be safe. And yes, I'd been warned that the bus service
was in abeyance. Abdallah, a friend of a friend, would meet me at the airport and drive me the 250 miles to
Rafah the next day.

Abdallah marvelled at my cabin bag: never before had he picked up a passenger carrying only hand
luggage. In the morning he would talk to the hotel staff. Recently he had been forbidden from taking
foreigners to Rafah. Too risky - robbery, kidnapping, even death... but Abdallah was sensible about risk.
Sinai four years ago was quite unlike Sinai now: trouble seemed too remote a possibility to be allowed to
disrupt travel plans or diminish earnings.

Smog blurred the rising sun as we left Cairo's rush hour behind. First came wide mango orchards, groves of
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date palms. Along the coast road - donkeys the only traffic - Israel's victorious troops advanced into Egypt
on 7 June 1967, and British troops towards Palestine in December 1916. We passed the rusting relics of
many past conflicts. At the numerous army checkpoints no one was interested in Abdallah's aged foreign
passenger - another rusting relic.

In el-Arish, Sinai's once flourishing tourist capital, nothing stirred. Soon after, Rafah border gate's formidable
structure rose above the desert. Our journey time pleased Abdallah: four and a half hours. He volunteered to
drive me back to Cairo once my trip was finished.

Related: Tourists fly out of Tunisia amid row over Foreign Office advice for Britons to leave

One person's risk can be another person's thrill. We may reckon certain risks worthwhile, or simply be
unaware of them. I personally would never risk being a war correspondent, panting around in bulletproof
gear dodging bombs and shells. Nor would I venture into zones where kidnapping has become a hazard. I've
no billionaire friends, and I'd like my granddaughters to enjoy a modest legacy.

Every day motorists expose themselves to the risk of sudden death - in the UK about 24,000 people a year
are killed or seriously injured on the roads - yet they don't (foolishly, in my opinion) sell their cars and get on
their bikes.

What does not feel risky, to me, is trekking alone for months through roadless, townless mountain terrain,
unable to communicate with the rest of the world. In contrast, some travellers feel uneasy if they don't know
exactly where they are going to spend the next night, and their precise time of arrival. Maybe it's all to do with
temperament, the old "half full, half empty" test.

Were I to visit Tunisia now, in spite of the British and Irish governments having summoned tourists home last
week, I'd expect not to be attacked by terrorists, however " highly likely " this is said to be. After the attack on
the beach in Sousse that left 38 people dead, the British government could have fulfilled its "duty of care" by
admitting that Tunisia's authorities have been worried since 2011 by militant Islam's presence, an infiltration
with which the local security forces are ill equipped to cope. Having been told the facts, individuals should
surely be left to make their own decisions - as the Conservative MP Crispin Blunt said at the weekend.

It is clear that some of those returning from Tunisia angrily resented being nannied home in mid-holiday

Vox pop reactions to the foreign office's diktat have modified my politically incorrect image of British tourists
en masse. No longer do I visualise them lying on beaches anointing each other with sunblock while
wondering which country they're in, before heading off in search of fish and chips, strong tea and cheap
beer; cluttering swimming-pools with garish plastic inflatable objects, watching soccer on telly and shouting
impatiently at stupid people who can't speak English.

It is clear that some of those returning from Tunisia angrily resented being nannied home mid-holiday, and
had strong sympathy for those tourist industry workers reported to be devastated by the sudden exodus,
which surely marked the end of their hopes for the 2015 tourist season.

Such reactions show that, even within the tourist industry's cage, travel has the potential to improve
international relations. What a shame the British and Irish governments have decided that well-informed
citizens are incapable of making their own decisions about where to go.
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Republicans hate the Iran nuclear deal because it means we won't bomb
Iran;
The Administration's agreement with Iran would curtail the latter's
nuclear program. The only people who can hate that are the kind who
just love war

BYLINE: Trevor Timm

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 761 words

Related: I'll vote for the Iran nuclear deal because I want peace, not war | Hank Johnson

As soon as President Obama announced the historic nuclear agreement between the US and Iran on
Tuesday, Republican presidential candidates raced to see who could get out the most hyperbolic,
foaming-at-the-mouth condemnation of the potential for peace.

Republicans frontrunner Jeb Bush was first out of the gate, more than 24 hours before the deal was actually
signed. He boasted on his YouTube channel : "History is full of examples of when you enable people or
regimes who don't embrace democratic values you get a bad result...it's called appeasement."

One wonders what Jeb thought when his brother, George W Bush, was cutting deals (and becoming close
allies) with two of the most notorious dictators on earth at the time, Libya's Muammar Gaddafi and Syria's
Bashir al-Assad. And speaking of regimes who don't embrace democratic values, how long after Jeb is
sworn in as president will he literally be holding hands with the unelected and ruthless King of Saudi Arabia,
like his brother?

Senator Lindsay Graham, who has never met a war he didn't like, lamented to Bloomberg's Josh Rogin : "My
initial impression is that this deal is far worse than I ever dreamed it could be and will be a nightmare for the
region, our national security and eventually the world at large." A failure to reach a deal with Iran would have
almost certainly have led to a military confrontation, so naturally poor Lindsay is sad that a small portion of
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the Middle East will now likely be off the table for bombing. Indeed, what a nightmare.

Graham also called the deal "possible death sentence for Israel." How a deal that would delay the chances
of Iran getting a bomb by decades is a death sentence for Israel, a country which already has dozens or
hundreds of nuclear weapons and a far more powerful military than Iran, is anyone's guess.

Others, like Wisconsin Scott Walker, claimed that "this deal will likely lead to a nuclear arms race in the
world's most dangerous region." Let's put aside the fact that Iran hasn't actively been pursuing a nuclear
bomb, as US intelligence agencies have acknowledged for years. Republicans will happily ignore that the
only country in the Middle East that has not signed on to the Nuclear Arms Proliferation Treaty in the region
is Israel.

Related: The Guardian view on the Iran nuclear deal: a triumph of diplomacy | Editorial

Who cares if no Republican has read the full text of the deal, which won't be given to Congress for days ?
And who cares that, if you spent 30 seconds applying their twisted logic to Republican presidents, it would
make no sense? Republicans, who were always reflexively against any deal that would limit the Iranians'
nuclear program and may stave off war, seem downright furious diplomacy prevailed over the threat of more
missiles.

Many of the Republicans' statements on Iran in the past few months have just a word salad of insults - "evil",
"malevolent", "corrupt", "terrorists", "the devil" - as though there were a contest to see how many despicable
adjectives they could fit into one paragraph. Many of today's statements then immediately condemned the
fact that in Iran crowds sometimes chant "Death to America". Gee, I wonder why a few people in Iran say
hyperbolic things about the US? It's not like our leading politicians would ever sing songs about blowing up
Iran - oh, wait.

Related: Is this Iran's Berlin Wall moment? | Azadeh Moaveni

Now the big criticism, just like when the framework from the deal was announced months ago, is that the
Iranian president, Hassan Rouhani, was smiling and telling his people that Iran got a good deal. Of course
he's telling his people it's a good deal, just like Obama is telling that to Americans. What do they expect
Rouhani to do - get on national television and start crying about how they were brilliantly out negotiated and
are now forever screwed?

For Republicans, the Iran nuclear negotiations have never been about getting "a good deal" for the US.
They've simply wanted to preserve their ability to kill people in the Middle East whenever they want, and
continue to indulge their fetish of American superpower. It doesn't matter to Republicans whether bombing
Iran virtually guarantees that actually will pursue a nuclear bomb (which, again, right now they're not), or that
a deal will hurt the hardliners in Iran that Republicans profess to hate. It only matters that they continue to
have an enemy to bomb in the Middle East, and a President to criticize here at home.
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The Guardian view on the Iran nuclear deal: a triumph of diplomacy;
This is the chance for Iran to play a more constructive role in the affairs
of the Middle East - and for its people to come in from the cold

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 902 words

The deal with Iran over its nuclear programme finalised in Vienna today is a victory for patient diplomacy. For
the past 13 years, the standoff between Iran and the US, backed by its European allies, has threatened to
escalate into war. In his 2002 state of the union address George W Bush lumped Iran in with North Korea
and Iraq as part of the "axis of evil", and he later heightened tensions further by increasing naval
deployments to the Gulf. For more than a decade, Israel, with its own undeclared nuclear arsenal, has
regularly warned that it was prepared to mount a pre-emptive air attack on Iranian nuclear facilities.

Related: A roadmap for the Middle East after the Iran nuclear deal

The strained relationship between Washington and Tehran did not begin with the 1979 Iranian revolution. But
the storming of the US embassy and the taking of American hostages scarred US attitudes in the decades
that followed. The prospect of conflict heightened in 1988 when the USS Vincennes shot down an Iranian
passenger plane, killing 290. Tensions rose again in 2002, the genesis of the present crisis, when the
Iranians were found to be withholding the truth about their nuclear programme, with the discovery of two
previously undisclosed facilities at Natanz and Arak, giving rise to fears that Iran was hellbent on securing a
nuclear weapon.

That recent history underlines the scale of what happened in Vienna. Instead of politicians opting for military
solutions, this has been a triumph for diplomats and pragmatists, working hour after hour on the detail of a
deal that secures a peaceful compromise - and which represents a heartening success in the global quest to
halt nuclear proliferation. Credit goes to the tireless US secretary of state, John Kerry, but also to America's
partners: Germany, France and Britain, including the former European high representative on foreign affairs,
Baroness Ashton, and, in spite of tensions over Ukraine, also to Russia, and, to a lesser extent, China.
Credit, too, to the Iranian president Hassan Rouhani, who has had to face down suspicious hardliners at
home.

The deal offers Iran a chance to come in from the cold in a new realignment with the west. That would be
good for both the Iranian people and the west, offering a chance for greater engagement, whether through
trade, investment and tourism or the negotiation of regional problems. President Rouhani will be
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strengthened in his battles with Iranian hardliners presiding over what remains a repressive regime. Now he
should push for domestic reforms, ending the house arrests of opposition leaders and the charade of the trial
of the Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian.

There is now the possibility of Iran playing a different, more constructive role in the affairs of the Middle East,
as well as with neighbours to the east such as Afghanistan. From its lethal support of Syrian president
Bashar al-Assad to the destabilising impact on Lebanon of its arms supplies to Hezbollah, Iran has too often
been a malign influence in the region. However, the rise of Islamic State has complicated the picture, with
the US initially critical of Iran for interference in Iraq in support of the Shia community but with the two
countries now working if not together then in tandem against Isis.

Tehran, which likes to boast of its constructive approach, should prove it by adopting a more emollient
approach to Israel and using its influence to promote a peace agreement with the Palestinians. Israel's
prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, speaking ahead of the deal, described it as a mistake of historic
proportions, arguing that it leaves Iran with the option of securing a nuclear weapon. But the detail agreed in
Vienna suggests that would be difficult - and certainly much harder than it would have been had no
agreement been reached. Among other concessions, Iran will reduce its enrichment capacity by two-thirds
and stop using its underground facility at Fordow for enriching uranium. Iran has conceded on almost every
key point. Its nuclear facilities will become among the most monitored in the world, under the intrusive eye of
the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The US should grab this opportunity, moving as fast as is reasonable to ease sanctions, giving the
long-suffering Iranian public tangible benefits. The danger is that a Republican-dominated Congress, still
unforgiving of Iran and sympathetic to Mr Netanyahu, may seek to thwart the deal. President Barack Obama
said he would use his veto, but Congress could override that with a two-thirds vote. That would be
shortsighted. Mr Obama certainly needed a major foreign policy success to add to his domestic legacy, and
this deal could be that prize. But the repercussions of the Vienna agreement go far beyond history's eventual
verdict on a US president. This accord, so long in the making, offers the hope that one of the world's great
civilisations might be drawn back into the international community, with untold benefits not only for Iranians
but for its conflict-ravaged neighbours. The opportunity should be seized.

· To read this article in Farsi, click here.

· This article was amended on 15 July 2015. An earlier version said President Rouhani, in his statement
welcoming the deal, referred to Israel by its name, rather than as "the Zionist entity". In fact he did not refer
to Israel by its name, but as "the Zionist usurper regime".
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Does the Bible really say that global warming will make the Earth 'vomit
us out'?;
A clergyman's borrowed warning of ecological doom reminds me that
theology can be flexible enough to fit many times and places

BYLINE: Andrew Brown

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 762 words

My ears pricked up in the Church of England's global warming debate when a clergyman in a brightly
coloured shirt announced that the Earth would "vomit us out" because we had defiled it. People should say
more of this kind of thing at synod. They should say more of this in almost all dull meetings. Certainly, it is an
arresting figure of ecological doom.

The speaker, Richard Burridge, the dean of Kings College London, went on to describe the form this
vomiting out would take: "God says: 'I will break the pride of your power; and I will make your heaven as iron,
and your earth as brass: and your strength shall be spent in vain: for your land shall not yield her increase,
neither shall the trees of the land yield their fruits."

All these things, the dean said, were happening now, he had seen them on his travels in Africa, where global
warming is already causing havoc.

After the debate, I went to find him, to track down where the second quote had come from, and also to tease
him a bit, for the first quote was from the book of Leviticus, and the things which upset God in Leviticus are
not always those which upset the God of today's Church of England, still less the Green party. Leviticus 18,
in particular, is a long list of sexual prohibitions addressed to the ferociously libidinous men of a slave-holding
society where women are a dangerously filthy form of property even when they are not actually slaves. God,
addressing himself entirely to men, forbids them to have sex with their mothers, aunts, grandmothers,
sisters, half-sisters, granddaughters, daughters-in-law, neighbours' wives, their own wives' sisters or even
other men and animals.

What it is that angers God, and what it is he demands of workers for justice and mercy, varies from age to
age

These are not the sins for which we nowadays expect God to reserve his sternest punishments. There is
some overlap between today's values and the Mosaic ones. The Children of Israel are forbidden to sacrifice
their children, or to turn their daughters into prostitutes just as sternly as they are forbidden to mix fibres or to
clip the edges of their beards.

And the second of his quotes, the wonderfully powerful description of the workings of God's wrath if his
commandments are not obeyed, follows the explicit injunction to chattel slavery of Leviticus 25: "Your male
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and female slaves are to come from the nations around you ... you can bequeath them to your children as
inherited property and can make them slaves for life."

This is clearly behaviour for which we now believe that God would be justified in calling on the Earth to vomit
out its practitioners. Yet by the rules of theological debate, it seemed quite approved to twist his disapproval
through 180 degrees, so to say. The speech left me wondering, for the umpteenth time, whether there is
substance at all to theology, or why it is that highly intelligent and well-educated people of unquestioned
benevolence talk as if there is.

The nearest I can come to an answer is to suppose that it is the very dislocation of meaning that makes
theology so unattractive to the rational mind, which simultaneously makes it useful to the practitioners. A
theological image, or a story, is not anchored to the historical world in any fixed way. It has its own interior
logic and coherence. In the story of Sinai this core is that God would like to love us, but he is angered by our
stubborn reluctance to behave in ways he finds lovable. That is a pattern we can easily understand from our
own childhoods, and parenting experience too. It works, emotionally, as a spur to action. But how that is
mapped on to the external world is negotiable: what it is that angers God, and what it is he demands of
workers for justice and mercy, varies from age to age.

Theological reasoning, then, can look like an attempt to fix the world into an unchanging pattern but it's
actually a way of managing change. In this light it doesn't look fundamentally different from other forms of
collective symbolism, like flags or countries. The soldiers who died for their flag and country at Waterloo were
fighting for entirely different values than those who died for the same flag and the same country on D-day.
The Duke of Wellington was not an enthusiast of democracy, and would certainly not have approved of the
welfare state. Yet the persistence of the flag allows us to see the continuity between them. It turns out that
the disconnection of theology from the real world is not a bug, but the feature from which it derives all its
power to change the world around us.
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I don't care whether a politician feels my pain - can they do anything
about it?;
Angela Merkel's awkwardness when confronted by a Palestinian child
victim of German immigration policy is less important than the outcome
of her policies

BYLINE: Julian Baggini

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 647 words

In 1992, Bill Clinton told an Aids activist, "I feel your pain". Five years later, Tony Blair described Diana as
"the people's princess" and spoke of a "grief that is so deeply painful for us". Both these apparently
from-the-heart pronouncements have been widely ridiculed but there has been no going back from what they
represent: the contemporary desire for politicians to demonstrate emotional as well as economic
competence.

Related: Angela Merkel comforts sobbing refugee but says Germany can't help everyone

That is why Angela Merkel looked so awkward when she tried to comfort a young Palestinian refugee on
German television, after explaining to her why she was going to be deported. "Politics is sometimes hard,"
she said to the crying 12-year-old. "If we were to say you can all come, we just can't manage it." Merkel's
political logic might have been faultless but her attempt to show some heart looked cold and unsympathetic
to many.

The rise of empathy in politics is part of a much wider social trend. Empathy and compassion have been
touted as the solution for pretty much everything, from classroom bullying and international conflict to
boardroom success. These are the essential "soft skills" that are now considered to be as important as sheer
brainpower and technical expertise.

But the fact that Merkel does not come across as the kind of person you'd want to share your problems with
over Kaffee und Kuchen does not make her any less fit to be the leader of the most powerful country in
Europe. In fact, it might make her more so.

Just because something is good, that does not mean more of it is better, and empathy is no exception. As
Aristotle taught, every virtue has its corresponding excess as well as its deficiency. What's more, where the
perfect mean between too much and too little lies depends on the person and their circumstances. Whereas
a therapist would be severely hampered by low empathy, a politician might be helped by it. That's because a
politician has to make judgments that are in the best interests of all, without being swayed by her or his
personal feelings. If they are led too much by feelings of empathy, their decisions are going to be skewed in
favour of those whose needs just happen to command their attention.

We should not be surprised if the ideal degree of empathy for a politician is less than that of an otherwise
decent human being. Politicians have to make decisions on broadly utilitarian criteria, deciding to do what
best serves the interests of the greatest number, while not acting against the interests of minorities. This
requires a cool head and a hard nose. These are not necessarily qualities I would want in a loyal friend,
life-partner or relative. Whereas a politician must be quick to go back on a promise if circumstances change,
a friend who too readily does the same is not worthy of the name. And while we need health ministers to
weigh up the cost-effectiveness of life-saving interventions, a parent who did the same for a child would be
some kind of monster.

In Merkel's defence, it should also be remembered that empathy comes in cognitive and affective varieties. It
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is one thing to feel someone's pain, quite another to understand it, let alone to know what to do about it.
Much altruism is misguided because people have been moved too quickly from feelings to actions that either
fail to help or only add to the problem. Merkel's awkwardness might show she doesn't easily resonate with
the feelings of others but it is silent about her ability to really understand their suffering.

The real test of a politician is not how they emote but how they act. Gordon Brown was not exactly the
warmest of politicians but he was responsible for reducing child and pensioner poverty as well as increasing
foreign development aid. Whether he felt our pain or not, he did something about it - and that's what counts.
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The Guardian view on combating extremism: beginning to get it right;
The government is clear about the danger of the ideology of violent
jihadism but still confused about how to prevent people being drawn to
it

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 759 words

The first thing to say about David Cameron's speech on radicalisation is that perhaps he shouldn't have
made it at all. This is a subject that is far too important and urgent for headlines. What's needed is quiet,
untiring, localised action well away from the spotlight. There is a deep and natural confluence of interest
between the British state, British Muslim communities and wider British society on preventing radicalisation
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among Muslim young people, but the dynamics of the situation mean that almost anything the government
says can make the situation worse and obscure the real commonalities of interest. This is emphatically not
an argument for doing nothing. The policies that Mr Cameron suggested, and those few concrete ones he
announced, are for the most part sensible and politically shrewd. His speech could have been a great deal
worse.

But any rhetoric on this subject has to tread delicately. Muslim and non-Muslim Britons alike are rightly
concerned about safety and demand reassurance that potential killers will be stopped. But no government
can honestly promise complete safety. And Muslims who see "Muslims" in a headline about terrorism will feel
a twinge of insecurity to which government should be attentive. If the supply of potential violent jihadis is to
be stemmed, it is the families and communities from which they are drawn who must play a great part.
Hectoring them won't help anyone. And the rhetorical parts of the speech were by far the weakest ones.

You cannot convincingly claim, as Mr Cameron did, that free speech is a core British value, if you then go on
to explain that you are going to "put out of action the key extremist influencers who are careful to operate
inside the law but who clearly detest British society and everything we stand for ... and stop them peddling
their hatred." Again, it might be a defensible policy, assuming it were technically feasible, to strengthen the
powers of Ofcom to censor foreign channels that "broadcast hate preachers and extremist content", but it
can't be sold as a defence of free speech.

The other great rhetorical weakness of the Cameron approach is the claim that it is only the extremists who
divide people into good Muslims and bad ones, when the whole thrust of the government's policy is to make
this distinction itself and to encourage those it thinks of as good Muslims with "practical help, funding,
campaigns, protection and political representation". These encouragements need to be made, but
advertising them may actually diminish their effectiveness. Mr Cameron sets out a programme of action
against forced marriage, FGM and a review of sharia courts. All these policies are good in themselves, but it
is ludicrous to pretend that they don't involve the government in discriminating between good and bad
interpretations of Islam.

With all that said, the speech gets the central point entirely right. We are engaged here in a great ideological
and even spiritual struggle with violent jihadism: a battle of ideas and values, which will be fought in
the imagination as much as by police work or military force.

There are two parts to the jihadist narrative which give it its power and which must be fought separately. The
first is the glorification of violence almost for its own sake and the imagery of young men - "lions" - fighting
heroically against the almost overwhelming forces of injustice. This is something that, paradoxically, some of
the media most opposed to Islamic State do much to spread by reprinting the graphic details of its atrocities.
Theatrical cruelty is attractive to weak minds, and shocking pictures on the front pages of some newspapers'
websites do more - and worse - than attract clicks. The way to fight that is with realism, which is much more
truly horrifying. The young women rescued from Isis who testified in Birmingham schools last week about
their dreadful suffering show the way to make such propaganda truly effective. They also, incidentally, show
one of the ways in which taking in more refugees from Syria would make this country a better place, as well
as serving the demands of compassion.

The second sort of justification for violent jihadism is more ideological. This is a narrative about the
pernicious wickedness of western foreign policy, and specifically the influence of Israel and of Jews. The
grotesque violence of Isis can thus be presented inside a worldview where it appears that its aims are just,
even when the means are abhorrent. That narrative must also be fought, and Mr Cameron is right to try.
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Short of a conspiracy theory? You can always blame the Jews;
David Cameron was right to identify antisemitism as a step towards
extremism. But how to tackle it remains a major challenge

BYLINE: David Baddiel

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 877 words

Conspiracy theory, I said in my last standup show, is how idiots get to feel like intellectuals. I still believe this:
conspiracy theory is primarily a way for people, mainly men, to appear in the know, to use their collection of
assumptions, generalisations, straw men and false inferences to say, effectively: ah, the wool may have
been pulled over your eyes, my friend, but not mine.

But there are other reasons why it's so popular these days. It provides lonely men with an online community
of like-minded lonely men. It's comforting; it's reassuring. It provides order in a disordered universe to
imagine that shadowy forces organise horrific events, rather than to have to confront the terrible truth that
death and destruction happen, all the time, apparently at random. And, as David Cameron pointed out this
week in his speech on extremism, it creates a way into something else that's becoming increasingly popular
these days: antisemitism.

The conspiracy theorist is, of course, the good guy, the lone hero, unmasking the secret powers of evil

Why do so many conspiracy theories boil down to: it's the Jews wot done it?

One simple reason is that Jews are quite hard to spot, compared with most minorities. This allows them to be
unmasked, and unmasking - to be able to say, "I and no one else (apart from all my mates on
abovetopsecret.com) have spotted something hidden" - is the principal drive of the conspiracy theorist. But
more importantly, within racial stereotyping Jews occupy a somewhat unique position, with a two-pronged
status - both low and high.

Although they can be described as stinking and dirty and vermin, and all the other unlovely appellations
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ascribed by racists to every ethnicity outside the mainstream, they are the only minority who are also secretly
in control, pulling the strings behind the scenes, forever conspiring to promote their own hidden global
agenda.

This doublethink, which has existed more or less since we made the silly mistake of preferring Barabbas, has
in our own time been turbocharged by the existence of the state of Israel. Those who have always felt that
Jews were powerful, controlling and out to destroy the world can now point in the direction of the Middle East
and say: there you are.

But for the conspiracy theorists, even the most appalling political and military machinations of Binyamin
Netanyahu and the Israel Defence Forces - of Israel itself - are far less important than the creation of what
David Aaronovitch, in Voodoo Histories, describes as a new kind of super-Jew: the Zionist. This is not, for
the conspiracy theorist, the straightforward hate figure of the left. Rather, it is a character, or more
importantly a group, to which all western governments are secretly in hock: unbelievably rich and powerful,
and dedicated unswervingly to its own project, which is nothing less than the complete control of the world.
Yes: Zionists are basically Spectre.

Which makes the conspiracy theorist, to some extent, James Bond. So many conspiracy theories end up in
some way to do with these particular imagined super-villains - even ones such as the "murder" of Princess
Diana, which seem to have very little apparent benefit to the Zionists - that it's clear some kind of
antisemitism, even if unconsciously, is going on here. But that's obscured by the self-image of the conspiracy
theorist, who is, of course, the good guy, the lone hero, unmasking the secret powers of evil - even if
unmasking the secret powers of evil in so many cases seems to involve saying: it's the Jews.

If the conspiracy theorist is the good guy, this cannot be bad; therefore it cannot be racist. So we come to a
position whereby for a lot of people, pointing at one small ethnic group and saying they're responsible for all
the worst things in the world is no longer racist. It's fighting the good fight.

I'm talking mainly about how things are among the slightly absurd men on social media trading reasons for
why the moon landings were actually faked (by the Zionists, I assume: Stanley Kubrick was Jewish - he
probably filmed it). In the Middle East and much of east Asia, beliefs such as the idea that 4,000
notified-by-Israel Jews didn't turn up for work in the World Trade Center on 9/11 (a fallacy: 9.25% of people
who died in the Twin Towers were Jewish, roughly in proportion to the Jewish population of New York City)
are, for many people, facts.

Our culture moves very fast now. When complicated and troubling events happen, easy answers are quickly
sought and provided. There is an American standup I once saw whose first line went: I blame the Jews - it's
quicker that way.

Having said this, I have no idea how, without intense curbs on free speech (which won't work - conspiracy
theorists love the martyrdom of being muzzled), David Cameron will change anything. And frankly, if he tried
to convince me that the world wasn't actually controlled by a rich and powerful network operating on behalf of
their own secret political and economic interests, I wouldn't believe him either.

· David Baddiel's new work-in-progress show, My Family: Not the Sitcom is at Soho Theatre, London from
5-8 August

· This article was amended on 23 July 2015, to clarify a sentence through the addition of the words "in
proportion to".
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Because #BlackLivesMatter, black healthcare must matter;
My grandmother might still be alive today if doctors took her distress
seriously. But an inadequate healthcare system took months to
diagnose her colon cancer

BYLINE: Farai Chideya

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 833 words

My grandmother died 12 years ago this week from colon cancer, at what some people might call the ripe old
age of 82. I know the truth: due to lack of adequate medical care, she died too young. I also believe that race
was a key factor. That I can only infer, though with plenty of evidence black lives are cut short through
inadequate healthcare.

Reading Ta-Nehisi Coates's lauded new book, Between The World and Me, and the many responses to it, I
am cheered, in a grim fashion, by the rise in attention to physical and economic violence against black
Americans. Part of that physical violence comes at the hands of the medical establishment. A study by the
National Academy of Medicine found that, "minorities are less likely than whites to receive needed services...
even after correcting for access-related factors, such as insurance status." Of course, wealth inequality
worsens that picture. Gender is a factor too. For example, black women are more likely to suffer from
autoimmune disorders like lupus, but doctors are less likely to treat and manage their pain.

I have been deliberately provocative - calling the lack of regard for black lives "violence" when most others
term it neglect - because it destroys, not just the individual, or the family, but the very trust of the medical
establishment itself. It erodes the faith of patients in the will of doctors to have their best interests at heart,
even when most caregivers do. If we now say #BlackLivesMatter, we must say it in healthcare as well as in
all other spaces.

I come from a family full of healers. my sister and cousin are doctors. My mother worked for many years as a
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medical technologist, in the United States and in Morocco in the Peace Corps. But none of that changed the
math when my independent grandmother spoke to her doctor. She was an old black woman. Her doctor
never gave her a colonoscopy, for which she was well overdue at her age, not even after months of repeated
complaints about intestinal distress, which he treated with palliative remedies like antacids. When the
diagnosis of advanced colon cancer came back, apparently his face fell in shame. She lasted three more
hard years, mainly hanging on for her family, I think. She and my family never sued. We are not the suing
types. But sometimes I wonder if we made the wrong decision; if a lawsuit would have declared that her life
mattered, not only to us but to society at large.

Who was Mary Catherine Stokes? She grew up poor and smart. She was a devout but not unquestioning
Catholic who visited the Vatican and organized Easter egg hunts for local children; mentored young
professionals; loved to entertain and made a mean lasagna. She wrote prose and fiction for the Baltimore
Afro-American, raised six children, and later worked for the Post Office and the Social Security
Administration, rising to a managerial level at the latter despite not having a bachelor's degree. In an oral
history I did with her and later played on NPR, she spoke of the many racial battles she faced during her life,
including being blacklisted for years at Social Security for pointing out that in her office, for people screened
using a specific aptitude test, all white applicants got hired before any black ones, regardless of their scores.
She was later awarded a commendation by the agency for her principles. In our interview, she added
discrimination never prevented her from seeking true friendships across racial lines, stating both wryly and
truly, "Some of my best friends are white." Given the longevity in her family history, my grandmother may well
have been alive today.

I also wonder about my friend Teshima Walker Israel, who died two years ago this summer, also of colon
cancer, also after having to beg to be treated when doctors dismissed her symptoms. I will never know if they
fit the pattern of racial violence in healthcare, but we know it exists.

Thankfully New York, where I live, has a hero of a healer in Mary Bassett, the head of the Department of
Health. A native New Yorker who practiced and taught medicine in Zimbabwe for many years, she is acutely
aware of how everything from police violence to food deserts affects public health, and is not afraid to speak
publicly. Her commentary earlier this year in the New England Journal of Medicine pointed out that black
New York City women are 10 times as likely as white ones to die in childbirth, and "the tragedy of [black]
lives cut short is not accounted for entirely, or even mostly, by violence." I hope her work is taken seriously
within the city, and her leadership by others in public health.

I cried for my grandmother this week, and for myself. I miss Mary Catherine so very deeply. Our hometown,
Baltimore, needs women like her - the elders, the anchors, the soul-mothers who hold communities together.
Gun violence may disproportionately target the young. But health violence cuts down people of all ages, who
nonetheless die before their time, and leave our society the poorer for it.
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I'm a Muslim woman, Mr Cameron: here's what your radicalisation
speech means to me;
For the first time in my life I feel like I don't belong. British Muslim
communities have so many worries about your plans to tackle
extremism, so why don't you communicate with us?

BYLINE: Siema Iqbal
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LENGTH: 1122 words

Dear Mr Cameron,

What did your speech on radicalisation this week actually mean to someone like me?

Despite being born in Manchester, growing up here and being a proud Mancunian (let's overlook my support
for Liverpool FC), for the first time in 37 years I feel as though I don't belong. And yes, I am Muslim. Just a
British Muslim.

I used to hear the term "Muslim community" and think of a peaceful hard-working community who settled in
the UK to create a better future for generations to come. Now I hear that and it paints a picture of a
misunderstood, frightened community under attack and feeling the need to continually apologise and defend
its religious beliefs.

There have been many responses to your speech, and some well-researched analyses. But I need you to
listen to someone like me. I need to have confidence that the person shaping my children's future has an
understanding of the impact of legislation imposed by you and your government.

Let's start with the proposal regarding passports. You said this week that parents will have the power to
confiscate their child's passport if they fear they will travel to Syria or Iraq to fight for Isis. No parent wants
their child to do that - and not just Muslim parents. Why anyone would join Isis is beyond my comprehension,
so having the ability as a parent to stop my child ever coming to harm would be welcome. But just out of
curiosity, if my child's passport is confiscated, would they then be labelled a "non-violent extremist" and, if so,
what would be the consequences for them?

If my child's passport is confiscated, will they then be labelled a 'non-violent extremist'

There is a lot of talk at the moment of "ideology". To be clear, "ideology" doesn't make me feel isolated.
"Ideology" doesn't drive radicalisation. Islamophobia, foreign policy and double standards make me feel
isolated and scared and, I suspect, are the real driving force behind radicalisation.
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Like others before you, including Tony Blair, you say your objection isn't to Muslims and Islam but towards
violent jihadism. It's difficult for me to believe in your sincerity though, when you've created a society where
just talking about certain aspects of Islam is now considered extremist.

Muslims and Islam have been vilified and demonised by society and the media. Islamophobic attacks are on
the rise. And no, I haven't been the target of an Islamophobic attack yet, but I'm also not naive enough to
think it won't happen to me just because I don't wear a headscarf or because my clothing is more
westernised. I dread opening my news app in case there's another unfair, biased headline for which I will
then have to apologise, whether it's about child grooming or a violent killing.

I was pleased to hear you mention Islamophobia, but what have you done to counter it? Did I miss that in
your speech, David? Prior to the general election, Theresa May proposed Islamophobia being recorded as a
separate crime, but is this actually going to happen?

The media's prejudiced use of the term "terrorism" has created the link between the word Muslim and
terrorism, embedding it in people's minds and propagating hate towards the Muslim community. Anders
Behring Breivik was labelled a terrorist until he was found not to be Muslim; then many chose to brand him a
"mass murderer" instead. Dylann Roof was described by many people simply as a "shooter", despite having
a manifesto of hate. Had they been Muslim, both would surely have been straightforwardly deemed
"terrorists". Why should I have to stop my children from watching the news or reading the papers? The media
is using the actions of a few - who quite clearly do not understand the meaning of Islam - to tarnish 1.6 billion
Muslims worldwide and demonise a peaceful religion. The media needs to take some responsibility for the
way in which Muslims are being treated in the UK and for the rise in Islamophobia.

David, you need to ensure the media is fair in its reporting. This double standard, inadequately monitored by
the regulator Ipso - the supposedly independent body created after the Leveson inquiry - contributes towards
people's lack of a "sense of belonging" and to radicalisation.

You completely failed to mention foreign policy

You completely failed to mention foreign policy. Do you really believe we didn't notice the huge elephant in
the room? I am not going to go into the politics of the numerous bombings that have been embarked upon,
but how do I explain to my children that 519 Palestinian children were killed last year and the UK did
nothing, while approximately half a million people were killed in Iraq on the basis of a hunt for weapons of
mass destruction that didn't exist? Can you come and explain that to my two boys?

I wonder what the future holds for them. Will they be able to practise their faith or will they have to do it
discreetly for fear of a teacher reporting them under the current Prevent legislation ? Will any signs of
increased religious practise be seen as a sign of "radicalisation" under this legislation? This same legislation
was called a failure in an open letter to a major national newspaper this month by British academics, not just
Muslims. Any human being, regardless of whether they are a teacher or doctor, would stop harm happening
to others. As a GP I don't need legislation to tell me to report someone I feel will harm others: I find that
insulting. Do you think I have spent the past 12 years of my career allowing harm to occur?

Related: By scapegoating Muslims, Cameron fuels radicalisation | Seumas Milne

What will the job opportunities be like for my children? You expressed disgust at those who believed
"Muslims were taking over the government" when all they would like to do is engage with the system - and
surely this fits in with "British values". But how will you ensure this happens fairly? You failed to mention how
you will tackle the discrimination currently faced by Muslims in the workplace. Where is the policy
intervention to address this issue so Muslims feel like they "belong"?

You say you want to "empower" moderate voices among British Muslims. I welcome that wholeheartedly. So
when will you be replacing the Quilliam foundation with people who represent me and have some credibility
and respect among British Muslims? There are "moderate" practising Muslims and organisations who are
willing to work with you to tackle the threat of radicalisation and who are representative of the 2.7 million
British Muslims living in the UK.
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The thoughts and worries are endless. This is the reality of being a Muslim in Britain at the moment. If you
are genuine about tackling "extremism" talk to the people who matter and address the issues that really
count.

I await your reply.
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From glam macs to Mission: Impossible, America loves London fog;
The apparently unquenchable American appetite for English pollution
started with a Baltimore raincoat company in 1923. Now Tom Cruise is
joining in

BYLINE: Catherine Shoard

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 684 words

In 1923 a 16-year-old called Israel Myers set up a raincoat company in Baltimore. He called it Londontown.
The firm jogged along profitably enough, supplying the US navy and becoming popular in Philadelphia on
account of its special patented liners.

In 1954, they had a rethink. Myers changed the name to London Fog. Suddenly, the anoraks flew off the
hangers at Saks. "Every once in a while," wrote the New York Times at the time, "a name comes along for a
product that is exactly right. It describes the product exactly and does a selling job that even the legendary
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10,000 words cannot do. Such a one is London Fog."

London Fog now sells round the world and is one of the leading high-end waterproof
manufacturers. Christina Hendricks acted as brand ambassador, then Nicole Scherzinger, then Eva
Longoria. At the moment it's Neil Patrick Harris and his husband, David Burtka.

These glam macs must be at least partly to blame for the apparently unquenchable American appetite for
English pollution. The Clean Air Act 1956 has meant that Londoners have actually spent half a century not
groping about in airborne industrial waste, our noses now clogged only by particles we can't see. But people
overseas seem to cling to the notion - the hope, even - that we're still wreathed in refuse.

As Christine Corton reports in a new book about London fog published this winter by Harvard, it's not
completely their fault. In 1973, the chair of the London tourist board admitted that he was partly urging
people to come to the capital in winter as that's when the chances of the fog they so hungered after were at
their highest.

Homegrown film and TV has helped fuel this heady brew of falsehood. Want to summon Victorian London
quick and cheap? Wheel on the dry-ice machine and get pumping. Peaky Blinders and Sherlock frequently
appear to paper over modern street furniture - as well as cook up a sense of foreboding - with a few squirts
of the swirly stuff. Fog, then, has become as much a tourist staple as Buckingham Palace and a pigeon. The
new Mission: Impossible movie - itself a bit of an armchair tourist experience - involves a tense alley scamper
through what is technically mist. "It's a city that I love," explains Tom Cruise in the movie's production notes,
"and we get to create a bit of a love letter to London in this chase: you get the cobblestone streets, the fog,
the Tower of London."

And even Brits are acquiring a nostalgic taste for the stuff. For the past 20 years, London Fog has been
available in London, too, sartorial catnip for those of us who might not have got through the whole of Bleak
House, but certainly enjoyed the first page. "London, Baltimore, New York" reads the label, beneath a little
picture of Big Ben. Plus, of course, "Made in Vietnam".

One last song

About 10 years ago, I went to a series of funerals of older people who had neither planned their own
memorials nor had relatives engaged enough to do so for them. The song that accompanied the curtains
closing on the coffin was therefore left to the crematorium to choose. And, in at least three cases, it was the
same: Frank Sinatra's My Way.

You can understand the thinking: right generational ballpark, lyrics which basically apply to anyone. Yet I'm
pleased to see it's slipping down the charts of most popular funeral tunes and is currently at number five.
Once you know how generic its use is, and in what context, it becomes an absolutely nightmarish listen.

The big bite

As someone who had their first tooth extracted a week ago, I was especially excited by the unearthing of one
last used 560,000 years ago in France over the weekend. In a way I wish I'd seen it beforehand - it's a bit of
a shock, just how much of a tooth lies beneath the gum. But my bloody specimen was no match for the holey
old Gallic gnasher you can see in the photos, its enamel storing so many secrets, so formidable in what it will
reveal about ancient human experience.

Small wonder palaeontologists are hailing it as such a breakthrough, a find of enormous import. And as for
the student who dug it up? "I'm not sure if it's sunk in yet."
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Why must Britain's young Muslims live with this unjust suspicion?;
In Britain, young Muslims are made to feel that they are on the wrong
side, forced to constantly explain and apologise for extremism in which
they have no part

BYLINE: Leila Aboulela
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At Eid prayers in a rainswept Aberdeen this month, the imam gave thanks to Allah Almighty for the blessings
of life in Britain. We had successfully completed a month of fasting while Muslims in China were banned from
observing Ramadan and in other parts of the world, many fasted through distressing circumstances of
poverty and war. In the sports hall that was booked for the prayers, we listened to the imam in our
rain-splattered best clothes before heading for our first morning coffee in a month and the candy floss on
sale for the children.

Older, first-generation immigrants understood the logic of Britain being better and freer than "our own home
countries". But the young who were born and grew up in Britain would say that it is hard work being a British
Muslim.

Before even being exposed to radicalisation, young Muslims are talked down to and told off

On top of exam stress, friendship troubles and anxieties over body image, on top of the pressures
experienced by other immigrant children and youngsters of colour, Muslims are required to be on alert,
distancing themselves from extremism, apologising for the latest atrocity, explaining, defending, dodging,
avoiding confrontations or even discussions. Before even being exposed to radicalisation, young Muslims
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are talked down to and told off. They are shoved under the microscope. Whatever the news item, whatever
the issue, be it cultural practice or immigration rules, regardless of how religious they are or how much they
practise, by simply being Muslim the youth are made to feel that they are on the wrong side.

It is a climate. It clings and pervades. We feel it, young and old. Holding our breath, afraid of what can
happen next. Another terror attack? And then the aftermath, the repercussions, the revenge. Perhaps in the
future, people will look back and talk about these years the way we now talk about the "cold war climate"?
Perhaps in the future, they will laugh, as we cannot do now, about reports that link extremism with not
shopping in M&S and not celebrating Christmas.

On the day following the Charlie Hebdo attack, my friend's 15-year-old daughter takes off her hijab. We are
relieved. Her safety matters more than anything else. There will be those in her school and on the way to
school who will hold her responsible for what happened in France. Or those who will belligerently want to
question her faith, demanding answers and condemnations. Better not provoke them with a hijab or anything
else. And this "better not provoke them" wariness is part of the climate, part of the holding back when
integration and oneness are urged as the cure.

The prime minister's speech against extremist ideology might reassure religious Muslims,
perhaps even the silent majority, that a peaceful, proper, official Islam will be upheld by the government,
similar to the situation in many Muslim countries. But those who condemn the repressive situation in Muslim
countries and feel strongly against the injustices in Palestine, Syria and Iraq, the articulate and the engaged,
will lean towards the argument that it is politics and foreign policy rather than ideology which are the root
causes of terrorism.

Related: I'm a Muslim woman, Mr Cameron: here's what your radicalisation speech means to me | Siema
lqbal

The causes and solutions can be hotly debated but it makes little difference to the daily life of Muslims. Until
this climate eases, the day-to-day anxiety, the feeling of being tainted, of being tested, will still be the same.
Ironically, it is liberal integrated Muslims who bear the brunt. On them lies the responsibility of explaining and
apologising. If you live in the kind of ghetto where you never read the newspapers, never make friends with
non-Muslims, never participate in sports, you can feel safe and oblivious. Start to engage and you will
immediately realise just how careful you need to be. Young British Muslims are being watched. This is not
paranoia. This is just how things are after 9/11 and 7/7.

In 2011, an article in the Guardian reported that under new anti-terror legislations, university staff would be
expected to inform on Muslim students vulnerable to radicalisation. This immediately fired my imagination.
Some university staff are Muslim. What if one of them, eager to fit in, eager to distance themselves from
being Muslim, sets out to inform on those of her students who were "at risk"? The protagonist of my new
novel, Natasha Hussein, interested me because she is flawed and ambivalent. Unlike her colleagues, who
righteously resist these new anti-terror guidelines, she seizes on the opportunity to further her career and
writes the required reports.

Ironically, it is Natasha's favourite student, Oz (real name Osama but he is ashamed to use it), who is
arrested on suspicion of terrorism. When Natasha is asked by her supervisor to write a report on him
afterwards, she reflects, "So I would write that he jokedspoke about setting up a jihadist camp in the
countryside." My copy-editor thought that I intended the strike-through as a deletion of the word "joked" and
corrected the sentence to read, "So I would write that he spoke about setting up a jihadist camp" But the
strike-though was deliberate on my part and I restored it. It was my intention to show that for Oz the distance
between innocence and suspicion could be as small as a single word.

It is true that British Muslims are counting their blessings. But they are praying, too, for the safety of their
young ones.

• Leila Aboulela's new novel, The Kindness of Enemies, will be published on 13 August by
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The condemnations are striking but still they ring hollow. Binyamin Netanyahu denounced the arson attack
by Jewish settlers on the West Bank home of the Dawabsha family, in which Ali Saad, a baby just 18 months
old, was burned to death, as an "act of terrorism in every respect". Netanyahu was joined by Naftali Bennett,
the leader of the ultra-nationalist Jewish Home party, which is close to being the political wing of the settlers'
movement. Bennett described the murder as a "horrendous act of terror". The defence minister, the army,
they all condemned this heinous crime.

Which is welcome, of course. It's good that there were no ifs or buts, no attempts to excuse the inexcusable.
But still it rings hollow.

Related: Palestinian child dead in suspected Jewish extremist arson attack on home

The words sound empty partly because, while this act is extreme in its cruelty, it is not a freak event. Talk to
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the Israeli human right groups that monitor their country's 48-year occupation of the West Bank and they are
clear that the masked men who broke into the Dawabsha family home in the early hours and set it alight
committed a crime exceptional only in its consequences. "Violence by settlers against Palestinians is part of
the daily routine of the occupation," Hagai El-Ad, director of the B'tselem organisation, told me.

Indeed, El-Ad says this attack was the eighth time since 2012 that settlers have torched inhabited buildings.
There have been dozens of assaults on property, too: mosques, agricultural land, businesses. "In most of
these cases, they didn't find the perpetrators, despite having the best intelligence agencies on the planet."
He is referring to the culture of impunity that has always protected the settlers.

That charge can be directed at past Israeli governments of the centre-left as well as the hawkish right: while
the latter actively sponsored the settlement that followed the 1967 war, the former indulged it. But the right's
guilt runs deeper, which is why its tearful words of regret now sound so false.

Take Bennett. Put aside his repeated insistence that there will never be a Palestinian state, thereby
crushing the dreams of an independent life for all those living under Israeli rule. Focus only on his conduct
this week. Today's murderous arson attack is assumed to be an act of revenge for the court-ordered
dismantling on Wednesday of two buildings in the West Bank settlement of Bet El. The buildings were
unfinished and empty. Israel's supreme court ruled them illegal and ordered the army to demolish them. The
settlers raged at the decision, demonstrating violently against the soldiers and police who were there to
enforce it. And guess who stood on a roof at Bet El, egging the protesters on, stirring them to ever greater
heights of fury? Why, it was Naftali Bennett.

Israeli hawks pump ever more air into the ultra-nationalist balloon - only to feign shock when it explodes

Netanyahu himself is not much better. You don't have to recall his own disavowal of Palestinian statehood
and a two-state solution on the eve of March's election, or his racist warning that Arab citizens of Israel were
heading to the polls "in droves". Look only at his actions in recent days. Stung by the protests at Bet El, he
announced construction of another 300 units in Bet El and 504 in East Jerusalem. In other words, he did not
punish the settlers for their lawless behaviour: he rewarded it.

There is a pattern here. The hawks of the Israeli right pump ever more air into the ultra-nationalist balloon -
only to feign shock when it explodes. A small, but telling example: yesterday an ultra-orthodox Jewish fanatic
went on the rampage at the Jerusalem Pride march, stabbing wildly at anyone his knife could reach. He
injured six, one critically. Among those who condemned his actions was Jewish Home Knesset member
Bezalel Smotrich. Yet Smotrich calls himself a "proud homophobe" : in 2006 he helped organise "the beast
parade" which saw demonstrators mock Pride by walking through Jerusalem with donkeys and goats, as if to
equate homosexuality with bestiality.

The prime example of turning on the tap - only to be appalled by the flood - is Netanyahu himself. Twenty
years ago he stirred up crowds livid at then prime minister Yitzhak Rabin's apparent concessions to the
Palestinians. They waved placards depicting Rabin as a Palestinian terrorist, even as an SS officer - but
Netanyahu said nothing. They carried a mocked-up coffin of Rabin and still Netanyahu said nothing. But
when a far rightist assassinated Rabin, Netanyahu was of course among the first to be shocked, shocked, by
such wickedness.

It's true too that each "price tag" attack like yester day's - designed to show that even the slightest brake on
the settlement venture will come at a price - helps entrench the position that territorial compromise is
impossible, that the evacuation of settlements will trigger civil war. That is a conclusion that can only boost
support for the Bibi-Bennett hostility to a two-state accord with the Palestinians. And yet, for all that, it would
be wrong to see the Israeli right as a monolith - and even more wrong to see Israel itself that way. There are
distinctions and they matter. This week's men of violence illustrate them.

The graffiti left by the murderers of baby Ali Saad offered a clue. "Long live the messiah," said one. I've seen
slogans like that before, in the radical settler enclave of Hebron: they point to a strand of settler extremism
that denounces the actual state of Israel, and especially its army, as godless institutions of secular
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democracy, demanding in their place the creation of a "Judean kingdom". To them, Netanyahu is a traitor
and apostate.

Similarly, the would-be assassin of the Pride rally, Yishai Schlissel, told the Jerusalem court where he
appeared today that he did not recognise its authority because it "does not follow the rules of the holy Torah"
(as if he does). That suggests he belongs to the strand of anti-Zionist ultra-orthodoxy that regards the
modern, secular state of Israel as a blasphemous pre-empting of the divine plan for the Jews.

It can be baffling, but such are the deep divisions within Israeli society, often missed by those looking on
from afar. Israel's president, Reuven Rivlin - who, though a hawk on territorial issues, has emerged as the
country's most urgent voice against bigotry and intolerance - spoke in June of Israel's four tribes : the strictly
orthodox, the secular, the national-religious and the Arab minority.

Back when we used to speak of the "Middle East peace process" there was an assumption, contained in that
very phrase, that if only Palestinians and Israelis could reach an accord, peace would come to the entire
region. Now we surely know that even if there were such a pact, it would not end the killing in Yemen, the
slaughter in Syria or the carnage in Iraq. Even if Palestinians and Israelis embraced, Isis would keep on
beheading those it deems the wrong kind of Muslim.

But something else is true too. If the Palestinian-Israeli conflict were solved tomorrow, there are no
guarantees it would bring tranquillity to Israel or indeed to the divided Palestinians. It might simply unleash
the internal conflicts that the external clash has bottled up and contained for so long.

As the Dawabsha family mourns, and as Israelis and Palestinians hold their breath, trembling at the
prospect of yet another dread cycle of retaliation and escalation, it is worth remembering that this conflict
involves enmity piled upon enmity, hatred upon hatred, within and without - making it harder to solve with
each passing day.

• This headline of this piece was amended on 31 July 2015 because the original did not
accurately reflect the content of the article.
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It is the second biggest country in the world, yet sometimes it seems almost invisible. Often ignored by its
powerful neighbour, regarded with only distant affection by the two European countries from which its settlers
came, and taken for granted by many nations who should be more grateful than they are for its help and
mediation in the past, Canada ploughs a lonely furrow. Now it is heading toward an election that will
determine whether it will continue along the predictable rightward course set by Stephen Harper as prime
minister over the past decade or whether it can recover some of the verve and originality that once marked
its politics, not least under Pierre Trudeau, whose son Justin is one of the contenders.

Under Mr Harper, Canada has not only moved to the right in almost every area of policy but has entered an
era of highly calibrated, money-driven negative campaigning at odds with the courtesy that is one of the most
attractive of Canadian qualities. So the result matters, obviously for Canada itself, but also for a world that
has long been missing the special role it used to play on the international scene.

Money, its uses and its abuses, runs like a thread through Mr Harper's time in power. At the very beginning,
a scandal over the diversion of government funds under the then Liberal government helped him into office in
2006. Ironically, it then turned out that his Conservative party had itself been breaking electoral laws on
spending during that campaign. Forming another minority government after the 2008 election, he began
dismantling Canada's system of political party subsidies, a policy that benefits the Conservatives, who have
the largest base of wealthy donors, and puts other parties, particularly the Liberals, at a financial
disadvantage.

Related: Canada election 2015: a guide to the parties, polls and electoral system

A strategy aimed at spending his opponents into the ground seems to be once again behind his launching of
the campaign for the next general election well ahead of it being formally called this week. Much of the
money goes on mean-spirited negative campaigning of the kind that saw off the Liberal leader Michael
Ignatieff in the 2011 election with gibes about his years away from Canada. Now it is zeroing in on the youth
and good looks of Justin Trudeau, the new Liberal leader, suggesting he is too wet behind the ears to be
prime minister.

Money came to Mr Harper's rescue in a different way during the international fiscal crisis, because Canada's
prudent and well-regulated banking system and its stable housing market insulated it from the worst effects.
None of this was Mr Harper's doing - his own instincts are antiregulatory - but he got some of the credit.
Money, in the shape of profits from tar sands, also influenced the notorious decision to withdraw from the
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Kyoto protocol, and Canada's pledges ahead of the next international environmental conference in Paris are
the weakest of any major industrial country. In spite of what Thomas Mulcair, leader of the New Democratic
party, calls this "rip it and ship it" philosophy, Canada's economy has faltered in recent years, and Canada is
near, or perhaps already in, recession. The fall in oil prices is partly to blame, but his critics say that Mr
Harper's emphasis on a balanced budget at a time when the economy needs stimulus, not constraint, as well
as giving tax breaks to the better-off, has made things worse.

Domestically Mr Harper has tried to move Canada away from its social democratic tradition, reducing
government spending and services, privatising government agencies, cutting public health. He has gagged
government scientists and civil servants, is bringing in new internal security laws, and made Canada a less
open society. Internationally he has made the Canada that begged to differ (with Britain on Suez, on Vietnam
with America, for example) and the Canada that was a pillar of peacekeeping and the United Nations a
distant memory. And his particularly passionate identification with Israel has lost Canada the "honest broker"
status that it arguably enjoyed in the Middle East in the past.

The political contest in Canada this time is particularly difficult to predict since the three big parties each have
about 30% in popular support. Any of the three could end up in government, alone or in coalition. But we
may be permitted to hope there is now a chance that something of the old Canada, committed to moderation
and multiculturalism at home and to multilateralism and cooperation abroad, will re-emerge from the fray.
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One year after it started, the Black Lives Matter movement continues to dissolve what some have called the
"boundaries of blackness" - both within the United States and across borders. This is the enduring legacy of
Michael Brown, the 18-year-old unarmed black man who was killed on 9 August 2014 by Ferguson police
officer Darren Wilson. The rage about police violence kicked off a new, borderless kind of politics about the
value of black life worldwide.

Related: Ferguson and beyond: how a new civil rights movement began - and won't end | DeRay McKesson

The movement has erased the imaginary line between "respectability politics", the concept that if black
people are just upstanding enough they won't experience racism, and the lived experiences of actual black
people, destroying the mythology that the only black lives worth protecting are those of idealized, sanitized
saints.

Barriers between academia, blackademia, hip-hop, comedy, activism and electoral politics are also coming
down as a result of the movement - lines which have long been used to keep powerful black people
segregated from one another for pursuing social change in slightly different ways.

Especially through Black Twitter and #BlkTwitterstorians, a Twitter hashtag used by young activists to
tenured professors, the movement has helped diffuse the porous wall between traditional and social media.
The demand for racial justice after Brown's death initially bypassed professional journalism and saw activists
use their own media production to mobilize people. Baltimoreans protesting the killing of Freddie Gray, who
was fatally injured during his arrest, or activist Bree Newsome taking down the Confederate flag, are
examples of how social scooped traditional media in advancing public knowledge about injustice.

The last year has seen the crumbling of borders between African-Americans, Africans and Black Britons, as
the movement has linked up with the struggle of black people worldwide. And it's helped expose on a popular
scale that if blackness has no national borders - as Paul Gilroy showed in The Black Atlantic - white
supremacy doesn't, either.

Ever since the concept of race was created just a few hundred years ago through European colonialism and
American chattel slavery, black people have been encouraged to believe we are lucky. If black people were
left in Africa and not enslaved we were told we were lucky, even if we lived in colonized countries stripped of
resources. If we were taken to Europe or the US, we were told we were lucky to have been taken to
civilization.

But the problems faced by black people worldwide have all been created by racialized capitalism as it formed
modern nation states - states which have a vested interest in keeping black people globally from banding
together to think about how our struggles are interconnected, and how we can support one another.

Black Lives Matter has philosophically disrupted this segregation, sparking marches around the globe with a
solidarity that is not just about American police brutality. Last autumn, Palestinian young people visited
Ferguson, before black American activists took an historic trip to Palestine last winter, to learn how their
lives living under American and Israeli occupations were similar. Then, in May, Ethiopian Israelis invoked
"Baltimore Is Here" while fighting back against police abuse and racism in Israel.

If Black Lives Matter can connect black Missourians, Baltimoreans, Palestinians and Israelis, it can cross
any border.

Black Lives Matter is the reason why Slate's interactive map, which showed that "the vast majority of
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enslaved Africans" went not to the US, but to the Caribbean and Brazil, has been shared over 200,000 times
on Facebook. Black South American Lives matter, too. There's a hunger to understand slavery not as an
isolated experience of black North Americans relegated to the past - but as the economic engine beneath
modern wealth and poverty worldwide.

Similarly, when a recent BBC documentary showed how British slave owners were paid the equivalent of
millions of pounds to free their slaves, it didn't only register with Black Britons. It exposed that while the UK
ended slavery three decades before than the US and without a civil war, the reasons were not altruistic. This
resonated in the US. Reparations have never been paid to the descendants of slaves on US shores - even
by corporations like Aetna Insurance, which directly made money off of slaves.

Black Lives Matter helps move this kind of history from ivory tower conversation into everyday discourse. It
also wants us to see black oppression, and also black joy and humor, as borderless. When the death of Cecil
the Lion went viral, it prompted fantastic, satirical critiques of how much more sympathy his death garnered
than that of black Americans or Zimbabweans does.

A year after his death, we owe Michael Brown and his family a great deal. His ultimate sacrifice gave the
Black Lives Matter movement the voice, language and politics to understand his death as part of a pattern
against the value of black lives in Ferguson, in the United States and globally - and it prompted new ways to
hold up and cherish black lives affirmatively worldwide.
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The true nature of the debate over the Iran nuclear deal announced last month is slowly coming into focus.
Those who favor it are are backed by dozens of nuclear scientists and arms control experts, while opponents
consist almost exclusively of bellwether politicians mugging for the camera and playing into the fears of the
constituents they have whipped into a terrified frenzy.

That's where the ever intensifying debate surrounding the nuclear agreement between the United States and
Iran now sits, as a furious lobbying campaign - estimated to cost upwards of $40m - tries to buy enough
votes in Congress to override the president and scuttle the historic deal.

The biggest news about the deal last week should have been the fact that 29 of what the New York Times
called "some of the world's most knowledgeable experts in the fields of nuclear weapons and arms control"
came out in favor of it. The scientists agreed that the deal has "more stringent constraints than any
previously negotiated nonproliferation framework."

Instead, Senator Chuck Schumer, who is poised to be the incoming Senate Democratic leader, got far more
press by coming out against it after reportedly being pressured by pro-Netanyahu lobbyists for weeks.
Nonproliferation expert Jeffrey Lewis, who goes by @ArmsControlWonk on Twitter, skewered Schumer in
Foreign Policy for his disingenuous and misleading reasoning for opposing the deal, explaining that Schumer
got "got the facts all wrong" and "came across a bit like your crazy uncle who gets his opinions from talk
radio and wants to set you straight at Thanksgiving."

It's entirely predictable, yet demoralizing, that actual experts are being largely ignored in the public debate
over the opinions of politicians who are being fed talking points by lobbyists. Even Israeli prime minister
Benjamin Netanyahu has been accused of silencing Iranian experts in his own country's intelligence
agencies who are in favor of the deal.

Fortunately, it doesn't look like Schumer and pro-Netanyahu lobbyists are taking enough Democrats with
them to submarine the deal. Since his announcement, several of his party members have come out in favor
of the deal, signaling that just maybe diplomacy and peace may rule the day for once.

However, Republican presidential candidates, which there are enough of to field a football team at this point,
are beating the war drum constantly, with some of them ignorantly promising they'll cancel the deal on "day
one." What they don't tell anyone is what actual consequences that will have, either because they haven't
thought ahead to day two, or they are purposefully lying - it's unclear.

As former Clinton national security adviser Sandy Berger convincingly explains in Politico Magazine last
week, scuttling the deal now or when the next president is inaugurated will probably be the worst of all
worlds. It would give the Iranians the perfect ploy to play victim on the world stage, none of the sanctions
from the rest of the world would be enforced and Iran wouldn't have to abide by any of the rules of the
agreement, only the ones which they could pick and choose. Far from pushing the president into "a better
deal," like they claim, Republicans and others are instead pulling the entire rug out from under him.

Everyone seems to be pretending this is just a deal between the US and Iran, when it actually involves
Russia and China and Europe, and no matter what the US does, the rest of the world is going to end
sanctions against Iran. So it's really just a question of whether the US wishes to make economic enemies out
of its European allies, and whether no deal is better than this one.
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All of this is why it was so satisfying to see President Obama publicly defend the agreement with the
contempt the deal's critics deserve. In a blistering speech and interviews that followed, he accused
Republicans of not reading the deal, wanting war with Iran and saying hard-liners in Iran were "making
common cause with the Republican caucus."

The Republican reaction was both amusing and telling. How dare he call us out like that, was apparently
their response. Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell cried to reporters that he was "especially insulted"
and said Obama "way over the line of civil discourse." This is particularly rich given that two of McConnell's
own party's presidential candidates had separately claimed that Obama was marching Israelis "to the door of
the oven" and that Obama would be the world's "leading financier of radical Islamic terrorism" if the bill
passed. What discourse!

I, for one, really enjoy the new no-holds-barred version of Obama, who lately has been going off on not only
the Iran deal, but criminal justice, the climate and other issues. It's about time he stops worrying about what
Republicans think of him and tells the American public the blunt truth.
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The 2008 financial crash has had two major consequences for British politics. The first is the destruction of
the Labour party as a credible party of government. The second is a growing political parochialism on the
part of politicians and the electorate.

Related: Even if you hate me, please don't take Labour over the cliff edge | Tony Blair

Such is the public indifference to events beyond Britain's borders that a politician can hold almost any
madcap belief on foreign affairs and get away with it. How else are Nigel Farage and Alex Salmond still
taken seriously after lavishing praise on Vladimir Putin?

None of this explains the mercurial rise of Jeremy Corbyn. But it does account for the non-stick nature of his
leadership campaign. The rightwing press has thrown heaps of mud at Corbyn; however, because much of it
focuses on his views on foreign policy very little has stuck.

Yet some of it ought to. Indeed, some of the things Corbyn is accused of are, to paraphrase George Orwell,
still concerning even if the Daily Mail says so. For one thing, he is the chair of an organisation which a
decade ago effectively supported attacks on British troops.

Much of this demonstrates that a politician can take almost any position on foreign affairs and get away with
it

During the disastrous Iraq war, the misleadingly named Stop the War Coalition released a statement which
"reaffirms its call for an end to the occupation, the return of all British troops in Iraq to this country and
recognises once more the legitimacy of the struggle of Iraqis, by whatever means they find necessary, to
secure such ends".

For the Ba'athists and al-Qaida militants who largely made up the Iraqi "resistance", "whatever means
necessary" included suicide attacks on Iraqi and British soldiers. More recently Stop the War has ludicrously
accused the US of launching a "proxy war against Russia" in Ukraine.

Then there is Corbyn's apparent proximity to antisemitism. While I genuinely believe that Corbyn does not
have an antisemitic bone in his body, he does have a proclivity for sharing platforms with individuals who do;
and his excuses for doing so do not stand up.

Take the fact that Corbyn once described it as his "honour and pleasure" to host "our friends" from Hamas
and Hezbollah in parliament. According to Corbyn, he extended his invitation to the aforementioned groups -
and spoke of them glowingly - because all sides need to be involved in the peace process.

Related: Labour leadership: voter registration extended after website crash

So far, so reasonable. Yet negotiation is not on Hamas's agenda, as Corbyn ought to know. In its charter
Hamas states : "Initiatives, and so-called peaceful solutions and international conferences, are in
contradiction to the principles of the Islamic Resistance Movement... There is no solution for the Palestinian
question except through jihad."

It isn't a peaceful negotiated solution that Hamas wants; it's the destruction of the Jews. Here is a direct
quote from Hamas's charter : "The prophet, prayer and peace be upon him, said: 'The time will not come until
Muslims will fight the Jews (and kill them); until the Jews hide behind rocks and trees, which will cry: O
Muslim! there is a Jew hiding behind me, come on and kill him!'" If this were not bad enough, Corbyn has
also:

· Taken tea on the parliamentary terrace with Raed Salah, who he described as "a very honoured citizen"
despite that fact that Salah was charged with inciting anti-Jewish racism and violence in January 2008 in
Jerusalem and sentenced to eight months in prison. He was found by a British court judge to have used the
"blood libel", the medieval antisemitic canard that Jews use gentile blood for ritual purposes;

· Written a letter defending Stephen Sizer, the vicar disciplined by the Church of England for linking to an
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article on social media entitled 9/11: Israel Did It;

· Presented a call-in programme on Press TV, a propaganda channel of the Iranian government which was
banned by Ofcom and which regularly hosts Holocaust deniers;

· Been accused of donating money to self-proclaimed Holocaust denier Paul Eisen, whose Deir Yassin
Remembered group has been shunned by the Palestine Solidarity Campaign, in the name of refusing to
"turn a blind eye to antisemitism". Corbyn has addressed that claim via his spokesman, who said that
"Jeremy Corbyn's office" had had no contact with Eisen and that Corbyn disassociated himself from his
extreme views - a denial that seems neither forceful nor convincing.

And there is more: on 22 August Corbyn is scheduled to share a platform with Carlos Latuff, a cartoonist who
regularly uses antisemitic imagery in his cartoons but denies being antisemitic. Middle East Monitor, the
group organising the event, has been accused by the Community Security Trust of promoting conspiracy
theories and myths about Jews.

So why are Corbyn's fellow leadership contenders so unwilling to challenge him on any of this? The fact
Corbyn believes in Keynesian economics is apparently a bigger faux pas to the Labour hierarchy than his
association with the characters mentioned above.

Much of this demonstrates, as I mentioned already, that a politician can at present take almost any position
on foreign affairs and get away with it. As for the rest, I believe it shows that the Labour party - and the left
more generally - no longer takes antisemitism seriously.
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Labour should have seen this membership debacle coming;
You can't issue an open invitation to a party and then claim to be
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surprised when a few gatecrashers turn up

BYLINE: Helen Lewis

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 933 words

In 2012, the manufacturer of the soft drink Mountain Dew ran an online poll to name a new apple-flavoured
drink. Bad idea: within days, a well coordinated trolling campaign had flooded the nomination form with joke
suggestions including Gushing Granny, Fapple and Diabeetus.

Unsurprisingly, PepsiCo declined to name its new drink after any of these appealing choices, and pulled the
competition. But the example does show that there are good reasons why most public contests control the
options on offer, and institute a bar to entry.

That is part of the reason we have a representative democracy, filtered through councillors and MPs, rather
than a referendum on absolutely everything. Within a week, everyone would be totally knackered and we'd
have brought back capital punishment.

If only someone in Labour had heard about the Diabeetus gambit. Always keen to attract new members,
under Ed Miliband the party decided to open up future leadership contests by giving an equal vote to
members, affiliates and supporters. This last group included anyone who would pay £3, with the caveat that
they had to support the party's principles. Crucially, it allowed these people to join even after the contest had
begun. Both of these decisions have been much criticised in recent days, which is unfair. The first is not a
bad idea; the second one is.

Labour needs new blood, and it needs to fire up its activists for the next five years as well as attract voters in
2020. In Scotland, for example, it must win back seats in which it used to have five-figure majorities. That
means that constituency parties - which could once have selected an angry beagle in a red rosette, and seen
Mr Bitey surge to victory on a tidal wave of support - now have to find plenty of warm bodies to knock on
doors, organise local campaigns and update voter contact details. Labour hoped that if it attracted new
members and supporters, they might take on some of this boring, unglamorous work.

Unfortunately, it didn't foresee that some people's interest in the Labour party might start and end with it
being led by Jeremy Corbyn.

Established members tend to regard these upstarts as they do football's "glory hunters", who discover a
sudden affection for a big team when it's top of the league. The old-timers feel that allegiances should be
more tribal, and possibly involve suffering under a leader or two who you hate because you feel a greater
commitment to the cause. The idea of the party, in this argument, is bigger than any single leader.

That's the clash at the heart of the current membership meltdown. Of course, it doesn't help that the Labour
party itself appears unable to communicate its rules clearly to outsiders - and that some high-profile people
are determined to ignore them in order to make a point.

In the past few days, there have been complaints of rejected membership from figures such as Marcus
Chown (who is on the national executive of the National Health Action party), the comedian Jeremy Hardy
(who raised money for the Greens' Caroline Lucas in Brighton during the general election), activists for the
trade union-led socialist party TUSC, and members of the Women's Equality party, which plans to stand
candidates against Labour. Unsurprisingly, election officials felt it unlikely that these complainants were truly
committed to the election of a Labour government against all opposition - not just the evil Tories.

On a purely pragmatic level, some purging has to happen. If Labour officials allow the rules to be bent to
assuage the feelings of Radio 4 comedians, the whole contest could be overturned in court.
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As my colleague Stephen Bush writes : "The doomsday scenario at headquarters isn't a Corbyn
victory - all but one or two of the party's staff believe that is inevitable - but a legal challenge following a close
Corbyn victory." Perhaps the worry should be that Labour is weeding out only those who have been vocal on
social media about joining other parties, and many others will remain undiscovered.

But let's not be too hard on some of these rejected voters. Perhaps they didn't want to vote Labour when it
was (as they saw it) a neoliberal, pro-austerity, pro-Nato party that was too soft on Israel and too tough on
benefit claimants. A Labour party led by Jeremy Corbyn would be one they'd feel comfortable voting for. The
trouble is that the entire current model of party membership and support is not set up to deal with people who
feel a passing, rather than tribal, loyalty to Labour.

That is part of a larger problem experienced across the political spectrum. Our old, class-based loyalties
have declined, and with them our allegiance to the two main parties. (Labour and the Tories used to get 90%
of the vote between them; they now manage less than two-thirds.)

Many feel that other aspects of their identities are more important than party loyalties. As a feminist, you
might feel that you would vote for Stella Creasy, if you lived in Walthamstow, but Caroline Lucas if you lived
in Brighton, for example. Others might vote on the grounds of race or religion, or be swayed from their usual
party by a particularly impressive local candidate.

So what we are seeing in Labour is not an isolated problem. It is the fundamental challenge that mainstream
politicians face in the 21st century, as they struggle to reach out to new supporters without alienating their
existing activists. How much loyalty do they have a right to demand of their members? Or, to put it more
simply: how do you invite people to join your party without attracting gatecrashers too?
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Let's celebrate Laura Wade-Gery for becoming a mother at 50;
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The Marks & Spencer executive is shunning the conventional
motherhood timetable. Stop judging her and salute her as an inspiration

BYLINE: Bidisha

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 830 words

Laura Wade-Gery could be a Barbara Taylor-Bradford heroine or a Jackie Collins boardroom badass:
debonair, moneyed and connected as only a diplomat's daughter could be, well-travelled, ambitious,
successful - and about to become a mother at 50.

The public announcement of her four-month maternity leave was made by Marks & Spencer, where
Wade-Gery has worked for four years and is now a senior director.

Before that, she was at Tesco, which she helped transform into a national ubiquity that appears on every
high street. Before that, she travelled the world, covering Vietnam, Spain, Moscow and Delhi, where,
according to the Telegraph, she "single-handedly fought off a street gang".

She featured in William Dalrymple's book In Xanadu, following Marco Polo's route from Palestine to China, a
journey during which she demonstrated, writes Dalrymple, "feats of endurance".

Related: What is the right size family? We need an answer now | Joseph Harker

The announcement of Wade-Gery's maternity leave prompted the usual disapproving voices,
with their thinly veiled warnings (which are nothing more than criticisms) about career women who "delay"
having babies, as though having babies is our written destiny and having a career is a selfish indulgence we
have just taken too far - and we'll be sorry.

Then will come speculation that Wade-Gery is too old to be a mother, or that her maternity leave is too short,
or that it is too long and the corporate world can't do without her for that long and that that's why you
shouldn't have women at the top in business at all.

In becoming a mother at 50, Wade-Gery is flouting the speculation, pressure and judgment that are brought
down on any woman who dares act outside the prescribed template. It is not for anyone to judge if a woman
has no babies, three babies in three decades by three different fathers or adopts alone in her 40s. Indeed,
this anti-patriarchal behaviour, which undercuts the nuclear family and makes partnership with men a
peripheral concern, is something to celebrate.

Laura Wade-Gery is inspirational because she is acting without explanation or apology

The approved timetable for women's lives was crafted with our subjugation in mind: we are to be good girls
and study hard, stay out of trouble, get jobs and pay our own way despite being paid less than men for the
same work. Just when it all shows signs of going well, we are to pack up, knuckle down, and turn into a
mummy.

Indeed, people including strangers and colleagues will start asking us intrusive questions about whether we
have a partner and whether we have or want children, and when, from around our 30th birthday.

Whenever we step beyond the narrow lines drawn for us, it prompts hysterical rage about bad women who
dare to "squander" years exploring their talent, brains and natural desire for experience and achievement. If
we have children in our late teens or early 20s, we are feckless bimbos. If we have them in our 40s we're
selfish, careerist monsters putting the NHS under strain.
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We are supposed to have them by our early 30s at the latest - and not with some nobody we met on Tinder,
but with a long-term partner who'll push a buggy occasionally. If we feel grotty after the birth, we've let
ourselves go. If we stay beautiful we're sexually objectified as selfish, entitled "yummy mummies" or Milfs.

If we haven't met anyone we'd want to procreate with by our late 30s, we are bashed for being selfish, uptight
and picky. In terms of public and media opinion there are few ways of behaving that leave women unjudged,
and a tiny window in which to do it all "right". Somehow, magically, we are to have kids, a house, a great job
and a non-douchey partner by our early 40s. And if we haven't, then we've dropped the ball - or missed the
boat.

Related: I'm 29: should I freeze my eggs?

I wonder what women's lives would look like if we unhitched ourselves from the approved timetable and
followed our inner desires rather than conventional expectations. I bet many women with the means would
spend their 20s, 30s and most of their 40s studying, travelling, working, partying, pursuing cultural passions
or personal success or artistic talents, before having kids in their late 40s, with or without a partner.

That could only happen in a world where the state supported mothers and young children, where there was
decent and full parental leave, well-funded universal childcare, child-friendly cities with creches in cultural
institutions and offices, zero workplace discrimination against mothers, no pay gap, no glass ceiling or
"mummy track" - and no sniping about women's choices.

Laura Wade-Gery is inspirational because she is acting without explanation or apology. She's dealing with
motherhood, just as she's governing her career, just as she's run her global and privileged life: in her own
time, and like a boss.

· This article was corrected on 20 August 2015. It previously stated Wade-Gery had been at M&S for 14
years.
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Stand by for more attacks on Corbyn's principled foreign policy stance;
Corbyn is right about Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Israel/Palestine. Attempts
to smear him will fail if he unequivocally challenges antisemitism
wherever he finds it

BYLINE: Owen Jones

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 494 words

When the Chilcot report is finally released - perhaps at some point in the 24th century - it will be a reminder
of the greatest western foreign policy catastrophe of our time. Hundreds of thousands dead, many more
maimed; millions displaced; the torture cells; the dropping of white phosphorus on Fallujah; the unleashing of
grotesque sectarian conflict; the rise of fundamentalist extremists, culminating in the nightmare of Isis.

But it was those who criticised the war whose careers suffered: the resignations came from the likes of Robin
Cook and the heads of the BBC, not those who prosecuted the war. Tony Blair's career flourished, allowing
him to work for murderous despots with no criticism - with honourable exceptions - from his own supporters.

That's why Jeremy Corbyn, the possible next Labour leader, is right to pledge to apologise for the Iraq war.
Only by doing so can lessons be learned and future catastrophes averted. He is similarly right to call for Isis
to be tackled by challenging sickening dictatorships such as that of Saudi Arabia - which beheads people for
being gay and which is armed to the teeth by our countries - which are the heartlands of extremism. These
points are not made because the west is the cause of all global injustice - it is certainly not - but in
recognition of the fact that we have most influence over the actions of our own governments.

But it is for his stance on foreign-policy issues that Corbyn is now under particular fire. The Tories are
currently assembling the mother of all attack dossiers to deploy against Corbyn should he triumph in the
Labour leadership contest, and foreign policy will be at the absolute core of it. He will be portrayed as a
Britain-hater who associates with extremists who wish the west ill.

One of Corbyn's great foreign-policy passions over the years has been Palestine. And it is here he is
accused of having shared platforms or met with antisemites.

As someone who spends a lot of time speaking at events ranging from conferences to protests - though
nowhere near as much as Corbyn has over several decades - I know how absurdly impractical it would be to
research the backgrounds of every other participant. Corbyn himself abhors antisemitism, and anti-racism is
central to his political DNA. The problem is this. Most people in the movement for Palestinian justice are
motivated by well, justice, for a people deprived of that basic right: national self-determination. But there is a
minority who are antisemites. That means those - like Corbyn, or me, for that matter - who are active in the
cause for Palestinian justice are at risk of inadvertently associating with antisemites. These antisemites
have to be unequivocally challenged and driven out.

One response to the current onslaught against Jeremy Corbyn is to become defensive. A far better response
is to accept that antisemitism lurks in progressive movements and make sure that it is recognised, routed out
and defeated.
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Antisemitism has no place on the left. It is time to confront it;
Why do people who would never deny other forms of racism treat
antisemitism as a political device constructed by supporters of Israel?

BYLINE: Owen Jones

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 883 words

If you stand on platform 17 of Berlin-Grunewald railway station, the horror of antisemitism never leaves you. I
stood there with my friend, silently trying to fathom what befell his grandmother's relatives as they were
deported to Latvia, where they would end up gunned down in forests.

Related: Jeremy Corbyn calls suggestions of racism 'disgusting and deeply offensive'

I write this in a cafe full of laughing customers, cheesy music blaring in the background. A platform full of
families with screaming children being squeezed together in unbearable conditions, on their way to be
massacred and buried anonymously in mass graves, is a nightmarish parallel universe beyond my
comprehension. But it happened. And it wasn't some mid-20th century aberration that came out of nowhere,
a bafflingly horrific episode in human history resulting from sudden mass insanity. This was the culmination
of hundreds of years of antisemitism: pogroms, blood libel, scapegoating.

Antisemitism is currently being discussed in the context of the Labour leadership contest, of which more
shortly. But suffice to say that, although the sole attempt in human history to exterminate an entire people by
industrialised means forced Europeans to confront pandemic antisemitism, this cancerous hatred remains.

It can be overt. Take the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn in Greece, feeding off the despair of austerity; take the
antisemitic Jobbik party in Hungary, which one in five Hungarians voted for last year; take the foul
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intolerance of murderous Islamic fundamentalism. But it is not simply the preserve of neo-Nazi skinheads; it
can be subtle too, and it finds expression not just on the right but on the left. All cases need to be confronted
for what they are.

Corbyn could not have known the background of every individual at every rally he has attended, but some
were antisemitic

The Labour leadership frontrunner, Jeremy Corbyn, has been a long-term supporter of the Palestinian
justice movement. He could not possibly have known the personal backgrounds of every individual who has
joined him at the many rallies he has attended over the years. Some of these people were antisemitic. And
while the vast majority of people involved in the movement are - like myself - driven by a passionate support
for self-determination, there is a minority that indulges antisemitic tropes. These ideas have to be defeated.

Yes, supporters of Palestinian justice get unfair criticisms. "Why do you focus on the plight of the
Palestinian people rather than, say, the horrors committed by Islamic State or the suffering of the Kurds?"
some ask. (Leftwingers were protesting about the plight of the Kurds outside the Iraqi embassy when our
western governments were arming Saddam Hussein.)

Israel - unlike, say, Isis - is backed by democratic western governments whose foreign policy we can
influence. And the Israel-Palestine question, an intractable conflict stretching back decades, has long been
the key foreign policy issue for supporters of both Israel and Palestine.

Some ardent supporters of the Israeli government oppose all critics of Israeli policy and accuse them of
antisemitism (or, if those critics are Jewish, of being "self-hating Jews"). I've encountered it myself. At a
recent wedding a former Times journalist I'd never met apprehended me and accused me of antisemitism,
threatening to punch me.

But some passionate supporters of Palestinian justice deny antisemitism exists and regard all accusations
of it as an attempt to shut down criticism of Israel. While they would never dream of denying the existence of
racism against, say, black people or Muslims, they treat antisemitism as a political device constructed by
militant supporters of Israeli occupation. And in doing so, they fail to properly scrutinise it within their own
ranks; there are those who are soft on it.

I have challenged dodgy pronouncements from people who profess to advocate Palestinian justice.Jewish
people are sometimes told that antisemitism is caused by Israel's actions, for example. These are the same
people who would never dream of victim-blaming members of other minorities, or claim that anybody was at
fault other than the bigot themselves. Others play linguistic games: how can it be antisemitism, they say,
when Palestinians are also "Semites" - members of a group of people originally of the ancient Middle East
that includes Jews and Arabs - even though "antisemitism" has meant "anti-Jewish hatred" for generations.
(This is like saying, "I'm not homophobic because I'm not scared of gays.")

There are those who imply that Jewish people are somehow synonymous with the Israeli government (a slur
echoed by some uncritical cheerleaders of Israeli state policy). And some use terms like "Jewish lobby", a
classic antisemitic trope suggesting there is an organised Jewish cabal exercising behind-the-scenes
influence worldwide. And so on.

Antisemitism is too serious to become a convenient means to undermine political opponents. It is a menace:
not just in its overt forms, but in subtler, pernicious forms too. There's no excuse for the left to downplay it, or
to pretend it doesn't exist within its own ranks. Rather than being defensive, the left should seize any
opportunity to confront the cancer of antisemitism and eradicate it for good.
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Tolerant and multicultural, Palmyra stood for everything Isis hates;
Syria's ancient city prospered by integrating migrants and allowing
worship of many gods. It couldn't be further from Isis's monocultural
savagery

BYLINE: Tim Whitmarsh

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 970 words

In May 2015, Islamic State captured the modern city of Palmyra. The adjoining Unesco world heritage site is
a breathtaking archaeological complex like no other. In the 2nd century AD this oasis city in the Syrian desert
was one of the grandest and wealthiest places in the world, with a total population about the size of modern
Cardiff. Much of the ancient civic and sacred architecture still survives. Perhaps most evocative is the
colonnaded street more than 1km in length: in antiquity, caravan traders from all over the Middle East would
have processed along this road with their spices and silks towards the city's religious heart, the magnificent
temple of Bel, eyed from above by hundreds of statues of Palmyrene benefactors.

The future of this extraordinary site is precarious. At the time of the initial occupation, an anti-Assad Syrian
radio station carried an interview with Abu Laith al-Saoudi, an Isis commander, who vouched that only the
idolatrous statues would be destroyed; "concerning the historical city we will preserve it and it will not
undergo damages inshallah ('if God wills it')". Whatever deity reigns in Isis fantasy firmament, however, must
have been in a capricious and malign mood.

Related: Why it's all right to be more horrified by the razing of Palmyra than mass murder

On 23 August 2015 it was reported that the temple of Baal Shamin, one of the best-preserved and most
unique buildings on the site, had been levelled by explosives.

Palmyra is not just a spectacular archaeological site, beautifully preserved, excavated and curated. It also
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offers antiquity's best counterexample to Isis's fascistic monoculturalism. The ancient city's prosperity arose
thanks to its citizens' ability to trade with everyone, to integrate new populations, to take on board diverse
cultural influences, to worship many gods without conflict. Painful though it is to say it, and unlikely though it
is that its asinine followers realise it, Isis have chosen their target exceptionally well.

The city rose to prominence in the 1st century AD. Located in a fertile oasis in the middle of the Syrian
desert, it was a natural stopping-off point for those travelling from the western cities of Damascus, Emesa
(modern Homs) or Apamea, to the Euphrates valley in the north. Most valuable of all for its prosperity,
however, were the southern and south-eastern routes down to the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf, which
brought exotic goods from India, Indonesia and China. The archeological remains testify to the moment
when the entire Eurasian land mass joined up, culturally speaking. It grew rich from the taxes (up to 25%)
levied on market goods - and, of course, on the water and provisions that a bustling oasis city could
monopolise.

Ethnically, the first settlers were Arabs and Aramaeans. As the city grew, local nomads put down roots, and
then immigrants from further afield. Incoming communities preserved cultural links by retaining the gods of
their homelands.

Palmyra had an extraordinary variety of gods, deriving from territories as far afield as modern Iraq, Saudi
Arabia, Palestine and Lebanon. There was also the mysterious "god with no name" - the object of much
scholarly speculation. But the city had a strong collective identity too. Ancient middle-eastern cities tended to
worship gods in triads, and Palmyra was no exception: Bel, Yarhibol and Aglibol were acclaimed by the
whole city, regardless of ethnicity. The imposing, iconic temple of Bel still stands, at the end of that
kilometre-long colonnade - for now, at least.

Related: Isis destruction of Palmyra's Temple of Bel revealed in satellite images

It is surely high on the Isis hit list.

Ancient Palmyra was also defined by its political geography. To the east lay the massive empire of the
Zoroastrian Parthians, centred in modern Iran. To the west was the Mediterranean basin, dominated by
Rome. It was Rome that first pushed its boundaries eastwards to encompass Palmyra, adding another layer
of cultural richness. But the columns, capitals and pediments that dominate the temple architecture, and the
theatre, baths and aqueduct, were not forcibly imposed by the Romans; the Palmyrenes actively chose to
absorb these features of a distant civilisation, having first attracted the craftsmen to build them. They also
opted for Greek forms of civic governance for their city, which was managed by a council made up of the
local gentry - exactly the same set-up as in Athens, Corinth or Delphi.

This combination of cultural hybridity and economic savvy was in fact so successful that Palmyra developed
imperial ambitions of its own, which erupted forcefully in the 3rd century AD, when Zenobia famously
proclaimed herself Queen, and for a time seized from the Romans large parts of Syria, and Arabia too,
threatening to expand into Egypt. The Emperor Aurelian eventually put down the insurrection and
re-established Roman control. Zenobia's defeat marked the beginning of the end of Palmyra's exuberant
diversity and archaeological splendour. Within 100 years, the Roman Empire was Christian, and the
opportunities for theological and hence architectural inventiveness were gone. In the 7th century came
Muslim occupation, and in time the city was absorbed into the Damascus-based Umayyad caliphate.

Although Christians and Muslim occupiers repurposed the ancient city's buildings as churches, fortresses
and mosques, however, they left them largely intact. It has taken a savagery distinctive to the 21st century to
threaten their destruction altogether. Syria's heritage is under attack now from an unprecedentedly toxic
combination of religious absolutism, facile identity politics, postcolonial grievance, incendiary technology and
adolescent folly. That it is Palmyra at risk, antiquity's icon of cultural diversity, is a horrible irony.
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The day a refugee became part of my family;
In the late 1930s my grandfather took in a young German Jew. If more
people had been as generous, many thousands could have been saved
from the Holocaust

BYLINE: Michael Freedland

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 886 words

I first met a refugee just before the second world war broke out. Not that I knew it. As far as I could tell, "Miss
Cohen" was just one of the aunties who flitted in and out of my grandfather's house in Brondesbury,
north-west London.

Related: This refugee crisis was a test for David Cameron. He's flunked it | John Harris

All I remember about her was that she was a smallish, dark-haired woman who sat in the corner of the front
room, and was a little scary. She never took me on bus rides like Auntie Betty, never came with presents like
Auntie Hetty, never told me stories like Auntie Leila. No, not much fun. I suppose she hadn't had a lot of fun
in her life. But to me that didn't matter. It was my grandfather's house, and Grandpa Freedland had enough
love in him to make up for anything I didn't like or was afraid of. Besides, he had just fitted a light to the
clockwork train he kept in the house for my visits every Sunday. I could never wait for it to get dark so that
we could see the lit train run across the dining room table, underneath the floral china chandelier.

Grandpa was a kind old man, but I didn't know just how kind he truly was. And that was how Miss Cohen
came into the story. It was years before my parents let me into what had plainly been something that the
family had kept fiercely secret - in case, perhaps, the Home Office would get to hear of it and she might be
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returned to the arms of the Gestapo in her native Germany.

The Jewish press, and some national titles too (except, of course, the Daily Mail ), was replete with appeals
for homes for German refugees. About 70,000 of them were to come to Britain, but they had to be
sponsored, so that they wouldn't be a drain on the state. If they could show they had gainful employment, it
would be a lot easier. Grandpa Freedland answered an advert from someone who, I suppose, was a fairly
young German woman offering her services as a "domestic".

My grandmother, Annie, left Libau in Latvia. No one there knew when the next pogrom was going to come
their way

He was what was called a diamond merchant, which made him sound very rich. He was nothing of the kind,
although he might at one time have had a little money, enough to buy the semi in Dartmouth Road. One day,
"Miss Cohen" knocked on his door, metaphorically carrying her mop and pail. She was, I understand, invited
into the house, given a cup of tea and shown to her room at the top of the house. When she came down,
Grandpa settled her in the big armchair and said he had something to tell her. Actually, he said, he didn't
need a domestic and perhaps couldn't afford one. But, he told her, "this is now your home". That simple act
saved her from the Holocaust and made her one (the scary one, it's true) of the family.

If more people had answered the call in that way, the 70,000 might have become hundreds of thousands
saved from the gas chambers over a period of, say, the six years between Hitler's rise to power and the
outbreak of war. But even that 70,000 figure dwarfs the tiny numbers of refugees admitted today. Today for a
politician to talk of admitting 10,000 sounds like recklessly generous humanitarianism. It's quite a contrast.

I suppose there was a reason for my grandfather's generosity, besides his innate kindness. He had, himself,
been a refugee 60 or so years before, from the village of Baisogala in Lithuania. It was a brave thing to do, to
look for a new life in England, but before the Aliens Act of 1905, there were no restrictions on prospective
immigrants. It wasn't just a better economic situation he was seeking. There were too many stories of
rampaging Cossacks raping and killing Jews in a succession of pogroms nearby.

For much the same reason, my maternal grandfather Barnet Mindel left the shtetl of Dunilovichi in what is
now Belarus. I went there with my son Jonathan a few years ago to do a Radio 4 programme, seeking our
roots. We found a gravestone in the old Jewish cemetery, bearing the name "Mindel". Who he was, we have
no idea, but plainly a relative who was fortunate enough to die before the Nazis rounded up more than 800
Jews in a barn and shot the lot of them - in one day. My grandmother, Annie, left the port city of Libau in
Latvia at the same time as the man who became her husband and for the same reasons he did. No one
there knew when the next pogrom was going to come their way.

Barnet Mindel was luckier than most. He brought his parents and his four brothers with him - and a young girl
whom he didn't know. Apparently, there was a sister called Leah who had died shortly before they were due
to leave Dunilovichi in about 1904. A neighbour asked them to take their daughter along for the journey. She
became the Leah Mindel on the family passport. What happened to her, I have no idea. What happened to
Barnet Mindel and his brothers is a different matter. They decided they wanted to show their appreciation for
their new home country.

My grandfather and two of his brothers served in the first world war, Barnet as a lance corporal, Nat as an
officer who became a senior Colonial Office mandarin in Palestine during the British mandate, and Lou in
the Royal Flying Corps. That, to them, was what being a refugee meant - not just saying thank you, but
showing it. I imagine Miss Cohen did that for the rest of her life.
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Should the US trust Iran? That query should probably be turned on its
head;
Our conduct since orchestrating a coup to install the shah hasn't
exactly given Iranians good reason to trust our pleas for partnership

BYLINE: Negin Farsad via Creative Times Reports

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 897 words

Americans have spent a lot of time over the past couple months looking at the Iranian nuclear deal with
labored skepticism and raised eyebrows. It seems that Obama finally has the votes he needs to secure the
deal, but that may not stop congressional opposition from going forward with a " resolution of disapproval."
The opposition would have you believe that the deal is dangerous and Iran is not to be trusted.

Related: Iran deal supporters have more cred. But opponents have the media-savvy | Trevor Timm

Obama hit back, asserting that the deal is built on " unprecedented verification," not on trust. Still, pundits say
that Iran is in it only to pursue "nefarious goals" that will " sucker " the US and Europe into economic relations
and put Israel at risk. After all, look at Iran's shifty and power-grabby record. "We cannot let history repeat
itself," said the hawkish nonprofit Secure America Now, with panties in bunch. We can't engage in diplomatic
agreements with such an irrational entity. I mean, Iran? Are you kidding? They're nuts.

But turn the tables for a moment: the United States has had its fair share of shady behavior. We might find
reasons for Iran to fear getting involved with the United States. I mean, the United States? Are you kidding?
We're nuts.

First off, when it comes to history, perhaps Iran should focus on verification, not on trust. After all, we
Americans have a terrible record in Iran of nosy meddling with touches of coup. In 1953 the CIA orchestrated
a coup d'état against the popular, democratically elected prime minister of Iran, Mohammad Mosaddegh,
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because he wanted to nationalize Iran's oil production so that more of the profit stayed in the country. There
were riots, reportedly hundreds died, and the CIA installed the shah - an unpopular monarch within Iran, but
liked by the CIA because he was a "weak reed" who "needed a lot of guidance," useful qualities when
keeping a country under your thumb, you know, so you can pursue your own nefarious goals.

All right, the Mosaddegh coup is decades-old history - the United States totally isn't shady anymore. We're
rational actors! If anyone can be trusted on the international stage, it's the United States. Diplomacy will
always be the first order of action. It's not like we would go into a war without good rea - ugh, I can't even
finish that sentence, because the last decade has been overwhelmed by the least warranted war in American
history, a war that violated the UN Charter. What's the old adage? Countries that violate the UN Charter
shouldn't throw stones at countries attempting a nuclear deal?

But what about this: Iran has the right to enrich uranium under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, to which
it is a signatory - in fact, uranium enrichment is covered in the treaty as an " inalienable " right, a term we like
because Thomas Jefferson used to throw it around. The US is also a party to the treaty, because
theoretically we want there to be fewer nuclear weapons in the world.

But one of the United States' closest allies - Israel - is actually not a party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty. I hear you: Israel has to take precautions because some dingbats from the Iranian government have
engaged in reprehensible anti-Israel rhetoric. But it's also true that dingbats from Israel have engaged in
some anti-Iran rhetoric and Israel probably has a nuclear weapon and it doesn't believe in being a part of a
treaty designed to curtail nuclear proliferation.

So if I were Iran, I'd be scared of entering into an agreement with a country with such nuclear-hungry besties.
(Just a side thought: if we assume Israel has a nuclear bomb and Iran develops one, wouldn't we all just
continue to be in a mutually assured destruction scenario in which no one uses a nuclear bomb? PS:
Pakistan already has one. PPS: So does India. PPPS: So does North Korea.)

Iran should really be leery of whether a treaty with the US even means anything anymore. Remember the 47
senators who almost totaled the entire negotiation by writing a letter warning the Iranian leadership that any
deal might be trashed by a future administration? Iran might have some crazy-pants parliamentary officials,
but at least they're not sending passive-aggressive letters to foreign leaders telling them to stop negotiating
with their executive branch. To the outside world, it's anyone's guess as to whether the executive branch
even still has the power to negotiate. This deal could be here today, gone tomorrow.

Iran has plenty to be suspicious of, but after all this haranguing, we might find that it is actually a great ally for
us in the Middle East. We've dug in our heels on Iran's perceived differences when in fact Iranians are like
Americans, only more tan. They've got an educated workforce - we've got one of those. They've got an
overly religious wing of the government - hello, Republican Party. They've got a national obsession with
plastic surgery - samesies. This is a match made in non-religion-specific heaven.

Iran has a boatload of problems, don't get me wrong, but it's a country with resources and a civil society. We
could use an ally like that in the Middle East. Besides, we're already fighting with Iran against Isis, so it's
about time we get to second base and go treaty with them, right?

• This piece was published in coordination with Creative Time Reports. Read it here.
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The Guardian view on Britain's Syria drone strikes: nastiness evident,
necessity unproven;
Targeted killings can only be legitimate in the face of a threat whose
imminence leaves no time for any alternative. David Cameron has not
established that the Britons killed by drones in August were a danger of
that sort

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 777 words

The first duty of government is to protect its citizens - even where that involves slaughtering some among
them. This twist on the old cliche captures the thrust of David Cameron's account of how he tasked RAF
drones with dispatching treacherous Britons in Syria, and also explains why the same story affronts liberal
and pacific sensibilities. Mixing bloodshed, secrecy and sinister new weapons, this was an operation from
which the first, decent instinct is to recoil. But in the face of Isis, which has indeed targeted Britons, most
recently on the Tunisian beach where 30 UK citizens died in June, the nasty may sometimes be the
necessary, too.

So the objections need to be separated, and interrogated in turn. Drones, like all new weapons, raise
disturbing questions. The ability to sit in front of a flickering screen, safe in the Lincolnshire flatlands, and
take lives in Syria certainly makes killing alarmingly easy. The physical distance introduces emotional
distance as well, and armies that can kill without putting themselves in harm's way may kill more casually.
But offsetting these ethical dangers is the new technology's potential for (somewhat) more precision than the
older, blunter weapons that it replaces, and the commensurate potential to reduce the civilian toll, or
"collateral damage" in the ghastly euphemism. If the RAF's attack was indeed as narrowly and successfully
targeted as the PM suggested, then it will be a good deal less ghastly than many other things Britain has
done in war.

Therein, however, lies a second set of objections: Britain is not at war in Syria. Indeed, a mere two years
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have passed since the government sought parliament's authority to go to war there - and got turned down.
These are, then, highly irregular circumstances for deploying lethal force. In the murky realm between war
and peace, traditional rules of the military game, such as the Geneva conventions, get lost in the haze. The
relevant standard for conduct should be the ordinary set of human rights, including the right to life. That right
can be overridden if an imminent need to protect innocent people requires it, just as the concern about
military meddling behind someone else's borders can be set aside when there is demonstrably no
alternative. Both of these get-out clauses were invoked by Mr Cameron when he faced the Commons, but
how is the public - which has not seen the intelligence - meant to judge whether they truly apply?

On Tuesday the defence secretary and the man who gave the order to kill, Michael Fallon, invoked an
instructive point of comparison - too instructive, perhaps, for his own good. Drone strikes abroad, he said,
must rest on "the same basis on which armed police in our streets can use lethal force". Shooting on British
streets, however, is only allowable in the face of a threat which is not only clear but also imminent; outrage
as well as tragedy follows whenever a trigger-happy police officer forgets it. The parallel test for invoking the
UN's charter's self-defence clause, article 51, for pre-emptive action is that the need must be "instant,
overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation". But the policy here was
settled on months before being put into practice, and while Mr Cameron's intelligence may show all sorts of
things about the scheming of Reyaad Khan, it is a stretch to imagine the threat that he posed passing the
"imminence" test. If the same 21-year-old had stayed in Cardiff to plot he would surely have been a more
immediate threat. Admittedly, it might then have been possible to arrest him, which obviously wasn't true in
Syria; but to draw blood on British streets from afar, he would need accomplices. And the intelligence should,
presumably, have established who these were. If so, and the result was that the UK co-conspirators were
arrested, then the imminence of the Khan threat should have fallen away. If instead no accomplices were
arrested, then the next question becomes just how solid the information was.

As with Tony Blair on Iraq, there is a great deal to take on trust. Because of that unhappy precedent, Mr
Cameron should be going out of his way to give as much information as is safe, encouraging parliamentary
investigations and sharing legal advice. Instead, No 10 is shutting things down, while basking in the glory of
bloodthirsty parts of the press. Until the PM can demonstrate otherwise, the suspicion will linger that the
strikes were not an instant response to an immediate emergency but a cold and deliberate decision to join
the inglorious company of the US and Israel in operating targeted killings as a matter of policy.
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The British must formally - and swiftly - recognise Palestine as a
sovereign state;
On the eve of Binyamin Netanyahu's visit to the UK, David Cameron
must keep up the pressure on the Israeli prime minister for a two-state
solution

BYLINE: Alon Liel and Ilan Baruch

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 924 words

On his last visit to Israel in March 2014, David Cameron spoke in only the most positive terms as he
addressed the Israeli parliament, outlining his vision of a solution to the Israel-Palestine conflict.

Related: Binyamin Netanyahu's UK visit denounced

"Imagine what this land would be like if a two-state solution was actually achieved. Think of all the aspects of
life that would change," he said. "Israel's relationships with the world. Its security, its long-term prosperity
and the quality of life for all its people."

One might infer from those words that Cameron, prime minister of an inclusive, liberal and democratic
Britain, was speaking in desperation: as long as there is no two-state solution in sight, he was saying, Israel
will forever be denied the international standing, the security and the prosperity it rightfully expects and
deserves. It would also endanger its own liberal and democratic foundations.

In stark contrast to the vision set out that day by Cameron, Israeli advocates of peace, equality and
democracy have been horribly dispirited of late. Forced evictions of Palestinian farmers from their land in
the Jordan Valley and from the Hebron district - to make room for more settlements - clashes between
settlers and soldiers, the burning of a church, the stabbing of a 16-year-old girl at the Jerusalem gay pride
parade, and the murder of 18-month-old Ali Dawabshe, along with his father and mother, as a result of a
deliberate arson attack by extremist settlers in the Palestinian village of Duma: it's added up to a period of
real bleakness.

An Israeli tradition has developed in which the immediate response to terror attacks perpetrated by
Palestinians is the construction of new homes in the Israeli settlements of the West Bank. There was
something of this same spirit in the response to the recent order from the Israeli supreme court to raze two
illegal buildings in the settlement of Beit El: the prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, announced that 300
new housing units would be built in the West Bank, in addition to implementing plans for 500 additional new
units in East Jerusalem. Netanyahu felt compelled to respond with action, in order to appease the nationalist
zealots in his coalition.

By the same token, the attack on the home of the Dawabshe family should be answered not only with
condemnations, but with action. The most decent, fair and effective move is to recognise a Palestinian state
and accept it as a full member of the UN.
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A few months ago, with her appointment as Israel's deputy foreign minister, Tzipi Hotovely told the Israeli
diplomatic corps that there is no need to apologise to the world, or even to clarify Israel's diplomatic and
security policies. Judea and Samaria (the West Bank) were given to us by God, she said, and once the
public understands that, the world will stop condemning us for the occupation and the settlements.

A significant part of the Israeli public believes this assertion. And so Hotovely and her colleagues conclude
that Israeli and international law do not apply in the case of the West Bank. The Israeli supreme court is even
threatened by extreme rightwing nationalists who believe that damaging Palestinian property and attacking
Palestinians is permissible when it comes to enforcing what they believe is a divine promise.

Europe must understand the direction in which we are heading. We are racing towards a single
Israeli-Palestinian state that will end up as the apartheid state of Israel. Such a joint state will not allow the
Palestinians to exercise their full civil rights. Europe and the UK must speak up in order to save the
two-state idea. Their leaders need to say to Israel: "This land is not exclusively yours. It also belongs to
another indigenous people that have been living there for centuries: the Palestinians. We recognise this
people's right to share this land and its right to an independent state."

On the eve of Netanyahu's reciprocal visit to the UK, our message to Cameron is this: agonised by years of
political stagnation, President Mahmoud Abbas is desperately keeping the Palestinian people on an even
keel, investing his meagre political currency in restraining any violent resistance to the Israeli occupation of
the West Bank and East Jerusalem. In recent months this relative security has turned volatile. Any day could
lead to an eruption of violence. Europe needs to vigorously step in, without delay, and apply pressure to both
protagonists of this conflict, but above all to Israel as the occupying power, to engage in transforming
Israeli-Palestinian relations from occupation to neighbourliness. Peace will, we believe, soon follow. The
road to a breakthrough goes through unconditional international recognition of Palestine as a sovereign
state without delay.

Last October, the British parliament voted in favour of a symbolic resolution, calling for unconditional
recognition of the state of Palestine, not as a result of peace negotiations with Israel but rather as a conduit
to it. The British government should follow its parliament's recommendation and formally recognise the state
of Palestine. Sweden did so one year ago, and France is seriously considering this option. Renewed
momentum for recognition in Europe will keep the idea of two states alive. It will clarify to the growing camp
of supporters of a single state, in Israel and in Palestine, that the world will not give up on the two-state
idea.

· Comments on this article will remain open for 24 hours and may be turned off overnight (UK time)
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Western bombs won't defeat Isis. Only a wider peace deal can draw its
poison;
If MPs authorise military action in Syria, they will be voting to escalate
both the war and refugee crisis

BYLINE: Seumas Milne

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1092 words

There is no disaster in the Arab and Muslim world, it seems, for which the west's answer is not to drop
bombs on it. As the refugee crisis in Europe has driven home the horror of Syria's civil war, that has been
exactly the response of the leaders of Britain and France. David Cameron has long been pressing for a new
vote in parliament to authorise a British bombing campaign against Islamic State in Syria.

Related: David Cameron says 'hard military force' needed to tackle Assad and Isis

Now he has been joined by the former archbishop of Canterbury and a gung-ho Murdoch press, while
George Osborne has signalled he also wants attacks on the "evil Assad regime" to deal with the refugee
exodus "at source". The French president, François Hollande, has announced he too wants to extend air
attacks from Iraq to Syria, using the terrorist threat at home to justify the escalation.

On both sides of the Atlantic, neoconservatives and liberal interventionists are back in full cry with demands
for no-fly zones and troops on the ground. The Sun has even badged its coverage "For Aylan" - after the
drowned three-year-old whose image dramatised the suffering of Syrian refugees - while demanding an
intensification of the war and denouncing Labour's leadership candidates as "cowards" for refusing to sign up
for immediate attacks.

So keen has the British prime minister been to get on with bombing Syria, he revealed British drones had
already incinerated two British Isis members in the city of Raqqa last month. Cameron pleaded self-defence
on the grounds that one of the jihadis had been plotting to carry out "imminent" terror attacks in Britain. Since
the events targeted for these alleged attacks had already taken place by the time the man was killed, the
claim was clearly nonsense. But Britain has now followed the US and Israel down the road of lawless
extra-judicial killings that has become a hallmark of the 14-year-old "war on terror".

In the case of the US, it's a road that has already led to thousands of deaths, including those of many
civilians, as dodgy intelligence and "signature strikes" have killed and maimed huge numbers of innocents
along with targeted fighters. From Pakistan to Yemen, US drone attacks have been a major recruiter for
al-Qaida and the Taliban.

After a dozen years of drone attacks, the Taliban is again rampant in Afghanistan and al-Qaida is thriving in
Yemen. Britain's drone attack also made a mockery of the decision by parliament in August 2013 to oppose
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military action in Syria - in that case targeted at the Damascus government rather than at the rebels fighting
it.

But then, British pilots have also been taking part in US bombing raids on Syria. So evidently the democratic
niceties didn't count for a lot. Nor do the legal ones, since there is no legitimate basis for attacks on Syrian
territory without authorisation from Damascus or the (nonexistent) threat of imminent attack.

Most bizarre is the insistence that the west hasn't actually intervened in Syria

In any case, the US-led bombing campaign against Isis in Iraq and Syria clearly isn't working. Thousands of
Isis fighters have reportedly been killed, along with hundreds of civilians. But a year after the raids began, the
terror group has actually expanded the territory it controls.

Without troops on the ground, air attacks cannot win a war. In the case of Syria, the only forces available are
the Syrian army or radical Islamist rebel militias, from the al-Qaida-linked Nusra Front to the Gulf
regime-backed Islamist Jaish al-Fatah. So which do the western governments have in mind? Their own
sponsored rebel groups are entirely marginal.

As we know from Iraq and Afghanistan, the alternative of western troops would lead to a full-scale
anti-occupation war. After one disastrous western military intervention in the Arab and Muslim world after
another, it's mind-boggling that demands for yet more bombing keep on coming. You only have to consider
the failed-state maelstrom that is post-Nato intervention Libya - the other main transit route for refugees into
Europe - to see what it means in practice. But the problem, hawks insist, is that there wasn't enough
intervention: Nato "walked away" from Libya, and if only the US and its allies had invaded Syria in 2011 or
bombed in 2013, the war would have been over by Christmas.

In reality, the death toll in Syria - where defences are much stronger than they were in Iraq - would certainly
have been far greater. The same goes for any attempt to enforce no-fly zones or safe havens now. But most
bizarre is the insistence that the west hasn't actually intervened in Syria.

In fact, the US, Britain, France and their regional allies have intervened continuously, funding, training and
arming rebel forces - well aware, as recent US leaked intelligence documents underline, that they were
dominated by extreme sectarian groups. The result today is de facto partition, with the government in control
of less than half the country but the majority of the population, including large numbers of refugees from
rebel-held areas.

If Cameron had won the vote in parliament two years ago, the main beneficiary in Syria would very probably
have been Isis. Next month, he plans to try again, hoping to trade on revulsion at the terror group's vicious
sectarian violence. Ministers know British bombing won't defeat Isis or add anything of significance to the US
campaign. Instead it will be an exercise in cynical political posturing, aimed at splitting Labour, and
reclaiming the mantle of chief imperial subaltern in the US-led war without end across the Middle East. If
MPs do authorise bombing in Syria, they will be voting to intensify the war and the refugee crisis.

The only way to wind down the conflict is through a negotiated settlement involving all the regional powers.
Syria has long been a proxy war, pitting the Assad regime's Russian and Iranian backers against the Gulf
dictatorships, Turkey and the western powers that stand behind the myriad rebel groups. Talks between the
main players have picked up in recent months, aimed at such a deal.

But the pressure is always to use the battlefield to increase leverage at the negotiating table. Isis thrives on
war and sectarian conflict across the region. It will be marginalised and eventually defeated when that
conflict is brought to an end. That will need pressure from the west on its Gulf clients, not a new bombing
campaign. It's true the refugee crisis can be solved only in Syria - but it will be by peacemaking, not more
western war.
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Mama Merkel has consigned the 'ugly German' to history;
The nation is dramatically changing its reputation, but idealistic rhetoric
can also mask self-interested motives

BYLINE: Jonathan Freedland

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1090 words

There was a time, in living memory, when refugees clamoured to board trains to get out of Germany. Today
they yearn to board trains going in. "We want to go to Germany because we will get our rights, we are
welcome there," one refugee told the Guardian's John Domokos, as he walked alongside a group making the
journey on foot through Hungary, en route to what they saw as the ultimate place of sanctuary: the promised
Deutschland.

The Syrian refugees massed at Budapest station chanted the word "Germany" over and over. Others speak
of the German chancellor as Mama Merkel. One refugee has named her baby Angela Merkel Ade.

Related: Refugees, Hungarians and me: walking together, transformed together | John Domokos

If history can offer a more dramatic turnaround in the perception, and perhaps reality, of a nation, then it's
hard to think of it. Seventy years ago Germany was a byword for tyranny and murderous violence: the land of
racial supremacism and unending cruelty. That association lingered and has never quite gone away. Hitler,
the Nazis and the apparatus of the Holocaust remain lodged in the global folk memory.

But soon there will be a new set of memories. Yes, Munich will be for ever linked with the bierkeller where
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Hitler made his first rabble-rousing speeches. But now it will be remembered too as the place where in 2015
uniformed police greeted a trainload of exhausted Syrian children with soft toys. In future, the sight of a vast
German crowd will recall not just Nuremberg, but those signs held up by football fans declaring: "Refugees
welcome."

This has been no overnight transformation. Germans have spent decades reckoning with their past in a way
few nations can match. Nevertheless the embrace Germany is currently offering to the dispossessed of Syria
- while so much of Europe closes its doors or quibbles over tiny numbers - has altered perceptions anew.
People are speaking of Germany the way they used to talk of Scandinavia, as a kind of right-on oasis
defined by its progressive, pacific instincts. One rightwing academic this week slammed the country as "a
hippy state being led by its emotions". That's quite a change from the caricature of old, the land of Teutonic
conformity and rigid, rules-obsessed bureaucracy. So what explains the shift?

Part of the answer is very recent. Not two months ago Merkel came face to face with a Palestinian girl about
to be deported from Germany. The chancellor showed sympathy and tried to give the girl a hug, but
remained adamant: Germany simply could not take in all those who wanted to come. "We just can't manage
it," she said.

Then, only a few days ago, Merkel sent the exact opposite message to those fleeing from Syria. She
suspended the rules, ushering in an expected 800,000 refugees this year alone. (David Cameron has
committed Britain to take 20,000 by 2020, the same number Munich received last weekend.) We are a strong
country, she said, and can handle it.

What happened between those two events is telling. It was a picture that changed the calculus, but it was not
the photograph of the drowned Syrian boy, Alan Kurdi. Rather, it was footage from the town of Heidenau,
near Dresden, where racist thugs attacked a refugee camp, hurling abuse and worse at new arrivals. TV
news showed the refugees' tents in flames.

According to Christoph Schwennicke, editor of Cicero, a political weekly: "As soon as they saw those
pictures, the German people said, 'That's not us. Let's show the world we're not like them.'" In the images
from Heidenau, the echoes of the Nazi past were just too strong. Germans are taught in school the two-word
mantra "never again", says Schwennicke. "That is in our genes."

And Merkel is no different. Observers say she is ultra-sensitive to anything that hints at Germany's darkest
history, castigating political allies - even, on one occasion, Benedict, the German-born pope - for any failure
to stand firm on, for example, anti-Jewish hatred. So when her country appeared once again to be turning on
a community of outsiders, she felt she had to act.

Others suspect it's events of the past five years, rather than five weeks, that have been pivotal. Throughout
the euro crisis Germany was cast in parts of the continent as the hard-faced villain, imposing searing
austerity on the benighted people of Greece. Not much of that had penetrated German public consciousness
until the crisis reached its peak this summer, says Hans Kundnani of the German Marshall Fund. Suddenly
Germans saw Merkel depicted on Greek placards as Hitler, cracking down on the poor Greeks. Confronting
that image of the "ugly German" was, says Kundnani, a shock. He reckons Germany's current embrace of
Syrian refugees is partly an effort to replace that austere image with a kinder, gentler one. They don't like to
be seen as the continent's bully, for reasons of history that are obvious.

Still, it's not all about the shadow cast by the Third Reich. Germany has pragmatic motives for taking in
refugees in vast numbers. The country has a serious demographic problem: it has the world's lowest
birthrate, failing to produce the workforce that might provide for an ageing society. By one estimate,
Germany would need to bring in 533,000 immigrants a year just to hold steady. In this light, it makes
self-interested sense that Germany would only too gladly welcome Syrian engineers, doctors and graduates
- all with proven energy and resilience - who are bound to infuse the country with new vigour.

But that argument is rarely made out loud in Germany. Kundnani says Germans prefer to hear policy
couched in the universalist language of high ideals rather than selfish national interest. So the euro is exalted
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as the latest stage in a project to guarantee peace on a continent ravaged by war, rather than a mechanism
to keep German exports cheap and competitive. The Baltic states may look at Berlin's low defence spending
and think the country is not doing its bit for European security, but Germany prefers to think it keeps the lid
on its military because these days it is a placid neighbour.

Perhaps the sceptics are right. Perhaps Germany's motives are not always as pure as it likes to think, even
when, as now, it is providing a haven for those who need it most. But if that's true, if Germans can only speak
of their national interest in whispers lest they wake the beast of nationalism, then that too is admirable. It
suggests a country that is not in denial of its past, but fully conscious of it - and determined to do all it can
never to repeat it.
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Further sabotage of the Iran deal won't bring success - only
embarrassment;
Aipac's alliance with Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
decreased its bipartisan clout in the US Senate

BYLINE: Ali Gharib

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 887 words

Over the past two months, since the Iran nuclear deal was inked by the US and world powers, opponents of
the accord have delivered fiery speeches predicting dire consequences ( another Holocaust, nuclear war ),
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poured millions of dollars into fiery television advertisements (does your dog have a fallout shelter ?) and
vowed to stop at nothing to take the deal down. On Thursday, however, the deal overcame its most
harrowing obstacle - Congress - and the opponents went down with a whimper, not a bang.

In the end it was an anti-climactic moment: a resolution in the Senate disapproving of the deal (which would
have blocked its implementation) failed to achieve the 60 votes needed to pass a procedural threshold. The
vote fell largely along party lines, with a only a handful of Senate Democrats siding with Republican
colleagues against the deal.

Without the resolution, it doesn't matter what the House of Representatives does - both chambers would
have needed to disapprove of the deal in order to pass the law or even force Obama into a making good on
his threat to veto, which was all but assured to be sustained by a third of one chamber or the other. But that
doesn't mean House Republicans are done opposing it.

As if to prove the point that their opposition to the deal was a matter of politics, not policy, they are treating
the accord the same way they did Obamacare: a chaotic scramble to prepare legal challenges, put forward
new bills to gut the deal by piecemeal means other than disapproval and even a last-ditch effort to revise the
original resolution. So far, the GOP efforts appear to have achieved the impossible: unifying a normally
unruly Democratic caucus, including those who opposed the nuclear accord, against efforts to kill it.

Some of these Johnny-come-lately efforts to derail the Iran deal will carry the imprimatur of the flagship
pro-Israel lobby group here, the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (Aipac). But it doesn't appear to
be the juggernaut it once was, historically able to wield huge legislative influence thanks to a wealthy and
well-connected donor base.

Related: Does Obama's Iran deal victory mark a turning point in US-Israeli relations?

The waning clout stems from the lobby siding with the revanchist Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
whose Iran strategy since the 2012 US presidential campaign has been to unabashedly side with Republican
hawks. Aipac's alignment with the position effectively caused the group to marginalize itself; the GOP is now
the only place where Aipac can today find lockstep support. The tens of millions Aipac spent lobbying
against the deal were unable to obscure this dynamic.

We may not look back at this as a sea change - some Senate Democrats who held firm against opposition to
the deal are working with Aipac to pass subsequent legislation that contains poison pills designed to kill it -
but rather as a rising tide eroding the once sturdy bipartisan pro-Israeli government consensus on Capitol
Hill. Some relationships have been frayed; previously stalwart allies of the Israel's interests, such as Vice
President Joe Biden, have reportedly said the Iran deal fight soured them on Aipac.

Even with the boundaries of its abilities on display, however, Aipac will continue its efforts. "We urge those
who have blocked a vote today to reconsider," the group said in a spin-heavy statement casting a pretty
objective defeat as victory with the headline, "Bipartisan Senate Majority Rejects Iran Nuclear Deal." The
group's allies in the Senate Republican Party have already promised to rehash the procedural vote next
week, and its lobbyists are still rallying for support in the House. But the Senate's refusal to halt US support
for the deal means that Senate Democrats are unlikely to reconsider, especially after witnessing Thursday's
Republican hijinx in the House. These ploys look like little more than efforts to embarrass Obama into
needing to cast a veto.

If Republicans' rhetoric leading up to to their flop in the Senate - Senator Lindsey Graham of South Carolina
took to the floor during the debate and pulled out an old trick from the run-up to the Iraq war: blaming Iran for
9/11 and saying a failure to act would result in a worse attack - is any indication, even Democrats like the
pro-Israel hawk Chuck Schumer will find it untenable to sidle up to Aipac and the Republicans.

Opponents of the deal want to say the Democrats played politics instead of evaluating the deal honestly.
That charge is ironic, to say the least, since most experts agree the nuclear deal is sound and the best
agreement diplomacy could achieve. But there were politics at play: rather than siding with Obama,
Congressional Democrats lined up against the Republican/Netanyahu alliance. The adamance of Aipac
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ended up working against its stated interests.

Groups like Aipac will go on touting their bipartisan bona fides without considering that their adoption of
Netanyahu's own partisanship doomed them to a partisan result. Meanwhile, the ensuing fight, which will no
doubt bring more of the legislative chaos we saw this week, won't be a cakewalk, so to speak, but will put the
lie to Aipac's claims it has a bipartisan consensus behind it. Despite their best efforts, Obama won't be the
one embarrassed by the scrambling on the horizon.
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The refugees in Hungary remind me why I'm still a Zionist;
But Israel, by rejecting those fleeing violent racism, has betrayed the
vision of its foundation

BYLINE: Giles Fraser

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 712 words

I'm excitedly packing my bags to fly to Israel for the New Year, Rosh Hashanah. For secular Israelis, it's a
time of food and family, with a preponderance of apple and honey to invite a sweet new year. For the more
religious, the ram's horn will be blown and a period of 10 days' self-examination will begin, concluding with
Yom Kippur. It is said that on Rosh Hashanah three books of account are opened in which our human
failings are recorded. And those who have not repented by Yom Kippur will be subject to judgment. The days
between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are a sort of religious last-chance saloon.
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I'm a committed Zionist. That's become a loaded word, fraught with political anxiety, especially on the left.
But what I mean by it is simply that I passionately support the existence of Israel. And I don't support it in
some abstract, mealy mouthed way. I have a great love of the place and its people. But what I emphatically
do not mean is that I support Israel's occupation of the West Bank. I believe illegal settlements must be
dismantled. And I yield to no one in my detestation of the current government and its blatant racism towards
Palestinians. Indeed, prompted by my belief that Jews needed shelter from the racism directed towards
them, it is precisely because of my fear and hatred of racism that I became a Zionist in the first place.

And if any evidence for the persistence of racism is required, look at the ways in which places like Hungary
are responding to the latest vulnerable refugees in their midst. Many ordinary Hungarians are doing heroic
work in offering a welcome to desperate Syrian families. But the official response from state and church has
often been little short of wicked. And it feels like no coincidence that one of the great founding fathers of
Zionism, Theodor Herzl, was born in Budapest.

But my problem with modern Israeli politics is precisely that it has betrayed the vision of Herzl's idealistic and
secular foundation. For what began as a safe haven for a battered refugee people has turned itself into the
very thing it was designed to protect these people from: a state that enshrined institutional racism into its
core. Not only towards Palestinians, but also towards refugees retracing the Exodus journey from north
Africa. Culture minister Miri Regev has called Sudanese refugees "a cancer in our body".

This is the tragedy of modern Israel - it has turned on its own ideals. So when Binyamin Netanyahu says
Israel is too small a country to accept any refugees fleeing from murderous Isis thugs - who are also virulent
antisemites remember - opposition leader Issac Herzog is dead right to insist: " You've forgotten what it is to
be Jewish. Refugees. Persecuted. The prime minister of the Jewish people does not close his heart and the
gate when people are fleeing for their lives from persecution, with their babies in their hands."

I am not a Zionist for religious reasons. For me it's the secular "safe haven" argument that clinches it. But
those who claim religious Judaism - like many on the Israeli right - are called to live up to the fullness of its
injunctions, not least those that insist upon welcoming the stranger and the alien. The Hebrew Bible is not
just about strong nationalistic leaders like David and Solomon, but also about the prophets who gave them a
hard time when they (frequently) betrayed their vision. In the theological imagination, Israel exists because
of a covenant, a treaty, between God and his people. But the terms of this pact are provisional, containing a
severance clause if Israel doesn't keep its side of the bargain.

And, as described in Leviticus, the consequences of such a failure are catastrophic: "But if you [Israel] will
not listen to me and carry out all these commands ... I will set my face against you so that you will be
defeated by your enemies." Secular people can happily ignore this as a dusty old book. But those on the
religious right, who claim the Bible as their title deeds, ought to take the provisional nature of their contract
more seriously. And the call of the ram's horn is an appropriate time for such much-needed reflection.
Remember, you yourselves were once foreigners in the land of Egypt.

@giles_fraser
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Facebook doesn't understand that there's no one-click shortcut to
empathy;
Mark Zuckerberg's latest innovation, an 'empathy' button, represents
the worst kind of digital slacktivism and is no substitute for genuine
action

BYLINE: Roman Krznaric

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 829 words

Mark Zuckerberg has just announced Facebook's latest innovation : the introduction of an "empathy" button
as an alternative to the thumbs-up "Like" icon that accompanies every post. The plan, he says, is to create "a
quick way to emote" so people can register their response to anything from personal tragedies such as a
death in the family to political tragedies such as the refugee crisis.

Related: Forget 'Dislike' - here are 12 new buttons Facebook really needs

If Zuckerberg thinks this is going to create a global upsurge of empathy, he's mistaken. Clicking a button as
an act of empathy represents the worst kind of digital slacktivism. It substitutes genuine action in the real
world for a momentary online act that might salve the conscience but does little else.

Empathy must matter if it's got Facebook's attention. But what is it? As psychologists will tell you, it's the
ability to step into the shoes of another person, understand their feelings and perspectives, and - crucially -
to use that understanding to guide our actions. Of course we should respond to a friend whose mother has
just died or who has lost their job, but the best way to do it isn't to click a button: it's to pick up the phone and
give them a call, or at the very least to write them a meaningful message. The danger is that an "emote"
function will erode our efforts to genuinely communicate with others, leaving us both emotionally inarticulate
and illiterate.

As for posts on political topics, we're not going to solve the refugee crisis or tackle climate change by clicking
the empathy button as we scroll down our wall during lunch break. Zuckerberg is right to realise that we need
to find a way to respond to such issues, but the real point of empathy is to convert our emotional reaction into
a meaningful act of social change, be it joining a march or volunteering our time for a cause we believe in.
The UK is now opening its doors to Syrian refugees because thousands took to the streets in their name, not
because we "liked" Facebook posts about their plight.

There's evidence that the more Facebook interactions people have, the more narcissistic they're likely to be
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It's true that Facebook, Twitter and other social networking apps have a place in political mobilisation. During
the Occupy Movement and the Arab spring, they helped notify people of police brutality or that a protest was
about to take place, which inspired them to step away from their screens and on to the streets of Madrid or
Cairo.

But despite high hopes - including Zuckerberg's - the potential of digital technology to create a wave of
empathic action hasn't borne fruit. There's evidence that the more Facebook interactions people have, the
more narcissistic they're likely to be, while we're all familiar with the trolling and digital harassment that stems
from online anonymity, or what psychologists call the " online disinhibition effect ". It's relatively easy to be
abusive to someone if you're not looking them in the eye.

Rather than clicking empathy icons, we need to find more innovative ways of creating online empathic
engagement that has a greater chance of shifting the contours of the social and political landscape. A few
years ago an organisation in Israel and Palestine called the Parents' Circle set up the Hello Peace
telephone line : any Israeli could call a freephone number and was put through to a Palestinian stranger to
talk about anything they wished for up to half an hour. Palestinians could similarly call Israelis. In its first five
years of operation more than one million calls were made.

Related: Social media's a trap, but I can't bear to get out | Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett

Just imagine if we used Skype or other simple digital technologies to do something similar today, like getting
wealthy bankers to speak with people lining up at food banks, or creating conversations between
climate-change sceptics and climate-change activists.

That's how to use technology to create grassroots empathy. It's the opposite of Zuckerberg's desire to turn
empathy into a one-click solution.

Ultimately, we need to promote experiential empathy that really enables people to step into the shoes of
others whose lives are unknown or remote from their own, rather than opting for the convenience of quick-fix
digital substitutes. What might it be like to be a migrant in the "jungle" in Calais, or to have lost your job in
your 50s and be struggling to make ends meet? That's what we really need to know. But it won't be an
empathy button that will help us find out.

Roman Krznaric is author of the international bestseller Empathy and founder of the
Empathy Museum . Its launch exhibit, A Mile in My Shoes - where you can literally
walk in the shoes of a stranger and hear their personal story - is open in London until 27 September as part
of the Totally Thames festival
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It's vital for Jeremy Corbyn to establish a working relationship with
British Jews;
The Labour leader's passionate support for Palestinian causes has
worried many. He now needs to build bridges

BYLINE: Keith Kahn-Harris
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Jeremy Corbyn's intray is filled with a daunting array of challenges resulting from a victory that even he
probably thought inconceivable when his campaign started. So it would have been understandable had he
not accorded top priority to one of those challenges: how to relate to Britain's 300,000 Jews.

Related: Jeremy Corbyn says antisemitism claims 'ludicrous and wrong'

Yet in the tumultuous days after victory, his camp did apparently float the possibility of what some sources
described as a "minister for Jews" (later upgraded to a minister for minority faiths).

This hasn't happened - some say it was never even considered - and probably will never happen. But it does
show that, at some level, some sections of the Corbyn campaign, and perhaps Corbyn himself, recognised a
need to reach out to the Jewish community.

The problem is clear. As surveys have shown, the majority of British Jews are Zionists, albeit with varying
degrees of enthusiasm for the current Israeli government. While many Zionists believe there need be no
inherent tension with Palestinians - envisaging, at least in theory, a state of Israel existing alongside a state
of Palestine - the passionate activism of Palestinian supporters, particularly their frequent support for
boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) and a "one-state" solution, is unnerving to many.

But the concern isn't just about defending Israel. After spikes in antisemitic incidents during Israel's recent
wars, as well as terrorist attacks on Jewish targets in France and Denmark, concern about antisemitism has
risen among British Jews.

Corbyn's outspoken support for the Palestine Solidarity Campaign, together with his frequent appearing on
platforms with, and alleged support for, Islamist and other controversial speakers who have espoused
antisemitic and even Holocaust-denying views ( such as in the cases of Raed Salah and Paul Eisen
respectively ), has inevitably meant that his victory has been received with shock and even horror by
substantial sections of British Jewry.

It is clear that accusations that he is tolerant of antisemitism have been deeply wounding to him personally
and to many of his supporters. He also has many Jewish supporters who are at the forefront of defending
him.
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It may have been that the "minister for Jews" idea was simply a way of solidifying his support among his
Jewish defenders. I hope, though, that it was a recognition that Corbyn needs to reach out beyond his
existing Jewish supporters to those who are much more suspicious. It was ill-thought out to be sure - the
phrase has sinister resonances, as the only societies that have "ministers for Jews" are those that think they
have a Jewish problem, although it may have been part of a poorly phrased floating of a proposal for a
minister for faith minorities - but it could indicate a genuine desire for a rapprochement.

So why does Jeremy Corbyn need to start building bridges with those sections of the British Jewish
community that will find it difficult to trust him?

If any reconciliation is possible, it will need to begin quietly and out of the glare of the media

The main reason is this: to be a potential national leader of a multicultural nation, it's a very bad idea to be so
alienated from a majority of any British minority. While no leader of any political party can reasonably aspire
to garner votes from the majority of every minority, a prospective party of government must at the very least
be able to have a dialogue with all minorities and listen seriously to their concerns.

In short, it's probably too much to ask that most British Jews will ever be Corbynites, and that Corbyn will in
return find Zionism to be anything other than problematic. But it shouldn't be too much to ask for cordial and
businesslike relations to be established with Jewish groups. There are also reasons to think that this might
be possible.

First of all, at least some Jewish communal organisations do accept the need to establish some kind of
relationship with Corbyn. The Board of Deputies and the Jewish Leadership Council issued curt but not
hostile statements that publicly expressed their desire to meet him. The heads of both organisations have
also expressed willingness to "engage", whilestill making clear that they have concerns.

Second, the Jewish relationship with the Labour party is so long and deep that it is going to be difficult for
Corbyn's leadership to avoid dealing with at least some Jewish detractors within his own party. Jewish
Labour party members may, in fact, be able to find some way of mediating between Corbyn and the Jewish
community. Intriguingly, Luciana Berger - MP for Liverpool Wavertree and a previous director of Labour
Friends of Israel - is now serving as shadow minister for mental health. I would not envy her the competing
tensions she will have to mediate, but she may prove to be a crucial figure.

If any reconciliation is possible, it will need to begin quietly and out of the glare of the media, with the
seriousness that dialogue and conflict resolution require. There is clearly a great deal of hurt and suspicion
on both sides and it's going to take time to address.

I am suggesting to my fellow members of the British Jewish community some ways in which it might try to
build bridges to Corbyn. Both Jeremy Corbyn and his detractors share one belief: they agree that
antisemitism is wrong and unacceptable. They may differ profoundly on what constitutes antisemitism, but
there is at least something to build on. It's not much, but it is something.
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#IStandWithAhmed shows why we mustn't rush to increase
counter-terror powers;
The story of Texan schoolboy Ahmed Mohamed is a warning not to be
suckered by those such as MI5 chief Andrew Parker who want greater
state surveillance

BYLINE: Gaby Hinsliff
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So imagine you're a teacher and there's a kid in your class whose bag keeps emitting a loud, annoying beep.
Eventually you demand he hand over whatever electronic contraband he has, only to find it's something
covered in wires and attached to a circuit board.

Related: Ahmed Mohamed is just one example of the bigotry American Muslims face | Linda Sarsour

Do you A: assume it's a bomb and alert the head, who calls in police, who handcuff this Sudanese-born child
and drag him off to a juvenile detention facility for lengthy interrogation - before grudgingly accepting that
he's actually not a jihadi but a kid who loves inventing things, and this is his homemade clock? Or B: marvel
once again at the way so many ethnic minority kids seem to excel at science and technology, and ask him to
demonstrate it to the class?

Congratulations if you got the correct answer, unlike the staff of Irving independent high school in Texas, and
indeed Irving police, who this week chose A when faced with a small, bespectacled wannabe engineer aged
all of 14. Their treatment of Ahmed Mohamed has been disowned by everyone from the president down ("
Cool clock, Ahmed," Barack Obama tweeted. "Want to bring it to the White House?"). It's hard to think of a
more crushing experience for a young boy than realising how many people will judge him only on his race or
religion, rather than the person he is.

So the right answer is, obviously, neither A nor B. It's C: don't assume anything, just find out the facts, and
then make a decision based on those rather than on half-baked prejudices and lazy stereotypes. It's not
unreasonable for a teacher to ask what that ominously ticking thing is - just so long as they'd respond in
exactly the same way to a white child with a homemade science project they brought in to show their
engineering teacher.

Both police and the school have since insisted that colour didn't come into it and that they were merely
following protocol for potential hoax bombs. But they'll have a job selling that to an America that has seen too
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many young black men shot dead by police officers overreacting to a threat that turned out not to exist - or
indeed to a Britain that hasn't quite forgotten Jean Charles de Menezes, the innocent Brazilian shot dead at a
tube station in the jittery aftermath of 7/7.

Ahmed's story thankfully has a happy ending, with invitations to the White House, and tech entrepreneurs
offering internships, but it sends shivers down the spine nonetheless because so many similar stories have
ended in tragedy.

The symbolic value of this boy being welcomed into the White House by a black president and an Asian
government chief data scientist (who invited Ahmed to a presidential astronomy night ) rather than by two
white men should not be understated, then: they aren't just paying lip service to the idea that children of
colour can rise to the highest office, but actually embodying it.

Obama has arguably proved better at symbolism than at reforming policing to prevent young black men
dying

It was impossible to read Obama's response without remembering how long he's been dogged by demented
"birthers" accusing him of being a secret Muslim; or his recent remark that there's no black professional his
age who hasn't at least once been mistaken for a valet or a waiter.

Yet Obama has arguably proved better at symbolism than at reforming policing to prevent young black men
dying of what looks suspiciously like prejudice. The cultural change wrought by a black president,
meanwhile, seemingly only goes so far: Republican presidential candidates wriggled awkwardly when asked
about Ahmed and a rising tide of anti-Muslim discrimination at Wednesday's televised debate, while Irving's
mayor Beth Van Duyne issued an extraordinary statement defending both school and police and adding that
perhaps some of the recent atrocities in American schools and workplaces "could have been prevented and
lives spared if people were more vigilant".

As a white British parent I find all the #IStandWithAhmed stuff supporting him genuinely heartwarming; but
were I a black parent with a son at school in Texas, or a daughter in a hijab on the streets of London, I'd
probably swap it in a heartbeat for some concrete measures to ensure crude preconceptions and creeping
Islamophobia did not put my children in danger.

And that's the context in which today's public intervention by Andrew Parker, the head of MI5, in the looming
debate over extending counter-terrorism powers (again) should be seen. Whatever the merits or otherwise of
increasing electronic surveillance - and that's a whole other column - Ahmed's story is a reminder not to be
suckered in by the argument that those with nothing to hide have nothing to fear.

Related: Texas schoolboy arrested over clock to visit Obama as authorities defend action

Only once in my life have I ever been yanked out of an airport queue, searched and grimly interrogated for
an hour, and that was two decades ago, on a flight home from Israel. Once they'd made me strip to my
underwear and methodically emptied out the contents of my shampoo bottle for analysis, my interrogators
relaxed slightly and explained it was nothing personal really.

I'd just been flagged because, as a 19-year-old female flying alone, I fitted a specific intelligence profile
(something, they hinted, about young women being drawn into love affairs with PLO fighters). It didn't bother
me particularly, but then it wouldn't, because in a lifetime's encounters with all the usual kinds of security that
was probably the only time that being a white, middle-class female hasn't virtually guaranteed me the benefit
of the doubt.

Unlike an old friend, now an NHS consultant, I didn't spend half my 20s being pulled over when driving at
night by police officers suspicious of a young Asian guy in an expensive car. Nightclub bouncers never
searched me, I never get stopped by customs, and if my handbag started beeping ominously the bomb
squad probably wouldn't be called in.

People like me - and parliament being the sort of place it is, the majority of those voting on counter-terrorism
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bills are probably people like me - have little to fear: not just because we lead boring lives but because fear is
still not distributed fairly. We know in theory that powers can be misused, people mistreated; but to be blunt,
it's not likely to be us. It's more likely to be some kid whose surname is Mohamed.

If #IStandWithAhmed is to be anything more than a fleeting hashtag, it should remind us to stand with those
who have nothing to hide but still too much to fear.

· This article was amended on 21 September 2015. An earlier version said: "The symbolic value of this boy
being welcomed into the White House by a black president and an Asian government chief data scientist...
rather than by two white men cannot be understated". This has been corrected to say "should not be
understated".
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For freedom of speech, these are troubling times;
This most fundamental of principles is under attack - from over-zealous
law making, online witch hunts, and a profit-driven media offensive on
the BBC

BYLINE: Jonathan Dimbleby
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In our troubled and insecure environment, Britain has accumulated laws which curtail freedom of expression
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- in the name of national security and territorial integrity; and to prevent public disorder and combat crime.
Laws which also compromise freedom of expression to restrict what we now call "hate speech".

Take the Public Order Act, which makes it a criminal offence to use threatening or abusive language with the
intention of causing "alarm or distress" to an individual or anybody else who hears it. It is a criminal offence
to use language, or publish written material, intended to incite "racial hatred". It is a criminal offence to incite
"religious hatred" or "hatred" against individuals on the grounds of sexual orientation.

But what is it to cause "alarm and distress"? What expression of "hatred" should merit criminal sanction?

There is a growing number of people who believe you should be able to say what you like, so long as they
agree with you

There is a critically important distinction - that the law seeks to protect - between causing "distress", which
may be a crime, and causing "offence", which may not. The distinction is not easy for the layman to define,
and the two are only too easy to elide. And this happens too often, not because of the laws against hate
speech themselves, but because of the prevailing climate in which the law now operates. There is a growing
number of people who believe that you should be able to say what you like, but only so long as they agree
with you. This attitude is having a huge impact: on university campuses and in town halls, on radio and
television, in theatres and art galleries.

Last autumn Brett Bailey, a white South African artist, created a tableau with living black actors chained and
in cages to mimic the way in which 19th century Europeans were entertained by so-called "freak shows". His
work, which he billed as "anti-racist and anti-colonialist", received critical acclaim. Others took the opposite
view. A journalist called for it to be banned on the grounds of "complicit racism". Protesters gathered outside
the Barbican Centre in London on its opening night. The show was cancelled.This year, a play
commissioned by the National Youth Theatre was withdrawn days before it was due to open. The work was
inspired by the case of three teenage girls who left their school in London apparently to become jihadi brides
in Syria. When it was cancelled, the director and writer complained: "Voices have been silenced here."

Related: The arts, the law and freedom of speech

This febrile atmosphere is explained in large measure by the growing threat posed by "extremists". Those
terrorists who perpetrated the Charlie Hebdo murders brought this into the most dastardly focus. For me,
some reactions to that atrocity were a disturbing illustration of a growing intolerance of offensive expression.

Some went berserk on Twitter and elsewhere to condemn the slogan "Je suis Charlie Hebdo" because, they
claimed, the magazine was Islamophobic, racist and therefore not worthy of defending on grounds of free
expression. A cavalcade of righteous authors, led by Michael Ondaatje and Peter Carey, wrote an open letter
attacking the American branch of PEN for awarding Charlie Hebdo the Freedom of Expression Courage
award.

Salman Rushdie was appalled and driven to say that, instead of supporting him over The Satanic Verses,
such writers "would have accused me of insulting an ethnic and cultural minority". He added: "We are living
in the darkest time I have ever known."

In institutions across the western world, the "hecklers''' veto is growing in frequency and volume. This was
applied successfully to, among others, the former US secretary of state Condoleezza Rice, and the head of
the IMF, Christine Lagarde, who were driven to withdraw from speaking engagements on US university
campuses.

On some campuses there are calls for "trigger warnings" to be inserted in books like The Great Gatsby
(because it is misogynistic), Huckleberry Finn (racist), and the Merchant of Venice (antisemitic). How long
before such books are removed from the shelves altogether to protect the vulnerable from being offended?

In Britain it is no better. When Israel's deputy ambassador was invited to Essex University to give a talk, he
was heckled so violently that the event had to be abandoned. There is something peculiarly ugly about
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young minds so closed to alternative views that they block their ears and intimidate others into silence. Too
often university authorities are supine in the face of student intimidation.

Related: Why free speech is integral to the intellectual life of our universities | Catherine Bennett

And it is intimidation. The scientist Tim Hunt was silenced by his university, University College London, after
he joked somewhat feebly that girls shouldn't work with men in the laboratory because they fall in love and
cry when criticised. Despite an apology, he was pressurised to resign his honorary fellowship. Like a good
number of the university's alumni I was appalled, and took the painful step of disowning my own honorary
fellowship.

In the name of national security, the government is soon to launch a counter-extremism strategy - extremism
being defined as " the vocal or active opposition to fundamental British values, including democracy, the rule
of the law, individual liberty and the mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs ..." The prime
minister has declared that "our strongest weapon [is] our own liberal values".

There are to be "new narrowly targeted powers" in the counter-extremism bill designed to prevent what the
prime minister describes as "cult leaders" from peddling their hatred in public places. If he means that such
"hate" preachers should not be treated as latter-day messiahs, I am with him. If, however, he wants to stop
them being cross-examined, contradicted or ridiculed, then I think he is wrong.

Preachers spouting hateful nonsense, as opposed to advocating hateful action, should be subjected to
merciless scrutiny. So it is dismaying to read that the home secretary has been considering a
"pre-transmission regulatory regime" - muzzling radio and television in the hope of stamping out extremism.

Too often university authorities are supine in the face student intimidation

Nothing could be better calculated to incubate the virus of extremism. It would be driven even further
underground, and find a ready host in those who feel lost, alienated and resentful.

The revolution in global communications offers freedoms unimaginable until very recently. Online, you can
discover and learn, entertain and inspire. It is in almost every way a liberation for all of us.

Almost. You can also babble with impunity. Under the cloak of anonymity, you can express the ugliest of
sentiments; you can join a witch-hunt to destroy a reputation or to assassinate a character. We are thus
liberated and simultaneously imprisoned by social media. In this climate, public service broadcasting is
arguably more important than ever but, ironically, under greater threat than ever.

The BBC has become the most influential public service broadcaster in the world. It sets a benchmark for all
broadcasters - public and commercial. That is why you should be very worried about what is happening to it.

Today its enemies are more powerful than ever. Some are ideological, some are commercial. The former are
to be found at their most ferocious on the backbenches of the House of Commons. Then there are the
enemies in the media, who are not so much driven by ideology as profit. Principal among these is News UK,
owned by News Corp, which is owned by Rupert Murdoch.

News Corp and its ilk have a vested financial interest in reducing the BBC's scope and influence

News Corp's papers in Britain assiduously canvass the views of those MPs who are most likely to put the
BBC in the dock for failure to live up to the Murdoch empire's well-attested standards of integrity and probity.
I could give you scores of examples. But one will do. A few weeks ago the Songs of Praise editor elected to
film the programme at the migrant camp in Calais. Under the headline "Hymnigrants - BBC BLASTED", the
Sun reported: "BBC chiefs spark outrage". Its only source for the alleged "outrage": a Conservative
backbencher. Never mind that the archbishop of Canterbury welcomed the fact that Songs of Praise was to
celebrate the "love of Christ" in a makeshift Ethiopian church, the Sun's message was clear: the BBC is run
by a bunch of lefties who are soft on immigration.
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News Corp and its ilk have a vested financial interest in reducing the BBC's scope and influence in the hope
that the edifice will tumble, leaving a gaping hole in the market for them to fill. They and their cronies in
Westminster care not a jot for balance or fairness, but are doing their best to shape the outcome of the
negotiations over the renewal of the BBC's charter - effectively its licence to broadcast.

The culture secretary, John Whittingdale, produced a green paper (open to public comment) that made his
agenda pretty clear. It asserted that today, "the BBC is just one voice among many" before going on to ask if
the corporation has "become too big, and if so, should it be more focused?" This is what a lawyer might
describe as a leading, and a loaded, question.

Whittingdale has appointed eight people to advise him on the renewal of the charter - all of whom have
vested interests, or roles in the media or private sector. Which takes me back to the rule of law and to
freedom and democracy. And to the world in which we now live, and in which those essential qualities of
western civilisation are once again imperilled. In this dysfunctional world, the BBC, like other public service
broadcasters across Europe, has a vital role. It is a unique forum. It would be a tragedy if any government,
wittingly or unwittingly, were so to tamper with the BBC as to turn it into merely "one voice among many".

· This is an edited extract from the 2015 Prix Italia lecture to be delivered in Turin tomorrow
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Cameron must include Assad in any strategy to defeat Isis in Syria;
As long as Britain and its allies refuse to entertain a negotiated
agreement with the Syrian president, Islamic State will be free to
continue its reign of terror

BYLINE: Avi Shlaim
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The civil war in Syria has been raging for four years and its consequences have been nothing short of
catastrophic: 250,000 Syrians have been killed, 12 million - or half the population - have become refugees
and whole cities have been reduced to rubble. Islamic State controls a swath of territory almost the size of
Britain, stretching from eastern Syria to western Iraq.

The plight of the Syrian refugees who recently reached Europe's shores made this a burning issue in British
politics. David Cameron, as is his wont, followed where he was supposed to lead. Public opinion shamed his
government into doing something. Grudgingly, he announced that Britain would take in 20,000 Syrian
refugees but only over a period of five years and the cost would come out of the overseas aid budget. Given
the scale and urgency of the problem, this response is woefully inadequate.

Cameron seems to be itching to take the lead in preparing the ground for military intervention in Syria. He
believes that the time is fast approaching for Britain to extend its air strikes against Isis targets from Iraq to
Syria and he made this clear to the House of Commons when he said that "hard military force" would be
necessary.

Downing Street is drawing up a new strategy for Syria that would involve limited military strikes against the
"controlling brains" of Isis and a renewed diplomatic push to remove president Assad from power. Intent on
avoiding another Commons defeat on Syria, Cameron has stressed that military action would be specifically
directed at defeating Isis without elaborating on his plans for regime change in Damascus.

Related: Syria conflict will displace another million people, says UN official

The new strategy is hopelessly muddled and has no chance of achieving either its declared or its undeclared
objective. Air power alone cannot defeat Isis, as past experience demonstrates and as military experts
acknowledge. But even if Isis is defeated, the result would be to strengthen rather than to weaken the Assad
regime. The struggle for Syria is a three-cornered one between the Assad regime, Isis and the "moderate"
Syrian rebels who fight both Assad and Isis. By concentrating firepower on Isis, Britain would relieve the
military pressure on Assad and enable him to turn all his guns against the group the UK has been trying to
foster, the "moderate" Syrian rebels.

British ministers keep repeating the mantra that Assad is part of the problem, not part of the solution. In truth
he is a very large part of the problem but also an indispensable part of any negotiated solution. Policy has to
be geared not towards wishful thinking but towards the reality on the ground and the reality is that all the
efforts over the past four years to topple Assad have ended in failure. In other words, there is no military
solution to the crisis in Syria. A political solution might be possible but only if Assad is involved in the talks on
the future of Syria.

Here the lessons of history are highly instructive. As Churchill observed, the further back you go, the further
forward you can see.

British ministers keep repeating the mantra that Assad is part of the problem, not part of the solution

Kofi Annan, on behalf of the UN, tried to broker a political compromise in 2012 that would have ended the
fighting in Syria. Western insistence on regime change in Damascus sabotaged his efforts and forced him to
resign. He was succeeded by Lakhdar Brahimi, the former Algerian foreign minister and one of the ablest
Arab diplomats of his generation. Brahimi was armed with a double mandate to tackle the Syrian crisis,
backed by both the UN and the Arab League. He convened an international conference in Geneva in
January 2014. But on day one of the conference, the US secretary of state declared that Assad had to go.
Not surprisingly, the Syrian government refused to enter into talks on the formation of a transitional authority
and the conference got nowhere.
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The only prospect of ending the horrendous death and destruction spawned by the Syrian civil war lies in
convening an international conference under UN auspices with all the major parties to the conflict: the Syrian
government, the "moderate" Syrian opposition, the US, Britain, France, Russia, Iraq, Iran, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia and Turkey. The participation of Russia and Iran is particularly crucial because they have always
supported the Assad regime and they are not going to abandon it any time soon.

The aim of the conference would be to strike a grand bargain. This would stipulate that the Assad regime
could continue but only if it stopped the brutal attacks on its citizens and set in motion a political process
leading to eventual power sharing. It would also unite most of the parties to this extraordinarily complex crisis
against the common enemy, namely, Islamic State.

For Britain and its western allies to continue to insist that Assad must go would simply ensure that no
negotiated settlement is ever reached. Politicians, like everyone else, are free to repeat the mistakes of the
past, but it is not mandatory to do so.

Avi Shlaim is author of The Iron Wall: Israel and the Arab World
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Harry Potter was forbidden as a child, but the Bible's bloodshed was fair
game;
Even when I read the series in college, I felt anxious. You can take a girl
out of fundamentalist Christianity, but it's hard to take religion out of the
girl

BYLINE: Sarah Galo
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While most of my friends remember elementary school as the time they discovered Harry Potter, I remember
third grade as the year when I read Judges 19 and learned about gang rape.

I no longer recall exactly why I was reading that Bible passage that young. I would like to say that it was in
preparation for my private school's annual Bible Competition, which was like a regular quiz bowl with the
bonus of "sword drills," where would would lift our Bibles in the air, hands grasping the binding, count to three
and then furiously page through to find Amos 2:10 and try to be the first to read aloud.

But back to Judges 19. I regularly read my Bible. I was excited to. Not only did the drama of the stories
interest me - miracles, the apocalypse - I saw reading it as an act of devotion to God, by which I would grow
closer to him. I counted the minutes until I could sit and read it, which is the only reason besides competition
prep as to why I was possibly reading about the Levite and his concubine, and the Levite being demanded
by the men of the city for sex. Spoiler: the concubine is offered in his place.

But what horrified me the most about Judges 19 wasn't the gang rape, but the visceral aftermath: the man
took his concubine's battered and assaulted body home and cut into the 12 pieces, sending each to a tribe of
Israel.

I was never told to skip the graphic portions of the Bible - except for Song of Songs, of course. To read about
the joys and pleasures of sex was forbidden, unlike reading about rape, incest and genocide.

But Harry Potter and his ilk were verboten. The leaders in my Pentecostal church children's group warned us
against reading about the boy wizard, because it would "open doors" to demonic presences in our lives.
Presumably, we would fall into witchcraft, casting spells and losing our faith in God.

This mirrored wider Christian discourses at the time; critiques came in the form of books like Harry Potter and
the Bible: Harmless Fantasy or Dangerous Fascination? The Menace behind the Magick and Chick tracts
like " The Nervous Witch," which attempts to link reading Harry Potter as a gateway to occult practices.

My own family took it further than Harry Potter: I wasn't allowed to read The Chronicles of Narnia, despite the
strongly Christian allegorical elements in CS Lewis's well-known books, because of the presence of a witch.
This was the only reading restriction I questioned, sneaking a copy of The Magician's Nephew in school.
Perhaps it was the otherworldly exploration of the Biblical creation narrative that swayed me. But, otherwise,
I accepted my lot and largely filled my time reading missionary narratives.

I only read Harry Potter much later - my second semester of my junior year of college in my children's
literature course. More than anything, I was surprised at how benign the story was. Yes, there were witches
and sorcerers and magic, both good and dark. But it wasn't a groundbreaking moment. I turned the pages. I
read. I went to bed.

I will admit, though, that as I read, I felt a creeping anxiety that I was opening some kind of door to witchcraft
or the like, as I was told as a child. You can take a girl out of fundamentalism, but that doesn't automatically
take fundamentalism out of the girl.

Within the strain of Christianity in which I was raised, the Bible is infallible and absolute; it is God-breathed; it
is a living document. So if the Bible says that the God created the world in six days, and the Bible was written
by God through prophets and disciples, who are we to question it?

Further: if God saw fit to include recountings of horrific violence - whether a gang rape or a world-ending
flood - in the Bible, how are we to approach that? In the case of Judges 19, when the concubine is offered in
place of the man, how is a woman to read it? After all, the act of the men of the city having sex with the man
is described as a "despicable thing"; the act of having sex - it isn't even called rape - with the woman isn't
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condemned, but completed as an act of compromise.

This was more damaging than anything else I could have read even if the Bible does affirm women in other
places.

Fiction, on the other hand, wasn't only fallible, it was without God, in some cases. While it's absurd to say
that Harry Potter presents anything close to representing reality, it does reveal a world that operates outside
of Christian principles, where the presence of God was not required for morals. Perhaps this is most
frightening of all to the fundamentalists who oppose it so vehemently, though the same could be said of
many works of fiction.

It was only as I began to study in literature in college that I spoke with people of faith from outside of my
fundamentalist bubble and began to understand there are different ways of approaching the Bible. While
most still believe the Bible to be a foundational religious text, they bring the understanding of cultural context
and interpretive fluidity. I also met Christians who had read beyond the Bible, who freely read as children and
who were balanced and healthy individuals.

It is then that I began to learn I could hold my beliefs in one hand, and in the other, hold books that present
other worlds and even opposing views, and be OK. I'm still learning and reading my way out of
fundamentalism.
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The Observer view on Russia's military intervention in Syria;
Putin risks worsening a dire conflict for his own gain, and we sit silent

BYLINE: Observer editorial
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It is a chastening measure of the cluelessness of western policy in Syria that President Vladimir Putin has
been able to suggest, with an implausible altruism, that he, of all people, is the man with the solution.
Predictably, his idea of a fix is primarily military. The recent Russian build-up in bases along Syria's western
seaboard reportedly includes attack helicopters, combat jets and armed forces personnel. This is a
dangerous and unwelcome development.

Russia's intervention, or rather its escalation (since the Kremlin has long clung to its Syrian foothold in the
Arab sphere), is presented to the outside world as a starting point for a revamped international campaign to
defeat Islamic State (Isis). Putin, Moscow suggests, is doing what hapless Barack Obama cannot: showing a
lead in tackling the black-flagged, black-hearted standard-bearers of global Islamist jihadism. The reality is
considerably less hopeful. By recklessly raising the military stakes in the Syrian cauldron, by acting
unilaterally and without any manner of UN or collective mandate, by threatening to send aircraft into areas
where American, Turkish and other anti-Isis forces are operating, Putin risks further complicating an already
fiendishly complicated conflict. Amid the horror of hundreds of thousands civilians killed, millions more
displaced and a nation broken asunder, Russia's actions could make a terrible situation worse.

Even if this were not the case, there is another more fundamental objection. As he has proved time and
again, Putin is not a man to be trusted. When he speaks at the UN on Monday, and in his scheduled
meetings with Obama and other leaders, Putin will have three main objectives in view, and defeating Isis is
not chief among them. One is securing the position of Bashar al-Assad - the pro-Moscow dictator primarily
responsible for Syrian carnage, and his illegitimate regime - at least in the short term, when Russia should
instead be supporting his arrest for war crimes. In this he is likely to be encouraged by increasing signs that
other states - Britain among them - may be moving towards accepting a continuing role for the dictator in a
post-conflict Syria.

The second is to distract attention from eastern Ukraine and Russia's infamous Crimea land-grab. By playing
the international statesman and thereby supposedly rehabilitating himself in the eyes of the world, Putin
hopes to gain acquiescence, or at least forgetfulness, over Ukraine and, in time, relief from the sanctions that
have driven Russia's economy into a painful contraction this year. But most of all, Putin in New York will
again be pursuing his most cherished objective: re-establishing Russia as a global power after the bitter
humiliations of the immediate post-Soviet era.

Looking at the vacuum left by Obama's retreating America, Putin seeks to position Russia again as a key
Middle East player. How gratifying for him to have Israel's Binyamin Netanyahu paying personal court in
Moscow recently, in recognition of this enhanced role. Looking at the serial crises rocking the EU, from
recession to Greece to migration, Putin hopes, as ever, to exacerbate and play upon European divisions.
Looking at vulnerable borders from Estonia to Serbia, at the entire post-Soviet space including Georgia and
Moldova, and at perceived Nato weakness, Putin sends submarines and nuclear bombers to dramatise his
message: Russia is back. His rapid build-up in Syria is not, primarily, about vanquishing Isis, although Russia
certainly has good reason to fear Islamist extremism. It is but a part of a bigger, ongoing international
power-play fuelled by visceral hostility to the west.

Yet a strange silence reigns as Russia's Syria intervention proceeds. Where are those once strident voices
that so vehemently opposed similar US and British action? What say those who encouraged Labour's
parliamentary veto on bombing designed to stop chemical weapons atrocities? Might the Syria-Europe
migration catastrophe have been mitigated, had we acted differently? And what would Jeremy Corbyn and
his supporters have us do now about the self-interested, invasive meddling in Syria by Russia and pro-Assad
Iran? Russia does have a legitimate role in resolving the Syrian crisis and legitimate concerns about violent
Islamist militancy. It can deploy its diplomatic expertise to bring regional players on-side. It can reverse its
negative behaviour in the UN security council. It can use its considerable leverage with Assad to stop him
barrel-bombing his own people, agree a ceasefire, and open negotiations. And, yes, it can collaborate,
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meanwhile, in joint efforts to degrade and destroy Isis. But most importantly, Putin should make plain to
Assad, as others must also continue to do, that any Syrian settlement will require his departure. A positive
and responsible Russian role, if it can be encouraged, possibly by western incentives, would hasten this
much desired end.
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Guardian and Observer style guide: S;
'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom
Stoppard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle
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Saatchi brothers Maurice (now Lord Saatchi) and Charles (the one with the gallery)
founded M&C Saatchi in 1994 after leaving Saatchi & Saatchi, the advertising agency best known for the
slogan "Labour isn't working" in the 1979 general election campaign

saccharin noun; saccharine adjective

sacrilegious not sacreligious
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Sad seasonal affective disorder

Sadler's Wells

Safeway

Sahara no need to add "desert"

Saharawi people of the western Sahara; not "Sahawari"

said normally preferable to added, commented, declared, pointed out, ejaculated,
etc; you can avoid too many "saids", whether quoting someone or in reported speech, quite easily. See
reported speech

Sainsbury, Lord Lord Sainsbury of Turville (David Sainsbury) is a Labour peer.
Lord Sainsbury of Preston Candover (John Sainsbury) is a Tory peer. We have been known to mix them up,
so take care

Sainsbury's for the stores; the company's name is J Sainsbury plc

Saint in running text should be spelt in full: Saint John, Saint Paul. For names of
towns, churches, etc, abbreviate St (no point) eg St Mirren, St Stephen's church. In French placenames a
hyphen is needed, eg St-Nazaire, Ste-Suzanne, Stes-Maries-de-la-Mer

St Andrews no apostrophe for golf or university

St Catharine's College, Cambridge

St Catherine's College, Oxford

St James Park home of Exeter City

St James' Park home of Newcastle United

St James's Park royal park in London

Saint John New Brunswick; St John's Newfoundland

St John Ambulance not St John's and no longer "Brigade"

St Katharine Docks London

St Martin-in-the-Fields church in Trafalgar Square, London

St Paul's Cathedral

St Petersburg Russian city founded by Peter the Great in 1703. It was known as
Petrograd from 1914 to 1924, and Leningrad from 1924 to 1991

Saint-Saëns, Camille (1835-1921) French composer

St Thomas' hospital in London; not St Thomas's

sake Japanese rice wine

Saki pen name of the British writer HH Munro (1870-1916), known mainly for his
short stories
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saleable

Salvation Army not the Sally Army

salvo plural salvoes

Samaritans the organisation has dropped "the" from its name

sambuca

same-sex marriage or equal marriage rights rather than "gay marriage"

Samoa formerly known as Western Samoa; do not confuse with American Samoa

Sana'a capital of Yemen

sanatorium (not sanitarium or sanitorium) plural sanatoriums

Sane mental illness charity

Sanremo (one word) town in Liguria, north-west Italy; it hosts an annual music
festival that inspired the Eurovision song contest

San Sebastián

San Serriffe island nation profiled in the Guardian on 1 April 1977

sans serif typeface

San Siro stadium Milan

São Paulo Brazilian city, not Sao Paolo

Sarkozy, Nicolas note that the French name is Nicolas, not Nicholas

Sars severe acute respiratory syndrome

SAS Special Air Service, but not normally necessary to spell it out; its naval
equivalent is the SBS

Satan but satanist, satanism

satnav

Sats standard assessment tasks

SATs scholastic aptitude tests (in the US, where they are pronounced as individual
letters)

Saumarez Smith, Charles secretary and chief executive of the Royal Society of
Arts

Savile, Jimmy

Savile Club, Savile Row in London

Saville theatre in London, once owned by the Beatles' manager Brian Epstein and
used for concerts in the 60s (Jimi Hendrix played there), is now the Odeon Covent Garden cinema
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Say's law "Supply creates its own demand" (also known as the law of markets)

Scalextric often erroneously called "Scalectrix"

Scandinavia Denmark, Norway and Sweden; with the addition of Finland and
Iceland, they constitute the Nordic countries

schadenfreude

scherzo plural scherzos

schizophrenia, schizophrenic should be used only in a medical context, never to
mean in two minds, contradictory, or erratic, which is wrong, as well as offensive to people diagnosed with
this illness; schizophrenic is an adjective, not a noun. After many years we have largely eradicated misuse of
this term, although as recently as 2010 a columnist contrived to accuse the Conservatives of "untreatable
ideological schizophrenia"

Schoenberg, Arnold (1874-1951) Austrian-born composer

schoolboy, schoolchildren, schoolgirl, schoolroom, schoolteacher

schools if in full, like this: Alfred Salter primary school, Rotherhithe; King's school,
Macclesfield, Eton college, etc; often the generic part will not be necessary, so: Alfred Salter primary; King's,
Macclesfield; Eton, etc

school years year 2, year 10, key stage 1, etc

Schröder, Gerhard former German chancellor

Schwarzenegger, Arnold Arnie is acceptable in headlines

scientific measurements Take care: m in scientific terms stands for milli (1mW is
1,000th of a watt), while M denotes mega (1MW is a million watts); in such circumstances it is wise not to
bung in another m when you mean million, so write out, for example, 10 million C.

amps A, volts V, watts W, kilowatts kW, megawatts MW, milliwatts mW, joules J, kilojoules kJ

scientific names in italics, with the first name (denoting the genus) capped, the
second (denoting the species) lc: Escherichia coli, Canis lupus, Quercus robur. The name can be shortened
by using the first initial: E coli, C lupus, Q robur (but we do not use a full point after the initial)

scientific terms some silly cliches to avoid: you might find it difficult to hesitate for a
nanosecond (the shortest measurable human hesitation is probably about 250 million nanoseconds, a
quarter of a second); "astronomical sums" when talking about large sums of money is rather dated (the
national debt surpassed the standard astronomical unit of 93 million [miles] 100 years ago)

sci-fi

Scilly an alternative is Isles of Scilly but not Scilly Isles

ScotchTape TM; say sticky tape

scotch broth, scotch egg, scotch mist, scotch whisky but Scotch argus butterfly

scot-free the scot was a kind of medieval council tax, so you got off "scot-free" if
you avoided payment

Scotland The following was written by a Scot who works for the Guardian and
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lives in London. Letters expressing similar sentiments come from across Britain (and, indeed, from around
the world):

We don't carry much coverage of events in Scotland and to be honest, even as an expat, that suits me fine.
But I do care very much that we acknowledge that Scotland is a separate nation and in many ways a
separate country. It has different laws, education system (primary, higher and further), local government,
national government, sport, school terms, weather, property market and selling system, bank holidays, right
to roam, banks and money, churches, etc.

If we really want to be a national newspaper then we need to consider whether our stories apply only to
England (and Wales) or Britain, or Scotland only. When we write about teachers' pay deals, we should point
out that we mean teachers in England and Wales; Scottish teachers have separate pay and management
structures and union. When we write about it being half-term, we should remember that it's known as
mid-term in Scotland. When we write about bank holiday sunshine/rain, we should remember that in
Scotland the weather was probably different and it possibly wasn't even a bank holiday. When we write about
the English cricket team, we should be careful not to refer to it as "we" and "us". When the Scottish Cup final
is played, we should perhaps consider devoting more than a few paragraphs at the foot of a page to Rangers
winning their 100th major trophy (if it had been Manchester United we'd have had pages and pages with
Bobby Charlton's all-time fantasy first XI and a dissertation on why English clubs are the best in Europe).
Andy Murray is Scottish, as well as British, rather than Scottish when he loses and British when he wins.

These daily oversights come across to a Scot as arrogance. They also undermine confidence in what the
paper is telling the reader

Scotland Office not Scottish Office

Scott, Charles Prestwich (1846-1932) editor of the Manchester Guardian for 57
years and its owner from 1907 until his death (his uncle, John Edward Taylor, had founded the paper in
1821). Scott, who was editor when the first "Style-book of the Manchester Guardian" - forerunner of this
guide - appeared in 1928, is most famous for his statement "comment is free, but facts are sacred".

WP Crozier recalled of Scott: "Once, when an article in type was shown to him because a certain sentence
expressed a doubtful judgment, he noticed that the English was slovenly, amended it, and then, being drawn
on from sentence to sentence and becoming more and more dissatisfied, he made innumerable minute
corrections until at last, having made a complete mess of the proof, he looked up and said gently: 'Dear X; of
course, he's not a trained subeditor.' "

Scott Trust created in 1936 to safeguard the journalistic freedom and liberal values
of the Manchester Guardian. The sole shareholder in Guardian Media Group, its core purpose is to secure
the financial and editorial independence of the Guardian "in perpetuity". In 2008 it became a limited
company, with the same protections for the Guardian enshrined in its constitution

Scott, Sir George Gilbert (1811-78) architect who designed the Albert Memorial
and Midland Grand hotel at St Pancras station

Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert (1880-1960) grandson of the above, responsible for red
telephone boxes, Bankside power station (now Tate Modern), Waterloo bridge, and the Anglican cathedral in
Liverpool

Scottish Enterprise

Scottish government although its legal name remains Scottish executive

Scottish parliament its members are MSPs

scottish terrier not scotch or Scots; once known as Aberdeen terrier
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scouse, scouser

Scouts not "Boy Scouts" (in the UK, at least); the organisation is the Scout
Association

Scoville scale system that measures the heat level of chillies

Scrabble TM

Scram secure continuous remote alcohol monitor, as sported in 2010 by Lindsay
Lohan

scratchcard, smartcard, swipecard

SCSI capped up even though generally pronounced "scuzzy"; it stands for small
computer system interface

sea change a gradual transformation (from Shakespeare's The Tempest); a
step-change, which originated in physics, is more abrupt

sea level, sea sickness but seaplane, seaport, seashore, seaside, seaweed

seal pups not "baby seals" for the same reason we don't call lambs "baby sheep"

Sea of Japan as generally known; but South Korea calls it the East Sea and North
Korea the East Sea of Korea

Séamus, Seán note accents in Irish Gaelic; sean without a fada means old

search dogs search for people; sniffer dogs search for drugs

search engine optimisation (SEO) How to increase traffic to your website by
ensuring that your content shows up prominently in Google and other online search engines, for example by
including in headlines key terms that people are most likely to search for. To help, you can monitor such
things as hot topics on Google and what is trending on Twitter

seas, oceans capped up, eg Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Pacific Ocean

seasons spring, summer, autumn, winter are lowercase

seatbelt

second hand on a watch; but secondhand goods

second world war

secretary general

Secret Intelligence Service official name of MI6 ; may also be abbreviated to SIS
after first mention

section 28 1988 law, widely regarded as homophobic, that said local authorities
"shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality" or "promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship"; it was repealed in Scotland in 2000 and the rest of the UK in 2003

Security Service better known as MI5
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seize not sieze

self-control, self-defence, self-esteem, self-harm, self-respect

selfie a self-portrait photograph.

There may or may not be other people in it, and you might post it on social media, frame it or put it in an
album, but if you are in it, and you took it, it's a selfie

Selfridges no apostrophe

sell-off, sellout noun

sell off, sell out verb

Sellotape TM; call it sticky tape

semicolon Used correctly (which occasionally we do), the semicolon is a very
elegant compromise between a full stop (too much) and a comma (not enough). This sentence, from a
column by David McKie, illustrates beautifully how it's done: "Some reporters were brilliant; others were less
so."

The late Beryl Bainbridge said in the Guardian: "Not many people use it much any more, do they? Should it
be used more? I think so, yes. A semicolon is a partial pause, a different way of pausing, without using a full
stop. I use it all the time" and George Bernard Shaw told TE Lawrence that not using semicolons was "a
symptom of mental defectiveness, probably induced by camp life".

Orwell, on the other hand, thought they were unnecessary and Kurt Vonnegut advised: "Do not use
semicolons. They are transvestite hermaphrodites, standing for absolutely nothing. All they do is show you've
been to college."

semtex no longer necessary to cap this

Senate Only the US Senate takes initial capital; state senates are lowercase, eg
the Massachusetts senate

senior abbreviate to Sr not Sen or Snr, eg Douglas Fairbanks Sr

September 11 Use September 11 (ie contrary to our usual date style) when it is
being evoked as a particular event, rather than just a date, eg: How September 11 changed the world for
ever But "how the events of 11 September 2001 changed the world for ever" would follow our normal date
style.

9/11 may be substituted for either, as necessary, particularly in tight headlines, eg: How 9/11
changed the world for ever

The official death toll of the victims of the Islamist terrorists who hijacked four aircraft on 11 September 2001
is 2,976. The figure does not include the 19 hijackers. Of this total, 2,605 died in the twin towers of the World
Trade Centre or on the ground in New York City (of whom approximately 1,600 have been identified), 246
died on the four aeroplanes, and 125 were killed in the attack on the Pentagon.

The hijackers were: Fayez Ahmed, Mohamed Atta, Ahmed al-Ghamdi, Hamza al-Ghamdi, Saeed al-Ghamdi,
Hani Hanjour, Nawaf al-Hazmi, Salem al-Hazmi, Ahmed al-Haznawi, Khalid al-Mihdhar, Majed Moqed,
Ahmed al-Nami, Abdulaziz al-Omari, Marwan al-Shehhi, Mohannad al-Shehri, Wael al-Shehri, Waleed
al-Shehri, Satam al-Suqami, Ziad Jarrah (though dozens of permutations of their names have appeared in
the paper, we follow Reuters style as for most Arabic transliterations)
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sequined not sequinned

Serb noun

Serbian adjective

sergeant major Sgt Maj (not RSM or CSM) Trevor Prescott, subsequently Sgt Maj
Prescott in leading articles; elsewhere just surname

Serious Fraud Office SFO on second mention

Serious Organised Crime Agency Soca after first mention

serjeant at arms

serves to adds nothing to a phrase such as "serves to underline"; replace with
"underlines"

services, the (armed forces)

settler should be confined to those Israeli Jews living in settlements across the
1967 green line, ie in the occupied territories

set to It is very tempting to use this, especially in headlines, when we think
something is going to happen, but aren't all that sure; try to resist this temptation. It is even less excusable
when we do know that something is going to happen: one of our readers counted no fewer than 16 uses of
the phrase in the paper in two days; in almost every case, the words could have been replaced with "will", or
by simply leaving out the "set", eg "the packs are set to come into force as part of the house-selling process".

The first readers' editor of the Guardian put it like this: "The expression 'set to', to mean about to, seems
likely to... is often used to refer to something that, though expected, is not absolutely certain to happen. It is a
rascally expression which one of the readers who have learned to groan at the sight of it describes as an
all-purpose term removing any precision of meaning from the sentence containing it"

Seven not "Se7en" for the 1995 film starring Morgan Freeman, Brad Pitt and
Gwyneth Paltrow

sexing up is what happens in dodgy dossiers and not, we hope, our publications.
From the editor:

Guardian readers would rather we did give them the unvarnished truth - or our best stab at it. It seems
obvious enough. But inside many journalists - this goes for desk editors as much as reporters - there is a
little demon prompting us to make the story as strong and interesting as possible, if not more so. We drop a
few excitable adjectives around the place. We overegg. We may even sex it up.

Strong stories are good. So are interesting stories. But straight, accurate stories are even better. Readers
who stick with us over any length of time would far rather judge what we write by our own Richter scale of
news judgments and values than feel that we're measuring ourselves against the competition. Every time we
flam a story up we disappoint somebody - usually a reader who thought the Guardian was different.

We should be different. Of course we compete fiercely in the most competitive newspaper market in the
world. Of course we want to sell as many copies as possible. We've all experienced peer pressure to write
something as strongly as possible, if not more so. But our Scott Trust ownership relieves us of the necessity
to drive remorselessly for circulation to the exclusion of all else. In other words, we don't need to sex things
up, and we shouldn't

sex offender register abbreviation, normally sufficient, of the Violent and Sex
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Offender Register (Visor), a database set up by the Sexual Offences Act 2003

sexuality From a reader:

"Can I suggest your style guide should state that homosexual, gay, bisexual and heterosexual are primarily
adjectives and that use of them as nouns should be avoided. It seems to me that this is both grammatically
and politically preferable (politically because using them as nouns really does seem to define people by their
sexuality). I would like to read that someone is 'homosexual', not 'a homosexual', or about 'gay people', not
'gays'. Lesbian is different as it is a noun which later began to be used adjectivally, not the other way round.
As an example from Wednesday, the opening line 'Documents which showed that Lord Byron ... was a
bisexual' rather than 'was bisexual' sounds both Daily Mail-esque and stylistically poor."

sexual orientation is generally more accurate and appropriate than "sexual
preference"

Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 1967 album by a popular beat combo of the
day; not Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band

Shaanxi (capital Xi'an) and Shanxi (capital Taiyuan) are adjacent provinces in
northern China

Shabiha Syrian pro-government militia

shakedown, shakeout, shakeup (nouns)

Shakespearean not Shakespearian

Shankill Road Belfast, not Shankhill

shantytown

shared possessives Freddie and Beth's party (they share one) Freddie and Beth's
parties (they share two) Freddie's and Beth's parties (they have one each)

shareholder

sharia law

shark-infested A reader (one of several to complain about our use of this phrase)
pointed out: "The seas are not 'infested' with sharks. They live there ... Millions of sharks are being killed. By
planet-infesting humans. They need protection." The word "infest" is defined as "swarm over, cover or fill in a
troublesome, unpleasant or harmful way, to invade and live on as a parasite". The phrase "shark-infested" is
in any case a lazy cliche and should be avoided

sheepdog

sheikh

Shepherd Market Mayfair; Shepherd's Bush west London

Shetland rather than Shetland Isles or Shetlands, but note that the local authority is
Shetland Islands council

Shia, Sunni two branches of Islam (note: not Shi'ite); plural Shia Muslims and
Sunni Muslims, though Shias and Sunnis are fine if you are pushed for space

shiatsu massage; shih-tzu dog ; shiitake mushrooms
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ships are not feminine: it ran aground, not she ran aground; no quotes, no italics;
you sail in, not on, ships

shipbuilding, shipmate, shipowner, shipyard

shoo-in not shoe-in

shootout noun; not "shoot-out"

shopkeeper

Shoreham-by-Sea not Shoreham on Sea

shortlist, longlist

Short money payment to opposition parties to help them carry out their
parliamentary functions, named after Ted Short, the Labour leader of the house who introduced it in 1975

shortsighted, longsighted, nearsighted

shrank, shrunk shrank, not shrunk, is the past tense of shrink, except in the film
title Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (and perhaps the occasional piece of wordplay based on it); shrunk is the past
participle (the kids had shrunk) or what is sometimes known as the present perfect form (Honey, I've shrunk
the kids)

Siamese twins conjoined twins, please

sickbed, sicknote, sickroom but sick pay

sickie

side-effects

sidestreet

siege not seige

Siena Tuscan city; sienna pigment; Sienna Miller

Sikh names Singh means a lion and Kaur a princess. Guru Gobind Singh Ji gave
Singh as a last name to all Sikh men and Kaur to all Sikh women to eliminate discrimination based on family
name, which denoted which caste someone belonged to.

Over time, many Sikh families have reverted to using their family name, but have maintained Singh and Kaur
as middle names; in such cases, include the full name at first mention, thereafter surname only

silicon computer chips; silicone breast implants - we have been known to confuse
the two, as in "Silicone Valley"

Silkin, Jon (1930-97) English poet, not to be confused with his cousin John Silkin
(1923-87), a Labour cabinet minister, as was John's brother Sam Silkin (1918-88)

sim card (it stands for subscriber identity module)

since See as or since

Singaporean names in three parts, eg Lee Kuan Yew
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Singin' in the Rain not Singing

single quotes in headlines (but sparingly), standfirsts and captions

singles chart

singsong (adjective): her voice had a singsong quality

sing-song (noun): we had a sing-song round the campfire

singular or plural? Corporate entities take the singular: eg The BBC has decided
(not "have"). In subsequent references make sure the pronoun is singular: "It [not "they"] will press for an
increase in the licence fee."

Sports teams and rock bands are the exception - "England have an uphill task" is OK, as is "Nirvana were
overrated"

sink past tense sank, past participle sunk: he sinks, he sank, he has sunk

Sinn Féin

siphon not syphon

Sisi The Egyptian president is Abdel Fatah al-Sisi; Sisi after first mention

sisyphean a futile or interminable task (Sisyphus had to spend eternity rolling a
boulder up a hill)

sit I sat down at the back but he was sitting near the front (the horrible "I was sat"
is, sadly, a very frequent error)

sitcom

six-day war between Israel and its neighbours in June 1967

size Attempts to express the size of objects and places in terms of their
relationship to doubledecker buses, Olympic swimming pools, football pitches, the Isle of Wight, Wales and
Belgium are cliched and unhelpful, which does not stop journalists engaging in them. The same applies to
measuring quantities of, say, hotdogs served at the Cup final in terms of how far they would stretch to the
moon and back

ski, skis, skier, skied, skiing

skilful not skillful

skimmed milk not skim

skipper usually only of a trawler

Sky+

skyrocket No!

slavery was not abolished in 1807, as we sometimes say: slavery in Britain
became illegal in 1772, the slave trade in the British empire was abolished in 1807, but slavery remained in
the colonies until the Slavery Abolition Act 1833

slay past tense: slew; past participle: slain
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sleight of hand although it is pronounced "slight"

slither slide; sliver small piece

Slovak noun

Slovakian adjective

Slovene noun

Slovenian adjective

small-c conservatism

small talk polite conversation

Smalltalk a computer programming language

smartphone

smartwatch a computer you wear on your wrist

smart watch something from the Armani retro collection, perhaps

Smith & Wesson handguns

Smithsonian Institution not Institute

smooth, smooth down, smoothen (verb) not smoothe (you may be thinking of
"soothe")

smörgåsbord

smuggling or trafficking? There are three key differences between people
smuggling and trafficking.

1 Exploitation: smugglers are paid by people to take them across borders, after which the transaction ends;
traffickers bring them into a situation of exploitation and profit from their abuse in the form of forced labour or
prostitution.

2 Consent: migrants usually consent to be smuggled; a trafficked person does not (or their "consent" is
meaningless because they have been coerced).

3 Borders: smuggling always takes place across international borders; trafficking does not (you can be
trafficked, say, from Rochdale to Rotherham)

snooper's charter

snowclone A type of cliched phrase defined by the linguist Geoffrey Pullum as "a
multi-use, customisable, instantly recognisable, timeworn, quoted or misquoted phrase or sentence that can
be used in an entirely open array of different variants". The name is derived from the cliche about how many
words "Eskimos" are mistakenly said to have for snow. Examples of snowclones include "xxx [eg comedy] is
the new yyy [eg rock'n'roll]", "you wait ages for a xxx [eg gold medal] and then yyy [eg three] come along at
once", and so on. Such phrases are very popular with journalists searching for what Pullum calls "quick-fix
ways of writing stuff without actually having to think out new descriptive vocabulary or construct new phrases
and sentences"

snowplough
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so-called overused: as a reader pointed out when we used the term "so-called
friendly fire", the expression is "obviously ironic and really doesn't need such ham-fisted pointing out"

social grades The NRS social grades (not classes), originally developed by the
National Readership Survey and still widely used in stories about market research, are the familiar A (upper
middle class), B (middle), C1 (lower middle), C2 (skilled working), D (semi- and unskilled) and E (at the
lowest levels of subsidence); they are based on the occupation of the chief income earner of a household
and are sometimes grouped into ABC1 (middle) and C2DE (working class).

Since the 2001 census, the main UK social classification has been the National Statistics socio-economic
classification (NS-SEC), grouping occupations by employment conditions and relations rather than skills, and
has 17 categories, which can be broken down into eight (from higher managerial and professional
occupations to never worked and long-term unemployed), or just three (higher, intermediate and lower
occupations)

socialism, socialist lc unless name of a party, eg Socialist Workers party

social media are plural

social security benefits all lc, income support, working tax credit, etc

sockpuppet an online identity used for deception, typically by someone posing as
an independent third party unconnected to a person or product that the sockpuppet then promotes

sock puppet a puppet made out of a sock

sod's law See Murphy's law

Sofía queen of Spain

Soho London; SoHo (as in "South of Houston Street") New York

soi-disant means self-styled, not so-called; both phrases should be used sparingly

soiree no accent

solar system See planets

solicitor general

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr (1918-2008) Russian novelist

Somalia adjective Somali; the people are Somalis, not Somalians

some should not be used before a figure: if you are not sure, about or
approximately are better, and if you are, it sounds daft: "some 12 people have died from wasp stings this
year alone" was a particularly silly example that found its way into the paper

Sopa Stop Online Piracy Act

Sotheby's

soundbite

sources Anonymous sources should be used sparingly. We should - except in
exceptional circumstances - avoid anonymous pejorative quotes. We should avoid misrepresenting the
nature and number of sources, and we should do our best to give readers some clue as to the authority with
which they speak. We should never, ever, betray a source
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South America

Southbank Centre on the South Bank in London

South Bank University

south south London, south-west England, the south-east, south Wales, etc

southern hemisphere

Southern Ocean not Antarctic Ocean

south pole

Southport Visiter newspaper, not to be confused with the Visitor, Morecambe

soy sauce

soya beans not soybeans or soy beans

space hopper

spaghetti western

span of years 2010-12 or from 2010-12; but between 2010 and 2012, not "between
2010-12"

Spanish names and accents Take care over use of the tilde, which can change the
meaning: Los Años Dorados (the Spanish version of the sitcom The Golden Girls) means The Golden Years;
leave out the tilde and Los Anos Dorados becomes The Golden Anuses.

The surname is normally the second last name, not the last, which is the mother's maiden name, eg the
writer Federico García Lorca - known as García in Spain rather than Lorca - should be García Lorca on
second mention. Note also that the female name Consuelo ends with an "o" not an "a".

In Spanish the natural stress of a word generally occurs on the second to last syllable. Words that deviate
from this norm must carry a written accent mark, known as the acento ortográfico, to indicate where the
stress falls. A guide to accents follows. If in doubt do an internet search (try the word with and without an
accent) and look for reputable Spanish language sites, eg big newspapers.

Surnames ending -ez take an accent over the penultimate vowel, eg Benítez, Fernández,
Giménez, Gómez, González, Gutiérrez, Hernández, Jiménez, López, Márquez, Martínez, Núñez, Ordóñez,
Pérez, Quiñónez, Ramírez, Rodríguez, Sáez, Vásquez, Vázquez, Velázquez. Exception: Alvarez; note also
that names ending -es do not take the accent, eg Martines, Rodrigues.

Other surnames Aristízabal, Beltrán, Cáceres, Calderón, Cañizares, Chevantón, Couñago,
Cúper, Dalí, De la Peña, Díaz, Forlán, García, Gaudí, Miró, Muñoz, Olazábal, Pavón, Sáenz, Sáinz, Valdés,
Valerón, Verón.

Forenames Adán, Alán, Andrés, César, Darío, Elías, Fabián, Ginés, Héctor, Hernán, Iñaki,
Iñés, Iván, Jesús, Joaquín, José, Lucía, María, Martín, Matías, Máximo, Míchel, Raúl, Ramón, Róger,
Rubén, Sebastián, Víctor. The forenames Ana, Angel, Alfredo, Alvaro, Cristina, Diego, Domingo, Emilio,
Ernesto, Federico, Fernando, Ignacio, Jorge, Juan, Julio, Luis, Marta, Mario, Miguel, Pablo and Pedro do not
usually take accents.

Placenames Asunción, Bogotá, Cádiz, Catalonia, Córdoba, La Coruña, Guantánamo Bay,
Guipúzcoa, Jaén, Jérez, León, Medellín, Potosí, San Sebastián, Valparaíso.
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Sports teams, etc América, Atlético, El Barça (FC Barcelona), Bernabéu, Bolívar, Cerro
Porteño, Deportivo La Coruña, Huracán, Málaga, Peñarol.

Note: Spanish is an official language in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela

Spanish practices, Spanish customs If you are talking about questionable trade
union activities, restrictive practices might be a less offensive way to put it

'spared jail' We should say what the actual verdict was in a court report, rather than
that the accused was "spared jail" or "walked free from court", which sounds as if we think they should have
been jailed

spare-part surgery Avoid this term

spark overused in headlines of the "rates rise sparks fury" variety

spastic the Spastics Society, which supports disabled people and in particular
those with cerebral palsy, changed its name to Scope in 1994

Speaker, the (Commons) but deputy speaker (of whom there are several); Lord
Speaker (Lords); House speaker (US)

special often redundant

special branch

Special Immigration Appeals Commission Siac or "the commission" on second
mention

spellchecker if you use one, read through your work afterwards: a graphic on our
front page was rendered nonsensical when a spellcheck turned the species Aquila adalberti into "alleyway
adalberti", while Prunella modularis became "pronely modularise"; also note that most use American English
spellings

spelled or spelt? spelled is the past tense, spelt is the past participle; she spelled
it out for him: "the word is spelt like this"

Spice Girls Victoria Beckham was Posh Spice; Melanie Brown was Scary Spice;
Emma Bunton was Baby Spice; Melanie Chisholm was Sporty Spice; Geri Halliwell was Ginger Spice

spicy not spicey

Spider-Man for the cartoon and film character, but Spiderman (no hyphen) is the
nickname of Alain Robert, a Frenchman who specialises in climbing skyscrapers without a safety net

spilled or spilt? spilled is the past tense, spilt is the past participle; she spilled the
beans: the beans were all spilt

spin doctor

spin-off noun, spin off verb

spinster avoid this old-fashioned term, which has acquired a pejorative tone; say, if
relevant, that someone is an unmarried woman

spiral, spiralling prices (and other things) can spiral down as well as up; try a less
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cliched word that doesn't suggest a circular movement

split infinitives "The English-speaking world may be divided into (1) those who
neither know nor care what a split infinitive is; (2) those who do not know, but care very much; (3) those who
know and condemn; (4) those who know and distinguish. Those who neither know nor care are the vast
majority, and are happy folk, to be envied." (HW Fowler, Modern English Usage, 1926)

It is perfectly acceptable, and often desirable, to sensibly split infinitives - "to boldly go" is an elegant and
effective phrase - and stubbornly to resist doing so can sound pompous and awkward ("the economic
precipice on which they claim perpetually to be poised") or ambiguous: "He even offered personally to
guarantee the loan that the Clintons needed to buy their house" raises the question of whether the offer, or
the guarantee, was personal.

Raymond Chandler wrote to his publisher: "Would you convey my compliments to the purist who reads your
proofs and tell him or her that I write in a sort of broken-down patois which is something like the way a Swiss
waiter talks, and that when I split an infinitive, God damn it, I split it so it will stay split." And after an editor
tinkered with his infinitives, George Bernard Shaw said: "I don't care if he is made to go quickly, or to quickly
go - but go he must!"

spoiled or spoilt? spoiled is the past tense, spoilt is the past participle; she spoiled
her son: in fact he was a spoilt brat

spokesman, spokeswoman a quote may be attributed to the organisation, eg "The
AA said ... ", but if necessary say spokesman or spokeswoman rather than spokesperson (assuming they
have actually spoken to you)

SpongeBob SquarePants is his full name; SpongeBob after first mention

sponsorship We are under no obligation to carry sponsors' names. So London
Marathon, not Virgin London Marathon, etc. When a competition is named after a sponsor, it is unavoidable:
Friends Provident t20, etc

spoonful plural spoonfuls, not spoonsful

spree shopping or spending, not shooting: describing a series of murders as a
"killing spree" sounds flippant

spring

square brackets are used for interpolated words in quotations, eg David Cameron
said: "Theresa [May] has my full support"

square metres not the same as metres squared: eg 300m squared is 90,000 sq m
which is very different from 300 sq m; we often get this wrong

Square Mile rather old-fashioned term for City of London

squaw is regarded as offensive and should be avoided

SSSI site of special scientific interest

stadium plural stadiums, not stadia

staff are plural

stalactites cling from the ceiling; stalagmites grow from the ground

stalemate in chess, a stalemate is the end of the game, and cannot be broken or
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resolved; deadlock or impasse are more suitable for metaphorical use in such cases as "Zawiyah - 30 miles
from the capital - is a metaphor for Libya's current stalemate, which could itself end at any moment"

Stalin, Joseph not Josef

stamp not stomp

standoff

standout, standup adjectives, as in a standup comedian performing a standout
standup routine; nouns, as in one standout was a standup performing standup

Stansted

Star Wars the Empire, the Force, Jedi knight, lightsaber. Wookiee (note two Es), a
species of which Chewbacca is a member

Starck, Philippe French designer

Starkey, Zak (not Zac) son of Ringo Starr; plays drums for the Who

start up verb; startup noun (as in business startup); star tup top-performing ram

State Department although its official name is United States Department of State

statehouse office of the state governor in the US, one word except in New Jersey
where it is the state house

State of the Union address

stationary motionless; also used by some stationery shops to mean stationery;
stationery writing materials; also used by some signwriters to mean stationary

staunch verb: to stop the flow of something, eg blood or confidence; adjective:
steadfast, eg a staunch defender of human rights

STD or STI? STI (sexually transmitted infection) is a broader term than STD
(sexually transmitted disease): you can have the infection without feeling ill or displaying any symptoms

steamboat, steamhammer, steampunk, steamship

steam engine

Stelios Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou, founder of easyJet; Haji-Ioannou after first
mention, although Stelios is acceptable in headlines

sten gun

stentorian loud, sometimes confused with stertorous, a snoring sound

stepfamily, stepfather, stepmother etc, but step-parents. Don't confuse, say, a
stepsister and half-sister, as we did when writing about Barack Obama's family

Stephen or Steven? Stephen Baldwin, Stephen Chow (actors), Stephen Colbert
(satirist), Stephen Crane (wrote The Red Badge of Courage), Stephen Foster (wrote Oh! Susanna), Stephen
Fry (national treasure), Stephen Jay Gould (biologist), Stephen Hawking (physicist), Stephen King (novelist),
Stephen Merchant (Ricky Gervais collaborator).
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Steven Gerrard (footballer), Steven Moffat (Doctor Who writer and producer), Steven Spielberg (film director)

sterling the pound; also sterling qualities

Stetson TM; hat

sticky-back plastic

stiletto plural stilettos (not stilettoes)

still life plural still lifes (not lives)

stilton cheese

stimulus plural stimuli

Stirling prize awarded annually by the Royal Institute of British Architects

Stock Exchange caps when referring to the London Stock Exchange; but lc in other
countries, eg Hong Kong stock exchange

stock in trade

stock market

stolen generations Australian Aboriginal children forcibly removed from their
families

stone age The charity Survival says: " 'Stone age' and 'primitive' have been used
to describe tribal people since the colonial era, reinforcing the idea that they have not changed over time and
that they are backward. This idea is both incorrect and very dangerous: incorrect because all societies adapt
and change, and dangerous because it is often used to justify the persecution or forced 'development' of
tribal people"

stony broke, stony-hearted not stoney

stopgap

storey plural storeys (buildings); story plural stories (tales)

straight away, straightforward, home straight, final straight

straitjacket, strait-laced, Dire Straits

strait of Dover, strait of Gibraltar, strait of Hormuz not Strait, Straits or straits

straitened circumstances, straitened times not "straightened", one of our most
frequent errors

Strategic Rail Authority SRA on second mention

Stratford-on-Avon district council and parliamentary seat, although most other local
organisations, such as the Royal Shakespeare Company, call this Warwickshire town Stratford-upon-Avon

stratum plural strata

Street-Porter, Janet
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streetwise

stretchered off has a slight ring of Charles Buchan's Football Monthly; say carried
off

strippergram

students' union lowercase in full name, eg Sheffield University students' union

stumbling block

stumm as in "keep stumm", not schtum

Sturm und Drang German literary movement

STV single transferable vote

stylebook but style guide

Subbuteo table football game in which players "flick to kick", named after the bird of
prey Falco subbuteo (the hobby) and immortalised in the Undertones' My Perfect Cousin

subcommittee, subcontinent, sublet, subplot, subsection

subeditors, subs Journalists who traditionally edit, check and cut copy, write
headlines and other page furniture, and design pages; to which can be added, in the digital age, an
ever-widening range of multimedia and technical skills. In some countries, eg the US and Canada, they are
known as copy editors.

WP Crozier said of CP Scott: "As a subeditor he got rid of the redundant and the turgid with the
conscientiousness of a machine that presses the superfluous moisture out of yarn. The man who passed
'seaward journey to the great metropolis', and when the copy came back to him found written in firm blue
pencil 'voyage to London', knew what sort of English 'CP' liked"

subfusc an adjective meaning dull and gloomy or a noun for the dark clothing worn
for exams and formal occasions at some universities

subjunctive Fowler noted that the subjunctive was "seldom obligatory" and
Somerset Maugham declared half a century ago: "The subjunctive mood is in its death throes, and the best
thing to do is put it out of its misery as soon as possible." Would that that were so.

Most commonly, the subjunctive is a third person singular form of the verb expressing hypothesis, typically
something demanded, proposed, imagined: he demanded that she resign at once, I propose that she be
sacked, she insisted Jane sit down.

It is particularly common in American English and in formal or poetic contexts: If I were a rich man, etc, and
you have to admit the song sounds better than "If I was a rich man..."

We get this wrong at least as often as we get it right. Two examples from the same issue in April 2010 in
which "was" should be "were": "If every election or ballot in which there are cases of bad practice was to be
invalidated, democracy would soon become a laughing stock..." (leading article); "If this was the centred
Conservative party that Cameron claims, its strategists wouldn't be half as worried as they are..." (column)

Nobody died and no great harm was done, but as professional writers we should be aware of the distinction.
Used properly, the subjunctive can add elegance to your writing; an object lesson was provided in a Gary
Younge column of 5 July 2010: "It was as though Charlie Brown's teacher were standing for leader of the
opposition... " (one of three examples of the subjunctive in the piece).
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As with the hyper-corrective misuse of whom instead of who, however, using the subjunctive wrongly is
worse than not using it at all, and will make you look pompous and silly

submachine gun

submarines are boats, not ships

subpoena, subpoenaed

subpostmaster, subpostmistress although the organisation is the National
Federation of SubPostmasters

sub-prime, sub-Saharan

substitute

Is it by, with or for? If you don't choose the right preposition, it's not always easy to see who's replaced
whom.

Let's say Player A is injured and Player B comes on as a substitute. So: the manager replaces A with B; A is
replaced by B; the manager has substituted B for A; B is substituted for A

suchlike

sucking-pig not "suckling-pig"

Sudan not "the Sudan"

sudoku

sue, sued, suing (not sueing)

suffer little children nothing to do with suffering, this frequently misquoted or
misunderstood phrase was used by Christ (Luke 18:16) to mean "allow the little children to come to me"; it is
also the title of a song about the Moors murders on the first Smiths album

suicide Say that someone killed him or herself rather than "committed suicide";
suicide has not been a crime in the UK for many years and this old-fashioned term can cause unnecessary
further distress to families who have been bereaved in this way.

Journalists should exercise particular care in reporting suicide or issues involving suicide, bearing in mind the
risk of encouraging others. This applies to presentation, including the use of pictures, and to describing the
method of suicide. Any substances should be referred to in general rather than specific terms. When
appropriate, a helpline number (eg Samaritans) should be given. The feelings of relatives should also be
carefully considered

summer

summer solstice the longest day of the year, but not the same as Midsummer Day
(although we often seem to assume it is)

sun, the celestial body

Sun, the newspaper, but just call it the Sun, not "the Sun newspaper"

Sunday Sun long-established newspaper covering the north-east of England, not to
be confused with the Sunday edition of the Sun
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Super Bowl

supercasino, superinjunction

supermarkets Marks & Spencer or M&S, Morrisons, Safeway, Sainsbury's, Tesco
(no wonder people get confused about apostrophes)

supermodel model is normally sufficient

supernova plural supernovae

Super Pac an "independent-expenditure only" political action committee that can
raise unlimited sums from corporations, unions and other groups, as well as individuals, in support of a US
political candidate or party

supersede not supercede

supine face up; prone face down

supply days (parliament)

supreme court

Sure Start

surge prefer rise or increase, if that is the meaning; but surge is preferable to
"upsurge"

Suriname (not Surinam); formerly Dutch Guiana

surrealism

Sutcliff, Rosemary British historical novelist (1920-92) whose works include The
Eagle of the Ninth

svengali (lc) although named after the sinister Svengali in George du Maurier's
1894 novel Trilby

swap not swop

swat flies

swot books

swath, swaths broad strip (of land), eg cut a wide swath; from the Old English
swaeth, which in turn comes from the Old Norse svath - a smooth patch

swathe, swathes baby clothes, bandages, wrappings; from the Old English
swaethian, related to swaethel - swaddling clothes

swearwords We are more liberal than any other newspapers, using language that
most of our competitors would not. The statistics tell their own story: the word "fuck" (and its variants)
appeared 705 times in the Guardian in the 12 months to April 2010, with a further 269 mentions in the
Observer. (The figures for other national newspapers were as follows: Independent 279, Independent on
Sunday 74, Times 3, Sunday Times 2, all other papers 0.) The figures for the C-word, still regarded by many
people as taboo, were: Guardian 49, Observer 20, Independent 8, Independent on Sunday 5, everyone else
0.
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Even some readers who agree with Lenny Bruce that "take away the right to say fuck and you take away the
right to say fuck the government" might feel that we sometimes use such words unnecessarily, although
comments in response to Guardian Style's blogpost on the subject were overwhelmingly in support of our
policy.

The editor's guidelines are as follows:

First, remember the reader, and respect demands that we should not casually use words that are likely to
offend.

Second, use such words only when absolutely necessary to the facts of a piece, or to portray a character in
an article; there is almost never a case in which we need to use a swearword outside direct quotes.

Third, the stronger the swearword, the harder we ought to think about using it.

Finally, never use asterisks, or such silliness as b------, which are just a cop-out, as Charlotte Brontë
recognised: "The practice of hinting by single letters those expletives with which profane and violent people
are wont to garnish their discourse, strikes me as a proceeding which, however well meant, is weak and
futile. I cannot tell what good it does - what feeling it spares - what horror it conceals"

swingeing

swinging 60s

sync as in "out of sync", but lip-synch, lip-synching

synopsis plural synopses

syntax Beware of ambiguous or incongruous sentence structure - the following
appeared in a column in the paper: "This argument, says a middle-aged lady in a business suit called
Marion, is just more London stuff... " (What were her other outfits called?)

synthesis, synthesise, synthesiser

systematic methodical

systemic relating to a system
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Nato's bombs fall like confetti, not containing conflict but spreading it;
Syria, Isis, Iraq ... there are no easy solutions. But killing innocent
civilians in Afghanistan and elsewhere draws more people into
insurgencies

BYLINE: George Monbiot

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1124 words

'The strike may have resulted in collateral damage to a nearby medical facility." This is how an anonymous
Nato spokesperson described Saturday's disaster in Afghanistan. Let's translate it into English. "We bombed
a hospital, killing 22 people." But "people", "hospital" and "bomb", let alone "we": all such words are banned
from Nato's lexicon. Its press officers are trained to speak no recognisable human language.

The effort is to create distance: distance from responsibility, distance from consequences, distance above all
from the humanity of those who were killed. They do not merit even a concrete noun. Whatever you do, do
not create pictures in the mind.

"Collateral damage" and "nearby" also suggest that the destruction of the hospital in Kunduz was a
side-effect of an attack on another target. But the hospital, run by Médecins Sans Frontières, was the sole
target of this bombing raid, by a US plane that returned repeatedly to the scene, dropping more ordnance on
a building from which staff and patients were trying to escape. Curiously, on this occasion, Nato did not use
that other great euphemism of modern warfare, the "surgical strike" - though it would, for once, have been
appropriate.

The more money and munitions we pour into Syria and Iraq, the stronger the insurgents seem to become

Shoot first, suppress the questions later. The lies and euphemisms add insult to the crime. Nato's apparent
indifference to life and truth could not fail to infuriate - perhaps to radicalise - people who are currently
uninvolved in conflict in Afghanistan.

Barack Obama's promise of an internal investigation (rather than the independent inquiry MSF
has requested) is as good as the US response is likely to get. By comparison with both his predecessors,
and his possible successors (including Hillary Clinton), Obama is a model of restraint and candour. Yet his
armed forces still scatter bombs like confetti.

There are hardly any circumstances when bombs - whether delivered from planes or drones, by the US, UK,
Russia, Israel, Saudi Arabia or any others - improve a situation rather than exacerbate it. This is not to say
that there is never an argument for aerial war, but that if such a step is to be contemplated the consequences
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must be examined more carefully than anything else a government does. Yet every month we see reports of
airstrikes that appear reckless and impulsive.

Of course the Taliban, Isis and al-Qaida not only kill civilians carelessly, but also murder them deliberately.
But this surely strengthens, rather than weakens, the need for a demonstration of moral difference.

An analysis published last year by the human rights group Reprieve revealed that attempts by US forces to
blow up 41 men with drone strikes killed 1,147 people. Many were children. Some of the targets remain
unharmed, while repeated attempts to kill them have left a trail of shattered bodies and shattered lives.

Because the US still does not do body counts - or not in public, at any rate - the great majority of such deaths
are likely to be unknown to us. As the analyst Paul Rogers points out, the US Air Force dropped 1,800
bombs while helping Kurdish fighters to wrest the town of Kobane in northern Syria from Isis. It used 200kg
bombs to take out single motorbikes. Of the civilian population killed in this firestorm, we know almost
nothing, but they do not appear to have been the cause of much grief, or even reflection. An air force major
involved in the bombing enthused that "to be part of something, to go out and stomp those guys out, it was
completely overwhelming and exciting". Sometimes this professed battle for civilisation looks more like a
clash of barbarisms.

By invading Iraq in 2003, the US, with Britain's help, created Isis

Every misdirected bomb, every brutal night raid, every noncombatant killed, every lie and denial and
minimisation, is a recruitment poster for those at war with the US. For this reason, and many others, its wars
appear to be failing on most fronts. The Taliban is resurgent. Isis, far from being beaten or contained, is
growing and spreading : into north Africa, across the Middle East, and in the Caucasus (a development that
Vladimir Putin's intervention in Syria will only encourage). The more money and munitions the west pours
into Syria and Iraq, the stronger the insurgents appear to become. And if, somehow, the US and its allies did
succeed, victory over Isis would strengthen the Assad regime, which has killed and displaced even greater
numbers. What exactly are the aims here?

By invading Iraq in 2003, destroying its government and infrastructure, dismantling the army and detaining
thousands of former soldiers, the US, with Britain's help, created Isis. Through bombing, it arguably helps to
sustain the movement. Everything it touches now turns to dust, either pulverised directly by its drones and
bombers, or destroyed through blowback in the political vacuums it creates.

There are no simple solutions to the chaos and complexities western firepower has helped to unleash,
though a good start would be to stop making them worse. But a vast intelligence and military establishment
that no president since Jimmy Carter has sought to control, the tremendous profits to be made by weapons
companies and military contractors, portrayals of these conflicts in the media that serve only to confuse and
bamboozle: they all help to ensure that armed escalation, however pointless and counter-productive,
appears unstoppable. Russia's involvement in Syria is likely to provoke still greater follies.

Related: Isis: the inside story | Martin Chulov

There are no clear objectives in these wars, or if there are, they shift from month to month. There is no
obvious picture of what victory looks like or how it might be achieved. Twelve years into the conflict in Iraq,
14 years into the fighting in Afghanistan, after repeated announcements of victory or withdrawal, military
action appears only to have replaced the old forms of brutality and chaos with new ones. And yet it
continues. War appears to have become an end in itself.

So here comes the UK government, first operating covertly, against the expressed will of parliament, now
presenting the authorisation of its bombing in Syria as a test of manhood. Always clear in his parliamentary
strategy, never clear in his military strategy, David Cameron seeks to join another failed intervention that is
likely only to enhance the spread of terrorism.

Astonishing advances in technology, in military organisation and deployment: all these have made bombing
much easier than it used to be, and the consequences harder to resolve.
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Israel's domination of Palestinians makes violence inevitable;
The latest round of attacks is shocking, but no anomaly. There will
never be quiet as long as one group of citizens are forced to live without
rights, and with no way out

BYLINE: Mairav Zonszein

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 832 words

In the past week there has been an onslaught of Palestinian stabbing attacks across Israel and the West
Bank, several each day - so many it is hard to keep track. In the span of just a few days, at least 20 Israelis
have been wounded in over a dozen incidents, in addition to four Israelis killed at the start of the month. The
violence is targeting both civilians and soldiers on both sides of the "green line", the old pre-1967 boundary,
with no distinction between far-off settlements or cities in the heart of Israel. There have also been
increasing incidents of Israeli Jews attacking Palestinian citizens of Israel. The geography of the violence is
beginning to take on the character of a civil war between Israelis and Palestinians.

This current round of violence may seem shocking but it is no anomaly: it is a direct result of government
policy determined to normalise Israel's occupation, now nearly 50 years old. Binyamin Netanyahu, Israel's
longest serving prime minister since David Ben-Gurion, was re-elected last March on a ticket that promised
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to preserve the status quo: tightening Israel's hold on the West Bank while dismissing any possibility of a
Palestinian state.

He has continued to entrench a reality in which Palestinians and Israelis who live side by side are subject to
different laws and courts, use separate roads and have unequal access to basic necessities such as water
and housing; where settler violence goes unchecked and discrimination is increasingly institutionalised; and
where not only is there no recognition of the Palestinian right to statehood, but next to no recognition of
Palestinian rights, period. Palestinians are under constant daily threat of losing their lives, homes, income,
lands and dignity. Yet this reality is barely mentioned in the current Israeli rhetoric about "unrest" and a
"wave of terror".

Since this latest wave of violence began, Netanyahu has been lambasted by everyone - from the opposition
to those in his own Likud party - for being soft on security. They are calling for tougher action, more closures,
more military force on the ground, more freedom to act. In other words, more of the same. Responding to his
critics, Netanyahu guaranteed that "there are no restrictions on the actions of our security forces".

Indeed, in the last 11 days, Israel has killed 21 Palestinians, several of them minors, and wounded
hundreds, a significant number with rubber or live bullets. These numbers include stabbers who were shot on
the spot in self-defence, but also those shot at during protests - an all too common phenomenon - as well as
an alleged stabber shot at point-blank range by police at a moment when it appears he didn't pose a direct
threat to anyone. Netanyahu has also vowed to increase and expedite home demolitions - a method that
Israel's own military has concluded is an ineffective deterrent. He has promised, too, to make broader use of
detention without trial for suspects, even though Palestinian hunger strikes have proven to be one of the
most effective non-violent tools for challenging this inhumane and illegal policy.

What we are witnessing is the result of the Israeli right's failed vision of Greater Israel: Palestinians and
Israelis living together in a de facto single state, one that is ruled by Jews and that privileges Jews.
Resistance and violence are inevitable as long as Palestinians are forced to live under what is foreign rule,
without basic rights and representation, and with no way out. No amount of one-tonne bombs or collective
punishment will ever provide Israelis with the long-term safety they crave.

Related: Palestine clashes: Netanyahu and Abbas are losing their grip

This is most evident in Jerusalem, the microcosm of Israel's one-state reality, where Palestinians and
Israelis live on top of each other on grossly unequal terms and where the Palestinian Authority is prohibited
from operating. Since the city became a flashpoint of daily violence last summer following the murder of the
Palestinian teenager Mohammed Abu Khdeir - himself murdered in revenge for the murder of three Israeli
teens - Israeli forces have been shooting more, injuring more and cracking down more, with no calm in sight.
It is here that the right's failed ideology is plain for everyone to see.

Israelis have lived in perpetual conflict since the state was established, with fleeting periods of calm, some
longer than others. The relative quiet experienced by Israelis in the last decade since the second intifada
convinced many that the status quo could continue without consequences. But the notion that there will ever
be quiet and stability in the context of Israel's ongoing domination of the Palestinians with no diplomatic
horizon is a delusion. The critical question, then, is how much more violence will it take for Israelis to realise
the path they are going on promises them a bleak future?

· Comments on this article will remain open for 24 hours and may be turned off overnight (UK time)
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Welcome to authoritarian Australia, where more anti-terror laws won't
keep us safe;
Politicians claim to pass more and more anti-terror laws in order to keep
us safe. They don't, but they do erode our democracy

BYLINE: Greg Barns
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Here we go again. A crime related to terrorism takes place - on this occasion the tragic shooting of a New
South Wales police worker by an allegedly radicalised teenager - and lawmakers react by drafting more laws.
It has been this way since 9/11 when the Howard government, aided by the Labor party, inserted draconian
anti-terror laws into the Commonwealth Criminal Code Act and introduced ancillary laws to cast a pall of
secrecy over legal processes involving terrorism charges. Almost 60 pieces of legislation dealing with
terrorism have been passed since 2002.

Related: Australians' rights and freedom to speak out under threat, warns UN official

On Tuesday, attorney general George Brandis said control orders - a mechanism for monitoring the lives of
individuals who have not been charged with a criminal offence - should be available for individuals as young
as 14 (at present the age limit is 16). New South Wales premier Mike Baird wants the power to be able to
detain individuals without charge for up to 28 days. This would be unconstitutional at the commonwealth
level because it would amount to executive detention.

The underlying premise of this latest flurry of activity - coming less than a year after Brandis and the ALP
combined to pass laws that would see journalists in jail for up to 10 years for reporting on Asio "special
operations", and which require internet service providers to hold metadata for two years - is that undermining
the rule of law will stop terrorist activity. It won't but it will further erode our democracy.

Terrorism has been with us for a long time. It was around in the latter half of the 19th century when the
anarchist movement did considerable damage in Europe, during the 1970s in the UK courtesy of the IRA and
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its Protestant opponents, and in continental Europe via the notorious Baader-Meinhoff gang.

In Israel there are on the statute books draconian laws allowing for detention without trial and detention
without charge, lengthy jail terms for those convicted of terrorism offences and all manner of surveillance
powers available to security agencies and police. Guess what? Israel continues to live with terrorism despite
this apparatus of illiberal legislation.

Our politicians are not keeping us safe as they pretend to do.

If Brandis and Baird want to radicalise young people searching for a cause then control orders will do the
trick. Those of us with teenage children know that 14 year olds do not respond well to authority that is
overbearing. It is also an age when individuals take risks, when they think themselves smarter than the
forces that seek to control them. Telling a 14 year old that he or she is subject to an order where police and
Asio can monitor all internet access, vet all friends and associates, watch him or her at school and even at
home is an invitation for that individual and his or her friends to do something very radical indeed.

Control orders should be anathema to a society that purports to believe in the rule of law, one of the
elements of which is that the state cannot and should not be allowed to curtail liberty unless the person has
been charged with or convicted of an offence. Furthermore, it is outrageous that such orders are made by
lawyers for government agencies going to court with secret affidavits in hand which they do not have to show
the individual whose liberty is being curtailed and which the court is not allowed to reveal in making an order.
Secret justice is a corrupt process.

There are a number of dangers associated with Baird's proposal to detain people for 28 days without charge.
First, it is an offensive idea that a person should be deprived of their liberty for lengthy periods without a
charge being brought against them and the opportunity for a bail application to be made.

Second, it amounts to a breach of Australia's obligations under the International Convention on Civil and
Political Rights and the Convention against Torture to detain a person in isolation for a month without charge.

Related: Age limit for control orders on terrorism suspects will be reduced to 14

Third, and given the knee jerk propensity of Baird and his fellow lawmakers, what is to stop 28 days
becoming 60 days and then six months?

There is no evidence that the vast array of powers that police security agencies and government lawyers
have had since 2002 in Australia have stopped a terrorist attack. There is certainly no evidence that the
latest proposals will do any such thing - if anything, as noted above, they are an invitation to radicalise.

The rule of law, the late great English jurist Tom Bingham wrote in 2010, is what separates a democratic
society from a capricious authoritarian state. He argued that there is a "strong temptation" on the part of
governments dealing with terrorism "to cross the boundary which separates the lawful from the unlawful."
Unfortunately Australia has well and truly crossed that threshold.

Our politicians are not keeping us safe as they pretend to do. They can never guarantee a society in which
terrorist acts do not occur - no society can. But in the meantime they are creating a police and security state
and one without the check of a charter or bill of rights to prevent at least the worst excesses of the state's
misuse of power. Welcome to authoritarian Australia.
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The Guardian view on Sweden and immigration: breaking point;
The reactionaries of the Sweden Democrats are exploiting Europe's
immigration crisis, and creating a political emergency in Stockholm

BYLINE: Editorial
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Swedish democracy works very well providing the voters don't disagree. But ever since the last general
election handed the nationalist Sweden Democrat party the balance of power, Swedish politics have been
riven by substantive disagreement.

The Sweden Democrats are a genuinely reactionary party. They want their country, and indeed the world, to
be the way it seemed in the 1980s, before globalisation swept much of the social democratic state away, and
washed in hundreds of thousands of dark-skinned foreigners. Their social and economic policies are an
incoherent mess but their one political demand is clear: a massive and permanent cut in refugee
immigration, to levels almost as low as British policy allows under this government. The Sweden Democrats
want a cut of 95% in humanitarian immigration. This one policy demand has propelled them over the last 10
years from being an obscure groupuscule with clear neo-Nazi roots to a party with 13% of the seats in
parliament, and over 20% in the latest opinion polls.

The response of the other parties has been to ignore them resolutely and with equal firmness hope that they
would go away. This alternative to a strategy was severely tested last December when the Sweden
Democrats voted to reject the budget proposals of the minority leftwing coalition and then announced they
would vote with the government to prevent any centre-right budget proposal. This threatened an emergency
election, or complete paralysis. The response was to double down on the policy of ignoring the Sweden
Democrats: in order to avoid an election the other seven parties in parliament came to an agreement that
they would fix their votes to produce the same outcomes as if no Sweden Democrats had been elected.
Since then, the European refugee crisis has developed in its tragic and astonishing magnitude, while
Sweden in particular has also attracted large numbers of Roma from inside the EU, some of whom beg for a
living. The two inflows have strained the policy of trying to ignore the Sweden Democrats to breaking point.
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There are now more than 7,000 applications for political asylum a week in Sweden and the system is almost
at bursting point. There have been small riots in Malmö over the demolition of a migrant camp set up for
Palestinians and a general sense that the fabric of Swedish society is under strain.

At this point the small, and traditionally leftish Christian Democratic party cracked and at its annual congress
repudiated the agreement reached last December. This example was immediately followed by the
Conservatives. It seems that this is a ploy to put pressure on the Social Democrats to abandon their minority
government and to form a more stable coalition with one or more of the centre-right parties. There is also a
perceptible weakening of support for the policy of unrestricted immigration for anyone who can make it
across the EU as far as Sweden. The Sweden Democrats, calling this "the greatest catastrophe of the
modern age", have just announced a nationwide campaign for a referendum on immigration. They cannot
force one, but they can ensure that tension remains high all winter.

Europe should look at this crisis and learn. It can no longer expect two countries - Sweden and Germany - to
do all the hard work of absorbing Syrian refugees.
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Palestinians and Israelis must speak with one voice: this is no way for
us to live;
As hope of a two-state solution fades and violence returns, where is the
political leadership we need to restore order and security? We need
help from the UN

BYLINE: Izzeldin Abuelaish
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" If, one day, a people desire to live, then fate will answer their call. / And their night will then begin to fade,
and their chains break and fall. "

An English translation of the beautiful and inspiring lines of the late Tunisian poet Abu al-Qasim al-Shabi - for
me, as a Palestinian, they speak of the crisis between Palestine and Israel.

Over two decades has passed since the Oslo accords. At the time, there was a sense of hope. Many people,
and certainly the Palestinians, thought this was a turning point - the chance to create a free Palestinian
state, a prosperous new nation on the edge of the Mediterranean, a kind of Singapore of the Middle East.

The accords failed - and we are still struggling to find a way forward that will work.

Related: Huge new Israeli settlement in West Bank condemned by US and UK

Over the 20 years since Oslo, there have been a number of wars. We have seen the expansion of
settlements by Israel. Under international law, they are illegal and challenge any progress.

Those Palestinian children born at the time of Oslo are now 20-year-olds; they are young adults. With a
stagnant economy, punitive travel restrictions and a high unemployment rate, a generation of frustrated
young Palestinians with little hope for their future is in danger of radicalisation. Students can access the
internet for only a few hours a day, there is only sporadic electricity, and even the access to water is
controlled. This is no way for people to live.

No wonder many have lost faith in direct negotiations. Palestinians want to live in freedom and with dignity -
these are fundamental human rights. Young people need to laugh, be free, and have all the joys of an
unimpeded youth. Above all, they need to be given dignity. But occupation instead leads to frustration, to a
pressure-cooker atmosphere, and then some turn to struggle and the kind of violence that has flared up in
recent weeks.

Every street becomes a new border; neighbourhoods are surrounded with barbed wire and concrete.

Meanwhile, in a recent survey by the Hebrew Channel 2, 80% of Israelis who were surveyed said they didn't
feel safe or secure in Israel. Also 73% of Israelis said Binyamin Netanyahu had failed to manage the conflict
with the Palestinians.

For both sides, the crisis is seemingly intractable. I know, as I was born in a refugee camp in the Gaza Strip.
But I never lose hope that we can learn from the past and build up a two-state solution - where Palestinians
can live with hope and dignity, and Israelis can also feel safe and secure.

How can our political leaders look orphaned children or bereaved parents in the eye? On both sides
politicians have failed to achieve the security they promised. Instead, they communicate with violence, fear,
threats, retaliation and intimidation. The only result is more hatred, bloodshed, killing, destruction and
violence, and a widening gap between our two nations.

All kinds of weapons and means of killing, burning, shooting, stabbing and destruction have been used. But it
has not occurred to us for a moment to use the tools of building and construction.

Should our leaders not apologise for our dead children, our lost youth and our bereaved mothers? Should
they not say out loud: "We failed. We must examine our consciences"?

Both the Palestinians and the Israelis must speak loudly with one voice and say no to violence and
extremism: enough pain, killing, bloodshed and destruction.

We need two states. This is internationally recognised. So, how can we find new ways and neutral partners
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to help us achieve that two-state solution? The way forward should involve international actors - the United
Nations, the European Union and the United States.

The Palestinians deserve a courageous, honest, and genuine leadership ... The Israelis need to be able to
feel safe

The UN resolutions on Palestine should be implemented within a specific time frame. Washington needs to
reassess its role and military support for Israel. And we all need to keep talking, to use our voices to speak
out against hate and injustice.

It is time for the Palestinians to have their own state, a proper infrastructure, job prospects. They are
exhausted from factions, movements, leaders, parties. A UN presence in Palestine, at least for a transitional
period, is required as the first step to restoring order, an environment of hope and a sustainable economy.
The Palestinians deserve a courageous, honest, and genuine leadership that acts for the sake of the people
and advocates in the national interest rather than on their own behalf. The Israelis, for their part, need to be
able to feel safe.

Back to my favourite Tunisian poet:

"If, one day, a people desire to live, then fate will answer their call. / And their night will then
begin to fade, and their chains break and fall. / For he who is not embraced by a passion for life will dissipate
into thin air, / At least that is what all creation has told me and what its hidden spirits declare ... "
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Netanyahu's fairytale about Hitler and the mufti is the last thing we
need;
The Israeli prime minister's outrageous claim that the Palestinian mufti
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had inspired the Holocaust comes at an extremely delicate moment

BYLINE: Tom Segev

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 774 words

For many years historians have tried without success to determine when and how Adolf Hitler reached the
decision to exterminate Europe's Jews. Among the many mysteries accompanying the history of the second
world war this is one of the most intriguing.

But now Binyamin Netanyahu, the Israeli prime minister, has found the answer. Speaking last night at the
opening of the World Zionist Congress in Jerusalem, Netanyahu stated that it was actually a Palestinian, the
grand mufti of Jerusalem, who gave Hitler the idea.

The mufti Haj Amin al-Husseini was appointed by the British in 1921. The title recognised his position as the
major religious and political authority among the Palestinian Arabs. In accordance with the principle of "my
enemy's enemy is my ally", the mufti sought support from Nazi Germany and in return backed Hitler's war,
including the extermination of the Jews.

He initiated the formation of a predominantly Muslim unit of the Waffen SSin Bosnia. In November 1941 he
was received by Hitler in Berlin. According to Netanyahu, "Hitler didn't want to exterminate the Jews at the
time; he wanted to expel the Jews. But Husseini protested to Hitler that "they'll all come here" - in other
words, to Palestine. "So what should I do with them?" Hitler asked, according to Netanyahu. The mufti
replied: "Burn them." Netanyahu did not describe Hitler's response, but one can imagine that it was
something like: "Wow - how come I never thought of that?"

All Israeli governments have used the Holocaust as a political argument. Every Arab leader since 1948 has
been compared at least once to Hitler. All Arab countries have compared Israel to the Nazis. And the Arabs
have always refused to acknowledge that the Holocaust is a central element of the Israeli identity. This is
particularly unfortunate because unless one understands one's enemy, one cannot make peace.

Netanyahu has used such rhetoric in his flamboyant speeches against the Iran nuclear agreement,
particularly in the US Congress and the UN general assembly. The story of the mufti is also not new to him;
apparently it appears in one of his books. It is based on the postwar contention of one of Adolf Eichmann's
aides, Dieter Wisliceny, who also described a conducted tour of Auschwitz that the mufti was supposedly
given by Adolf Eichmann. But the exact dialogue between the mufti and Hitler that Netanyahu presented this
week goes far beyond anything even he has claimed before.

In addition to meeting Hitler, Husseini sat down with Eichmann and sabotaged a plan to transfer Jewish
children from eastern Europe to Palestine. He should have been brought to trial along with other war
criminals. His conduct during the war remains a shameful chapter in Palestinian history.

Related: Anger at Netanyahu claim Palestinian grand mufti inspired Holocaust

But there is no solid evidence to suggest that he played any role in the decision to exterminate the Jews. For,
as Bernard Lewis wrote in Semites and Anti-Semites, it "seems unlikely that the Nazis needed any such
additional encouragement from outside".

It is equally implausible that Husseini was given a guided tour of the Auschwitz gas chambers in operation. In
fact, his meeting with Hitler, which has been established in both Arab and German records, did not go very
well for the mufti, who sought a statement of support for the Palestinian national rights: a kind of German
Balfour declaration for the Arabs. Hitler refused to sign such a document. Foolishly Husseini agreed to have
his picture taken with Hitler, which has haunted the Palestinian cause ever since.
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The mufti's support for Nazi Germany demonstrated the evils of extremist nationalism. However, the Arabs
were not the only ones who were seeking a deal with the Nazis. At the end of 1940 and again at the end of
1941, before the Holocaust reached its height in the extermination camps, a small Zionist terrorist
organisation - Fighters for the Freedom of Israel, also known as the Stern Gang - made contact with Nazi
representatives in Beirut, hoping for support for the struggle against the British. One of the Sternists, in a
British jail at the time, was Yitzhak Shamir, a future Israeli prime minister.

Netanyahu's fictitious dialogue between Husseini and Hitler has come at an extremely delicate moment, with
a new wave of Palestinian terror once again raising fear and hatred in both Israel and the Palestinian
territories. Involving the Holocaust once again can only make matters worse. This should be a moment for
responsible leadership and restraining language. The last thing the present situation needs is a fairytale
about Hitler and the mufti.
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Trudeau, Clinton, Bush ... dynasties are the blockbuster movies of
politics;
Whether it's Canada's new prime minister, the former US first lady or
James Bond, increasingly the brand is the defining factor in popular
success
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Will you be among those queuing to see Spectre next week? If you are, you don't need to explain why. It's
simple. It's the new Bond movie and you like Bond movies.

The tidal wave of publicity - the magazine covers, the posters at bus-stops, the song on the radio - none of it
needs to persuade you of the merits of this particular film. It just needs to remind you that the film is out - that
"Bond is back" - and its job is done. Effortlessly, the glamour and excitement of the past rubs off on the
present.

This week Justin Trudeau, handsome enough to play James Bond, as it happens, was elected as the new
prime minister of Canada. He succeeded where his Liberal party had failed four years earlier. Even his
greatest admirers do not deny that part of his appeal resides in his last name. He is the son of the former PM
Pierre Trudeau and his much younger wife, Margaret, and some of the glamour and excitement of that past
era has rubbed off on him.

Related: Trudeau's bold change pledge was a ruse. But Canada now has a fighting chance | Martin Lukacs

The birth of such a dynasty is new for Canada, but not elsewhere. For the dynasty is the franchise movie of
politics: the reliable brand that brought in the crowds before and enjoys an automatic box-office advantage
over all rivals. Where Bond, Superman and the Transformers are the titans of cinema, so the Clintons and
Bushes, the Gandhis, Kenyattas and now Trudeaus dominate politics around the globe.

It's one of the more unexpected features of modern democracy. Those who demanded popular self-rule
centuries ago partly did so as an explicit rejection of heredity as a qualification for power. Gone would be the
ruling families of the ancien regime, replaced by elected representatives of the entire people. The spirit of
that earlier age is captured by article 1, section 9, clause 8 of the US constitution: "No title of nobility shall be
granted by the United States."

She may not be the Duchess of Little Rock, but Hillary Clinton surely belongs to the very nobility America's
founders wanted to prevent. Power and wealth is concentrated in her clan. So it is with the Cuomo family,
holders past and present of the governorship of New York, or the Daleys, who held Chicago as tightly as any
medieval baron once ruled a fief.

Hillary took a further step towards her destiny this week, thanks to the announcement by vice-president Joe
Biden that he will not be a rival for the Democratic nomination, and to a promised congressional grilling on
the Benghazi affair that sputtered without catching a spark. Soon, it seems, Clinton will be facing a
Republican field that features Rand Paul, inheritor of the libertarian movement galvanised by his father Ron,
and Jeb Bush, bidding to be the third US president in his immediate family.

Despite the constitution's best efforts, the American electorate have been drawn from the start to the de facto
nobility formed by its power dynasties. One study found that 11% of those who served in the US Congress
between 1789 and 1858 had lawmaker relatives. As late as 1966, the figure stood at 7%. Even today, the
son of a senator is 8,500 times more likely to become a senator than the average male of baby-boom age. It
turns out the Roosevelts and Kennedys were not exceptions. They were just the ones we had heard of.

And it's like that everywhere. This week's feted visitor to Britain, Chinese president Xi Jinping, is the son of
the country's former vice-premier. The democratic world is not much better. In France, the Front National is
being fought over like a precious item of family silver by the warring Le Pens, père et fille. The president,
François Hollande, has four children with the defeated presidential candidate of 2007, Ségolène Royal. In
India, the Gandhis lost last time but are still a fixture on the electoral landscape. In Kenya, the son sits in the
presidential chair first occupied by his father.

A likely contender for Peru's 2016 election is Keiko Fujimori, whose now-jailed father ruled the country until
2000. In Indonesia, rule-by-dynasty is so rife, parliament passed a law in March to bar anyone holding major
office within five years of a relative - a kind of genetic cooling-off period. (The law was later thrown out as
unconstitutional.) In some regions, a single clan can hold up to a dozen political posts at once. Presumably,
when one resigns, they say they're quitting politics so they can spend less time with their family.
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Britain seems less susceptible to the electoral lure of bloodline than most, despite the fact that, or maybe
because, we still give heredity a formal place in our constitution - guaranteeing the headship of state to a
single family. Nevertheless, after the double Miliband era there is now a junior Kinnock in the Commons, with
perhaps a Straw and even a Blair on the way. And the new politics is not immune: John McDonnell's chief of
staff is Seb Corbyn, son of Jeremy.

Not that we should single out politics. The corporate world is similarly the domain of dominant families,
whether it's the Murdoch empire or beleaguered Volkswagen. The Economist recently estimated that 90% of
the world's businesses are family-managed or controlled, with one in three of America's biggest, billion-dollar
firms in family hands. And the media of course is not immune, whether it's the Russerts of the US, the Lapids
of Israel or our very own Dimblebys.

Related: Hillary Clinton deflects conservative jabs in 11-hour House Benghazi hearing

So why does the dynasty live on, even in this supposedly democratic age? The answer is paradoxical. The
powerful family may seem an ancient idea but it boasts two ultra-modern features: such clans have a strong
brand, essential in cutting through the noise; and they come equipped with rich, intricate networks, dense
with connections and social capital. When the time comes, Chelsea Clinton will inherit not just wealth but the
mother and father of all Rolodexes.

You can defend dynasty. There's evidence to suggest such families think more of the long term than other
politicians. They want their plans to look good in decades to come, otherwise their children might never
succeed them.

And the bias towards established families has arguably helped women reach a pinnacle that might otherwise
have remained elusive. Would India have elected a woman who was not Nehru's daughter? Is it a
coincidence that the first woman on the brink of the White House has lived there before?

Of course, everyone should be judged on their individual merits: they should not be disqualified because of
their parents. And yet the stubborn grip of dynasticism epitomises social immobility at the highest level, a
clustering of one group at the top of the ladder crowding out everyone else. Politics becomes a kind of
Shakespearean clashing of clans at court - surely one day, a Clinton will fall in love with a Bush - leaving the
country behind.

You can't legislate to stop this happening, but we can insist on a wider, more fluid, more genuine social
mobility. Otherwise politics will become ever more like the cinema - new faces, perhaps, but telling the same
old story.
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Guardian and Observer style guide: S;
'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom
Stoppard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle

BYLINE: Last updated:

SECTION: INFO

LENGTH: 11104 words

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Saatchi brothers Maurice (now Lord Saatchi) and Charles (the one with the gallery)
founded M&C Saatchi in 1994 after leaving Saatchi & Saatchi, the advertising agency best known for the
slogan "Labour isn't working" in the 1979 general election campaign

saccharin noun; saccharine adjective

sacrilegious not sacreligious

Sad seasonal affective disorder

Sadler's Wells

Safeway

Sahara no need to add "desert"

Sahrawi people of the western Sahara; the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic
(SADR) claims sovereignty over the former Spanish colony of Western Sahara, but controls only about a
quarter, the rest being controlled by Morocco

said normally preferable to added, commented, declared, pointed out, ejaculated,
etc; you can avoid too many "saids", whether quoting someone or in reported speech, quite easily. See
reported speech

Sainsbury, Lord Lord Sainsbury of Turville (David Sainsbury) is a Labour peer.
Lord Sainsbury of Preston Candover (John Sainsbury) is a Tory peer. We have been known to mix them up,
so take care

Sainsbury's for the stores; the company's name is J Sainsbury plc

Saint in running text should be spelt in full: Saint John, Saint Paul. For names of
towns, churches, etc, abbreviate St (no point) eg St Mirren, St Stephen's church. In French placenames a
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hyphen is needed, eg St-Nazaire, Ste-Suzanne, Stes-Maries-de-la-Mer

St Andrews no apostrophe for golf or university

St Catharine's College, Cambridge

St Catherine's College, Oxford

St James Park home of Exeter City

St James' Park home of Newcastle United

St James's Park royal park in London

Saint John New Brunswick; St John's Newfoundland

St John Ambulance not St John's and no longer "Brigade"

St Katharine Docks London

St Martin-in-the-Fields church in Trafalgar Square, London

St Paul's Cathedral

St Petersburg Russian city founded by Peter the Great in 1703. It was known as
Petrograd from 1914 to 1924, and Leningrad from 1924 to 1991

Saint-Saëns, Camille (1835-1921) French composer

St Thomas' hospital in London; not St Thomas's

sake Japanese rice wine

Saki pen name of the British writer HH Munro (1870-1916), known mainly for his
short stories

sale In the UK, "on sale" simply refers to something you can buy: "Widgets on sale
here"; if a store is selling items at a reduced price, for example after Christmas, you might say you bought
your "sale-price" widgets "in the sale" or "in the New Year sales". In the US, the equivalent of "in the sale" is
"on sale": "These widgets were a real bargain - they were on sale!"

saleable

Salvation Army not the Sally Army

salvo plural salvoes

Samaritans the organisation has dropped "the" from its name

sambuca

same-sex marriage or equal marriage rights rather than "gay marriage"

Samoa formerly known as Western Samoa; do not confuse with American Samoa

Sana'a capital of Yemen

sanatorium (not sanitarium or sanitorium) plural sanatoriums
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sanction To sanction (verb) something is to approve it; to impose sanctions (noun)
is to stop something you disapprove of. So politicians might sanction (permit) the use of sanctions
(forbidding) trade with a country they don't, for the moment, happen to like very much.

OED definitions of the noun "sanction" involve penalties or coercion, typically to enforce a law or treaty. So
you find "sanction-breaker" (quoted from the Guardian in connection with sanctions against Rhodesia in
1968). Rather chillingly, a draft 1993 addition to the dictionary includes a new definition: "sanction: in military
intelligence, the permission to kill a particular individual."

Definitions of "sanction" as a verb include ratify, confirm, permit, authorise and encourage. Hence
expressions such as "sanctioned by common sense" and "sanctioned by usage".

The Department for Work and Pensions, confusingly, says it "sanctions" people to mean it imposes sanctions
on or penalises them. We should not use it in this sense

Sane mental illness charity

Sanremo (one word) town in Liguria, north-west Italy; it hosts an annual music
festival that inspired the Eurovision song contest

San Sebastián

San Serriffe island nation profiled in the Guardian on 1 April 1977

sans serif typeface

San Siro stadium Milan

São Paulo Brazilian city, not Sao Paolo

Sarkozy, Nicolas note that the French name is Nicolas, not Nicholas

Sars severe acute respiratory syndrome

SAS Special Air Service, but not normally necessary to spell it out; its naval
equivalent is the SBS

Satan but satanist, satanism

satnav

Sats standard assessment tasks

SATs scholastic aptitude tests (in the US, where they are pronounced as individual
letters)

Saumarez Smith, Charles secretary and chief executive of the Royal Society of
Arts

Savile, Jimmy

Savile Club, Savile Row in London

Saville theatre in London, once owned by the Beatles' manager Brian Epstein and
used for concerts in the 60s (Jimi Hendrix played there), is now the Odeon Covent Garden cinema

Say's law "Supply creates its own demand" (also known as the law of markets)
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Scalextric often erroneously called "Scalectrix"

Scandinavia Denmark, Norway and Sweden; with the addition of Finland and
Iceland, they constitute the Nordic countries

schadenfreude

scherzo plural scherzos

schizophrenia, schizophrenic should be used only in a medical context, never to
mean in two minds, contradictory, or erratic, which is wrong, as well as offensive to people diagnosed with
this illness; schizophrenic is an adjective, not a noun. After many years we have largely eradicated misuse of
this term, although as recently as 2010 a columnist contrived to accuse the Conservatives of "untreatable
ideological schizophrenia"

Schoenberg, Arnold (1874-1951) Austrian-born composer

schoolboy, schoolchildren, schoolgirl, schoolroom, schoolteacher

schools if in full, like this: Alfred Salter primary school, Rotherhithe; King's school,
Macclesfield, Eton college, etc; often the generic part will not be necessary, so: Alfred Salter primary; King's,
Macclesfield; Eton, etc

school years year 2, year 10, key stage 1, etc

Schröder, Gerhard former German chancellor

Schwarzenegger, Arnold Arnie is acceptable in headlines

scientific measurements Take care: m in scientific terms stands for milli (1mW is
1,000th of a watt), while M denotes mega (1MW is a million watts); in such circumstances it is wise not to
bung in another m when you mean million, so write out, for example, 10 million C.

amps A, volts V, watts W, kilowatts kW, megawatts MW, milliwatts mW, joules J, kilojoules kJ

scientific names in italics, with the first name (denoting the genus) capped, the
second (denoting the species) lc: Escherichia coli, Canis lupus, Quercus robur. The name can be shortened
by using the first initial: E coli, C lupus, Q robur (but we do not use a full point after the initial)

scientific terms some silly cliches to avoid: you might find it difficult to hesitate for a
nanosecond (the shortest measurable human hesitation is probably about 250 million nanoseconds, a
quarter of a second); "astronomical sums" when talking about large sums of money is rather dated (the
national debt surpassed the standard astronomical unit of 93 million [miles] 100 years ago)

sci-fi

Scilly an alternative is Isles of Scilly but not Scilly Isles

ScotchTape TM; say sticky tape

scotch broth, scotch egg, scotch mist, scotch whisky but Scotch argus butterfly

scot-free the scot was a kind of medieval council tax, so you got off "scot-free" if
you avoided payment

Scotland The following was written by a Scot who works for the Guardian and
lives in London. Letters expressing similar sentiments come from across Britain (and, indeed, from around
the world):
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We don't carry much coverage of events in Scotland and to be honest, even as an expat, that suits me fine.
But I do care very much that we acknowledge that Scotland is a separate nation and in many ways a
separate country. It has different laws, education system (primary, higher and further), local government,
national government, sport, school terms, weather, property market and selling system, bank holidays, right
to roam, banks and money, churches, etc.

If we really want to be a national newspaper then we need to consider whether our stories apply only to
England (and Wales) or Britain, or Scotland only. When we write about teachers' pay deals, we should point
out that we mean teachers in England and Wales; Scottish teachers have separate pay and management
structures and union. When we write about it being half-term, we should remember that it's known as
mid-term in Scotland. When we write about bank holiday sunshine/rain, we should remember that in
Scotland the weather was probably different and it possibly wasn't even a bank holiday. When we write about
the English cricket team, we should be careful not to refer to it as "we" and "us". When the Scottish Cup final
is played, we should perhaps consider devoting more than a few paragraphs at the foot of a page to Rangers
winning their 100th major trophy (if it had been Manchester United we'd have had pages and pages with
Bobby Charlton's all-time fantasy first XI and a dissertation on why English clubs are the best in Europe).
Andy Murray is Scottish, as well as British, rather than Scottish when he loses and British when he wins.

These daily oversights come across to a Scot as arrogance. They also undermine confidence in what the
paper is telling the reader

Scotland Office not Scottish Office

Scott, Charles Prestwich (1846-1932) editor of the Manchester Guardian for 57
years and its owner from 1907 until his death (his uncle, John Edward Taylor, had founded the paper in
1821). Scott, who was editor when the first "Style-book of the Manchester Guardian" - forerunner of this
guide - appeared in 1928, is most famous for his statement "comment is free, but facts are sacred".

WP Crozier recalled of Scott: "Once, when an article in type was shown to him because a certain sentence
expressed a doubtful judgment, he noticed that the English was slovenly, amended it, and then, being drawn
on from sentence to sentence and becoming more and more dissatisfied, he made innumerable minute
corrections until at last, having made a complete mess of the proof, he looked up and said gently: 'Dear X; of
course, he's not a trained subeditor.' "

Scott Trust created in 1936 to safeguard the journalistic freedom and liberal values
of the Manchester Guardian. The sole shareholder in Guardian Media Group, its core purpose is to secure
the financial and editorial independence of the Guardian "in perpetuity". In 2008 it became a limited
company, with the same protections for the Guardian enshrined in its constitution

Scott, Sir George Gilbert (1811-78) architect who designed the Albert Memorial
and Midland Grand hotel at St Pancras station

Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert (1880-1960) grandson of the above, responsible for red
telephone boxes, Bankside power station (now Tate Modern), Waterloo bridge, and the Anglican cathedral in
Liverpool

Scottish Enterprise

Scottish government although its legal name remains Scottish executive

Scottish parliament its members are MSPs

scottish terrier not scotch or Scots; once known as Aberdeen terrier

scouse, scouser

Scouts not "Boy Scouts" (in the UK, at least); the organisation is the Scout
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Association

Scoville scale system that measures the heat level of chillies

Scrabble TM

Scram secure continuous remote alcohol monitor, as sported in 2010 by Lindsay
Lohan

scratchcard, smartcard, swipecard

SCSI capped up even though generally pronounced "scuzzy"; it stands for small
computer system interface

sea change a gradual transformation (from Shakespeare's The Tempest); a
step-change, which originated in physics, is more abrupt

sea level, sea sickness but seaplane, seaport, seashore, seaside, seaweed

seal pups not "baby seals" for the same reason we don't call lambs "baby sheep"

Sea of Japan as generally known; but South Korea calls it the East Sea and North
Korea the East Sea of Korea

Séamus, Seán note accents in Irish Gaelic; sean without a fada means old

search dogs search for people; sniffer dogs search for drugs

search engine optimisation (SEO) How to increase traffic to your website by
ensuring that your content shows up prominently in Google and other online search engines, for example by
including in headlines key terms that people are most likely to search for. To help, you can monitor such
things as hot topics on Google and what is trending on Twitter

seas, oceans capped up, eg Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Pacific Ocean

seasons spring, summer, autumn, winter are lowercase

seatbelt

second hand on a watch; but secondhand goods

second world war

secretary general

Secret Intelligence Service official name of MI6 ; may also be abbreviated to SIS
after first mention

section 28 1988 law, widely regarded as homophobic, that said local authorities
"shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality" or "promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship"; it was repealed in Scotland in 2000 and the rest of the UK in 2003

Security Service better known as MI5

Segway TM; hoverboard is a generic alternative

seize not sieze
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self-control, self-defence, self-esteem, self-harm, self-respect

selfie a self-portrait photograph.

There may or may not be other people in it, and you might post it on social media, frame it or put it in an
album, but if you are in it, and you took it, it's a selfie

Selfridges no apostrophe

sell-off, sellout noun

sell off, sell out verb

Sellotape TM; call it sticky tape

semicolon Used correctly (which occasionally we do), the semicolon is a very
elegant compromise between a full stop (too much) and a comma (not enough). This sentence, from a
column by David McKie, illustrates beautifully how it's done: "Some reporters were brilliant; others were less
so."

The late Beryl Bainbridge said in the Guardian: "Not many people use it much any more, do they? Should it
be used more? I think so, yes. A semicolon is a partial pause, a different way of pausing, without using a full
stop. I use it all the time" and George Bernard Shaw told TE Lawrence that not using semicolons was "a
symptom of mental defectiveness, probably induced by camp life".

Orwell, on the other hand, thought they were unnecessary and Kurt Vonnegut advised: "Do not use
semicolons. They are transvestite hermaphrodites, standing for absolutely nothing. All they do is show you've
been to college."

semtex no longer necessary to cap this

Senate Only the US Senate takes initial capital; state senates are lowercase, eg
the Massachusetts senate

senior abbreviate to Sr not Sen or Snr, eg Douglas Fairbanks Sr

September 11 Use September 11 (ie contrary to our usual date style) when it is
being evoked as a particular event, rather than just a date, eg: How September 11 changed the world for
ever But "how the events of 11 September 2001 changed the world for ever" would follow our normal date
style.

9/11 may be substituted for either, as necessary, particularly in tight headlines, eg: How 9/11
changed the world for ever

The official death toll of the victims of the Islamist terrorists who hijacked four aircraft on 11 September 2001
is 2,976. The figure does not include the 19 hijackers. Of this total, 2,605 died in the twin towers of the World
Trade Centre or on the ground in New York City (of whom approximately 1,600 have been identified), 246
died on the four aeroplanes, and 125 were killed in the attack on the Pentagon.

The hijackers were: Fayez Ahmed, Mohamed Atta, Ahmed al-Ghamdi, Hamza al-Ghamdi, Saeed al-Ghamdi,
Hani Hanjour, Nawaf al-Hazmi, Salem al-Hazmi, Ahmed al-Haznawi, Khalid al-Mihdhar, Majed Moqed,
Ahmed al-Nami, Abdulaziz al-Omari, Marwan al-Shehhi, Mohannad al-Shehri, Wael al-Shehri, Waleed
al-Shehri, Satam al-Suqami, Ziad Jarrah (though dozens of permutations of their names have appeared in
the paper, we follow Reuters style as for most Arabic transliterations)

sequined not sequinned
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Serb noun

Serbian adjective

sergeant major Sgt Maj (not RSM or CSM) Trevor Prescott, subsequently Sgt Maj
Prescott in leading articles; elsewhere just surname

Serious Fraud Office SFO on second mention

Serious Organised Crime Agency Soca after first mention

serjeant at arms

serves to adds nothing to a phrase such as "serves to underline"; replace with
"underlines"

services, the (armed forces)

settler should be confined to those Israeli Jews living in settlements across the
1967 green line, ie in the occupied territories

set to It is very tempting to use this, especially in headlines, when we think
something is going to happen, but aren't all that sure; try to resist this temptation. It is even less excusable
when we do know that something is going to happen: one of our readers counted no fewer than 16 uses of
the phrase in the paper in two days; in almost every case, the words could have been replaced with "will", or
by simply leaving out the "set", eg "the packs are set to come into force as part of the house-selling process".

The first readers' editor of the Guardian put it like this: "The expression 'set to', to mean about to, seems
likely to... is often used to refer to something that, though expected, is not absolutely certain to happen. It is a
rascally expression which one of the readers who have learned to groan at the sight of it describes as an
all-purpose term removing any precision of meaning from the sentence containing it"

Seven not "Se7en" for the 1995 film starring Morgan Freeman, Brad Pitt and
Gwyneth Paltrow

sexing up is what happens in dodgy dossiers and not, we hope, our publications.
From the editor:

Guardian readers would rather we did give them the unvarnished truth - or our best stab at it. It seems
obvious enough. But inside many journalists - this goes for desk editors as much as reporters - there is a
little demon prompting us to make the story as strong and interesting as possible, if not more so. We drop a
few excitable adjectives around the place. We overegg. We may even sex it up.

Strong stories are good. So are interesting stories. But straight, accurate stories are even better. Readers
who stick with us over any length of time would far rather judge what we write by our own Richter scale of
news judgments and values than feel that we're measuring ourselves against the competition. Every time we
flam a story up we disappoint somebody - usually a reader who thought the Guardian was different.

We should be different. Of course we compete fiercely in the most competitive newspaper market in the
world. Of course we want to sell as many copies as possible. We've all experienced peer pressure to write
something as strongly as possible, if not more so. But our Scott Trust ownership relieves us of the necessity
to drive remorselessly for circulation to the exclusion of all else. In other words, we don't need to sex things
up, and we shouldn't

sex offender register abbreviation, normally sufficient, of the Violent and Sex
Offender Register (Visor), a database set up by the Sexual Offences Act 2003
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sexuality From a reader:

"Can I suggest your style guide should state that homosexual, gay, bisexual and heterosexual are primarily
adjectives and that use of them as nouns should be avoided. It seems to me that this is both grammatically
and politically preferable (politically because using them as nouns really does seem to define people by their
sexuality). I would like to read that someone is 'homosexual', not 'a homosexual', or about 'gay people', not
'gays'. Lesbian is different as it is a noun which later began to be used adjectivally, not the other way round.
As an example from Wednesday, the opening line 'Documents which showed that Lord Byron ... was a
bisexual' rather than 'was bisexual' sounds both Daily Mail-esque and stylistically poor."

sexual orientation is generally more accurate and appropriate than "sexual
preference"

Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 1967 album by a popular beat combo of the
day; not Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band

Shaanxi (capital Xi'an) and Shanxi (capital Taiyuan) are adjacent provinces in
northern China

Shabiha Syrian pro-government militia

shakedown, shakeout, shakeup (nouns)

Shakespearean not Shakespearian

Shankill Road Belfast, not Shankhill

shantytown

shared possessives Freddie and Beth's party (they share one) Freddie and Beth's
parties (they share two) Freddie's and Beth's parties (they have one each)

shareholder

sharia law

shark-infested A reader (one of several to complain about our use of this phrase)
pointed out: "The seas are not 'infested' with sharks. They live there ... Millions of sharks are being killed. By
planet-infesting humans. They need protection." The word "infest" is defined as "swarm over, cover or fill in a
troublesome, unpleasant or harmful way, to invade and live on as a parasite". The phrase "shark-infested" is
in any case a lazy cliche and should be avoided

sheepdog

sheikh

Shepherd Market Mayfair; Shepherd's Bush west London

Shetland rather than Shetland Isles or Shetlands, but note that the local authority is
Shetland Islands council

Shia, Sunni two branches of Islam (note: not Shi'ite); plural Shia Muslims and
Sunni Muslims, though Shias and Sunnis are fine if you are pushed for space

shiatsu massage; shih-tzu dog ; shiitake mushrooms

ships are not feminine: it ran aground, not she ran aground; no quotes, no italics;
you sail in, not on, ships
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shipbuilding, shipmate, shipowner, shipyard

shoo-in not shoe-in

shootout noun; not "shoot-out"

shopkeeper

Shoreham-by-Sea not Shoreham on Sea

shortlist, longlist

Short money payment to opposition parties to help them carry out their
parliamentary functions, named after Ted Short, the Labour leader of the house who introduced it in 1975

shortsighted, longsighted, nearsighted

shrank, shrunk shrank, not shrunk, is the past tense of shrink, except in the film
title Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (and perhaps the occasional piece of wordplay based on it); shrunk is the past
participle (the kids had shrunk) or what is sometimes known as the present perfect form (Honey, I've shrunk
the kids)

Siamese twins conjoined twins, please

sickbed, sicknote, sickroom but sick pay

sickie

side-effects

sidestreet

siege not seige

Siena Tuscan city; sienna pigment; Sienna Miller

Sikh names Singh means a lion and Kaur a princess. Guru Gobind Singh Ji gave
Singh as a last name to all Sikh men and Kaur to all Sikh women to eliminate discrimination based on family
name, which denoted which caste someone belonged to.

Over time, many Sikh families have reverted to using their family name, but have maintained Singh and Kaur
as middle names; in such cases, include the full name at first mention, thereafter surname only

silicon computer chips; silicone breast implants - we have been known to confuse
the two, as in "Silicone Valley"

Silkin, Jon (1930-97) English poet, not to be confused with his cousin John Silkin
(1923-87), a Labour cabinet minister, as was John's brother Sam Silkin (1918-88)

sim card (it stands for subscriber identity module)

since See as or since

Singaporean names in three parts, eg Lee Kuan Yew

Singin' in the Rain not Singing

single quotes in headlines (but sparingly), standfirsts and captions
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singles chart

singsong (adjective): her voice had a singsong quality

sing-song (noun): we had a sing-song round the campfire

singular or plural? Corporate entities take the singular: eg The BBC has decided
(not "have"). In subsequent references make sure the pronoun is singular: "It [not "they"] will press for an
increase in the licence fee."

Sports teams and rock bands are the exception - "England have an uphill task" is OK, as is "Nirvana were
overrated"

sink past tense sank, past participle sunk: he sinks, he sank, he has sunk

Sinn Féin

siphon not syphon

Sisi The Egyptian president is Abdel Fatah al-Sisi; Sisi after first mention

sisyphean a futile or interminable task (Sisyphus had to spend eternity rolling a
boulder up a hill)

sit I sat down at the back but he was sitting near the front (the horrible "I was sat"
is, sadly, a very frequent error)

sitcom

six-day war between Israel and its neighbours in June 1967

size Attempts to express the size of objects and places in terms of their
relationship to doubledecker buses, Olympic swimming pools, football pitches, the Isle of Wight, Wales and
Belgium are cliched and unhelpful, which does not stop journalists engaging in them. The same applies to
measuring quantities of, say, hotdogs served at the Cup final in terms of how far they would stretch to the
moon and back

ski, skis, skier, skied, skiing

skilful not skillful

skimmed milk not skim

skipper usually only of a trawler

Sky+

skyrocket No!

slavery was not abolished in 1807, as we sometimes say: slavery in Britain
became illegal in 1772, the slave trade in the British empire was abolished in 1807, but slavery remained in
the colonies until the Slavery Abolition Act 1833

slay past tense: slew; past participle: slain

sleight of hand although it is pronounced "slight"

slither slide; sliver small piece
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Slovak noun

Slovakian adjective

Slovene noun

Slovenian adjective

small-c conservatism

small talk polite conversation

Smalltalk a computer programming language

smartphone

smartwatch a computer you wear on your wrist

smart watch something from the Armani retro collection, perhaps

Smith & Wesson handguns

Smithsonian Institution not Institute

smooth, smooth down, smoothen (verb) not smoothe (you may be thinking of
"soothe")

smörgåsbord

smuggling or trafficking? There are three key differences between people
smuggling and trafficking.

1 Exploitation: smugglers are paid by people to take them across borders, after which the transaction ends;
traffickers bring them into a situation of exploitation and profit from their abuse in the form of forced labour or
prostitution.

2 Consent: migrants usually consent to be smuggled; a trafficked person does not (or their "consent" is
meaningless because they have been coerced).

3 Borders: smuggling always takes place across international borders; trafficking does not (you can be
trafficked, say, from Rochdale to Rotherham)

snooper's charter

snowclone A type of cliched phrase defined by the linguist Geoffrey Pullum as "a
multi-use, customisable, instantly recognisable, timeworn, quoted or misquoted phrase or sentence that can
be used in an entirely open array of different variants". The name is derived from the cliche about how many
words "Eskimos" are mistakenly said to have for snow. Examples of snowclones include "xxx [eg comedy] is
the new yyy [eg rock'n'roll]", "you wait ages for a xxx [eg gold medal] and then yyy [eg three] come along at
once", and so on. Such phrases are very popular with journalists searching for what Pullum calls "quick-fix
ways of writing stuff without actually having to think out new descriptive vocabulary or construct new phrases
and sentences"

snowplough

so-called overused: as a reader pointed out when we used the term "so-called
friendly fire", the expression is "obviously ironic and really doesn't need such ham-fisted pointing out"
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social grades The NRS social grades (not classes), originally developed by the
National Readership Survey and still widely used in stories about market research, are the familiar A (upper
middle class), B (middle), C1 (lower middle), C2 (skilled working), D (semi- and unskilled) and E (at the
lowest levels of subsidence); they are based on the occupation of the chief income earner of a household
and are sometimes grouped into ABC1 (middle) and C2DE (working class).

Since the 2001 census, the main UK social classification has been the National Statistics socio-economic
classification (NS-SEC), grouping occupations by employment conditions and relations rather than skills, and
has 17 categories, which can be broken down into eight (from higher managerial and professional
occupations to never worked and long-term unemployed), or just three (higher, intermediate and lower
occupations)

socialism, socialist lc unless name of a party, eg Socialist Workers party

social media are plural

social security benefits all lc, income support, working tax credit, etc

sockpuppet an online identity used for deception, typically by someone posing as
an independent third party unconnected to a person or product that the sockpuppet then promotes

sock puppet a puppet made out of a sock

sod's law See Murphy's law

Sofía queen of Spain

Soho London; SoHo (as in "South of Houston Street") New York

soi-disant means self-styled, not so-called; both phrases should be used sparingly

soiree no accent

solar system See planets

solicitor general

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr (1918-2008) Russian novelist

Somalia adjective Somali; the people are Somalis, not Somalians

some should not be used before a figure: if you are not sure, about or
approximately are better, and if you are, it sounds daft: "some 12 people have died from wasp stings this
year alone" was a particularly silly example that found its way into the paper

Sopa Stop Online Piracy Act

Sotheby's

soundbite

sources Anonymous sources should be used sparingly. We should - except in
exceptional circumstances - avoid anonymous pejorative quotes. We should avoid misrepresenting the
nature and number of sources, and we should do our best to give readers some clue as to the authority with
which they speak. We should never, ever, betray a source

South America
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Southbank Centre on the South Bank in London

South Bank University

south south London, south-west England, the south-east, south Wales, etc

southern hemisphere

Southern Ocean not Antarctic Ocean

south pole

Southport Visiter newspaper, not to be confused with the Visitor, Morecambe

soy sauce

soya beans not soybeans or soy beans

space hopper

spaghetti western

span of years 2010-12 or from 2010-12; but between 2010 and 2012, not "between
2010-12"

Spanish names and accents Take care over use of the tilde, which can change the
meaning: Los Años Dorados (the Spanish version of the sitcom The Golden Girls) means The Golden Years;
leave out the tilde and Los Anos Dorados becomes The Golden Anuses.

The surname is normally the second last name, not the last, which is the mother's maiden name, eg the
writer Federico García Lorca - known as García in Spain rather than Lorca - should be García Lorca on
second mention. Note also that the female name Consuelo ends with an "o" not an "a".

In Spanish the natural stress of a word generally occurs on the second to last syllable. Words that deviate
from this norm must carry a written accent mark, known as the acento ortográfico, to indicate where the
stress falls. A guide to accents follows. If in doubt do an internet search (try the word with and without an
accent) and look for reputable Spanish language sites, eg big newspapers.

Surnames ending -ez take an accent over the penultimate vowel, eg Benítez, Fernández,
Giménez, Gómez, González, Gutiérrez, Hernández, Jiménez, López, Márquez, Martínez, Núñez, Ordóñez,
Pérez, Quiñónez, Ramírez, Rodríguez, Sáez, Vásquez, Vázquez, Velázquez. Exception: Alvarez; note also
that names ending -es do not take the accent, eg Martines, Rodrigues.

Other surnames Aristízabal, Beltrán, Cáceres, Calderón, Cañizares, Chevantón, Couñago,
Cúper, Dalí, De la Peña, Díaz, Forlán, García, Gaudí, Miró, Muñoz, Olazábal, Pavón, Sáenz, Sáinz, Valdés,
Valerón, Verón.

Forenames Adán, Alán, Andrés, César, Darío, Elías, Fabián, Ginés, Héctor, Hernán, Iñaki,
Iñés, Iván, Jesús, Joaquín, José, Lucía, María, Martín, Matías, Máximo, Míchel, Raúl, Ramón, Róger,
Rubén, Sebastián, Víctor. The forenames Ana, Angel, Alfredo, Alvaro, Cristina, Diego, Domingo, Emilio,
Ernesto, Federico, Fernando, Ignacio, Jorge, Juan, Julio, Luis, Marta, Mario, Miguel, Pablo and Pedro do not
usually take accents.

Placenames Asunción, Bogotá, Cádiz, Catalonia, Córdoba, La Coruña, Guantánamo Bay,
Guipúzcoa, Jaén, Jérez, León, Medellín, Potosí, San Sebastián, Valparaíso.

Sports teams, etc América, Atlético, El Barça (FC Barcelona), Bernabéu, Bolívar, Cerro
Porteño, Deportivo La Coruña, Huracán, Málaga, Peñarol.
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Note: Spanish is an official language in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela

Spanish practices, Spanish customs If you are talking about questionable trade
union activities, restrictive practices might be a less offensive way to put it

'spared jail' We should say what the actual verdict was in a court report, rather than
that the accused was "spared jail" or "walked free from court", which sounds as if we think they should have
been jailed

spare-part surgery Avoid this term

spark overused in headlines of the "rates rise sparks fury" variety

spastic the Spastics Society, which supports disabled people and in particular
those with cerebral palsy, changed its name to Scope in 1994

Speaker, the (Commons) but deputy speaker (of whom there are several); Lord
Speaker (Lords); House speaker (US)

special often redundant

special branch

Special Immigration Appeals Commission Siac or "the commission" on second
mention

spellchecker if you use one, read through your work afterwards: a graphic on our
front page was rendered nonsensical when a spellcheck turned the species Aquila adalberti into "alleyway
adalberti", while Prunella modularis became "pronely modularise"; also note that most use American English
spellings

spelled or spelt? spelled is the past tense, spelt is the past participle; she spelled
it out for him: "the word is spelt like this"

Spice Girls Victoria Beckham was Posh Spice; Melanie Brown was Scary Spice;
Emma Bunton was Baby Spice; Melanie Chisholm was Sporty Spice; Geri Halliwell was Ginger Spice

spicy not spicey

Spider-Man for the cartoon and film character, but Spiderman (no hyphen) is the
nickname of Alain Robert, a Frenchman who specialises in climbing skyscrapers without a safety net

spilled or spilt? spilled is the past tense, spilt is the past participle; she spilled the
beans: the beans were all spilt

spin doctor

spin-off noun, spin off verb

spinster avoid this old-fashioned term, which has acquired a pejorative tone; say, if
relevant, that someone is an unmarried woman

spiral, spiralling prices (and other things) can spiral down as well as up; try a less
cliched word that doesn't suggest a circular movement

split infinitives "The English-speaking world may be divided into (1) those who
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neither know nor care what a split infinitive is; (2) those who do not know, but care very much; (3) those who
know and condemn; (4) those who know and distinguish. Those who neither know nor care are the vast
majority, and are happy folk, to be envied." (HW Fowler, Modern English Usage, 1926)

It is perfectly acceptable, and often desirable, to sensibly split infinitives - "to boldly go" is an elegant and
effective phrase - and stubbornly to resist doing so can sound pompous and awkward ("the economic
precipice on which they claim perpetually to be poised") or ambiguous: "He even offered personally to
guarantee the loan that the Clintons needed to buy their house" raises the question of whether the offer, or
the guarantee, was personal.

Raymond Chandler wrote to his publisher: "Would you convey my compliments to the purist who reads your
proofs and tell him or her that I write in a sort of broken-down patois which is something like the way a Swiss
waiter talks, and that when I split an infinitive, God damn it, I split it so it will stay split." And after an editor
tinkered with his infinitives, George Bernard Shaw said: "I don't care if he is made to go quickly, or to quickly
go - but go he must!"

spoiled or spoilt? spoiled is the past tense, spoilt is the past participle; she spoiled
her son: in fact he was a spoilt brat

spokesman, spokeswoman a quote may be attributed to the organisation, eg "The
AA said ... ", but if necessary say spokesman or spokeswoman rather than spokesperson (assuming they
have actually spoken to you)

SpongeBob SquarePants is his full name; SpongeBob after first mention

sponsorship We are under no obligation to carry sponsors' names. So London
Marathon, not Virgin London Marathon, etc. When a competition is named after a sponsor, it is unavoidable:
Friends Provident t20, etc

spoonful plural spoonfuls, not spoonsful

spree shopping or spending, not shooting: describing a series of murders as a
"killing spree" sounds flippant

spring

square brackets are used for interpolated words in quotations, eg David Cameron
said: "Theresa [May] has my full support"

square metres not the same as metres squared: eg 300m squared is 90,000 sq m
which is very different from 300 sq m; we often get this wrong

Square Mile rather old-fashioned term for City of London

squaw is regarded as offensive and should be avoided

SSSI site of special scientific interest

stadium plural stadiums, not stadia

staff are plural

stalactites cling from the ceiling; stalagmites grow from the ground

stalemate in chess, a stalemate is the end of the game, and cannot be broken or
resolved; deadlock or impasse are more suitable for metaphorical use in such cases as "Zawiyah - 30 miles
from the capital - is a metaphor for Libya's current stalemate, which could itself end at any moment"
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Stalin, Joseph not Josef

stampede should be reserved for herds of animals, and not used in tragedies
involving crowds of people, for example at the hajj in Mina in 2015. People are crushed to death in
high-density crowds and typically die of asphyxiation, not because they are trampled in the way that
"stampede" implies. Human "stampedes" are very unusual, and rarely fatal.

The word "stampede" suggests a panicking mass of people who are collectively responsible for trampling
others to death, whereas in fact the deaths occur (at a slower speed) as an accidental result of high
densities. Those who allow such densities to build up are responsible and as a result, as with Hillsborough,
they are often keen to portray the event as a panic or a stampede.

We should follow the experts and use the term "crowd crush" or similar

standoff

standout, standup adjectives, as in a standup comedian performing a standout
standup routine; nouns, as in one standout was a standup performing standup

Stansted

Star Wars the Empire, the Force, Jedi knight, lightsaber. Wookiee (note two Es), a
species of which Chewbacca is a member

Starck, Philippe French designer

Starkey, Zak (not Zac) son of Ringo Starr; plays drums for the Who

start up verb; startup noun (as in business startup); star tup top-performing ram

State Department although its official name is United States Department of State

statehouse office of the state governor in the US, one word except in New Jersey
where it is the state house

State of the Union address

stationary motionless; also used by some stationery shops to mean stationery;
stationery writing materials; also used by some signwriters to mean stationary

staunch verb: to stop the flow of something, eg blood or confidence; adjective:
steadfast, eg a staunch defender of human rights

STD or STI? STI (sexually transmitted infection) is a broader term than STD
(sexually transmitted disease): you can have the infection without feeling ill or displaying any symptoms

steamboat, steamhammer, steampunk, steamship

steam engine

Stelios Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou, founder of easyJet; Haji-Ioannou after first
mention, although Stelios is acceptable in headlines

sten gun

stentorian loud, sometimes confused with stertorous, a snoring sound

stepfamily, stepfather, stepmother etc, but step-parents. Don't confuse, say, a
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stepsister and half-sister, as we did when writing about Barack Obama's family

Stephen or Steven? Stephen Baldwin, Stephen Chow (actors), Stephen Colbert
(satirist), Stephen Crane (wrote The Red Badge of Courage), Stephen Foster (wrote Oh! Susanna), Stephen
Fry (national treasure), Stephen Jay Gould (biologist), Stephen Hawking (physicist), Stephen King (novelist),
Stephen Merchant (Ricky Gervais collaborator).

Steven Gerrard (footballer), Steven Moffat (Doctor Who writer and producer), Steven Spielberg (film director)

sterling the pound; also sterling qualities

Stetson TM; hat

sticky-back plastic

stiletto plural stilettos (not stilettoes)

still life plural still lifes (not lives)

stilton cheese

stimulus plural stimuli

Stirling prize awarded annually by the Royal Institute of British Architects

Stock Exchange caps when referring to the London Stock Exchange; but lc in other
countries, eg Hong Kong stock exchange

stock in trade

stock market

stolen generations Australian Aboriginal children forcibly removed from their
families

stone age The charity Survival says: " 'Stone age' and 'primitive' have been used
to describe tribal people since the colonial era, reinforcing the idea that they have not changed over time and
that they are backward. This idea is both incorrect and very dangerous: incorrect because all societies adapt
and change, and dangerous because it is often used to justify the persecution or forced 'development' of
tribal people"

stony broke, stony-hearted not stoney

stopgap

storey plural storeys (buildings); story plural stories (tales)

straight away, straightforward, home straight, final straight

straitjacket, strait-laced, Dire Straits

strait of Dover, strait of Gibraltar, strait of Hormuz not Strait, Straits or straits

straitened circumstances, straitened times not "straightened", one of our most
frequent errors

Strategic Rail Authority SRA on second mention
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Stratford-on-Avon district council and parliamentary seat, although most other local
organisations, such as the Royal Shakespeare Company, call this Warwickshire town Stratford-upon-Avon

stratum plural strata

Street-Porter, Janet

streetwise

stretchered off has a slight ring of Charles Buchan's Football Monthly; say carried
off

strippergram

students' union lowercase in full name, eg Sheffield University students' union

stumbling block

stumm as in "keep stumm", not schtum

Sturm und Drang German literary movement

STV single transferable vote

stylebook but style guide

Subbuteo table football game in which players "flick to kick", named after the bird of
prey Falco subbuteo (the hobby) and immortalised in the Undertones' My Perfect Cousin

subcommittee, subcontinent, sublet, subplot, subsection

subeditors, subs Journalists who traditionally edit, check and cut copy, write
headlines and other page furniture, and design pages; to which can be added, in the digital age, an
ever-widening range of multimedia and technical skills. In some countries, eg the US and Canada, they are
known as copy editors.

WP Crozier said of CP Scott: "As a subeditor he got rid of the redundant and the turgid with the
conscientiousness of a machine that presses the superfluous moisture out of yarn. The man who passed
'seaward journey to the great metropolis', and when the copy came back to him found written in firm blue
pencil 'voyage to London', knew what sort of English 'CP' liked"

subfusc an adjective meaning dull and gloomy or a noun for the dark clothing worn
for exams and formal occasions at some universities

subjunctive Fowler noted that the subjunctive was "seldom obligatory" and
Somerset Maugham declared half a century ago: "The subjunctive mood is in its death throes, and the best
thing to do is put it out of its misery as soon as possible." Would that that were so.

Most commonly, the subjunctive is a third person singular form of the verb expressing hypothesis, typically
something demanded, proposed, imagined: he demanded that she resign at once, I propose that she be
sacked, she insisted Jane sit down.

It is particularly common in American English and in formal or poetic contexts: If I were a rich man, etc, and
you have to admit the song sounds better than "If I was a rich man..."

We get this wrong at least as often as we get it right. Two examples from the same issue in April 2010 in
which "was" should be "were": "If every election or ballot in which there are cases of bad practice was to be
invalidated, democracy would soon become a laughing stock..." (leading article); "If this was the centred
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Conservative party that Cameron claims, its strategists wouldn't be half as worried as they are..." (column)

Nobody died and no great harm was done, but as professional writers we should be aware of the distinction.
Used properly, the subjunctive can add elegance to your writing; an object lesson was provided in a Gary
Younge column of 5 July 2010: "It was as though Charlie Brown's teacher were standing for leader of the
opposition... " (one of three examples of the subjunctive in the piece).

As with the hyper-corrective misuse of whom instead of who, however, using the subjunctive wrongly is
worse than not using it at all, and will make you look pompous and silly

submachine gun

submarines are boats, not ships

subpoena, subpoenaed

subpostmaster, subpostmistress although the organisation is the National
Federation of SubPostmasters

sub-prime, sub-Saharan

substitute

Is it by, with or for? If you don't choose the right preposition, it's not always easy to see who's replaced
whom.

Let's say Player A is injured and Player B comes on as a substitute. So: the manager replaces A with B; A is
replaced by B; the manager has substituted B for A; B is substituted for A

suchlike

sucking-pig not "suckling-pig"

Sudan not "the Sudan"

sudoku

sue, sued, suing (not sueing)

suffer little children nothing to do with suffering, this frequently misquoted or
misunderstood phrase was used by Christ (Luke 18:16) to mean "allow the little children to come to me"; it is
also the title of a song about the Moors murders on the first Smiths album

suicide Say that someone killed him or herself rather than "committed suicide";
suicide has not been a crime in the UK for many years and this old-fashioned term can cause unnecessary
further distress to families who have been bereaved in this way.

Journalists should exercise particular care in reporting suicide or issues involving suicide, bearing in mind the
risk of encouraging others. This applies to presentation, including the use of pictures, and to describing the
method of suicide. Any substances should be referred to in general rather than specific terms. When
appropriate, a helpline number (eg Samaritans) should be given. The feelings of relatives should also be
carefully considered

summer

summer solstice the longest day of the year, but not the same as Midsummer Day
(although we often seem to assume it is)
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sun, the celestial body

Sun, the newspaper, but just call it the Sun, not "the Sun newspaper"

Sunday Sun long-established newspaper covering the north-east of England, not to
be confused with the Sunday edition of the Sun

Super Bowl

supercasino, superinjunction

supermarkets Marks & Spencer or M&S, Morrisons, Safeway, Sainsbury's, Tesco
(no wonder people get confused about apostrophes)

supermodel model is normally sufficient

supernova plural supernovae

Super Pac an "independent-expenditure only" political action committee that can
raise unlimited sums from corporations, unions and other groups, as well as individuals, in support of a US
political candidate or party

supersede not supercede

supine face up; prone face down

supply days (parliament)

supreme court

Sure Start

surge prefer rise or increase, if that is the meaning; but surge is preferable to
"upsurge"

Suriname (not Surinam); formerly Dutch Guiana

surrealism

Sutcliff, Rosemary British historical novelist (1920-92) whose works include The
Eagle of the Ninth

svengali (lc) although named after the sinister Svengali in George du Maurier's
1894 novel Trilby

swap not swop

swat flies

swot books

swath, swaths broad strip (of land), eg cut a wide swath; from the Old English
swaeth, which in turn comes from the Old Norse svath - a smooth patch

swathe, swathes baby clothes, bandages, wrappings; from the Old English
swaethian, related to swaethel - swaddling clothes

swearwords We are more liberal than any other newspapers, using language that
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most of our competitors would not. The statistics tell their own story: the word "fuck" (and its variants)
appeared 705 times in the Guardian in the 12 months to April 2010, with a further 269 mentions in the
Observer. (The figures for other national newspapers were as follows: Independent 279, Independent on
Sunday 74, Times 3, Sunday Times 2, all other papers 0.) The figures for the C-word, still regarded by many
people as taboo, were: Guardian 49, Observer 20, Independent 8, Independent on Sunday 5, everyone else
0.

Even some readers who agree with Lenny Bruce that "take away the right to say fuck and you take away the
right to say fuck the government" might feel that we sometimes use such words unnecessarily, although
comments in response to Guardian Style's blogpost on the subject were overwhelmingly in support of our
policy.

The editor's guidelines are as follows:

First, remember the reader, and respect demands that we should not casually use words that are likely to
offend.

Second, use such words only when absolutely necessary to the facts of a piece, or to portray a character in
an article; there is almost never a case in which we need to use a swearword outside direct quotes.

Third, the stronger the swearword, the harder we ought to think about using it.

Finally, never use asterisks, or such silliness as b------, which are just a cop-out, as Charlotte Brontë
recognised: "The practice of hinting by single letters those expletives with which profane and violent people
are wont to garnish their discourse, strikes me as a proceeding which, however well meant, is weak and
futile. I cannot tell what good it does - what feeling it spares - what horror it conceals"

swingeing

swinging 60s

sync as in "out of sync", but lip-synch, lip-synching

synopsis plural synopses

syntax Beware of ambiguous or incongruous sentence structure - the following
appeared in a column in the paper: "This argument, says a middle-aged lady in a business suit called
Marion, is just more London stuff... " (What were her other outfits called?)

synthesis, synthesise, synthesiser

systematic methodical

systemic relating to a system
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The Guardian view on the war of knives in Israel and the West Bank;
The violence may subside, but it will return unless a true peace is on the
horizon

BYLINE: Editorial

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 770 words

Off-duty soldiers go jogging with submachine guns slung across their chests. Men and women who have
never owned a firearm hesitate at the door of gun shops after the laws on weapon ownership were relaxed.
People eat at home, and plan their trips to the supermarket or their bus journeys to avoid the places where
the Palestinian stabbing attacks, which have surprised and frightened Israelis in recent weeks, seem most
likely.

On the Arab side, parents worry that a loved son or daughter will decide to trade their own life for that of an
Israeli, or that a family member will be caught in crossfire. The technical security people call these stabbings
"inspiration attacks". Rarely can a word have been more ill chosen, because it suggests something uplifting,
and there is nothing uplifting about this latest descent into violence. It is not that the death toll is, by the
dismal standards set in previous bouts of violence, so high on the Israeli side: at the last count, nine Israelis
dead, although with more than 60 Palestinians killed as armed Israelis reacted to the attacks or tried to
forestall attacks they thought imminent. The Palestinian dead include some who were demonstrators, not
perpetrators, some who were killed in error, and some who just got in the way.

The casualties are deplorable, but this new war of the knives is especially dangerous because it is so difficult
to see how it can be stopped, and because it threatens to sever some of the few remaining human links
between the Jewish and Arab communities. The word "inspiration" refers to the fact that the attackers are
individuals motivated almost randomly by what they see on the internet, Facebook or television.

They are not part of an organisation which can be identified and neutralised by the Israeli or the Palestinian
security forces. If there is incitement, as the Israelis charge there has been, no specific act can be directly
connected to a particular speech or sermon. Their "orders" come out of the ether, their money - no more than
a bus fare, really - comes out of their own pockets, their weapons come out of the kitchen drawer. Like the
lone jihadis who are a nightmare for European intelligence agencies, they are hard to spot and hard to
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intercept. The obvious recourse is to confine and curfew Arab communities, so that the stream of people
going back and forth can be sifted at checkpoints, with all the delays, disruption and humiliation that such
checks always involve. Such a policy will make Jews feel only a little safer, and Arabs a lot angrier. It is not a
solution, even in the short term.

The fear that Israel was planning to alter the status of the holy place Arabs call Al-Haram Al-Sharif and the
Jews the Temple Mount set off the violence. Was there such a plan? The Israeli government says it has no
such alteration in mind, and that seems to be true. Some Palestinian figures and media may well have fed
the flames by exaggerating the threat of a formal change. But what is also true is that Palestinians feel that
the status quo at the site is being eroded, as the Israelis limit their access, while increasing that for Jews,
including religious Jews who only barely respect the rule that non-Muslims may visit but not perform religious
acts. For example, an Israeli minister on a recent visit was not ejected after he began praying.

The understandings that have more or less kept the peace on the Temple Mount during the past 12 months
are unwritten and fragile, and need reinforcing. US secretary of state John Kerry last week brokered an
agreement between Israel and Jordan to reduce tensions there, including 24-hour video monitoring. But
while fears over the Temple Mount sparked the violence they are hardly its only cause. For one thing it is
hard to imagine that the influence of jihad movements beyond Israel's and Palestine's borders has not
played a part in inflaming young minds, a development that must be bad news for both Israelis and
Palestinians.

But the fundamental point is that without a settlement there cannot be a true peace. Binyamin Netanyahu's
recent outburst about the grand mufti and the Holocaust would be ludicrous if it hadn't been so utterly ill
judged. But it was typical of a leader who has never grasped that there must be a real political horizon for
both peoples. Speaking before the Knesset's foreign affairs committee on Thursday he once again offered
the sterile formula that an Israeli newspaper described as "verbal consent to dividing the land ... while in
practice adopting policies that thwart the realisation" of such a division. That is a recipe for endless trouble.
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War, migration and revenge: Shakespeare is the bard of today's world;
From Hamlet in Syrian refugee camps to Macbeth in Kolkata, the plays
have a resonance far beyond middle England

BYLINE: Andrew Dickson

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 857 words

It is impossible to look at Sarah Lee's photographs of actors from the Globe theatre in London playing
Hamlet at the UNHCR Zaatari camp near the Jordanian border and not feel moved. Ophelia subsides into
madness, captured by the cameraphone of a Syrian refugee; Old Hamlet and another cast member squint
through a barred window as their makeshift theatre is shrouded by a sandstorm. It's far from the first time, of
course, that Shakespeare has put in an appearance in marginal spaces or conflict zones, and not even the
first time his plays have been performed in this camp: in March last year, more than 100 Syrian children
mounted their own Arabic-language production of King Lear , directed by the actor Nawar Bulbul. Like
Hamlet, Lear is a tragedy whose themes - insanity, war, sundered families, loss of land - reflect the
experience of many refugees.

Related: Undiscovered country: the Globe's travelling Hamlet in a Jordanian refugee camp

In Britain, the tormented politics of conflict and global migration can seem remote from the almighty bard.
He's supposed to be insulated from that sort of thing, the figurehead of tourist-friendly middle England as well
as the cosy chronicler of our island story. But mercifully, other cultures have always been more alive to
Shakespeare's rebellious spirit. In America, during the war of independence, the plays were read voraciously
by the founding fathers, while Coriolanus was staged as a warning against autocracy by US troops in New
Hampshire and, during the siege of Boston in 1776, Abigail Adams urged on her husband John - later the
second US president - using words spoken by Brutus in Julius Caesar: "There is a tide in the affairs of men /
Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune ..."

In 20th-century South Africa, for obvious reasons, Othello had a clarion resonance: the play was translated
by the founding secretary-general of the organisation that would become the African National Congress,
Solomon Plaatje. Decades later a famous production starring John Kani was staged at Johannesburg's
Market theatre. This was in 1987, when apartheid was still in force and only two years after the repeal of the
Immorality Act, which prohibited mixed-race sex. In such an environment it would be impossible not to look at
Shakespeare's drama of an interracial marriage and think of the grim realities beyond the proscenium arch.

In the west we tend to think of Macbeth - like Lear - as a psychological drama: a case study of a man driven
to murder, and his wife to madness, by vaulting ambition. In less settled contexts it can seem more politically
ambivalent. In Kolkata in 2014, I met a group of young Bengali theatremakers whose production came under
pressure from the state government because it drew attention to the corruption of the chief minister Mamata
Banerjee's Trinamool Congress party. In Taiwan last spring, I spoke to a filmmaker whose adaptation of
Macbeth was banned by the Thai government on the grounds that it resembled too intimately the rise and fall
of the former prime minister Thaksin Shinawatra. A 407-year-old play about a feudal Scottish king was
deemed "in conflict with peaceful social order".

Shakespeare was masterful at using apparently innocent fairy tales to illuminate dark truths about political
reality

But, operating as he did in a world where censorship was commonplace and in which a playwright who
offended those in power could lose his livelihood (or his ears), Shakespeare was masterful at using
apparently innocent fairy tales to illuminate dark truths about political reality. Hamlet - as the Soviet director
Grigori Kozintsev's remarkable 1964 film attests - can be a parable about a surveillance state as much as a
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portrait of teenage angst. Measure for Measure rivals Arthur Miller's The Crucible as a portrayal of a society
consumed by sexual guilt and violent moral witch-hunts. Macbeth, written in 1606 for James I, whose
parliament had nearly been blown sky-high in what would have been the largest act of terrorism in English
history, trains a beady eye on those in power. In the words of the Polish critic Jan Kott, on Macbeth's
representation of tyranny: "Once the mechanism has been put in motion, one is apt to be crushed by it."

Related: From Globe to global: a Shakespeare voyage around the world

In Berlin last year I interviewed the director Thomas Ostermeier, who had recently brought his own German
production of Hamlet back from the Jenin camp in Ramallah. His company had performed the play and
stayed for days of workshops. They had encountered Prince Hamlets by the dozen, Ostermeier said: angry,
frustrated young Palestinian men denied freedom of movement, trapped in an impossible bind. On the one
hand, there were father figures inciting them to murder themselves in the name of revenge; on the other, an
Israeli government that seemed to regard every male under the age of 30 as a dangerous suspect. There's
something rotten in more than one state. And as Shakespeare well knew, it isn't just Denmark that's a prison.

· Andrew Dickson's Worlds Elsewhere: Journeys Around Shakespeare's Globe is out now from Bodley Head
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Israel lost not just Yitzhak Rabin, but his politics of reason;
Twenty years after his assassination, the Israeli leader's eventual
insight that there is no military solution to the Palestinian conflict is still
missed

BYLINE: Avi Shlaim
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On 4 November, 20 years ago, a Jewish fanatic assassinated the Israeli Labor party leader and prime
minister Yitzhak Rabin. Rabin's crime was to conclude a peace agreement with the PLO, hitherto regarded
as a terrorist organisation pure and simple. Few political assassinations in history achieved their aim as fully
as this one. The assassin's aim was to derail the Oslo peace process and to halt the transfer of territory on
the West Bank to the Palestinians. And this is what happened following the return to power of the rightwing
Likud party.

Related: Anniversary of Yitzhak Rabin's murder stirs what-ifs amid violence

Rabin was one of the most inarticulate prime ministers in Israel's history. He had particular difficulty in
putting down his thoughts on paper. Most of his speeches and articles were written for him by his aides.
Consequently, there is not a single text with a clear exposition of his political creed. This does not mean,
however, that he did not leave behind distinctive political legacy. He did and his legacy is ever more relevant
in the context of the diplomatic standstill and rapidly escalating violence in Israel-Palestine today.

Rabin's political legacy, in a nutshell, is that there is no purely military solution to the conflict between Israel
and the Palestinians. This was not always his view, but something he learned from experience. Rabin was
a soldier who turned to peacemaking relatively late in his political career. When the first Palestinian intifada
broke out in 1987, Rabin was defence minister in a national unity government led by the Likud. His initial
order to the IDF was to " break the bones " of the demonstrators. Only gradually did it dawn on him that this
was in essence a political conflict that could only be resolved by political means.

After Labor won the election of 1992, Rabin acted on this premise and the result was the Oslo accord of 13
September 1993 and the hesitant handshake with Yasser Arafat on the lawn of the White House. This was
the first ever agreement between the two main parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict: Israel and the
Palestinians. The critics of the Oslo accord argue that it was doomed to failure from the start. My own view
is that it was a modest step in the right direction, the beginning of the search for a political settlement to the
bitter and prolonged conflict between the two rival national movements.

Yitzhak Rabin negotiated from strength and he went forward towards the Palestinians on the political plane

The assassin's bullet put an end to this process. What might have happened had Rabin not been killed, there
is no way of knowing. History does not disclose its alternatives. What is fairly clear is that the Oslo peace
process broke down because, following the return of the Likud to power under the leadership of Binyamin
Netanyahu in 1996, Israel reneged on its side of the deal.

Paradoxically, Rabin may yet go down in Israel's history as the only true disciple of Ze'ev Jabotinsky, the
spiritual father of the Israeli right. Jabotinsky was the architect, in the early 1920s, of the strategy of " the iron
wall ". The essence of this strategy was to deal with the Arab enemies from a position of unassailable military
strength. The premise behind it was that an independent Jewish state in Palestine could only be achieved
unilaterally and by military force.

There were two stages to this strategy. First, the Jewish state had to be built behind an "iron wall" of Jewish
military power. The Arabs, predicted Jabotinsky, would repeatedly hit their heads against the wall until they
despaired of defeating the Zionists on the battlefield. Then, and only then, would come the time for stage
two: to negotiate with the Palestine Arabs about their status and rights in Palestine.

Related: Prospect of a new intifada in Palestinian Territories | Letters

The politicians of the right have always been fixated on stage one of the "iron wall" strategy, on accumulating
more and more military power in order to preserve the status quo, and keep the Palestinians in a permanent
state of subservience. Netanyahu is a prime example of this approach. He is a reactionary status quo
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politician who has no interest in negotiations and compromise with the Palestinians and who now explicitly
rejects a two-state solution. For him and his ilk, only Jews have historic rights over the whole " Land of Israel
". This makes him the proponent of the doctrine of permanent conflict.

Yitzhak Rabin was the first Israeli leader to move from stage one to stage two of the strategy of "the iron
wall" in relation to the Palestinians. He practised what Jabotinsky had preached: he negotiated from
strength and he went forward towards the Palestinians on the political plane. For him, at least in the twilight
of his political career, military power was not an end in itself but a means to an end: a negotiated settlement
of the century-old conflict between Jews and Arabs in Palestine. Rabin appreciated the value of military
power but, unlike the politicians of the right, he also understood its limits. That is his true and enduring
political legacy. It is as relevant today, when a third Palestinian intifada seems in the making, as it was 20
years ago.
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Guardian and Observer style guide: S;
'Homosexuality? What barbarity! It's half Greek and half Latin!' Tom
Stoppard· Follow the style guide on Twitter: @guardianstyle
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Saatchi brothers Maurice (now Lord Saatchi) and Charles (the one with the gallery)
founded M&C Saatchi in 1994 after leaving Saatchi & Saatchi, the advertising agency best known for the
slogan "Labour isn't working" in the 1979 general election campaign

saccharin noun; saccharine adjective

sacrilegious not sacreligious

Sad seasonal affective disorder

Sadler's Wells

Safeway

Sahara no need to add "desert"

Sahrawi people of the western Sahara; the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic
(SADR) claims sovereignty over the former Spanish colony of Western Sahara, but controls only about a
quarter, the rest being controlled by Morocco

said normally preferable to added, commented, declared, pointed out, ejaculated,
etc; you can avoid too many "saids", whether quoting someone or in reported speech, quite easily. See
reported speech

Sainsbury, Lord Lord Sainsbury of Turville (David Sainsbury) is a Labour peer.
Lord Sainsbury of Preston Candover (John Sainsbury) is a Tory peer. We have been known to mix them up,
so take care

Sainsbury's for the stores; the company's name is J Sainsbury plc

Saint in running text should be spelt in full: Saint John, Saint Paul. For names of
towns, churches, etc, abbreviate St (no point) eg St Mirren, St Stephen's church. In French placenames a
hyphen is needed, eg St-Nazaire, Ste-Suzanne, Stes-Maries-de-la-Mer

St Andrews no apostrophe for golf or university

St Catharine's College, Cambridge

St Catherine's College, Oxford

St James Park home of Exeter City

St James' Park home of Newcastle United

St James's Park royal park in London

Saint John New Brunswick; St John's Newfoundland

St John Ambulance not St John's and no longer "Brigade"

St Katharine Docks London

St Martin-in-the-Fields church in Trafalgar Square, London

St Paul's Cathedral

St Petersburg Russian city founded by Peter the Great in 1703. It was known as
Petrograd from 1914 to 1924, and Leningrad from 1924 to 1991
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Saint-Saëns, Camille (1835-1921) French composer

St Thomas' hospital in London; not St Thomas's

sake Japanese rice wine

Saki pen name of the British writer HH Munro (1870-1916), known mainly for his
short stories

sale In the UK, "on sale" simply refers to something you can buy: "Widgets on sale
here"; if a store is selling items at a reduced price, for example after Christmas, you might say you bought
your "sale-price" widgets "in the sale" or "in the New Year sales". In the US, the equivalent of "in the sale" is
"on sale": "These widgets were a real bargain - they were on sale!"

saleable

Salvation Army not the Sally Army

salvo plural salvoes

Samaritans the organisation has dropped "the" from its name

sambuca

same-sex marriage or equal marriage rights rather than "gay marriage"

Samoa formerly known as Western Samoa; do not confuse with American Samoa

Sana'a capital of Yemen

sanatorium (not sanitarium or sanitorium) plural sanatoriums

sanction To sanction (verb) something is to approve it; to impose sanctions (noun)
is to stop something you disapprove of. So politicians might sanction (permit) the use of sanctions
(forbidding) trade with a country they don't, for the moment, happen to like very much.

OED definitions of the noun "sanction" involve penalties or coercion, typically to enforce a law or treaty. So
you find "sanction-breaker" (quoted from the Guardian in connection with sanctions against Rhodesia in
1968). Rather chillingly, a draft 1993 addition to the dictionary includes a new definition: "sanction: in military
intelligence, the permission to kill a particular individual."

Definitions of "sanction" as a verb include ratify, confirm, permit, authorise and encourage. Hence
expressions such as "sanctioned by common sense" and "sanctioned by usage".

The Department for Work and Pensions, confusingly, says it "sanctions" people to mean it imposes sanctions
on or penalises them. We should not use it in this sense

Sane mental illness charity

Sanremo (one word) town in Liguria, north-west Italy; it hosts an annual music
festival that inspired the Eurovision song contest

San Sebastián

San Serriffe island nation profiled in the Guardian on 1 April 1977

sans serif typeface
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San Siro stadium Milan

São Paulo Brazilian city, not Sao Paolo

Sarkozy, Nicolas note that the French name is Nicolas, not Nicholas

Sars severe acute respiratory syndrome

SAS Special Air Service, but not normally necessary to spell it out; its naval
equivalent is the SBS

Satan but satanist, satanism

satnav

Sats standard assessment tasks

SATs scholastic aptitude tests (in the US, where they are pronounced as individual
letters)

Saumarez Smith, Charles secretary and chief executive of the Royal Society of
Arts

Savile, Jimmy

Savile Club, Savile Row in London

Saville theatre in London, once owned by the Beatles' manager Brian Epstein and
used for concerts in the 60s (Jimi Hendrix played there), is now the Odeon Covent Garden cinema

Say's law "Supply creates its own demand" (also known as the law of markets)

Scalextric often erroneously called "Scalectrix"

Scandinavia Denmark, Norway and Sweden; with the addition of Finland and
Iceland, they constitute the Nordic countries

schadenfreude

scherzo plural scherzos

schizophrenia, schizophrenic should be used only in a medical context, never to
mean in two minds, contradictory, or erratic, which is wrong, as well as offensive to people diagnosed with
this illness; schizophrenic is an adjective, not a noun. After many years we have largely eradicated misuse of
this term, although as recently as 2010 a columnist contrived to accuse the Conservatives of "untreatable
ideological schizophrenia"

Schoenberg, Arnold (1874-1951) Austrian-born composer

schoolboy, schoolchildren, schoolgirl, schoolroom, schoolteacher

schools if in full, like this: Alfred Salter primary school, Rotherhithe; King's school,
Macclesfield, Eton college, etc; often the generic part will not be necessary, so: Alfred Salter primary; King's,
Macclesfield; Eton, etc

school years year 2, year 10, key stage 1, etc

Schröder, Gerhard former German chancellor
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Schwarzenegger, Arnold Arnie is acceptable in headlines

scientific measurements Take care: m in scientific terms stands for milli (1mW is
1,000th of a watt), while M denotes mega (1MW is a million watts); in such circumstances it is wise not to
bung in another m when you mean million, so write out, for example, 10 million C.

amps A, volts V, watts W, kilowatts kW, megawatts MW, milliwatts mW, joules J, kilojoules kJ

scientific names in italics, with the first name (denoting the genus) capped, the
second (denoting the species) lc: Escherichia coli, Canis lupus, Quercus robur. The name can be shortened
by using the first initial: E coli, C lupus, Q robur (but we do not use a full point after the initial)

scientific terms some silly cliches to avoid: you might find it difficult to hesitate for a
nanosecond (the shortest measurable human hesitation is probably about 250 million nanoseconds, a
quarter of a second); "astronomical sums" when talking about large sums of money is rather dated (the
national debt surpassed the standard astronomical unit of 93 million [miles] 100 years ago)

sci-fi

Scilly an alternative is Isles of Scilly but not Scilly Isles

ScotchTape TM; say sticky tape

scotch broth, scotch egg, scotch mist, scotch whisky but Scotch argus butterfly

scot-free the scot was a kind of medieval council tax, so you got off "scot-free" if
you avoided payment

Scotland The following was written by a Scot who works for the Guardian and
lives in London. Letters expressing similar sentiments come from across Britain (and, indeed, from around
the world):

We don't carry much coverage of events in Scotland and to be honest, even as an expat, that suits me fine.
But I do care very much that we acknowledge that Scotland is a separate nation and in many ways a
separate country. It has different laws, education system (primary, higher and further), local government,
national government, sport, school terms, weather, property market and selling system, bank holidays, right
to roam, banks and money, churches, etc.

If we really want to be a national newspaper then we need to consider whether our stories apply only to
England (and Wales) or Britain, or Scotland only. When we write about teachers' pay deals, we should point
out that we mean teachers in England and Wales; Scottish teachers have separate pay and management
structures and union. When we write about it being half-term, we should remember that it's known as
mid-term in Scotland. When we write about bank holiday sunshine/rain, we should remember that in
Scotland the weather was probably different and it possibly wasn't even a bank holiday. When we write about
the English cricket team, we should be careful not to refer to it as "we" and "us". When the Scottish Cup final
is played, we should perhaps consider devoting more than a few paragraphs at the foot of a page to Rangers
winning their 100th major trophy (if it had been Manchester United we'd have had pages and pages with
Bobby Charlton's all-time fantasy first XI and a dissertation on why English clubs are the best in Europe).
Andy Murray is Scottish, as well as British, rather than Scottish when he loses and British when he wins.

These daily oversights come across to a Scot as arrogance. They also undermine confidence in what the
paper is telling the reader

Scotland Office not Scottish Office

Scott, Charles Prestwich (1846-1932) editor of the Manchester Guardian for 57
years and its owner from 1907 until his death (his uncle, John Edward Taylor, had founded the paper in
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1821). Scott, who was editor when the first "Style-book of the Manchester Guardian" - forerunner of this
guide - appeared in 1928, is most famous for his statement "comment is free, but facts are sacred".

WP Crozier recalled of Scott: "Once, when an article in type was shown to him because a certain sentence
expressed a doubtful judgment, he noticed that the English was slovenly, amended it, and then, being drawn
on from sentence to sentence and becoming more and more dissatisfied, he made innumerable minute
corrections until at last, having made a complete mess of the proof, he looked up and said gently: 'Dear X; of
course, he's not a trained subeditor.' "

Scott Trust created in 1936 to safeguard the journalistic freedom and liberal values
of the Manchester Guardian. The sole shareholder in Guardian Media Group, its core purpose is to secure
the financial and editorial independence of the Guardian "in perpetuity". In 2008 it became a limited
company, with the same protections for the Guardian enshrined in its constitution

Scott, Sir George Gilbert (1811-78) architect who designed the Albert Memorial
and Midland Grand hotel at St Pancras station

Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert (1880-1960) grandson of the above, responsible for red
telephone boxes, Bankside power station (now Tate Modern), Waterloo bridge, and the Anglican cathedral in
Liverpool

Scottish Enterprise

Scottish government although its legal name remains Scottish executive

Scottish parliament its members are MSPs

scottish terrier not scotch or Scots; once known as Aberdeen terrier

scouse, scouser

Scouts not "Boy Scouts" (in the UK, at least); the organisation is the Scout
Association

Scoville scale system that measures the heat level of chillies

Scrabble TM

Scram secure continuous remote alcohol monitor, as sported in 2010 by Lindsay
Lohan

scratchcard, smartcard, swipecard

SCSI capped up even though generally pronounced "scuzzy"; it stands for small
computer system interface

sea change a gradual transformation (from Shakespeare's The Tempest); a
step-change, which originated in physics, is more abrupt

sea level, sea sickness but seaplane, seaport, seashore, seaside, seaweed

seal pups not "baby seals" for the same reason we don't call lambs "baby sheep"

Sea of Japan as generally known; but South Korea calls it the East Sea and North
Korea the East Sea of Korea

Séamus, Seán note accents in Irish Gaelic; sean without a fada means old
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search dogs search for people; sniffer dogs search for drugs

search engine optimisation (SEO) How to increase traffic to your website by
ensuring that your content shows up prominently in Google and other online search engines, for example by
including in headlines key terms that people are most likely to search for. To help, you can monitor such
things as hot topics on Google and what is trending on Twitter

seas, oceans capped up, eg Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Pacific Ocean

seasons spring, summer, autumn, winter are lowercase

seatbelt

second hand on a watch; but secondhand goods

second world war

secretary general

Secret Intelligence Service official name of MI6 ; may also be abbreviated to SIS
after first mention

section 28 1988 law, widely regarded as homophobic, that said local authorities
"shall not intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting
homosexuality" or "promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a
pretended family relationship"; it was repealed in Scotland in 2000 and the rest of the UK in 2003

Security Service better known as MI5

Segway TM; hoverboard is a generic alternative

seize not sieze

self-control, self-defence, self-esteem, self-harm, self-respect

selfie a self-portrait photograph.

There may or may not be other people in it, and you might post it on social media, frame it or put it in an
album, but if you are in it, and you took it, it's a selfie

Selfridges no apostrophe

sell-off, sellout noun

sell off, sell out verb

Sellotape TM; call it sticky tape

semicolon Used correctly (which occasionally we do), the semicolon is a very
elegant compromise between a full stop (too much) and a comma (not enough). This sentence, from a
column by David McKie, illustrates beautifully how it's done: "Some reporters were brilliant; others were less
so."

The late Beryl Bainbridge said in the Guardian: "Not many people use it much any more, do they? Should it
be used more? I think so, yes. A semicolon is a partial pause, a different way of pausing, without using a full
stop. I use it all the time" and George Bernard Shaw told TE Lawrence that not using semicolons was "a
symptom of mental defectiveness, probably induced by camp life".
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Orwell, on the other hand, thought they were unnecessary and Kurt Vonnegut advised: "Do not use
semicolons. They are transvestite hermaphrodites, standing for absolutely nothing. All they do is show you've
been to college."

semtex no longer necessary to cap this

Senate The Australian Senate and US Senate take an initial capital; state senates
are lowercase, eg the Massachusetts senate

senator lowercase unless used as a title: Senator Penny Wong is an Australian
senator; Senator Mitch McConnell, a Republican senator, is the majority leader of the US Senate

senior abbreviate to Sr not Sen or Snr, eg Douglas Fairbanks Sr

September 11 Use September 11 (ie contrary to our usual date style) when it is
being evoked as a particular event, rather than just a date, eg: How September 11 changed the world for
ever But "how the events of 11 September 2001 changed the world for ever" would follow our normal date
style.

9/11 may be substituted for either, as necessary, particularly in tight headlines, eg: How 9/11
changed the world for ever

The official death toll of the victims of the Islamist terrorists who hijacked four aircraft on 11 September 2001
is 2,976. The figure does not include the 19 hijackers. Of this total, 2,605 died in the twin towers of the World
Trade Centre or on the ground in New York City (of whom approximately 1,600 have been identified), 246
died on the four aeroplanes, and 125 were killed in the attack on the Pentagon.

The hijackers were: Fayez Ahmed, Mohamed Atta, Ahmed al-Ghamdi, Hamza al-Ghamdi, Saeed al-Ghamdi,
Hani Hanjour, Nawaf al-Hazmi, Salem al-Hazmi, Ahmed al-Haznawi, Khalid al-Mihdhar, Majed Moqed,
Ahmed al-Nami, Abdulaziz al-Omari, Marwan al-Shehhi, Mohannad al-Shehri, Wael al-Shehri, Waleed
al-Shehri, Satam al-Suqami, Ziad Jarrah (though dozens of permutations of their names have appeared in
the paper, we follow Reuters style as for most Arabic transliterations)

sequined not sequinned

Serb noun

Serbian adjective

sergeant major Sgt Maj (not RSM or CSM) Trevor Prescott, subsequently Sgt Maj
Prescott in leading articles; elsewhere just surname

Serious Fraud Office SFO on second mention

Serious Organised Crime Agency Soca after first mention

serjeant at arms

serves to adds nothing to a phrase such as "serves to underline"; replace with
"underlines"

services, the (armed forces)

settler should be confined to those Israeli Jews living in settlements across the
1967 green line, ie in the occupied territories

set to It is very tempting to use this, especially in headlines, when we think
something is going to happen, but aren't all that sure; try to resist this temptation. It is even less excusable
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when we do know that something is going to happen: one of our readers counted no fewer than 16 uses of
the phrase in the paper in two days; in almost every case, the words could have been replaced with "will", or
by simply leaving out the "set", eg "the packs are set to come into force as part of the house-selling process".

The first readers' editor of the Guardian put it like this: "The expression 'set to', to mean about to, seems
likely to... is often used to refer to something that, though expected, is not absolutely certain to happen. It is a
rascally expression which one of the readers who have learned to groan at the sight of it describes as an
all-purpose term removing any precision of meaning from the sentence containing it"

Seven not "Se7en" for the 1995 film starring Morgan Freeman, Brad Pitt and
Gwyneth Paltrow

sexing up is what happens in dodgy dossiers and not, we hope, our publications.
From the editor:

Guardian readers would rather we did give them the unvarnished truth - or our best stab at it. It seems
obvious enough. But inside many journalists - this goes for desk editors as much as reporters - there is a
little demon prompting us to make the story as strong and interesting as possible, if not more so. We drop a
few excitable adjectives around the place. We overegg. We may even sex it up.

Strong stories are good. So are interesting stories. But straight, accurate stories are even better. Readers
who stick with us over any length of time would far rather judge what we write by our own Richter scale of
news judgments and values than feel that we're measuring ourselves against the competition. Every time we
flam a story up we disappoint somebody - usually a reader who thought the Guardian was different.

We should be different. Of course we compete fiercely in the most competitive newspaper market in the
world. Of course we want to sell as many copies as possible. We've all experienced peer pressure to write
something as strongly as possible, if not more so. But our Scott Trust ownership relieves us of the necessity
to drive remorselessly for circulation to the exclusion of all else. In other words, we don't need to sex things
up, and we shouldn't

sex offender register abbreviation, normally sufficient, of the Violent and Sex
Offender Register (Visor), a database set up by the Sexual Offences Act 2003

sexuality From a reader:

"Can I suggest your style guide should state that homosexual, gay, bisexual and heterosexual are primarily
adjectives and that use of them as nouns should be avoided. It seems to me that this is both grammatically
and politically preferable (politically because using them as nouns really does seem to define people by their
sexuality). I would like to read that someone is 'homosexual', not 'a homosexual', or about 'gay people', not
'gays'. Lesbian is different as it is a noun which later began to be used adjectivally, not the other way round.
As an example from Wednesday, the opening line 'Documents which showed that Lord Byron ... was a
bisexual' rather than 'was bisexual' sounds both Daily Mail-esque and stylistically poor."

sexual orientation is generally more accurate and appropriate than "sexual
preference"

Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band 1967 album by a popular beat combo of the
day; not Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band

Shaanxi (capital Xi'an) and Shanxi (capital Taiyuan) are adjacent provinces in
northern China

Shabiha Syrian pro-government militia

shakedown, shakeout, shakeup (nouns)
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Shakespearean not Shakespearian

Shankill Road Belfast, not Shankhill

shantytown

shared possessives Freddie and Beth's party (they share one) Freddie and Beth's
parties (they share two) Freddie's and Beth's parties (they have one each)

shareholder

sharia law

shark-infested A reader (one of several to complain about our use of this phrase)
pointed out: "The seas are not 'infested' with sharks. They live there ... Millions of sharks are being killed. By
planet-infesting humans. They need protection." The word "infest" is defined as "swarm over, cover or fill in a
troublesome, unpleasant or harmful way, to invade and live on as a parasite". The phrase "shark-infested" is
in any case a lazy cliche and should be avoided

sheepdog

sheikh

Shepherd Market Mayfair; Shepherd's Bush west London

Shetland rather than Shetland Isles or Shetlands, but note that the local authority is
Shetland Islands council

Shia, Sunni two branches of Islam (note: not Shi'ite); plural Shia Muslims and
Sunni Muslims, though Shias and Sunnis are fine if you are pushed for space

shiatsu massage; shih-tzu dog ; shiitake mushrooms

ships are not feminine: it ran aground, not she ran aground; no quotes, no italics;
you sail in, not on, ships

shipbuilding, shipmate, shipowner, shipyard

shoo-in not shoe-in

shootout noun; not "shoot-out"

shopkeeper

Shoreham-by-Sea not Shoreham on Sea

shortlist, longlist

Short money payment to opposition parties to help them carry out their
parliamentary functions, named after Ted Short, the Labour leader of the house who introduced it in 1975

shortsighted, longsighted, nearsighted

shrank, shrunk shrank, not shrunk, is the past tense of shrink, except in the film
title Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (and perhaps the occasional piece of wordplay based on it); shrunk is the past
participle (the kids had shrunk) or what is sometimes known as the present perfect form (Honey, I've shrunk
the kids)
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Siamese twins conjoined twins, please

sickbed, sicknote, sickroom but sick pay

sickie

side-effects

sidestreet

siege not seige

Siena Tuscan city; sienna pigment; Sienna Miller

signoff noun; sign off verb

Sikh names Singh means a lion and Kaur a princess. Guru Gobind Singh Ji gave
Singh as a last name to all Sikh men and Kaur to all Sikh women to eliminate discrimination based on family
name, which denoted which caste someone belonged to.

Over time, many Sikh families have reverted to using their family name, but have maintained Singh and Kaur
as middle names; in such cases, include the full name at first mention, thereafter surname only

silicon computer chips; silicone breast implants - we have been known to confuse
the two, as in "Silicone Valley"

Silkin, Jon (1930-97) English poet, not to be confused with his cousin John Silkin
(1923-87), a Labour cabinet minister, as was John's brother Sam Silkin (1918-88)

sim card (it stands for subscriber identity module)

since See as or since

Singaporean names in three parts, eg Lee Kuan Yew

Singin' in the Rain not Singing

single quotes in headlines (but sparingly), standfirsts and captions

singles chart

singsong (adjective): her voice had a singsong quality

sing-song (noun): we had a sing-song round the campfire

singular or plural? Corporate entities take the singular: eg The BBC has decided
(not "have"). In subsequent references make sure the pronoun is singular: "It [not "they"] will press for an
increase in the licence fee."

Sports teams and rock bands are the exception - "England have an uphill task" is OK, as is "Nirvana were
overrated"

sink past tense sank, past participle sunk: he sinks, he sank, he has sunk

Sinn Féin

siphon not syphon
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Sisi The Egyptian president is Abdel Fatah al-Sisi; Sisi after first mention

sisyphean a futile or interminable task (Sisyphus had to spend eternity rolling a
boulder up a hill)

sit I sat down at the back but he was sitting near the front (the horrible "I was sat"
is, sadly, a very frequent error)

sitcom

six-day war between Israel and its neighbours in June 1967

size Attempts to express the size of objects and places in terms of their
relationship to doubledecker buses, Olympic swimming pools, football pitches, the Isle of Wight, Wales and
Belgium are cliched and unhelpful, which does not stop journalists engaging in them. The same applies to
measuring quantities of, say, hotdogs served at the Cup final in terms of how far they would stretch to the
moon and back

ski, skis, skier, skied, skiing

skilful not skillful

skimmed milk not skim

skipper usually only of a trawler

Sky+

skyrocket No!

slavery was not abolished in 1807, as we sometimes say: slavery in Britain
became illegal in 1772, the slave trade in the British empire was abolished in 1807, but slavery remained in
the colonies until the Slavery Abolition Act 1833

slay past tense: slew; past participle: slain

sleight of hand although it is pronounced "slight"

slither slide; sliver small piece

Slovak noun

Slovakian adjective

Slovene noun

Slovenian adjective

small-c conservatism

small talk polite conversation

Smalltalk a computer programming language

smartphone

smartwatch a computer you wear on your wrist
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smart watch something from the Armani retro collection, perhaps

Smith & Wesson handguns

Smithsonian Institution not Institute

smooth, smooth down, smoothen (verb) not smoothe (you may be thinking of
"soothe")

smörgåsbord

smuggling or trafficking? There are three key differences between people
smuggling and trafficking.

1 Exploitation: smugglers are paid by people to take them across borders, after which the transaction ends;
traffickers bring them into a situation of exploitation and profit from their abuse in the form of forced labour or
prostitution.

2 Consent: migrants usually consent to be smuggled; a trafficked person does not (or their "consent" is
meaningless because they have been coerced).

3 Borders: smuggling always takes place across international borders; trafficking does not (you can be
trafficked, say, from Rochdale to Rotherham)

snooper's charter

snowclone A type of cliched phrase defined by the linguist Geoffrey Pullum as "a
multi-use, customisable, instantly recognisable, timeworn, quoted or misquoted phrase or sentence that can
be used in an entirely open array of different variants". The name is derived from the cliche about how many
words "Eskimos" are mistakenly said to have for snow. Examples of snowclones include "xxx [eg comedy] is
the new yyy [eg rock'n'roll]", "you wait ages for a xxx [eg gold medal] and then yyy [eg three] come along at
once", and so on. Such phrases are very popular with journalists searching for what Pullum calls "quick-fix
ways of writing stuff without actually having to think out new descriptive vocabulary or construct new phrases
and sentences"

snowplough

so-called overused: as a reader pointed out when we used the term "so-called
friendly fire", the expression is "obviously ironic and really doesn't need such ham-fisted pointing out"

social grades The NRS social grades (not classes), originally developed by the
National Readership Survey and still widely used in stories about market research, are the familiar A (upper
middle class), B (middle), C1 (lower middle), C2 (skilled working), D (semi- and unskilled) and E (at the
lowest levels of subsidence); they are based on the occupation of the chief income earner of a household
and are sometimes grouped into ABC1 (middle) and C2DE (working class).

Since the 2001 census, the main UK social classification has been the National Statistics socio-economic
classification (NS-SEC), grouping occupations by employment conditions and relations rather than skills, and
has 17 categories, which can be broken down into eight (from higher managerial and professional
occupations to never worked and long-term unemployed), or just three (higher, intermediate and lower
occupations)

socialism, socialist lc unless name of a party, eg Socialist Workers party

social media are plural

social security benefits all lc, income support, working tax credit, etc
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sockpuppet an online identity used for deception, typically by someone posing as
an independent third party unconnected to a person or product that the sockpuppet then promotes

sock puppet a puppet made out of a sock

sod's law See Murphy's law

Sofía queen of Spain

Soho London; SoHo (as in "South of Houston Street") New York

soi-disant means self-styled, not so-called; both phrases should be used sparingly

soiree no accent

solar system See planets

solicitor general

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr (1918-2008) Russian novelist

Somalia adjective Somali; the people are Somalis, not Somalians

some should not be used before a figure: if you are not sure, about or
approximately are better, and if you are, it sounds daft: "some 12 people have died from wasp stings this
year alone" was a particularly silly example that found its way into the paper

Sopa Stop Online Piracy Act

Sotheby's

soundbite

sources Anonymous sources should be used sparingly. We should - except in
exceptional circumstances - avoid anonymous pejorative quotes. We should avoid misrepresenting the
nature and number of sources, and we should do our best to give readers some clue as to the authority with
which they speak. We should never, ever, betray a source

South America

Southbank Centre on the South Bank in London

South Bank University

south south London, south-west England, the south-east, south Wales, etc

southern hemisphere

Southern Ocean not Antarctic Ocean

south pole

Southport Visiter newspaper, not to be confused with the Visitor, Morecambe

soy sauce

soya beans not soybeans or soy beans
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space hopper

spacewalk

spaghetti western

span of years 2010-12 or from 2010-12; but between 2010 and 2012, not "between
2010-12"

Spanish names and accents Take care over use of the tilde, which can change the
meaning: Los Años Dorados (the Spanish version of the sitcom The Golden Girls) means The Golden Years;
leave out the tilde and Los Anos Dorados becomes The Golden Anuses.

The surname is normally the second last name, not the last, which is the mother's maiden name, eg the
writer Federico García Lorca - known as García in Spain rather than Lorca - should be García Lorca on
second mention. Note also that the female name Consuelo ends with an "o" not an "a".

In Spanish the natural stress of a word generally occurs on the second to last syllable. Words that deviate
from this norm must carry a written accent mark, known as the acento ortográfico, to indicate where the
stress falls. A guide to accents follows. If in doubt do an internet search (try the word with and without an
accent) and look for reputable Spanish language sites, eg big newspapers.

Surnames ending -ez take an accent over the penultimate vowel, eg Benítez, Fernández,
Giménez, Gómez, González, Gutiérrez, Hernández, Jiménez, López, Márquez, Martínez, Núñez, Ordóñez,
Pérez, Quiñónez, Ramírez, Rodríguez, Sáez, Vásquez, Vázquez, Velázquez. Exception: Alvarez; note also
that names ending -es do not take the accent, eg Martines, Rodrigues.

Other surnames Aristízabal, Beltrán, Cáceres, Calderón, Cañizares, Chevantón, Couñago,
Cúper, Dalí, De la Peña, Díaz, Forlán, García, Gaudí, Miró, Muñoz, Olazábal, Pavón, Sáenz, Sáinz, Valdés,
Valerón, Verón.

Forenames Adán, Alán, Andrés, César, Darío, Elías, Fabián, Ginés, Héctor, Hernán, Iñaki,
Iñés, Iván, Jesús, Joaquín, José, Lucía, María, Martín, Matías, Máximo, Míchel, Raúl, Ramón, Róger,
Rubén, Sebastián, Víctor. The forenames Ana, Angel, Alfredo, Alvaro, Cristina, Diego, Domingo, Emilio,
Ernesto, Federico, Fernando, Ignacio, Jorge, Juan, Julio, Luis, Marta, Mario, Miguel, Pablo and Pedro do not
usually take accents.

Placenames Asunción, Bogotá, Cádiz, Catalonia, Córdoba, La Coruña, Guantánamo Bay,
Guipúzcoa, Jaén, Jérez, León, Medellín, Potosí, San Sebastián, Valparaíso.

Sports teams, etc América, Atlético, El Barça (FC Barcelona), Bernabéu, Bolívar, Cerro
Porteño, Deportivo La Coruña, Huracán, Málaga, Peñarol.

Note: Spanish is an official language in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela

Spanish practices, Spanish customs If you are talking about questionable trade
union activities, restrictive practices might be a less offensive way to put it

'spared jail' We should say what the actual verdict was in a court report, rather than
that the accused was "spared jail" or "walked free from court", which sounds as if we think they should have
been jailed

spare-part surgery Avoid this term

spark overused in headlines of the "rates rise sparks fury" variety
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spastic the Spastics Society, which supports disabled people and in particular
those with cerebral palsy, changed its name to Scope in 1994

Speaker, the (Commons) but deputy speaker (of whom there are several); Lord
Speaker (Lords); House speaker (US)

special often redundant

special branch

Special Immigration Appeals Commission Siac or "the commission" on second
mention

spellchecker if you use one, read through your work afterwards: a graphic on our
front page was rendered nonsensical when a spellcheck turned the species Aquila adalberti into "alleyway
adalberti", while Prunella modularis became "pronely modularise"; also note that most use American English
spellings

spelled or spelt? spelled is the past tense, spelt is the past participle; she spelled
it out for him: "the word is spelt like this"

Spice Girls Victoria Beckham was Posh Spice; Melanie Brown was Scary Spice;
Emma Bunton was Baby Spice; Melanie Chisholm was Sporty Spice; Geri Halliwell was Ginger Spice

spicy not spicey

Spider-Man for the cartoon and film character, but Spiderman (no hyphen) is the
nickname of Alain Robert, a Frenchman who specialises in climbing skyscrapers without a safety net

spilled or spilt? spilled is the past tense, spilt is the past participle; she spilled the
beans: the beans were all spilt

spin doctor

spin-off noun, spin off verb

spinster avoid this old-fashioned term, which has acquired a pejorative tone; say, if
relevant, that someone is an unmarried woman

spiral, spiralling prices (and other things) can spiral down as well as up; try a less
cliched word that doesn't suggest a circular movement

split infinitives "The English-speaking world may be divided into (1) those who
neither know nor care what a split infinitive is; (2) those who do not know, but care very much; (3) those who
know and condemn; (4) those who know and distinguish. Those who neither know nor care are the vast
majority, and are happy folk, to be envied." (HW Fowler, Modern English Usage, 1926)

It is perfectly acceptable, and often desirable, to sensibly split infinitives - "to boldly go" is an elegant and
effective phrase - and stubbornly to resist doing so can sound pompous and awkward ("the economic
precipice on which they claim perpetually to be poised") or ambiguous: "He even offered personally to
guarantee the loan that the Clintons needed to buy their house" raises the question of whether the offer, or
the guarantee, was personal.

Raymond Chandler wrote to his publisher: "Would you convey my compliments to the purist who reads your
proofs and tell him or her that I write in a sort of broken-down patois which is something like the way a Swiss
waiter talks, and that when I split an infinitive, God damn it, I split it so it will stay split." And after an editor
tinkered with his infinitives, George Bernard Shaw said: "I don't care if he is made to go quickly, or to quickly
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go - but go he must!"

spoiled or spoilt? spoiled is the past tense, spoilt is the past participle; she spoiled
her son: in fact he was a spoilt brat

spokesman, spokeswoman a quote may be attributed to the organisation, eg "The
AA said ... ", but if necessary say spokesman or spokeswoman rather than spokesperson (assuming they
have actually spoken to you)

SpongeBob SquarePants is his full name; SpongeBob after first mention

sponsorship We are under no obligation to carry sponsors' names. So London
Marathon, not Virgin London Marathon, etc. When a competition is named after a sponsor, it is unavoidable:
Friends Provident t20, etc

spoonful plural spoonfuls, not spoonsful

sprang or sprung? sprang is the past tense of spring; sprung is the past participle.
When we got this wrong, a reader commented: "The error sprang out at me immediately as it should have
sprung out to your subeditor"

spree shopping or spending, not shooting: describing a series of murders as a
"killing spree" sounds flippant

spring, summer, autumn, winter

spun is the past tense and past participle of spin, despite "when Adam delved and
Eve span" (1560), which is an older past tense form

square brackets are used for interpolated words in quotations, eg David Cameron
said: "Theresa [May] has my full support."

They can clutter up a piece and make it difficult to read, as in this example: "I was in awe of the place as a
player. You looked at Man United and you saw men. [Eric] Cantona, Giggs, [David] Beckham, [Andrei]
Kanchelsis, Bryan Robson, it just went on." And on, he might have added. The subeditor was trying to help,
but you'd have to have spent 10 years on another planet not to know who "Cantona" or "Beckham" are.

Use square brackets sparingly and only when they will help, rather than insult [the intelligence of] the reader

square metres not the same as metres squared: eg 300m squared is 90,000 sq m
which is very different from 300 sq m; we often get this wrong

Square Mile rather old-fashioned term for City of London

squaw is regarded as offensive and should be avoided

SSSI site of special scientific interest

stadium plural stadiums, not stadia

staff are plural

stalactites cling from the ceiling; stalagmites grow from the ground

stalemate in chess, a stalemate is the end of the game, and cannot be broken or
resolved; deadlock or impasse are more suitable for metaphorical use in such cases as "Zawiyah - 30 miles
from the capital - is a metaphor for Libya's current stalemate, which could itself end at any moment"
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Stalin, Joseph not Josef

stampede should be reserved for herds of animals, and not used in tragedies
involving crowds of people, for example at the hajj in Mina in 2015. People are crushed to death in
high-density crowds and typically die of asphyxiation, not because they are trampled in the way that
"stampede" implies. Human "stampedes" are very unusual, and rarely fatal.

The word "stampede" suggests a panicking mass of people who are collectively responsible for trampling
others to death, whereas in fact the deaths occur (at a slower speed) as an accidental result of high
densities. Those who allow such densities to build up are responsible and as a result, as with Hillsborough,
they are often keen to portray the event as a panic or a stampede.

We should follow the experts and use the term "crowd crush" or similar

standoff

standout, standup adjectives, as in a standup comedian performing a standout
standup routine; nouns, as in one standout was a standup performing standup

Stansted

Star Wars the Empire, the Force, Jedi knight, lightsaber. Wookiee (note two Es), a
species of which Chewbacca is a member

Starck, Philippe French designer

Starkey, Zak (not Zac) son of Ringo Starr; plays drums for the Who

start up verb; startup noun (as in business startup); star tup top-performing ram

State Department although its official name is United States Department of State

statehouse office of the state governor in the US, one word except in New Jersey
where it is the state house

State of the Union address

stationary motionless; also used by some stationery shops to mean stationery;
stationery writing materials; also used by some signwriters to mean stationary

staunch verb: to stop the flow of something, eg blood or confidence; adjective:
steadfast, eg a staunch defender of human rights

STD or STI? STI (sexually transmitted infection) is a broader term than STD
(sexually transmitted disease): you can have the infection without feeling ill or displaying any symptoms

steamboat, steamhammer, steampunk, steamship

steam engine

steelworker, steelworks

Stelios Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou, founder of easyJet; Haji-Ioannou after first
mention, although Stelios is acceptable in headlines

sten gun

stentorian loud, sometimes confused with stertorous, a snoring sound
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stepfamily, stepfather, stepmother etc, but step-parents. Don't confuse, say, a
stepsister and half-sister, as we did when writing about Barack Obama's family

Stephen or Steven? Stephen Baldwin, Stephen Chow (actors), Stephen Colbert
(satirist), Stephen Crane (wrote The Red Badge of Courage), Stephen Foster (wrote Oh! Susanna), Stephen
Fry (national treasure), Stephen Jay Gould (biologist), Stephen Hawking (physicist), Stephen King (novelist),
Stephen Merchant (Ricky Gervais collaborator).

Steven Gerrard (footballer), Steven Moffat (Doctor Who writer and producer), Steven Spielberg (film director)

sterling the pound; also sterling qualities

Stetson TM; hat

sticky-back plastic

stiletto plural stilettos (not stilettoes)

still life plural still lifes (not lives)

stilton cheese

stimulus plural stimuli

Stirling prize awarded annually by the Royal Institute of British Architects

Stock Exchange caps when referring to the London Stock Exchange; but lc in other
countries, eg Hong Kong stock exchange

stock in trade

stock market

stolen generations Australian Aboriginal children forcibly removed from their
families

stone age The charity Survival says: " 'Stone age' and 'primitive' have been used
to describe tribal people since the colonial era, reinforcing the idea that they have not changed over time and
that they are backward. This idea is both incorrect and very dangerous: incorrect because all societies adapt
and change, and dangerous because it is often used to justify the persecution or forced 'development' of
tribal people"

stony broke, stony-hearted not stoney

stopgap

storey plural storeys (buildings); story plural stories (tales)

straight away, straightforward, home straight, final straight

straitjacket, strait-laced, Dire Straits

strait of Dover, strait of Gibraltar, strait of Hormuz not Strait, Straits or straits

straitened circumstances, straitened times not "straightened", one of our most
frequent errors

Strategic Rail Authority SRA on second mention
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Stratford-on-Avon district council and parliamentary seat, although most other local
organisations, such as the Royal Shakespeare Company, call this Warwickshire town Stratford-upon-Avon

stratum plural strata

Street-Porter, Janet

streetwise

stretchered off has a slight ring of Charles Buchan's Football Monthly; say carried
off

strippergram

students' union lowercase in full name, eg Sheffield University students' union

stumbling block

stumm as in "keep stumm", not schtum

Sturm und Drang German literary movement

STV single transferable vote

stylebook but style guide

Subbuteo table football game in which players "flick to kick", named after the bird of
prey Falco subbuteo (the hobby) and immortalised in the Undertones' My Perfect Cousin

subcommittee, subcontinent, sublet, subplot, subsection

subeditors, subs Journalists who traditionally edit, check and cut copy, write
headlines and other page furniture, and design pages; to which can be added, in the digital age, an
ever-widening range of multimedia and technical skills. In some countries, eg the US and Canada, they are
known as copy editors.

WP Crozier said of CP Scott: "As a subeditor he got rid of the redundant and the turgid with the
conscientiousness of a machine that presses the superfluous moisture out of yarn. The man who passed
'seaward journey to the great metropolis', and when the copy came back to him found written in firm blue
pencil 'voyage to London', knew what sort of English 'CP' liked"

subfusc an adjective meaning dull and gloomy or a noun for the dark clothing worn
for exams and formal occasions at some universities

subjunctive Fowler noted that the subjunctive was "seldom obligatory" and
Somerset Maugham declared half a century ago: "The subjunctive mood is in its death throes, and the best
thing to do is put it out of its misery as soon as possible." Would that that were so.

Most commonly, the subjunctive is a third person singular form of the verb expressing hypothesis, typically
something demanded, proposed, imagined: he demanded that she resign at once, I propose that she be
sacked, she insisted Jane sit down.

It is particularly common in American English and in formal or poetic contexts: If I were a rich man, etc, and
you have to admit the song sounds better than "If I was a rich man..."

We get this wrong at least as often as we get it right. Two examples from the same issue in April 2010 in
which "was" should be "were": "If every election or ballot in which there are cases of bad practice was to be
invalidated, democracy would soon become a laughing stock..." (leading article); "If this was the centred
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Conservative party that Cameron claims, its strategists wouldn't be half as worried as they are..." (column)

Nobody died and no great harm was done, but as professional writers we should be aware of the distinction.
Used properly, the subjunctive can add elegance to your writing; an object lesson was provided in a Gary
Younge column of 5 July 2010: "It was as though Charlie Brown's teacher were standing for leader of the
opposition... " (one of three examples of the subjunctive in the piece).

As with the hyper-corrective misuse of whom instead of who, however, using the subjunctive wrongly is
worse than not using it at all, and will make you look pompous and silly

submachine gun

submarines are boats, not ships

subpoena, subpoenaed

subpostmaster, subpostmistress although the organisation is the National
Federation of SubPostmasters

sub-prime, sub-Saharan

substitute

Is it by, with or for? If you don't choose the right preposition, it's not always easy to see who's replaced
whom.

Let's say Player A is injured and Player B comes on as a substitute. So: the manager replaces A with B; A is
replaced by B; the manager has substituted B for A; B is substituted for A

suchlike

sucking-pig not "suckling-pig"

Sudan not "the Sudan"

sudoku

sue, sued, suing (not sueing)

suffer little children nothing to do with suffering, this frequently misquoted or
misunderstood phrase was used by Christ (Luke 18:16) to mean "allow the little children to come to me"; it is
also the title of a song about the Moors murders on the first Smiths album

suicide Say that someone killed him or herself rather than "committed suicide";
suicide has not been a crime in the UK for many years and this old-fashioned term can cause unnecessary
further distress to families who have been bereaved in this way.

Journalists should exercise particular care in reporting suicide or issues involving suicide, bearing in mind the
risk of encouraging others. This applies to presentation, including the use of pictures, and to describing the
method of suicide. Any substances should be referred to in general rather than specific terms. When
appropriate, a helpline number (eg Samaritans) should be given. The feelings of relatives should also be
carefully considered.

The following note should be added to stories about suicide: In the UK, the Samaritans can be contacted on
08457 90 90 90. In the US, the National Suicide Prevention Hotline is 1-800-273-8255. In Australia, the crisis
support service Lifeline is on 13 11 14. Change the order if necessary to reflect the context and origin of the
story; only the Samaritans number need be used in print editions, which are not sold outside the UK
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summer

summer solstice the longest day of the year, but not the same as Midsummer Day
(although we often seem to assume it is)

sun, the celestial body

Sun, the newspaper, but just call it the Sun, not "the Sun newspaper"

Sunday Sun long-established newspaper covering the north-east of England, not to
be confused with the Sunday edition of the Sun

Super Bowl

supercasino, superinjunction

supermarkets Marks & Spencer or M&S, Morrisons, Safeway, Sainsbury's, Tesco
(no wonder people get confused about apostrophes)

supermodel model is normally sufficient

supernova plural supernovae

Super Pac an "independent-expenditure only" political action committee that can
raise unlimited sums from corporations, unions and other groups, as well as individuals, in support of a US
political candidate or party

supersede not supercede

supine face up; prone face down

supply days (parliament)

supreme court

Sure Start

surge prefer rise or increase, if that is the meaning; but surge is preferable to
"upsurge"

Suriname (not Surinam); formerly Dutch Guiana

surrealism

Sutcliff, Rosemary British historical novelist (1920-92) whose works include The
Eagle of the Ninth

svengali (lc) although named after the sinister Svengali in George du Maurier's
1894 novel Trilby

swap not swop

swat flies

swot books

swath, swaths broad strip (of land), eg cut a wide swath; from the Old English
swaeth, which in turn comes from the Old Norse svath - a smooth patch
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swathe, swathes baby clothes, bandages, wrappings; from the Old English
swaethian, related to swaethel - swaddling clothes

swearwords We are more liberal than any other newspapers, using language that
most of our competitors would not. The statistics tell their own story: the word "fuck" (and its variants)
appeared 705 times in the Guardian in the 12 months to April 2010, with a further 269 mentions in the
Observer. (The figures for other national newspapers were as follows: Independent 279, Independent on
Sunday 74, Times 3, Sunday Times 2, all other papers 0.) The figures for the C-word, still regarded by many
people as taboo, were: Guardian 49, Observer 20, Independent 8, Independent on Sunday 5, everyone else
0.

Even some readers who agree with Lenny Bruce that "take away the right to say fuck and you take away the
right to say fuck the government" might feel that we sometimes use such words unnecessarily, although
comments in response to Guardian Style's blogpost on the subject were overwhelmingly in support of our
policy.

The editor's guidelines are as follows:

First, remember the reader, and respect demands that we should not casually use words that are likely to
offend.

Second, use such words only when absolutely necessary to the facts of a piece, or to portray a character in
an article; there is almost never a case in which we need to use a swearword outside direct quotes.

Third, the stronger the swearword, the harder we ought to think about using it.

Finally, never use asterisks, or such silliness as b------, which are just a cop-out, as Charlotte Brontë
recognised: "The practice of hinting by single letters those expletives with which profane and violent people
are wont to garnish their discourse, strikes me as a proceeding which, however well meant, is weak and
futile. I cannot tell what good it does - what feeling it spares - what horror it conceals"

swingeing

swinging 60s

sync as in "out of sync", but lip-synch, lip-synching

synopsis plural synopses

syntax Beware of ambiguous or incongruous sentence structure - the following
appeared in a column in the paper: "This argument, says a middle-aged lady in a business suit called
Marion, is just more London stuff... " (What were her other outfits called?).

In English, unlike some languages, the slightest difference in word order can change the meaning: we
referred to the "number of average holidays taken a year by the most affluent households", an apparent
comment on the quality of the holidays rather than what we actually meant, which was the average number
of holidays

synthesis, synthesise, synthesiser

systematic methodical

systemic relating to a system
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The readers' editor on... how the Guardian should deal with a growing
number of complaints;
I'd like to improve on the numbers of complaints we resolve but we can't
just keep expanding the readers' editor's office. What do you think?

BYLINE: Chris Elliott

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 720 words

There has been an increase in the annual total of complaints to the readers' editor's office for the first time in
three years. The number has risen to 29,551 in the 12-month period to March 2015 - 3,000 more than for the
same period during the previous year.

The number of published corrections and clarifications has remained pretty stable in the same period. Online
we published or noted 2,604 corrections, including the 1,022 that appeared in print.

These figures are gathered as a snapshot for the Guardian's forthcoming annual Living Our Values report,
which measures how well we apply our editorial values to the way we run our business.

Robust scrutiny of deeply entrenched institutions, public and private, is likely to provoke robust responses

It is not clear why there has been a rise, but a clue as to the underlying reason may lie in the rise in the
number of monthly browsers for the Guardian, which increased from 100 million to more than 120 million in
the same period. There has also been a growth in the amount of content that the Guardian publishes, which
is now on average 600 pieces a day. I know phrases like "pieces of content" make one wince but I don't think
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there is a word that captures the breadth and scale of all that we publish.

It is not just the number of individual pieces but possibly the nature of the content that may hold the key to
the rise. The Guardian since its inception has always sought to break stories but the retreat of what is now
termed, in another ugly phrase, "commoditised news", ie those stories that can be got everywhere, has led to
an even greater emphasis on investigations and breaking news.

Robust scrutiny of deeply entrenched institutions, public and private, is likely to provoke robust responses.
That is not to suggest the Guardian is hurtling along without mistakes; the number of published corrections
reflect the space and resources we can devote to them. They are not an accurate picture of the number of
errors, or even the number of amendments; sometimes an article is corrected and footnoted to make clear
what the error was, but the amendment is not significant enough to warrant an item in the corrections
column.

Here is a snapshot of one day in May: a 24-hour period from 3pm on 27 May to 3pm on 28 May.

A total of 67 complaints and queries were received by the editor's office in emails; each week a further five to
come in via the readers' editor's Twitter feed and a similar number telephoned in to the office.

Below are the tallies of queries. Where the terms "resolved", "ongoing" and "passed on" are used this means
that there has been at least one reply to the reader. The discrepancy in the figures below and the total
number of emails, which is 96, is because there are often multiple emails exchanged in connection with the
same complaint or query.

· Accuracy: 22 resolved, 12 still ongoing

· Grammar: three resolved, three ongoing

· General comments (unanswered): three

· Stories offered, links requested: four resolved, one unanswered

Complaints about grammar, spelling and structure are pretty constant and make readers very angry

· Complaints about moderation: two resolved (ie we responded)

· Subscription query: one resolved

· Deletion request: one ongoing

· Review panel requests: one passed to the panel, one ongoing

· Crosswords: six resolved

· General queries, eg website navigation, book review request, expired article: five resolved

· Questions of taste or suitability: two resolved.

The numbers of complaints about grammar, spelling and structure are pretty constant and make readers
very angry.

On that day a tautological phrase produced this email: "Does the Guardian have any subeditors left? If the
use of language is poor how much import should I make of the actual article?" The Guardian was wrong - an
error during the editing process but not by a subeditor - and the word changed and a correction published
online.

There has been a growth in the number of deletion requests and queries about moderation decisions. Two
areas where it is difficult to resolve complaints are Israel/Palestine and climate change.
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I would like to improve on the numbers of complaints we resolve. I don't think we can simply expect to grow
the size of the readers' editor's office every year. What do readers think? Could some form of crowdsourcing
be the answer?
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Diaspora Jews offer a rare chance for hope in the Middle East;
Irish Americans helped settle the conflict in Northern Ireland. Jewish
communities could play a similar role for Israel and Palestine

BYLINE: Jonathan Freedland

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1148 words

Diasporas can be trouble. Whether it was the German-Americans who agitated to keep the United States out
of the war against Hitler, the Irish-Americans who bankrolled the IRA's "armed struggle", or the
Cuban-Americans who lobbied to keep the US shackled to a pointless embargo of the island, émigré
communities have a chequered record when it comes to the influencing of foreign policy.

The scholar Fred Halliday used to joke that there was a doctoral thesis waiting to be written on "irresponsible
diasporas", focusing on those who, when it comes to the affairs of the old country, strike poses that help no
one.

It's obvious why the place to mine for such a dissertation would be the US. It's a nation of immigrants, a
country made up of communities that can point to any place on the globe and regard it as, if not quite home
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or "the old country", then not quite foreign either. In the US, foreign policy is domestic politics.

Related: Cold comfort: the Syrian refugees trying to make a new life in Sweden

Until relatively recently, that set America apart. But now that we live in the age of great migration, more
societies are becoming like the US. Germany has a Turkish diaspora. Sweden has an Iraqi, and now a
Syrian, diaspora. And as 60,000 people demonstrated when they packed into Wembley stadium today to hail
Narendra Modi, Britain has a large, centuries-old Indian diaspora.

Usually the debate about these changes concentrates on the societies that took in the newcomers, how
they've become more diverse and plural. But what about the impact these new diasporas have on the
countries they left behind? The Halliday anxiety was that they often play a wrecking role. There's a tendency
to be more hawkish than those in the old country, to adopt a dogmatic stance unaltered by day-to-day
experience on the ground. In the early 90s I remember hearing a more hardline strain of Irish republicanism
on the streets of Brooklyn than I'd picked up in Belfast. It was often said that it was Irish America, with its
pubs passing round the Noraid bucket to raise money for the boys back home, that helped prolong the
conflict.

The phenomenon can be particularly sharp among those who never lived in the old country in the first place -
the second or third generations who become more hardline than their parents. It's the process Hanif Kureishi
captured in his short story My Son the Fanatic, which swapped nationalist extremism for dogmatism of the
religious variety.

It's the story we've seen played out for real, in the much publicised cases of young British Muslims heading
for Syria, leaving behind their uncomprehending, less doctrinaire parents. It's the story we think of when we
read of Mohammed Emwazi, born in Kuwait but raised in London as a fan of Manchester United and S Club
7, who ended up in the crosshairs of a drone, targeted and apparently killed as Jihadi John.

Related: Germany's 'failed' multiculturalism carries on regardless

But it doesn't always have to work this way. Discussed too rarely is the role the Irish-American diaspora
played in the Northern Ireland peace process. Long before the first IRA ceasefire of 1994, several
Irish-American luminaries made the case to Belfast's republican leadership that diplomacy and politics was
the path to pursue - and that they would support them in that effort. Quietly and behind the scenes, they won
over Bill Clinton to that cause before he had even reached the White House. In other words, Irish America
acted as a responsible diaspora.

This week came an admittedly small sign offering similar hope in a very different context. London's City
University published a new and comprehensive survey of British Jewish attitudes to Israel. Unsurprisingly, it
found that Israel is central to Jewish lives: some 93% said it forms some part of their identity as Jews.

That, incidentally, should be noted by those anti-Israel campaigners who insist there's no connection
between the two, that it's perfectly possible to despise everything about Israel - the world's only Jewish
country - without showing any hostility to Jews. Jews themselves usually don't see it, or experience it, that
way. Most of them are bound up with Israel, one way or the other. As the great British Jewish novelist
Howard Jacobson puts it, Jews see in Israel "a version of themselves".

Still, what was arresting about the survey was the level of criticism this same British Jewish community levels
at Israeli government policy. Three-quarters regard expansion of Israeli settlements in the West Bank as a
"major obstacle to peace", with 68% admitting to feeling "a sense of despair" every time there's a further
expansion.

Around half of those surveyed said they believe the Israeli government is "constantly creating obstacles to
avoid engaging in peace negotiations", with 73% clear that this approach is damaging Israel's standing in
the world.

The research suggests that Jews are eminently capable of holding two views at the same time that are often
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- wrongly - held to be contradictory. They are capable of supporting Israel's right to exist, taking pride in its
achievements on the one hand - and lambasting Israeli policy on the other.

They favour compromise, rejecting the suggestion that concessions should wait until the wider region calms
down. They are unimpressed by the Palestinian leadership, blaming it for incitement against Israel,nd
accepting the view that there is "no credible Palestinian partner", even as majorities still believe in the
two-state solution still maintain that Israel should give up land for peace, and do not shrink from the fact that
Israel is "an occupying power".

This is heartening. When it comes to the Israel-Palestine conflict, there are not many optimists left. Tony
Blair says he's one : today he announced that, six months after stepping down as the official envoy of the
so-called Quartet, he'll keep working on a new initiative of his own, predicated on the belief that the way to
make Israeli-Palestinian progress is through a wider regional understanding between Israel and its Arab
neighbours.

But the outlook of most of those involved is much bleaker, especially as the recent wave of stabbings and
shootings has seen the enmity between the two sides become more direct, even more intimate.

In this context, we need Halliday to be wrong. In Northern Ireland a key part of the diaspora eventually
proved it could be responsible and constructive, rather than wreckers. This week's City University survey was
commissioned by Yachad, a British Jewish group that defines itself as "pro-Israel, pro-peace". In the US J
Street promotes a similar message: supportive of Israel, hostile to the occupation.

Such groups may not shout as loud as others who claim to speak for their community. We know already how
diasporas can be part of the problem. But history - and hope - suggests they can be part of the solution too.
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The French are mourning, but by sticking together we can overcome;
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Islamic State's aim is to destroy plural, diverse, rule-based western
societies. We can't let it succeed

BYLINE: Natalie Nougayrède

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 1800 words

Paris this weekend was a city wounded, stunned, still in shock, but also full of dignity. In the district where
most of the attacks occurred, the lively 10th and 11th arrondissements, so mixed, so full of different
communities, cafes, restaurants, shops for the middle classes, students, young families, areas sometimes
described as "bobo-land" (for bourgeois-bohème) because they offer that mix of easy going joie de vivre and
creativity, it was almost hard to believe a calamity had struck. There was radiant sun and Paris was beautiful,
as ever.

One sign said it all perhaps: the drawing of the peace symbol, with the Eiffel tower in the middle, printed out
and posted on shop windows.

Spontaneous gatherings took place in cities across France, candles were lit, flowers placed, notes written
and symbols of peace drawn, and some sang the Marseillaise, the national anthem. Mass demonstrations
are, for the moment, officially banned because of the state of emergency. The huge popular outpouring on
to the streets that followed the Charlie Hebdo and kosher supermarket tragedies of January is impossible,
but the need for unity is on everyone's mind. French people have also been extremely sensitive to the
gestures of solidarity shown from across the world, with the colours of the French flag shining on buildings
and monuments, from Sydney to New York. There is hardly anyone who feels we are alone in this - so many
emails and text messages have been received from abroad.

Related: The Guardian view on the Paris attacks: amid the grief, we need to hold firm to the values that
make us who we are | Editorial

But soon, the funerals will start. Everyone will see the aggrieved, tortured faces of people who lost loved
ones. Music will be played, homilies spoken. The trauma is far from over. There have been 132 people killed,
and 99 severely wounded. Behind those statistics, there are lives, dreams, hopes, crushed. Those targeted
were not well known cartoonists who carried the culture of France's post-1968 generation, but anyone and
everyone, of any origin, faith and activity: it was a strike at our society as a whole, a strike at our collective
identity.

One thing needs to be said from the outset: Islamic State was bound to attack France, whether the French
army carried out air strikes in Syria, or not. The complexity of Friday's attack points to a long-prepared
operation, whose conception very likely predated the start of French strikes against Isis in Syria, six weeks
ago. They involved Isis cells present in different European countries, including Belgium and Germany, as the
early results of the ongoing investigation indicate. It is difficult to believe that the hell that broke out in the
heart of the French capital took just a few weeks to orchestrate.

But the deeper reason is that Isis had put itself on a war footing with France long before François Hollande
ordered those strikes in Syria. It warned much earlier this year that it would intensify its campaign, and
French officials say several attacks were thwarted in recent months. As a cult, as a fanatical entity, Isis
needs to continuously increase both its reach and the objectives it sets itself. As long as it appears to be a
"winner", young people, indoctrinated, disenfranchised, lost in their minds, will seek to join it. The success of
its recruitment, of its propaganda, depends on the success it can claim in a stream of assaults. France is
seen as a weak spot partly because of the Charlie Hebdo precedent and because of questions over its
capacity to reconcile its republican institutions with integrating a Muslim community.
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Paris has been, and it is horrible to say, a great success for Isis, if only in operational terms. These attacks
were a unique combination of different terror strategies: the 2008 assault in Mumbai, simultaneously
targeting different sites in the same city, the 2002 hostage taking and carnage in a Moscow theatre (note the
parallels with the atrocity at the Bataclan concert venue) and suicide bombings of the sort seen in Iraq,
Afghanistan or Israel.

Related: The Paris attacks will force France to change its Syria policy | Pierre Haski

Isis created a war scene in Paris because it wants two things. It wants to fracture our society by making the
coexistence of communities impossible, and I believe it wants to attract French retaliation in the form of
deeper military engagement in Syria (in a de facto alliance with Assad) or in the form of a security policy that
will feed resentment among its Muslim population. These are the traps it has set up.

Why does Isis want this ? Because, again, those outcomes are the most powerful recruiting
tools it will ever find in France and beyond. Isis is a cult whose overarching goal is to grow itself: destruction,
for the sole purpose of conquering of minds and territories, is what it is all about. It is megalomaniac and
nihilist. It hates our way of life, first and foremost. The statement it produced as it claimed responsibility for
Paris makes that obvious with its reference to the Bataclan theatre as a place of "perversity".

It's also important to step back and look at where all of this, ultimately, comes from in the Middle East. The
most dramatic fallout from the 2003 Iraq war is that it unleashed a sectarian conflict between Sunni and Shia.
This has led to the complete unravelling of the Middle East as we knew it, with a huge human toll. But now
that more than a decade has passed, it is hard to say that the policies of western governments are to blame
for the existence of Isis. The organisation appeared in Iraq in 2014 as a reaction to the Shia-dominated
Maliki government that was violently oppressive to Sunnis. So Isis is about a war of religion in the Middle
East - no doubt unleashed after Shia Iran was able to entrench its influence in Iraq, post-Saddam.

But this is a backdrop that the west, once that Pandora's box was opened, had very little leverage over. The
US withdrawal from Iraq predated the rise of Isis and, to a certain extent, allowed it to take over Mosul in
June 2014 - its first major military advance. Isis then grew in Syria because it cast itself as (supposedly) the
sole, or most radical, protector of Sunni communities against the war machine of the Assad regime. This is
why the Syrian civil war - the violence unleashed by a dictator against his own population and the
radicalisation it has produced - has become the central tenet of the Isis phenomenon. Young European
Muslims recruited by Isis believe, in their naivety, that they are travelling for something akin to humanitarian
purposes. It is also largely because of this war that Europe is dealing with an unprecedented inflow of
refugees.

So France, like the rest of Europe, stands now at a crossroads. The danger is already visible from
statements made by the far right blaming Muslims as a whole, or war refugees streaming into Europe, for the
Paris attacks. Marine Le Pen called for a closure of French borders immediately. She has her eye on
regional elections next month. (This timing, by the way, points to another question: might Isis have chosen to
strike now because it has that electoral calendar in mind?)

France harbours the largest and possibly best-funded extreme-right party in Europe, and it also has the
largest Muslim population in Europe. It has lived through social tensions and crises of identity, revolving
mainly around "laicité", France's particular model of secularism, high unemployment, inequality and racial
discrimination in the workforce, in housing and elsewhere. This makes it essential for the right messages to
be sent out by the government at such a crucial moment. François Hollande will address both chambers of
parliament tomorrow. Will he find the words needed to consolidate a national sense of togetherness beyond
cultural, social and religious fractures? After Charlie Hebdo, it took several days for French elites - and the
media - to realise that many of the Muslim youth of the banlieues had utterly rejected the "Je suis Charlie"
slogan, and that's why they were absent from the huge 11 January demonstrations. Much has been done
since then, including in schools, lycees, and in coverage by public broadcasters, to reach out to those
communities and try to better make the case for the French republican model. It is early days now to say how
French social cohesion will be affected by the bloodbath of 13 November, but it can be argued that this is the
most worrying thing to watch. Talk of "a state of war", or of "civil war" in France, after these attacks, is now
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the most toxic choice that could be made, because it risks giving Muslim communities the impression they
are conflated with terror and fanaticism.

Related: Terrorism has come about in assimilationist France and also in multicultural Britain. Why is that? |
Kenan Malik

On the foreign policy level, one positive important gesture was the welcome for the Tunisian president at the
Elysée Palace shortly after the attacks, a strong symbol of unity between those who are confronted with
jihadist violence in Europe and in the Arab world. Tunisia is the only Arab Spring country where democracy
has taken root, and democracy is what Isis wants to destroy. But a disgusting thing also happened: Assad
was interviewed on French TV saying what Paris had suffered was what his country suffers from. The
dictator's lie, that negation and complete distortion of what he has put his own country through, and now us,
indirectly, must be exposed and condemned. After the refugee crisis and now this tragedy in our midst,
Parisians and Europeans will increasingly come to grips with the fact that Middle Eastern woes are not a
distant far-flung problem, but our woes too.

The nightmare that continues in the Middle East, where Isis is trying to build its caliphate, and where civilians
are massacred by Assad's army - a grotesque unspoken alliance that has turned the region into a factory of
despair spewing its consequences into Europe - is key, of course, to the events of Friday. But the danger
that we face lurks also, in many ways, inside our own frailties, within the fragile fabric of French society - here
I mention my country because it has just been assaulted - but this concerns all other democracies in Europe
and elsewhere.

How we react to this horror will define who we are, how we defend ourselves and how we can help others
defend themselves from the terror and hatred, the death and the disorder that Isis wants to sow.

We are mourning, as a French nation, as Europeans, as citizens of liberal democracies. But if we preserve
the cohesion of our plural, diverse, rule-based societies - which, after all, was the number one target of the
attackers - much can be overcome. I believe we can overcome.
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Isis hates Middle Eastern civilisation too;
The Paris attacks are portrayed as an assault on the values of the west.
In fact, the hopes and philosophies we cherish are global

BYLINE: David Shariatmadari

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 744 words

As it became clear that responsibility for the horrific massacres in Paris lay with so-called Islamic State,
prominent figures sought to place the events in context. Jeb Bush, the Republican presidential hopeful,
called it part of " an organised effort to destroy western civilisation ". Rupert Murdoch tweeted : "Paris
outrage not an attack on all humanity, but an attack on us, ie, western civilisation". The commentator Iain
Martin put it like this : "Western civilisation - democracy, free speech, free association, the rule of law,
prosperity - is under attack by barbarians."

The terrorists certainly had civilisation in their crosshairs. They spread chaos and killing through a city
famous for its culture, its intermingling of influences, its freedom of expression. In as much as they targeted
one of Europe's great capitals, it was an assault on European values - the way our citizens choose to live
and behave. However, it is wrong to frame the atrocities as attacks on "western civilisation" alone.

Related: Mindless terrorists? The truth about Isis is much worse | Scott Atran

Etymology can often mislead. In this case, however, I think it is instructive. The word civilisation has its
origins in the Latin civis, a citizen, itself derived from an earlier form meaning "to settle". The corresponding
Arabic word is madaniya, its root maddana, "to build cities". We talk of "returning to civilisation" when we
come back to town from the countryside. Civilisation is about living together, people pooling their resources,
sharing the same space. Cities work best when people are free to move about unmolested, to work and play,
to learn and to be entertained.

Isis represents the opposite. In its centres of power, normal life is suspended: there is only one correct way
of doing things. Religious minorities are killed or forcibly converted. There is fear everywhere and no
pleasure. These are military cantonments, not cities in the usual sense.

This situation is a travesty of Middle Eastern as much as western civilisation. Istanbul, Cairo, Alexandria,
Beirut, Baghdad and Jerusalem are historic archetypes of free cities - places where races, cultures and
religions mingled for centuries. In some of them, despite the many brutalisations of the 20th century, that
character endures. It would be very wrong to assume that Middle Eastern culture - and Islam - are inimical to
urban life at its best.

All this is particularly important given that how we understand the Paris attacks will influence our response.
And there are real problems with seeing Isis primarily as an enemy of western civilisation.

Related: UN: Islamic State may have committed genocide against Yazidis in Iraq

First of all, it downplays the suffering of Middle Easterners at the hands of Isis. On Thursday, for example, 43
people in a mainly Shia part of Beirut were murdered by Isis suicide bombers. Although that city is far more
used to violence than Paris, it still represented an assault on normal, civilised life. The most immediate
opponents of the violent jihadists are the people they live among - the Muslims, Christians, Alawites and
Yazidis of Iraq and Syria. They may have been deprived of many of the benefits of civilisation - security,
freedom of association and worship - for years under dictatorship, under occupation, under civil war, under
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Isis. But it is still a life with those benefits that they desire.

Secondly, it distorts our ability to recognise who our proper allies are. There is a broad risk of tarring the
whole Middle East with the brush of extremism - as though the violent ideology of Isis is typical of the entire
region, and life across it carries on in an utterly different mode to our own. Here in the west, that can mean
those of Arab or Muslim heritage being blamed and abused.

More specifically, if we see civilisation as a shared, global value, one that has arisen independently in many
different places, we can also be clearer about what stymies it. Isis does, and so, to different degrees, does
Saudi Arabia's state puritanism, Assad's brutality in Syria, Sisi's authoritarianism in Egypt and Iran's limits on
personal freedom. But is there some vaguely uncivilisable aspect of the Middle Eastern mind? No.

There will be fierce debates about how to respond to all these challenges. Some well-meaning actions will
undoubtedly make things worse. But let's be clear about one thing: Isis hates civilisation wherever it sees it,
not just in the west.
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Cameron has the power to order air strikes. He should;
The prime minister wants permission from 650 armchair generals to
sanction necessary action. This is absurd

BYLINE: Matthew d'Ancona
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David Cameron will sit down for bilateral talks with Vladimir Putin today at the G20 Antalya summit in Turkey.
Though the Russian president is notoriously unpredictable, the two men know each other well enough to
speak plainly about the horrors of Paris and their geopolitical significance.

Related: The Paris attacks will force France to change its Syria policy | Pierre Haski

In the immediate aftermath of such a tragedy, the protocols of diplomacy, bereavement and basic human
decency require senior politicians to claim that normal business has been suspended. In truth, however,
politics simply goes off-grid, away from the public gaze and becomes all the more intense as a consequence.
"It reminds us of the scale of the threat," says one who was present at Saturday's meeting of the emergency
Cobra committee, "and of the scale of response that is needed."

To which end, there is growing support on the Tory benches for new priorities in Syria. As one senior source
puts it: "We should put our campaign against Assad to one side for the moment and focus 100% on
eradicating [Islamic State] completely in both Iraq and Syria."

At a stroke, this shift would make collaboration with Russia in the campaign against Isis dramatically easier.
If Assad's future were to be shelved - as Gaddafi's was in 2004 - the principal obstruction to a global alliance
against Isis, backed up by UN security council resolutions, would be removed. It would be a stretch to say
that this "Isis first" doctrine is now official government policy. But it is certainly gaining traction.

Persuading Putin is one thing; the Tory isolationists quite another. Michael Fallon, the defence secretary, is
due to brief MPs early next month on the case for extending air strikes against the terrorist quasi-state in
Syria as well as Iraq. The horrors of Vendredi Treize might be assumed to have shaken some Tory
backbenchers out of their slumber on the moral high ground - but not a bit of it. Over the weekend, No 10
cautioned against such expectations, predicting (clearly on the basis of the whips' initial soundings) that the
Parisian horrors would "strengthen existing opinions".

Absurdly, therefore, Cameron must still wait for the permission of the 650 armchair generals in the lower
house. How murderous and how close to home does the Isis campaign have to get before he decides to
ignore a parliamentary convention (one that has no legal force whatsoever) and to authorise air strikes
anyway?

We know already that Jeremy Corbyn will not help. There was a time when Labour could be relied upon to
fight totalitarian regimes such as the Islamic caliphate ruled by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the self-declared
Caliph Ibrahim. I wonder if Corbyn has read Sami Moubayed's superb book, Under the Black Flag, which
describes precisely what life is like in the hell on Earth created by the zealots of Raqqa. I wonder, too, if the
Labour leader agreed with the article posted by Stop the War but since withdrawn, headlined "Paris reaps
whirlwind of western support for extremist violence in Middle East".

As tasteless as the piece was, it captured accurately the Corbynite belief that Islamist terrorism is the
consequence of western foreign policy. And there is no doubt that the errors of Iraq, Guantánamo and
extraordinary rendition have oxygenated the millennial death cult that inspired seven militants (at least) to kill
as many Parisian civilians as they could. But it is wilfully unhistorical to claim that their ideology is to be
understood solely as the hideous spawn of decisions taken in the White House and Pentagon.

What drove them was the same impulse that drove their forebears to burn The Satanic Verses a quarter
century ago. It detects grievance everywhere, throughout history: from the Crusades to the loss of the
caliphate in 1924, to the foundation of Israel in 1948, to the emancipation of women and gay people in the
west. It bans music and comedy. It is violently theocratic. You could withdraw all western forces from the
Middle East and north Africa, abolish the state of Israel, end America's entanglement with Saudi Arabia - and
the Islamists would describe this as no more than a good start.

Though they recognise in Downing Street that this is no time to be smug, there is quiet satisfaction that
Cameron's cautious approach to Syrian refugees now appears more strategically shrewd than Angela
Merkel's position on those seeking a safe haven from the civil war. As one cabinet ally of the prime minister
says: "She was blithe and he was cautious. He has been proved right." It is too early to say whether political
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foresight is the same as moral vindication in the case of 2015's great migration. What is certain is that the
issue of border control has moved to the centre of pan-European debate and will stay there for the
foreseeable future.

For now, as so many official statements have declared, the world stands "shoulder to shoulder" and the
readiness to take action is palpable. But such moments rarely last. As one engaged in counter-terrorism puts
it: "The Velcro holding shoulders together gets pretty frayed, pretty fast." That is true of the relationships
between nations and within them. Theresa May, the home secretary, is simultaneously piloting surveillance
powers through parliament and a counter-extremism strategy intended, among many other objectives, to
close the entry points that have drawn young people into the Islamist embrace.

Related: Paris attacks: This is a war of ideas | Bruno Tertrais

When the bloodshed of Paris is all but forgotten, she will still be implementing these measures - but in a very
different context. The surveillance measures will be caricatured as the work of a voracious Big Sister,
exploiting the battle with terrorism as a pretext to hoard authoritarian powers. The government's
anti-extremism measures will be attacked as Islamophobic and divisive.

This is what worries ministers most. Only a few days ago we marked the importance of remembrance and
collective commemoration. Yet we live in an amnesiac society that has forgotten the art of strategic thinking
and lost the habit of patience. We bathe in the spa of grief - and then move on.

"Time is on our side," said Truong Chinh, secretary general of the Vietnamese Communist party in 1947,
"time will be our best strategist." In 2015, the Isis motto is " Bakiya wa tatamadad", "Staying and expanding".
They are prepared to wait, to play the long game. This is what they have and what we have lost: indeed,
bombarded by the clamorous demands of the digital moment, we can barely remember what the long game
is.
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Now we're at war? We've been at war since 9/11, from Paris to
Peshawar;
Yes, this attack on Paris is an act of war. But it's not a war of Islam
versus the west when most of its victims are Muslims

BYLINE: Stan Grant

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 956 words

Peshawar, Pakistan: a suicide bombing has torn through a police cadet parade and scores of people are
dead. I arrive to find fresh blood staining the ground. A mangled motorcycle is strewn across the road. Cars
are burned out and upended; shop windows are shattered. Bits of human flesh are embedded in the
shrapnel-marked walls of surrounding buildings.

Be'er Sheva, Israel: two buses have exploded. There is shattered glass, twisted wreckage and a convoy of
ambulances ferrying the dead and wounded. There is already talk of reprisals against the Palestinian
militants who have carried out this attack.

Related: Paris attacks: anti-terrorism raids across France after Syria airstrikes - live

Southern Thailand: Islamic separatists have taken shelter inside a mosque after launching a series of violent
raids. In the preceding months there have been killings, bombings, beheadings. Now the Thai military open
fire killing all inside the building. Soon after, I walk through the still smouldering mosque. There is blood
dripping from the overhead fans.

These are just some of the acts of terrorism I have covered as a reporter over the past 15 years. To this list I
can add similar attacks in Egypt, Afghanistan, Gaza, Indonesia, China. This has been the pattern since
al-Qaida targeted the United States on September 11 2001.

Now we have the events in Paris and we are told this is war.

What are we thinking? It has been war for more than a decade. For people living in Afghanistan, Pakistan or
parts of the Middle East it has been even longer.

We are rightly stunned and appalled at the loss of life and the brutality in France. But sadly, we should not be
surprised. Just a day a before the Paris attacks, more than 40 people were killed in suicide bombings in
Beirut. These were the deadliest acts since the end of Lebanon's civil war in 1990.

Only a month ago more than 100 people died in a terrorist attack in Ankara, Turkey. The country has been
torn apart by violence this year. In July dozens were killed in a suicide bombing in Suruç.

Now, we are told this is war? It was war on September 11. It was war in Jordan in 2005 when more than 60
people died in coordinated suicide bombings. It was war in Mumbai in 2006. It was war in London in 2005.
Indeed it was war in Paris earlier this year when terrorists targeted the Charlie Hebdo magazine. All of these
attacks took lives, stunned, sickened and left families shattered.

It is worth remembering who count the greatest number of dead in this rolling, seemingly worldwide and
unending conflict.

The Global Terrorism Index 2014 ranks the countries most at risk from terrorism. The top five are: Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria and Syria. In 2013, 82% of terrorism deaths occurred in those five countries.
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The American government's National Counter-Terrorism Centre estimates that up to 97% of terrorism
fatalities are Muslims.

We in the west reflexively identify with attacks on those we see as our own. Terrorism in Paris touches the
fear that it could happen in our neigbourhoods. Yet we did not react with the same outrage or horror or
empathy a day earlier when Lebanese people were killed. Now it is hardly surprising that some in Beirut are
asking if their lives matter less than those in France.

Muslims are not only the greatest victims of terrorism ; they are also blamed for the acts of terrorism. How
often do we hear the lazy, ignorant refrain: "not all Muslims are terrorists, but all terrorists are Muslim". This is
patently untrue.

Europol - the European law enforcement agency - counted 152 terror attacks on the continent in 2013, only
two of them were religiously motivated. France's Corsican independence movement the FLNC, the Greek
leftwing Militant Popular Revolutionary Forces or Italian anarchist group FAI, have all carried out acts of
terrorism that we never hear about.

Anders Brevik massacred more than 70 people in Norway in 2011. He left behind an anti-Muslim,
pro-Christian Europe manifesto. No one demands that all Christian leaders denounce Christian terrorism. Yet
after the weekend in Paris, former Australian prime minister Tony Abbott is once again calling on the Muslim
community to do more to publicly reject Islamic radicals.

This is the same man whose simplistic "death cult" slogans played into the very propaganda Islamic State
(Isis) feeds off.

Related: Why does Pauline Hanson wind up progressives like no other rightwing figure? | Jason Wilson

Yet we cannot ignore the scourge of fundamentalist Islam inspired violence. Muslims certainly can't ignore it
because they bear the brunt of it.

Yes, this is a war. I have covered this war in its many theatres across the globe. I know that Muslims mourn
their dead as we do. Muslim mothers bury their children. Muslim fathers wonder how they will keep their
families safe. Muslim homes are destroyed. Muslims sit in overcrowded refugee camps. Muslims survive on
relief rations from charities. Muslims get on creaky people-smuggler boats to escape. They fan out across
Europe seeking haven. They come to our shores looking for shelter.

Muslims die in overwhelming numbers at the hands of Muslim extremists. Muslims are blamed for the very
acts of terrorism they suffer.

We in the west - the western media - do not see Muslim lives as we see our own. We don't report, discuss or
feel their pain as we report the suffering of those in Paris.

Islamic societies have hard questions to ask of themselves. They are in a fight for the soul of their religion.
The west also has to confront its own failures. Since George W. Bush declared the "war on terror", policies
and military strategies have floundered. Isis is born out of that failure.

This is a war. It touches us all from Paris to Peshawar.
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How to solve the Syrian crisis - the view from around the world;
In the wake of the Paris attacks, experts from key countries outline the
effect of the war and what must happen next The view from the UKThe
view from Saudi Arabia

BYLINE: Vladimir Frolov, Frederic C Hof, Michael Herzog, Hossein Derakhshan, Gencer Özcan, Pierre
Haski

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 2064 words

The view from Russia - Vladimir Frolov : There is a palpable sense of apprehension among the public

Russia's military intervention in Syria is largely a war of choice marketed as a necessity to defeat the terror of
Islamic State. It brings Russia back from the cold as an indispensable power.

Sending forces into combat allowed Moscow to muscle its way to the centre of global diplomacy on Syria,
while turning the conversation away from Ukraine. Displays of new military prowess and power diplomacy
have become the primary sources of popular legitimacy for the Russian leaders. Moscow launched airstrikes
in Syria on 30 September with only 15% of Russians paying attention but a month of relentless TV coverage
has focused people's minds the way the Kremlin wanted. Public support for the operation has risen to 53%,
47% endorse the official objective of preventing Isis from attacking Russia, while 29% think Russia is
protecting Assad's regime from a US-sponsored revolution.

Yet a sense of apprehension is palpable: 22% of Russians disapprove of the intervention; 66% are against
deploying ground forces; 17% do not understand what Russia is fighting for in Syria; 39% fear the war will
result in Russian casualties; while 41% believe it would divert resources from Russia's economy.

Russia's public debate on Syria is heavily skewed to favour Assad's regime, depicting it as the last defence
against Isis. Putin's plan, borrowing heavily from his Chechen template, centres on the need to split the
anti-Assad opposition and co-opt those of its elements who would agree to hold the transition talks with
Assad and stop fighting the regime, while turning their arms against Isis. It's a cynically clever plan to create
a new reality in Syria by turning its civil war into a counter-terrorist operation.
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Vladimir Frolov is a Russian political analyst

The view from the US - Frederic C Hof : No diplomatic process is possible without some safety for
civilians

Moscow and Tehran see Isis as their barrel bomber's ticket back to polite society and the tool that can force
President Obama to eat his August 2011 words calling on Assad to step aside. They know that the Assad
regime's war crimes and crimes against humanity produce recruits for Isis. Not a problem for them.

The ultimate solution involves political legitimacy: inclusive, non-sectarian governance based on consent of
the governed and rule of law. That solution may be decades away. The first order of business is to alter the
trajectory that has transformed Syria's internal agony into a regional crisis and now a demographic tidal wave
washing over western Europe. How to do it? The United States should take the lead.

Related: Syria's future will be decided by ground troops. But whose? | Michael Clarke

First, offer a modicum of protection to Syrian civilians inside Syria. Without it no productive diplomatic
process is possible. Yes, limited military counter-measures will be required, unless Russia and Iran muzzle
their client. Russian assets need not be engaged. Indeed, Russia, Iran and the regime should be given a
chance to stop the slaughter before carefully targeted retaliation becomes necessary.

Second, undertake a major diplomatic initiative to organise regional ground combat forces - infantry, armour,
artillery - supported by western European combat support elements to work with American special operations
forces and coalition aircraft to sweep Isis from Syria. This would be a diplomatic heavy lift of the first order.
But given enough time Isis will sink deep roots in Syria. The current military campaign against it lacks
sufficient ground forces to be decisive. Beating Isis would enable Syrian nationalists to establish decent
governance in eastern Syria and would turn the tide of battle against Isis in Iraq.

Nothing good - dialogue, negotiations, compromise, elections, or a new constitution - can happen in Syria so
long as civilians are on the bullseye in the west and Isis is riding high in the east. It may take decades for
Syria to get to the promised land of political legitimacy. It will get there never at all until the country's current
downward trajectory is arrested and redirected. Time is of the essence.

Frederic C Hof is a former US State Department special adviser on Syria

The view from Israel - Michael Herzog : The west needs to back the Kurds if Isis is to be defeated. But
watch Iran

Syria has become the epicentre of regional turmoil, emitting waves of refugees, terror and instability far
beyond the Middle East. Of all Syria's neighbours, Israel has been the least affected. But while it is neither
part of the war nor the diplomatic efforts, Israel remains a stakeholder in the future of its northern neighbour.

Developments in Syria are judged in Israel mostly by the direct danger posed by the Iranian-led axis. Iran is
a regional power deeply hostile to Israel that commands the region's most heavily armed sub-state actor,
Hezbollah. Assad's remaining territory in Syria serves as a vital conduit for replenishing Hezbollah's huge
rocket arsenal, aimed at Israel.

Any potential diplomatic outcome for Syria will primarily be dictated by developments on the ground and
these do not bode well for a solution. Syria is deeply fragmented, with none of the major players strong
enough to overwhelm the other, nor weak enough to be eliminated. External powers are vying over the end
game with conflicted goals.

Related: Republican presidential candidates would jump straight into war with Russia | Trevor Timm

They all agree Isis must be defeated, yet are divided on how and whether Assad is part of the problem or the
solution. Western policy-makers should therefore focus on each of the various fragments in Syria, as well as
on specific challenges.
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First, the military campaign against Isis should be stepped up. To that end, the west should boost its support
for the Kurds, the only ground force capable of defeating Isis and select Sunni tribes. Second, more
moderate local rebel groups in the south should be enabled to prevent Iran, its proxies and Sunni jihadis
from establishing a foothold. Third, urgent humanitarian solutions must be provided, so as to mitigate the
human tragedy.

Finally, all efforts should be designed with an eye to preventing the empowerment of Iran and its Shia
proxies, who might drive Sunnis into jihadi arms, and further destabilise the region.

Michael Herzog, a retired brigadier general in the Israel Defence Forces, is the
Milton Fine international fellow at the Washington Institute

The view from Iran - Hossein Derakhshan : Outside powers' attempts at regime change only
perpetuate instability

Young Iranians know very little about Syria. It is different when it comes to older Iranians, who remember the
lonely eight years of war with Iraq. They recall that while the entire Middle East backed Saddam's Iraq, it was
only Hafez Assad, Bashar's father, who stood by Iran. They might also remember the unwritten strategic
alliance between the two countries: if one is attacked, the other must help. And the fact that Hafez Assad told
Bashar in his will always to trust Iranians when he needed them, as opposed to other unreliable Arab
leaders.

But what everyone talks about is how vital Syria is to Iran as its most valuable deterrent against a possible
Israeli invasion. If Iran is the brain - and the pocket - of anti-Israeli resistance in the region, Syria is the heart
that pumps resources into Hezbollah as Iran's distant defensive fist.

The Iranian public didn't care much about Syria in the beginning. It was mainly the supreme leader, Ayatollah
Khamenei, who kept the pledge he had given to Bashar's father when both were presidents. To the surprise
of many, even in Iran, he publicly denounced the rebellion as a US-Israeli attempt to overthrow Assad, and
oversaw the dispatch of financial and military assistance to Syria to help resist the armed opposition groups.

The emergence of Isis, however, changed everything. Its medieval brutality and the unexpected advances in
Iraq toward Iran's western borders worried the public.

For Iran, a resolution to the Syrian crisis starts by calling on all parties to stop intervening. Foreign-armed
and financed groups must be defeated/disabled/neutralised. It believes that once all parties drop attempts at
regime change, Syria will be stable enough to think about its desired future, with or without Assad.

Hossein Derakhshan is an Iranian-Canadian author and blogger

The view from Turkey - Gencer Özcan : Erdogan's policy has backfired. Now we are little more than
spectators

The uprisings in Syria left President Erdogan's Justice and Development party on the horns of a dilemma:
between standing by the regime or supporting the rebels. Close relations with Syria cultivated by JDP
governments stood as the best example of the leitmotif of the party's discourse on the Middle East; indeed
propaganda material prepared for the 2011 elections showed Erdogan and Assad arm in arm on the front
page. After the elections, anticipating the fall of the regime, the JDP veered from its policy of close
cooperation with the Assad regime to a regime-change policy. Turkey played a key role in the formation and
maintenance of the Free Syrian Army.

Related: Turkey could cut off Islamic State's supply lines. So why doesn't it? | David Graeber

There were bigger hopes too. In February 2012, at a Friends of Syria conference, foreign minister Ahmet
Davutoglu said: "Turkey would be both the pioneer and speaker of this [new regional] order of peace."
However, while the ruling party's policies bore fruit in other Arab countries - as existing regimes were ousted
one after another - its expectations proved futile in Syria. The Syria policy has backfired on several levels.
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There has been the most serious refugee crisis in our history, but also a heavy toll on Turkey's politics.
Explosions in towns along the Syrian border claimed the lives of hundreds and all who did not espouse the
regime change policy were demonised as Assad's accomplices. Society was polarised and there were turf
fights among Turkey's security establishment.

Amid what one figure called "Turkey's precious solitude" in the Middle East, Ankara's policies have become
irrelevant to the ongoing situation. Turkey is coming to terms with the reality of the Syrian theatre, but as a
mere spectator.

Gencer Özcan is professor of international relations at Bilgi University in Istanbul

The view from France - Pierre Haski : Hollande has shifted his stance, but Syria has already split
France

After the attacks, most French people agree with President Hollande's statement that "the enemy is Isis".
Past statements had put Assad on a par with Isis.

Increasingly, Syria is seen not as one of the Arab Spring countries, but as a radical Islam stronghold enticing
young French-Muslims to fight a mythical jihad. Consequently, the flow of refugees landing in Europe, mainly
of Syrian origin, in the past few months split the French into two camps: those who wanted to show
generosity and compassion, applauding the example of Angela Merkel's open-arms policy; and those who
called it a migrants' "invasion". The French government tried to accommodate both sides by deciding to take,
but limit, its share of the European burden.

The main beneficiary of these shifting perceptions is obviously Marine Le Pen 's National Front. President
Hollande may announce tough security measures and reprisals on Isis, but still the National Front's message
spreads. Syria has become François Hollande's nightmare. He was the first among western countries, back
in 2012, to break with Assad's regime and recognise the democratic opposition. But he has been forced to
clarify his stand, designating Isis as the "enemy" and deprioritising Assad for the moment. This shift has been
criticised by human rights groups and some Syria experts who blame Assad for the country's woes, but is a
logical move after the attacks.

Pierre Haski is a former deputy editor of the French daily newspaper Libération
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For those who fly while Muslim, air travel has an extra indignity: bigotry;
Flying is already uncomfortable and inconvenient, but boarding while
Muslim brings extra risks with it

BYLINE: Ali Gharib

SECTION: COMMENT IS FREE

LENGTH: 820 words

There are already more than enough indignities associated with flying for all Americans, from ever-lessening
leg room to creeping fees. But apparently, those indignities aren't enough for American Muslims to bear.
Maybe Southwest Airlines ought to add another letter to their seat-assignment-free group alphabetical
boarding scheme: M, for boarding while Muslim.

Related: Southwest Airlines criticized after incidents involving Middle Eastern passengers

One might think that after the attacks in Paris, some suspicions could be justified. But singling out people for
their obvious Middle Eastern traits and Muslim faith should be called what it is: bigotry. Still, over the past
week, in the wake of the Paris attacks, Muslims in the US have faced a handful of incidents that, though the
circumstances of all the incidents are not clear, have led to allegations of bias among not only other
passengers, but airlines as well.

On one of the flights, from Indianapolis to Los Angeles early Sunday, Southwest flyers got a scare when,
about a third of the way into the trip, the plane was diverted and landed in Kansas City. The unplanned stop
was precipitated by " suspicious behavior " by a group of passengers at the back of the plane. Southwest
later said the men were behaving in an " unruly " manner.

One of the men, who bore a dark complexion, could be seen in a cellphone video being escorted from the
plane by law enforcement. What was his sin? One witness told a local news channel in San Francisco that
the men's apparent bad behavior began during the safety briefings we've all learned by heart and pretend to
pay attention to. These men dropped the charade of interest: "That part of the debrief at the beginning, they
had gotten out of their seats and had swapped seats in the middle of that particular section and that was
something that created an issue," the witness said.

Unless the seating arrangements were a proxy for what order to blow themselves up in, I'm not sure that
ignoring the safety briefing merited such alarm. During the unscheduled stopover, passengers were
deplaned and bomb-sniffing dogs were brought aboard. The flight was then re-boarded and continued on
without the three men, who were forced to take a later flight - an indication, one hopes, that they no longer
raised security suspicions.

In another incident last week, six reportedly Muslim travelers were told they had to get off a plane preparing
to take off from Chicago to Houston. That flight was delayed but, in this case too, the passengers were
allowed to take a later flight.

Perhaps the most striking incident also came last Wednesday, when Maher Khalil and Anas Ayyad, two
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Americans of Palestinian extraction attempting to board a flight from Chicago to Philadelphia, could be
overheard by another passenger speaking Arabic. Khalil and Ayyad were stopped from boarding and told of
the complaints: someone was afraid to fly with them.

"If that person doesn't feel safe, let them take the bus," Khalil, a pizza shop owner in Philly, told his local
NBC station. After a delay, Khalil and Ayyad were ultimately allowed on board, but their fellow passengers'
suspicions still ran high. "People kept asking me, 'What's in that box?!' I was carrying a small white box. And
the passengers made me open the box!" Khalil said. "So I shared my baklava with them." Now that's
generosity: Khalil's bias-tinged would-be interrogators got sweets.

The difficulty of Flying While Muslim is something I've encountered, too - despite being a staunch atheist,
albeit one with a very Muslim name. I used to be on the government watch list, several airlines employees
told me along the way, as I encountered hurdles to checking in and boarding. I couldn't use the electronic
check-in kiosks - though airline personnel always made me try, instead of a boarding pass I got a note to see
a ticket agent. I haven't even, so far as I can remember, jawed loudly in Farsi with family members on board
or in line.

Once a delayed flight caused me to miss a connection in Newark Liberty international airport and, in order to
book a new flight, an airline manager had to call over a New Jersey state cop to oversee the process. (In the
late 2000s, the government purged many of the names on the list and I've been flying hassle free for about
five years.)

It's not always clear that the incidents discussed here and elsewhere spring from anti-Muslim bigotry, but
enough of the tales point that way, and my own experiences suggest there's something to it. The petty
inconveniences I suffered, after all, weren't even due to fellow passengers' or airlines' suspicions, but the
government's.

Both our American values and security would be better served if we - Americans who are simply flying on
planes or working for the airlines - treated all people, no matter what language they were speaking, equally,
saving our suspicions for people actually acting suspiciously.
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Donald Trump's bigotry against Muslims has safety implications we
can't ignore;
The Republican candidate alienates many vulnerable minorities in the
US. If he is treated like a joke that gives his noxious ideology room to
grow

BYLINE: M Dove Kent
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People who wouldn't dream of voting for Donald Trump still mostly perceive him as a joke - with a platform
far too outlandish and racist to win him the presidency. But Trump's candidacy is no laughing matter.
Whether or not he has a chance at the White House, the racism and white supremacy that Trump is tapping
into runs deep in the American psyche, and his incitement is strengthening a violent and racist undercurrent.

His latest comments, calling for unprecedented levels of surveillance of Muslim communities - including a
database to track them and possibly including special identification cards - are appalling. But what really
sends chills through my body - as an American and as a Jew - is the lack of serious and sustained public
outcry in response.

Thus far in his run for president, Republican candidate Donald Trump has made headlines in his fanning of
fears, xenophobia, racism and religious bigotry against immigrants, people of color and Muslims.

As Republican governors rush to keep Syrian refugees out of their states, it is clear that Trump's rhetoric is
revealing and emboldening a revanchist nativist strain in the Republican party. Treating Trump as a joke
gives his noxious ideology room to grow. The climate he is creating has very real implications for the safety
and lives of people of color, Muslims and immigrants.

I'm reminded of Hannah Arendt's warnings that the world's greatest tragedies are not just the result of
leaders misusing their power, but also of average people who simply stay quiet and go about their business.
This is a moment when all of us who find Trump's ideas repellent need to make our voices heard. He isn't
funny. He isn't colorful. And he certainly isn't harmless.

Demagogues are quick to use the Holocaust as a prop to make their points, so like many Jews, I am hesitant
to compare current day politics to the violence and virulent anti-semitism of the Nazis. But the parallels
between what Trump is proposing and what European Jews faced in the first half of the 20th century are too
blatant for me - or the US Holocaust Memorial Museum - to ignore.

Related: Isis wants Christians and Muslims to fight a war. Will Republicans take the bait? | Ali Gharib

In 1938, Jews were described as a threat to German national security. The German government forced all
Jews to carry identification cards with the letter "J" to indicate their Jewish heritage. Jews with "non-Jewish"
first names had to add "Israel" and "Sara" to their given names on their IDs. Each step further threatened
their rights and safety; each was deemed necessary for the wider public good. And most average Germans
failed to speak out in protest against these affronts to their neighbors.

Asked in today's interview whether he would support "registering Muslims in a database or giving them a
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form of special identification that noted their religion", Trump told reporters that: "certain things will be done
that we never thought would happen in this country in terms of information and learning about the enemy".
He added: "We're going to have to do things that were frankly unthinkable a year ago".

Americans think that the tragedies of yesterday could never repeat themselves. But with each racist
incitement, Trump is making the "unthinkable" more and more possible in our country. We need every
American who rejects racism and the politics of fear to demand that Donald Trump and his ideas be
marginalized and seen in the true depth of their racism and xenophobia. If we don't act now, we risk allowing
a truly dangerous climate to develop - one that we will regret for decades to come.
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